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A new technique was developed which permits simultaneous extraction of
complete lift, drag, and thrust power curves from time histories of a single
to ) and pushover (to V
aircraft maneuver such as a pullup (from Vmax Vstal I max
for level flight.) The technique is an extension to non-linear equations of
motion of the parameter identification methods of lliff and Taylor and includes
provisions for internal data compatibility improvement as well. The technique
was shown to be capable of correcting random errors in the most sensitive data
channel and yielding highly accurate results. Flow charts, listings, sample
inputs and outputs for the relevent routines are provided as appendices. This
technique was applied to flight data taken on the ATLIT aircraft. Lack of
adequate knowledge of the correct full-throttle thrust horsepower-true air-
speed variation and considerable internal data inconsistency made it impossible
to apply the trajectory matching features of the technique. The drag and
power values obtained from the initial least squares estimate are about 15%
less than the "true" values. Compared with predicted values developed using
previous work at N. C. State, the extracted drag is generally higher. If one
takes into account the rather "dirty" wing and fuselage existing at the time
of the tests, however, the predictions are reasonably accurate. The steady
state lift measurements agree well with the extracted values only for small
values of _. The predicted value of the lift at _ = 0 is about 33% below that
found in steady state tests while the predicted lift slope is 13% below the
steady state value. Because the data processing procedure was unable to
proceed beyond this initial extraction, detailed performance and stability
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NOMENCLATURE
a - linear acceleration along x-body axis.X
B - coefficient used in calculating bias error in _ (p. 103).
c - specific fuel consumption.
CD - drag coefficient.
CL - lift coefficient.
C% - general representation of a parameter (p. 111).
CLA - rate of change of lift coefficient with angle of attack.
CLAO - lift coefficient when _ = O.
x
CLAX - rate of change of lift coefficient with respect to a .
CLQ - rate of change .in lift coefficient with pitching velocity.
D - drag.
D - weights on elements of cost function.
d - dimensionless numbers used to scale weights in cost function.
Em. - energy, measured at specific point_
I
f(t) - function of time.
f(_) - functional representation for use in Newton-Raphson _rocess (p. 106).
g - acceleration due to gravity.
h - altitude.
- rate of climb.
- altitude acceleration.
H(n) - filter response.




- mass flow rate.
n - number of harmonics.
P - power (p. 36).
P - altitude pressure (p. 66).
PS - stagnation pressure.
- time rate of change of pressure.
q - pitching velocity.
- pitching acceleration.
qc - differential pressure between p!tot and static pressures.
R - gas constant for air.
r - radial displacement or yaw rate.
S - area (p. 19).
S - fit error (p. 38).
ST - tail area.
SW - wing area.
T - thrust (p. 36).
T - total time (p. 53).
T - local free stream absolute temperature (p. 68).
t - time.
TS - stagnation temperature.
u - component of aircraft velocity on x_body axis (p. 65).
u -fluid velocity (p. 70).
- acceleration along the x-body axis.
V - velocity of aircraft along flight path.
- acceleration of aircraft along flight path.
- rate of change of vehicle acceleration along flight path.
x
W - weight.
w - component of aircraft velocity along z-body axis.
WGTL - lower constraint weight.
WGTU - upper constraint weight.
x - horizontal displacement.
X - exponent in lift expression (p. 105).
Xax - displacement of accelerometer from c.g.
- angle of attack.
- time rate of change of angle of attack.
y - flight path angle (p. 36).
y - ratio of specific heats (p. 68).
- flight path angular velocity.
- flight path angular acceleration.
_" - rate o_ change of flight path angular acceleration.
5" - displacement thickness.
0 - pitch angle.
- pitching velocity
- time interval.
- coefficient of viscosity.
p - density.
- time constant.




c - cutoff value.
DATA - refers to measured value.
DRAG - refers to values obtained from drag equation.
fus - fuselage.
LIFT - refers to values obtained from lift "equation.
N - last point in data set.
t - tail.




' - measured value.
" - lag-free value.
^ - estimated value of the variable.
A Note on the Units Used in This Work
The resultspresentedin the first 24 flgureswere all obtained
using computerprogramswrittenprior to 1974. At that time U. S.
customaryunits were the units most commonlyused in this country by
engineersand scientistsin the GeneralAviationfield. The programs
reflectthat usage. Becauseof the expenseof convertinga large number
of old programsto S.I. units and the continuingusage of U. S. customary
units by a majorityof the professionalsin the field, subsequentcal-
culations'weredone using U. S. customaryunits. The computerprograms
newly written for the presentwork were, however,providedwith alternate
output and plot routineswhich glve the results in S.I. units. These
alternateoutput forms can be selected in lieuof U.S. customaryunits
by specifyinga particularparametervalue at the time the data are




The value of any predictive procedure depends rather fundamentally upon
its success in forecasting the behavior of the item with which it's associated
under actual use conditions. Thus, a technique for predicting the lift, drag,
and pitching moment of a proposed aircraft is useful to the extent that it
foretells the forces and moments which will be experienced by the flight
hardware. It is usually in the nature of things that the better the job the
technique does, the more difficult and expensive it is to use. Fortunately,
the introduction of increasingly sophisticated digital computers has made it
possible to increase the rigor of lift, drag, and moment predictive techniques
without significant increases in the cost of employing them. This process can
be expected to continue as computer capabilities improve.
Even a supposedly rigorous technique, however, may not be useful if it
does not do a good job of predicting what actually occurs. The analytical
model, for example, may be too crude or important effects may not have been
treated at all. It is therefore important that new predictive techniques be
evaluated critically under actual use conditions before they are employed
extensively for preliminary design activity.
It was intended that this procedure be followed in the case of the
predictive techniques developed in Reference I. The vehicle to which they
were applied was a modified Piper Seneca (ATLIT). The predictions of lift,
drag, and pitching moment to be encountered during cruise flight were
developed using .he computer program described in Reference I and the
vehicle's geometry as obtained from Piper shop drawings. Performance
predictions and stability predictions were also made using in these instances
the programs described in References 2 and 3. The aircraft itself was then
flight tested to determine the parameter values actually experienced. This
report outlines the methods by which the parameter predictions were obtained,
presents their results, describes the methods by which the parameter values
were obtained from flight data, and gives these results.
2
LIFT AND DRAG PREDICTION
The ATLIT airplane employs a straight, tapered wing with a GA(W)-I airfoil
section 17% thick. The computational technique distributes 65 regions of
constant vorticity on the surface of the airfoil, calculates from this an
inviscid flow field and pressure distribution, then determines the boundary
layer growth corresponding to this pressure distribution, and recomputes the
inviscid flow field of a pseudo airfoil whose ordinates are now the physical
airfoil ordinates plus the local values of 6" with a modification so as to
locate the trailing edge stagnation point downstream in the wake. This process
goes through four iterations so that the computed pressure distribution
obtained after the last potential (inviscid) solution is essentially the same
as that used to generate the boundary layer solution which formed the basis
for that potential solution. The program gives section lift, drag, and
moment. The drag includes both skin friction drag and form drag. However,
because of the flow model used, extensive regions of flow separation cannot
be treated. For this reason, the data are unreliable above CL = 0.8.
The outputs (lift, drag, and moment vs. a for a given Reynolds number)
from the airfoil program are fed into a curve fitting routine which provides
polynomial representations of the results for use by the wing program. This
program uses lifting line theory to modify the local angle of attack which
the airfoil data "sees" according to spanwise changes in twist, camber,
thickness, and chord length. Spanwise variations in Reynolds number are
handled by providing as input tip and root data at the correct Reynolds
number with the program interpolating to obtain the data for other spanwise
stations. Inviscid wing-fuselage interference is treated by transforming the
fuselage mathematically into a vertical slit and distributing its effects along
the span. The output of the program is the three-dimensional lift, drag, and
pitching moment of the wing. Note that the drag includes both profile and
induced drags.
The same procedure is employed to find the contributions of the tail
surfaces to the overall aircraft lift, drag, and moment. The vertical tail
was considered to be half of a symmetric surface unaffected by the presence
of the horizontal tail. The horizontal tail was assumed to be unaffected by
the presence of the vertical tail, propeller slip-stream, or the downwash of
the wing.
The input data and results of the various computations are shown in
figures I through 7.
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0.0 Oe4281qO 0*006357 --0*g02620
• 2*000000 Q*666130 0*00770? -0e107690 t
4*000000 0*894760 0*009055 --0*182180
• 6*000000 1.120199 0.010642 --0.116490 *
• 8.000000 1.338400 0*01241_--0*119910 •
10.000000 !.548699 0.015151 -0.122690
• |2*000000 t.T48300 0.01799T --0*123940
14*000000 1.928499 0*02181? --0*122310 •
__t_t___t_*___t___t
TMO DIMENSIONAL C UR_I[ FIT FUI_iCTION DATA
* OF THE FORM Y=C(O).C( |)*X+C(2|SX*e2f...
# WHITCOMS/A=--4*--2*Oe2*4*6*SwIOoI2e14/RN=5*?eFR_E TRANS[TION/N_*IS *
* C(O) C(I) C12) C13! C14) *
* CL VERSUS ALPHA 0.43993 QeI142T -0.00019 0*00002 --0.00000 DOMAIN= --4.0000 TO 14*0000 *
* CO VERSUS CL 0.00608 --0.00466 0.01623 -0.01096 0e00311 DONAtN= --0.0232 TO 1.9285 *
* CM VERSUS CL --0*09253 --0.02625 0.01076 -0.00997 0*003?7 DOMAIN= --0.0232 TO 1.9285 *
• ALPHA VERSUS CL --3.81031 8.41611 0.07390 --0.86891 0*32962 DOMAIN= --0.0232 TO 1.9285
FIGURE 3
$ TME O|NEkS|ON_qL. AXRFOIL DATA |NPUT 8
$ *
$ O009/A=-6e--Ae--2oOe2t4o6eSe|Oe|2/FIq_ TRANS_TION/Mmo|5_Nz3eO/SFsCREF_|eO *
• THE NUMBER OF' DATA PQ[NTS IS = |0 *
• ALPHA CL CD CN *
• --6.000000 --0.639030 0.007929 0.002287 *
• --4.000000 --0.430500 0.00?073 0.002844 *
• --2.000000 -0.2|64|0 0.006263 0.00164| *
• 0.0 O. O00019 0.005804 --0.000004 *
• 2.000000 0.216qA0 0*006282 -0.00|647 *
• 4.000000 0.430540 O.OOT070 --0.002852 *
• 0.000000 0.639190 0.007936 --0.002330 *
$ 0.000000 0.853?20 0.009509 --0e003464
• |0.000000 !.060100 0.011856 --0.003900 *
• 12.000000 !.250999 0.015075 --0.002810 *
T_O O |IA([NS[QNAL CI.JtR_ FiT FUNCTION DATA *
OF THE FORN Y:C(O)_C( |)*X+C(2|*X*_2.e*e
• O009/A=--6,--As--2,O o2e4*6,8_ IOe |21FREE TRANS|T|ON/14==, |8/RNs3, OISF---CREF=|, 0 *
C(O! C(I) C(2) C(3) C(41 t
CL VERSUS ALPHA -0,00|09 0,10769 0*000|2 --0*00002 --0*00000 DONA[N= -6.0000 TO 12,0000 t
• CO VERSUS CL 0,00608 0*00006 0*00407 -0*00036 0,00|31 DOMAIN= -0,6390 TO 1,2510 *
• CM VERSUS EL 0,00011 --0.00721 0.0000| 0,00685 --0,00310 DONAIN[= --0,6390 TO !,2510 *




t TIC DliEkSIC_AIL CURVE FIT FUNCTION DATA
* OF TH_ FOAN V_(OJ_C(|I*K_C(2I_XQIE_**.
:
WHITCQNO/A_'Ae--2eOt2eAtSeEeIOe|2_I4/Rfi_SeTeFREE TRANS|T|ON/IRIo| 5THICKNI[$S RATtO_ O*IT
* C(01 C(tl €(2J C(31 C(At
* (]-VERSUS _PHA 0*43903 0*1142T -0.00019 0*000OZ -0.00000 DDRAIN_ --A.0000 TO 14.0000 $
CD VERSUS CL 0*00608 --0.00466 0*01623 --0*01096 0.00311 DORAIN_ --000232 TO 1*9200 t
CN VERSUS CL -0.09253 --0.02625 0.0107_ --0*00997 0.00377 DDmAIN_ --0*0232 TD 1.9285 •
/d.PHA VERSUS CL --3.01030 8*41610 0.8T38_ 0 06887 0*32961 ODNAINI -0*0E32 TO 1*0285
_41TCDRO/A A 20oZ 4t6 OelOol21|A/Rl_mS ?*FREE TRAN$1TIDN//4_.I$
THICKNESS RAT|O'S*e1?
: C(O| C(,, C'2, C(3, C(4,CL V_SUS ALPHA 0*43993 0.11427 -0.00019 0_00002 --OeOOOO0 ODRAiN_ --4*0000 TO IA. O000
0 CO VEI_SUS _ 0*00600 -0*00466 0.01623 -0.01096 0*00311 DORAIN_ --0*0232 TO I 9285 :* CH VERSUS CL --0*0_253 -0o021025 0*01076 --0.00997 0*00377 DORAIN_ --0.0232 TO 1.9205
ALPHA VERSUS CL --3* 01030 8*41610 0*8?385 --0.106087 0*32961 D(_qA|N_ -0.0232 TO I 920S *
& •
***_*_*tt_*_*_**t0_t**t*_**t****_**_*_t*_0*_8_*****t*_*_****_******_t**_*_******_*_***_**8*_****_
R_*15 WNITCON8 AIRFDIL/RI_S.7 N|LLION/I? Pt[RCEHT THICK NEW NASA MEN(;
*/_/**p*e/*_/*_/_/*_/**/**/_*/*_/_*/**/*_J_/**/*_/**/**/_*p**/**J**/_*/**/*_/**S**/**/**/_*/_/*_/**p*_/**J**/**/**/*
DOOY HE|GHT / SPAN . . . . * _ 0.11 O00Y WIOTH'/ SPAN* * * * . . m 0.10
ASPECT RATIO * . . . . . . * = 10.10 W|NG HE|GHT / SPAN .. * * * . 8 -0*04
WING EOOY |NCID_NCE! OEG * • _ 0.0 TIP TH|CKNESS CHOAO. * * * * = O*IY
_OQT THICKNESS CHORD . . . . a O.I? GEORLrTR|C TIIST* O_G * * * . _ -3*00
N_)NBER OF SPAN_|S_ STATIONS* 8 20*00 AEROOYNAN|C TW|ST_ OEG * * . m -3*00
TAPER RATJD. . . . . . . . * _ 0*50 REVNQLDS NURE_R* * . . . . . i 5*TO
CGO_OINAT_S DF MOMENT REFEREkCE PG| NT X= 0.0 Z_ 3*0
VALUE OF O[SCRIRINANT. . . • _ 0*001000
_/*_/_*/*_/*_f_*/*_/_*p**/**f_*/**/*_/**f**/**/_*/**/**/**/**/**/*_/**/*_/_S**/**/**/e*/_*/**/_*J**/*I/**/_*/**/**/**/*
* T_I_EE DENEhSIDNAL LIFT* DRAG* AhlO NON|N? DATA *
ALPHA CL COP CD[ CO CN
* --4*000000 --0*134572 0.006411 0.00004_ 0*001316 --0*080299 &
--2.000000 0*06343T 0*005_17 0*000328 0*006040 -0.093061 *0.0 0*259785 0*00S686 0*002603 0*000349 --0*09R31] *
2*000000 0.454469 0*006340 0*007784 0*014132 --0*1026694*000000 0*648208 0.007393 0.015658 0.023058 --0.106061 *
* 6*000000 0*041220 0*008643 0*026248 0*094090 --0.110999 *
0.000000 !.092696 0*01009? 0*039469 0*049506 --0.114708 *
0.055,64 0.066,88 --0.110148 • _'11_"_'1_b" _IO.0O0000 1.221716 0.011624
* 12.000000 1.405899 0*019535 0*0?2973 0.006_00 --0.120638
14*000000 1.5E2TI? 0.015940 0.092385 0.100320 -0.121863 *
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiijiiiiii i ll i
• CO VERSUS CL 0.00600 O*O000G 0*00407 --0*00036 0.00131 OOWA|N= --0.6390 TO 1.2510 •
• CR VERSUS CL O,O00tl -0o00721 0.00001 0*00605 --0000310 00MAIN_ --0*6390 TO 1o2510
• ALPHA VERSUS CL 0o01135 9*20780 --O*llllO 0014529 0.09729 DOMAI_ --0*6390 TO le2510
ATLIT HORI_NTAL TAIL SECTI(3_qdI"_OOOg/A 6 A 2 0 2 Ae6 5 10 |2_qr_3 /W 15J- 0- • • . • • • • z.
; THICKNESS RATIO_ 0.09 :
C(01 C(IJ C(2) C(31 C(4) •
• CL VERSUS &LPHA --0000109 0o10769 0000012 --0.00002 --0000000 DQRA|N_ --6.0000 Tn 12.0000 •
• CD VERSUS CL 0.00608 0000006 0o00407 --0*00036 0*00131 OOWAIN_ --_ 6390 TO 102510 •
• CN VERSUS CL 0000011 -0.00721 0.00001 0o00685 --0000310 DOMAINz --0.6390 TO 1.25|0 •
• ALPHA VERSUS CL 0.01135 9.28?80 -0011110 0.14829 0009T29 DOMA|N_ --0.6390 TO 102510 •
ATLIT HORIZCNTAL TAlL US|kG NACA 0009 AIRFOIL/R_3*O MILLION RACHI:*I5
_/_p_/_*/_*/**f*m/_*/**p**fe_p_/_/*_/_p*_/_e_J_*f**f*_/*_p_f*_f**/*_/*_p_*_J_S**f_*/*_/_S_*/_f_l_l_/**/*
800Y H_IGHT / SPAN 0 • • 0 • z 0.16 BOOY WIDTH / SPAN0 • • * 0 • _ 0015
ASPECT RATIO . . . 0 * * . 0 s 4.75 WING HEIGHT f SPAN * • 0 • • _ 000
VI_G BCOY INCIDENCE0 OEG • * m 0.0 TIP THICKHESS CI!0_00 0 • * . I 0*09
ROOT THICKNESS CHORD 0 • • • _ 0*09 GEOWETRIC TWIST0 D_G * * * 0 _ 000
kURBER _F SPANWlSE STATIONS• _ 20o00 AERODYNAN|C TWIST0 DEG * * * _ 0.0
TAP[I_ RATIO* * * • * * • . . _ 1.00 REYNOLOS NUWSER* • * 0 0 0 • _ 3*00
COOROINATE$ OF WORENT REFEREN¢_ POINT Xm 0.0 2z 0.0
VALUE OF OI$CRININANT. . • 0 _ 0o001000
*/_*p_p**/**J_l_*/**/_p*_j_*/*_/*e/*_/_/_/_j_f_*/_*/*_/_l_/_/_/_p_*/**/*_/**/_*i**/*_f*_p_*p_*_/*_t_/**/*
* THREE OI_hSIIONA1. LIFT, DRAG* ANO ROHENT DATA *
ALPHA CL CDP CDI CD CN •
-6,000000 -00449000 0*006908 00017090 0*023998 00002*27 *
• -4.000000 -0.300239 0o006339 00007641 00013980 0*002019 *
-20000000 -0o150733 00006026 0o001925 0000?951 0*001169 *GaG -00000492 0*005933 -0*000000 0.005933 0*000115 •
• 20000000 0*149765 0*006041 0*001901 0*007942 --00000943 *
**000000 0.300187 0.006352 00007636 0*013988 -0*00|863 •6*000000 00450217 0*006890 0.017152 0.024072 -00002552 *
• 8.000000 0.599307 0.007694 0.030441 0.038,36 --0.002976 * _"11_'_1_]_
* 10.000000 0*746855 0*008821 00047263 0*056004 --00003152 •
120000000 0*892116 0*010332 0o067*07 00077739 --0o003152 •
%o
S OF THE FORN Y_CIO|_C( IJ*X_C(2I*Xe02_*** •
• ATLIT VERTICAL TAIL SECT1CN_'OOO/Aa-Ao--4*--2*Oe2oAeOoOIEOe12/RN_3./_*15 •
THICKNESS _ATIO _ 0.09
• C(O) Ctl) C(2) C(3I CfAI ,
• CL VERSUS ALPHA --O.O0|Oq 0*10T09 O*O001Z --0*00002 --OeO0000 DONAtlq_ -6*0000 TO 12.0000 •
• C0 VERSUS CL 0*00608 0000006 0*00407 --0.00036 0*00131 DONAINw --006390 TO 1o2510 *
• CN VERSUS CL 0*00011 --0.00721 0.00001 0.00685 -0*00310 00NAIN: --0.0390 TO 1.2510 •
• ALPHA VERSUS CL 0.01138 9.20?00 --0*11110 0e14029 0.09729 OONAINI --0*6390 TO 1*2510
ATL IT VERT [CAL TA IL SECT ION'-'OOO/A_Oe--4,--2,0,2*4e666110* 12/RNmSe/N_* iS
THICKNESS RATIO: 0 09 •C(O) C111 C(21 C(31 C14)
• _ VERSUS ALPHA --0.00|09 0010769 0*00012 --OeqOOOZ --0o00000 OORA|N_ --0*0000 TO JZ*0000
• C0 V_RSUS CL 0*00608 0*00006 0*0040? --0*00036 0*00131 DOMAIN: --0,6390 TO 1.2S10 •
• Cq VERSUS CL 0.00011 -O.OOT21 0600001 O*O06eS --0.00310 00NA|N= --0.0390 TO 1.2510
• ALPHA VERSUS CL 0,01138 0.28T80 -0.11110 0.14829 0*09?29 OONAINI --0*0390 TO 1,2510 •
_*_*_***_*o_*_*_**_$_*•_••**t4_•_*_*_$_*•_$*_*_•••_*_•_•_**_•*_*_0*•*_*_•_•*_•_•_$•_•_*:
ATL|T VERTICAL TAIL USING NACA 0009 AERFO[L/1RNmS.O H[LLION/NACH_* 15
OOOY HEIGHT / SPAN , . , * . • O,OS O00Y W|OTH / SPAN* * * * * . m O*OS
ASPt[CT PATKO * . , * . . , * _ 3*60 W|NG HE IGHE / SPAN * * , * * i 0,0
rING 8_DT I NC|OENCE, 010 * . 8 0,0 TIP THICKNESS CHORO* * . . . m 0,0_
ROOT THICKNESS CHORD * , * , t 0,09 GEON[rRIC TWIST* OEG * * * , _ 0.0
NUMBER OF SPANW[$E STATtQNS* • 20,00 AEROOYNAN|C Ta|ST* DEG * * * t 0,0
TAPER RATIO* , * * . . , , , • 0*40 REYkRN.D$ NUMBER* * * * . , , u 3,00
COORDINATES OF HOMENT REF_I_NCE POI NT Xm 0,0 Z_ 0,0
VALUE OF O[SCRININANT* . . . s O*OOlO00
*/__/**/*_/*_/_*/_*/_*/*_/_*/**/__l**/_*/**/__/*_/*_/**/__/_*/**/*_/_*/_*/**/__/**/*_/*_/*_/__f**/*_/**/*_/**/**/**/__/_
ALPHA CL COP COl C0 CN
* --6*000000 --0 e378216 0*006036 0*01287? 0*019513 0*002430
--4.000000 --0*252701 0*006277 O*OOS?SI 0*012020 0*001845 •
--2*000000 --0*126056 0*006075 0*001649 0*007"524 0.001033 •
* 0.0 --0*000549 O*O0_OIS 0*000000 0*006015 0*000119 :
_,000000 0,1258Z9 0*006008 0*001425 0,007514 _0*0007974*000000 0.2S2360 0*000295 0.00S?33 0*012028 --0.001030 •
: 6.000000 o.]?s?sz0.0,6.] 0.01,1_ 0.0,_ss6-0.00z_,A• FIGURE 78*000000 0.504801 0.007149 0*022930 0.03008T --O*OOZS?8 $
* 10*000000 0*030221 0*007033 0*035755 0*043587 --0*003226 :
12.000000 0*754719 0.008724 0*051280 0*000004 --0*00339S
•tttttttttttttt$ittttttt•ittttti•ttiti•t$t•ttoittttttt•tttii•tttt_
Fuselage and Nacelles
The program to compute the forces and moments on isolated, quasi-stream-
lined bodies having a plane of symmetry represents the half-surface by 560
flat panels of more or less equal area. On each panel is distributed a
uniform source whose strength is such that the flow due to all sources is
everywhere parallel to the surface. Then, a streamline which goes through
the centroid of a particular panel is traced upstream to its inception point.
Along this streamline is calculated the boundary layer displacement thickness
and skin friction by a momentum integral method. This is done for all 560
panels. At the downstream end of the body the wake is arbitrarily assumed to
begin at the upstream end of the last two sets of panels. The angle of the
wake leaving the body is determined by the history of the boundary layer
displacement up to that point. This wake is then paneled to a stagnation
point downstream in the physical wake and the inviscid pressure distribution
on the body plus wake body recomputed. The calculated skin friction is
Integrated over the body to find the skin friction drag and the recomputed
pressure distribution is integrated in the normal and axial directions to
find the lift and form drag. The same data are also used in computing the
pitching moment.
Because the boundary layer routine used is two-dimensional it is not
valid when the flow is expanding or contracting rapidly, i.e., near the nose
or tail of a body, or when there is a significant cross flow, i.e., at angle
of attack. For this reason the aircraft drag computation is reasonable only
in the cruise configuration. In the context of an overall drag computation
this is not unduly limiting because the wing drag calculation fails for high
angles of attack as well. Several attempts were made to extend the angle of
attack range of the computation at least for axisymmetric bodies, by using an
axisymmetric finite difference boundary layer routine in the plane of symmetry
in order to locate the lee-side separation point and then applying the Allen-
Perkins (Ref. 4) technique to determine the normal force. However, the com-
puted separation point was not regularly located sufficiently close to physical
separation point (as found experimentally) to make this approach viable.
Modeling fuselages and nacelles for the purposes of drag computation as
Isolated bodies of course ignores interference effects. While it is con-
ceivable that the inviscid aspects of interference could be treated adequately
(and in fact have been in many cases), it will require a general three-
dimensional boundary layer solution to trea_ the viscous aspects adequately.
Since such solution techniques will be some time in coming, it continues to
be necessary to treat these effects empirically. Because other approximations
in the model can be expected to yield uncertainties of the same order of
magnitude, no attempt was made to account for these effects.
Figures 8 through 11 show the input data and calculated results for the
ATLIT fuselage and nacelles.
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ATLIT WITH M:21 AND N029 YIELDING 560 PANELS ---- FUSELAGE ONLY
1 121"29
O* 7o5 1605 25.5 3500 45.0 55.0 65.0 7500 8605 XFU510
9705 1080 1"i8o5 12905 14005 15100 16200 17205 18400 19505 XFUS20
20705 22005 23200 24405 25605 273,0 29300 31206 33900 XFUS29
000000 0*0000 000000 000000 000000 000000 OoO000 000000 0.0000 000000 Yl






000000 009000 108000 207750 307375 407375 507875 607500 705750 801250 Y2





000000 103875 206375 401625 5.8813 706500 905250110225012.12501205625 Y3





000000 106750 3.4375 504500 70675010018751207750140213015012501504875 Y4





000000 !,5250 304750 501750 8o513011.363014o375016o450017o27501_6000 Y5





0.0000 201000 402375 606375 90362512.750016.2750180225019006301903750 Y6





000000 202500 406090 701090100690014065601805940200440021*03002102500 Y7
2103400210330021004701907800170190013069001003750 703100 407000 203100 Y7
000000 Y7
310187 310167 310187 310157 310187 310187 31022 350281 39.375 420344 Z7
450797 490156 520563 550875 58o155 590422 6000 60025 60.42 60044 Z7
60044 Z7
000000 205780 502500 801875110656016006302004060220270022065502208600 Y8





0.0000 2.5750 502500 8020001106750160075020o9500220825023022502305750 Y9
2308500230975023087502208750190950016000001200500 806375 504500 206750 Y9
000000 Y9
29025 29025 29025 29025 29025 29025 30.225 34_05 38027504200750 Z9
4509250490775053065005706880600538061092506204630620650062.80006208130 Z9
6208380 Z9
000000 300000 6075001007500140500019025002102500220500023050002400000 YtO
12 FIGURE 8





000000 3.5000 7.750011.875016.|25019.875022075002407500250500025*8750 Yll





0.0000 3.7500 7.5000110500015.250020025002402500250375025*87502602500 Y!2























0.0000 4*1250 9.875014.875020.7500230250025000002506250260125026*3750 YI6
26.500026.250026.0000250250024012502105000170500013*0000 802500 400000 Y16
'0.0000 Y16
24.330024.330024.330024.3300240330026058003105800360705041.330045.5800 Z16
49.830053.9$5058.330062.8300670580071_705 74.58 75*58 75.83 75.83 Z16
75083 Z16
000000 4.7500 9.750014.500020.7500220875024.750025*625026*250026*3750 Yt7





0.0000 4,6250 9.500014.000020.250022.5000240500025-2500250750025*8750 Y18





0.0000 3.8750 9.250014.000019.5000210750023,6250240250024*37502405000 Y19
24050002403750240250023.6250220250019.750016*00001200000 7.8750 3.7500 YI9
0.0000 Y19
230000023.000023.00002300000230000025025002907500340625039000004301250 Z19
470000050*7500550000059e000063*000 6700 6905 7100 7105 71.5 ZI9
71.5 ZI9
0.0000 3°7500 90250013.24 19.00 21.25 22.50 23025 23.625 23.75 Y20
FIGURE 8 CONT'D
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000000 306250 8,7500130000018*5000200250021.250021062502|0750021,8750 Y21
220000021087502106250210000019*7500|706250140750011,2500 7,2500 305000 Y21
000000 Y2|
23,25 23025 23,25 23025 23*25 25050 30037 34,87 380875 42,5 "Z21
46,0000490500053*1250560750060o25006307500660500068e000065050006805000 Z2!
6815000 Z21
000000 405000 8*3750|2e50001707500180500019025001906250190875020,0000 Y22





0*0000 400090 8000001203000160700017*350018*00001R,250018,400018.4500 Y23





0*0000 4,0000 80000010*00001505500|60000016040001606000|6061001606200 Y24
16*625016*6000160400016,050015*400014,!50012,0000 9,1000 6,0000 209000 Y24
000000 Y24
27,25 27*25 2?*25 27*25 27.25 29,5 33,55 370 40, 42,85 Z24
4505 48ol 50,9 5307 56*7 59065 62*05 63*4 6307 63*?2 Z24
63,75 Z24
0*0000 4*3750 7*6250|1012501308750140375014.688014,8|3014.87501409380 Y25





0,0000 204000 406000 7,600011.400012,150012,500012,650012.800012.9000 Y26





0.0000 1.8125 3.8125 6.0000 7.8750 9e1250 9.5000 906875 908125 908750 Y27
908750 9,8125 9,7500 905000 9,2500 8,5625 7,3750 5,7500 3,8125 108750 Y27
0,0000 Y27
33,101 33,101 33,101 33,187 34,125 350875 38, 400125 410875 43e5 Z27
45,063 46.625 48,25 490875 51,813 53,563 55,188 560375 57,0 57,188 Z27
5?,25 Z27
000000 106000 3.2500 408500 603000 609500 7,3500 704000 7.4500 7.5000 Y28





0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 OeO000 000000 000000 0,0000 000000 0*0000 0.0000 Y29





X Z OUT 45e I0* 30* 14e OAT I
FIGURE 8 CONT'D
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ATLIT NACELLE VITH N=2t AND M_=2| YIELDING 400 PANELS ON THE BOOY
1 1 21 21
000 1*5 3.75 6.75 11.25 1500 20.0 24.5 30.0 3405 XFUSlO
4010 45.75 51.0 5605 6205 6805 74e 79.5 86.0 9405 XFUS20
116.0 XFUS21
0o0000 0.0000 0.0000 000000 O.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0o0000 0.0000 0.0000 Vl





O.OOO0 1.5000 2.9580 405000 6.5000 8.875011.875015.320016.875017.3750 Y2





O.O00O 1.5000 3.3750 5.2500 7.125010.125013.500016.500017075001800000 Y3





O* 1*703 30453 50375 70719 100438 1305 16025 17.813 180438 Y4
18075 180719 180234 16.578 130719 10.672 8. 50594 3.625 1o7813 Y4
O. Y4
140688 140719 140813 140904 15.03 15028 15.875 |70438 19.922 22075 Z4
250813 28.625 310688 34.125 350438 36°078 36°406 360625 36.703 36075 Z4
36078 Z4
0.0000 1.7813 3.6250 5.6563 8.000010.750013o875016o688018.!25018.7190 Y5
18.938019.0000180625017,000014015601100000 8°2500 508750 3.5635 1.8750 Y5
0.0000 Y5
14.6 14.6 14.631 14.694 14.819 15.069 15.788 17.406 20* 22.938 Z5
26*063 280969 320025 340744 36.275 37.025 37.337 37.525 37.588 37.619 Z5
37.619 Z5
000000 |*7813 3*6250 5.6563 8°000010.7500130875016.688018012501807190 Y6





0*0000 1.8750 3.7810 5,9060 8.375011°!87014.313016.8120180250018.7190 Y7





O*OOO0 108750 3.7810 5*9060 8.375011.187014.313016.812018.25001807190 Y8





0.0000 107500 3,7188 5.8438 8.312511.2400140281016.688018.000018*6250 Y9





0*0000 !.7500 3.7188 5.8438 8°312511.240014.281016.688018.000018.6250 YlO







0,0000 I,7188 3,7188 6,1250 8,312_11,468014,40_016,656017,750018,4380 YI|





0,0000 1,7188 3,7188 6,1250 8,312511,468014,406016,556017,750018,4380 YI2





0,0000 !,7188 3,7188 6,1250 8,312511,468014,406016,656017,750018,4380 YI3
18,813019,00001B,813017,375014,125010,7190 7,9375 5,6563 3,5938 1,7500 Y13
0,0000 YI3
16*406 16.406 16.406 16*406 16*406 16.406 16.95 19*156 21*9 24.53 Z13
27,5 30,494 33,63 36,144 37,656 38,156 38,344 38,435 38,469 38,469 Z!3
38*5 Z13
0,0000 1,6250 3,2500 5,1250 7,250010,000013,5000|7,0 1.8,5 19,0000 Y14





000000 1,6250 3,2500 4,8750 7,1250 9,625013,000016,755018,6_5018,7500 Y15





0.0000 1.37_0 3.0000 4._000 6.5000 8.8750;2.000016.375018.625018.7500 YI6





0,0000 1,3750 2,7500 4*1250 G,O000 8,12501|,!25015,175018,5_0018,6250 Y17





0,0000 !.1250 2,3750 3,6250 5,2500 7e1250 9,625013,250017.750018,5000 YI8
18.5000|8.5000|8.0000|3*5000 9.6250 7.1250 _e1250 3._?_0 2.2500 1.1250 Y|8
0.0000 YI8
20*3 20,3 20,3 20,_ 20,375 20,375 _0,5 20,75 21,_8 24,5 Z!5
27,5 30,375 33,32 34,375 34,S 34,56 34,625 34,64 34,? 34,75 Z18
34.75 , ZI8
0,0000 l,OOO0 2,0000 3,0000 4,2500 5,7500 8.000011,!_5015,875017.7500 Y19
17,750017,750015,750011.3750 _,0000 %,8750 4,2500 3,0000 1,8750 0,8750 YI9
0.0000 VI9
21* 21,05 21,05 21,05 21,05 21,!25 21,2 21,25 21,7_ 24,125 ZI9
27, 29,75 32,125 32,75 32,8 32,85 _2,875 32,9 32,95 33, 219
33, Z!9
0,00_0 1,2500 3,0000 4,7500 6,7500 9,375011,625014,!75015,0 15,3750 Y20





0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,9000 0,0000 0,0000 Y21
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16 FIGURE 9 CONT'D
POTENTIAL FLOW PROGRAM SECTION 1 POTENTIAL FLOd PROGRAM SECTION I
ATLIT WITH M:Zl ANO N_29 YIELDING 560 PANELS ---- FUSELAGE ONLY ATL|T NACFILE WITH N=2| AND N=2| YIELDING AO0 PANELS ON THE BDOY
NO* OF QUADS* _ $60 NO* OF OUAOS* : AO0
NO* OF SECTIONS- | NOB OF SECTIONS= 1
MAX* NO* Of |TERAT|ONS X FLOW 150 MAX* NO* OF ITERATIONS X FLOW 150
VINF = 1601000000 VO = 0*000160 ROE _ 0*0023?8 VINF = |60*000000 VO = 0.000160 ROlE _ 0*002178
REFA _ 155.000000 I WRITE _ 2 J_FA z ISS*000000 I m_ITE _ 2
! I_ANES Of SYMNETPY i PLANES OF SYMMETRY
CONVERGENCE CRITERIA , 0*00010 CDNVERG_I_E CRITERIA , 0*00010
PRESSURE LIFT AN|) DRAG COEFFICIENTS PRESSURE LIFT AND DRAG COEFFICIENTS
PRESSURE Ci- = 0*00329 PRESSURE CL = 0*00230
PRESSURE CO _ 0*00222 PRESSURE CO = 0.00391
REFERENCE AREA z 15S.00000 REFERENCE AREA = 155.00000
REYNOLDS NUMBER = 0.2825E 08 REYNOLDS NUMBER _ O.gb67E O?
FRICTION DRAG COEFFICIENT FRICTION DRAG COEFFICIENT
FRICTION CD = O*OIOST FRICTION CO = 0.00308
REFERENCE AREA = tSS*O0000 REFERENCE AREA = 155.00000
R_YNOLDS I_JME_R = O*2B2SE OB REYN(_OS NUMBER = O.gbb7E O?
BODY LENGTH = 28.25000 BODY LENGTH : 9.66667
iittitt!litilitii#ttttttt_tt ##$tttt_t_t#tt##ttt$_ttt_tt_
TO_AL BCDY COEFFICIENTS TOTAL BCDY COEFFICIENTS
ttSttiettiittitttttittttlttt$ tt#itttiSttitttettitt_t!#!tti
TOTAL BDOY CL = 0.00300 TOTAL BODY CL = 0.00235
TOTAL BODY CO : 0.01299 TOTAL BODY CO = 0*00722
REFERENCE AREA = 1SSeO0000 REFERENCE AREA = 1_5.00000
REYNQI-D$ NUMBER = 0.2825E 08 REYNOLDS NUMBER = O*g66TE 07
BODY LENGTH : 28.25000 BODY LENGTH : 9.66667
FIGURE _o FIGURE 11
Protuberances
No accounting for the drag due to protuberances was deemed necessary in
the drag buildup since the probable magnitude of these effects is within the
uncertainty bounds of the nacelle, fuselage, and interference drag computations.
Calculated and Estimated Lift-Drag Polar
As shown in Table I, summing the results of the previous calculations
yields a drag polar represented by the equation
1.94
CD = .035832 + .040561C L . (I)
This polar, as indicated previously, does not include the effects of flow
separations at the higher lift coefficients. In an effort to develop a more
accurate polar upon which to base performance estimates, full scale wind tunnel
test data on a similar aircraft (Ref. 5) were examined and fitted by the
equation
2 13.42
CD = 0.035 + 0.051 CL + 0.00138CL (2)
Plots of these equations are shown in figure 12. Note that the two curves
differ little for CL < 0.8. Above CL = 0.8 it is to be expected that equation
(2) will more nearly represent the behavior of the ATLIT than equation (I).
Despite the fact that equation (2) describes the drag of an unpowered air-
plane and that drag under some conditions of powered flight may exceed the
drag in unpowered flight, equations (I) and (2) were treated as the probable
boundaries for the actual ATLIT drag polar. Because of the relatively smaller
ATLIT wing area (compared with the aircraft tested in Ref. 5) it is not
expected that the ATLIT drag will rise as rapidly with increasing CL as it
does for the aircraft of Ref. 5. Thus, even if the ATLIT drag in powered
flight is somewhat greater than in unpowered flight, the drag should be below
the boundary given by equation (2).
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TABLE I ATLIT DRAGBUILDUP
C.G. @ 26.5% MAC
TRIM
Swing CL St/Sw St/Sw CDw CLwing CLt CDt CDTOTAL
l
-4 -.134569 -.003474 .001879 .007316 .038473 -.138043
-2 .063437 .001638 .001852 .006045 .037175 .065075
0 .259752 .006707 .0019772 .008349 .039604 .266459
2 .454464 .011736 .00200 .014132 .04541 .4662
4 .648280 .016741 .00210 .023051 .054429 .66502
6 .841217 .021724 .002184 .034891 .066353 .86294
8 1.032682 .02666 .002265 .049506 .081049 1.05934
10 1.221700 .031549 .002346 .066789 .098413 1.25324
12 1.405880 .036306 .002424 .086509 .118211 1.442
14 1.582697 .040872 .002618 .108327 .140223 1.6235
= CDw + St/Sw + Sv/Sw + + 2 CCDToTAL CDt CDt CDfu s DNACELLEv
= CD + CDt St/Sw + .0018487 + .01299 + 2(.00722)w
= CDw + CDt St/Sw + .0292787
CL St/Sw= CLw + CLt
I0.36 -- !
0.3_ -
0.32 _ _ Wind Tunnel Test of a Light
Twin-Engine Aircraft TN D-6238 A
0.30 --
w Curve-fit results for Light Twin.
Drag polar of the form:
0.28-- CD= .035+.051CL2+.OOI38CL13"42
--Calculated as well as curve-fit
0.26-- points for the NCSU Predicted
Drag Polar of the ATLIT airplane.
0.2_ -- Fitted Drag Polar is of the form:
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The drag polars given by equations (I) and (2) were submitted to the
point performance program described in Ref. 2 along with the thrust horse-
power data given in figure 13. The latter were derived from engine test cell
data and propeller performance charts. They do not include any installation-
dependent effects. The data given in Table II represent the output of this
program. It will be noted that, compared with the original Seneca, only
small improvements in rate-of-climb and cruise speed are expected. This can
be explained by the fact that although the airfoil itself offers about a
10% improvement in L/D at CL = 0.8 (the nominal CL for climb) the wing is
responsible for only about 40% of the total drag. Overall aircraft drag is,
as a result, only about 4% lower.
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TABLE II COMPARISON OF PREDICTED ATLIT PERFORMANCE USING THRUST HORSEPOWER DATA SHOWN IN FIG.
13 WITH PIPER SENECA
Predicted using Predicted
light-twin polar Piper using NCSU
Performance characteristics from wind tunnel Seneca parabolic
tests (TND-6238) polar
4200 Ibs 4200 Ibs
Max. level flight speed (ft/sec) ' 300.00 286.0 298.9
Min. level flight speed (ft/sec) 123.7 101.2 47.23
Max. rate of climb (ft/sec) 27.1 .22.67 28.35
Single engine rate of climb (ft/sec)* 6.06 3.167 7.81
Best rate of climb speed (ft/sec) 168.2 154.0 162.76
Best single engine rate of climb speed (ft/sec)* 155.8 154.0 144.07
Maximum climb angle (degrees) 10.17 12.34°
Maximum climb angle speed (ft/sec) 144.5 132.0 105.42
Best range speed (ft/sec) 167.0 160.0 153.48
Service ceiling (ft) 19,681 18,000 22,525
Absolute ceiling (ft) 21,077 19,400 24,157
Single engine service ceiling (ft) 5,623 3,650 8,852
Single engine absolute ceiling (ft) 7,791 5,000 11,353
* Single engine characteristics were computed using a CD = 1.05CD to account for the vertical
tail drag and half the estimated power.
STABILITY PREDICTIONS
The stability predictions for the ATLIT were developed using the air-
craft's geometric and inertial parameters and the computer programs described
in Ref. 3. The input data and results are shown in figures 14 through 17 end
18 through 21.
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• OEN_|TY ISLUGS/FT$•3) _ 0o00199 VELOCITY (FT/SEC) _ 286e00000 •
• NASS (SLUGS) = 124e22400 lYT I SLUG--FTee2| "2560e00000 •
• THRUST (POUNDS) T O*O ZJ (FTD = 0*0 •
• GtCOSIGARMA) (FT/SEC/$ECI = 32.00000 G$SIN(GAMMAI (FT/SIEC/SEC) a 0*0 •
• COS(XZ) = leO0000 SIN(XZ) s OeO $
• WING AREA (FT$12) s SSSeO0000 HORZe TAIL AREA (FTO$2| _ 38eTA300
• lING SPAN |_T) z 39•TO000 HORZo TAIL SO)AN (FT) z 1]e56000 •
• WING CHORD (FT) = 4cliO00 HORZe TAIL CHaD (FT| T 2eSS?)S
• •ING ASPECT RATXO _ 10.16832 HORZo TAIL ASPECT RATIO _ Ae 7_596 •
• WING TAPER RATIO : OeSO000 HORZe TAIL TAPER RATIO : leO0000 •
• WING ALPHA (DEGREESI T 0o22900 TAIL ALPHA (DEGREES) m -le6]S?Z •
• IWING IOEGR_ES) _ OeSO0001 ITAIL (DEGREES) : 0o0 $
• DD•_•ASH ANGLE IDEG_EES) _ 1e36272 DOINMASH/ALPHA _ 0o42627 $
• ELEVATOR ANGLE (DEGREES) : le63372 ELEVATOR AREA IFT$$2) = S8o74]00 •
• TAIL EFFICIENCY : 0e90000 ELEVATOR CHORD (FT| = Ze85TJS •
$ 2-D WING CLA z Oet21&3 2-D TAIL CLA _ OellSO0 •
$ CDPlE m _e03510 2-D WING CDA _ OeOAS?O •
• 2-D WiNG CL : Oe3798A •
• DISTANCES •
$ LENGTH OF FUSELAGE (FTI = 27*67000 WIDTH OF FUSELAGE (FTI z 4e33000 •
• C.G* TO TAIL GRJARTER-CHORD |FT) = 16100000 WING TO TAIL QUARTER-CHORD |FT) T 16*00000 •
$ CoG• TO lING AoCo(CHO&tDmISEI IFT) = OeO CeGe TO •|NG AeCoIVERTICALI (FTI _ OeO •
NOSE TO WING OUARTER-CHORD (FTI I0o2S500$ = CoG• TO WING QUARTER-CHORD (FT| _ OeO •
$ C.G. TO THRUST AXIS |FT) = OoO
LOnGItUDINAL S_ABILITY DERIVATIVES
$ CL : 0o3174 CLA : _,6891 CLDA = 3.2S91 CLQ = T 6ASS CLDE = 0 9AI9 CLU •
$ CD : Oe03B3 COA : Oel610 CODA : OeO COO _ 0_0 CODE : OeO CDJ - 0o0 CTU 8 OeO $




EOOT(1) : -0e01279 _J --0o14030
ROOT(2) : --0*01279 _J OolAO]O
ROOTI3) _ --4,07258 .J -AeG66|5
ROOTIA) _ -4o0T250 •J Ae65815
NATURAL FRED DAMPING RAIID TIME FOR I/2 OANPING S_TTLING TIME
U_ANPED OANPEO
SHORT PERIOD 6o18742 4o6561S 0_b5820 0ol7020 0o73558




• PERT|NENT AIRPLANE (JtARACTER|STICS •
• DENSITY (SLUGS/FT$_5| s 0.00199 VELOCITY (FT/SJ_CI _ 286000000 $
_ASS I SLUGS) _ 12A*22400 IYY (SLUG--FTt02I =2560*00000THRUST (P_NOS) : 0*0 ZJ (FTI'- 0*0 •
• GeC.3S(GANRAI (FT/SEC/SEC| : 32*00000 Gt$1HI GANMAI (FT/S[_/SSC) t OeO $
COSIXZ) z 1*00000 SIN(XZ) : 0*0 a
$ WING AREA (FTe$2I t 182.75000 HORZe TAIL AREA (FTeW2I a 38*?4500
WING SPAN (FT) : 59e10000 HORZ. TAIL SPAN (FT) 13*56000 •WiNG CHORD (FT) : 4*T5000 HORZ. TA|L CHORD (FT) _ 2*_5T15
WING ASPECT RATIO : 8.62524_ HORZ* TAIL ASPECT RATIO : 4 TAS98 $WING TAf_ER RATIO _ O.SO000 HORZ* TAIL TAPER RATIO _ 1.00000 .
WlN_ ALPHA IDE_EES) _ 0*22900 TAIL ALPHA (DEGREES) _ -|*OITS2
• XWING I_EGREESI _ O.SO000 ITAIL (DEGREES) 8 0*0 $
DOW_WASH ANCA.E (OEGREES) : I*SA65R OOWHWAS;t/ALPHA t 0.t8215 .
ELEVATOR ANGLE iOEGREES) : 1.81752 ELEVATOR AREA (FTSe2) _ 58. TA300 •TAIL EFFICIENCY B 0.90000 ELEVATOR CHORD IFTI : 2*8571S .
2-0 WING CLA t 0*12165 2--0 TAIL CLA s 0.11500 •
t COPIE _ 0.05510 2--D WING COA : 0,046?0 t
t 2--0 WING CL _ O*3798A
*
; O,STANCES :
• LEhGTH OF FUSELAGE (FT| _ 27*6?000 WIDTH OF FUSELAGE (FT) _ 4*33000 $
C.G* TO TAIL QUArTER--CHORD IFT) = 16.00000 WING TO TAIL OUARTER-CHORD IFT) = 16.00000 $CeG* YQ W[NG A.C*ICHOROW ISE) (FTI s 0.0 CoG* TO W|NG A*C*(VERT|CAL) IFT) _ 0*0
t NOSE TO _ING OUARTER--CHORO (FTI 10.25500 CeG* TO WING OUARTER-C_ON3 (FTI _ 0*0 $
CeG* TO THRUST AXIS (FTI _ 0*0
* LONGETUO|NAL STA8IL_TT DERIVATIVES
:................. .............................................................................:
* CL = 0*5085 CLA : 5.5081 CLOA = 2.7055 CLD = 5.6115 CLDE = O*TgO9 CLU = 0.0 CT s 0*0
• C0 : 0*0556 CDA : 0.1735 CDOA = 0*0 COO = .0*0 CODE _ 0*0 COJ z 0.0 CTU _ 0*0
• CW = 0*0 CMA : --0.3582 CNOA _ --9.1134 END _-|8.90t8 CROE _ -2. 6912 CRU _ 0*0 CTRPN t 0*0
OENONINATOR ROOTS
ROOTIII = --0.016|0 .J -OellglE
ROOT(2) _ --0*01610 @J 0.1|915
ROOT(3) _ --4*33009 .J -0*90362
ROOT(A) _ --A.35009 _J 0190562
NATURAL FRED OANPING RATIO T(NE FOR 1/2 OANPING SETTL|NG TiN)
UN_ANPED OANPED
SHORT PERIOD A.A2537 0*90362 0*gz891 0*16008 0*69103





* DENSITT (SLUGS/FT*•3) " g 0.00238 VELOCITT IFT/SECI g 161.00000 *
* MASS (SLUGS| _ 12t.22400 IVY (S;-UG-FT**2) _2560*00000 W
• THRUST (POUNOSI a 0*0 ZJ (FTI s 0*0 •
• G*COSIGAMMA) (FT/SEC/SEC) J 32*03800 G•SIN(GANNA) IFT/$EC/SEC) s 3*22000 •
COS(XZI _ I*00000 $1N(XZ) u 0*0
RING AREA (FT*•EI _ 155*00000 HORZ* TAIL AREA (FTItE) s 38*74300 •
• RIN3 SPAN lET) m 39. TO000 tAORZ. TAIL SPAN (FT) g 13*56000 *
• RING CHORD (FT) • 4*11000 HORZ* TAlL CHORD (FT) _ 2.8S?15 •
• RING AS°_CT RATIO _ !0.16832 HORZ* TAIL ASPECT RATIO : 4*74598 •
• RING TAPER RATIO z 0*$0000 HORZ* TAIL TAPER RATIO : |*00000 •
• RIN; ALPHA IDEGREESJ g 5*60050 TAIL ALPHA (DEGREES) z I*Sl803 •
* IRI_G IOEGREES) a 0*50000 ITAIL (DEGREFSI • OeO •
• DORNRASH ANGLE (OEGREES) i 3*5815_ DORNRASt#/ALPtAA = 0.41020 •
• ELEVATOR ANGLE (DEGREES) _ --I.51893 ELEVATOR AREA (FTeeE) : 38.74300 •
• TAlL EFFICIENCY _ 0*90000 ELEVATOR CHORO (PTI i 2*85715 *
• 2--0 RING CLA a 0*11606 2-D TAlL CLA = O*llSO0 •
• COPIE • 0*03510 2--D WING CDA _ 0*03603 •
* 2--0 RING CL _ 0*99830 •
: DISTANCES :
LEhGTH OF FUSELAGE IFTI _ 2T*6?000 RIDTH OF FUSELAGE (FTI _ 4*33000 •
• C.G* TO TAIL OUARTE_-CHORD lET) • 16.00000 RING TO TAIL QUARTER-CHOrD IFT) = |6*00000 •
• C*G. TO RING AeE*ICHORDR ISE) (FT) _ 0*0 • CeG* TO RING A*C*(VERTICALI (FT) g 0.0 •
• NOSE TO RING OUARTER-CHORO (FT| _ 10*25500 E.G* TO WING OUARTER-CHOR_ IFTI = 0.0 •
CeG* TO THRUST AXIS (FTI s 0*0 .
• LONG ITUOINAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES •
• CL = 0°8342 CLA = 5.47A_ CLOA = 3.!362 CLQ = ?.6455 CLOG = 0.9419 CLU g 0.0 CT _ 0.0 •
CO = O*OSTI COA • _.3251 COOA = 0.0 COO z 0.0 :_OE = 0.0 CDJ _ 0.0 CTU _ 0.0
CM = 0.0 CMA = --1*56IS CMOA •--!2.2090 CMQ •--2_*T635 CMOE = --3*666T CMU w 0.0 CTRPM = 0.0
I" DENOMINATOR ROOTS
ROOT|ll s -0.00293 *J --0.245?4
ROOT(2) = -0*00293 _J 0*24574
RQGT(31 z -2*70232 •J --2.86218
ROOT(4) : -2*T0232 tJ 2.86218
NATURAL FREQ OANpING RATIO TIME FOR 1/2 DAMPING SETTLING TIME
UNOAHI_O OAMPEO
SHORT PERIOD 3.9363E 2*06218 0*6865| 0.2S650 1*lOSS?




$ D_NSITY I SLUGS/FT_e3i _ 0e00238 VELOCITY (FT/SECi : 16leO0000 $
MASS (_-UGSI |ZAe22_O0 ' |TY (SLt_--FT$_2) :2S60.00000THRJST (_OUN_S} _ ODD ZJ (FT) : OeO $
GeCOS(GA_MA) (FT/SEC/SEC) t 3Z.03800 G$S1N(GAMNAi (FT/SEC/SEC| _ 3e22000 •EDS(XZ) z teD0000 $1NIXZ) _ OeO
: .WING AREA (FTe$2) : 182.73000 HORZe TAIL AREA (FTeS2I : 38+TA300 •
WING SPAN IF_) = 39eT0000 HORZe TAiL SPAN IFT) : |]eS_O00 $WING CHORD (FT) : 4.75000 HORZe TAiL CHORD (FTI : 2e85715 t
$ WING ASPECT RATIO _ 8.62524 HORZe TAIL ASPECT RATIO = AeTASgS $
rING TAPER RATIO : 0e50000 HORZ+ TAIL TAPER RATIO leO0000 $WIN_ ALPHA (_EGR_ES| 5.60050 TAiL ALPHA (OEGREES) : leOSSB6
)WING (O_GREESI : 0+50000 )TA(_ (DEGREES) : OeO $DOINdASH AN_J-E (DEGREES) AeOOAbA DO_NIA_Iq/ALPHA : 0+_6_53
ELEVATOR ANGLE (D_GMEESI : -1e0358_ ELEVATOR AREA (FT1121 : 38.TA300
_AIL EFFICI_CT _ 0_90000 ELEVATOR CHORD (F_| : 2eDSTI5 .
$ 2--0 dJNG ELA _ Oell60b 2-0 TA|L CLA : 0o11500 t
CDRIE : 0,03510 2--D _|NG CDA : 0.03603 $2--0 WING CL _ 0e99_30 ,
W W
DISTANCES t
* LENGTH Of: FUSFIAGE (FT) = 2T*67000 WiOTHOFFUSELAGE (FT) z 4*33000 #
C.Ge TO TAIL OUARTER-CH_RD (FT| _ 16eO0000 _(NG TO TAiL QUARTER--CHORD (FT) : 16.00000 $CtGt TO WING AeC,(CHDRD_($_I (FT) _ O+O C_Ge TO rING Ae_e(VERT|CAL) (FT) : OeO $
• NOSE TO WIN_ OUARTER--CHOPO IFT) : IOe255OO CoG. TO _|NG QUARTER--CHOrD (FT) _ OeO •
: E.G. TO THRUST AXIS (FT) : O.O
t_$_$t_#tt_$$t_t_t_$_$_$_$t_$_t$tt_ttt_$_tttt_$t_$_t_t_tt_t_t_tt_$_t_tt_&&t$_t_#_tt_
$ttt_tt_tt_t_tt$$t$ttt_ttt_t_t$t_t_t$t_t_ttt_$tt_tt_tt_t_t_$_tt_tt_t8t_tt_t_&_$tt_t_t_t_$_t_t_t_
" LONGL_UDINAL STA_IL|TY DERIVAT|VES :
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t CD : 0,059S CDA : 0*3570 COOA : OeO COG : 0.0 C00_ 8 0,0 CDJ _ O.O CTU _ 0_0 •




ROOT(I) : --OoOKS|7 eJ -0+2|385
RDD_I2) _ --OtOISl? .J 0e213S5
ROOT(3) = -2e86415 +J -0eT2226
ROOT(#) z --2*86A18 .J 0e12226
NATURAL FRED OAMPING RATIO TINE FOR 1/2 OANPIN_ SETTL|NG TIN_
UNDAMPED OAMPEO
SHD_T P_R(O_ 2_9_384 0.T2226 0._5965 0.24201 1t0•592





RHO = 0*00|988 _ING AREA =ISS*O00000 HAS5 =124.22A000 GtCOS(GANNA) s 32.000000 t
U = 286.0000 CHORD = 4.1|0000 SPAN = 39.3500 G@SIN(GANNA) = 0o0
iXX = 5250.0000 IXZ = 0.0 |ZZ =7323.0000 CL = 0.31T400 8
" SA = 0.0 DIH = T°O00OO0 ZW = 1°083300 FUSVOL =285,680651
H = 4,292000 SV = 19.50000_ 8V = 5.883000 RI = 0°916700
TR = 0.500000 ZV = 2*667000 ETAV = 0*960000 S_S = 80.909S91 $
LF : 27.400000 LT = 16*000000 XN = |0*000000 HI : 2.833000
H2= 2,833000 W = Ao330000 5AH : 0.0 CLA2D_ : 6.969399
BH : 13.558000 SH = 36*500000 rRH : leO00000 CLA20H : 6.589500
8A = 8.600000 CA = 0*662000 SR = 7.600000 ALPHA = 0.003996
t COG = 0o035t00 Y) = T°939800 HHO,SE:= |.300000 _NOS_ = 2.000000
HFCY= 2,833000 WFCY = 4*000000 LFCY = 6.66T000 LNH s iO.O00000
# HBCY= 4*000000 WBCY = _.250000 LOCY = 13.667000
LAteRAL STABILITY DERIVATIV[S
CY_ = --O.479Tbl CL_ = -0.|65963 CN8 = OeI24SAB CYP = --0.240€1T CLP = --0°58_804 CNP = -0*041782
CYR = 0.324597 CLR = 0°099626 C NR= --0o!42518 CYOA = 0.0 CLDA = 0.!T3526 CNOA = -0.014204
CYOR = 0.2260b0 CLOR = 0.015322 CNDR =--0.088241
t¢t$_t__#$_t_t_t_tt_$_t_@_t_t_#t_$_$t_#_tt__$_t_t_#$#t_t_tt_#_t8_tt8_
OENON|NATChq ROOTS
ROOT(I) = --0°30404 .J -3.0143|
ROOT(2) : --0.30404 .J 3.01431
ROOT(3) = --4.024|4 .J 0*0
ROOT(4) = --0.01499 .J 0.0
ROOT(5) = 0.0 +J 0.0
NATURAL FROG OANRING RATIO TINE FOR 1/2 DAMPING _TTL|NG T|_
UN_ANP[O DAMPED




$ RHO = 0.001_88 WING AREA =E82.730000 HASS z12A.224000 G$COS(GANNA) = 32.000000 $
U = 2_G.0000 CHORD = A.750000 SPAN = 39.3500 G_SINIGAR_A) = 0.0
IXX = 5250.0000 IXZ = 0.0 • IZZ =7323.0000 CL = 0.3|7400
SA = 0.0 DIH = 7.000000 Z_ = 1.083300 FUSVOt. =255*680051
H = _.292000 SV = 19.500000 8V = 5.853000 RI = 0.916700
TR = 0.500000 ZV = 2.667000 ETAV = 0*960000 SOS = 50.909591
LF = 27*400000 LT = Ib.O00000 XM = |0.000000 H! = _.83]000
H2 = 2*833000 • = A.330000 SAH = 0*0 CLA20_ = 6.969399
t BH = 13*558000 SH = 36*500000 TRH = leO00000 CLA2DH = 6.589500
$ _A = 5.600000 CA = 0.662000 SR = 7.600000 ALPHA = 0.003995 $
t CDO = 0.035|00 YI = 7.939800 HNOSE= 1.300000 dNOSE = 2*000000
HFCY= 2.833000 WFCY = 4.000000 LFCY = 6.667000 LMH = 10.000000 $
HBCY= _*000000 WB_Y = 4*250000 LBCY : 13*667000 t
• LATERAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES *
CY5 : -0.399758 CL_ = -0.153115 CNO : 0.100244 CYP = --0.22373A CLP = -0.536032 CNP = --0.036939
CYR = 0.263831 -CLR = 0.09_44_ ChR : --0.117575 CYOA = 0.0 CLDA = 0.153825 CNDA : --0.012239
CYOR = 0.19|755 CLDR = 0.01299b C NDR =--0*074550
DENOMINATOR ROOTS
ROOT(l) = --0.28228 .J --2.96730
ROOT(2) = --0*28228 .J 2.96730
ROOT(3) = --4.337_0 .J 0*0
ROOT(_) = -0*0172_ .J 0*0
ROOT(5) = 0.0 .J 0*0
NATURAL FREO DAMPING RATIO TIME FOR 1/2 DAMPING SETTL:NG TIME
UNDAMP[D DAMPED





RHO = OeOO2J78 WING AREA =|55.000000 MASS =K24e224000 G$COS(GAMNA) = 32.038000 S
U = 161.0000 CHORD = 4ellO000 SPAN = 39e3500 GeS|N(GAMNA) = 3e220000
t |XX = 5250.0000 lXZ = 0.0 IZZ =7323_0000 CL = 0.83A200
t SA = 0.0 D|H = 7.000000 Z_ = !.083300 "FUSVOL =2S5,680651
H = A.292300 SV = 19eSOOOGO BV = 5,883000 R! = 0=916T00
TR = O_500GO0 Z¥ = 2.667000 ETAV = 0,960000 SBS = BOeg0959|
LF : 27.400000 LT : 16.000000 XN : |0.000000 HI : 2.833000
H2 = 2.833000 _ = 4,330000 SAH = OeO CLA2D_ : 6,650238
BH = |3e558000 SH = 36e500000 TRH = |eO000OO CLAZDH = 6e589500
BA = 8e600000 CA = Oeb62000 SR = 7. bOOO00 ALPHA = OeO97?A_
CDO= 0,035100 Y| = 1.939800 HNOSE= le300000 _NOSE = 2.000000
HFCY= 2.833000 WFCY = 4eO00000 LFCY : 61667000 LMH : lOeO00000
HBCY= A.O000_O _BCY = 4.250000 L_CY = 13.667000
$_$t_tt_$_$_t@tt_t_t_ttt_#_t_#_t_t_t_t_tttt_t_t__t_$$$$¢_$_$_t#_tt_t_
LATERAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES
CY_ = --0eA79767 CLB = -0e223S4! CNB = 0e|3004_ CYP = --0e312663 CLP = -OeS/07SS CNP = --0e090307
t CYR = Oe39B_99 CLR = 0,2_5509 CNR = -0e136648 CYDA = 0o0 CLDA = 0e17_52_ CNOA = -0e017332
CYOR = 0e226060 CLD_ = 0o015322 CNDR =--0,088241 t
DENOMINATOR ROOTS
ROD_(I) = --0.1123_ .J -2.07583
ROOT(2) = --0e!1234 .J 2e07583
ROOT(3) = --2eB3109 .J 0.0
RODT(4) = OoOISlO _J 0.0
ROOT(B) = 0.0 _J OeO
NATURAL FRED DAMPING RATIO TIME FOR 1/2 DAMPING S_TTLING _|ME
UNDAMPED DAMPED




RHO = 0*002378 WING AR_A =(52.730000 MASS =124e22AO00 G_COS(GAMMA) = 3Ze035000
t U = IhleO000 CHORD = 4eT50000 SPAN = 39.3500 G_SIN(GAMMA) = 3.220000
IXX = 5250.0000 IXZ = 0.0 IZZ =7323.0000 CL = 0e834200
SA : 0.0 OIH : TeOOOO00 ZW = 1.053300 FUSVOL =285e680651
t H = 4.292000 SV = 19.500000 DV = 5e583000 R! = 0e916700
TR = 0*500000 ZV = 2.66T000 ETAV = 0*960000 SBS = S0.909591
* LF = 27,400000 LT = 16.000000 XN = I0.000000 H! = 2.833000
H2 = 2.833000 _ = 4.330000 SAH = 0*0 CLA2D_ _ bebS0238
t BH = 13.558000 SH : 36.500000 TRH = I*O00000 CLA2DH = 6.589500 t
_A = 8.600000 CA = 0.662000 SR = 7.600000 ALPHA z 0.09_74_
t CDO = 0*035|00 YI = 7.939500 HNOSE= 1.300000 _HOSE = 2.000000 t
HFCY= 2.833000 _FCY = 4.000000 LFCY = 6.667000 LNtt = lO.O00000
HBCY: 4.000000 NBCY = 4.250000 LBCY = [3*56T000 t
, LATERAl. STADILITY DERIVATIVES
CY_ : --0*399758 CL_ = --0*235618 CHB = 0e104904 CYP = -0*296921 CLP = --0*52284_ CNP = --0e05053_
CYR = 0.337733 CLR = 0*2|8601 CNR = --0*|10318 CYDA = OeO CLDA = OelS382S CNOA = -0e032|6_
CYOR = Oe|9|T55 CLOR = OeO|299b CNDR =--OeO?A850 t
_t_t__t_t_t_t_tt_t_t_t_t_t_t_t_t_tt_t_ttt#_t_t_r_tt_t_ttt#_ttt_t_tt_tt
DENOMINATOR ROOTS
RooT(l) = -0.0Z526 .J -2e09412
ROOT(2) : -0.07526 _J 2.09_12
ROOT(3) = --3eOTTlO .J 0.0
ROOT(A) : 0.01002 .J OeO
ROOT(5) = 0.0 .J OeO
NATURAL FREO OAMP|_G RATIO TIME FOR I/2 DAMPING SETTLING T|NE
UNDARP[D DAMPED
DUTCH ROLL 2e0955 2.09A1 0.03592 9.2|0|4 39e80514
FIGURE 21
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MEASURING DRAG AND THRUST IN FLIGHT
The Concept
Most techniques for the determination of aircraft drag in fl ight rely on
the fact that when the aircraft is in unaccelerated fl ight, the forces along
its x-axis, principally the thrust and drag, are in balance. Then, if one
knows the propulsive thrust for a particular fl ight condition, he automatically
knows the aircraft drag at that condition. Thus, to apply these techniques
one must know that V= 0 as wei I as the propulsive thrust as a function of
flight speed, altitude, and power setting.
This, unfortunately, is not determined easi Iy. Although engine output
can be measured accurately on a test stand as a function of altitude and power
setting and propeller characteristics can be determined in a test cel I as a
function of RPM and flight velocity, the flow disturbances caused by putting
a cowled engine behind a propeller and mounting the whole on an airplane are
not readi Iy determined a priori. Hence, efforts have been made from time to
time to measure inflight thrust using such techniques as the torque reaction
produced by the engine or the vehicle acceleration at constant altitude
produced by varying power levels.
The reader wil I readily appreciate the difficulties which such techniques
entai I. In the case of the ATllT aircraft, instrumentation to measure reaction
torques was not avai lable and the longitudinal accelerometer provided in the
instrument package was not considered a primary test instrument, at least
initially. Further, the establ ishment of really unaccelerated flight at many
different speeds is very consuming of flight test time. It is for these
reasons that an effort was made to develop an alternate technique to measure
thrust and drag simultaneously in accelerated fl ight.
The origin of the concept is quite simple. Recent workers attempting to
extract the values of stabi I ity derivatives from flight data have al I faced
the problem of fitting an analytical model containing thirteen or more
undetermined coefficients to a set of four or five simultaneous time histories.
That is, the number of unknowns greatly exceeds the number of independent
equations one can write to describe the motion. The problem is usually
attacked (see Ref. 6 for example) by fitting the equations to the time
histories at a number of different times. Theoretically, one need only fit
the equation the same number of times as one desires to find coefficient
values. In practice, it is fit many, many times and the values which best
satisfy the time history in some statistical sense are chosen. If the initial
estimates of the parameter values are reasonably accurate, the procedure
usually converges on the correct values. However, since the system is not
determinant, convergence is not guaranteed.
The problem in determining both drag and thrust simultaneously in fl ight
is that there is one more unknown than there is equation. Mathematically
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this means that for any flightconditionthere are an infinitenumber of sets
of T and D which satisfythe equation. For any T there is only one D, but one
can find the correspondingD for any arbitrarychoiceof T whether it has any
physicalmeaningor not.
Following the fairly successful approach used in stability derivative
extraction, it was reasoned that if one would write the equation of motion
substituting flight data for different times in the flight, he could create
a system of equations equal to the number of unknowns• Formally, the equation
of motion of the vehicle along its trajectory in the X-Z terrestrial plane is
T D
- + sin _ (3)
g W
In order to apply the technlque, we wish to express the thrust and drag in a
polynomial expansion of some easily-measured flight variable with the coeffi-
cients to be undetermined constants. Now, the thrust is known to depend
primarily upon flight speed for a given power setting so that we choose the
representation
T = cos _[pv 0 + PIV + P2v2] . (4)
In other words, we assume that the power-speedrelationshipis a parabola.
Given the characteristicsof most propellers,PO and PI will be positiveand
P_ negative. We insertthe cos _ term becausewe assumethat the propeller
t_rust is always appliedalong the x-body axis ratherthan along the flight
path. Drag, on the other hand,is alwaysdefinedwith respectto the flight
path. We can representthe drag by the equation
C + CD1 2 + a61 , (5)D = 1/2 pSV2 DO CD2
where a is measured from zero liftand the sixth power for the third term was
chosen on the basis of curve fits to some actual data. Note,however,that we
may alter the model to representa particularsituationmore accuratelywith-
out affectingthe validityof the procedure•
Substituting these relationships into the equation of motion yields
W-_V+ W sin Y = c°s a[P + PIV + P2V2Ig T 0 - 2-pSV2 [CDo CDI 2CD2+ a + 6 . (6)
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This equation has six unknown but constant coefficients. By determining the
flight values of y, W, V, V, p, and a at six different times we create a
system of six linear equations in six unknowns. This can then be solved for
the values of PO' PI' P2' CDO' CD1' and CD2.
Difficulties in Concept Execution
Unfortunately, this system of equations is what mathematicians call ill-
conditioned; that is, very small changes in any of the measured values (_, W,
V, V, y, p) can cause the coefficient values (P^, P., etc.) to change radically.
Further, the solution guarantees to pass throug_ th_ six selected points only.
For any other speed, acceleration, angle of attack, weight, flight path angle,
or altitude, the thrust or drag computed with these six coefficients may be
quite wrong. In addition, the coefficient values themselves may be ridiculous
(for example, a negative Ca value),yet the total drag as determined from
CD0 + COl 2 + CO2 6 may _ very reasonable.
These problems are to some extent traceable to the adequacy of the
analytical model used. A model which does not well represent what actually
occurs will, when fit to the data using this procedure, produce nonsense
numbers for some of the coefficients, i.e., nonsense numbers in the physical
sense but absolutely correct numbers in the mathematical sense. For example,
if the speed-power relation should in fact be a constant, then an attempt to
fit it with a parabola will usually yield non-zero values for P. and P .
While for the speeds, etc. at which the data are submitted to the solution
routine the sum of the three terms will be correct, individually the values
make little physical sense. Thus, a successful solution routine must have a
provision for examining the results (at least manually) for reasonableness
and for changing the analytical model if the results are not reasonable.
There is also a problem concerned with the selection of the six data
sets submitted to the solution routine. The reader will recognize that if
one selects six points very close together in speed, the data must be extremely
accurate because all significance can be lost in taking the differences between
adjacent numbers as one does in solving a system of six equations.
Amelioration of Solution Difficulties
One means of selecting the six points to be submitted to the solution
routine so that It will yield reasonable ffesultsis to select those polnts
where the velocities are given by
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VI = Vmin for the maneuver
V2 = Vmax for the maneuver
V3 : Vl V[___]I/5 (7)
V4 = V3 VI_I1 I/5




This procedure spaces the points over all the available data giving emphasis
to the portion of the drag curve when changes with speed are most rapid. Where
applied to theoretically-generated data, the original coefficients can be
recovered to within I%.
For a variety of reasons, flight measurements will never be as accurate
or as noise-free as theoretically-generated data. One then asks t_e question,
"How can I use the remainder of the data (the sets of _, 0, Y, V, V, W beyond
the six sets mentioned above) taken during a 30-second maneuver to improve the
accuracy of the coefficient extraction procedure?" The classical answer is to
fit the assumed form of the curve (equation 6) to the data by a least-squares
technique. What this does is to determine those values of the coefficients
(Po' PI' P2' CD ' CD ' CD ) which make the sum of the squares of the distances
from the curve 9o each of2the data points a minimum. The procedure is the
following:
Let S be defined by the equation
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_WgiV _ cos (_.
S = + W i sin (ei - _i) I P0 - cos a. PIi=I Vi i
0,sv 1- Vi cos _i P2 +TCDo . ,____.___2 CD1 __ 6 CD2
2 _i + 2 _i , (8)
.th
where the subscript i refers to the value of the variable at the i time.
This equation is a measure of the precision with which the theoretical model
with six unknown constants(Po, PI' P2' CD ' CD ' CD ) satisfies the experi-
mental data. The closer S is to zero, th_ bet+erlt_e fit. We wish to minimize
the error with respect to all six unknowns. Thus, we set
as = N Fcos _] [ a2Po a3P1 a4P2 + + + ]o:-2 ,__1;1Lv-;--j a 1 - - - a5CDo a6CD1 a7CD2
N
apaS=i 0 =- 2 i£=I ra3] [al - a2PO - a3P1 - a4P2 + a5CDo + a6CDI + a7CD2 ]
.e ]aS = 0 = - 2 _ [a4] [a I - a2P0 - a3PI - a4P2 + + +aP2 i=I a5CDo a6CDI a7CD2
e ]
as = 0 = 2 F1 [a5] [al - a2PO a3P1 a4P2 + + +
--aCDo •= - _ a5CDo a6CDI a7CD2
N
a_--_D1= 0 = 2 i_]=I[a6] [al -a2Po- a3Pl- a4P2 + a5CDo + a6CDI + a7CD2]
e ]
aCD2aS= 0 = 2.1=i_ [a7] [al - a2Po - a3P1 - a4P2 + a5CD0 + a6CDI + a7CD2 (9)
where
W.V. cos _.
= i___.JL+W. sln (e. - m.) a2 t
al g i l i = V i
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a3 = cos _i 2
PiSVi 2
a6 = 2 _i
a4 = Vi cos _I
PiSV_ 6
oiSV_l a7 - 2 _I
a5 = 2
In expanded form these equations may be written
] No,--'V-'_ + Wi sin(ei - _1 = PO + Vi i P1i=1 i 1=1 _ii i=1
+ c°s2 P2 cos _ ii=1 ai - i =1 CDo
N PiSVi2 2- N p 2iSVi c{6
- _ 2 " i cos mi + _ 2 i cos mi " (10)i=1 CD1 i=1 CD2
2
N cos a. 2
The term i=I_ V2 I multiplying PO represents a sum of terms cOS_v , for each
of the N data polnts In the set. Once this and the similar sums are formed,
one has simply a system of six first order algebraic equations in six unknowns
which can be solved with some labor for the values of the six unknown coeffi-
cients. These coefficient values provide the "best" fit, using the model
4O
chosen, to the set encompassing all the data points. The coefficient values
may change, of course, if data are added to or deleted from the set. Needless
to say, the coefficient values may be in error if the data contains spurious
signals or if the model chosen does not represent the physical situation
adequately. Also if the data points are not well-distributed over the entire
speed range, the coefficients which are the principal contributors to the
function value in an underrepresented speed region may be in error. As a
result of these factors it is necessary to approach the extraction process
with some care.
Despite these difficulties, the following example is illustrative of what
can be done using this method. Figure 22 shows the assumed drag variation
with angle of attack and figure 23 the assumed power variation with speed.
These data were then inserted in the NCSU path performance program described
in Ref. 2 to obtain time histories of p, _, V, W, V, and y. These and related
time histories are shown in figure 24. The path performance program is a
forward integration scheme which varies the integration step size according
to an error criterion. Thus the time histories will all contain very small
errors which cause the time histories to differ very slightly from the true
values of the functions at any particular time. One cannot, therefore,
expect to recover the exact values of the drag and power expressions by
proceeding in this fashion. The values of the time histories shown in
figure 24 at each 0.1 seconds were then submitted to the least squares
routine. The coefficients developed by the program match the first six
significant digits of the coefficients in the power and drag functions which
were used to generate the time histories. The recovered coefficients, when
inserted in the equation with the values of the parameters from PATH at each
of almost 300 points, satisfy the equation to within 10-19 or better for the
sum of all points.
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Data Filterin_
All recordsof the flightof actual aircraftwill containspuriouscon-
tributionsto the data signalsarisingfrom electricalnoise, instrument
errors,structuralvibrations,and atmosphericturbulence. Since the model
we have chosen to representthe aircraftdoes not includesuch effects, it is
desirableto removethem, in so far as possible,before submittingthe data
to the coefficientextractionroutine. Not doing so may cause the extraction
routineto producephysically-meaninglessresults.
All filteringschemesproceedfrom the ideathat continuousdata signals
are composites,each signalmade up of sine waves of all frequencies. Each
of these sine waves in the compositehas a definiteamplitudeand phase
relationshipto the other sine waves making up the signal. By suppressing
those frequencieswhich,on the basis of analysisor experience,cannot arise
from the aircraftbehaviorof interest,one can removemost of the spurious
contributionsto the signal. Traditionally,filteringwas done on continuous
signalsusing frequencysensitivepassivenetworks.In the presentcase,
however,the flightdata were received in digitalform so that the filtering
was accomplishedmathematicallyusing a computer*.
It is first necessaryto representthe data set by its contributingsine
waves. Let f(ti)i=1,2,3,...Nrepresentthe points in the data set, i.e., the
value of a particularsignal at discretepointsof time. Let T = the total
time over which we choose to make the analysis. Then over the intervalt = 0
to t = T we obtain a set of N valuesof the signalwhich, for reasonsof
T
simplicity,we choose to separateby a fixed time interval,At = N_ "
In order to reducethe numericalproblemsencounteredwith a Fourier
series representationof a function,we will let
f(t i) = fa(ti) + fb(ti) tI _ ti _ tN (11)
where
f(tN) - f(tI)
fb(ti) = f(tl) + T t i , (12)
and
fa(ti) = f(ti) - fb(ti) . (13)
* The data are, nevertheless, just digitized samples of continuous functions.
For this reason we have chosen to employ mathematical techniques more
appropriate to such functions than the more commonly used digital filtering
techniques which seem more appropriate to the analysis of data which are
inherently trains of impulses.
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We will also add to these data the set
f(ti) = fc(ti) + fd(ti) tN _ t i _ t2N (14)
where
f(t2N) - f(tN)
fd(ti)= f(tN) - T (ti - T) (15)
and
fc(ti) = fa(2T - ti) . (16)
By this device,the set describedby fb(ti),fd(ti) can always be represented
analyticallyby
f(tN) - f(tl) _ 4__ _T] f(tN) - f(tl) n_t.i
f1(ti) = f(tl) + 2 72 n=1,3,5 N2 cos T "
'"" (17)
The set represented by fa(ti) f (t.) can be expressed by' C I
_T] n_t.• + a cos i ii8)
f2(ti)= a° n=1,2,3,.., n T '
where "'
T 2T




an +ffa(ti )cos n_t +T_
T dt + fc(t.)cos n_t dt (20)= i T "
o
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To carry out the integrationsof (19) and (20),we will assume that f (t)
a
and f (t) are reallycontinuousfunctionsover the intervalof interest. The
expressionf (t.)irepresentsjust the value of this functionat time ti
ti - tN, rat_erthan being an impulseat ti with an amplitudeequal to _a(ti).
Since the analyticalform of fa(t) is unknown,we must choosesome means to
representit. If an originalanalog recordof the data is available,then
the functionalform used to representfa(t) from ti to ti+I should be chosen
such that it does not vary from the original recordby more than some small
amount anywherebetweenti and ti+I. Two forms are commonlyemployed for this
purpose: a straight linebetweentwo adjacentpoints and a parabolaconnecting
three adjacentpoints. The unknownfunction is thereforerepresentedpiece-
wise by a seriesof elementaryfunctionsof the same form. This providesa
functionwhich is everywherecontinuousbut which has discontinuousslopes at
the pointswhere the pieces join. The error criterionchosen determinesthe
maximum value of At. Usually,the parabolicform will permita largerAt for
the same error. Note that by approximatingthe unknownfunctionin this
fashionone is in effect alreadyapp ying some smoothing in the interval(ti,
ti+I) since the regeneratedfunctioncan never do more than match the
approximateform.
The maximumfrequencycomponentthat can be definedadequatelyby these
representationsis one for which _ - _.. radians,that is, one describedby
five samples. Its linearsegmentrepresentationhas a maximumerror of 29%
and its parabolicsegmentrepresentationa maximumerror of 6%. For a
sampling rateof 10/secondwe should certainlylimitour considerationto
frequenciesof lessthan 2.5 Hz.
From the foregoingwe concludethat, in the absenceof the original
analog record,we must assume that the sampling rate representedby the data
set was at leastfour times the highestfrequencyof interest. We experience
no difficultyin evaluatinga for any n we choose,however;this is in sharpn
contrastto the usual treatmentsof sampleddata where the highestvalue of n
which may be used withoutobtainingspurious resultsis half the sampling
rate. We come to this resultbecausethe integrationsof (19)and (20) are
carriedout analyticallyalthoughpiecewise- in effect providingan infinite
samplingrate. To employ the parabolicrepresentation,we take
f (t.) = A t2 + B t. + C , (21)
a I I I
2
fa(ti+1) = A ti+I + B ti+ I + C , (22)
2 + B + C (23)fa(ti+2) = A ti+2 ti+2 .
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Then
F.fa(ti) - fa(ti+I) fa(ti+1) - fa(ti+2_
A = £ _i ti+1 - ti+1 - ti+2 J (24)
[___i2"- t2 2 - t2 1
i+I ti+1 i+2
i i+1 ti+1 i+2
Fti 2fa(ti)- fa(ti+1) - t!+11
B = ti _ ti+1 Lti ti+1a A (25)
9
C = f (t.) - A t? - B t. (26)
a I I I
and
I ? [A t2 C] I _]_A--_ B t2 tl i+2ao _ : l= _ + B t + dt = _ + _+ C (27)
I"
i+2
1 i_ / [At 2 C] n_tan = _ + B t + cos T dt
I
.)I._] 2t_cos T+--sin sin_ T 33=_ I n_ n_
T2 n_t Tt n t CT
+ B -'_'-_cos --_--+--sin -- +--sin (28)n_ n_ •
n_ i
When
fa(t I) - t_ - t.I I
fa(ti+I) - t_ - t. < I0-5I+I I+I ' (29)
fa(ti+2 ) - t 2i+2 - ti+2
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the curvatureof the data record is insufficientto requirethe use of a
parabolicapproximationand a linearapproximationto f(t) will providethe
same result. In this case
f (t.) = M t. + D (30)
a I I
fa(ti+I) = M ti+I + D , (31)
then
f (ti+I) - fa(ti)M = a (32)
ti+I - ti
D = f (t.) - M t. (33)
a i i
and
I _F_M t2 +l i+I
_o=_.L_-+ Du
7I T2 n_t Tt n DT n_t= ._ cos T + -- sin -- + -- sin • (34)an T-I nTT n_T TJi
The complete function is then represented by
f(ti) = f1(ti) + f2(ti) tI _ ti _ tN . (35)
An alternateform of (35) which involvesfewer computationsis
+ ocosf(ti) = f(tl) + T ti + ao n=1,2,3,.., n
t 1 __<t i <__t N • (36) "
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Note that throughthe use of this procedureonly deviationsfrom a type of mean
functionvalue must be treated numerically. Fewer data points are therefore
necessaryto fit the functionadequatelyand fewer harmonicsmust be calculated
to regeneratethe deviationportionof the functionwith acceptableaccuracy.
The reas?nsfor addingthe mirror imageof the functionfrom tI to t. as a
"tail"to the original functionare that (a) it makes the functione_en,
possibly reducingthe numberof coefficientswhich must be calculated,(b) it
improvesthe coefficientdefinitionbecausemore data are now includedin the
integration,and (c) it offers the opportunityto calculatef'(t.) since the
coefficientsof its series representationwill usuallydecrease in value with
increasingnumbersof harmonics. This may not be the case if the "tail" is
not added.
For those cases better representedby an odd function,i.e., using only
sine terms, one has merely to change the sign of f (t.) to make the function
odd. If, however,one is willingto calculatebot_ sine and cosine coefficients
and performthe regenerationusing both sine and cosine terms,then the "tail"
can be dispensedwith. Generally,one can obtain a better definitionof the
functionfor a given value of n by using both sine and cosineterms. Never-
theless, in some cases an equallygood representationcan be secured using a
sine or a cosine serieswith lessthan 2n terms. This practicethen results
in a savings in computationaltime. The choice as to which procedureto follow
is, until more experiencewith each is obtained,somewhatarbitrary.
The accuracywith which a parabolicfit representsthe data over two time
intervalsdependsof course on the size of At. The smallestvalue of At is
fixed by the data samplingrate. If a smallertime intervalis neededto
obtain a satisfactoryfit, it is necessaryto interpolatepoints betweenthe
sampledvalues. It has been found that a fifth-orderNewtonianinterpolation
formulagenerallyprovidesa sufficientlyaccuraterepresentationto generate
the requiredintermediatepoints. This formula,for even time increments,is
Yl - Yo Y2 - 2YI + Yo
= (t - to ) + _ )2 (t - to)(t - tI)@(t) Yo + t I - to 2(ti to
Y3 - 3Y2 + 3YI - Yo
+ )3 (t - to)(t - tl)(t - t2)6(tI - to
Y4 - 4Y3 + 6Y2 - 4YI + Yo
+ (t - t )(t - tl)(t - t2)(t - t3)
24(tI _ to)4 o
Y5 - 5Y4 + I0Y3 - I0Y2 + 5YI - Yo
+ )5 (t - to)(t - tl)(t - t2)(t - t3)(t - t4)
120(ti - to (37)
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YA,...,Y_representsix valuesof the functionone wishes to interpolatebetween.
T_ese y _aluescorrespondto times tA,...,t_. _(t) can be found using this
formulafor any t betweent^ and t_ _nd it _ay also be used to extrapolate_(t)
to a short time before to a_d a sh6rt time after t5. Note that _(to) _ Yo' etc.
Now if the slope of the parabolicrepresentationof the functionat t9
approachingfrom the left is differentby more than € from the slope of th_
parabolicrepresentationof the functionat t_ approachingfrom the right,we
calculate_(tl/2)and _(t3/2)and fit a parabolafirst throughYo' _(tI/2)'and
YI' and then throughYI' _(t3/2)'and Y2' etc. We can continueto divide the
intervalsin half until the slope differenceat t2 is lessthan €. As a
practicalmatter,however,more than three such divisionswill result in
excessivelylongdata sets since we begin with as many as 450 points. Three
divisionswill result in a set of 3593 points. If € is set to a desirable
value, say 10-10, one will usuallyfind that with actual noisy data it will be
necessaryto interpolateas many points as permissableinorder for € to approach
this value. With smooth data, multiple interpolationswill not be necessary.
Since the proceduredescribedabove permitsone to describea signaltime
history in terms of its harmoniccontent, it is thereforepossibleto reduce
the amplitudesof or eliminatecertainconstituentfrequenciesfrom the set
before regeneratingthe signal- in essencefilteringout the unwantedcon-
tributionsto any desireddegree- withoutany disruptionof the phase
relationshipsamong the remainingcontributions. This representsa levelof
filterperformancefar above that possiblewith passiveelements in analog
circuits. The choiceof which frequenciesto suppressand to what extentcan
generallybe made on the followinggrounds:
I. If the aircraft itself is fairlyrigid, frequenciesabove the
principalstabilitymodes should decline in amplitudeat about
12 db per octave. This means that generallythere should be
littlecontributionto the vehicle'sresponseto controlsur-
face deflectionsor changes in power levelat frequenciesabove
I to 2 Hz. If the data show significantharmoniccontentabove
these frequencies,it can usuallybe traced to engine-or-
turbulence-inducedstructuralvibrationsor to electricalnoise
in the signaltransducer,encorder,or recorder.
2. Spurioussignalsat lowerfrequenciescanbe separatedfrom
the data, providedtheir magnitudesare known a priori.
Followingthese guidelineswe may now proceedto performthe attenuation
of the higher frequencyharmonicsin a more rigorousfashion. Itwill be
observedthat attemptsto regeneratefunctionshavingsubstantialhigh
frequencycontentwith a truncatedseries always leadto a functionhaving
considerable"ripple". For example,attemptsto representa squarewave with
a truncatedserieswill alwaysshow a rippleor oscillationabout the correct
value at the leadingedge and the trailingedge of the square wave. This
phenomenonis not observedwhen square waves are passedthrough low-pass
filter networksso that there is obviouslysome differencebetweenthe action
of a low-passfilterand mere truncationof the generatingseries.
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It has been demonstratedmathematically(Ref. 7) that to avoid these
ripplesthe variationof a with n for (28), for example,must be continuous.n
Truncatingthe series representationof a functionmeans that a (n) is dis-
n
continuousat the last value of n (unlessof course the value of a for this
and all higher valuesof n is alreadyzero). A desirableIow-passndigital
filterdesign is, therefore,one which suppressesthe an'S sharplyabove a cut-
off value for n, one which leavesthe values of an for n _ nc unattenuated,
and one which does this in a continuousfashion. One means discussedin the
literature(Ref.7) is to multiplythe a's in the series representationby
the functionH(n), where H is definedbyn
I forn < n
- C
(n-n)
cos2 < n < (3/2)n . (38)
H(n) = c for nc c
0 for n > (3/2)n
- C
H(n), it will be noted, is everywherecontinuousand has a continuousfirst
derivative.
The cutoff harmonic can be obtained from the following expression:
5T
n _ _ •
C
This is equivalent to saying that we will accept all the sine waves required
to represent the function without attenuation up to a frequency of 10
radians/sec at which point we begin the "rolloff". We accept no energy in
the signal beyond a frequency of 15 radians per second. Of course, n can be
adjusted to match the response characteristics of the airplane under _est.
With flight records usually running 30-40 seconds n will be about 50 and the
C
maximum value of n needed is about 75. With this constraint (36) becomes
. f(tN) - f(tI) n=75
f(ti) = f(tl) + T ti + a + ° _ a H(n)cos
o n=1,2,3_... n
tI _<t.i-< tN (39)
Usually, n can be adjusted downward if the flight maneuver is carried outC
with less than maximum aircraft response.
6O
One of the more common types of noise in flight test data is caused by the
failure of the digital encoding or conversion device to register the higher
order bits. When this happens there is a sudden small jump in the indicated
value. These jumps are generally in the same direction and do not occur in a
completely random fashion. As a result, they cannot be treated as gaussian
noise; further, they introduce a bias error into data filtered by our fourier
routine. One means of dealing with this problem is to recognize that the air-
craft states are dynamically capable of only finite rates of change. The change
in altitude pressure with time,for example, is limited by the airspeed, altitude,
and flight path angle. Any pressure change in excess of this value is obviously
spurious. In place of the spurious value we can take the value determined from
the vehicle dynamics through the following process:
Assume altitude temperature is equal to standard sea level value. Then
= 4.26P (I - 6.86 x I0-6h)3"26(- 6.86 x I0-6)h0
But h = Vsin y = Vsin (0 - _).
3.26
So P = 4.26Po(pP--) 4"26 (- 6.86 x lO-6)Vsin (8 - _).
o
8 and _ come from instrument readings. To allow for errors in these values we
take as the maximum value
= - 2.922 x 10-5 p0.2347p0.76526Vsin [1.2(0- _)]. (40)
max o
Thus the next pressurevalue cannot changemore than P_t from the previousvalue.
If it does, we are justifiedin replacingthe indicationby PPrevious+ PAt.
Althoughthis procedurewill not eliminatethe effectsof "bit dropout,"it
will reducemateriallythe bias and low frequencyerrors which normallyresult
therefrom. The Fourierprocedureis then much more likelyto yield the accurate
data needed for effectiveparameterextraction.
Computationof Derivatives
The drag and power extractionschemepresentedabove requiresthat at
leastone parameter(&) which is not commonlymeasuredbe suppliedas an input
time history. We are thereforeforcedto differentiate_(t) in some fashion in
order to obtain _(t). Becauseof the fourierseries representationused in (39),
we may easily computethe derivativeof this functionanalytically:
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f(tN) - f(tj) _ X a n H(n)sin
f'(ti)= T - T n=1,2,3,.." n
tI _ ti _ tN . (41)
This processmay be appliedto any data set for which a derivativeis needed
and for which it is otherwiseunavailable.
Some examplesof the applicationof this procedureare shown in figures
25-26. In figure25 an angle-of-attacktime historyas read from a "quick
look" record is reproduced. Note the high degreeof irregularity. This data
was read every I/4 second. When submittedto the fourieranalysis routine
with n = 10,_hesmoothcurve shown in figure25 is obtained. The angle of
attackCrateis shown in figure26. The data are quite smooth and appear to
be a reliablesmoothingof the original. The maneuverfor which these data
were obtainedwas a pushover-pullup.The "humps" in the data at roughly6-
second intervalsarebelievedto be a consequenceof the excitationof the
aircraft's longitudinalshort periodmode by the maneuver. Calculations
indicatethe short periodmode can be expectedto have this period for the
test configuration.
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Comparisonof ComputedAccelerationAlong the FlightPath
with that Determinedfrom AccelerometerIndications
The scheme to extract drag and thrust simultaneously from flight data
has been found to require accurate indications of the acceleration along the
vehicle's flight path in order to yield acceptable results. Usually it is
not possible to locate the measuring instrument (accelerometer) precisely at
the vehicle's center of gravity, so that it is necessary to correct the
instrument's indication for this fact and then to relate the acceleration
along the vehicle's x-body axis to the longitudinal acceleration along the
flight path.
Accelerometers are generally masses constrained to move along the axis
of a tube and centered by springs at either end. The position of the mass
relative to the center of a tube is proportional to the acceleration and is
measured electrically. When the aircraft accelerates along the flight path,
the mass moves aft of the center of the tube. Now, the same effect is produced
when the accelerometer is tilted nose up even though there is no acceleration.
Thus, it is necessary to subtract a term g sin e from the accelerometer
indication to account for this effect.
If the accelerometer Is located X feet in front of the c.g., its mass is
caused to mov_ forward as a result of the angular rotation of the aircraft by
an amount x q-. One must therefore add this term to the accelerometer
indication. Similarly, if the accelerometer axis is located z feet below the
x-body axis then the accelerometer mass is displaced rearward by an amount
proportional to z q.
The linear acceleration along the x-body axis in terms of the acceler-
ometer indication location, and angular velocity is therefore
ax = ax - g sin e + x q2 _ z q . (42)
ind
We desire the acceleration not along the x-body axis but rather along
the flight path. We know that for motion in the x-z terrestrial plane
ax = u + q w (43)
and
u = V cos _ (44)
w = + sin _ , (45)
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where V is the velocity of the aircraft along its flight path and u and w are
components of this velocity along the principal axes of the aircraft. In
terms of (44) and (45)
ax = _/cos _ - V e sin _ + q V sin a
= V cos a - V(& q) sin _ . (46)
Equating (42) and (46) yields
a - g sin e + x q2 _ z "q = "V cos a - V(_ - q) sin _ (47)
Xind
Then solving for _/, one has
2 •
a - g sin e + x q - z qX
_/= ind + V(_- q) tan _ . (48)cos (_
The value given by (48) should now be the same as that obtained by differen-
tiating the variation of true airspeed with time. The differences between a
raw accelerometer indication and the derivative of the true airspeed with
time for an actual flight record are shown in figure 27.
Of course one does not measure true airspeed directly. An airspeed
sensor measures only a pressure difference. This difference is affected by
the sensitivity of the pitot and static pressure sources to angle of attack,
the disturbance to the free stream pressure at the static pressure source
resulting from the presence of the aircraft, the compressibility of the air,
and the difference in pneumatic lags of the pitot and static pressure lines.
The pneumatic lag also introduces a time delay in the airspeed indication.
Since the airspeed indicator is calibrated for standard sea level conditions,
any variation in atmospheric temperature will affect the airspeed at a given
pressure difference.
The theory of the pitot-static tube assumes that the air is brought to
rest at the pitot pressure source adiabatically and that the static source
senses the pressure in the free stream (i.e., away from the airplane). With
these assumptions, it is easy to show that the true flow velocity is related
to the measured pressures by
V = 2yRT y (49)
(y-l) + - '
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where P is the altitude pressure, q^ is the difference between the pitot and
static pressures, T is the local fr_e stream absolute temperature, R is the
gas constant for air and y is the ratio of specific heats of air (1.4 for
diatomic gases at nodal temperatures). The P indication for use in this
equation comes from the static pressure source of the pitot-static tube and
the T indication f_m a temperature measuring device. Since one cannot
measure the local free stream temperature readily while the vehicle is in
motion, temperature sensing devices most often measure the stagnation temper-
ature, Ts, which is related to the free stream temperature by
T
T = s (50)
In te_s of the stagnation temperature, the true airspeed is given by
I{ I.Iv I - + . (51)
Unfortunately, it is usually not possible to locate the static pressure
source on an airplane in a region where the static pressure is the same as
the free stream value. Hence, the static pressure indication is in error by
an amount AP. Thiso"position error" so called is felt in both the altitude
and qc indications. If we call P' the measured altitude pressure and qc' the
measured pressure difference then because
qc' + P' = qc + P = Ps ' (52)
and
P = P' - AP ,
one can write
I _ P'
qc + P qc' + P' qc'
= = (53)
P P' - AP P' AP '
qc' qc'
in terms of the measured values and the static source position error w_ch is
usually determined by flight calibration and is expressed in terms of
as a function of q ' or indicated airspeed. With this effect included _he
expression for tru_ airspeed becomes
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11  i.1v l'P'- API
Fortunately, modern pitot-static tubes are relatively insensitive to
changes in angle of attack so that the a ' and P' indications do not depend
on the tube's inclination to the airstre_m over the useful range of aircraft
angles of attack. The position error, however, does depend upon angle of
attack and aircraft configuration. At steady speed and constant weight the
position error can be related, as it commonly is, to q ' or indicated air-
speed, but during maneuvers it may be necessary to employ a correlation with
angle of attack instead. Whether this is necessary must be determined by
calibration. If it is, one must then determine true airspeed and true angle
of attack iteratively.
The compressibility correction mentioned earlier is already included in
(54). Conventional airspeed indicators, it may be noted, are simply
mechanizations of the equation
Vi " PO ' (55)
where Po is the mass density of the air at standard sea level conditions. If
the airspeed indicator calibration includes compressibility effects,equation
(49) with standard sea level pressure and temperature is mechanized.
If pneumatic signals transmitted through the pitot and static lines
travel at different speeds* then the qc' and P' values will be in error. In
most aircraft with pressure sensors located in the cabin area the pneumatic lines
are long enough that their response characteristics can be considered analogous
to those of resistance-capacitance electrical circuits. The "resistance" is
proportional to length/(diameter)4 while the "capacitance" is proportional to
system volume. Since the static system includes more instruments than the
pitot system and, frequently, larger volumes, the static line diameter must
be larger than the pitot or a restriction must be placed in the pitot line in
order to keep the response times equal. Even if the line responses.are egual,
V(t) will lag the correct value by a time which is proportional to h and V.
A procedure by which equation (54) may be modified to account for lag is
the following: We begin by recalling that the equation describing the axial
motion of a compressible fluid in a tube is
* Speed is used here in the sense of the time or rate at which the transducer
indication responds to changes in the aircraft's pressure field. It does
not refer to the speed at which acoustic signals are propagated through
pneumatic lines.
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au au aP + a au) 1 a au)p -_+ pu _x = - a--x _x (iJ _ + -r_r (pr-_r " (56)
Here u is the fluid velocity, F the coefficient of viscosity, x the axial
distance and r the radial distance. In conjunction with the foregoing,one
may also write the equation describing the conservation of matter
Yx+ p + 0 (57)at _ u = .
Examination of the first equation reveals it to be a mixed parabolic and
elliptic-type non-linear partial differential equation. As such there are at
least two characteristic propagational velocities by which the fluid adjusts
itself to changing boundary conditions. One is infinite. The other, as we
may discover by temporarily ignoring the effects of fluid viscosity, is
approximately what we understand as the speed of sound. This characteristic
information transfer mechanism is always present. The importance of the
infinite propagational velocity in determining the gross behavior of the fluid
motion depends,of gourse,on the relative importance of the viscous stress
terms In the equation.
The reason for relating the foregoing bit of mathematical wisdom is that
we cannot solve the equation for typical boundary conditions without prodigious
effort and must therefore resort to some gross approximations. Under these
conditions it is desirable to extract as much information as possible about
the character of the solution of the general equation in order to ascertain
the reasonableness of the approximate solutions.
Suppose we model the aircraft static or total pressure systems as a very
long straight tube terminated on the instrument end by a finite volume. Let
us assume that the flow through this tube is always isothermal, i.e., it is
slow enough that heat can be transferred to and from the tube walls as a fluid
particle traverses the length of the tube. The pressure in the volume at the
instrument end of the tube is then directly proportional to the mass flux
through the tube to the volume. Depending upon the ratio of the pressures
across the tube and the tube length,
m m P for short tubes and P_/Pinstrument { 2 (58)
m _ VP - Pinstrument for short-to-intermediate length tubes and
P /P < 2 (59)instrument
m (P - Pinstrument) for very long tubes. (60)
7O
These resultscan all be obtainedfrom the foregoingequationsand the equation
of state, P = pRT, after some manipulation. The first two resultsare obtained
assuming_ = O. The second assumes in additionthat the velocity is slow
enough that p = constant. The third result is obtainedby assumingthat the
viscous stressesare sufficientlyimportantthat the terms on the left side of
the equationare small by comparison. This of course is only true in very
longtubes (L/D > 100). The instantaneousrateof changeof pressure in the
instrumentvolume is then
! (61)
Pinstrument = (P_ - Pinstrument)
where • is a proportionalityconstanthavingthe units of time. Note that in
generalboth P and Pinstrumentmay changewith time. From this expression
it is easy to show that in terms of the instrumentreading
P = P. + • P (62)instrument instrument "
T is determined empirically by allowing P to change instantaneously






- %n (P - Pinstrument) = t/_ + c . (64)
the boundary conditions are
when t = O, P = Pinstrument Tnstrument
0
when t + _, Pinstrument . P_ '
thus
Pinstrument = Pinstrument e-t/T + P (1 - e-t/T). (65)
o
By measuring P , Pinstrument' Pinstrument ' and time, • is readily determined.
o
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The above analysis assumes that a change in P is instantly communicated
to the gas in the instrument volume. Because acoustic waves are the dominant
communication mechanism when the fluid is essentially at rest, changes in P
are felt in the instrument volume some _ seconds later with the arrival of The
acoustic wave generated by the change in P . _ can also be measured experi-
mentally. With this effect included the aTr pressures at the pitot-static
opening in terms of the instrument readings are represented by
a
P (t) = P (t + _) + • P (t + _) (66)
instrument instrument
Note that P at t seconds is given in terms of the instrument reading and its
instantaneous rate of change at (t + _) seconds.
If now qo" is the lag-free value of the impact pressure,
P" is the lag-free value of the static pressure,
Ps" is the lag-free value of the stagnation pressure,
•i,_i are, respectively, the measured time constants of the
T2,_2 stagnation and static systems,
then
qc''(t)= P_" - Ps' (t + _i) + T I Ps' (t + _i) - P' (t + _2 )
- T2 P' (t + _2). (67)
P"(t) = P' (t + _2) + _2 _' (t + _2) (68)
These values of q^" and P" should be substituted for qc' and P' in equation
(54) to obtain a Yag-free value of V(t).
Typical values for the ATLIT flight test system are
_I = 0.040 seconds
_I = 0.025 seconds
T2 = 0.150 seconds
_2 = 0.033 seconds
= ± 8 ft/sec2 @ 120 ft/sec
max
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P = 2133 psf @ S.L. and 120 ft/secS
P = 2116 psf @ S.L.
= 35 ft/sec
With these numbers
qc" = 2133 - .040 (2.358976)- 2116 + 0.15 (2.1635)
= 2133 - .094359- 2116 - .324525= 17.23 psf while qc' = 17 psf.
the error in q ' is therefore 0.23 psf or 1.35% while the error in P is
0.0153%. ThusCit appears that if one seeks to minimize data errors a lag
correction in the airspeed is required.
When all necessary corrections have been made to the pressure indications,
one can create V(t) by use of equation (54). These data can then be submitted
to the Fourier analysis procedure to smooth V(t) and to find V(t). As noted
above, this value should agree closely with that determined from equation (48)
if the totality of the data are self-consistent. Observe,however,that the
latter computation requires that one input five separate measurements plus
the derivatives of two,while the former only requires three measurements plus
some calibration data. Thus, it is to be expected that V computed from pres-
sure and temperature data will generally be the more reliable value.
Correction of Anqle of Attack Indications
In addition to factors such as transducer linearity, gain, and bias, the
angle of attack indication is affected by the presence of the carrying aircraft
and by its rotation. It will be recognized that for an angle of attack vane
located x feet ahead of the c.g. an incremental angle,
As = tan-I _ (69)
\v!
must be subtractedfrom the transducer indicationto accountfor vehicle
rotation. Inaddition,there is usuallya relationshipof the type
_true = CI _indicated + C2 ' (70)
between the angle of attack measured in the neighborhood of the aircraft and
the true (i.e., at infinity) angle of attack. The values of CI and C2 depend
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upon the location of the vane relative to the aircraft and the geometry of the
aircraft. They are therefore almost always found from flight calibration
tests since the flow field about complex shapes such as complete aircraft is
almost impossible to determine analytically. Assuming that these coefficients
are known, one may write the expression for true angle of attack as
atrue = CI I_indicated - tan-1 (_)I + C2 . (71)
Note that the value of V used in (71) should be that @btained from (54). one
may then smooth _true(t) and compute the derivative, _(t), by the Fourier
analysis proceaure.
Determination of p(t)
Equation (6) requires as an input p(t). This is readily determined from
1 +-- y
(P' - AP) (72)
P= RTs  P.,I "
If the altitude pressure transducer is calibrated in feet, then the appropriate
pressure versus altitude function must be employed to convert the indications
to pressure values.
The density values may also require smoothing before the data can be
inserted into (10).
Conditioning of Other Data Inputs to the Drag
and Power Extraction Method
In addition to the velocity, angle of attack, and atmospheric density,
equations (10) require W(t) and e(t) as inputs. Fortunately, for the maneuvers
of Interest W changes so little that it can be taken to be constant or at most
varying linearly during a maneuver. Usually e requires no corrections beyond
the instrument calibration if the erection mechanism is disabled during the
maneuver. Since the indication is sampled and since there may be electrical,
airframe, and turbulence-induced noise, smoothing may still be necessary.
This is also true for the pitch rate indication, q, which is used in the CL
computation and the _ and ax corrections.
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More GeneralPower and Draq Models
In a normally-aspiratedengine the manifoldpressureand hence the power
output for a given throttlesettingwill usuallyvary directlywith the
atmosphericdensity. Thus, if the maneuverto providedata for the power and
drag extractionprocess involvesa change in altitude,there will be a change
in power at a given speed correspondingto the change in _ even if the pilot
does not change his throttle settingor RPM. To account for this we need to
multiplythe expressionfor power by (Ref. 8)
Pref/Po - 0.165
P/Po - 0.165 ' (73)
where p_ is the standard sea-level value of p and Pref is the value of p at
the beginning of the maneuver.
The parabolic form of the speed-power relation used in equation (6) is
obviously satisfactory over small differences in speed and should represent
the thrust horsepower of fixed-pitch propellers reasonably well over most of
the aircraft's speed envelope. The higher efficiency levels provided by a
constant speed propeller at the lower speeds, however, makes it necessary to
employ a higher order polynomial or other function having additional degrees
of freedom (coefficients) to represent the thrust horsepower adequately over
a wide speed range. Variants of one such function were chosen for further
study:
P2
P = PI + v-TT_+ P3V + P4V2 + P5V3 (74)
These are shown in Table llla.
One will note also that the drag expressionis reallysatisfactoryonly
if a ismeasured from zero lift. Since the angle referencefor flight data
is often quite arbitrary,it is difficultto establishthe angle for zero
lifta priori. To accommodatean arbitraryreference,i.e., to replace_ by
- s° in equation(5), requiresthat the representationfor Cn containall
powersof _ through6. We choose,however,to investigateonl_ three variants
of the followingform which are shown in Table llla:
CD + a + 2 + 3 + 6 (75)
= CDo CDI CD2 CD3 CD4 •
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POWER AND DRAG COEFFICIENT MODELS
(1) P = PO
(2) P = PO + P1/v½
(1) CD = CDo + CD22(3) P = PO + P2v
(4) P = PO + P1/v} + P2v
(2) CD = CDo + CD2_2 + CD46(5) P = PO + P2v + P3v2
(6) P = PO + P1/v½ + P2V + P3V2
(3) CD = CDo + CD1cX+ CD2_2 + CD3_3 + CD4_6
(7) P = PO + P2V + P3V2 + P4V3
(8) P = PO + PI/V" + P2V + P3V2 + P4V3
TABLE III-a
RECOVEREDRESULTS WITH VARIOUS MODELS
NOISE-FREE
Model CD0 CDI CD2 CD3 CD4
I-I 0.025010125 4.189265490
I-2 0.027715936 1.840217248 2218.55390095
I-3 0.193206335 -5.536545497 55.990804759 -190.595121623 6365.50170689
2-I 0.041300870 3.314574182
2-2 0.041723838 1.369905822 1934.85508995
2-3 0.032149511 0.256910853 1.083170012 -6.930257732 2636;82627991
3-I 0.052512561 3.397605844
3-2 0.053437421 1.223230343 2098.00447603
3-3 0.104358253 -1.981087659 19.854161098 -61.409698497 3230.30712823
4-I -0.007815849 3.258242555
4-2 0.047922733 1.291498595 2019.91892771
4-3 0.043314322 0.136168241 0.321188551 2.111106052 2052.79056339
5-I -0.140402432 3.358351516
5-2 0.035099999 1.289155014 2030.80086563
5-3 0.035099999 9.0 x 10-_° 1.289155007 1.9 x 10-8 2030.80086599
6-I 0.851148482 2.718117586
6-2 0.019408889 1.334792323 1977.60389095
6-3 0.035100000 -1.8 x 10-9 1.289155029 -4.1 x 10-8 2030.80086584
7-I 7.097803213 -2.479854764
7-2 0.035099997 1.289155018 2030.80086585
7-3 0.035099849 3.35 x I0"z 1.289152488 6.77 x 10-6 2030.80087789
8-I -6.419749124 8.756565254
8-2 0.035099983 1.289155030 2030.80086168
8-3 0.035100002 -9.7 x 10-8 1.289155975 -3.4 x 10-6 2030.80094408
TABLE III- b
._ RECOVERED RESULTS WITH VARIOUS MODELS
co
NOISE-FREE










4-I 1497321.54687 -11640184.7950 -2759.609819
4-2 190924.27594 -1057400.1205 347.238354
4-3 208960.25776 -1218458.9820 321.099439
5-I -272355.27164 5603.220066 -22.8622086
5-2 28735.71416 1126.607146 -2.1696429
5-3 28735.71414 1126.607143 -2.1696428
6-I 11652672.75547 -77120339.5902 -52677.486678 142.0135471
6-2 18.26865 -1.35 x 10-_° 1536.512079 -4.0512608
6-3 28735.71427 -1.71 x 10-5 1126.607143 -2.1696429
7-I -1038549.98441 20472.763195 -119.6962928 1.496383665
7-2 28735.71431 1126.607142 -2.1696429 -5.35 x I0_I°
7-3 28735.71429 1126.607056 -2.1696417 -2.80 x I0"e
8-I 25533616.98900 -1.6 x 108 -133353.421168 433.4378086 -1.726554460
8-2 28735.71427 4.5 x 10-7 1126.607134 -2.1696427 -3.2 x I0"9
8-3 28735.71633 3.2 x 10-4 1126.607117 -2.1696428 -2.2 x 10"I°
TABLE III-c
The three drag expressionsand the eight power expressionsgive us a
total of 24 analyticalmodels with which we can attemptto fit experimental
data. It will probablybe necessaryto employall of the models or at least
this numberof models until experiencewith data for a particularaircraft
permitsone to discardthose models which do not apply. The resultsobtained
by fittingall these models to the theoreticaldata of figure24 are shown in
Table lllb. If one comparesthe resultsfor case 5-2 with figures22 and 23,
one will see immediatelythe very good agreementwhich the extractionmethod
can provide.
One may also ask why shouldone also employa model which is simply a
reducedform of a more generalmodel? The answer lies in the extreme
sensitivityof the coefficientsolutionsto small errors in the data.
Generally,the more generalmodels are more sensitiveto these errors so that
under these circumstancesa simplerform may yield reasonableresultswhereas
the more generalform may yield nonsensenumbers. It should be recalledthat
since any power, if accompaniedby a suitabledrag, will solve the equation
of motion,these physicallyabsurd numbersare legitimatemathematical
solutions. How then does one determinewhetherthe solutionsobtainedare
reasonable?
The firstmeans of assessingthe reasonablenessof the solutionset is
to use them along with the experimentaldata in the proper form of equation
(8). For 300 data pointsa value of S < 10-13 generallyindicatescoefficient
values within I% or so of the correctyalues. (Forthe exact coefficient
values,S < 10-21.) Coefficientvalues in error by 5%, for example,may
still be of interest,but with errorsof this size it may become difficultto
identifythe bes_ model and coefficientset merely by checkingto see whi_
model gives the smallestvalue of S. S . will now be on the order of I0
mln
for 300 points,but the coefficientset for S . may give absurd powersandmJn
drags. For this reason it is desirableto add a second constraintwhich an
acceptablemodel and coefficientset must satisfy: The horsepowerfor any
speed must be positiveand lessthan Y (Y = 400 for ATLIT);C_ must be
positiveand lessthan Z (Z = 0.12 for ATLIT) for any _. OneUfrequentlyfinds
that with noisy data very few of the 24 coefficientsets satisfythis second
constraint.
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Effect of Data Errors on Coefficient Extractions
We have noted above that by operating on exact data it is possible for
the coefficient extraction procedure to recover the values of the coefficients
in the power and drag polynomials to six significant figures. We have also
noted that this procedure is quite sensitive to data inaccuracies. In order
to place some quantitative bound on this sensitivity, the exact input data
were artificially degraded and resubmitted to the coefficient extraction
procedure to determine how the coefficient values were altered. Two types
of degradation were employed: random noise and constant bias. For the random
noise a random number generator was employed at each 0.1 seconds of each trace
and the output scaled so as to be I% of the maximum value of the function,
e.g., I% of the maximum value of V(t) during the maneuver. These scaled noise
values were then added to the exact function values to obtain the degraded
data. For this experiment, all data which would normally be measured in
flight were degraded. This was too noisy. No coefficient set would satisfy
the reasonableness criterion.
The data were then filtered with n = 10. For comparison, the filtered
and unfiltered data are shown in figureC28. Note that the filtering routine
does a very good job of removing the high frequency noise. Note also that
employing a random number generator in the manner indicated means that the
random noise usually has a non-zero mean (bias error). Despite the filter-
ing, the coefficient extraction routine would not yield reasonable results.
It also failed for n = 6 and n = 4. The magnitude of the random contri-
butions was then reduced from _% of maximum signal to 0.1%. With no filter-
ing the extraction procedure again failed. However, with filtering (nc = 6),
two models gave reasonable results. These were
2702612.22
P = 371959.0785 -
VI12
CD = .00676 + 1.52053_ - 18.77305_2 + 87.8915_3 - 1295.7649_6
and
P = 16594.89367 + 1308.3421V - 3.024425V2
CD = .027766 + 1.345608_ 2 + 1985.1565_ 6.
The second of these (see also Table IV) is the correct functional form.
Although the coefficient values for this form individually are in error by as
much as 73%, the recovered power,for example,is only in error by 6.3% at 200
ft/sec. The errors in drag are even smaller.
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RECOVEREDRESULTSWITH RESIDUALNOISE
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A second experiment degraded the data traces individually by a constant
bias error. Reproduced as figures 29 through 38 are the recovered speed-power
and drag-alpha characteristics for various bias errors compared with the
undegraded characteristics used to generate the data traces. Generally, the
characteristics for the largest bias error which can yield reasonable results
are shown along with the characteristics for smaller bias errors so that the
reader may assess the linearity of the change in characteristics with the
change in bias error. Note that weight and altitude bias errors of the magni-
tude shown are not particularly serious. As might be expected,bias errors in
airspeed affect the power determination primarily and have little influence
on drag. The same is true with regard to bias errors in V. Bias errors in e
and _, however, are extremely destructive. Even a 0.7° error in e results in
about a 10% error in CD while a - 1.9° error in 0 results in an error of
0 o
about 37% in CD . The case for a bias error of + 1.9 failed (i.e., gave a
power exceedingOthe limit of 400 H.P.). An angle of attack bias error of as
little as 0.1° is noticeable in the final result while an _ bias error of
1.6° results in drag and power errors in the neighborhood of 30-40%. In
addition, the shapes of the curves are altered drastically.
These resultsdemonstratethe extremesensitivityof the coefficient.
extractionprocedureto typicalnoise and instrumenterrors encounteredin
flighttest work. This is true even after the data have been filteredto
removethe noise componentswhich occur at frequenciesabove the usual air-
craft responsesto controldeflections. Thus, to obtain accuratedrag and
power data using this proceduresome means must be employedto reducethe
noise componentsin the data at what might be termed signal frequencies.
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Reductionof Noise at Signal Frequencies
The filtering technique discussed previously has been shown to be highly
effective at suppressing noise components in the data at frequencies above
the principal components of the aircraft response. There may, however, still
be spurious contributions to the filtered signal from instrument biases,
changes in instrument gains, and atmospheric turbulence at frequencies below
this cutoff value. These contributions cannot be removed without employing
additional information about the system. Since we do not know precisely the
nature of these contributions, we will make some assumptions, based on our
knowledge of the physics of the situation, to provide the required additional
information. If we do this properly, we should be able to improve on the
results produced by error-reduction techniques which assume the "noise" in
each data channel to be "white" with a zero mean.
For reasons which will become evident later, we will assume that the
filtered altitude and veloc!ty data are correct as they stand. The other
channels (_, 8, W, a , and 8), we can be reasonably confident, contain bias,
gain, and various ty_es of frequency-dependent errors to some degree.
In order to extract the coefficients of the power and drag models
successfully, we have shown that we must have self-consistent data on which
to operate. If any data channel contains spurious information, this severely
limits our ability to extract the correct model with reasonable coefficient
values. Thus, it is important that we take steps to assure, at the least,
that our data set is self-consistent. We will therefore adopt a policy of
modifying the filtered measured _, 0, and W data so that they form a con-
sistent set with V and h. So long as these modifications are not excessive,
say greater than I% of the maximum data values, we can justify our changes
by saying that the altered values still lie within the normal error bounds
of the data*.
I. Reduction of Bias Error in
We seek to modify _ initially in order to remove significant bias
errors. To this end we write equation (6) in the form
,
This is a somewhat different approach from those usually used to counter
the extreme sensitivity of the least squares estimator to noisy data. Most
investigators employ different, less sensitive identifiers (e.g., Newton-
Raphson Maximum Likelihood, Gram, Kalman Filter, etc.) which may include
provisions for treating certain types of random noise, but they do not
modify the input data as such. According to a private communication from
Dr. G. J. Dobeck of the Naval Coastal Systems Laboratory, Panama City,
Florida, the best estimator for a particular problem depends upon the prob-
lem. Since the present problem is rather different from those usually
described in the literature, it is not surprising that the more common pro-
cedures are not readily adapted to it. For the reader with a good mathe-
matical background interested in a comparison of the characteristics of
several of these identifiers,Dr. Dobeck's Ph.D. thesis at the University of
South Florida, "System Identification and Application to Undersea Vehicles",
is recommended.
I02
S = X l___L+W. sin(e. - s.) - W. As cos(0. - s.) - +
i=I g J l i i _ l
+ P2VI cos si + _s sin si + PI + P2Vi +_ CDo i
CD2 6 +__ 2s i As + 6s_ _s i (76)+ si 2 i
where it has been assumed6for _he purposes of this analysis that cos As = I,
sin As = _s, and (s + &s) = s_ + 6(&s)a5. We then minimize S with respect
to As to yield
N
_. BoBI




B° - Wi cos(e - ct.) + sin s + P + P2Vii i i I
+ T si CDI + 6s51CD2 (78)
and
]BI = i----L+W. sin(e. - s i) - + PI + P2VI cos s ig i i
+ T CD + CD s + si
o I i
I03
(This form will be the same for each of the 23 other models used to represent
the data, only the values of B0 and BI will be different.) The result of
this computation is then the amount which must be added to _ in order to
minimize the fit error for the particular model employed. Since we are not
certain that the model with the lowest fit error using degraded data is the
best model when the data have been "treated", we will add only 2/3 of A_ to
_. before we repeat the extraction process. The result, we then assume, is
the smallest fit error which can be obtained by removing a bias from the
data.
2. Establishin9 the Probable Values of _ and the Coefficients of the
Lift Equation
Since the equation has been shown to be most sensitive to errors in _,
we will endeavor to employ a procedure for establishing the proper range of
values which is not heavily dependent upon the value of _. We begin by
choosing to fit the data in a least squares sense with the model
p = p VI-3/
o
CD + _ + 2 + 3 + 4 (80)
= CDo CDI CD2 CD3 CD4 •
This power model was selected on the basis of early full.-scalewind tunnel
test results as being a reasonably good representation of the actual power
into the airstream. We recognize in addition that the equation relating
forces and motions normal to the flight path can be written
= gSVCL(_)2W p(h) _ g COSvY + g PWV2sin_ , (81)
where p(h) = Po(1 - 6.86 x I0-6h)4"26 , (82)
y = sin-I(I_/V), (83)
[ ]and _(= 1 Vh - h_/ (84)/i_(i_/V)2 V_ •
is available as a consequence of the filtering operation and i_or, alter-
nately, # can be obtained by spline fitting the _ data or the computed values
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of y. Note that these equations involve only velocity and altitude (which
we have already assumed to be noise-free) and their derivatives. In the
interests of data consistency we have chosen to ignore the fact for the time
being that y is also e - _.
Now (81) can be rearranged to represent CLin the form
CL-2Wg P SV2 [ _ + 9 cos Y g P sin _]V WV2 (85)
We know also that a reasonably accurate representation of the drag
coefficient is
,°
CD + CL 2
= CDo CDI + CD2 CL (86)
With this representation we will write equation (6) as
F0vl/3
_/+g sin y - WV cos _- pSV-22W(CD1 + CD1 CL + _D2 C2) • (87)
With the power values obtained from (80) we solve for CL(t) from (85). Given
these values, we find PO' CDo' CD ' and CD from (87) in a least squares
sense. Using the value of PO found in thi_ fashion, we reenter (85) and find
a new value of CL(5). This is then used to extract new values of PO' CDo'
CDI, and CD2 from (87). The process is repeated until the change in the four
coefficients from one iteration to the next is less than 0.001%
As a result of the foregoing, we now have a reasonably reliable picture
of CL(t). This we then fit to the bias-free s-data by a least-squares-
distance routine (described in detail in NASA TN D-6374 and also in a later
section of this report) using the following model:
{CL. - CLQEei]} = 'CLAO+ GLA[_ i] + CLAX[_I Ix (88)
I05
Initially we assume X = 2.0 in order to solve for CLQ by a linear least
squares method. With CLQ determined, we subtract the term CLQ*_.Ifrom CLi
before we apply the least squares distance method to determine new values
for the remaining coefficients*. We will assume that CLQ has this same value
for the remainder of the data reduction procedures applied to a particular
data set. The LSD routine determines the values of coefficients CLAO, CLA,
CLAX, and X in this model which minimize the perpendicular distance from the
curve represented by (88) to the data points.
We then adjust the values of a at every time point so that they satisfy
(88) exactly. We employ for this purpose a second order Newton-Raphson
procedure: If we call
X
f(aik) = (CLAX) a.jk+ (CLA) a.lk+ CLAO - {CLi - CLQ[e]} (89a)
f'(a. ) = (X)-(CLAX) ax-1 + CLA (89b)I I
k k
x-2
f"(a. ) = (X).(X-I)-(CLAX)a. , (89c)
Ik ik
where ai is the bias-freevalue of the a-data at time point i, then the
value ofkai closestto a. which will make f(ai ) . 0 is given by
k+1 _k k+1
We recognize that the values found for CLAO, CLA, CLAX, and X will vary
somewhat as the center of gravity location - and to some extent the weight
and altitude - is changed because they include a lift contribution arising
from the elevator deflection required to attain trimmed flight. This lift
contribution varies only with speed - hence a, if the weight and altitude
are relatively constant. In maneuvering flight an additional elevator
deflection (and thus an additional lift component) is necessary to induce
rotation; this can be accounted for by a term proportional to O so that the
a contribution found by the LSD method will then be virtually independent of
rotational velocity. At a given c.g. location, initial weight, nominal
altitude, and throttle position,the CLAO, CLA, CLAX, and X found by this
approach should be the same whether the aircraft performs a level flight
acceleration - deceleration or a pullup - pushover. The values of CLAO,
CLA, CLAX, and X, however, may also depend upon throttle position because
(a) the thrust axis may not intersect the c.g.,(b) the lift distribution
over the wing may be affected by the application of poweGand (c) the flow
field approaching the horizontal tall may be altered. For this reason the
coefficient values should be determined at several different power settings,
different altitudes, and different weights. One would also expect the drag
coefficient values to be somewhat dependent upon power level.
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+ - 2 (90)
_ik+1 = _'°k f"(_" )-Uk Fi(_.I Lf"(_ik)J
The choiceof signs on the radical is made accordingto the following
rationale:
If f'(_. )'f"(_. ) < 0 use the negative sign on the radical.
I Ik k
If f'(_. )-f"(_.) > 0 use the positivesign on the radical.
Ik Ik
Occasionally,
2;,(_ - 2 ,_ ) < 0ik-I k
because the radius of curvature of f(_. ) at _. no longer intersects the
• I ik
abscissa. When this happens, the computer cannot perform the operation.
In such a circumstance the following procedure is suggested:




_. = _. (91)
Ik+l Jk f"(_i )k
2. If If(. )I< If(_.)I,then try (90) again.
iR+1 Ik
3. If the radicand is again negative, try
f'(_. )
_k+1
_. = _. (92)
ik+2 Ik+l f"(_i )k+1
I07
and see if If( . )1< If( . )1. As longas
k+2 _k+1
If( . )I< If(- )I,use either (90)or (91)as indicated.
Ik+n ik+n-I
4. ContinueuntileitherIf( . )I< I0-15or )I< I0-15•
k+n Jk+n
In the formercase the new root is found with sufficientaccuracy. In the
latter,a real root does not exist close to the startingpoint and we select
the value of _ for which f(_) approacheszero most closely. Note that the
use of a leastsquaresproceduredoes not guaranteethat the coefficients
chosen _or any particulardata point yield a root; only that the sum of
[f(_)]L is a minimumfor the particularmodel used. Thus, an individual
f(_i) may be non-zerowith no crossingof the abscissafor any s close to si.
With the revisedset of s values given by the foregoingprocedure,we
now reenterthe coefficientextractionroutine, i.e.,equation (6) or some
alternateversionthereof,with y = 0 - s to find "updated"valuesof the P
and CD coefficients. We look,of course,for the model giving the lowestfit
error. Its coefficients,along with the data, form the basis of our next
step.
3. Modificationof s-data to yield a more ConsistentData Set
In this step we seek to modifys slightlyat each point in time by a
differentamount so as to (a) more nearly satisfyequation (81) at all times
and (b) reducethe fit error obtainedwith equation (6). We begin by using
the latestpower data in (81)and solvingfor CL(t). With the least-squares-
distanceprocedureswe then updatethe values for CLAO, CLA, CLAX, and X.
If we now substitutefor _i an "improved"value which is given by
c_. + FA c_.
I I '
where F is a factorpermittingus to apply all or part of the correction
duringany particulariteration,and where As. is defined*byI
As. is the value by which _. must be changedto satisfy (81)exactly. We
could of course employ our _ewton-Raphsonprocedureto determineit. We
have chose_ howeveGto assume that As. is very small and can be represented
with satisfactoryaccuracyby one ter_I in a binomialexpansion.
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{ri+_ g SPi Vi I 1cos Yi 2W. CLQ(_)i)+CLAO+CLA(s.)+CLAX(s.)x g P"
sin s.
I I I I .w.V2 I
AS. --
i g SPi V. g P. cos s. 'i X • CLAX • s. + CLA + i I
2Wi a W. V2 (93)
I I
Then the sum of the squaresof the amount by which we fail to satisfyequa-
tion (81) at each time point (a quantitywhich we call S2) should decrease.
We will usuallytake F = 0.3 on the first two iterationsand 1.0 on sub-
sequent iterations. Before we substitutes. + F A s. for s. in equation
I I I
(6), however,we will update the e-dataso that it is more consistentwith
both y and the reviseds values. We assume for the presentpurposethat e
containsa gain error and a bias error which we will determineby fitting
the e-datawith
sin + s. + F A s. = A e. + B (94)
I I I
in order to determineA and B in a leastsquaressense. The new e. isi
simplyA e. + B. This value of e plus the reviseds value are then sub-
Jold
stituted intothe appropriateversionof equation (6) to extractthe coef-
ficientvalues. With new power coefficientsfrom this extractionthe cycle
is repeateduntil the fit error, S, reachesa minimum,usually in two or
three more iterations. This minimum is determinedby comparingthe fit
error after each iterationwith the fit error obtainedfor the previous
iteration.
It will be observedthat the power,computedusing the coefficients
obtained from the lastextraction,is the principalmechanismby which As.i
is modified in (93). It will also be observedthat As. is relatively
I
I09
insensitive to very small changes in power. As a result, when the fit error
for 300 points is less than about 10-10, the As. are generally 2 x 10-4 or
less. These small modifications in _ result inltotal power values which
are very little different from those of the previous iteration. Hence, the
reduction in fit error during the next iteration becomes miniscule. Some
other means must therefore be emp!oyed to speed the reduction of the fit
error to the desired range of I0-13 or less.
4. Modification of s-data by Trajectory Comparison
What we have as a result of the previous procedures is a set of lift,
drag, and power coefficients obtained in a least squares manner from input
V, h, and W data and modified _ and e data. We will now use the coefficient
set and some assumptions regarding the accuracy of the input data to calcu-
late the trajectory of the vehicle during the time in question. As the
vehicle moves along its trajectory in the terrestrial X-Z plane, its
position in space and its orientation may be described by a set of time
histories. These time histories are the solutions of the system of equa-
tions (6), (81), (82), and (83) plus the relationship
= - cP (95)
where c is the specific fuel consumption. Examination of the system will
show that two of the 5 time histories must be specified a priori in order
to obtain a unique solution. As we have indicated, we choose to assume that
V and h and theirderivatives may be considered to be accurate and noise-
free. As a result we may readily develop the following time histories:
V(t) h(t) p(t)
V(t) l_(t) y(t) (96)
V(t) h(t) y(t).
If we now combine equations (6) and (81) to yield
• tan[v.1cos Yi _ PiSVi CL i + i + sin Yi + i CD (97)Yi +_ 2W V 2W ig Vi i i i
we observethat as a consequenceof (96)only _(t) and W(t) are unknownin
(97). But (95)can be written
11o
Wi+ 1 W i c[P0 + PiVi + P2V_7 At c (_)2= _ _ [P19i + 2P2ViVi]
At'3 + 2P2(V_ + V.V.)7 (98)- c (_-j EPIVi , I "
This permits us to determine W(t) given its initial value. With the results
of (98) substituted into (97), we may solve (97) at each time point for a.
using the second order Newton-Raphson scheme. Thus, we can determine the l
a(t) which is compatible with any particular set of CL, CD, and P coefficients
and the time histories given by (96).
_(t) found in this manner will not be the same as that found from step
3 above. We desire to modify the.a-data resulting from step 3 so that it
will be somewhat closer to that given by the trajectory computation. At the
same time we wish to modify the C , C_, and P coefficients so that they will
yield an a-trajectory closer to the a_t) resulting from step 3. We begin as
follows. If we call am. the value of a.iresulting from step 3 and at. the
result of the trajector_ calculation, then the result we seek is to mlnimize
•N
J = Y F(a _ at )2] (99)i=I mi i
I
This will occur when aJ aJ _J i)J_____=O.# , ...
aCDo aCD1 aCD2' ' _CLAX
In order to minimize J with respect to all eight CD and CL coefficients
simultaneously,we observe that a first order Taylor series expansion for
_J
in terms of the eight coefficients may be written
_CDo
_ 1 [_-_[-D_] I_ I(CDok+ a _J 1 (CDI - CDI)k+1 kaJ aJ a aJ _ CD ) +__ CD---'O-= + CDo 1 Ok CD1DO k+l U_k CDo
• ....2k+ 1 2k
or _ = + _. _ - ) (100)
DO k+1 k 4=I
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where CI = CDo, C2 = CDI, C3 = CD2, ••.,
N I _ati]
_J - 2 X (a - at.)-- , (101)
_CD0 i=IL mi J 3CDoJ
I tItltl1and a 3J _ (am __c% = 2 at ) 3CD08C_ (102)i
_2ati
- in comparison to the
We wiII assume that we can neglect (ami sti) aCDaC%0v
other term in (102)• Such a step will not affect the final answer, only the
_t.
rate of convergence. In thls partlcular Instance the _must be evaluated
numerically although, where possible, it is desirable to do this analytically.
The value of the derivative at a particular time point is found by determin-
ing the change in.st, produced by small changes (1%) to either side of the)
original value of CL in (97)• All other C%'s are held constant during the
process.
When C_k+1 have the proper values, all the [_%J_I_-_--I= 0. This factk+l
permits us to write a system of eight linear equations,
101I I°01"kkl+ Y. - --o ,_,=Ik k
• (103)
1:°k + _!1 k {C_'k+l _'k
which we must solve for 1:heeight new values of C_k+1. Although we may not
actually wish to obtain the solutions in this fashion, we can find them from
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CZk+l = C_k + {A} -1 {B} , (104)
m
N ;)_t._)_t. N _t. _t.
2 _ I I 2 _ I I
_CD0 _CD0 .... _CDoi=I i=I aCLAX
where {A} = " (105)
N _t. _t. N _t. _t.
I I




2 _ (_ - _t ) i
i=I mi i 8CD0
{B} = . . (106)
N _at.
2 _ (a _ at.) Ii=I mi l _CLAX
(104) is in effect a generalized first order Newton-Raphson procedure.
With the C%k+1 values substituted into (97) we determine a new trajec-
tory. We call the a values for this new trajectory at.. We then define
I
= _ + 0.5 (_ - _ ) (107)
_m i m i t i m i
The A matrix in this formulation may, for some sets of physical data, be
rather ill-conditioned. As a result, the values of C%k+1 obtained by
various solution techniques may all be substantially in error as well as
different• The user should therefore employ the actual technique presented
in subsequent sections of this report with care until the reasonableness
of the solutions is apparent.
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Band O.j= Yi + am.. With these values plus the measured values of Vi, Vi'
Pi' _ and W., Be enter the coefficient extraction routine and the C. vs.
a cur_e fit procedure to obtain new power, drag, and lift coefficient_ and
to check the resulting fit error.
Prior to beginning another iteration of this process with the latest
C. and CD coefficients, we update our value for the specific fuel consump-
tion, c, in the following fashion:
N-1 IWi+l - W,i1 _ (108)
c- N- lj=1 _ Pj
Here, W. are the input values of the weight and P. are the values of the
power c_mputed using the latest power coefficien_
By repeating the foregoing trajectory comparison with the updated value
of _ two or three times,we arrive at a situation where both the a values
m.
and the fit errors have improved. By this time, however, (_mi - _ ) + O,
so that no further improvement is possible with this approach, ti
It will be evident after a short reflection that if a negative CD is
obtained during a coefficient extraction, the implication is that a fo_ zero
lift is positive. This is a condition the designer of the aircraft will
usually avoid if he is aware of it because it leads inherently to high cruise
drag with conventLonal quasi-symmetric fuselages. Thus, if the minimum fit
error model contains a CD which, as a result of the least squares curve fit
procedure, yields a negatlve value, one would appear to be justified on physical
grounds in using as the basis for further operations the most similar model
having CD and CD _ O. This is a procedure we will usually follow in applying
the foregoing trajectory comparison to reduce the noise in the a-channel.
It is necessary to'point out, however, that light aircraft fuselages tend
to be very non-symmetric about their x-y planes. It is possible, because of
this asymmetry, that the minimum fuselage drag does not occur when the relative
wind is parallel to the x-body axis. If the existence of this condition is
suspected for the aircraft under test, the negative value for CDI must beaccepted.
The benefit obtained from the a-trajectory comparison described in this
section and the preceding three noise-reduction steps has been to reduce the
noise in the a and 0 channels and improve the overall data consistency to the
point that the extracted coefficients are usually sufficiently close to the
"correct" values that they can form a useful starting set for the application
of a Newton-Raphson identifier.
Application of Newton-Raphson Identifier
The Newton-Raphson Identifier as employed by Taylor and lliff (Ref. 15)
and others is a means of finding the values of unknown coeffi'cientsin the
equations of motion which tend to minimize the squares of differences
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betweenthe measuredtime historiesLofaircraftstateparametersand computed
solutionsto the equationsofmotion involvingthe Same parameters_ It is
assumedthat the solutionschange linearlywith a change in coefficient
value. Furthermore,since the equationsof motion used by lliffand Taylor
are linearfirst-orderdifferentialequations,the solutionsare readily
determinedand the "cost function"minimizationprocedurecan be joined with
the solutionprocedurewithoutundue difficulty. When formingthe cost
functionit is desirableto includeas many independentdifferencesbetween
measurementand computationas possible,since the more closelythe number
of differencesapproachesthe numberof unknowns in the problem,the more
determinantit is, i.e.,the more likelythe procedureis to give reasonable
coefficientvalues.
The present problem differs from that of lliff and Taylor in that the
equations of motion are non-linear. The solution procedure is therefore
quite different, much more complex, and must be carried out independently
of the minimization. The minimization yields a linearized approximation to
the change in the coefficient values needed to minimize the difference be-
tween the flight time histories and the computed values of the same states.
In the limit as the differences approach zero, the linearized approximations
approach the exact values. Another significant difference from the ll4ff
and Taylor approach is that the present equations of motion have no specific
forcing function(s). As noted above, any two states which are known a _riori
may serve this purpose. We have chosen to use the true airspeed along the
flight path as the principle forcing function. Since the power into the
airstream is specified as a function of true airspeed in our formulation of
the problem, the power at any time is known if the coefficients in the
power-velocity model are given. We use as initial coefficient values for
this model those obtained from the previous noise-reduction procedure,t
With the power and velocity specified as functions of time_ it is then
possible to determine a unrque trajectory. The procedure is as follows:
I. Determine the weight at tj+I from
_t2 + 2P2VjV.)W.+Ij= W. - c_t(P0 + PIVj + P2V ) - c- - (PIVjJ J
c-_-At3 (PIVj + 2P2V_ + 2P2VjV.)j
At4 O_B
+ 6P2_jV + ") (109)- c 2T (PIVj j 2P2VjVj
Wi= I = weight at beginning of maneuver (from test data)
V. is specified
• J °. .._
Vj,Vj,Vj are computed by the method of splines from Vj, Vj, and Vj
tlt is well known that the rate of convergence of the Newton-Raphson procedure
decreases as the error in the estimated values of the coefficients increases.
Thus it is desirable to begin the procedure with values as close to the
"correct" values as one can reasonably manage.
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• °
2. Yliol is determined from sin-1(h./V1) slnce h. and are available
the measured data. Pj=l i_ determined _rom hl
Pj=I = PO(I-6"B6 × I0-6 hj=1)4"26 " (110)
3. _. is found from
', J
cos°,
.I+ sin yj .V 2W--_-[Co0 + +g - Wj j J CD2 J CD4
(111)
by the second-order Newton-Raphson technique.
4. yj is given by
gpiSViCL(_j) g(Po + P1Vj + P2V_ ) sin aj g cos y,j
= " " + 2 - V. " (112)
Yj 2Wj wjvj j
5. Yj+I is determined by forward integration of (112) using the
following scheme:
a. With the Runge-Kutta method, determine y for the first 8
points of the data set.
b. With y, _, w, and p known at these points,one can then find
at the eight points through (112).
c. Represent y(t) over the last six points of the interval by a
fifth-order polynomial using Newton's interpolation formula:
y(t) = ao + a1(t - tj_5 ) + a2(t - tj_5) (t - tj_4) + a3(t - tj_5)
• (t - tj_4)(t = tj,3) + a4(t - tj_5)(t - tj_4)(t - tj_3)(t - tj_2)
+ a5(t _ tj_5)(t _ tj_4)(t - tj_3)(t - tj_2)(t - tj_I) , (113a)
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where ao = Yj-5
a = Yj-4 - Y i-5
I tj_4 - tj_5
a2 = [Yj-3 - (ao + al {tj-3 - tj-5})]/[(tj-3 - tj-5)(tj_3 - tj_4)]
a3 = [Yj-2 - (ao + a1{tj-2 -tj- 5} + a2(tj_2 - tj_5)(tj_2 - tj_4) )]
. [(tj_2 - tj_5)(tj_2 - tj_4)(tj_2 - tj_3)]
= - + a - tj 5} + a2(tj I - tj 5)(tj_1 - tj_4)a4 [Yj-I (ao 1{tj-1 - - -
+ a3(tj_I - tj_5)(tj_I - tj_4)(tj_I - tj_3))]/[(tj_ I - tj_5)
• (tj_I - tj_4)(tj_I - tj_3)(tj_I - tj_2)]
a5 = [yj - (ao + a1{tj - tj_5} + a2(tj - tj_5)(tj - tj_4)
+ a3(tj - tj_5)(tj - tj_4)(tj - tj_3) + a4(tj - tj_5)(tj - tj_4)
• (tj - tj_3)(tj - tj_2) )]l[(tj - tj_5)(tj - tj_4)(tj- tj_3)
• (tj - tj_2)(tj - tj_I)],
d. Extrapolate the formula to tj+I. This is done simply by lettlng
t _<tj+1.
e. Integrate the extrapolated formula term-by-term analytically and
evaluate the result between the limits tj_5 and tj+I.
.tj+1I




or Yj+1=Yj_5+_j_5(tj+1-tj_5)+^ -t. 5)-t. 5 +
L_ j+1 (tj+1-tj-5 ....tj_4-tj_5 J- j- I
(113b)
At each step we then subtract tj_5 from all time values in order to
extend the formula's range.
f. Estimate Pj+I from
= _ )3.26 (_ 6.86 x IO-6)Vj sin yj Atl_j+I pj + 4.26Po(I 6.86 x 10-6 hj (114a)
and _j+1 initiallyfrom
_j+1 = _'J+ 0.25 tj_1_At (114b)
with corrections which are determined by comparing the value of
from (113b) using the Pj+I and _j+1 with the value of Yj+I fromYj+i
(111) using the same p and _ values. Then
(A Yj+I )
(_J+1)k+1 = (_J+1)k + _j+_ikk ' (115a)
2 72 CD2 6CD4 1
- (P sin _/wv) - psv _ +
where _Y 2w= , (115b)
I - cos _ psv 2
wv 2_w CD-
• D
These k iterations are continued until Ayj+1 < 10 13. As a result,
Yj+I computed by the predictor equator (113b) is compatible with
the other variable values to a high degree.
^
• ^
g. Determine Yj+I from (112) using the latest predicted values of Yj+I'
l_j+1,and _j+1" Calculate a corrected value for Yj+I from
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tj+1
Yj+I = Yj.5 + I y dt (116a)
Jtj_5
where now
= - P(y - Yj_5) + A + B(t - tj_5) + C(t - tj_5)2 + D(t - tj_5)3
)4 5
+ E(t - tj_5 + F(t - tj_5) (116b)
if P > 10-2. In this equation,an extensionof the proceduredescribed
by Smith in Ref. 2,
_F-#i._+6_i-_5_i-_+20_i_2-_5_i-3+6_i_4-_i_51P [Yj+I + 6yj - 15yj_i + 20yj_2 - 15yj_3 + 6yj_4 Yj-5]
A = Yj-5
1"2_i - 715Y1_i + 200y,1_2-300yj_3+ 300y,1_4- 137y1_5B = 60(tj_4 _ tj 5) /
12y,i- 75Yi_I + - + - 137yj_5_
+ P 200Y,I-2 300y i_i3 300y i-4
60(tj_4 - tj_5) /
C = _-.IOyj + 61_j_i - 156_j_2 + 214_,j_3- 154_j_4 + 45_j_5)
24(tj__4 - tj__5)2
- 10yi + - I +I21 - I + 45Yij_5_
+ P 61Y,1-I 56Yi-2 4Y j-3 54y 1-4
_ )2 J24(tj_4 tj.5
7_j- 41_j_i+ 98y j_2 - 118yj_3 +_71yj_4 - 17yj_5)
D = i
24(tj__4 - tj__5)3
(7y,j - 41yj__i+ - I + - 17Yi__5)
+ P 98y,I-2 18yj-3 71y j_4 •
24(tj_4 - tj_5)3 119
E = I-2Yi + 11yj-1- 24_i_2 + 26yi_3 - 14yj_4 +,3Yi_5124(tj_4 - tj_5)4
- 2Y.i+ 11Yi_I - 24yi_2 + 26Yi_3 - 14Yi_4 + 3yj_5_
+p
24(tj_4 - tj_5)4 J
- + - + "
F = i-I i-2 i-3
120(tj__4 - tj__5)5
+ pIYi-5Y i_i+ IOYi_2-IOY i_3+ 5Yi_4-Yi_51120(tj-4 _ tj_5)5 - (116c)
for the case in which the time intervals are even. For uneven time
intervals, the expressions are much more complex.
If P _ 10-2 , we represent y in (116a) by (113a) plus the term
a6(t - tj_5)(t - tj_4)(t - tj_3)(t - tj_2)(t - tj_1)(t - tj) (116d)
where a6 = [_j+1 - (ao + a1{tj+1 - tj-5} + a2(tj+1 - tj-5)(tj+1 - tj-4)
+ a3(tj+I - tj_5)(tj+I - tj_4)(tj+I - tj_3) + a4(tj+I - tj_5)
• (tj+I - tj_4)(tj+I - tj_3)(tj+I - tj_2) + a5(tj+I - tj_5)
• (tj+I - tj_4)(tj+I - tj_3)(tj+I - tj_2)
• (tj+I - tj_1))_/[(tj+I - tj_5)(tj+I - tj_4)(tj+I - tj_3)
• (tj+I - tj_2)(tj+I - tj_1)(tj+I - tj)] . (116e)
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The Yj+I in (116c) or (116e) is obtained from the predictor equation
(113b). Its use in the corrector equation (116a) gives us the final,
updated value of Yj+I" Despite the attention to accuracy evidenced
by the use of this procedure, the very "stiff" nature of (112), the
fact that the Taylor expansion for h(see below) is truncated at four
terms, and the fact that with any forward integration scheme the
errors accumulate as one marches along, require that the step size
be kept relatively small (0.01 sec. or less) if the desired accuracy
(errors no larger than I part in 106 for a 30 second trajectory) is
to be maintained. As a result, run times per iteration will be on
the order of 4 minutes on an IBM 370/165.
6. hj+I is found from
_t2
hj+1 = hj + (V.jsin yj)_t + (Vj sin yj + V yj cos yj) T
&t3
+ (Vj sin yj + Vjyj cos yj + V _j cos yj - V -J_S2sin Yj) 6
I j] At4*
..... 2 " "")sin y.+(2V.y.+2V._:.+V.'#'.-V.y3.)cosy
+ Vj-2Vjyj-3Vjyjyj j j j j j j j j j 24
(117)
and Pj+I from hj+I. _ and _'are found by differentiating
(113a) and (116d) analytically. (118)
7. With Pj+I and Yj+I known,_j+1 is determinedby the Newton-Raphson
techniquefrom (111).
All of the variablevalues at tj+I have now been determined. The process is
then repeatedto find the variablevalues at tj+2 and so on to tN.
A four term expansion is used because to employ additional terms would
require data which are not readily available. High accuracy in the
representation of the altitude can therefore be maintained only by using
a relatively small step size.
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The determination of h(t), _(t), p(t), y(t), y(t), and W(t) by this inte-
gration procedure provides the raw material from which one can form and evalu-
ate a cost function. It will be recalled that we have assumed the measured
values of V and h and their derivatives to be correct. We can, as a result,




Ym.l = sin-1 [_I'
L[h
I mi mi
= iVmi _, (119)




and E = h +
m i m i 2g '
all of which may be compared with values computed along the trajectory. Fur-
thermore, the variation of each of these variables with each of the power,
lift, and drag coefficients can be evaluated analytically* for each time
point.
We can also develop two additional comparisons if we are willing to make
some assumptions regarding the quality and character of the flight data. We.
will develop a "measured" weight time history by fitting a fourth-order poly-
nomial to the computed values of W i. At W I and WN, however, the experimental
values weighted by N3 are used in the least squares curve fit routine. The
partial derivatives of Wti with respect to the power coefficients can, of
course, be readily evaluated analytically.
If we now assume that the filtered value of 0 has an accuracy roughly
comparable to that of V and h, then we can take as the "measured" value of a
An analytical evaluation is both faster and more accurate than a numerical
one.
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t' = fl -Iami emi dt + eI - sin (120)
ti=I L i_
In this case the partial derivatives of at. with respect to the lift and drag
coefficients must be evaluated numericallyiby the Newton-Raphson procedure.
The partials of at. with respect to the power coefficients are taken to be
zero. Alternately_ the measured values of _ may be used in place of those
computed by (120) if _ is known to be accurate. These procedures permit us
to form the following cost function:
i_i[D - Yti )2 (Ym. - Yt )2J2 = i(h _ hto)2 + D2(Ym + D3 + D4(W _ Wt.)2"= mi i i t i mi j
D5(E _ Et )2 + D6(_ - at )7 ' (121)+
mi i mi i J
where the D's _re weightswhich may be appliedto the variousdifferences.
If, for example,a is not regardedhighly, its weight,D6, may be taken to
be very small comparedwith the other weights. We may then proceedas before
to determinethe changes in the 13 (possible)coefficientswhich tend to
minimizeJ2 by minimizing (hm.- ht.),etc.* With the new coefficient values
we then proceedto calculate_ new _rajectory,find a new value for the cost
function,developnew coefficientvalues,and so on, until J2 < 10-13or is
as small as itwill get.
In order to add the various constituent items of the cost function (121)
properly, it is desirable that each item be dimensionless, else one is placed
in the position of adding feet to pounds, a situation whose result is some-
what difficult to interpret. We choose, therefore, to expand our concept of
weights in (121) and write
Again, some care must be exercised in solving the system of 13 equations
for the 13 new coefficient values because the state space, being nearly flat,
leads inevitably to a relatively ill-conditioned matrix. The technique
described with the program user Instructions later in this report was found,
after some experimentation, to be effective with a limited number of test
cases. It may not be as effective in all cases, however.
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_ dl d4
D1 h2 D4 = W----_.-
max max
d2 d5
D2 = 2 D5 = E2
Ymax max
d3 d6
D3 = Y_ax D6 = _2 ' (122)max
where the lower case d's are now dimensionless numbers which can serve the
purpose of altering the importance of the variables with respect to one
another• Normally, we take the d's = 1.0.
Additionally, we note the importance of updating, by (108), the specific
fuel consumption, c, after each iteration. Given a set of power coefficients
and the velocity time history, c uniquely determines W.. The weight at each
point has a relatively important effect on the values _f _, y, and p which
are determined by the integration procedure.
One way to restrict the range of the individual coefficient values
produced by the Newton-Raphson identifier to physically realizable values is
to include a priori values of the coefficients in the cost function• These
values, obtained from previous flight or wind tunnel tests, can be used to
influence the values extracted from the current flight test data. Inclusion
of these values is simply another way, as lliff and Taylor (Ref. 15) point
out, of "making use of all the information available to obtain the estimates
and insuring that no change is made in the (coefficient value) unless there
is sufficient information in the flight data." To effect this step, we add
the terms
d7 2




2 (PI - PI) (123)
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to those insidethelbracketsof J2" Here, the subscript"m" refersto the
a priori values• Then the additionalpartialderivativesare given by
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The revisedmatrix equationfor the coefficientsis then obtainedby adding
(124) to the appropriateelementsof the existingB matrix and (125) to the
appropriatediagonalelementsof the A matrix• As an initialestimatewe
take each lowercase d, d7 .... d.^, as ten times the coefficientvalue
squared if we have a reasonablee_imate of the correctcoefficientvalues,
and 0 if we do not.
Finally,for convenienceof reference,the completeform of the matrix
equationdevelopedfrom (121), (124),and(125) is given below:
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AP0 all a12 a13 a14 a15 a16 a17 a18 a19 a110 a111 a112 a113 ' bI
AP I a21 a22 a23 a24 a25 a26 a27 a28 a29 a210 a211 a212 a213 b2
AP2 a31 a32 a33 a34 a35 a36 a37 a38 a39 a310 a311 a312 a313 b3
AP3 a41 a42 a43 a44 a45 a46 a47 a48 a49 a410 a411 a412 a413 b4
AP4 a51 a52 a53 a54 a55 a56 a57 a58 a59 a510 a511 a512 a513 b5
ACDo a61 a62 a63 a64 a65 a66 a67 a68 a69 a610 a611 a612 a613 b6
(126)
ACDI _ a71 a72 a73 a74 a75 a76 a77 a78 a79 a710 a711 a712 a713 • b7
ACD2 a81 a82 a83 a84 a85 a86 a87 a88 a89 a810 a811 _812 a813 b8
ACD3 a91 a92 a93 a94 a95 a96 a97 a98 a99 a910 a911 a912 a913 b9
ACD4 a101 a102 a103 a104 a105 ai06 a107 a108 a109 ai010 ai011 ai012 ai013 b10
ACL a aI aI a aI a a I a a aI aI a aI
AO 111 12 13 114 15 116 17 118 119 110 111 1112 113 b11
ACLA a121 a122 a123 a124 a125 ai26 a127 a128 a129 a1210 a1211 a1212 a1213 b12
ACL a aI a aI a a I a a aI a a aI
A_ .-I131 32 a133 134 35 136 37 138 139 310 1311 1312 313_ .b13m
where
2dI N ahti aht 2d2 N aYt. aYt. 2d3 N aYt aYt.
t t +__ 7. i i
i +__ 7. aP0 aP0 "2 aP0 aP=- 7 ap0 ap0 2 i I i=I 0alI h2 i=I =
max Ymax Ymax
2d4 N aWt awti 2d5 N aEt. aEti" 2d6 N a_t. a_t. 2d7+__7. i + 7. ' + 7. , ___L,+__
W2 i=I aPo aPo E2 i=I aPo aPo 2 i=I aPo aPo 2
max max _max PO
m
2d2 N a2yti 2d3 N a2_t.
_+
7.(Ymi- ) _ 7. (Ymi- Yti) _f+ 2 i=I Yti ap -2 i=I aPYmax Ymax
2dI N a2ht.
7.(h _ ht ) l
+ h2maxi=I m._ ._ ap_ (127)
is a typlcal diagonalelementand
2dI _ aht ahti 2d2 N aYt. 8Yt. 2d3 N aYt. aYt.
= i I I +__ [ I I
a12 _ i=I _ a_1 + _ i=17aP0 aPI -2 i=I aPo aP1
max Ymax Ymax
2d4 N aWt awt 2d5 N aEt aEti 2d6 N aat. a_t.
i i+ 7. i + 7. , ,
+ W2 i7.=1aPO aP1 E2 i=1 aPo aP1 a2 i=1 aPo aP1
max max max
a2yti + _d3 a2ytI
-2-2d2_ (Yml_ yt )a-_oa_I --_ - Yt ) a-_oaF31
+
i=1 " i i=1 (Ymi iYmax Ymax
• a2ht2dI N
+ h_ 7. (h _ hti) ii=1 mi aPoaP1 (128)
max
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is a typical off-diagonal element of the A matrix;
_hti 2d2 N _Yt.
2di _ (h ht ) + _ (Ym Yt ) i
-- w w
bl h2 i=I mi i _ y2 aP0
max max i=I i i
2d3 N _Yt, 2d4 N _Wti
+ "--2--_" (Ym- Yt. ) ' -- _ (W -Wt.) (129)i=I i i _ + W2 m _PoYmax max i=I i i
2d5 N _Et. 2d6 N _at
-- _ (E ) l i 2d7
+ E2 i=I m. _ +- _ (a - at ) + (POm- po)max i - Eti a2 i=I mi i _ _Tmax Po
m
is a typical elementof the B matrix. Note that the numberof elements
dependsupon the numberof unknowncoefficients.For example, for 9 unknown
coefficients,the A matrix has 81 elementsand the B matrix has 9 elements.
aa _W
Note also that some of the partialsdo not exist, i.e.,_p, _CL, etc. Some
of the second partialderivatives,e.g. those involvingE and W, also do not
exist. Second partialderivativesinvolvinga are omitted;since the first
partialsmust be evaluatednumerically,there is no straightforwardway to
obtain the second partialsat the same time. In addition,in an effortto
speed convergence,tolerancesare set on all differences,(a - at ) etc.
mi i
When this differenceis lessthan the establishedtolerance,the difference
is set to zero. Since a for the test cases was known to contain some
m.
I
error,the tolerancefor (am.- at.) was set at 6 x 10-5 radians. At this
I I
value the a-differencesat each value of i became zero. No second partial
derivativevalues are then necessary.
APPLICATIONOF CONSTRAINTSTO MINIMIZATIONOF COST FUNCTION
The parameter space described by these equations is nearly flat and
has many local minima. As a result, repeated application of (126) usually
leads to one of these local minima rather than to the global minimum. To
find the global minimum two additional procedures are applied. The first
is to constrain the recovered parameter values to lie between certain limits.
For example, one would not expect an aircraft with a relatively low power
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loadinglikethe ATLIT to have a CL_ flaps up of more than 6.3 Similarly,
the CLAX term, if it has a value,is not likelyto be positive. The CLAO
term will usually lie between-0.5 and +0.5. One can usuallyassign reason-
able upper and lower limitsto the other parametervalueson the basis of
wind tunnel tests, analysis,or previousexperience. The parametervalues
can be constrainedto lie within these limitsby comparingthe parameter
valuesobtained after performingthe operationdescribedin (126)with the
limitsand addinga term
WGTL(Po- PO ) (130)lower limit
to the bI elementand the term
WGTL (131)
to the a11 element in (126) if PO < P Similarlyif
Olower limit
PO > PO one adds
upper limit
WGTU(Po- PO ) (132)
upper limit
to the bI elementand
WGTU (133)
to the a11 element. The matrixmanipulationis again carriedout and the
new parametervalues are comparedwith the imposedlimits. If any of the
parametervalues still does not lie within the limitingvalues,WGTU or
WGTL, whichever is appropriate,is increasedby a factorof 10 for that
parameterand the matrixoperationrepeated.
While this operationwill preventparametervalues from being grossly
ridiculousin the physicalsense, it does not insureconvergenceto a
global minimum. There are two reasons:
I. The limitswill almost always be chosen independentlyof one
anotherand may in fact lie on differentslopesof a localminima. Thus,
the parametervalues may not readilymove off these limitsif the weights,
WGTL and WGTU, are reducedon subsequentiterations.
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2. A numberof the diagonalelementsof the A matrix are much smalleri
than the off-diagonalelements in the same columnor row. Such ill-condition-
ing can leadto relativelylargeexcursionsin some of the parametervalues
fromiteration to iteration. These excursionsmay actuallybe largeenough
to cause the parametervalue to move fromone limitto the other in one
iteration. Since the trajectoryis very sensitiveto the parametervalues
used to compute it, large changesin parametervaluescannot be used to find
the globalminimum becausethe computedtrajectorywill cross the input
trajectoryon each iteration;the cost functionincreasesvery rapidly in
these circumstances.
Two means have been found usefulfor conditioningthe A matrix to
alleviatethis problem. The first method sets the off-diagonalelements,
a12, a13, .... a113, a21, a31, .... a13I, to zero and retainsonly a11.
This is equivalentto saying that any changes in PO do not depend upon the
valuesof the other parametersnor do the other parametersdepend upon PO;
changes in PO dependonly on the agreementbetweenthe computedand measured
trajectories. This is not as preposterousas it may at first appear. Con-
sider the physicalsituation: All of the data on which the procedure
operates is at a speed considerablyabove V = O, the speed at which the power
equals PO" PO, for the examplecases at least, is much smaller (abouta
factorof 10) than the other terms in the power expressionwhich also con-
tributesto the ill-conditioning.Note, however,that the system can still
convergeto the global minimumwhen the off-diagonalelementsare set to
zero becausebI . 0 as the globalminimum is approached.
The second method for improvingthe conditioningof the A matrix starts
by extractingthe power coefficientsfrom both the drag and the liftequa-
tions. If the system has not convergedto a global minimumand produced
compatibledata trajectories,the power coefficientsextractedby fitting
the two equationsto the same data will be different. Then by imposing




and supplying these with moderate weights, one can condition the system to
converge reasonably rapidly to a new minimum. This will usually be much
closer to the global minimum than the previous one. Then, by relaxing the
weights on the a priori values somewhat, the system may adjust itself even
closer to the global minimum. In (134) PODRAG is the PO coefficient
extracted from the drag or _/equation, POLIFT is the PO coefficient extracted
from the lift or y equation, and G is an arbitrarily-selected constant. G
should be about 10 for the higher order coefficients and about 100 for PO"
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This is to accountfor the fact that becausepower is a small term in the
y equation,the parametervalues from this equationwill be more in error
than those from the V equation. The correcta priori values should there-
fore lie closerto the parametervalues derivedfrom the V equation. The
reasonthis procedureis effective is that when power is specifiedthe
system is actuallydeterminant*at every speed; thus, specifyinga priori
values for the power coefficientswill cause the system to convergefairly
rapidlyto some minimum. If the a priori values are exact, the liftand
drag parametervalues will berecovered with good accuracybut not exactly.
The trick then is to choose G properly,use the first method,or develop
some combinationtechnique. Unfortunately,experiencein workingwith the
system is necessaryin order to select the best approach. This situation,
it may be mentioned, isnot uncommonin parameteridentificationwork at the
presenttime.
If the a prioritechniquerepresentedby equation (134)and its sub-
sequent relaxationsis permittedto go througha numberof iterationsone
finds,not surprlslngly,that the changes in the coefficientvalues get
smallerand smallereach iteration. To permitthis situationto continue
beyond a certainpoint is (a) not cost-effectiveand (b) does not guarantee
convergenceof the coefficientsto exact values. To aid computationally
in the convergenceto at leasta localminimumthose coefficientswhich do
not change at least 1.5 x 10-6 times their value are "frozen"and the system
reducedaccordingly. CLA, however, is treated differently. When
ACLA/CLA< 1.5 x 10-6 but still positive,CLA is increasedby 1.0 x 10-3.
This is done because it was found that CLA is the key parameterin determin-
ing which localminimumthe system convergesto. Near the correctvalue of
CLA the state space must be very flat becausethe system will converge**to
a very small cost functionfor any value of CLA. This value of the cost
functionwill be very slightlygreaterthan the global minimumso that the
prospectsfor reachingthe globalminimumwithoutsome "nudging"of this
kind are quite remote.
That is to say the total liftor total drag are determinate. The
individualcoefficientsin the polynomialexpansionsfor liftand drag
must still be found as before.
** By convergewe mean reach a value from which it will not differ
significantlydespitenumerousadditional iterations.
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EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF NOISE REDUCTION
AND NEWTON-RAPHSON PROCEDURE
The efficacyof the foregoingproceduresis indicatedby the following
example:If only the s-channelof the theoreticaldata set is degradedby
I% _ random noise and then filteredwith n = 10, errors remaininginmax c
are still on the order of 2 x 10-3 radlans. When this computed data set is
submittedto the leastsquarescoefficientextraction_rocedure,the fit
error obtained for the correctmodel Is 0.294823x 10-_ and the six
coefficientsare:
PO = 49398.169 CDo = .0440371829
P2 = 857.520129 CD2 = 1.390709638
P3 = - 1.005276788 CD4 = 1947.263799
The _-bias error found (-.111455x 10-8) is too small to justifya correction.
When the data are fit with a power model of POVI/3 and a five term drag
model the fit error is 0.11828259x 10-3 When the drag model is changedto






The programthen uses a least-squaredistanceroutineto fit the s-data
to the CL values found from the y-equationwith the followingresult:
CL = - 0.002163327+ 6.35788976_- 0.3823769_2
The individual_ points are then moved to satisfythis equation.
When the coefficientextractionis repeated the fit error for the
correctmodel is now reducedto 0.1846867x 10-6'andthe coefficientsare
PO = 25354.595 CDo = .03342
P2 = 1173.542 CD2 1.29939516
P3 = 2.377407 CD4 = 2005.55596
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The CL coefficients are then updated with the result that
CL = - 0.0017838557 + 6.34847_ - 0.310849_2"0304627
After 4 iterations of the s-modification procedure discussed in section
3 above, the minimum fit error for the correct model is 0.33751 x 10-7 and
the coefficients are
PO = 26881.7756 CDo = .033792832
P2 = 1156.25239 CD2 = 1.2885474567
P3 = -2.3179596 CD4 = 2017.21169779
The liftcoefficientequationhas then become
2.04393
CL = - .001782573568+ 6.34888117_- 0.3160536_
The trajectorycomparisonprocedureyields a fit error of 0.15515x 10-8
with the followingcoefficients:
PO = 28740.475 CDo = .03503665
P2 = 1127.26152 CD2 = 1.3017466
P3 = -2.17339 CD4 = 1991.91279
It is at this point that the Newton-RaphsonIdentifieris first applied.
Using the foregoingcoefficientsand the latestvalue for the specificfuel
consumption,we computedifferencesbetweenthe "measured"values and the
latestcalculatedvalues of the variablesalong the flight trajectoryas well
as the values of the partial_derivativesat each point. When these are
properlysummed and placed in the appropriateA and B matrices,we solve the
system of eguationsto find the quantitiesby which the coefficientsshould
be changedto reducethe differencebetweenthe "measured"trajectoryand
the computedtrajectory. The new coefficientsfound by eight iterationsof
this procedureare then
PO = 28735.87794 CDo = .03510029979 CLAO = .254462293x 10-7
P2 = 1126.60939679 CD2 = 1.28590 CLA = 6.29327993
P3 = -2.1696485666 CD4 = 2016.338978 CLAX = -.301975855x 10-8
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When these, along with a revisedspecificfuel consumption,are used in the
subsequenttrajectorycomputation,the fit error is lessthan 6 x 10-12.
Tables V and VI show the resultsachievedafter 29 iterations. The fit
error at this point is 1.3336x 10-13 and the residualerror in_ averages
about 1.2 x 10-5 radians. Additionaliterationsmay be used until the final
fit error of 6.553 x 10-14--the value obtainedwith time historiescomputed
from the correcttheoreticalcoefficients-- is approached. Note that in
these circumstancesthe averageresidualerror in_ is lessthan 0.6928 x 10-5
radians,or about one part in 100,000. There is evidenceto suggest,however,
that most of this error is a resultof the use of only 16 decimaldigits in
the integrationroutine. In that event, users with an extendedprecision
capabilityshould find the ultimatefit error to be somewhat lower (_ 10-22).
The examplecited here shows that with flight data that are not exces-
sively noisy or otherwiseerroneous,the simple least squaresprocedure
describedearlier in this reportcan be extendedand modifiedto accommodate
sucherrors successfullyand still producereliablecoefficientvalues. In
the presentcase the reductionin fit error was more than eight orders of
magnitude.
When this more powerfulprocedurewas first a_pliedto actual flight
data, however,the initialfit error was about 10-1 (about1000 times as
large as for the test case) and no reductioncould be obtained. Examination
of the input data revealedthat the _, e, and sin-1(h/V)data were very
incompatible. It was immediatelyobviousthat itwould be necessaryto
reducethis incompatibilityin some rationalfashionbeforethe procedure
describedabove could begin to functioneffectively.
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TABLE V. EFFECTOF NOISE REDUCTIONEFFORTSON RANDOM NOISE-CORRUPTEDa-DATA
(OTHERCHANNELSNOISE FREE)
_-values after a-valuesafter Theoretical
Pt. smoothingby low- applicationof noise- a-values
pass filter reductionprogram
I .1648561 .162610 .1625865
6 .1646336 .162650 .1626264
11 .1642220 .162726 .1627021
16 .1635306 .162858 .1628342
21 .1627125 .163017 .1629993
26 .1622586 .163060 .1630357
31 .1621283 .162896 .1628721
36 .1620319 .162473 .1624490
41 .1617028 .161753 .1617295
46 .1609460 .160710 .1606867
51 .1596614 .159317 .1592940
56 .1578413 .157549 .1572621
61 .1555447 .155404 .1553815
66 .1528620 .152898 .1528759
71 .1498808 .150048 .1500260
76 .1466639 .146872 .1468503
81 .1432434 .143406 .1433850
86 .1396289 .139697 .1396771
91 .1358230 .135794 .1357737
96 .1318381 .131741 .1317222
101 .1277057 .127589 .1275701
106 .1234775 .123383 .1233655
111 .1192182 .119174 .1191564
116 .1149943 .115007 .1149901
121 .1108633 .110919 .1109024
126 .1068668 .106936 .1069206
131 .1030291 .103087 .1030717
136 .0993605 .0993959 .0993814
141 .0958635 .0958769 .0958629
146 .0925384 .0925358 .0925223
151 .0896943 .0896856 .0896724
156 .0867033 .0866978 .0866851
161 .0838952 .0838976 .0838853
166 .0812729 .0812796 .0812676
171 .0788341 .0788380 .0788264
176 .0765706 .0765671 .0765559
181 .0744685 .0744597 .0744487
186 .0725120 .0725069 .0724962
191 .0706878 .0707004 .0706899
196 .0689884 .0690313 .0690211
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TABLE V. (Continued)
a-values after a-values after
Theoretical
Pt. smoothing by low- application of noise- a-values
pass filter reduction program
201 .0674143 .0674917 .0674817
206 .0659714 .0660735 ,0660637
211 .0646669 .0647690 ;0647594
216 .0635016 .0635702 .0635607
221 .0624647 .0624701 .0624609
226 .0615312 .0614627 .0614536
231 .0606668 .0605417 .0605327
236 .0598368 .0597010 .0596921
241 .0590192 .0589354 .0589267
246 .0582159 .0582405 .0582318
251 .0574569 .0576115 .0576030
256 .0567929 .0570441 .0570357
261 .0562780 .0565544 .0565260
266 .0559444 .0560788 .0560705
271 .0557777 .0556742 .0556659
276 .0557012 .0553170 .0553088
281 .0555776 .0550045 .0549963
286 .0552280 .0547339 .0547258
291 .0544669 .0545027 .0544945
296 .0531435 .0543080 .0543000
298 .0524357 .0542399 .0542318
Fit error = 1.3336 x 10-13
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TABLE VI. COEFFICIENTVALUES OBTAINEDWITH NOISE REDUCTIONPROCEDURE
Theoreticalvalues used to Values retrievedfrom
generatedata time histories noise reductionprocedure
PO 28,735.71427 28,738.72144
PI 1,126.60714 1,126.5699








A PRIORI IMPROVEMENT OF DATA
COMPATIBILITY
A diligent investigationintothe sourcesof a, e, and y incompatibility
in the flight data revealedthe possibilityof at leastthe followingsources
of error in the individualdata channelswhich had not been treatedearlier:
I. alignmenterrors in the installationof the _ and e transducers
2. a bias error in the pitch rate gyro indication
3. a drift in the pitch angle indication
4. excessive lagor other dynamiceffects in the pneumaticaltitude
and airspeed indications
5. gain and bias errors in the pressure instrumentcalibrationsand
in the positionerror calibrations
6. a phase lead in the e and temperatureindicationsrelativeto the
other channels
It will be appreciatedthat many of these effectsare not readilyquantified
in the usual calibrationprocedures. To make the flight data sufficiently
self-compatibleto be usable in the lift,drag, and power extractionroutine,
the filtered inputmeasurementswere alteredas follows:
I. A bias, calculatedfrom
IfAXN_
eb = sin- \T/ - eN ' (135)
was added to the fnpute data. The subscriptN refersto the last data
value in the set.
2. A bias, calculatedfrom
eN - e dt - el
eb = IT ' (136)
was added to the input e data. As a resultof these steps the Ax, e, and
traces were found to be quite self-consistent. If the time integralof
did not then match e(t),
3. The phase leadof 0 with respectto the other data channelswas
found by determiningthe value of T which maximizes
I Is II@i* e(i - 3) di + e . (137)i=I I
The phase leadwas eliminatedby droppingT data points from the beginning
of each data trace except e and temperature.
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The opportunityto determlnethe compatibilityof the pneumaticdata
(V and h) with the inertialdata and the angle of attack followsfrom the
kinematicequationfor the longitudinalbody axis accelerationand the
definitionof rate of climb:
Ax = V cos _ + V(8 - _)sin _ + g sin e - Xax _2 (138)
I'= V sin (e - _) dt + hI (139)hi I
Examinationof the first equationwill show that if one assumesthat
as a resultof I, 2, and 3 above Ax, e, and _ are now correctand compatible
among themselves,a compatiblevalue for either V or _ can be found by
solvinga differentialequationassumingthe other variableto be correct.
If one assumesthat _ is correctthen a compatiblevalue of V(t) is the
solutionof the equation
Axj - g sin ej + Xax - V.(e. - _.) tan _. (140)
Vj = cos a. j j j jJ
with the initialconditionVI = VI from pneumaticdata at the first data
point.
This solution is obtainedquite readilyby the techniquedescribed
earlierto integratethe trajectoryequations(112).
If, on the other hand, V Is assumedto be the error'freevariable,
can be determinedby a slightvariationof the same solutionprocedure.
To obtain the proper form one first makes the substitution
u = cos a (141)
whence (138) can be written
[,sn0x0 l1• = .. - u - B S 1 - u. (142)vj LVj j j j j.
Here S. has the value ± 1.0. The correctvalue is determinedby the follow-
ing lo_ic:
a. choose as SI the value correspondingto the measured_I" This value
of _ is also used to begin the integration.
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b. If Sj.> O, u.j> 0.9999, and {-uj/[Sj(1-i#_u2.j+ I0-12)]} < 0 ,
then the sign of S. is changed for the next value of j.J
c. The same is true if S. < O, u. > 0.9999,and
J J
{-_j/[sj(1-_u2.J+ IO-12)]}> 0 .
The computedvalue of _ at any point is then
_. = sin-I {S. _} (143)
J J J
An effort was made to calculate _ in this manner but the solutlons
had ridiculously large magnitudes. Efforts were also made to apply gain
and bias corrections to the velocity in an effort to improve the result.
This too failed to produce physically reasonable results. The various lag
constants were then varied over large ranges with the same end result. It
wastherefore concluded that the velocity and altitude data contained
substantial errors, probably resulting from a combination of excessive
lags, dynamic effects, and perhaps incorrect gains and biases. It was
therefore necessary to assume that _ was correct in order to solve for V.
The initial results were quite encouraging in that they were quali-
tatively similar-to the input data but displayed quantitative differences
of up to 20 ft/sec at certain times. It was found that this difference
could be reduced significantly by assuming a drift in the pitch gyro
indication of 8 x 10-4 rad/sec. Subtracting this "drift" from the input
pitch angle indication led to a calculated velocity that usually differed
from the input by less than 1.5 ft/sec. As a consequence of these findings
4. The input velocity was overwritten by thesolution of (140) and
5. The input altitude was overwritten by
fth(t) = V Sin (0 - _) dt + hI (144)I
where V is the result of the previous step. Comparisons of the calculated
velocity and altitude with the input V and H data are shown for a typical
pull-up-pushover in figure 39. Note that differences of this magnitude
would make it impossible for the coefficient extraction procedure to operate
successfully.
While the foregoing actions produce a reasonably compatible data set,
they do not guarantee its accuracy. The reader is cautioned that while
these data, When processed by the coefficient extraction program, will yield
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physicallyreasonablenumbers if the propermodel is available,such results
may not be the correctvalues for the particularaircraftunder investigation.
This could easily happen if errors in the s-channel,for example,are masked
by the compatibilityimprovementscheme. Note also that the solutionof
(140) is not very sensitiveto the exact value of gain and bias used for the
positionerror. Compar_for exampl_figure 39 with figure 40.
In an effort to fine-tunethe data for improvedcompatibilitybefore
its submissionto the coefficientextractionprogram,a numberof other
procedureswere applied. The first representsy by.0 - _ and calculatesy
from this by the method of splines. This value of y is substitutedinto
(138) now writtenas
Ax = V cos e + V y sin _ + g sin e - X _2 . (145)
ax
Assuming that V, V, e, e, y, and Ax are known,_ is determinedat each point
by the second-orderNewton-Raphsontechnique. The resulting_ values are
fit to the input_ values using a second order polynomial:
2
e. = KI + K2 + K3 (146)j _DATA. eDATA. "
J J
eDATAi is then replacedby values computedfrom this equation. KI, K2, and
K3 ar_ found by the method of leastsquares. Since _ may now be slightly
different,new values of y are computedand fit to the previousvalues by
2
yj K4 + K5 + K6 (147)
= YJoLD YJoLD
with K4, K5, and K6 determinedin a least squaressense. The new values of
y are replacedby those computedfrom the equation.
A new y, definedas 2K4 YJoLD YJoLD + K5 YJoLD ' is used to find new
_'s. The cycle isrepeated a numberof times until KI and K3 . 0 and
K2 . 1.0 as closelyas possible.
The final "tuning"assumesthat bias errors may still be present in
and 8 and that there may be a small residualaccelerationsensitivityin
the static pressure indication. The latter is importantprimarily in those
cases where V is assumedto be correctand a compatible_ must be calculated.
It serves principallyas a check when _ is taken to be correctand a com-
patibleV is calculated. For this final tuning we constructthe cost
function
141
J3 = j_1 p2 (P - P )2 + d21 (AXm. - Ax )2 + d22
.= [ ml mj. cj. AxTmax J c.j 7m (Am - A)2
+ Bdm-_(B - B)2 + d24 - C)2 + d25 - D) + _...d26 2Im _m m 'm Cm--_-(Cm DmT (D (G - G) (148)
=-- . sin(e. - _.)dt.
where Pcj TO Tj 1 - 6.86 x 10-6 Vj J J J
t. J J t 4.26
Jo+ G V. cos(e. - _.)dt. + h + AO_ + BAx. + Cgsin e. (149)J J J J J
AXcj =Vj cos a. + V.(O. - _.)sin _. + X 0_ + D(VjE0 - &j]cosJ J J J J ax j j j
+ g cos e. - V sin _.) + G(V sin a. - V.(0 - _.)cos _.) , (150)
J J J J J JJ J J
D = Obias ,
G = Ybias or (Obias - ebias) ; abias D - G (151)
and minimize J3 with respecf to A, B, C, D, and G, using fhe Newfon-Raphson
procedure. With these values we apply bias corrections to e and _ and an
"acceleration correction" to P . We then return to the beginning of the
m.
J
data processlng activity, calculate new velocities, altitudes, and angles of
attack, and again minimize J3 with respect to A, B, C. D, and G. This
procedure may be repeated until J_ has in fact reached a minimum. A priori
values may be included for the paPameters if known. Even approximate a
prlorl parameter values may be used to advantage during the processing of
the first few data runs to insure reasonable results and easier detection
of "bugs". Typical results for the ATLIT obtained by applying the entire
calibration-filtering-compatibility improvement procedure (called FDRI) are
shown in Appendix A.
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EXPERIENCE WITH FLIGHT DATA
AFTER APPLICATION OF DATA
COMPATIBILITY IMPROVEMENT PROCEDURE
Most of the problems encountered attempting to use actual flight data
have been enumerated previously. As methods were developed to circumvent
the gross inconsistencies present in the data, not surprisingly some smaller
problems to the planned utilization of the data began to become apparent.
These were of two types. The first is illustrated in figure 43. This shows
e corrected for bias error and drift plotted against the integral of
corrected for bias error for a pullup-pushover maneuver. Note that the
functions begin and end near zero and the peaks lie on the 45° perfect
correlation line. In between, however, there is a significant difference
between the two measurements. Discussions with the flight crew revealed
that it was extremely difficult to maintain a wing-level, yaw-rate-free
attitude during the pullup-pushover maneuver. Since in three dimensions
tO(t) = (g cos _ - r sin _)dt + 01 ,0
it is quite apparent that a yaw rate (r) combined with a small bank angle
(_) can produce a significant departure in the integral of O, i.e., q from
that measured by a free gyro. Similarly, a reasonable bank angle alone can
result in the integral of the rate trace being below the attitude gyro
indication dur!ng pullups and above it during pushovers. This follows
simply from the fact that the cos _ term decreases the effective pitch rate.
Note also that the effect is most pronounced when the pitch rate is greatest.
Finally, there is a possibility that one of the gyros is mounted at a slight
cant relative to the other, which would produce the same net effect.
The difference shown in figure 43 is sufficient to produce a rather
significant difference in the extracted power and drag coefficients if one
substitutes fOdt for 0 in the data submitted to the extraction procedure.
For example, at maximum level flight speed the extracted thrust horsepower
is about 22% greater if YOdt is used than if 0 is used. The lower figure
is more consistent with that expected,given engine and propeller test data.
The fit error with fOdt is also about a factor of 2 greater than with O.
For these reasons it seems advisable to employ 0 in place of Y§dt.
The second type of problem which became apparent after some experience
with the results of the data compatibility procedure is the extent to which
one could specify a priori the correct form of the lift and drag models.
It had been assumed initially that the maneuvers were sufficiently slow
that contributions from terms such as CL''aCD''aCDo' and CL_ could be safely
ignored. Inclusion of such terms in the model extractions lowered the fit
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extractedindicatedthese thermscould contributeas much as 10% to the
overallCL or CD. Thus,it seems desirableto includethese terms in the
procedurewheneverpossible. That these terms would be importantfor the
ATLIT airplane was not appreciateduntil the developmentwork on the Noise
Reduction-- Newton-Raphsonprocedurewas almost completeand the end of
the grant periodwas near at hand. Becauseof the very considerabletime
necessaryto expandthe computerprogramto accommodatethese additional
parameters,it was not possibleto undertakethis task for the presentreport.
Instead,an expandedversionof the initial leastsquaresparameter
extractionprocedurewas prepared. (MDLCK. See AppendixB for description).
Most of the ATLIT resultsdiscussedin the next sectionwere obtainedusing
this limitedprocedure. An assessmentof the validityof the parameter
values obtained by this procedurecan be obtained by comparingthe fit error
obtainedwith that found at variousstages in the test case (randomcom-
putationof the s-channel).
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OTHER APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM
Gerlach's Method
While the method described in the present report to find both the drag
and the power from accelerated flight data was developed specifically for the
ATLIT test program, it is similar in some respects to the scheme outlined by
Gerlach (Ref. 9) in a 1970 SAE Business Aircraft Meeting paper. Subsequent
results are discussed in Ref. 10. Gerlach assumes, for example, that while
the engine brake horsepower is known a priori (as a function of manifold pres-
sure and RPM), the actual power into the airstream is a quadratic function of
this brake horsepower. His procedure is intendedto yield the values of the
three coefficients in this quadratic function. Similarly, he assumes a simple
parabolic drag polar and a linear lift curve and the procedure is intended to
yield values of CD . , span efficiency factor, CL , and CL =0.mln
The data time histories used in the extraction process are obtained as
follows:
tf
- I I (Ax sin e - Az c°s 0 - g)dt2Ahp o
-I At
o,= 0 - sin V
st 1(Ax sin 0 - Az cos 0 - g)dt+ o (152)V
It0 =- tan-j Ax + _)dt (153)
Az t=0 Jo
Here V is determined by the usual pressure and temperature instrumentation.
Ah_ is the total change in altitude represented by the maneuver according to
static pressure instrumentation, At is the total time of the maneuver, tf the
time at the end of the maneuver and Ax and Az are accelerometer indications
along the body axes.
Gerlach indicates that the e, 0, and y values obtained this way are
inadequate because of slight inaccuracies in the determination of initial
values and small zero shifts in Ax, Az, and 0. He then proceeds to find
corrections for these errors by writing:
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AAh(t) = AAh0 + Ae0 K1(t) + Ah0 K2(t) + AAx0 K3(t) + Az0 K4(t)
+ A00 K5(t) + €h (154)
where the AAh(t) is the difference in the altitude obtained from pressure
data and integration of the accelerometers; A00, AAx0, AAz0, A00, Ah0 are
initial bias errors, eh is the noise component of AAh, and AAh0 is a
remaining constant which should turn out to be zero. The variables KI....K5
are said to be known functions of time but the method by which they are
obtained Is not given in the paper. Gerlach performs the same operation with
regard to the difference in airspeed obtained from pressure data and acceler-
ometer integrations. Using regression analysis, Gerlach finds corrections to
his data. The corrected s, 0, h, and V data are then used in a system of
equations
( I soC = C + C APt + C s + C 2 ct2 + C -- (155)x x0 xApt _pV2J xs xs x_ V
= Cz0 + C tfAPtl + C s + C 0-_+ C 6 (I56)
Cz
zApt _V 2] z z_V z6 e
APt I 2 0_C = C + C _I + C s + C 2 s + C --+ C _ (157)m m0 mAPt pV ms ms m_ V m_ e
tI----_= a + b _ + c _ (158)v v
Here P is the brake horsepower at a given manifold pressure and RPM, APt is
the change in total pressure at some point in the slipstream, 6e is the
elevator deflection, and a, b, and c are undetermined constants. This gives
a total of 19 constants to be determined from four equations. Gerlach does
not provide sufficient detail in the paper to identify the procedure by which
he extracts these coefficient values but one could employ the least squares
procedure by setting
C = w(Ax + R sin 8) (159)
x I 2 '
g_oV S




C = YY (161)
m -I 2 "
c sv
The reader will recognize several of these constant coefficients as
familiar stability derivatives. Gerlach indicates further that by correcting
the data to steady flight conditions by means of the chosen aerodynamic model,
one can find the rate of climb as a function of speed, the elevator angle as
a function of speed, and the drag polar. The details of the method are not
supplied in the paper or the subsequent reference.
How does Gerlach's method compare with the method described in the
present report? The latter does not include the pitching degree of freedom
so that one cannot use it to extract longitudinal short period stability
information as Gerlach does. On the other hand the flight maneuvers used in
the present work are chosen so as to experience a large part of the aircraft's
angle of attack and speed range rather than "small" perturbations about an
equilibrium state from which one would normally extract short period infor-
mation. Gerlach follows the latter approach. Gerlach apparently chooses
integration of accelerations as his method of data smoothing, rather than
filtering, and uses regression techniques for the removal of bias errors.
A similar approach is followed in the present method to remove bias errors.
The application of bias corrections is apparently the only device Gerlach uses
to improve interparameter data consistency. He seems to have settled on a
single, relatively simple aerodynamic model. The form of the equations to
which the regression analysis is applied is also quite different from that
employed herein since the equations\serve a different purpose. The identi,
fication of thrust horsepower as a function of speed is not as evident in
Gerlach's approach as in the present method. Finally, the philosophy adopted
here is that by limiting one's consideration to motions of the center of
gravity in the vertical plane and thus to performance problems alone, the
consequent reduction in mathematical complexity should permit one to do a
better job sorting out errors in the flight data and extracting thrust horse-
power and drag.
lliff's Method
lliff (Ref. 12) employed a very interesting variant of his stability
analysis procedure to determine lift and drag from pushover-pullup maneuver
data. He did not attempt to determine thrust at the same time because "...
an independent estimate of thrust is necessary". He assumes the following
aerodynamic model
2 62 (162)C + c_ + C 6 + C c_ + C c_6 + C
Cx x6 e x 2 e x62 eCx x° _ _ xc_6
e e e
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2 62C = C + C _ + C 6 + C _ + C _6 + C (163)
z z° z z6 e z2 z6 e z_2 e
e e e
CL = - Cz cos _ + Cx sin _ (164)
CD = - Cx cos _ - C sin _ (165)z
and writes the six equations
M 2_2 + M626_ + _6 + M (166)= MvV + Mqq + M _ + + M6 6e M_6 e o
e e e
= ZvV + Z_ + Z 2_2 + Z6 6e + Z62 62e+ Z_6 _6e + Zo + q + &vcos 0o - _v0 sin 0o
e e e
(167)
V + X a + X 2_2 + X6 6 + X6262e + X + T= Xv _ e o _ g - g sin 0 - g 8 cos 8 (168)o o
e e
=q
A = - V--(ZV + Z _ + Z 2_2 + Z6 6e + Z62162+ Z 6 _6 + Z ) (169)z g v _ e o
e e e
Ax = !(XgvV + X_ + X 2_2 + X6 6e + X6262e+ X_6 _6e + Xo + Zwg) (170)
e e e
°6
, V q, _, 0, q, Az, , and A are available as measured'functions of time and
T_ the net thrust, W, and 0 Xare taken as constants which are assumed known
during a given maneuver. I_ one calls _2, _6e, and 0 separate variables
distinct from _ and _, then by specifying __ as a function of time, one has a
•








provided values of the constant coefficients are supplied. Since the equations
are linear, the general form of the solution may be written down immediately
and the partial derivatives for the Newton-Raphson equations evaluated by sub-
stitution of these solutions in the analytical expressions or evaluated numer-
ically by finite differences. The cost function to be minimized is constructed
of differences squared between the measured and computed values of q, _, V, O,
_, A , and Ax. The minimization is achieved when the constant coefficients,
M_, _v, Ms, etc., assume those values which produce solutions to the system of
six equations most nearly matching the measured data in a least squares sense.
In the form presented in the paper, lliff solves for the values of 22
constants and 7 measurement biases. These include the 12 constants necessary
I 2 I 2
to evaluate Cx = x/(_7_SV ) and Cz = Z/(_SV ). Note that the thrust must be
from the constant !(X + _ g). Xo, ofknown a priori in order to separate X° g o w
course, is the major contributor to CDo. lliff also assumes that the thrust
axis Is coincident with the x-body axis and his formulation is in terms of a
body axis system rather then a wind axis system as used here.
The acceleration equations as written are for true accelerations; hence,
the gravitational contributions to the usual instrument indications must first
be removed before they are used in the minimization.
lliff's model includes three non-linear terms which he is able to accom-
modate by writing three additional equations and calling these non-linear terms
additional linear variables. Obviously, this process cannot be continued to
a significant degree so that he must content himself with fairly simple lift
and drag models if he is to avoid the non-linear solution techniques followed
in the present work. This means that he must limit himself to maneuvers
sufficiently restricted that the changes in all the variables are linear.
He cannot evaluate the entire lift and drag curves in a single maneuver if the
non-linearities of the complete curves extend beyond the form chosen. In the
present work somewhat more complex models are investigated. In lliff's for-
mulation only small excusions in pitch angle about the initial value are
permitted. That restriction does not exist in the present formulation, lliff's
as well as the present models do not include rate terms. One final difference
is the inclusion of C , C , and C terms in the drag expression; those
x_ x_ x_2
e e e
terms are not included explicitly in the present formulation. It was pointed
out earlier, however, that for a given weight and c.g. location these effects
would be included implicitly by the nature of the extraction process in the
coefficients of the drag expression. The values of these coefficients in the
present formulation would, therefore, be expected to change with changes in
c.g. location or weight.
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The lliff paper illustrates very clearly the trade offs involved in
activities of this type. If one is content with restricted aerodynamic models,
evaluation over a limited speed range, and no thrust determination, then the
trajectory computation is very much simpler. Since trajectory evaluation
consumes at least 75% of the computational time and is responsible for much
of the error in the present procedure, the time and accuracy advantage of the
simpler procedure cannot be dismissed easily.
Some of lliff'smore recent studies in parameterestimationappliedto
stabilityand controlproblemsare reported in references13, 14, and 15.
Other minimizationalgorithmsare describedin reference16.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Figure 44 presents the two data sets from which the lift, drag_and power
data shown in figures 45, 46, and 47 were obtained. The drift value shown for
the pullup-pushover maneuver was chosen after several trials to produce a good
match between the measured velocity and the computed value. The s-gain and
a-bias values used are those found by the flight calibration of the s-vane for
the position error. The rough s-curve is the measured _ values as modified
by this calibration. The smooth s-curve is the filtered _ data modified by
the compatibility improvement scheme. The modification is responsible for the
difference one sees between the peak measured values and the smooth values.
The smooth curve on the e plot is that produced from the input data by the
filtering procedure. The _ curve is obtained by differentiation of the
fourier series representations of h.
To obtain the velocity match shown for the level flight acceleration it
was necessary to employ a non-linear e drift, one for which almost all the
effect occurs in the last half of the maneuver. Note also that this drift
has the opposite sign from that required with the pullup-pushover, an indication
perhaps, of the random nature of the "drift". It would appear from the figure,
however, that some further refinement of the non-linear drift function is
necessary in order to achieve a really acceptable match.
Figure 46a shows the extracted drag coefficient values obtained with
three different models for the pullup-pushover manuever. Only the steady
state components are plotted to facilitate comparison with the results of
Holmes (Ref. 11) and the predictions. However, the complete drag coefficient
expression obtained, including the rate terms, is shown on the figure. The
power expressions associated with each of the extracted drag results are shown
in figure 47a. It will be observed that the model giving the lowest fit error
obviously is not an accurate representation of the aircraft's thrust horse-
power. If one assumes that the drag found by Holmes is approximately correct,
then it is seen that result (a) provides the best fit by best straddling the
actual drag. The most reasonable power expression, (c), lies below both the
expected power and the steady-state drag for all values and hence has the
largest fit error. We may remark here that the fit error obtained by includ-
ing the rate terms in the drag and power expressions is almost an order of
magnitude smaller than the fit error for the same expressions without any of
the rate terms.
A number of other power models, for example
P = Po %n VI
P = Po + P2V + P3V2 ' and
P = Po + PIVx
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where x has various values from 0.2 to 0.6, were investigated with no apparent
improvement in the results.
The estimated power shown in figure 47a for 256 fps would appear to be
consistent with the drag coefficient near _ = 0 shown in figure 46a, because
the extracted power and drag values for model (c) -- which are related by an
equation -- are both approximately the same as these values. At the low speed
end of the data the estimated power is either a little low or the drag value
derived from Ref. 11 is a little high or both. A power value of 103,000
ft-lbs/sec at 167 ft/sec is consistent with a drag coefficient value of about
0.98 at an _ = 0.104.
One explanation for the failure of the extracted values to agree better
with what are probably reasonable power and drag is a possible error in the
position error calibration. The extraction process is, of course, more
sensitive to the value of _ than to the value of any other variable. As an
experiment an extraction was performed on a data set with a larger value of
gain along with a negative bias value. The resulting _ values were there-
fore centered about those used for the present extraction. Interestingly,
the extracted power curve using model (c) had a considerably shallower slope
than the result shown in figure 47a. Since the calculated flight velocity is
not particularly sensitive to the values of _ used in integrating the kinematic
equation, it seems possible that an adjustment to _ sufficient to bring the
extracted results into much better agreement with the "accepted" values can
be achieved while preserving the congruence between the calculated velocity
and the measured value.
We may note in passing that the aircraft was flown in a rather "dirty"
condition. This fact is no doubt primarily responsible for the measured drag
being much greater (m 25%) than the predicted value. When the aircraft was
"cleaned up" for the full-scale wind tunnel tests the measured drag was found
to be about 15% less* than the predicted value.
Figure 46b shows the extracted drag coefficients obtained from the level
flight acceleration at 4000' depicted in figure 44. To obtain this result it
was necessary to omit the rate terms from the drag model but retain them for
the power expression. Note that the speed range and angle of attack range
covered by the two data sets are approximately the same. The rates at which
the variables change, of course, are much lower in the level flight acceler-
ation. It would appear that the rates are below whatever threshold value is
needed to give meaningful extractions. Also the fit error -- extrapolated to
the same number of data points -- is about three times as large for the level
flight acceleration as for the pullup-pushover. This would seem to indicate
that maneuvers featuring more rapid parameter changes or larger parameter
changes make possible more accurate coefficient extractions. They also aid
in masking data measuring and acquisition defects. The ideal maneuvers, how-
ever, should not be so rapid as to excite more unsteady aerodynamic effects
or so large as to uncover even more non-linearities.
Private communication.
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The value of CD found from the level flight acceleration is 7.5% lower
than that recovered °from the pullup-pushover. Considering the fact that fit
errors for both data sets are still excessive, this agreement is quite good.
This value (0.0468) is about 13% below that given by Holmes. The uncharac-
teristic variation in the drag coefficient with angle of attack is indicative
of a problem in the data submitted to the extraction routine. Note that in
figure 44 the match between the measured and computed values of velocity is
much poorer than for the pullup-pushover. In addition a much more unusual
"drift" correction to 0 was required to achieve even this level of congruence.
One might suggest that perhaps a relatively low frequency gust to which the
vane responded more completely than did the aircraft (hence e and e) as a
whole was responsible for spurious contributions to the computed aircraft
velocity. Analysis of several more maneuvers would be required to determine
the validity of this contention. In any event, the extracted variation of CO
with a for the level flight acceleration must, for the present, be regarded
as having the correct order of magnitude and little more.
The failure of the extracted power values shown in figure 47b to agree
more closely with those extrapolated from sea level full scale wind tunnel
results is another indication of the higher level of error present in the
level flight acceleration data set. Qualitatively, however, the power results
are similar to those for the pullup-pushover, a favorable indication. There
is some evidence also that the estimated power value for 4000' is perhaps just
a little larger than is actually the case. Note the relatively good agreement
obtained for a . 0 during the pullup-pushover. If the power and drag are in
approximate equilibrium at a = 0.01 and if the CD value here is about 0.053,o
then one would expect a power into the airstream of about 149,000 ft-lbs/sec
while the extimated value is about 153,000 ft-lbs/sec.
The differences between the extracted values and those determined from
speed power measurements are about what one would expect, given the magnitude
of the fit error. It was noted during the discussion of the computed theo-
retical case that a fit error of about 4 x 10-5 for 300 points (30 seconds of
data) would be equivalent to an error of about 5% in drag or power. The fit
error of 4 x 10-4 for 300 points in the pullup-pushover indicates a power or
drag error of about 15_which is about that found. A fit error of 2 x 10-3
for 450 points in the level flight acceleration indicates an error of about
30%. The extracted power values appear to differ by about 20% from the
extimated values while the drag coefficient values are on the average about
40% below the values of Ref. 11.
Some 30 different aerodynamic models were investigated in an effort to
reduce the fit error. None showed a significantly lower error while also
yielding a reasonable CD value. On the basis of these results one must con-
clude that the reason fo_ the high fit error is more likely to be found in the
lack of internal consistency in the data for this particular maneuver than it
is in the failure to identify an appropriate aerodynamic model.
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The importance of choosing a satisfactory model is illustrated by the
results of an experiment using theoretical trajectory data. (Figure 22). The
last term in the 5 term drag model was changed from _6 to _4. This single
change caused the fit error to increase fifteen orders of magnitude. The
coefficients to the other terms in both the drag and power models also changed
significantly. CD , for example, almost doubled. This extreme sensitivity
to small changes i_ the model is a consequence of the ill-conditioned nature
of the "A" matrix in the least squares procedure.
The extracted values of lift coefficient vs. _ are shown in figure 45
along with the predicted values and the results of Holmes (Ref. 11). The
extraction models used did not include rate terms. The values of CL =0
extracted from the pullup-pushover is about 7% higher than Holmes' result
while that obtained from the level flight acceleration is about 10% high.
Except for the upward curvature in the result extracted from the level flight
acceleration the two maneuvers gave essentially the same lift result.
The curvature in the level flight result is thought to be due to the failure
of the "drift" model used to produce a better match between the measured and
the computed flight velocities. (See figure 44).
The agreement between the extracted result and the steady state results
of Holmes is good for _ < 0.02 radians, the highest speeds of the data sets.
Elsewhere, the present results exhibit a lower lift slope. The extracted
value of CL is even smaller than predicted. The reason for this is uncertain
but several possibilities come to mind: (a) the lift model does not account
for the excess Dower available at the lower speeds in the form rate terms.
(b) the excess power available may reduce the span efficiency by moving the
load inboard. (c) the down thrust due to offset of the thrust axis may be
greater than thought. Which, if any, of these is correct can be determined
only after further study. Both the pullup-pushover maneuver and the steady
speed-power data of Holmes indicate that the lift curve is essentially linear
for _ < 0.1. This is fortunate since significant reductions in the complexity
of subsequent calculations can be obtained by employing a linear lift curve
model.
Obviously, the prediction for CL__o_is in error. This would seem to indicate
that (a) the wing incidence angle is different from that assumed in developing
the prediction, (b) the airfoil trailing edge shape is different from nominal,
(c) the instrument reference line is different from that assumed to be the
reference in developing the prediction, or (d) some combination of the above.
Because, of the large difference which manifested itself in this case, CL
_=0
is a factor which should be checked closely when developing predictions.
The 13.5% increase in CL_ over the predicted value would appear to be due
the higher than nominal dynamic pressures over those areas of the wing swept
by the propeller slipstream, an effect not included in the prediction. The
area affected and the magnitude of the increase in dynamic pressure can probably
be determined adequately by propeller momentum theory. These effects should
be included in future predictions. 187
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A NOTE ON STABILITY AND
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
It had been planned to use the lift, drag, and power data extracted from
typical maneuvers such as pullup-pushovers to evaluate the aircraft perfor-
mance parameters. This procedure is analogous to that followed during pre-
diction of the aircraft's performance except that one now substitutes the
extracted or measured values of the lift, drag, and power for the estimated
values. If extractions are carried but for several altitudes, several power
settings, and several configurations, a rather complete picture of the air-
craft's performance potential can be developed. However, because of the
limited accuracy obtained thus far for the lift, drag, and power in flight as
well as the limited number of maneuvers analyzed, this plan was not pursued.
It had also been planned to use the lliff-Taylor program (Ref. 6) to
extract stability derivative values from flight records. Some short stabilator,
aileron, and rudder pulse maneuvers suitable for this purpose were flown.
It was intended that at least the stabilator pulse records be processed through
both FDRI and FDR2 so as to make them as internally self-consistent as possible.
FDR2 is, in fact, provided with a means of arranging the final version of the
data in a form suitable for additional processing (punched cards or tape).
Because of difficulties in defining adequate lift, drag, and power models and
in lowering the fit errors, this plan was also aborted.
The reader interested in comparing the predicted with the measured per-
formance and stability should be aware that full scale wind tunnel tests of
the aircraft have been run at the Langley Research Center. Publication of
the test results is expected in the near future. Researchers at the Langley
Research Center have also been attempting to extract stability derivative
values from the flight data by several techniques. It is understood they Have
also been stymied thus far by the problem of internally inconsistent data.
The steady flight test results are available in Holmes (Ref. 11).
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CONCLUSIONS
I. A technique has been developed which has demonstrated the ability to
extract complete lift, drag, and thrust horsepower curves simultaneously from
simulated time histories of a single aircraft maneuver covering the entire
speed range.
2. The technique presently does not include rate terms in the model of
the aircraft and these may be necessary in real world situations.
3. The technique requires rather accurate input data in order to yield
acceptable results.
4. Some success has been achieved in developing an input data
compatibility improvement routine.
5. The extraction technique is apparently quite sensitive to small
computational errors and should therefore be run with the maximum precision
available.
6. Preliminary results indicate reasonable agreement with other flight
test technlques and extrapolatlons of full scale wlnd tunnel tests even
though the trajectory matching features of the technique could not be used
because these do not include rate terms in the model of the aircraft at the
present time.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
It will be apparent to the careful reader that a proper understanding of
the correct or best power model for this airplane has not yet been achieved.
Until it is, FDR2 cannot hope to yield results with low fit errors. In this
connection it would be desirable to employ a non-linear least squares technique
-- one which calculates its own exponent values for at least the velocity
dependence of the thrust horsepower -- to determine how the data can be fit
more effectively. Note that an initial fit error about 10 times lower than
that currently obtained will be necessary before FDR2 can proceed satisfac-
tory.
If, as now seems likely, the rate terms are sufficiently important as to
require inclusion in the aircraft model, FDR2 will require substantial revision
to provide for these terms in the various routines. Because of the complexity
they will introduce in HPATH if included as variables it may be desirable to
assume that the coefficients for the rate terms are "frozen" so far as HPATH
(see Appendix C) is concerned.
Much of the difficulty encountered in obtaining convergence of the tra-
jectory match procedure is thought to be related to the precision with which
(a) the equations of motion can be integrated and (b) the "A" matrix in the
Newton-Raphson coefficient modification equations can be inverted. It is
highly desirable that the efficacy of doubling the number of decimal digits
employed in these calculations be investigated. Currently 16 decimal digits
are the maximum which can be used at the local computing facility.
Despite the fact that some success was achieved in improving the self-
compatibility of the flight data this is really no substitute for flight data
which is inherently more self-consistent. Accordingly, it would be desirable
to try the entire procedure with data whose internal consistency is known to
be superior to that used here.
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The program is written in FORTRAN IV and is designed to execute in
double precision on an IBM 370/165 computer with an average execution time
of 8 minutes 12 seconds for each maneuver data set. Execution requires
approximately 724,000 bytes of core storage. The program is intended to
handle data from only one flight during a given run. It is divided into
two sections. The first section
(a) adjusts the input data, if desired, for an assumed phase shift,
(b) converts time, weight, pitch angle, pitch rate, airspeed, static
pressure, angle of attack, total temperature, longitudinal
acceleration, vertical acceleration, and elevator or stabilator
deflection to compatible computational units,
(c) calculates the lag corrections to the static and dynamic pressures,
(d) applies the position-error correction ratio Ap/q^_,
(e) applies the acceleration-dependent corrections to the static
pressure,
(.) converts total temperature to static temperature, static pressure
to density, density to altitude, and indicated airspeed to true
airspeed,
(g) corrects the pitch angle indication for a known initial bias,
(h) corrects the angle-of-attack indication for the instrument
location, and
(i) calibrates the angle-of-attack indication for a known or assumed
bias and gain.
The second section
(a) performs Fourier-series analysis and filtering on the weight,
pitch angle, pitch rate, airspeed, density, angle of attack,
static temperature, longitudinal acceleration, altitude, vertical
acceleration, and elevator or stabilator time histories,
(b) integrates the pitch rate indication to obtain the pitch angle
indication,
(c) calculates (I) the acceleration from the airspeed,
(2) the angle-of-attack rate-of-change from the Fourier-
series-and-filter modification of the angle of
attack or from the differentiation of a cubic-
spline fit of the input angles of attack,
(3) the density from altitude,
(4) the altitude's rate of change and acceleration
from the Fourier-series-and-filter modification of
the altitude or from the differentiations of a
cubic-spline fit of the "input" altitude time
history,
(5) the compatible angle-of-attack values from other
time histories,
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(6) the compatible altitude and its rate-of-change
values from the integration of the flight-path
rate of change, and
(7) the inertial-compatible airspeed,
(d) performs a minimization technique with or without a priori values
to make the data more consistent,
(e) plots the time histories,
(f) writes the results in English or SI units, and
(g) produces punched output for the FLIGHT DATA REDUCTION #2 program.
The program requires the specification of the following input:
FDRI Section I
CARD I:
(a) The number of maneuvers NSETS in a single flight to be analyzed:
NSETS is a right-adjusted integer number less than or equal to
10 and occupying columns I-5. If NSETS is not an integer number
between 0 and 10, the program will terminate permaturely.
(b) The desired type of output units METRIC for all data sets
(maneuvers):
.0 If METRIC = O, the output will be in English units. If
METRIC = I, the output will be in SI units. METRIC is a
° right-adjusted integer number occupying columns 6-10. The
specification of METRIC only affects the output listings.
Th_ punched output is in English units.
CARD 2:
The weight-time-history code ICODE for each of the NSETS maneuvers:
If ICODE = O, a continuous weight time history is produced from
the first or preceding weight time histor_ assuming no elapsed
time between the maneuvers. If ICODE = I, a continuous weight
time history is produced from the first or preceding weight time
history with elapsed time considered between the maneuvers. The
weight-time-history codes for the NSETS maneuvers are right-
adjusted integer numbers with each maneuver's ICODE occupying 5
columns. (The ICODE parameter is used in conjunction with the
ELAP parameter below.)
CARD 3:
(a) The maximum number of minimization-improvement iterations NUMBER
to be used for the maneuver:
NUMBER is a right-adjusted integer number less than or equal
to 10 and occupying columns I-5. If NUMBER is less than
zero, NUMBER will be set to zero. If NUMBER is greater than
10, logic errors will result beyond 10 iterations.
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(b) The elapsed time ELAP to the maneuver in seconds:
For the first maneuver, ELAP should be the elapsed time from
takeoff or engine-start to the beginning of the first maneu-
ver. For the successive maneuvers, ELAP should be the elapsed
time from the end of the previous maneuver to the beginning
of the next maneuver. ELAP may be set equal to zero for any
of the successive maneuvers. ELAP is a floating-point number
occupying columns 6-15. (The ELAP parameter is used in con-
junction with the ICODE parameter above.)
(c) The data set file number JFILE:
JFILE is a right-adjusted integer number occupying columns
16-20 and specifying that the data is to be read from cards,
magnetic tape, disk, etc. The user must supply the suitable
job control cards for the tape and/or disk reads. The JFILE
parameter controls only the reading of CARDS (12 + MPTS + I),
...,(12 + MPTS + 2K). All other data is expected to be in
card form.
(d) The variable location numbers IVL(1), I = I-9:
The variable location number "names" the variable occupying
a particular data field on the records containing the time
histories. IVL(1) are right-adjusted integer numbers each
occupying 5 columns beginning at column 21. The program
assumes that for each recorded time point there are 10 vari-
ables: time, pitch angle, pitch rate, airspeed, static
pressure, angle of attack, stagnation temperature, longi-
tudinal acceleration, vertical acceleration, and elevator or
stabilator deflection. The program also assumes that "time"
will always occupy the first data field. For the variables
in the second through the tenth data fields, the following
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For example: If the time history variables were ordered as
"time"_ "longitudinal acceleration", "pitch angle", "airspeed",
"pitch rate", "static pressure", "angle of attack", "vertical
acceleration", "stagnation temperature", and "elevator deflec-
tion", the IVL's would correspondingly be IVL(1)=8, IVL(2)=2,




The 80 characters of the array TITLE which are used as a header for
identifying the output:
Since the program allows more than one flight maneuver to be
analyzed in a given run, TITLE is used as a control variable to
end execution. Termination of execution is achieved by following
the last maneuver's data set to be analyzed by a title card having
only the word END in the first three columns.
CARD 5:
(a) The Fourier-series filter-cutoff harmonic NCH(1) for the lag
corrections in the airspeed's static pressure system,
(b) The Fourier-series filter-cutoff harmonic NCH(2) for the lag
corrections in the altitude's static pressure system,
(c) The Fourier-series filter-cutoff harmonic NCH(3) for the lag
corrections in the altitude's and airspeed's stagnation pressure
system,
(d) The Fourier-series filter-cutoff harmonic NCH(4) for the lag
corrections in the stagnation temperature system:
NCH(1), NCH(2), NCH(3), and NCH(4) must be right-adjusted
integer numbers greater than 0 but less than 66. Each
NCH(1) occupies 5 columns with NCH(1) beginning at column I.
(e) The lag time interval XLM(1)* in seconds for the stagnation
_ressure system,
(f) The lagotime interval XLM(2)* in seconds for the altitude's static
_ressure system,
(g) The lag time interval XLM(3)* in seconds for the airspeed's static
_ressure system,
(h) The lag time constant TAU(1)* in seconds for the stagnation
_ressure system,
(i) The lag time constant TAU(2)* in seconds for the altitude's static
_ressure system,
(j) The lag time constant TAU(3)* in seconds for the airspeed's static
_ressure system,
XLM(1), XLM(2), XLM(3), TAU(1), TAU(2), and TAU(3) are
floating-point numbers each occupying 10 columns beginning
at column 21.
CARD 6:
(a) The assumed number of data points NSPTS to be indicative of a
required phase shift:
If NSPTS is less than zero, NSPTS will be set to its absolute
value. The value of (NSPTS x sampling rate) should not exceed
These parameters are defined in the discussion accompanying equations.
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unity; however, this suggestion is not mandatory. NSPTS is
a right-adjusted integer number less than the total number
of data points occupying columns I-5.
(b) The pitch angle linear drift DRIFT:
DRIFT is used by the equation:
(pitch angle)hew = (pitch angle)old + DRIFT
x (point number/total number of points)
If DRIFT = 0.0, the application is bypassed. DRIFT is a
floating-point number in radians/second occupying 15 columns
beginning at column 6.
CARD 7:
(a) The _hase shift parameter LSP(1) for pitch angle,
(b) the _hase shift parameter LSP(2) for pitch rate,
(c) the _hase shift parameter LSP(3) for airspeed,
(d) the _hase shift parameter LSP(4) for static pressure,
(e) the _hase shift parameter LSP(5) for angle of attack,
(f) the _hase shift parameter LSP(6) for stagnation temperature,
(g) the _hase shift parameter LSP(7) for longitudinal acceleration,
_h) the _hase shift parameter LSP(8) for vertical acceleration, and
(i) the _hase shift parameter LSP(9) for the elevator or stabilator
deflection:
"If LSP(1) = O, no phase shift is desired on variable "I"
(or variable "I" was recorded by commutation). If LSP(1) = I,
a phase shift is desired on variable "I" (or variable "I"
was recorded by frequency modulation). LSP(1) are right-
adjusted integer numbers each occupying 5 columns beginning
at column I.
CARD 8:
(a) The aircraft's wing area S in square feet,
(b) the aircraft's gross takeoff weight GWT in pounds force,
(c) the fuel consumption rate FCRI in pounds force per second from
takeoff or engine-start to the first maneuver,
(d) the fuel consumption rate FCR2 in pounds force per second during
the maneuvers,
(e) the angle-of-attack-instrument location XACG in feet from the
aircraft's center of gravity,
(f) the pitch-angle-instrument-bias correction PCCG in radians,
(g) the calibration factor CALPI to the angle of attack, and
(h) the calibration term CALP2 in radians to the angle of attack:
It should be noted that the program assumes FCRI for the
fuel consumption rate between maneuvers where the elapsed
time ELAP is nonzero. XACG is a positive quantity if the
instrument is ahead of the cg and negative if it is behind
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the cg. S, GWT, FCRI, FCR2, XACG, PCCG, CALPI, and CALP2
are floating-point numbers each occupying 10 columns
beginning at column I.
CARDS 9, 10, 11:
(a) The conversion factor CF(1) of time to seconds,
(b) the conversion factor CF(2) of weight to pounds force,
(c) the conversion factor CF(3) of pitch angle to radians,
(d) the conversion factor CF(4) of pitch rate to radian per second,
(e) the conversion factor CF(5) of airspeed to feet per second,
(f) the conversion factor CF(6) of static pressure to pounds force
per square foot,
(g) the conversion factor CF(7) of angle of attack to radians,
(h) the conversion factor CF(8) of stagnation temperature in the
equation T(°R)=CF(8)xT(°X)+CF(9) for degrees Rankine,
(i) the conversion term CF(9) of stagnation temperature in the
equation T(°R)=CF(8)xT(°X)+CF(9) for degrees Rankine,
(j) the conversion factor CF(IO) of longitudinal acceleration to feet
per squared second,
(k) the conversion factor CF(11) of vertical acceleration to feet per
squared second, and
(I) the conversion factor CF(12) of elevator or stabilator deflection
to radians:
If CF(8) = 0.0, CF(8) is set equal to 1.0. CF(1) through
CF(12) are double-precision floating-point numbers occupying
20 card-columns each. CF(1) through CF(4) are contained on
the ninth input-data card beginning with column I, CF(5)
through CF(8) are contained on the tenth input-data card,
and CF(9) through CF(12) ere contained on the eleventh input-
data card beginning with column I.
CARD 12:
The number of points MPTS on the (ratio-of-the-pressure-difference-to-
the-dynamic-pressure versus the-indicated-airspeed) curve for the
position-error pressure corrections:
MPTS must be greater than zero and no larger than 20. MPTS is a
right-adjusted integer number occupying columns I-2.
CARD 13,...,(12 + MPTS):
The measured values of the ratio of the pressure differenceto the
dynamic pressure DPQCP, and the measured values of the indicated
airspeed VE in feet per second:
It is suggested that the values of DPQCP and VE span a sufficiently
large region to include the input data's speed range. DPQCP and
VE are floating-point numbers occupying columns 1-20 and columns
21-40, respectively, for each of the MPTS cards.
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CARDS (12 + MPTS + I), ..., (12 + MPTS + 2K):




or stabilatordeflectionD(K,IVL=11)for K=I throughK=450(maximum).
It should be noted that IVL parametersin D(K,IVL)correspondto
the variable locationnumbers IVL(1)describedon page 211. The
durationof a maneuver is determinedeither by a maximum count of
450 data points and the perceptionof two(2) user-suppliedblank
or zero cards within the next 1000 counts or by the perceptionof
two(2) user-suppliedblank or zero cards.* TIME(K) and the
D(K,IVL)'sare double-precisionfloating-pointnumbers. Two(2)
cards describea single data point with TIME(K) alwaysoccupying
columns 1-15on the first card. Each card containsfive variables
each occupying 15 columnsbeginningat column I.
FDRI Section 2
CARD (12 + MPTS + 2K + I):
(a) The Fourier-seriesana ysis code FS(1) for weight,
(b) the Fourier-seriesana ysis code FS(2) for pitch angle,
(c) the Fourier-seriesana ysis code FS(3) for pitch rate,
(d) the Fourier-seriesana ysis code FS(4) for airspeed,
(e) the Fourier-seriesana ysis code FS(5) for density,
(f) the Fourier-seriesana ysis code FS(6) for angle of attack,
(g) the Fourier-seriesana ysis code FS(7) for statictemperature,
(h) the Fourier-seriesana ysis code FS(8) for acceleration,
(i) the Fourier-seriesana ysis code FS(9) for altitude,
(j) the Fourier-seriesana ysis code IFS(IO)for verticalacceleration,
and
(k) the Fourier-seriesanalysiscode IFS(11)for elevatoror stabilator
deflection:
If IFS(1)= O, analysis is performedon the "l"th time history.
IF IFS(1)= I, no analysis is performedon the "l"th time
history.
IFS(1)are right-adjustedintegernumberseach occupying I
column beginningat column I.
In general, data sets will consist of more than 450 points. In order that
the parameters of successive data sets are properly entered, all "extra"
time-history data of the present maneuver mustbe ignored. The extra
1000-count specification "implies" that within 1000 data points beyond the
maximum 450 data points the two(2) user-supplied blank or zero cards will
be encountered.
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CARD (12 + MPTS + 2K + 2):
(a) The acceleration-determination code IPRC(1):
If IPRC(1) = O, the acceleration is calculated by the
differentiation of the airspeed time history. If IPRC(1) = I,
the longitudinal acceleration is transformed into the rate-
of-change of airspeed by the kinematic relationship between
the aircraft's body axis and its flight path.
(b) The degree of computation on the longitudinal acceleration IPRC(2):
If IPRC(2) = O, the longitudinal acceleration is transformed
into the rate-of-change of airspeed by the kinematic relation-
ship between the aircraft's body axis and its flight path and
is smoothed by Fourier series and filtering. If IPRC(2) = I,
the longitudinal acceleration is only transformed into the
rate-of-change of airspeed by the kinematic relationship
between the aircraft's body axis and its flight path. If
IPRC(2) = 2, the input values of longitudinal acceleration
are retained. The following chart should be consulted in
specifying IFS(4), IPRC(1), and IPRC(2) so that the program
produces desired results:
Parameter Combinations_ Results
IFS(4)=O, IPRC(1)=O, IPRC(2)=O Result #I
IFS(4)=O, IPRC(1)=O, IPRC(2)=I Result #I
IFS(4)=O, IPRC(1)=O, IPRC(2)=2 Result #I
IF-S(4)=O, IPRC(1)=I, IPRC(2)=O Result #2
IFS(4)=O, IPRC(1)=I, IPRC(2)=I Result #3
IFS(4)=O, IPRC(1)=I, IPRC(2)=2 lllegal combination
IFS(4)=I, IPRC(1)=O, IPRC(2)=O Result #4
IFS(4)=I, IPRC(1)=O, IPRC(2)=I Result #4
IFS(4)=I, IPRC(1)=O, IPRC(2)=2 lllegal combination
IFS(4)=I, IPRC(1)=I, IPRC(2)=O Result #4
IFS(4)=I, IPRC(1)=I, IPRC(2)=I Result #4
IFS(4)=I, IPRC(1)=I, IPRC(2)=2 lllegal combination
Result #I: Airspeed will be the smoothed input airspeed.
Acceleration will be the differentiation of the
smoothed airspeed.
Result #2: Airspeed will be the smoothed input airspeed.
Acceleration will be the Fourier-series-smoothed
rate-of-change of airspeed transformation of the
longitudinal acceleration.
Result #3: Airspeed will be the smoothed input airspeed.
Acceleration will be the unsmoothed rate-of-i
change of airspeed transformation of the
longitudinal acceleration.
Result #4: Airspeed will be the input airspeed. Acceier-
ation will be the Fourier-series-smoothed
rate-of-change of airspeed transformation of
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(c) The method of angle-of-attack rate computation IPRC(3):
If IPRC(3) = O, the angle-of-attack rate will be calculated
by the differentiation of the angle-of-attack's Fourier
series. If IPRC(3) = I, the angle-of-attack rate will be
the differentiation of a cubic-spline fit of the angle of
attack. It should be noted that if IFS(6) = I and IPRC(3) =
O, the program will set IPRC(3) = I. IPRC(3) is a right-
adjusted integer number occupying I column beginning at
column 3.
(d) The overall Fourier-series analysis code IPRC(4):
If IPRC(4) = O, Fourier-series analysis will be performed on
the time histories whose IFS(1) are zero. If IPRC(4) = I,
no Fourier-series analysis will be performed even if
IFS(1) = O. The specification of IPRC(4) = I provides a
means to analyze "raw" data. IPRC(4) is a right-adjusted
integer number occupying one column beginning at column 4.
(e) The overall plotting code IPRC(5):
If IPRC(5) = O, plots are requested. If IPRC(5) = I, no
plots are requested. IPRC(5) is a right-adjusted integer
number occupying one column beginning at column 5.
(f) The punch code IPRC(6):
If IPRC(6) = O, punched output is requested. If IPRC(6) = I,
no punched output is requested. IPRC(6) is a right-adjusted
integer number occupying one column beginning at column 6.
(g) The pitch-angle determination code IPRC(7):
If IPRC(7) = O, the pitch-angle time history will be the
"modified" input pitch-angle time history. If IPRC(7) = I,
the pitch-angle time history will be the integrated pitch-
rate time history. IPRC(7) is a right-adjusted integer
number occupying one column beginning at column 7.
(h) The compatibility check IPRC(8):
If IPRC(8) = O, the compatibility check is bypassed. If
IPRC(8) = I, an angle-of-attack time history will be computed
to be compatible with other time histories. If IPRC(8) = 2,
an altitude time history will be computed to be pneumatically
compatible with other time histories. It should be noted
that the compatible altitude time history will exist only on
the altitude-time-history plot whereas the compatible angle-
of-attack time history will replace the existing angle-of-
attack time history. Generally, IPRC(8) should be zero.
IPRC(8) is a right-adjusted integer number occupying one
column beginning at column 8.
(i) The calculation code of the inertial-compatible altitude and
airspeed IPRC(9):
If IPRC(9) = O, the calculation of the inertial-compatible
altitude and airspeed will be bypassed. If IPRC(9) = I,
the inertial-compatible altitude and airspeed will be
computed. (If only the inertial-compatible airspeed is
desired, see the discussion of FACI and FAC2 below.)
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(j) The distance XAX in feet of the longitudinal accelerometer from
the aircraft's cg:
XAX is a positive quantity if the accelerometer is ahead of
the cg and a negative quantity if the accelerometer is
behind the cg. Parameter XAX is a double-precision floating-
point number occupying 15 columns beginning at column 11.
(k) The fraction of the pneumatic-compatible altitude FACt and the
fraction of the inertial-compatible altitude FAC2:
The sum of FACI and FAC2 should be equal to 1.0; that is,
FACI + FAC2 = 1.0. If only the inertial-compatible airspeed
is desired, the user must specify IPRC(9) = I, FACI = 1.0,
and FAC2 = 0.0. Parameters FACI and FAC2 are double-precision
floating-point numbers each occupying 15 columns beginning
at column 26.
(I) The data sampling rate DSPS per second:
Parameter DSPS is a double-precision floating-point number
occupying 15 columns beginning at column 56.
CARD (12 + MPTS + 2K + 3):
(a) The plot code IP(1) for weight,
(b) the plot code IP(2) for pitch angle,
(c) the plot code IP(3) for pitch rate,
(d) the plot code IP(4) for airspeed,
(e) the plot code IP(5) for density,
(f) the plot code IP(6) for angle of attack,
(g) the plot code IP(7) for static temperature,
(h) the plot code IP(8) for acceleration,
(i) the plot code IP(9) for angle-of-attack rate,
(j) the plot code IP(IO) for altitude,
(k) the plot code IP(11) for altitude rate of change,
(I) the pot code IP(12) for altitude acceleration,
(m) the pot code IP(13) for vertical acceleration, and
(n) the pot code IP(14) for the elevator or stabilator defection.
f IP(1)=O, a plot is produced for the "l"th time history.
f IP(1)=I, no plot is produced for the "l"th time history.
P(1) are right-adjusted integer numbers each occupying one
column beginning at column I.
CARD (12 + MPTS + 2K + 4):
(a) The fi ter cutoff harmonic NC(1) for weight,..
(b) the fi ter cutoff harmonic NC(2) for pitch angle,
(c) the fi ter cutoff harmonic NC(3) for pitch rate,
(d) the fi ter cutoff harmonic NC(4) for airspeed,
(e) the fi ter cutoff harmonic NC(5) for density,
(f) the fiter cutoff harmonic NC(6) for angle of attack,
(g) the fi ter cutoff harmonic NC(7) for static temperature,
(h) the fi ter cutoff harmonic NC(8) for acceleration,
(i) the fiter cutoff harmonic NC(9) for altitude,
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(j) the filter cutoff harmonicNC(IO) for vertical,and
(k) the filter cutoff harmonicNC(11) for the elevatoror stabilator
deflection.
All NC(1) are right-adjustedintegernumberseach occupying
5 columnsbeginningat column I. It is mandatorythat
0 < NC(1) < 66.
CARDS (12 + MPTS + 2K + 5), ..., (12 + MPTS + 2K + 10):
(a) The a priori va ue AP(1) in feet per second squared and its
weight W(1) for the first linear acceleration dependency,
(b) the a priori va ue AP(2) in feet per second squared and its
weight W(2) for the second linear acceleration dependency,
(c) the a priorl va ue AP(3) in feet per second squared and its
weight W(3) for the third linear acceleration dependency,
(d) the a priori va ue AP(4) in radians and its weight W(4) for
the pitch angle bias,
(e) the a priori va ue AP(5) and its weight W(5) for the phase
shift, and
(f) the a priori va ue AP(6) in radians and its weight W(6) for
the flight-path-angle bias:
AP(1) and W(1) are double-precision floating-point numbers
each occupying 20 columns beginning at column I. Each of
the six(6) input cards contains the AP(1) and W(1) that
correspond to the dependency or bias under consideration.
CARDS (12 + MPTS + 2K + 11), ...., (12 + MPTS + 2K + I0 + NUMBER!/(NUMBER-I)!):
(a) The code IR(1) for the calculation of the first linear acceleration
dependency,
(b) the code IR(2) for the calculation of the second l'inearacceler-
ation dependency,
(c) the code IR(3) for the calculation of the third linear acceleration
dependency,
(d) the code IR(4) for the calculation of the pitch-angle bias,
(e) the code IR(5) for the calculation of the phase shift, and
(f) the code IR(6) for #he calculation of the flight-path-angle bias.
If IR(1) = O, the calculation for the "l"th variable is
excluded. If IR(1) = I, the calculation for the "l"th vari-
able is included. The calculation of at least one variable,
preferably two, must be included. Failure to specify at
least one variable will terminate the program prematurely.
Parameters IR(1) are right-adjusted integer numbers each
occupying one column beginning at column I. It is necessary
to provide [(NUMBER!)/(NUMBER-I)X] input cards containing
the IR(1) codes.
For a given run consisting of one or more data sets (maneuvers), cards I and
2 need to be specified only once. Cards 3 through (12 + MPTS + 2K + 10 +
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C RCH(1) 0) FOURIER SERIES CUTOFF H•RHONZC NOR •IESPERDe$ HL 130 C EL 190
C ST•TIC PRESSURE HK•SURHHEMTS 0¢RC8(1)<66 HL 131 C LSF(5) -) EH•Sr SHIFT I•BASETEE FOR •MOLE OF ATTNCZ BL 191
C BL 132 C LSP(5)-O : |0 SHIFT (COflHUT•TZOM flL 192
C BCH(2) -) _09BIEB SEBZI5 CUTOFF R•RflONXC _OE •LTITUDEeS HL 133 C 1SP(5)-I : SHIFT (FREQUEMCT flODULATIOH) BL 193
C ST•TIC PBESSRRE HE•SUEEHERT$ 0_¥CE(2_<66 aL 13q C 8L 19q
C HL 135 C ISP(6) -) IH•SE SHIFT EAR•HATER FOB $T•GM•TZOE TABlES•TUBE 8L 195
C gee(3) -> FOURIER SERIFS CUTOFF H•RHONIC FOR •ZESPEEDeS •NO flL 136 C ISP(6)-O : UO SEIFT (COHHUT•TZOR EL 196
C •ITZTUDEeS ST•ON•THEN PRESEUEE O<mCfl(3|<66 RL 137 C LSP(6) 81 = SHIFT (FE£QGEBCT BODULATIOB) flL 197
C HL 138 C BL 198
C RC_(R) -) EOUIIEB SERIES CUTOFF H&RHORIC FOR ST•GS•TION HL 139 C ISP|?) 0) PH•SI SHIFT INS•SATES FOR LORGI_'dDIN•L •CCELEERTIO| HL 199
C TIREIR•TDHE BI•SURNflHNTS OCRCE(_ <66 HL 1NO C LSP(?)-O : SOSEZFT (COflflUT•TZOM NL 200
C HL lql C LSP(?)-I : SHI_T (EREUUEN_E HOL_JL&TZON) BL 201
C RLH|I -) LEG TIER ZITR|V•L FOR ST•OR•TIER PRESSURE STSTEB5 flL lq2 C HL 202
C IN SECONDS eL 1N3 C LSP (9) 0) PH•SE SHIFT E•R•UETER FOR T_TZCAL •CCELER•TION SL 20J
C HL 14q C LSP(8)_O : NO SHIFT (COHSUT•TIO] BL 204
C SIR(2 o) LAG TIRE ZRTERT•L FOR •LTITUDEeS_•TZC PRESSRRE flL 1R5 C LSP(E)=! : SHIFT (FHEQUENCE EODULATZOB) flL 205
C SESTIHS IJ SECOBDS flL 146 C BL 206
C EL le7 C LSP(9) -> PHNSI SHIFT !•H•HETER FOR ELEV•TOR DHPLECTIOU EL 207
C XLH (3 0) LAG TIRE ZUTNBV•L FOE AZRSgEHDeS STATIC PRESSUHH HL Iq8 C ISF(9) _0 : SO SEIFT (COHHUT•TZUN HL 208
C SESTEffS IF SRCDRDS HL 1q9 C LSP(g) sl : SHIFT (FREQUSNCX NOUULITZOH) ffL 2Q9
C flL 1S0 C BL 210
C T•O(1 -) LIG TIBE COIST•IT FOR ST•GH•TIOI PRESSURE STSTEHS HL 151 C BL 211
C II SRCOICS BL 152 C flL 212
C HL 153 C I|PRT Be* CIH_ 8 BL 213
C T•H(2 -) I&G TISH CCRST•UT FOR •LTITUDEe$ ST•TIC PRHSSURH HL 154 C HL 214
C SVSTEHS IN S|CO|DS flL 155 C S -) UIHG IRE• TH'SQU•RD FEET HL 215
C HL 156 C BL 216
C TAD(3 -) L•G TIHE COaST•IT FOR EZRSPEEUe5 STNTIC PRESSURE BL 157 C GWT -) GROSS TNNECFE YEIGHT ZB POURDS FORCE BL 217
C SISTERS Zl SECOID5 aL 158 C HL 21E
C BL 159 C FOB1 -> EOEL COUSGflPTEOR R•TE IN POUNDS FORCE P_N SECOND DL 219
C BL 160 C ENGB TRSIOEE TO FIRST HAREUNEB BL 220 '
C RL 161 C EL 221
C EIPUT *0* CARD 6 BL 162 C FCH; -> FUEL CDISUHFTZON B•TE IN PGUBDS FORCE PER SECOND HL 222
C nL 163 C £UBI|G S•EEUNEBS BL 223
C ESETS -) •SSURED lUBBER OF D•T• POINTS TO BE _NDIC•TIVE OF flL 16q C BL 22q
C • REQUIRED FB•SE S8_FT flL 165 C RRCG *) IUGLE-GF-|TTICE INSTRHBHNT LOCETIOE FROB CENTER OF flL 225
C HL 166 C GRANITE (POSITIVE IF XACG AUE•D CO# NEGATIVE IF EL 226
C DRIFT -) PITCH INGLE DRIFT (R•DIiN/SEC) USED HI: HL 167 C IRCG HIEING CO) ZB FEET HL 227
C FITCH •NGLN(NIV)tPITCH INGLE(OLD)eDRIFT*(POIMT HL 168 C flL 228
C NUNRER)/(TOTAL JOHE£E OF POINTS) HL 169 C PCCG -) liens PITCH-BROIl INSTRUEEIT BIBS CORRECTION re BL 229
C aL 170 C RADIALS EL 230
C HL 171 C HL 231
C flL 172 C CALf1 -) CILISRITIOH FACTOR TO •OGLE OF •TT•CE HL 232
C IBPUT ere CIE9 7 6L 173 C EL 233
C EL 174 C CJLR2 -) OILIER•THOU TFRH TO •OGLE OF ITT• nr IJ RADZ•ES HL 23_
C LSP(1) -) PHISI SHIFT FiR&HATER FOR PITCH •ROLE BL 175 C EL 235
C LSP(1)-O : SO SHIFT (COBflUTATZONI HL 176 C HL 236
C IS! (1)-1 : SHIFT (EREQUERCI HGj_JrsTIO_) HL 177 C EL 237
C flL 178 C IIPRT ere C•RDS 9.10#11 CCIVIBSIGI F•CTOIS OR TE_B5 flL 238
C LAP|2) -) IHISE SHIFT _ABAHETEH FOR P_TCE R•TE HL 129 C EL 239
C LSP(T)-0 : RE SHIFT (COHH_TETXOE) flL 180 C CF(1) 0> THuD TO SECOBF.5 HL 240
r,o
c RE 2_1 C _ _ EL 301C OFf2) -> HEIGHT TO POUNDSFORCE BL 2N2 C DATE NEEUCTZONSECTZOE iO. 2 BL 302
c NL 2.3 C : : ,E 303C Cr(3} --> PITCS INGLE _C EADIANS RE _ ******************************* BL A
c nL 2_5 c aE 305
c ce(_) -) PITC_ NATI _0 NIDLANS PER SECOND RL 2_6 C RL 306
C _L 2_7 C " HE 307
C OF(5) -> AIRSPEED TO reNT PER SECOND EL 268 C TEE ECLEOHING_RCGR&RCEEADIEITIES AND OPTIONAL. THE USER BOST EL 308
C flL 2_g C SPRCIFI THE DESIEED CETXCNS. TEE USES SUOOLD_ONSULT TEE USERS aL 309
C OF(6) -) STATIC PNRSSDNEtO POUID_ ROR_E PER SQUAREFOOT RE 2_0 C IISTNOCTIORS (eIORle,SECTICI 2) ROE $ZLLEGAEe O_TIOJ COflBIliTIOlS, RE 310
C NL 251 C GEliD ViIUES Ol TEE AIRCRAFT CRARACTENISTICS ARD TIRE HISTORIES OF EL 311
C CA|?) --) ANGLEOn ATTACKTO AADIAIS flL 252 ¢ WEIGHT# PITCH ANGLE# PITCH NiTRe AINSPEEDe DEISITTB £NGIE-OF* RE 312
C NL 25J C ATTACK# STATIC TEMPENATUNEf IORGITDDINAE AGGREGATION, ALTITUDE# BL 313
C CFl8) "> TERP_RATUNE FACTGN FOR DEGREES _&RXINE RL 256 C VERTICAL ACCEIINA_IDNe NED RI_VATOE (OR STLBLLATOR) DETIECTIOI# HE 31_
0 T _ CilNJlTZRp * CA(S) EL 255 C THIS SECTION PIRPORBS THE FDLLO_IG: EL 315
C OF(¶) -) _EflEENATURETEAR FOE DEGREESAANK/RE NL 256 C EL 316
c T - CEIH) eqENP • CA(9) nL 257 c EL 317
C CP(IO} -) LCNGITUDINAL ACCELERATION TO F_T P_E RL 258 C I) PENFONRS TCURIEN INAL_SIS AND FILTERING OM ffEIGETTIRE RL 318C SQUAREDSECOND _ RL 259 c EISTONT EL 319
C EL 200 C EL 320
c CF(|I) -> VERTICAL ECCEIEEATION TO FEET PER 5QUANEDSECONDS EL 261 C 2) RENEGERS FCURIER ENALTSIS AND FILTEaING ON PITCH ANGLE TIER RE 321
C RL 262 C EISTORT EL 322
c CEll2) -) ELEVATORDEILEC_ION TO AADIENS RL 263 C NL 323
c EL 266 C 3) RENEGERS fOURIER ANALISIS AID EILTEEIEG 0¥ P_TC8 RATE TIRE RL 32_
c NL 265 C RISTORI EL 325
c nL 266 c EL 326
C I|PCT *** CIRD 12 RL 267 C ¥) INTEGRATES PITCB _ATE TO OBTAIN PITCH ANGLE, IF DESIRED EiE 327
c _L 268 c EL 328
c BETS -> ¥_RBIR OF POINTS 0¥ DPQCP ¥_. 11 CURVE <21 EL 269 C _) PRSFOERS EOOEIEB AEALTSIS AID FILTERING ON AIRSPEED TIRE EL 329
c RL 270 C BISTO_T EL 330
C BL 271 C RL 331
c EL 272 C 6) CELCOIITIS ACCRLEEATIONFEOE AIRSPEED EL 332
C EIP_T el* CARDS 13,..._(12*RPTS) RL 273 C EL 333
C RL 276 C 7) PERFOERS _OONIEE |NELTSIS AND FILTERING ON DE¥SZTI TIRE flL 3_6
C EPQCP -> REASONED POSITION ERROR COEEECIIO¥ RATIO EL 275 C EISTO_ EL 335
c EL 276 C EL 336
C RR -> REASDRED VILUES OF INDICATED AIRSPEED IN FRET PER RL 277 C E) PERFORES.FCORIEN |NALTSIS LED FILTEEENG ON ANGLE-OE°LTTACK HE 337
C SECOND flL 278 C TIR_ EISTOAT HL 338
C RL 279 C flL 339
C RL 280 C g) CILCgLATES AHGLE-OR-AIT&CN HATE FHOR THE EOURIEEoTFLTRE BE 360
C RL 281 C RCDIRICNIIC¥ CP EAGLE CF ITTACH OE TEOB DEFFERENTIATIOE OF EL 361
C INERT *** ICARDSI (121R_TStl)#oooe(|2•HETS•K} (_BOR DATE SET JFILE) RL 282 C S_LINED-IIPGT ANGLE O_ ATTACK EL 3N2
C BL 283 C EL 363
C EDE|TIFICATIO¥ CF NECESSAH! INPUT TIER BISTOEIE$ flL 286 C 1C) PENFO_ES EOONIEE AEAITSIS AND FILTEAING OF STATIC flL 3_
C EL 285 C TERPENATORE TIRE HISTCNT aL 3_5
c TIRE(I) -> TIRI RL 286 C RL 3N6
C C(I.2) -) PITCH ANGLE EL 287 C 11) CCWTEETS LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATION INTO ACCELERATION BE 3qT
C D(I,3) -) PITCH RATE EL 288 C CORELIID_E EI_E AINSP|ED EL 368
C D(I,;) -) iIBSPEI_ EL 289 C EL 369
C D(I,5) -) STATIC PRESSURE BL 290 C 12) PERPOBBS EOURIEB IBALTSIS END ELLTEALNG OF LONGITUDIELL EL 350
C DII.6) -) IPGIE ORATTACK EL 291 C ACCELERATION IIRE EIS_CET EL 351
C D(I_?) -> STAGNATION TEB_ERATURE RL 292 C EL 352
C D(I,8) -> LOIGITUDINAL ACCZLEkITZO¥ RL 293 C 13) PEREOERS EOURIZB IRELTSIS END FILTERING OF ALTITUDE TIRE EL 353
C CiI,10) -) VERTICAL ACCELENA_IOb EL 29_ C HISTORY EL 356
C D(I,11) -) ELEVATO¥DEFLECTION flL 295 C flL 355
c EL 2}6 c IN) CALCULATESDENSITT PACE ILTITUDE RL JS_
c EL 297 c EL 357
c RL 298 C I_) CALCULATRS ALTITUDE RITE OF CRINGE AND ACCELERATION FROR EL' 358
C BL 299 C DIFFEEENAILTICNS CR TEE FOURIER-TILTER EODIFLCATION OF RL 359
C ***4***************4************** EL 300 C ELTITDDR OR SPLINED-E_EUT ALTITUDE RL 360
C BL 361 C IFS(8) sO -> YES HL q21
C lil ¢|ICUI|TIS CONFITZBLI AmGLB-OF-ATT&CE VALgES FDOH OTHER HL 362 C ITS (8)-! -> mO EL 422
C TIME DIET,NIlE HL 363 C HL _23
C eL 364 C EMIl9) -) lOONIER 6NRLTSIS OH ALTLTOD£ TARE BISTONV 8L 426
C 17) CRLCUIAY|S CORPNTIBLE 6LTLTUDE AID ALTITUDE BATH FROM BL 365 C IPS(9)-U -> YES HL 425
C I|TZO|RL OF DEEITATIV| OF FLIGHT-PATE ANGLE EL 366 C IF5(9)-I -) NO BL 626
C eL "367 C EL 427
C 18) FZHTORHS YODELER &RALISZS ABE FZLTENZYG 08 VERTICAL EL 368 C IfH|lOJ-> BOOKIE| ABALVSIS ON VERTICAL ACCEL/ViATION HZSTORr HL 428
C ACCtLIBAYICN FlOE HISTORY EL 369 C IFH(lO)-O -> IES EL _29
C eL 370 C IES(1U)-I -> NO flL 430
C 19) PERFORMS TOONIEI AIALYHIS RED FILTHNING ON ELEV,TOR (OR EL 371 C EL 431
C SYAEILiYON) DEFLECTIO| TIBE BISTONE EL 372 C IFS(11)-> ECUBIE8 RNRLESIS ON (ELEVATOE/STABILATON) HISTOR! HL 632
C BL 373 c IFS(11)-O -> YES BL 633
C 20) FEBTORflS MINIMIZATION BETH OR KITHOUT • PRIORI VNLHES FOR EL 376 C IFS(11)=l -> NO EL 436
C DIT6 COBPlTIBILITI HL 375 C BL 435
C HL 376 C HL 436
C 21) PLOTS TlBI HISTORIES BL 377 C BL 437
C BL 378 C XgFDT eee CIHD (12*EFTSvK*V) EL 638
C 2_| E|ITES RESULTS IN ENGLISH OB HI OgIrS BL 379 C HL 639
C BL 380 C IFRC(1)-> EETHCD OF RCCELENATIOH DETEEHZNATZOM HL 640
C. 23) FURCBIS CiRDH FOB USE IN PBOGBAH *FDRVe EL 381 C IPRC (1)10 -> DERIVATIVE OF AIRSPEED TZBH HISTORY EL 661
C EL 382 C IFRC(1)-I-> CONIENTND LOEGZTUDZiAL ACCELERATION EL 442
C BL 383 C HL 443
C EL 384 C IFBC(2)-> EICRIH OF COEFOTATIO¥ ON LONGITUdinAL ACCELERNTIOK EL 644
C TE! ICLLOEING COEBENT CERES DESCRIBE TEE N_ESSARI INPUT TOE BL 385 C IFRC (2)-0 -> LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATION CONVERTED TO EL 665
C DATA NE£UCTIO| SFCTION NO.2. FOR • BONE _DECISE OE$CBIPTZONj EL 386 C RATA-OF-CflANG_ OF _ESFE_D BE TREKS- BL 666
C C©NSNLT THE USERS IISYROCTIOIH. EL 387 C FORHATIOB ADO SBOOVdED BE PILTEEENO EL 667
C EL 388 C ZPEC(2)ul -) LONGITUDIBEL ACC_LF_ATZON CONVERTED TO EL 668
C EL 389 C RATE-OF-CHANGE OF AIJlSPEED Br TEEMS- HL 469
C ENFOT *He CNBD (12eBFTSele1) EL 390 C EOBMATEON BL 650
C HL 391 C IPNC(2)>I -> ORIGINAL LONGITODIMAL ACCELERATION EL 651
C ITS(l) -) JODBIEN ABILYSI5 ON UEEGHT TIME HISTOBV HL 392 C EL 652
C IFS(1) 80 -> YES EL 393 C IPBC(3)-> NETBCD OF ANGLE-OF-ATTACK E•TE CDRPUTATIOE EL 653
C' IFS(1) nl -> NO EL 396 C IPRC(3)sG -) DERIVATIVE OF ANOLE-_-ATTACK flESTORV EL qS6
C BL 395 C IPNC(3)-I -> DERIVATIVE or SPLZNED EYGLN OF ETTECK BL 455
C ZFU(2) 0> IOUBXBB BNALYHDS OI PITCH AISLE TIflH HISTORY EL 396 C EL 656
C lIs(2)-O -> IES EL 3_7 C IPEC(6)-> CVEEELL DOUBLER ANALVSXS CODE EL 657
C IFS(2)sl -> EO EL 398 C IFBC(_)-O -> BEQUHST FOURIER •NALTSIS HL 658
C EL 399 C ZFEC(q)_I -> DECLINE FOURIER ABALISIS EL 659
C ITS(3) -> DOUBLER EIALVSZH OR PITCH RATE TIRE flXSTORV BL 600 C HL 460
C IES(3)-O -> YES EL 601 C IFEC(5)-> CVEBALE BLOTTING CODE HL 661
C ITS(3)-1 -) NO HL 602 C IFRC(5)-G -> BEODEST PLOTS BL 662
C BL 603 C IFNC(5)=I -> _ECLL_E PLOTS HL 663
C ITS(B] -> EOUNIEN ENALISIS ON AIRSPEED TZflE HISTORY EL 404 C BL 666
C IFS(6)-O -> EE_ EL 405 C IPBC(6)-> _OmCH COLE BL 665
C ITS(q)=1 -> gO BL 606 C I_NC(6)-O -> BEQUEST PO|CHED CARDS EL 666
C EL 607 C XFNC(6)-I *> DECLINE FUMCUEO CEROS EL 667
C IFS(S) *> EOD8IER ENILISXS OE OBPSITE TXHD MZSTORV BL 608 C HL 668
C ZPS(5)-O -> YES HL 609 C IPRC(?)-> EETHCD OF FITCH ENSLH DETE_HIE&TXON EL q6g
C IFS(5)-t -> NO EL 410 C ZPDC(7)-O -> CNIGZNEL FZTCU-aN_LE TXB_ HISTORY EL 670
C BL 411 c IFRC(7)-I o> IITEGHA_ION Og FIZCfl-EETE TIER HISTODV HL 671
C XFS |6) -) YOURIEB AKRLYSIS ON •¥GLI OF &TTEEX Tlflg HZ$TORY EL 412 C HL 672
C ITH(6)=O -> YES EL 413 C IFBC(8)-> COEFATIBILITY CHECE BL 473
C IFS(6)_I -> NO HL 416 C ZPRC(8)tO -> BIPESS COflPATIBILZTV CHECK EL q76
C EL 415 C XPEC(8)=I -> COEPUTE COMPATIBLE AN_LE OF ATTECK HL 675
C IFS(7) -> FCUNIE8 JNELY$1S OB STATIC 2EHPERETUEE TIME HISTORY EL 416 C IPRC(8)=2 -> COMPUTE COBPATLBLE ALTITUDE EL 676
C XFS(7)-O -> YES EL 417 C HL 677
C IFS(7) 81 -> lO EL 618 C IFEC(9)-> CELCDLETXOK CF IWEBTIAL-COHPETIBLE ELTITUDX HL 678
C EL 619 C IGEC(9)-O -> DIFESS ANALISIS EL 679
C 1F5(8) -> IOONIEB ANALYSIS OH *ECCELEAATION* TIME HISTONT EL 620 C IPNC(9)-I -> PEEFOBN ERELESLS EL 680
t_
j_
C RL q81 C ZP(12)-O -) REQUESTED 8L 5_1
" C IAX -) L_CATIOR O? JCCELLROERTER r•o• cG LI FEET EL _82 C ZP(12)-I -) |OT REQUESTED EL 5_2
C (POSITIVE ZF IHEADo REGATL¥• IF D EHLRD) EL _83 C EL 5q3 .
C BL qRq C IP(13) -) PLOT CODE POX VERTICAL ACCELE•&TIOR TIRE RISTORp •L 5Re
C 'EAC1 *) PRACTICE OF EIEDRATIC-CORPATIBL• ILTITDDE IgOR THAT RL 465 C IP(13) sO -> JPQUESTED EL 545
C rAClePAC2-I.G eL e86 C 1P(13)_! -) lOT 6EQUELTED EL 5q6
C PAC2 -) PRACIICB OF IIR•TIALoCOflPATIBLE ALT£rUDE $OCH THAT EL _87 C RL 5_7
C IRClePAC2-1oO RL _88 C EP(14) 0> PLOT CODE FOB (|LETATOR/RT&ELLATOR| TREE •LRTO•T EL Re•
C RL 489 ¢ lP(lq)-O -) |EQUERT•D •L 549
C ESPS -) DATA SAOPLIRG •ATE (TEE RECOYDJ EL ,490 C ZP(le)=l -> lOT •EQREST•O •L 550
C RL U91 C •L 551
C SL _92 C RL 552
C EL _93 C DL 553
C Z|PDT ere CItE (12eBPTSeKeR) RL _9_ ¢ Z|PUT ere CARD (12*RPTSeKe_) •L 55q
C RL q95 C RL 555
C ZP(1) -) PLOT CODE FOE VEIGUT TLRL UI$TOR_ RL 496 C RC (1) 0> PZLTPR CUTOFF flI•RORLC FOB REXGUT RL 556
C IP(1)-O -> |EQUU$TRD RL 497 c O < nO(l) < 66 RL 557
C IP(1)-I -> ROT RLOUISTE_ •L 498 C RL 558
C RL 499 C IC(2} -) FILTER CUTOPP El•BORIC fOB PITCH UGLE EL 559
C IP(2) -) PLOT CODE FOg PITCU AJGLR TIR_ tLt_TORY RL 500 C 0 < NO(2) < 66 BL 560
C IP(2)-C -> REOUZSTRD RL 501 C RL 561
C IT(2)-1 -> lOT REOUESTED RL 502 C IC(3) -> TILTER CDTOPF •I•RORIC fOB PLTC• _T• RL 562
C RL 503 C 0 • RC(3) • 66 RL 563
C IT(3) -> PLOT CCDP lOI PITCH RATE TIRE fl_STO•V RL 50q C RL 56q
C IP(3)-O -> I_QULSTED EL 505 C RC(q) -> PELTER CDTOP_ R•RROUZC FOB &Z•RPEED BL 565
C IP(3)-I -> lOT IEOUESTED RL 506 C 0 < lC(4) • 66 RL 566
C EL 507 C EL 567
C EP(!) -> PLOT CODE FOB AI•SPRRD TIRE flLSTO•T EL 508 C |C{51 -) PILT_R CUTOTP E••EOllC FOB DERRITE RL 56•
C IP(U}-O 0> IIQUEST•D RL 509 C 0 • Re(5) < 66 EL 569
C IP(q):l -> lOT •ZQU•STRD RL 510 C BL 570
C BL 511 C IC16) -> PILT£• CDTOF7 EL•BORIC POE BUGLE GF •TTACK EL 571
C ]P(5) -) PLOT CODE FOB DEISITI TIRE RISTO•T RL 512 C 0 • It(6) • 66 EL 572
C IP(5)_O -> IPQUERTRD EL 513 c •L 573
C IP(5)-I -> gOT •IQUESTED RL 514 C gO(T) -> FILTER CDTOPP El•BORIC PUB STATIC TEflPE•iTDRE RL 57_
C nL 515 C 0 < tel7) < 66 8L 575
C IT(6) -> PLOT CODE TOY AIGLE OF AfT•OK TIRE RESTORE RL 516 C 8L 576
C IP(6)_O -> REOUISTED RL 517 C gO(8) -) PILTR• CDTOFP fiB•BORIC POE ACCELERATZO• RL 577
C IP(6)_l -> lOT REQUESTED RL 518 C 0 • Re(8) • 66 RL 578
C BL 519 C RL 57g
c "IP(7) -> PLOT CODE FOB STATIC TZ•PERA_U•E TIRE RLSTORT BL 520 C gO(9) -> FILTER CDTOEP EL•RUNIC POE ALTITUDE RL 580
C IP(T)zO -) REQUESTED EL 521 C 0 • lC|9) • 66 RL 581
C IF (T)-I -> lOT 6gQ_JESTED EL 522 C eL 582
C BL 523 C RC(lO) -> TILTER CUTOP! RAREORXC FOB PE•TICAL •CCIL£1ATIO• RL 58&
C IT(E) 0> PLOT CODE FOB ACCELERATION TZ•E EIRTO•T RL 52q C 0 < RC(lO) • 66 ) EL 584
C IP(8)-O -> REQUESTED RL 525 C EL 585
C IP(8)=I -> lOT •EQUESZID RL 526 C 1C(11) -) PILTR• CUTOFP E••RORIC PO• EL•IATOR/ST&•ILATO• RL 586
C RL 527 C £EFL_CTIO• (0 • JC(11) < 66) •L 587
C IT(5) -) PLOT CODE FOB LRGLE-OFoATTLCK •LT E TIRE DZSTO•T EL 528 C •L 588
C IP(9)=O -> _£OULSTED eL 529 C BL 589
C IP(9)_I -> ROT •EQUESTED RL 530 C IIPUT ere CARDS (12tSPTS_KeS) e 0.. e|120flPTSeK+lO) BL 590
C EL 531 C BL 591
C IP(lO) -) PLOT CODI FOB ALTLTOD• TIRE flLSTOEE RL 532 C AP(1) e R(1) -> A PRZO•I VALUE AID ITS V•IG•T FOB THE FIRST EL 592
C IP(I_)-0 -> 6_QUISTED EL 533 C llJRlI ACCELERLTLOI DE_EJ DERC_ EL 593
C IP(IO)tl -) lOT •EOUESTKD BL 53q C RL 59_
C RL 535 C 6P12)# •12) -> • PRIORI VALUE AID ITS •EIGHT fOB THE SECOID EL 595
C UP{A1) -> PLOT CODE PC| ALTITUDE RATE TIER UXR_O•T EL 536 C LIIEAR 6CCELER&TIOE DEPERDEJ_R HL 596
C IP(11)-O -> •£QUESTED EL 537 C BL 597
C IP(11):1 -> 10T •EOUERTED BL 538 C AP(3)_ i(3) -> • PiIORI VALUE AID ITS •ZICUT FOR THE THIRD RL 598
C RL 539 C LI_RAB ACCELERATION _EPERDERCI RL 599
C IP(12) -> PLOT CODE FOR &LTLTUD• ACCELERATIOR TIRE flISTOR_ BL 5_0 C EL 600
C IP |q)• B(q) *> I PIZCKT V&LUS IED ZTS HEZGHT _l THZ FETCH BL 601 C*** I|ITZILZZP pIRIEPTEBS " BL 661
C IHGLE EllS EL 602 G-32.21C EL 662
C BL 603 GIHDq=I._DO 8L 663
C IP(_)• l(S) *> I PBZ01Z VELOE AID ZTS ¥EZGET FOE THZ PHESI EL 60_ 1=1716.161210 BL 66e
C SHIFT EL 605 BmC-O.OC2]?eCO EL 665
C eL 606 TS1-518.7200 mL 666
C &F(6) o E|6) -) E PBZ01Z PiLOi lED ZTS IRZGaT FOR THE rLZGHT EL 6_7 FSL=lq*TDO *11_-090 EL 667
C PITH llGLE BEDS HL 608 pZ-3.1e159215358979310 BL 668
C EL 609 J|LOTsO HL 669
C EL 610 KJ-1 EL 670
C EL 611 C KL 671
C ZIBOT 000 CJEDS (12*8FTSeH*11|• ...•(12*HI_S*He10*BUXnIiI/(IOEB[H'l) I) HL 612 C EL 672
C BL 613 IP|£ (EBB|D,1) ISETSwBITHIC EL 673
C EEl CJE_: EL 61_ 1F01117 |215) EL 67e
C KL 615 C DL 675
C I1(1) -) CODE FOE TEE C&i_OLATIOE OF tHE PUSr LZIEiE EL 616 IF |ISE_S.LI.O.CI.IS_ES.GT. IO) GO TO 121 EL 676
C lCCEL1112ZOK ©SBEEDEIC7 EL 617 C EL 677
C I|(1)-0 -) EZCLUDE EL 618 C EL 678
C It(1)-1 -> IICLUDE HL 619 EZI£ (311qD•2) (ICO©E(I) wZ-I,ISlrS) 3L 679
C EL 620 2 rCBBJT (1015) 8L 680
C 11(2) *> CODE FOR TEE C&LCOLATIOE OF THE S F_OND L1111R BL 621 C EL 681
C ICCELElITIGB DR_|EDEHC7 EL 622 ICO_I(1SETSt¶)80 EL 682
C I|(2)-0 -> 11CLEDH EL 623 C EL 683
C 11(2)_1 -> ZKCLUDE EL 62q C HL 68_
C HL 625 3 BEAD (J|riD,q) IUDBEI#ELSP•JEZLle(ZVL(Z) oZ'I,H) EL 685
C Z1(3) *) CODE POE THE CII_OLITIOI GF 7HE TKIBD LIlElt HL 626 e PCIEI_ 415oF1000,1015) EL 686
C ICCIIEt&TZ01 £IPiIOHKCZ 8L 627 C EL 687
C lE(3)-O -> IS(LODE KL 628 C EL 688
C 11(3)-1 -> IICLODH HL 629 S DPAD (3PZLEeS) (TlTLE(IJwZelwEO) EL 689
C BL 630 6 FCinIT |281_) BL 690
C St(B) -) CODE FOE TEE CILCELITZOB OF TEE PZTC_ INGLE nile EL 631 C nL 691
C II(e)-O -> EICLODr EL 632 C*** CHECK FCR 111C97101 TEBEXKITZOE EL 692
C Zl(q)-l -> IS(LODE HL 633 IP (TITLE(1).EO.ZEKD) GO TO 12] EL 693
C EL 63q Cee* ZHZ_IALZZE PHi01 CODES EL 69_
C 12(5) -) ((DE POE TEE CILCDLATZO| Or THE pHASE 581FT HL 635 ZEll'D EL 695
C lt(S)'O -> EECLODE BL 636 ZHC'O EL 696
C I1(5)'1 -> I_LUDK EL" 637 C EL 6_7
C HL 638 C HL 69_
C 12(6) -) CODH to| TEE CiLCDL&_IOI or T_E FLIGHT PATE IIGLE HL 639 HElD (JEElO,7) ECE(1),HCB(2)•MCD(3)•UCD(e|wILD |I)eXLfl(2)wXLH(3),TS KL 6_
C Ells BL 6_0 IO(I)•TAD(2),TAO(3) eL 7_5
C IR(6)'O -) El(LODE EL 6el ? FOEEIT |elSeSrlO.O) EL 7G1
C 11(6)-1 -> 11CLgDI RL 6q2 C EL 7_
C EL 6q3 C EL 703
C EL 6_ JElD (J1819_8) ISPTSjDIIFT EL 701
C BL 6e5 8 FOEHAT (15w715.C) EL 705
ZBPIIC_T |EJLeE(loH+O*E) BL 6_6 C HL 706
il_Ellll PfllD_J EL 6q7 Cee* FOBC! HEFTS TO BE POSZTZVE EL ?07
DZ_II$ZOI BHIH(lO)_DPQCF(EO)_VE(20)_lA(q_EGJ_ZCODE(11J_EH(_50_1),C EL 6e8 IS_IStZIDS(ESPTS) EL 708
1E(qSO_q)•ISE(9)_|CH(q),XLB(3)_TA8(])jCF(12)_F& (qH_)jSYPC(18)oEVFC( EL 6q9 C EL 709
1lOB•ElL(9) EL 650 C EL 710
COSEC| YITLP(20)_D(eSO_11)_TZHK(qSO)•l(100),B(lOO|,Fl(eSEJ_FE(_50) HL 651 I|ID (31_1D_) |LSF(Z)_Z-I#5) HL 711
1,F3|qSO)_ASPD|_SE),F(_SO)wFD(458J#BS(qSO)ePSD(_ ,TT,REO,PZ,G_JP_ BL 652 9 rOIBIT (HlS) EL 712
IQ7_BpTIIC,JEpED,JEBZT_IPDECH_ZEIB EL 653 C BL 713
CCDSOl /TtEp1/ST(tHOjq)_FII(6)s_SLjTSL,ZFIR EL 65q C EL 71_
DITI ZIED/IBPID / HL 6SS lliD (JlllHe10) S_GaTeFCIlerCB2•ZACGe_CCGeClLF1, CI_F2 8L 715
C EL 656 10 FGEB|T (8P1G*O) EL 716
C*** SPPCZP7 CAIIIIG! COrtlOL FOB ZHS_ILLITZOE HL 657 C EL 717
J1111-1 EL 658 C EL 718
JglITE-3 BL 659 tel© (JlllD,11) Cr(1)_Cr(2J•CF(3)eCF(q),CF(S),C_)#CF(7),CF(8)_CF BL 71_





11 roIei2 (qDEO.O/qO20.O/HD20.O) BL ?21 IF (lltE.l_.O) GO TO 117 8L 7E1
C HL ?22 C*** CCBEOT[ TOTIL TIHE IIC TIRE _OIITS II COIRECT UIZ_S EL 782
C HL 72J Ir (Cr(1).ZO.O.ODO) GC TO 29 BL 7E3
IEl£ (JEEJD#12) BET5 SL 724 TT-(TXflE(H)-T_EI(1))eCF(1) EL 70q
12 FOtEIT (HE) BL ?25 YP21-TI_E(1) BL 785
C nL ?26 Ce 2O 30 aL 786
C EL ?27 29 TTtTXHE(KI-TXHE(1) EL 787
HEIC (JEEID,13) (VE|IJpDP_C_(XJeIaljHPT$) EL 728 2PT1-EIBE(1) BL 788
13 TO|HiT 12F20.0) HL ?_9 ]0 DO 32 Itll[ EL ?89
C HL 730 EF ICF(tI.E_.O.OEO) GO TO 31 BL 790
H-1 HL 731 TEHE(X)-(TZH_(X)-TPT1)*CF(1) HL 791
C _L 732 GC 10 32 HL 792
c EL 733 31TXHE|X)-TIEE(X)oTpT1 EL 793
I_ REiD (3tZLE,15) TEEE(K) eE(K,XVL|I)),D(K,[ZL|2))#D|H,ZYL(3))eD(EeXy _L ?3q 32 CCKEXHO! EL 79H
1L(q))_D(X*ZVL(S))eD|K#XYL(6))#D(EeZYL(7)Jw_|K, XVL(8) JwD(K,£VL(9)) HL ?35 CeDe HBX;E TXTL_e HESG EBEIj BEE|DEICE DEBSITE. G. AID TOTIL TEST TZSE RL 795
15 TO|El2 (5D1_.B/_D15.81 HL 736 VEXED (JHBZEE, 33) (TXTLE(X) ol-I,_O) BL 796
Ceee CHECF TCE DATA SET EHD CF FILE HL 237 33 FOPHAT (1H1,i///,23X,8q(etOl,i, EJX,O**e82X#eoJo/,EJZe*oeo201_e2Xo* BL 797
Zf |l. Gl.qSO) GO TO 21 HL 738 l**f/e2]Zweeoe82Ze. V%/w23X.eQ(.e*)) EL ?98
EF (D|K,S).EO.O.ODO} GO TG 20 BL 739 C*** HDI1_ HIND2 _AEIEETEBS BL ?99
If 4_.GE.2) GO 20 16 H_ ?qO HHXIE (JIBZTE_3_) ISETS 8L 800
GO TO 17 B_ 7_I 3_ FCKHJT (1X_///_29Z_?I(e-e)_/_29Z,eI_69X,eI*_/,29X, eI**]EX,EHHSETS EL e01
C*** CHECK FCE E_UA_ OH DECE[iSZIG THEE DL 7_2 lz#X3,21Z,J|o,/,29X#OIe#eX,EEHSECTZOH 1XHPUT P_RI_ETERS,33X,SHZCOD 8L 002
16 XF (TXHE(X) oLE.TXflE|H-1)) GG TO 18 EL ?q3 1E_llX_eJe) EL 803
17 gzg*l flL ?eq ViZSE [Ji_ZTE#35) (XCCDE(X),X=I,ESETS) BL 80e
GO TO lq EL ?qS 35 FCSEqT (EQz,eme,s6XeZls12zeoj o) BL 805
18 H|ITE (JDEITE,19) K EL ?q6 HDITE (3gR_TE,36) BL 806
19 FOEHIT (1E1_///,llZ,SeHeee E_UAL OR DE_EEISZJG TZJSE _HCODHTESED ON EL 7_7 36 FOSHIT |29X#oJe_69X,el_ ) DL 807
1D|Ei CIDD(,I3_H2B). PEOCEtOIHG iZTH HZX_ DA_A SET, IF ANT.) EL ?q8 gHzEE (3HEZEE,37) EETMXCeELH(1)eFCE1,CF(lJ,|CB(I|,XLB(2),FCRE,CF(2 BL 808
ZEDD_I BL ?q9 I) ,NCE (2) _ELE [3) _I|CG,CE (3) e |CE (3) eTAU(1) ,P_CG_ CE (q) , ECH (q) ,TAO (2) _ EL 809
2_ KzK*I EL 750 1CMLP1,CF(S) eS,TI_(3),CALPEeCF(6J_HPTS_GHT, ESpTS,€_(?),LSP(1)#LSP(2 6L 810
XF (ZEEE.|S.O) GO TO 22 B_ 751 1)#LS_(3)_SF|q),CF(8)_LSP(5)_LS_fb)_LS_(?)_LSP(8)_CF(9)_LSP(_)_ELA BL 811
GO 70 2H BL ?52 l_#DEXFT_CF(lO) jCF(11)#CI(|2) BL 812
CeDe SleET! CHECK FOE iHDl_ OYERPJOH HL 753 37 FODHAT (29Z,eI_3X,*BETDZC- %X3#EX,*XLE(1)- *,FT.;,2X,*FCE1- *_F9 EL 813
21XF (D(E,S).EG.O.ODO) GO TO 20 BL ?Sq 1.6_EX,'CF(1)- e,O10.3,EZ,JJt#/,29E#Jle#JX,OlCE(1), tjZ3,EI, tXLR(2) EL 81_
K-K-I EL 755 1- *_F?*q_2X#*FCBE- e,_9.6_2_eCE(2)_ *,DIOoJ_EX_eIe,/,EgX_JIe_]X_* BL 815
22 JX-lO00 EL ?56 I|CH(2)- e,Z3,2X,eELH(3), *_?._2X,*XACG- _,FH.b,2X_eCF(3)- *_OlO. BL 816
CeDe TEES HElD SEETEHE_T EEI©S CEDES EEB&ZHXHG AFTER eLizIa_S CIRD EL 757 13,EE_|%/,29Z,_Ie,3X,*ECE(3) " *,Z3,2Z, eTAU(I)" %FT._,EX_*PCCG- * EL 817
CeDe C_DK2 ZKTC DUBHI V&|X|E£_S B_ ?58 I*_S*E_2E_eC_(H) " °_ElO*3#2Xeele,/e29X,eJ%JX*JJCB(q)" *_X3_2X,eTAU EL 818
DO 23 J_=I,JK 8L 759 1(2)_ ',27.q,EX_eCALP1 - e,FE.q,21#'CF(_ - e#OlO.3,2Z,ele,/.29E,ei* , BL 819
HEAD (JFZLE,1S) D1,E2_D3_DH,DS_D6,DT,DB,DH, DI_ flL 760 13E,*S- ',FH*q_2Z,*TEO(3)= e_F?.q,EZ**CELFE- J,FB._,2X_eCF(8). *,El EL 820
EY (ES.EO.O.CDC) GO TO 24 HL 761 10*3,2E**I_,/,29E,eIe,3Z,_E_ES- *,Z3.4X,*GHT- _,TIO.5,2X,eESPTS- *, EL 821
23 COIEIIUE BL ?62 1Z3_?Z_eC?(?) = *_D10-3_EX_*I_#/_29X,tJe_3Z,°L-SP(1) - *rZlf2Z_eLSP(2) EL 822
C*ee CE_CH OJ TOT|L HDHDES Of P03|29 EL 753 1- egZl,EZjeLSP(3}" o_ZI_2X,*ZS_(_)= o,ZI_SX**CE|_ a *,DlO.3_2X,*|* BL 823
;_ Z_ (K*LT*13) GO TO 25 HL ?6q 1,/p29Z, Ole#3Xje_SP(S)- *#Z1,EX_eLSp(E) 8 *_Z1,EXj*L3P(7)= o_Z1,2Zee EL 82_
Xf |XEBB.|E.O) GO TE _17 EL ?65 1L59(8}= e,E1,SX,eCF(S)= *_D10.3, EX,e|e_/,29X#o|ee3EoLSp(9) u emile D_ 825
GO 20 27 EL 766 12E_ *ELA_ e*FE-6#3Z* e_DIFT_ *#FH*2*EX**CF(lOJne_D10*3#EX_eIe,/_39X EL 826
25 HEXED (_HEZTE,26} BL 767 lj*leeSOZ_eC_(ll)'*_g10*3_2EjeJ*#/,29X*ele*50X**_¥(|2)'e,D10.3_2Z_ e 8L 827
26 FCDHIT (IX,///,10Z_79R|DEBEE OF EAT1 POZH_ 15 LE_$ THIH 13 . PEO BL 768 11**/*EgX_eI_*69Z,e|e_/_29X#eJe_20X_OVE*#gX*eDP_:P°,3JX,*I°_/_29X_ e BL 828
1CEEDXDG VZEO IEIT D|TJ 5[T, IF &UE.) BL 769 11e#69Z**1J| BL 829
ZED_*I B_ 770 HDZTE (_iDITZ#]8) (YE(X),De¢CP(Z)#X-leHpT$) HL 830
CeDe CHECK FOE I lEE DATi SET B_ 771 38 FOEEA2 |291,eJ*_17I_rE.q_3I_F9.6_31X,ele) BL 831
GC 20 117 HL 772 EEISE (_HHITE_3g) BL 832
CeDe CHECK FOR _ICDISZSTIICXES ll EOUMXEE S£RX_S SPE_XEZCATZOHS RL 773 39 FCB_i2 (291**J*,69(o_*),eJ e) EL 833
27 IF (|SCB(1).LE.O.OB.HCD|2).IE.O).OD.(_CE(3).L£.O.OM.HCH(_).LE.O))Z EL 77q If IHETSZC.EE.O) GO TO ql EL 83_
11C11 EL 775 HDZ2E (_HSZTE_qO) SeDHO.GeTT EL 835
IF (IHC.EE.O) EEITE (JHBZTEe28) HL 776 eO FOiBlE (1X,//,38I*51(°ee),/_38I,*eo,;9I,oeo,/,38X#ee*_13fl EIIG qSE BL 836
28 FOBS1? (1Bl_///elZ_elCD(1), ICE(2)# HCE|3)_ AHD/OE MCH(q) HIVE(HAS EL 777 IA * _FI_._,6E YTee2_20I_eee_/,38X#ee**21R R_FERE_E DEHS[T_ _ .FIO BL 837
1) HEEl _PZCXEZEE Z_COB/ECTL2 A_ DEZNG LEE3 TEAM OE E_DAL TO ZERO. e E_ ??E 1.8j11H SLD_/FTet3,?I, eeJ./_EBZ_oee,31U ACCLL_EATIOi DUE TO GRAqZT2 EL 838
1) EL ?79 1 - _l?.q#13H I2/SECe_2_IX_eee_/,JEXeOeeelEE TO?EL TEST TIDE =,FIO 8L 839
Zr IZHC.IEoC)XZBE-1 EL 780 1.q,eH SECDNDS,12Z_eee,/,38XjO*seqEXeo*e,/_38X,5! |000)) EL 8_0
GO tO E3 nL 8_1 Zf (ISPtS.EE.O) CaLL SEXFT(EwLSrwRSI_S) EL 901
el SXEeSe(O.iOqeDO)*o2 ML 8q2 Coot LEE|G1[ PITCH ilGIE BIaS RL 902
JaOla=lHOeS|So]EDO AL 8_3 PAE=£AESXR(C(EeE)/G)-C(Ew2) EL 903
GXE=GtO.3088DO nL 8q8 COte ADD FITCH IlGLl BIaS tO PITCH A|GLX RL 90_
BELIE (JUEZTEwa2) SIE#EEGX_wGXSjrt EL 8q5 DC 59 Ztlwi EL 905
e2 FCJRIT |lZ,//w38Z*51(ete)#/*iEX*eteeeEXreo%/,38I, ee**liH WING IRE HL 846 5E D(X,2)zC(I,2)tPAB RL 906
11 = ,F11*SwSE 8102w20Zeetew/#J8Xeee%21H HE¥£BEiCL _LMSXTt u wE12. EL 8q7 CO¢O XEtEGBatE PITCH EATT HL 907
18,8D NG/Nteiw8I,etew/w]EX,eO%31H XCCELBRA_£O_ UU_ TO GEaVITT _ eT EL "8q8 pEXxO.O_O EL 908
18"qeER fl/SECetEe1Xeste#/#38Iweee#lEff TUTKL TE_T TXEE _ ,TIO.qwEM $ _L 849 EEl-E-1 EL gOg
IECOJOS*12I#eOee/e381#ee%egI*eeew/eJ8Xwst(et*)) EL 650 DO E¢ I'leER1 EL 910
COot COEEOTE aIRCRaFT VEXGDT TZEE UXSTOHt HL 851 60 PEItPBZtO.5_Oo|_ZEC(IO$)oTIEI(I)jO(D(XtlwijOD(Xei|) EL 911
43 IT (ECODE(EJ).EO.C)XGYT=I EL b52 COte COEEUTE PXTCB RaTE EZAS EL 912
IF |ICO©E(EJ).Uf.C)IGUT=G aL 853 PRE--(PDZeD(1,2I-D{K#2))/TT EL 913
IT IEJ.GT.I.EIDoXGYT.EQ.I) GC TO e7 EL 854 COte ADD _XT¢U RiTE _IaS TO _ITCE RaTE EL 914
IT (IJ. IOo1)gfliE(DJ)zGUT-FCElOZLAp EL 855 _O E1X=leE EL 515
IT (EJ.GT.I.AIC.XGUT.TQ.O) GC _0 _4 EL 856 610(Xe3)=C(X,3)epEE RL 916
GC tO _S EL 857 Coot INITIALIZE PaRAEETEES FOE PEAST SHIFT DRTBREZEaTZON EL 917
e4 EEIE(EJ)'ESID(EJ'I)-FCRltBLM_ EL 858 ESptS_O EL 9_8
eS DO q6 X-1,E eL 859 L=I RL 919
_6 DIXf1)=|EXE|KJ)-FCE2OTZEE(Z) RL 860 62 D_C=E-E_PTE EL 920
gBlO|KJ)-C|_,l) _L 861 StS-O.CCO EL 921
GC t_ 48 EL 862 COte STiDt SDEEaTXOE PROCESS RL 922
q7 EEID(SJJ=EEIB(EJ-1) EL 863 DC E4 X-l,g_c EL 923
GO tO qS EL 86q Cote IIIEGRaTE PITCC BATE EL 92_
COte CCJYU_T FLEGRT _&RABETEBS TC COEPITXBLE UNITS EL 865 TBX_D{I_2) EL 92S
48 DO _R Zs_,E EL 866 CO 63 J-l_X EL 926
IF (CF(2).TG.O.ODO) GO TO 4g nL 867 IT (D.TC.I) GO TO 63 EL 927
¢*10 COllECT OEIGflT TO LEE RL 86E PBI'PBXeO'SDOe(tZET(J)'TXRE(J'lJ|O(D(J_3)oD(J-I_ _ ) EL 928
D(I_I)uE(I_I)tC_(2) UL 869 _3 CGHtXBU! EL 929
q9 IF (CT(3).EQ.O.C£O) GO TO SC EL 870 COte SUE _BCEUCTS OT _ITCH aIGLES HL 930
Cote CCEVEIT PITCH aDGLE TC DADIIMS 8L 871 64 STS=STSt(PEX-D|K_2))O(D(LtNSPTS,2JoD(E_2)) EL 931
D(XeE)_C|X_2)oC_(3) EL 872 Cote StO|_ VALUES EL 932
COte RU_LT PITCH IDGLE UEIET IT SFECXTXRD EL 873 SV/C(L)-STS RL 933
Zr |DE_FTo|E*O)D{_2)=D(I_2)eDUX_TODFLOaT(I)/R EL 87q NVTC(L) zESPTS EL 93q
SO ZF (Cf(q).TO.C.CCO) GO TO 51 EL 875 COte YES1 FOE UaZZBOE _HAS| SEZFT EL 935
COOt CONVERT PITCH RATE TO RaDIalS/SEE EL 876 IP (NSPtS.U_.IO) GO TO 65 RL 936
DII,3)-D|Z,3)OCT(e) BL 877 COte [IC|EAS! PRISE SHIFT lg_ CCUDTER EL 937
51 E! |C/(S).EO.O.ODO| GO TO 52 EL 878 RS_tS=ESPTS*I EL 930
Coot C_E_EET IXESFEIC TO WE/SIC EL 879 L-L*1 EL 939
D(I#4)_D(ZJE)OCE(S) EL 880 GO tO 62 RL 940
52 Zr (CF 06).E_.C.O£O) GO TO 53 EL 881 cue* DETIDflXBE RaiLERS P_CE-A|GLT TRODU¢_ RL 9_1
CRow CCEYEIT STATIC PRESSURE TO IEF/FTo*2 BL 882 E5 StS=SVFC(1) EL 942
D(I*S)=C(EwS)oCT(6) EL 883 DO 66 I-I_I0 EL 943
_3 XF (CF(7).EO.O.OCC) GC TO Sq RL 884 66 XT (SVFC(Z).GT.STS)STS-SV/C(X) EL 94_
Cote COlVlfr_ AEGLD OT aTTACE TO INDianS BL 885 DO 67 X=l,lO EL 945
D(Z_6)-C(Z_6)oC_(7) EL 886 L-I EL 9e6
54 IF (CE(O) oE_.O.ODO.IEC.CT(9)._.O.ODO) GO TO $5 RL 887 67 IF (STTC(Z).EO.STS) GC TO 68 EL 947
COOt CONVERT TEfl_EDITUEE TO _EGBEIS SaRKXNR EL 888 68 NS_tS-E_FC|L) EL 9q8
D(IjT)=CF(8)tU(_,7)_(9) flL 889 EEITE (_URXTE_69) |SPTS_IE_EB RL 949
55 XP (CT(IO).EQ.€.ODO) GO TO _ EL 890 69 FORHaT (1E_//,iSI,31HCALCULaTRD PHASE SHIFT COUNT e °ZE°/_3SE#31BC EL 950
Cote COEVEET LCEGItODXIaL ACCELERATIVE TO _T/SECtO2 EL 891 laLCUXaT_D PZTCE ARGIE Ells 8 _ITOlgo12#TM RAUYsR_/_35Z,31UCILCULI EL 951
D(I_O)=C(I°8)eCT(IO) EL 892 1TDC RETCH EITT _IlS " ,1PD19.12,8H taD/SEE} EL 952
56 IT (CF(11).T_.G._DO) GO TO _7 EL 893 COte ADJUST DaTE TCIITS_ ZT EEC_SSER£, FOR • CAlCULaTED PHASE SHXFT ILL 953
COOt COBETCT VEETXCa_ iCCEITIITZCI TO IT/SKEet2 UL 894 IF (i_PTS.I_.O) CELl $CZTT(E_LS_ESP_S) EL 95_
D(X_10)=D|IolO)OCT(11) EL 895 COte CCB|OTE PIUIBETERS /OR TOTAL TEEPEE•TORE EL 955
57 IF (CT(12).EO.C.OUO) GO TO S8 EL 896 B_t-i30|CU|4))/2 EL 956
COOt CONVERT ELEVATOR (OR STIEZLATOB) DEFLECTION TO R_LES EL 897 flDT_I=BFT*I EL 957
D|I°11)-D(Z,11)oCl(12] EL 898 XtESt'O EL 958
58 COETXNOE EL 899 Ceet IBITXMLXZT XNPEOYEH_ET COEIT;CZRITS EL 959




70 PiI(I)'O*O00 HL 961 RFSPI=RPSel NL 1021
IPAI=O HL 962 TDzTIHE(K)*TZNF(1) RL 1022
IF IIURDED.LT.O) RU_FTR'¢ eL 963 Ce** COR/UTE DEVIATIONS CT STSTZC pRESSURES AID 5TAGIAZION PRESSURE BL 1023
I08*IUH_TF*I mL 96R 00 76 IslaK EL 102_
C*** 8EG%I'ZflPNOIFmEmT 11E8A7301 mL 965 _I-118E(Z)*TIS8(1) 8L 1025
DO 119 JJJJ-l,l_m mL 966 FI(I)-P(Z)-(P(1)e(P(K)-P(1))/TD°TX) mL 1026
Tg-_ImTiK|*TImt|l) RL 96? PT|I)-?8|II-|_k(1)e(FA(I)-FE_I))/TDeT[) OL 1027
DO 711"leK mL 968 76 FA(IJ-PS(IJ-(PS(1)*|PS(KJ-FS|I)J/TDeTZJ EL 1028
TXzqI8810)-TIN8(1) mL 969 C*** SET TIRE CONS?NITS AID TIER lITER?ELI to ZERO IT SPECIFIED EL 1029
FI(I)-DIIo?J-(D(1,7)*(U|K,?)-D(leP))/TD*TI] mL _70 IF IJ_JJ. EQ.1) GC T¢ 78 NL 1030
71CC|_IIU| mL 971 DO 77 1-1,3 EL 1031
Cet* COMPUTE AID SMOOTH IONIZE! COTFFIC_EiTS OF 5_AGNATION T[_PgRATU8£ mL 972 NLR(Z):O.ODO EL 1032
CALL FASAF(FI,I,RPTFI,ICH(1)) RL 973 77 TAUII)'O. ODO RL 1033
C_** EEG|IZRST! SEO_H[9 STAGFITICN T[NPEIATUR_ mL 97; C*** COm_UTT AS_ SMOOTH t_UEZ£R CCEFPIC$£NTS Of &IESpE_DeS STATIC EL 1038
El-J(1) mL 975 Ceee PEE_UBE EL 1035
00 _3 Lslw8 NL 976 78 CALL FA_AT(FlwKwmPPlwNCR(1)) EL 1036
TI-TINT(L)-TZ88(13 RL 977 CeOe REGNINRITE NIISFEEOoS 5mOOTH|D STATIC PNESSUE_ AT (TI_E-LANEDA) EL 1037
12"©|107)*(9(8,7)-P11,7))/TDeT1 NL 978 31=1(1) 8L 1038
EA-0.OUO NL 979 00 eO Lsl,K EL 1039
DO 72 m-2,_FTFI mL 980 TI=IImEIL)-TIRI|lI-ZLN(33 qL 10_0
IA-I3eAIN)m_COSI2e(I-1)t_I*TImEIL)/TT)tBIN)tDSI_|TeIN-1)*PI*TImE|L mL 981 I2"PI1) *IPIK)*P(1))/TD*TZ EL 10ql
1)/TT) mL 982 I3:O.OuO EL 1062
72 COIIIIU_ mL 983 D0 79 E_2,NPP1 flL 10N3
Tq(L|-II*Z2*I3 mL 98_ I3=I3*A|I}eGCOS(T*(I-1)ePI*(TIBE(L)-XLB(_ |/TT)*B(i)eDSI|(Te(R-1)* EL 10A_
73 CCIIIIU8 NL 905 1FIe|TIRE(L)-ILm|3))/_T) BL 1065
Ceee DET_BIIIT FEASIBILITY OF STATIC PRESSURE EEflAVZOk AID mARE 11? RL 986 79 COITIJUE mL 1086
C**e IECISSAIT CCS8_CTIOIS RL 507 FI(L)zIItETeI3 BL 10_7
KRlsE-I mL _88 80 CCRTIIU_ BL 10qE
DO 78 1slj[81 EL 909 C*** COMPUTE DERIVATIVE CF AIBSPITDeS STATIC PRESSUR_ AT (TZmE-LABBDS) EL 10_9
5U-1.090 NL 990 ZUI-(F(K)*Pfl))/2D mL 1050
CoRe CALCULATE &E &LTITU©E 87 ASS_RIIG COIST&IT T_P_ELTUEE RL 991 90 82 Lsl_K _L 1051
Us(1.O_G'(D|I,S)/PsI)ee(1*O©O/I*26DO))/b.06D'6 mL 992 I02=0.0£0 NL 1052
Cent CALCULITE A LIMITING A[TITU[_ UEBIViTIVE EAGRZTUDE NL 993 DO E1Nsl_mP EL 1053
UDzDIES(D(IeA)*_SIm(1.TDCe(D|I#2)-D(I#6)))) mL 9g_ NU2zID2e2*IepI/TT*(oA(Rel)*£SI||TeNeFZe(TLEE(L)-X.I.fl(J))/TTJe9(Bel) EL 105q
C,e* CALCOL&IT A LIMITING STATIC PRESSURE DERIVATIVE /_GRITgUE mL 995 leCCCS(2eEePI* (TImE(1)-ZLff(3))/TT)) HL 1055
pDPi-CABS(-6.860*6e_.26_OeFSIe_De(1.GDO-bo86D-b*fl) eeJ.26DO| mL 996 81CCIIlIUE NL 1056
Ceee CALCOLA_E TRO-POEmT STATIC _NESSUSE DERIVATIVE OF INPUT OAT& BL 997 PD(I)-z£1eX_2 NL 1057
FFE-|O|I*I,_|*O|I,S||/(TletiI*I)*TI_EiI|) RL 998 I_. CONTINUE 8L 1058
CON* DE_INmI|E UIBECTZOI OF CED/1ATZ¥E NL 999 C**e CCmFOTE FULIE LA_-COBFEC_TD STATIC PRESSURE FOE UISPE_D EL 1059
IF (CAE5(PPI).NE.PPI)SIz-I.0DO mL 1000 DC _3 LsleR BL 1060
Ceee CffECI 8IGR[TOD_S OF STATIC _RESSUI£ DERIVE?IrES AND APPL_ $NALLEST NL 1_01 p(L)zPI(L)*TAU(3)*FU(L) mL 1061
If (C&_S(FPI).LI. IAIS|P_FA) JASLPzUABS(PPZ) mL 1002 IF (L.E_.K) P(L)zP(L-1) NL 1062
IF (UANS(PFI).GT.IABS(PCFIJ)ASLF-DABS(PDPA) NL 1003 83 CCRIIEOE EL 1063
Cent CONFUTE *EEl e 5117IC ERISSUPE flL 1001 C*** CONFUTE AID _NCOTH _OUDI_R COEEEICIERTS OF ALTZTUOEeS STATIC RL 106_
D|Itl_5)-D|I,5)tSle_SLP_|_IRZ|I_I)-TImE|I)) 6L 1005 C_et FiESSgRt mL 1065
7_ CCIIIIUE NL 1006 CALL PISAF(F2_K,mPSP1,ICfl(2)) _L 1066
Ceee DEFILE STATIC MID ST&GIATIOI PRESSURES NL 1007 Cede EEGEIER ATE ALTO?DOERS SMOOTHED STATIC PRESSURE AT (TZmE*LARBOA) BL 1067
DO 75 1"1,K mL 1008 11-1(13 BL 1068
ASFO(I)-D([,_) flL 1009 _0 85 Lsl,K _L 1069
O(I,?)zFI(3) mL 1010 TE-TImE[L)-TIEE(1)-ILH(2) EL 1070
P|3)=D|Z,S) NL 1011 Z2:FAil)e(PA(K)-NI(1))/TD*TX RL 1071
PA(1)=D|I,5) mL 1012 13-0.000 NL 1072
pS(I)-p(I)eO.SOOePSI/(_eTSL)eD(£,_)ee2 8L 1013 00 _ m-2,_FAF1 EL 1073
75 COI_IIUZ mL 101_ Z]=Z]*N(N) e_cos(2e(R-1)*FZe(TIBE(L)-EL8(T))/TTJ*E(J| *DSZE(2e(N-1)* NL 107_
C**O COMPUTE LAG-CORRICTIU STATIC PRESSURE AID QC 8L 1015 1F_*(TIIt([J-ELI(2J)/TT| EL 1075
BF:(3eECff(1))/2 eL 1016 8q CORTIEUE NL 1076
8_1=13*8CB(23)/2 NL 1017 T2(L)-EltIT*E3 NL 1077
flpS-I3eICH(3))/2 NL 1018 85 COI_ZIOE Bl 1078
mpilzEl*l mL 1019 C*ee COMPUTE DERIVATIVE OF ALTZTUDEeS STATIC PE_SUE£ kT (TIEE-LENBDA| EL 1079
mii_lzmiA*! mL 1020 1011(PA(R)-Fi(l))/TD EL !000
DO 87 L=1o[ 8L 1081 J-EP2581 mL 11_1
XD2-O.ODO 8L 1082 $5 CllsLL|I,J) 8L 11_2
DO _6 |=1,8P1 8L 1083 CZ2-aa(2,J) 8L 11q3
ZDI=IDI*I*|ePZ/TTO(-L(E*I)eDSZI(IeEePZe(TZEE(LJ-_LH(2))/TT).E(|tl} EL ;08_ CIA-IA(3,J) EL 11_
1*DCDS(2eEePIeiTZHE(L)°ZLB(2))/TT)) 8L 1085 CZ_-Ji(8,J) BL 11e5
06 CGITZIUE flL 1086 C.e* CGE|OT8 ZETERPQLLTID COIEICT/GI 8LTZO EL 1186
PD(L)=EDltXD2 EL 1087 DPQC=((CD1eIZIDtCX2)egZIDeCI3)eVLEDtCZ_ EL 11_7
82 CD|_IEH| EL 1088 96 PPuF(I) EL 11q8
Ceee CCE_O_E FDLI! LLG-COHIECTED STLTLC PRESSOEE FOE ILTZTUDE 8L 1089 KP (DPQC. ZQ.-2OOO.0£O)ZPRRwl 8L 11q9
DG 88 L818K EL 1090 Ir (ZEEE*|ZoC) GO TO 117 EL 1150
PA(L)=F2(L)tTAO(2)e_D(L) flL 1091 P8=EI _) EL 1151
ZP (LoHG.R) PI(L)=P&(L*I) 8L 1092 PF=PS(Z)-P(I) 3L 1152
' 88 CCIIXEHE EL 1093 DF-D_CtPF BL 1153
Ce*e C088828 lID SHOOTS I_EtIEt C08FIICIEITS OF STAGJ_ZOE PtESS08E 8L 109q PL-IEeDp flL 1151
CALL PAEIP(I3eEeHPSEljECE(3)) EL 1095 PLH=FHe£p flL 1155
CeeO 88088881T8 $EOOT8_D 5TAGEATZCE P8858888 AT tTZR£-LAflflDA) 8L 1096 Ceee C08FDTE ST&TIC ZDEPEEJTOBD _B08 5TAGEATZOE T_PER&TOREw DENSZTP 8L 1156
81=1(1) EL 1097 COtS rHCB STITZC PEISSEEl# LLTZTEDE 7808 DKJSZT7o LaD 28U8 AIRSPEED EL 1157
DO 90 L=leK 8L 1098 Ceet PEOE Z|_ZC&TZD LIRS_EED BL 1158
TZ-TZEZ(L)-TIEE(1)-EL8(1) flL 1099 STiI, 1)=D(Z,7) EL 1159
XI"_S(1)*{PS(E)-PS(1))/TDeTI EL 1100 D|Z,7)-C(I,7)/(|I.0DOePH/PF)/(pH/PreDPQC)Jee((GA_&-I.090)/;&RHA) EL 1160
X3=O.ODO 8L 1101 8T(I,2)-D(I,5) EL 1161
DO 89 |s2,8PSP1 EL 1102 D[I_5)=EPTe(PL8/D(D,7)) 8L 1162
KA"Z3*&iI)eDCOS|2t(Eo1)*PZeiTZB|(L)-ILR(1}}/TT)_E(EIeDSZE(2o(E-1)e EL 1103 D(1,9)=(1.0_0-|D11.5)/880)ee(1.090/_.2680))/6.868*6 8L 1163
1PXe(TIRZ(L)-ILB(1))/T_) EL 110q ST(Ie3) sD(I,q) 8L 1168
89 CGETZEHE RL 1105 ST(Z,_)-D(I,8) 8L 1165
13(L)-ZleZ2eI3 BL 1106 DiZwq)':SQRT(2.0DOeGLEBAepL/((GABHA*I.ODOieDiZmS))e(((1.0DOePP/P_ 8L 1166
90 C_|TTEOE EL 1107 tI(_/£PeD_QC))te((GAEEI-1.O_O)/G&EEL)o1.080)) ffL 1167
Ceee CGE_OTE DEEZVLTZVE CP STLGEITZO| P_F_SOEK AT |TZEE-LAEHDA) EL 1108 Cote CO_IICT PITCH INGLE LID &EGIE OF ATTACH FOR IEST_U_BTLOCATIOE BL 1168
ZDI=(_S(E)-_S(1))/TD EL 1109 XF (JJJJ.GT.1) CO TO 97 8L 1169
DO 92 L=I,K EL !110 D(I_2)=C(I,2)tPCCG 8L 1170
XD2"O.ODO 8L 1111 D(Z,_)=©(Z, 6)-DLTLE(ZACGeD(I,3)/D|£,_)) EL 1171
DO 91E-1,8_$ EL 1112 Ceee CALZEEAIE A|GL$ OF ITT|CE EL 1172
ED2=EDIe2eE*_Z/TTe(oE(Eel)eDsz|(2*Ee_Zt(TLHE(L)-XLH(1))/TT)tfl(E_I) BL 1113 IF (CAL_I.EQ.O.ODO)CILPI=I.ODO EL !173
le©CCS(IeEepZe(TZ_E(I)-ILE(1))/TT)) EL 111q D(I_6)=CALPleDiZ,6)eCLLP2 EL 117_
51COE2Z|UE 8L 1115 97 COIIZEOE EL !175
PSD(1)=IDleID2 EL 1116 C*ee CHICK FOR IEITXIL PBZITOOT flL 1176
92 CCEIIEOE 8L 1117 ZF (_JJJ.GT.1) GO TC 116 EL 1177
COte COE_02E 78L11 LAG-CCEJECTED STA;EATZOE PEE$5URE flL 1118 Ctee 8EITE E15_LTS IE COEPATZELE DEZIS EL 1178
DO 93 L-lsK EL 1119 ZF (EETiZC. IZ.O) GO TO 109 EL 1179
PS(I)'FA(L)tTAO(1)ePSD(L) 8L 1120 ¢e*e VOILE EI80LTS IE EEGLZSB OlZTS EL 1180
ZP (L*D_.K)_S(L)=PS(L-1) EL 1121 EMXTE (3BEIT_#98) BL 1181
93 COETZEO_ RL 1122 98 POEEIT 111*//,311*68(see) _/,31ZeJe',66X,°**#/,31X#°*',HX,538COSVER EL 1182
BPT=BEOeTSL/!$L EL 1123 1SLOB OP XEZTXIL PLIGHT DATA TO COEPATXBLE UEZT$,7L#'**,/,311#*e*,6 BL 1183
DPOc=°2000.080 EL 112q 168_ee%/#311,68(eee)./,61,l;1(***)_/e6L,'e*_191, ol*_191,'|*_19E,*J EL 118_
B_TSEI=BPTS*I BL 1125 l*e1518e|',191*'le*191*'*',/*GXese'#qZ,10EDAZA _ZETeSX**Iee7EeqRTZ EL 1185
Ceee SPLIEE PIT _SZTZOI ERROR CCEEECTXOE EATIO DP/_ e _XT8 RESPZCT TO 8L 1126 188_SZ.'Je.GI,6EUEIGETeTI,'Iee3X.11BPITCB ABGLE.SX, ei'eqE_108PITCR EL 1186
Ceee IE©ICITID iI|$PIiD EL 1127 188TBeSI*eIe*5Z*8flLIESIEiD#6I_*e°e/e6X#°e%IgI#*|%bA*68(SEC8)_TD. e EL 1187
CALL SPLZBE(EPTSeDPQCP_TE#AL) EL 1128 11%?X*58(LE_),TX*'I%qXegE(E&DXAE$),HX,*I*.3L, 128(EADXAP/SEC).eX. ° EL 1188
Ceee CALCULATE IIDICATED AXESPEE[ EL !129 110.51.88(FT/$EC).6Zeoee,/*61880oe19X*ele*19X.*j',191#°|°e19X_°Jeel 8L 1189
DO 97 X'I.K EL 1130 19X*i.e191e.oe/#6Xee. 1191._*|*to) EL 1190
C ell TE! H_ISEIED ZEDZC&TED &]8SI_E8 25 8$ED Zl COIJOUCTIOE gZT8 TH_ EL 1131 DO 1CD I=leE EL 1191
ceee ZPDXCLT_D PDSXTXOE-EERO|-COERECTLO¥ AZESPgF_ TO FZND DP_C RL 1132 ¥EZTE (JEEITE,99) I,TXEE(X)_|D|_JJ_J=I_ _ EL 1192
VXE£=ASPD(X) EL 1133 99 POEE&T (6Z_e*e*?X,Z3_gI*eJee6Z,F?oJ_6X_eleeSX*F903*5X_eie,3Z_r1107 EL 1193
Cove XETEHPOLLT8 FO_ LPPLTCATZCE CE COEEECTZOE 8ATZO BL 113q 1,SI*Ie,_I,_IO.7eSXeIOSXeEH.q_6Zee.) EL 119_
IE (VIED.LT.TE(1))DPOCsDp_C_(1) EL 1135 100 CGETIEOt EL 1195
ZP (VIED.GT.VE(EPTS))D_QC=D_P(B_T$) SL 1136 ¥HXY_ (JEEXTE, 101) EL 1195
IF (©_GC*ZO*_GCP(1)*O|.DPCC.EO*DPOCP(EPTS)J GO TO 96 EL 1137 101 PGEBLT (61*'*'*119E,*eee/*68_121(*et)_/*61*'ee*198_*i*,191,eIe_191 EL 1197
DO 5q J=I,R_XSE1 RL 1138 1,eI%191, oIe*19I_OIe_IgE,ee*e/*bI,eeo*_A_IOHD&T& POXET_5X,oIe,TK_q EL 1198
XP (VE(_).LE._IED.AED.VH(J*I).GT.T_ED) GO TO 95 BL 1139 IUTIBEe81,eI*,SX*THD_ISXTT,7Z,eIe,2X_lSEAEGLE OP ATTACEe2X,eIe,qE,1 EL 1199





1.68 (SICSI .11.'1' .lI,12R (SLOG/n"31 .41,'\' .41. 9~ IIll0IlISI .61.' 1'.6
11.18 IDEC-I) .6 X.' I' ....1.118 (r'l/SlC•• ~) .. _I.·.· .1. 01,'·· .. 191:, 'I' ,191,'
11'" 191. '1'.191,,'1' .191,,'1' .191 •••••1.61 ••••• 119t '.1) ..... )
DO 103 1';1.1
nln (JIRIU.1021 I.TUI(II.(D(I.JI.J-5.91
102 POBIUT C6I••• • .. 'I. I] It 91. '" .61.'7.3,,61. '.' "161,, 11 0.8.51,,' I '"II X" P11.
17.111 •• 1 ....1.'9.2.61 •• 1.... 1 • 19• 5 ,61 •••• )
103 COlnlOI
111'£ (JIII,t.l0'1
lell ,ou.. ! 161.·.·.1191.···.1.61,121 (I.')
~un (Jlun.1C5,
105 rOI!lt (61 ••••• 191 •• 1 •• 191,.1 •• 191 •• 1.,191 •• 1.,19,(, •••• 1.61••• ',111
1, 10 BelT J PO tIt .. 51." t' .11, 'UI1Iln~.ax,,' I' .. 51, 8UU.tI TUDE, 61 .. ' I' .. ]1.'28
n!lt. lCCIL •• IlI,'I' ,21, '.HflIV. DIILECT •• JI,'.· ,I,b'l.,·.'.19X,,'I',6
11,68 IS!eS) ,11.' I' .61.68 (fE!t)" 71,' I' ,41 ,11Hilt/S ZC.·21 ,41, '1', «U,9
18 (11tIl1SI .61 • ••••1.61, •• ' .191." •• 191.·.·.1 jl.· ••• 19 1,.1 •• 191 ••••
1.I.EI.···.99 C·· I ),' •• )
00 107 I-I. K
nIn lJIBIn.l061 I.UftE IlI.(O CI.JI .J-9.111
106 rOIBAt C61 ••• ·,71.13,91.'1' .61.r1.3.&",· a·."X. 110.3.51. 'I' .,.1,19.5
1.61.'1' ,111.'9.5.61.···1
lC7 COlnlOI
YRIU (JIBUI.10811~8 POI,II'1' C61. '.',191. '1' .'91. '1' .191.'1'.191.' I' .'9X.··· .1.61.10 1 (••
I'"GO '0 116
C... III,1 IISOL'S II 51 011'5
lC9 IRIU (JYlIn.1101
110 rOI!!lt (11.//.311.68 ( ••• ) ./.311.·.·.661.·.'.1, Jll,··' .61. 53RCO.flR
lSICI CP IIII'II1L fLIGH'! DITI '10 COIJPITIBLE U.ItS.11.···.I.]11.·.·,t
161 ••••• 1.311.68('.') .1.61. 1.1 ( ••• ) .1.61.·.· .191. '1' .19I.'I·, 191,"
1',191.' )'.191.'1' .19I,·.·.1 ,61.. I.' .,,1., 10BDlTA POI)lT.51. 'I' .'I,"IlTI
1P11.81.'I'.6J.6RllIGHt,7J,'t ·.JI.,11HPI'i'CH 11llGJ.E.51,' I' ,1&1,10HPITCB
lRATE.51:.' 1'.51, eHlI JS f IUD, 61,'.' ,1.61,' .' .191. 'I '.OX, 68 (SECS) ,11,'
11'.51,98 .lllteIS) .5 J.' I •• 1&1.9B (RADIAliS) .6l..· I' .JI. 14,8 (BlDIl If/SEC) •
1111. ')'.61, 1B (IJIS!C) .61, ' •••1.61.·.· .191," •• 191. '1 • ,191.')' .191, 'I







112 rOIRat (61 ••••• 1191 ••• ·,1,61,121(·.·1.1,61.·.· ,191.')',191,'1'.191
1.' )',191,'1' .191,'1 '.191,·.·.1 .6X,·.' .161.1"8DA1A POII1T, 51,'1',11,4
lHTI!!.81.'I'.51.1BD(.SItr.71,'I'.21,15H••~LE OP ~TrlCK.2I.'I·._1,1
11 Rt!I!IP! FAt'!! 81.111." ',31.129 lelG. lCCEL., 41.·.· ,1.61.' ••• 191.' I • ,6.1
1.68 .SICS) .1 I,' I '.'1.98 .~G/!••3) ,61,' I ',51,91:1 (8 'DIllS) .51,' I •• 61,18
1 (DIG-It) .61. '1' .1111.1 eft (Pl/S!C •• 2) ,5I. ·.·.1.61.'. ·.l!1I,· I' .191. 'I " 19
11.'1' .191. 'I' .191.' 1',191.' .'.1,61. ·.·.119 (. -') •••• )




ltl IIIU (JIIIU.1021 I,TUI(II.OS.DII.61. TIt• AS
IIITI (J81ITI,1041
IIIU I Jill'll. 1 HI
114 PORMIT (61•••• ,191 ••••• 191 •• 1•• 191 •• 1•• 191, •••• 191 •••• ,1,61 ••• ',1&1
1, 10BCIT 1 POIIT. 51.' l' .1J._H'2:IPlE. 81,' I' , SI.':tiULTI tUDE, 61,' l' .31,128

























































































































11. 6ft (SECSI. 71,'1' ,51,8H (ftnUSI .61.'1' ,41.IOHlIVSEC"21 .5I, '1' ,'I, ftL
198 (iltI lIS) .61 •••• • 1.61.·.· .191.·.· .191.'" .191.'1' .191.' I' .191.'. lit
' •• /,61 ••••• 99 .. -.) •••• ) aL
DO 115 1-1.1 8L
9S-C (I. 91.0 .30'800 8L
HS-C (1. (0)"00.304800 ftL
IRIn lJUIU.l061 I.TIBllIl.HS.'AS.DII,II) ilL
115 CCIUIOf ftL
nIH (JUIU.'081 ftL
C". IUC'f fOOlIn AULfSIS 110 flLTBBIIG 10UTUE ftL
116 CALL SEC2IK.JJJJ.IUR.LSP.ITfST.SI ftL
117 IF luu.n.O) UIn (JUnl.1191 ftL
118 101HA, Cll.IIII.151.·OSIB EIIOS.'.COISOLT USEI IKSTIUCTIOIS •••TO I RL
lIn cnA sn, If nl'.1111I ftL
If UUB.U.O.OI.nIST.I£.OI GO TO 120 ftL
119 connOI ftL
120 KJ-IJ" ftL
C". CHfCI lOB PBlSUCI Cf AOOIUOUL OlTA SUS ftL
IF lllJ-11.EQ.lsnSI GO TO 5 ftL
If (U. Lf.NsnSI GO TO 3 ftL
C'.' ,IBBIIA,1 PROGIAft IIICUTIOI ftLI., WRIn (JnUI.1221 ftL
122 10BftAT (II.IIII.l~I.56BIIPO' PAiAftEIES .S~IS IS PSOBABLI SPECllIIO ftL
1 BCCntCnl• •11111 ftL
C". TliftIlAU PLOT BOOUWfS RL





C•• , SOB lOOT liE SlC2 IS A S09ROOTIII TBAT PIB10BftS 10U9IES AIALYSIS AIO 52
C'" nUBP'S'~ HAU TBt CATA ftcn COftPAUBLI S2
C 052
IHPUCl'l IULo8IA-B.0-ZI 52
OUUSICI nG (2 '1.11 (61 .01 14~01 .01 14501 .AI (4501.lX(4501 .0'('50, • BO 52
1('501.HI4501.IfSll11.IPBC(91.IP(141.IC(III,SS(450.Ill.LSP~I.Tsr~52
'50.'61 52
CCUOI 'fITLI1201. 0 (450.111 • 'fIftE (4501 .A(1 001, 9 (1001,11 (4501.12 ('501 52
1.'31'501.'4 (4501.151450, ,1614501,17(4501.1914501 ,IT. I BO,PI.G.JKS.ft S2
11'BIC.JIIIO,JWBITI.JPONCH.I£B& 52
COHBOI ICIBBl/fll('50).1121'~01 S2
COHHOI ITl5Pl/ST (450.41 .PU 16I,pSL.rSL,IPU 52
CCftHOI ITUP2119('5CI.1101450I,113(4501 .lU(450I,lPI6,,116' 52







C". CR£CI 01 BYPASS 52
11 IJP. GT.l) GO 10 10 52
C 052
C 52
IUC IJIUO.ll IIfS (I1.I-l.111 52



























































C 52 30 Ceee INITIIiLZZE ALTITODE RATE 52 90
EE|E |3READe2) (IFtC(I),I-$,g),IAI,FECtwFEC2,DSP5 $2 31 EllII)=C. ODO 52 91
2 FGEEIT IgZlo1E,qA15.O) 52 J2 Cee* DEFINE VERTICAL ECCELZDATZOR 52 92
C S2 3J F13 (X)=D(E, I0) S2 93
Cite CHECK FCR KJEOT EERCR 52 3q Cee* DEFIliF ELEEETOII {OF STABILATOR) DEELBCTIO¥ 52 9;
IF (Z_IIC(1).IE.G.ilID. IPgC(2).RO-2) GO TO b_ 52 35 F1;(l)=n(Z,11) 52 95
C 52 36 11 COKTIIIOE $2 96
C $2 "37 Ceee S_[CI;E IIIITEAL DATA ECE ELCTTIIIG $2 9F
REAC (JllSA9#3_ (1P(I),I-1#1_) 52 38 IF (IfEC(5).IIE.O.OR.JP.IIE. 1) GO TO |J $2 98
3 FOillJT (1;El) 52 33 90 12 I=1,ii 52 99
C 52 ;0 DO 12 J=1,11 52 100
C S2 _1 12 S': (I fJ) =D (Z,3) 52 101
lEAR (311DAD#;) (IC(I) wItle11) 52 ;2 Ce*e CRICK FCII OVEI_AIL ICURI_E S_lllES JLIIALFSZ5 52 102
FOIIEAT (1115) 52 ;3 13 IF (IFIIC(4).iE.O) GO TO 92 52 103
C $2 ;_ Ceee COFFEUTE TYqMIgBTlON HAREONICS S2 10q
C $2 q5 El. (3tKC(1))/2 S2 105
afar (JIIEAD,5) (ip(I) wg(l),I=l,6, S2 q6 R2=43eliC(2))/2 52 106
5 FO|BAT (2920.0) _2 27 E3-(3egC(3))/2 52 107
C S_ ;8 n;= (3ellC (_))/2 52 108
C 52 _9 RE= (3eliC(5))/2 S2 109
IIUKIxIU E-1 $2 50 El:= 13eliC (6))/2 52 110
IF (IIUBE.EQ. O) KUIII- 1 52 51 at* (3*KC (7))/2 $2 111
DO e Jsl,llUEI _,Z 52 EII=(3eliC(II))/2 S2 112
RI|C (JPEID,6) (IR(I),I-1,6) S2 53 nSz|3*NC(9))/2 52 11J
6 FOIINlT (611) $2 52 EIO=(3*t;C|lC))/2 52 112
C $2 55 Kl1= (3eNC(1 t))/2 S;' 115
C 32 56 Ce** CBECE FCII IIICCIIEECT IEIPUT S2 116
C S2 57 IF ((1(IF5{1) .EQ.O.&IID.RI.LE.O).OR. [(IF5(2) .g_.G.AIID. M2.LE.O).'JR. ( 52 117
DO ? ,1J-1,6 52 58 IIFS|3).E_.O.AEC.E3.LE.O))).CE.(((IFS(;).E_).O.ARD.at_.LE.O).OII. (IFS( 52 118
7 IES|Jw3J)-Ill{JJ) 52 59 15)._.O.AKD.F15.LE.O)).OE.{(IFS(6).EQ.O. ARD.Bb. Lk_._|.OII.(IFS(7).EO. $2 119
8 COKTIIIUE 52 60 IO.AIID.M'/.LE,C)))) .OII.((((ZFS(8).BQoO.BIID.58.LZoOJ.OR. (IFS(9).ZQ.O. 52 120
C*eO CEECll FCB ZERO Cll IIIAS-ZENO A pRIORI YALVE 52 61 1ARD.ES. IE.O)).CII.({IFS(lO).E_.O.ARD. RIG.LE.O}.OR.|IFS(I1).EQ.O°kKD _2 121
DO g I-1,6 52 62 1.Ell.rE.O))))) GO TO 126 $2 122
IF (DABS(AP[E)).LT. 1.CD-IO) AE(I) =1"0D-10 52 63 Cee* CO_I_DTE DEVIITICN5 FOR TIED HISTORIES 52 123
9 CCIIIINOE 52 62 TD=TIflE (K)-TIIIE (1) $2 122
C_* ADJUST TO ODD _IIBBEII CF PCIKTS 52 65 DC 23 I=I_K _:2 125
10 IF I(IK/2)e2).E_.K)F=II-1 52 66 T%%=IIEE(I)-TEBE(1) $2 126
K1-K 52 67 IF (IFS(1).NE.C) GO TO 1; 52 127
Tt=IleZ (E)_T,r _Z 11) 52 68 FZ (I) =D iF,l)- (D (1,1) ,, |D (K, 1)-D (I, 1) )/TDeT x) ":2 128
C eve DIIFINE NEE AEEAES 52 69 12 II |ItS |2).RE.O) GO TC 15 52 129
DC 11 I=leK 52 ?O F2(I)=I_II,2)-(D(1,2).(D(E,2)-D(le2))/TDeTI) 52 130
Ceee DEFINE gEIGBT 52 71 15 IF (IFSI3).IIE.O) GO TC 16 5_ 131
FI(I)=D (I, 1) 52 72 F3(I)=DIE,3)-(DK1,3)e(D(Ke3)-D(I,J))/TDeTZ) 52 132
C*ee DEFIIIE EITCR AIlGLE 52 73 le IF IlFS(;).gE.O) GO TO 17 52 133
F2(I)-D |1_2) S2 7_4 F; IX) =D lie;)- (D |1, _) + (D (Ke;)-D (1,q))/TDeTI) $2 13q
Ce*e DEFIEE _ITCE IIATE 52 75 17 IF IIFSIS).IE.O) GO TO 18 S2 135
F3 (I)-D IT,3) 52 76 F5 (I) =D (I,5)- (D 11,5) + |D (E, 5)-D (1,5))/TD*TI) 52 136
C_ete DEFIKZ AIIISPEED 52 77 18 IF (IES(G)._E.C) GO TO 19 $2 137
F; {I)=O |i#_) 52 ?8 F6 |l) zD (1,6)- (D (1_6)* |O (K,6)-D (1_6))/TDeT_) $2 138
Ceve CEJIIII DE(SITE 52 79 19 IF (IES|7).NF.O) GO TO 2G 52 139
F5 (I)-O {Ze5) 52 80 F7 (I) =D (1#7)- |D {1,7) t (D (KeF)-D (I,7))/TDeTZ) 52 1;0
Ctee DEFINE ANGLE OF ATTACK 52 U1 20 IF (IFSIg).IIE.O) GO TC 21 $2 161
F6 (I) =D {1,6) 52 82 E10 (l) =D(I,9)- (O {1,9) • (O (E, 9)-P (I,9))/TD*TZ) 52 lq2
Cee_ EERIE! TERPEDATVIIE 52 83 21 IE IIFS(IO).RE.O) GC TO 22 $2 1;3
F7 (i) =D (X#7] $2 8q F13 (I) =D (I, 1C)- {D (1,1C) • (D (N_ IO)-D |1,1G))/_O_£) 52 1;;
Ceee DEFILE IOEGITODIIIAL _CCELERATION 52 85 22 IF (IFS(11).IIE.C) GO TO 23 52 1_5
IR(I)=D (I,8) 52 116 El; fI) =C (I, 11)- (D (1,11) t (D (Re I1|-D (I, 11) )/EUeTX) 52 1;652 87 23 CCNTInUE 52 lq7
Elt(lr)tDII_8) 32 88 IF IIIS|I).NE.O) CO TO 26 $2 168Ceee DEE IIIE ILTITUDE
F1r(i)tO|I.9 ) $2 _9 Cete PEIIECNB FOVIIIEII ANALYSIS ON NEIGHT TIRE RESTORE $2 Iq9
r_
BIP1-Rlol S2 150 DO 33 l'2,ffqF1 52 210
Cote COffin!! _OOIIlt SERIES CoIFrlCIIII5 s2 151 ZJ-13oI(I) e_COS(2e(|-l)ePZtTEB£(L)/TT|tB(B)eDSJUI_e(I-1)ePZeTZflI(L 52 211 '
CItt [&pAF(lleK,R1Pl,IC(1)) 52 152 1)/Tt) 52 212
COot R_GERERAT! UEIGH_ TIRI EISTCII (SflOOTRID) 52 153 33 CC|_I|UE S2 213
11-1(1) $2 15; 3e P_([)-XItZ2*I] 52 21q
©C 2_ L*I,K S2 155 ZF |ZFtC(1).II.C) GO TO 3? 52 215
TIsTIHr|L)-TZRI|I) $2 156 Ceoo COR|U;Z ICCZLIli2101 (D|IEVITITI OF IZtSPI_D) TIHZ BZSTORT 52 216
ET-C(1,1]*(©|K,1}-D|I,1))/T[eTZ 52 157 XEI-(CtX,_)-D(1,_))/TD $2 217
z3"C.ODO S2 158 DC 36 L-1,K 32 218
OC 2_ 1_2,fl1_1 52 , 159 ID2sO.OCO 52 219
13"13*I(R)*ICOS(2O(I-l)°PI*TZBI(L)/_T)eaIN)e_SZN(_t(B-I)oPIoTIR_(L $2 160 DO 35 R-1,RR S2 220
1)/TI) _2 161 ID2=ID2*2*NOFI/TTe(-&(|ol)t©SEB(2eNtPZeTISA(LJ/TTJ*fl(R*1)eDCOS(2OB 52 221
2_ CCN11NOE _2 162 loPXoTXHI(L)/TT)) S2 222
25 F1(L)-11oI2oZ3 S2 163 35 CCN_INU[ S2 223
;6 zr (EFSI2).|£.O) GO TC 29 S2 165 36 YR(L)-I£1oZD2 $2 22;
Cote P£1|CBR FOU!I£9 iIILYSXS OI FITCB INGLE T155 _,13TOl! 52 165 COON CHICK FCR iCC£L£BITIOI-ZRPOI*OPTIOB CORPIZZBILITI S2 225
82t1-N2*1 52 166 37 Ir |IFS(q).RE.O.IID.IPIC(1).ZQ.O)ZPRC(I)81 S2 226
CONe' CON|OTE FOURIER 5E1155 COEFIICIENTS S2 167 IF (IFS(5).R£.O) GO TC ;0 52 227
CELl _illf(l;wK,RTPlelC(2)) 52 168 COte PERFCIR fOOBI£5 IIILTSIS OR DERS[TE TERN ffISTOAI 52 228
CeOe tIG£NERITE _ITCH &IGLI TIRI HZSTOR! (SROOZBSD) S2 169 55_1=_5ol 52 229
El-A(1) 52 170 Coot (ORKUT£ 70051£1 5ENI£5 COEFWICEENTS S2 230
DC 2e L-I,R 52 171 C&IL EIN&F(15,K,55PlwRC(5)) 52 231
TI-TIHE(L) oTIRI(I) 52 172 COte RSGZN£NATE _I55121 TZSE BISTCBI (SBOOT55_ 52 232
X2-D|I,2) o(D(K.2I-D(t,2))/I_£eTX 52 173 II-J|l) 52 233
13-C.CDO 52 175 DC 35 L=I,1 52 235
DO 27 R-2,52_1 52 175 TX'TZREiL)*TZRE[I) 52 235
13"X3*A(R) oCCOS(2*(I-1)*_ZoTIR&(LI/TT)eB(U)oDSI_(_t{I-I)tP_oTXRS(L 52 176 52=911,_)o(C(!#5)-9(1_5))/_11TZ 52 2_6
1)/TT) S2 177 Z3"0. CDC 52 237
27 CORIINO[ 52 178 DC 38 N=2_55_1 $2 238
28 F2(L)-Xl*X2tZ3 S2 179 Z]-I3*&(I)t£COS(2t(I*I)tpZeTZSI(L)/TTJtB(RJeDSZB(2o(I-IJtpZtTIRSiL S2 239
29 IF (ZFSI3).IE.O) GO TC 32 52 180 1)/TI) S2 2;0
COOt P_J_C_R FOUIIER IlaL_SI5 OR PITCB BITE T155 BZSTOa£ 52 181 38 CCN1llOI 52 2;I
53_1=53ol S2 182 39 PS(L)-ZleI2tI3 52 2;2
COO* CORrOdE rO_BI/R SERIES COEFFICISITS 52 18J ;C IF ilFS|6).l_.O) GO TO 15 52 2q3
CiL[ EA_IF(F].K_H3PI,IC(3)) $2 18; COte PEB_O_R FOOR_ER 1111_5Z5 OR INGLE-OF-ATTIC[ _XIl_ B_5TOI£ 52 2_1
Coon 51GERERIT5 _ITCB B&TE TEE1 BZSTOR! (SflOOTflEG| $2 185 R6_1-1611 S2 215
11-1(1) 52 186 Cote CCRIOTI FOORI£R SER;R5 CORPfICIEITS 52 286
DC 31L=I_K $2 187 CALL _LDIF(Tt_KeRRPI_IC(6)) 52 2;?
TX-TZRE(L)-TZRE(I} 52 188 cett BEGIN[BIT5 IRGLI-OF-ATTIC5 TIH5 IL[STO5£ (SBOOTB_q 52 218
Z2=nII,3)e(D(K,3)-DI1,3))/T£tTZ S2 185 II=i(1) 52 2B9
X3-_._CO 52 190 D_ R2 L=I,K 52 250
DO 30 1"2_5311 52 191 TI-TIR£(LI-TIRE(1) • 52 251
Z3=I3*I|R)o_COS(2e(I-1)oPI*TIaE[L)/TT)OaiRJ*D$IU(2e(N-1)ePIeTZRR(L 52 192 52-C(1_6) oiD(R,6)-941,6))/T_e_X S2 252
1)/T2) 52 193 Z3-C._DO 52 253
30 CCI11101 52 19; DO _1B=2,H611 52 255
31F3(LI-ZIOI2oI3 52 195 13-I3*I(I)t£CO5(20(I-1)ePZeTIEI(L)/TT)tB(IJeDS;JI[2t(I-1)epztTZES(L 52 255
COte INT£GRI_E PEICR BITI TO OBTIZN FITCH ANGLE, 1_ DESIRED 52 196 1)/T21 52 256
_il-R;(1) 52 197 R1CONt_NO! S2 257
IF (1_1C(7}.R£.0) CILL TB&P(R,TZEE,_3#FT,PII) 52 198 52 FR(L) sZ1eX2oX3 52 258
32 1_ 1I_51;).11.0) GO TO 37 52 199 IF |Z_2C(]).NR.O) GC TO IS 52 259
Coot P£BICRR FOULER| A|&LISIS OH IZRSPSED TIRE BZSTOB_ 52 200 Cote CCB|UTE IRGLE-O_*ITTICK _IT5 TEal RESTORE S2 260
RI_I-HR*I 52 201 ZDI-|O(|,G)*D(1,6))/TD S2 261
COOt CCR|OTR POOlIII $51155 COEF_ICIEIT$ 52 202 DO N; L-I_K 52 262
CIL[ _&_lf(f_,l_RqRl,lC(;)) 52 203 ED2-0.O_O S2 263
COte I£G_I£RIT£ AIRSPEED TXR! 5XS_ORZ (S800THSD) 52 20; DO q) 1=1,86 52 26_
11-1(1) 52 205 ID2"ID2*2tRtPI/TTt('i(I*1)tDSIR(215oPZtTZa_iL)/Tq _B(Itl) tDCO5(2tl S2 265
DO 35 L'I_K 52 206 IoPIeT_EE(L)/TT)) 52 266
TI-IIRS|L)-T_RI(1) 52 207 ;3 CONTZ_OE 52 267
X2-C(I+R) o(D(I,R)-D(t+I))/TDeTZ 52 208 R; Fg(L)-ZCltXD2 $2 268
XJ-C.ODO S2 209 IF (ZFS(6).RQ.O.IJD.Z_BC(3).Rg.O) GO TO q7 52 269
qS ISle(3}-1 52 2?0 Ir (IPRO(8).EQ.O) GO TO 58 52 330
IF IIFS|6).EE.O) NtITE (JERITEeq6) $2 27| D(JJ,R}-DE(JJ) $2 331
q6 NO|RaT (11o////olSl#ECRVARRIHG -> ABGLE-OF°ATT_'K RATE WAS CONFUTE $2 272 DV(JJ)=DE(Jj) 52 312
1D OSIAG UESECCTRE= JIGLE-OFe/TTECE TIRE H£STORIe////| 52 273 GO 10 59 $2 33J
CALL INX(EeF6wTIREeEgworelogSoJI) $2 27q 58 D(JJ#e)=OI(JJ) 52 33;
e7 IF (IIS(3).NE*O) CO TO 50 $2 275 _9 OOlIIlOS $2 335
Cite PERFCSR FOURIER ]NILESZ$ CE TEflPERJTDRE TIE& ffY.5_ORr 32 276 C.i* ARRANGE FOR CORRECT LISTING $2 336
REal=R?*1 $2 277 60 IF (IPRC(2).EQ.O.IR_.IPEC(1).R£.O) GO TO 61 $2 337
Cote CONFUTE YOORIEE SERIES COE_JICIERT$ S2 278 GC TO 63 $2 338
CaLL PiEIE(1?eRoRFP1olC(7)| 52 279 61 DO 62 3_-1,K $2 339
Ceee REGENERATE _ER_IEATDRE TIRE RISTORI (SROOTflED) $2 280 F8(JJ)_D(JJw8) $2 3_0
zl-a(l| ;2 281 62 o(JJ,ej-lx(J_) s2 Re!
DO q9 LslwR $2 282 63 IF iIPEC(1).RE.O. AXD. IPRC(2).EO.2) GO TO 6_ S2 3q2
TE-TZRE(L)-TIRI|I) 52 2d3 GC 2C 66 52 3;3
X2-O(1BF).(D(EfF)oD(lwF))/_©tTX 52 2Rq _q VRITE (_RSZTE_6S) 52 3q_
I3-G.ODO 52 285 65 FORMAT (1Xw///w_ZreTUE VALgES GP ZERO(l) &XD ZERO(2) &RE ROT CORER 52 3q5
DC qR Ez2wRTPl S_ 286 1TIBLE. RETDNNZRG TC NEXT DaTA _£Te IF All*st///) $2 3q6
I3:I3+kiR)eDCOS|2e(N-1)ePZeFIEE|L)/TT)*R(N)eDSZE |2e(_-I)ePIeTIRK(L $2 287 lENS-1 S2 3q7
1)/IF) _2 288 RET_JR _2 3e8
q8 COIIIIOE $2 289 66 IE |IFS(9).NE.O) GO TC 71 32 3_9
_9 E?|IJ=It*I2*Z3 $2 290 Cite PEEEORR FUURIER IRkLESIS Ok ILTIFUDE TIRE EZSTC_E S2 350
Celi PIBICRR FOURIER aEIITSIS OH IUKGITUD£RAL ACCELF_AFIOE TIRE flISTOR! $2 291 Rg&1=Rg.l 52 351
_0 LLIzO 52 292 Cele COR_UFE FOURIER SERIES COEFFICIENTS 32 352
CC 2C 53 $2 293 CALL FAEIF(FIO,R,Rg_I,AC(9)) $2 353
_1 IF (EPIC(2) .LT.G.OE.ZPRC(2).GS.F) GO TO 60 52 29_ Cite REGIBERJTE AITI_ODE TIRE RESTORE (SROOTSED) 52 35q
Ii |I_RC(2).NR.O._EC.I_RC(1).aE.O)IPRC(1)=O S2 295 Z1-111) 52 355
Cite CONVENT LO_GIT_gIREL ACCELERATION INTO *CORP&T_BLR e ACCELERATION $2 29b DO 68 L-I_E 52 356
DO _2 _J=l_E $2 297 TEsTIER(LaoTIaN(1 ) $2 357
D(JJ_RJ=(II(JJJ-GcDSZR(F2(JJ) IiXAIeF$(JJ|_F3(J_ J/DCOS(F6(JJJ|*F_ 52 298 E2=E(I_)i(D(K#EJ-D(_gJ)/_EtTE 52 358
1jJ) e(Eg(_J)-EI(JJ))e(_SIR(F6(JJI)/DCOS(R6|JJ))) 52 299 ZI-O.ODO 52 359
ZF iEPRC|8) oIOoO) GC TO 52 52 300 DD 67 R-2,REF1 $2 350
DV(JJ)-_(J3_8) 52 301 I3=I3*&(N)e_COS(2e(N-1)ePIeTIRE(L)/TT)eE(N)*DSIJ|2e|B-1)ePIeTZflE(L $2 361
D(JJ,8)=AIIJ_) $2 302 1)/T2) 52 362
_2 CO_TI|OE $2 303 67 CONIZROE 52 363
IF ([PRCiR).NE.O) GO TO 53 S2 30_ FIO(L)_IltI2eE] $2 36q
ZF (ZPRC(2).EQ.}| GO _0 60 $2 JO5 Ceee ADJOSF _ENSZTF TC HI CORFATZBLE _ZTB ILTZFUDE $2 365
Cite CORNETS DEVIATIONS FOR LONGITUDINAL ACCRLREkTLOJ 52 306 IF (I_S(5).RE*O)ES(L)zRROe(1.0DO-6*86D-O6iFIO(_)iiq*26DO $2 366
_3 DO 5_ l=l,a 52 307 68 CCAIISUE 52 367
T[_IRR(I)-TIRE(1) 52 308 C_*i CONFUTE DERI_&TE_E OF ELTITDDE TI_E UISTOEE S2 368
_ FI(IJ-DII_R)-(OII,B)i(D(E,8)-D(leR))/TDtTZJ 52 309 IDI-IO(E,9)-DII,g))/TD 52 369
R8F1-RRtl 52 310 DC ?G LIllE S2 370
ceee CONNOTE FOUEIEE SERIES COREFICIENTS S2 311 ID3-O.O_O 52 J71
CaLL _IEEF|/E,a,E8P1,NC|8)) 52 312 XD2"C.©DO 32 372
Cite REGENERATE ACCELERATION TIRE flLSTORE (SRDOTflED) $2 313 DO 69 l-l,R9 $2 373
11-1(1) $2 31q ID2"ID2*2eRepz/TTe('A(R*I)tCSIB(2eNepItTIR_|L|/_T).B(Nel)eDCOS(2tl S2 37q
DO $6 L-I,E $2 315 I*_ItFIRIiL)/TT)) _2 375
TI-qIER(L)-TIRI[1) S2 316 ZD3=ZD3-(FiRePI/TT) ee2t(E(R*I) eDCOS(2tNeRI*FZRE|_/FF)tB(R*I)eDSZR $2 376
I2-CI1,8) e|©|E,E)-D_I,R))/TDeTZ 52 317 I(2*NeFIiTIRE|L)/T_)| $2 377
EIsC._DO 52 318 69 CCNEINU_ $2 378
DO 55 R-2,_8_1 _2 319 F12(I)-XD3 32 379
la_R3tE(E)e©COS(20(E-1)ePI*TISR(L)/TT)*B(RJtDSIB|2e(R-1)ePZeTIRE(L 32 320 70 _11|L)*ID1*%D2 52 380
1)/2_) S2 321 71 IF (IESIg).R_.O) CO TG 73 52 381
55 COR_IEDE 52 322 VNIFE (JRRZFE,721 $2 382
DF(LJ=Zl!I2_I3 52 323 72 FO_RAT |11,////_JSI,860SIRRING -> ALTITUDE D£_VATIVES VEER COUP $2 383
IF (LIE.EO.O)ST(L_q)-DF(L) 52 32_ 1_2EC USIRG UISRCO_RED ALTITUDE FIRE HI,TORE,L/L/) 52 38q
56 CORFIRUE S2 325 CALL ERI(K,E10_FIRI,E11,F12,2_¥S_Nl) 52 385
IF (LLE.IE.O) GO TO ST 52 326 73 IF (IFRC(8).EQ.O) GO FO 83 52 386
ILEal 52 327 IF |IFRC(O).GE.2) GC TO 80 52 381
GO TO 51 S2 328 Cite USIIG REglOE-Ra_ESON BETflCD e FIND COflPATLBLE &_GLE OF ATTACK $2 388
57 DO Sg Ji=lel 52 329 LCAI-O 52 389
J_
00 ,. L-'.I S2
nl-o S2
lu-nlll S2
U'-'.' 111LII" ILlo'8ILI S2
U2-(O..05QIT 1,.000- (f' 1111/" (LII ••21 0 (n (LI." 2(Ll-l' l1LI.'8 (LI'I ( S2




1I'.-IP,.oceS(IL., 0IP2.OSII IILPI S2
IIC-(fl.lfIPPI.('IP/.IPPI-2.000.1.1/.IPPI s2
1L"-ILP S2
IP Ulo.n.O.OOOI GO to 76 S2
If ce'U.""I.n.O.ooOI GO to 75 S2
IIP-IIP-.IP/.IPpoOStBt(IICI s2
GO to 77 s2
15 IL'-IIP-.IP/.IP.-OStlt(IICI S2
GO to 71 s2
16 It'-IU-PIP/PI,, S2
Len-Lcnol S2
GO to 78 s2
71 IP IDlBS(ILP'-IlPI. Lt. '.00-'S.01.ltI.EQ.201 GO TO 78 S2
GO to H . S2
18 "(II-UP S2
IP (Lcn.n.OI 18ln (Jlun.791 Lcn S2
19 .eun (1I,/I.,n.'0.8." 00111" IEVTOI-II'8S<l1 TO un COHPIUBLE S2
, IIGU CP IUICI. tHE 100Tll! USHED to S~EI COII'LU BOOTS,fl,78 S2
, t18IS• •111 S2
GO 10 8l S2
C... .110 COIIPltl.LI OEIJ'ltl'E 0. 'LIGHt-'ltH IIGLl s2
60 DO 8' L-'.I S2
e1 01 Itl-(II (LI-G.OSlIl.2 (LII HII.U (L'.'lILl-18(1.I .OCOS (16 (L"I/I'41 s2
1I1.un 1161LIII S2
GOal21'I-.6111 S2
C... IIII'lltE DEII'ltl" 01 lLIGHt-PITH IIGLE S2
CILI 11IPII,tI81.01.DI.GOI s2
C... COB.UtE ILtltUO. Iitl S2
DO .2 L-1.1 S2
62 HDUI-"ILI.OSnIDI(LII S2
HO-"O 1'1 S2
C". 1I1'G1I1I UlnUDE BUE S2
CILI tIIPII,tIB',HO,8,HOI S2
'J IP IIPICC9,.EQ.01 Ge to 86 S2
C". 'UC II unUU-C08UU8LE IUnUDE 110 OElSUJ S2
HO-I'O(Q S2
DO n L-l,1 S2
CILI SEC'IL.I,IIII S2
•• 01 UI-" IL) .0SUI12 (L)-16IL) I S2
CILI IBIP(I,tlll,OI,OJ.HO) S2
DO .5 L-l,1 s2
.'0lLI-'IC,.,,0ILlo'IC2.01(1) S2
85 .5 (1) -ISO. (1.000-6. 660-6."e ILII .... 2bOO S2
CILL 111(1."0.tI8E,"'."2.2,IS,II, s2
66 I' 4I'SI'01.11.01 Ge to 89 S2
C." PU'OIH 1008111 IIILlSIS 01 UITICIt ICCELlUTIOI S2
B'O.'-B'Ool s2
C". eOUUtE .008111 SEBIES COllfICIUTS S2
CILL .111'1.,l.I,810Pl,IC(1011 S2





























































00 E8 L-l.1 S2
TI-1IHE(LI-tI8'lll S2
U-O (1.10), 1011.101-0 (1.10) I/TO.U S2
Il-O.COO S2
DC e7 1-2,,'0Pl S2




89 Il II'S 111, ....0) GO 10 92 S2
C... PII.0&8 1001111 IlllrSIS 01 lLE'ITOI loa STIDltlrOl1 DllLEetlOI S2
81UI-8,,01 s2
C". COB.un 'OOllll SlUES COlrrICIIITS S2
CIU .UAf(f14,I,ftI1Pl,ICCI1I1 S2
C". BlG'UIiU IllunOl/SUDILlTOBI DE1LECUOI TLIIL HISTOBr(S800tREDl S2
11-1(1) S2
DO 51 1-1.1 s2
n-tUEIL)-UHlII, S2
n-o 11.11)' 1011,111-011,1', )/To.n s2
13-0.000 S2
DO 50 1-2,"1P, s2
IJ-IloA (H).CCosI2.(I-ll.PI.tI8EILl/tTI08(II.OSII 12.(1-1I °PI.TIIIl (1 s2
lllttl S2
9~ conIlUl s2
91 '14(1)-11+12 0Il S2
C". nln IIPDt filiP-lUIS S2
92 a IJ•• Il.l) GO to 96 s2
UUE IJUnl.9l) aSll1.ICll1,IP(I).IP(IJ),I1S(21,ICI2"J:P12I,IP( S2
"" ,IrS Il). IC Il), IP IlI,IPBC (11 ,llS (41,IC ("I .1P 1~J,IPiC(21 ,I1S (5, ,I S2
lC (5' ,IP 151 ,IUCCl) ,IPS (6) ,IC 16' ,lP Ibl ,I PBCC"I ,IlS (71, IC (7) .IP (7) ,I S2
IPRC 15), IPS (8) ,IC(8) ,If (81 .IUCC6I,IlS 19I,IC(j) ,Il.'(jl ,IfBC(71 ,IlS (l S2
101, ICC'O) • If (lOI,IPBC (81,aS (III ,Iq", .11.' (II) ,I'1C(91 ,IU,IP 1121 S2
~J rep!A1 t1H1,1//I,42J,48C'_'),I.,.J.l,"',46"','I',I,It.2.K:,' 1',101,26HSE 52
1eTtO! 2 INPUT P1RAftITIIS.10J,·I·./.1I21,·I· ....bl.·.·./,IUI.·I·.21.'I 52
US (1) at,I~.21,' Ie (l).t, 13,21,' IP( 1) at ,12,2.(,' IPI 13) al ,12,31, 'I' ,/, S2
'1121,' I' ,21,' Irs (2)·' .12,21,' Ie (.2) ='.13" .tl,· IP (2) ::11:'.14,21,' IP (1 If).t S2
1,12.31, '1',/,421,' I ',21.' Irs (3) a' ,12,21, '''C (3) al ,IJ,21. 'IP Il) at, I.4! 52
1.. 21, 'IP 8C (1).' .12, 21,' I' ,I. tl21,' I '" 21, 'IrS (It) a l • 12. 21,' Ie (II).' ,Ill' 52
121.' II? III) at ,I2.2I,'IPIi:C (2) ~ •• 12,.:%,' I' .. / ....~I .. ' " ,21 .. ' I'S (5).',12,2 S2
11 .. ' Ie (5)·' ,13, 21,' IP (5)·- ,I~.2I. 'I1'&C (3).' .1:.l, ~J.," • •1."21,', ',21. S2
l' IPS (6)'" ,12,21.' Ne (6)"'.13.21.' IP (6).' ,12,21 .. 'IPiC (.. ) a'. 12 .. 21.' I' 52
1,1 .. 1121. '1' .. 21, 'IrS (1) a' .12 .. 21,' Me (1) ,., .. 13 .. ~J .. 'IP (1) ·'.12 .. 21 .. ' IPae ( S2
15)·' ,12,21, 'I' ..1,421, 'I' .. 21 .. ' IFS (8) .' ,12 .. 2X,' IC(8) .' .13 .. 21,' IP (8). S 2
l' ,12 .. 21.' IPSC (6) a' ,12 .. 21 .. 'I' ..1 ...4.1 .. '" .. 2X .. ' Irs (~).', I2 .. 21 .. ' HC (9) a' S2
1.. 13,21.' IP (9).' ,12 .. 21. 'IPse (1)~' .. 12.21 .. "'./," 21 .. ' j'. 21 .. ' Irs (10) "1" 52
1,11 .. 21 .. 'IIC« 10) .' ,12 .. 21 .. 'IP (10)·',1 ' .. 21. 'IPlI:C (8)·' ,12" 21 .. ' I ' .. / ,,'21 .. 52
1'" .21 .. 'lIS (11) a',I 1.21,' Ie (11) a' ,1:.l,2X" 'IPI: 11)" ',I 1. 21 .. ' IPRC (9).' S2
1" 12,,21 .. 'I' .1.1121. "'" 21 .. ·llla' .1'12.tt .. 6X,·IP (12)· ' .. 11.1 .. 1 .. ' • ' .. I" J61 52
1.. 61'_') .. ••• ..461 .. ••• ..61·_·) .. 1.36t .. ·I· .. 581.·.·) S2
uln (Jllln.94) II,IP 111.1.1 (11,1-1,6) S2
9' roalut 1361,'1 IPC·,Il.·)a·.1PD19.12.1X.·VC·.11 .. • •• • .. 1PD19.12 .. • I' 52
11 ~
IIIn IJIUU.951 s2
95 .oun Il6l.'I' ,58 ('_ ') .'1' ,III) S2
C... rI8.01IBILJ SToal 'ILU!S S2
56 DO 97 1-1,1 S2
TSTII.I)-D(I.I) S2
tStlI.2)-12(I) S2


































































151 II~61-S1II. JI S2
15111.71-"111 S2




lSI 11.12) -51 11.1) S2
15111.13)-StII.') S2
lSI II.U) 'P81I) S2
IS!lI.15) -P1311) S2
151 11.16)-P1' II) S2
57 CO. n.OI S2
IS-. S2
C'" E.1Ct 11.1S1111IOI IECB'I~UE S2
Clll SIC1el.I1I.ISP.ltESI.Jl.101.DSPSI S2
IP lII'I.IE.OI 111011 S2
IP 11IESI.E~.01 eo 10 99 S2
C'" I.DIP1.1 P1I1I1TIIS 10 PIE'10US IIEI1IIO.S S2
I-IS S2

















59 IP IJP.'E.IUI.l'D.IIESI.E~.OIGO 10 125 S2
C'" CIECI POI O'llllL Plot OPIIC. 52
IP IIPIC~I.IE.OI eo 10 102 S2
C'" IESEI IItS 1IIII1L 0111 S2
DO 100 1-1.1 S2
DC lCO J-l.11 S2
lCO DII.JI-SSII.JI S2
JIS.l S2
C'" DEP1.E 1101 COD!S S2
C'" 11I'I.G-- 11S'I'G-- IHE POLlCOllC P10TII.C IOUTIIES 11Y 101 IE S2
C'" COIllll!LI 'OS CI811 IISI1LllII0.S. IdE uSEI 5dOOlD II~UIBE 11 S2
Coo. BIS I1SUUltIO.'S nCCllllllG SEBHCES. S2
C'" COIlUIE II!E SPiCI.e '0' PLCtll.C S2
101G'11BEIII S2
DO 101 1-2.21 S2
IP II0Ic.el.tRGlI-ll.lID.TO.C.LB.UCIIIITPtp'IBG III S2
1P IICBC.EQ.HC eI-lIIIPU-nc 11-1) S2
101 COIIISU! S2
C1Ll fLCIIIII.IPTP.IP.IlS.IIIC.8.BD.1111 S2
102 Il eIElBlc.n.OI GO 10 113 S2
C'" IIIIE BESOLTS I' E.GLISB U.IIS S2
.BlIB IJ.IIIB.1031 S2




























































11 SE.IES 1.11YSIS 1118 SPICIlIED 81.10.ICS.l01.·.·./.111.·.·.661.· S2
, •• • 1,311. 68 (I.') ,/,61,121 C
'
.·) ,/,61,1., ,191, 'I ',19l,')' .. 191, '1'.19 52
11 •• I ••19X •• ) •• 191.' •••1.61 •••• ,.X.l0HD1Tl POllf,5I,'S',lr,4HTIRI,8 52
11,'I',6I,6BlrIGBt,71,'I',JI,11HfITC9 .IGLi,5I,'I ',41,10BPITCH Bitt S2
1.51.' I' .. 51, 881IRSP!!D,6I,·.· II .. 61,'.· ,1 91, '( ' .. 61 ,bH (S !CS) .. 71.' .'.7 52
lX.58IlSll.7I.'I'.~I.9H(J1DI1'SI.ol.'I'.31.12BI11~1'/SEC).'X.·I'.5S2
11.88 CPT/SIC) .61.·.· .1.61.·.· .19,1 • •••• 191.'.'.1 9X.·,' .19X••••• 191.' S2
, ••• ,91••••• /.61••••• 119(._.) •••• , 52
DO lC' I:l.l S2
10' IRIn [JIBIU.1051 I.IUEIII.PlIII.P2111.Pllll.HIII S2
1&5 rCB!!l! (61.·.·.71.1].91.·.· .61..17.3.61•••••51.19.).:i1.·.· .lX.PU. 7 52
"~I.'I'.'I"'0.7.51.'I'.51.P8.".61.'.') 50l
IRIt! [JIBIU.1C61 S2
lC6 POB!!lt (61 ••• ·.1191.·.·.1.61.121C·.·).1.61.·.·.191.·'·.191.·.'.'91 52
1.' 1'.191.' J•• 191.' I ·.'91.·.· ./. 61.·.· .41.10801 'II POI.r. 51.' ••• 11.4 S2
lHTI"E.81.'.'.51.180fISItr.11."'.21.15KIICLa 01 ArrICK.21.,,·.41.t 52
11HTfftFIIATDRE.QI.·'·.3X.12HICCZLEBITIO•• 41.·.·.I.ol.··'.191.'.'.6152
1.68 (S[CS) .1'1.' 1'.31.'28 (SLOG/FT••3, .41.'1' ."X. 911 (8IUlIIS) .61.' I '.6 52
11..18 (D!C-B) .61.'. ·."1.118 CfT/5EC••2) • '11:.·.·.1.6:£.·.· . 191.' 1•• '91.' 52
11 •• 191••.•• 191 ••••• 191 •• 1•• 191 ••••• /.61 ••• ·.119'·_·) •••• ) 52
DC le7 l-l.K S2
107 IBnE IJlBnE.1081 I.UIBIII.,5111.P6111.r7ILI.P8[11 S2
lC8 lOllUT (6'1 •••••11.I3.91 •• I •• 61.17.3.61••• • ... .1.l10.8.51.·.·.QI.Pl,. 52
17 ... 1.'1'.11 ••6.2.61.'1'."1 ••9.5.61.'.') 52
UITE IJIRITE.1091 S2
le9 rOllllT (61.·.·.'191.·.·.1.61.'21(·.·)) 52
IBnE IJIIIU.110) S2
110 POIl!U! (61.'.'.121:.'.'.101.'.'.221.,,'.101.,,'.151.'1'.131.','.1111: 52
1•• I •• 1EiI ••• ·./.61.· ••• 11.10BtITI POI.r.1X.·J·.JI."lITIS!.JI.·I·.11. 52
120Bl.CLE-oP-1TI1CK B1IE.ll.'I'.11.8B11TIIUDE.II.·I·.11.1lH1LIITUDE S2
1 IITf,ll.·".'1.1'8IL'f. ICCIl •• 11.,,·.11.12HYEiT. ICC!L•• ll.·I·.'1 52
1.'I&RIl!V. DI.LIC!•• 11.·.·.1.61.·.·. 12X••••• 21. 6U, &sECS) .21.' .'.51.1 52
128 IUDUK/SIC) .51. '1' .1l.~8 IPTI.n. '1' .'I.88 1FT/SEq .ll.· I' .11.118 S2
1(Pt/SEC •• 2).11."'.21.11H(11/SZC••2).11.'I'.3X.9BCBID11.S)._I.···. 52
1/.61.'.',121.'1'.101.'1'.221.','.101.'1'.151.'.'.131.'1'.11&1.'.'.152
161. ·.·.1.61.·.· .119 C·-') •••• ) 52
unl IJIBITE.1111 II.Tlftllll."III.lI0111.'11111.PI211).Pl1II).Pl S2
1~1I1.I-l.ll) S2
111 P08!11' (61.·.· ••I.I ••• I.·I·.2X.P6.J.21.·I·.5X.P12.9.SI.·I·.1X.r8.2 52
1. lX.·I' .'1.11. 2._X.·, '. 21 ••e.2.JI.· •• • "I~P6.2. 41 .'" .I&x.rs. 5."1.'. 52
1'1 S2
IBltE IJiBITI.112) S2
112 10B!l'! (61 ••••• 121 •• 1•• 101: •• ' •• 221 •• 1•• 101 ••••• 151 •• 1•• 1]1 •• 1·.1QX 52
1•• 1•• 161•••••1.61.121 ('.'). 52
GO to 120 S2
C'" IBII! IESOLtS II SI u.ITS S2
III IIII! [JUnl.1UI S2
" .. 10RIII! (11.1/.311.68('.') .1.31X.·.·.66X.·.·.I.J11.·.·.81.498PODBIE 52
1. SIRlES IIAttSIS VIT8 SPfCl,IED UllftO.ICS.l~t.·.·.I.Jll.·.·.661.·52
,.' .1.31 1.68 t' •• ) .1.61.121 ( ••• ) .1.61.·.· • 19l.: • • , '.'91.' I' .191,'1' .19 52
11.' I' .191.' .·.191.·.· .1.61.·.·. IU.l ORDITI POUlt. 51.', •• 11." 81'1"1. 8 52
11",·.6J.6RVEIGBt.11.',·.]1,11HPITCH IIGLE.Sl.·,·.QX.10BPITCR BITE 52
1.51.' •••51. 881IISPEID .61.·.· .1. 61.'.'.191. "'. 61.bll. (SECS) .'1.' .'.5 52
11.98(.lVTO.S).5J.·I· ... 1.9HCIIDllIS).61.·.·.31.1lU,(ilDIlI/S!C)."I.· 52
1I·.f:1.18CB/SEC).61.·.·.1.61.·.·.t9X.·.·.19X.·.·.191.·1'.191.'1'.1952
11.·1·.191.·.·./.61.·.·.119(·-').·.·. 52
DO 11~ lal.1 52
IS·11111'Q.U82CO S2
'5'" eII'O. JC~8DO S2
































































WRit1 (JVEITE, I16) $2 630 I.F3(q50),y_(_SO),FS(_50|.F61RSO)wF7(_50).F8{_50) wTT,RUO,PIeGwJRS,8 PL 8
116 FCIEAT (61ea*',119X,'to,/,61,121(oeo),/,6Z,*t'e19Iw*J'e19X,elO,19Z 52 6Jl 1ETBIC#JB[AD,JgRITErJPHECE#ZENE PL 9
1.'lO.191,'t'.191.*l'.191,'e',/,bl.'e',_X.10_&21 POIHT,51,'l'.71._ 52 632 COERCE /CA_EY/E11(qSO),F12(RSG) eL 10
IHTIRE.RI.ele.SZ.THDEWSITY,?I.eI'.21.15XAW_L£ UP IF_I_K.2X,'i',_I,I 52 633 CCRRCW /TE_P1/ST(R50.I).PIE(E).PSL.TSL.ZeiE eL 11
11#IIRpRIAT_RY,_I.*I',31,12XIC_ELbkITIOE._£,'e',/.OX.'e'.I9Z,'i'.61 5_ 6J; COERCE ITZqF2/Fg(_SO).elO(_SO).FI3(;50).FII(_SOI.iP(6).E(6) PL 12
1.6B(SECS|.TI.'I',UZ.RR(RGIRIe3).61,'I'.qI._n|k_ZAIS|.6X.'Is.6Z.TH 52 635 REAL*I IRD(a#WSC).ID(q. ISO).YEDi4.150).YD[q._SO| ._PTP PL 13
IID[G*R),6X,*I*.QI,10HIRI$ECet2),SZ,'e',/.OX,'¢'#I_L.*I',I9Z.'I'.19 52 636 C eL 1_
II.'l'.191.*l'.191.'l',151.'*'./.bX#'*'.11_|'*'),'*'| 52 6)7 TeTE-TFTZ PL 15
DO 117 I=I,E 52 638 DO 11=l,K eL 16
DS-F_II)t515.38_O 52 639 IF (Z.LE.S) ED(I)-*I eL 17
15-18(I)*0.30_8C0 52 6_0 00 I Jsl,q FL 18
TR=F7(I)eO._555556D¢ 5_ 6_! 1 IRDIJ,I)=TIR_(I) PL 19
117 WRITE (JMRYTY. IO8) IeTIRE(I) jDSeFb(I)eTKjA_ 52 6_2 Ceee PLOT WEIGHT TIRE HISTCRF PL 20
WRIYR (_VRIY[el09) 52 6;3 Ie (IP(1).R[.O) GO TO q PL 21
WRit! (JWEITI,11_) 52 6_ g=1 eL 22
118 FO_RAT (61#'e*,|2X,*l*,10X,*l',2JI,¢l*,lOl,*l**15I,*l*,l]I,*l*,1qZ 52 6;5 ZF (I_5(1).F_.O)R=2 eL 2J
1.*l'#16Z.e*e,I,61.eee.II.I_RCiTA F_IMT. lX.'I'.31s._TI_E.)I.'I*.II. 5_ 6_6 DO 2 I=1.R PL 2q
120HiMGL_-OF-iTTICK EAI[.IYeele. IX#dUiL?ITUDZ.II.'IJ.II.1]HILTIT3DE $2 6_7 YEO(leI)-DII.I) PL 25
1RIlIe1I.'Ie. II.11HALT. iCC/L..I£.'I'.II.I_XYE_?, lC_EL..II,'I*,I_ 52 6_8 ZF (IRS(1).[_.O)TRO(2,I)=el(I) PL 26
1. I_BEL_V. DE_LECT..IX,'e*./.61.o¢'.I_I. eI'._I,bX(5_CS).2I#*i'.51,1 52 6q9 IF (_ET_IC.R_.O)FRDI1,I)-FRC(1,I)t_.qW82DO/lO0._ eL 27
12H(EI_II_/SIC),_Y,'I',1I,BHIRETE_S),II,*I',_A,7_(_/5£_),_Z#'I',_X, 52 650 2 IF (RYT_IC.RF.O.AED.IFS(1).EQ.OITRD(2#L)=YBDI2#Z)eI._S2DO/lOO.OD_ PL 28
110HIR/StCee2),1I,*I*,2I.lOU(R/5_C*e2),2X,eI*.JX, gU(_ADIAMS)._I.'** 52 651 CALL _ICSIZ(IO.O,IO*O) eL 29
I./.6X.'*'.I2I.*I*.1¢I.'I'e2;I,'i*.IOX,eI*.ISXe'I',IJ;,'I'.IqZ.*I'. 52 652 IF (RYT_IC.i_.O) GO TO 3 FL 30
116Xeeeo./e6IeeeSellg(e-eJ. el*) S_ 65J CALL GRAFF(B.G._.OeTPTP#S.O,1.eTLRE(SEC5) e,X_D._.505,3500.O.1500 PL 31
DO 11g I-I.K 52 65_ 1.0.25C.O.l.'W[ZGHT(IBE)_'.FJC.FD,I#_,M._SO.K.K.K.;.O#KD.I,' ') PL 32
HSJFIO(Z) e_*3OIRDO $2 655 GO TC q eL 33
HOS-EllII)eO.]OWHDO 52 656 3 CILL GRIFF(8.0,O.O,TPTP,S.O,1,eTIRE(5£CS)_'#XRD, ED,5.5,150. O,200.O eL 3W
HD_SzYl_(I) tO.3CIHDO S2 657 I#5.C,I,'WEIGHT(REMTORS)/IOO*#YED,FD#I,q,¥#WSO,K,K#[,K#O,KD#I,' * PL 35
AZS-l13(I) eO.30q8CO 52 658 1) PL 36
119 WILT[ (SWRZTE, 111) I.TIREII),FR(I).HS.HDS, ffDD_,AZS,PI_(Z) 52 659 CIte F[CY FITCR iNGlE TIRE BISTOSF PL 37
VBITE (4VRIT_,112) 52 660 • IF (IE(2).RI.0) GO 20 6 PL 38
Cite PUICH E_SOLT5 52 661 N=I el 39
13_ IF (IFEC(E).R_._| GO TO 125 52 662 IF (IF512)._Q.O)R=2 PL _0
WBYTF (JPU_CE,121) (TITL[(X),X=I,20) 52 663 OC _ I-l,R PL _1
121FOERAT (2OAR) 52 66W YRDll,l)=Oll#2)tlOO.ODO PL _2
WRITR (3FORCH,122) K.5,RXO#G+TT 52 665 5 IF (IFSI2)*EQ.O)TRD(2,X)-F2(I)*I_O.ODO PL q3
122 _OJRAT 1110,1O15.8) 52 666 CALL _ICSIZ(IO.O,IO.O) PL qq
DO 123 1-1,8 52 667 CALL GEAFF(8.0,O.O,TPTP,5.O#I_ TZRE(SECS)_ ,XED, XD,5.5_-80.O_80.O, FL _S
123 MBIYE (JFU_CH,121) TIREIIJ,EI(Z),F2(I),FJ(L).P_|I),PS(L),F6(I),FT( 52 668 110.O,l.'PITCH I|GLEIRIDIIM) Z IOO*,YRO,Y_,I,q,¥,_SO_E,K,K,K,O,KD, PL q6
l[),EE(I),YR(I),_IO(1),E11(I).P1_(I),F13(I),F1_(I| 52 669 11,* _t) FL _7
121 FOIRAT (3D25.16/3D25.16/392_.16/3O25.16/3D_5.161 $2 670 Celt PLOT PITCH RATY TIRE HISTORY FL _8
COte TEI_SFR_ TO EEA£ RRW £AYA ¢_ TO COUTIEUE LOOP 52 671 6 IF (IP(3).RE.O) GO TO 8 PL q9
125 RETOSR 52 672 W=l PL 50
Cee* EEBGE ICERTIFICATIOg RE551G| $2 673 IF (IFS(3).EO.O)R=2 gL 51
1_6 WRITE (3WRITE,127) $2 67q DO 7 _=I,K PL 52
127 FCRR&T (lZ,///,2OR,'TRR SFRCIFICAT/OJ OF LP_(?) TO WC(?) I5 IWCOE_ 52 675 TEDII,I)=D(I,3)elOO.ODO PL 53
1ECT. FIOCE_CING WITH IRXT CAT&'SET_ IF AMY**| 52 676 ? IF (IFS(3).R_.O)IRD(2,K)-F3(I)elOO.ODO eL 5_
IRll=l 52 677 CALL PICSIZ(IO.O,IO.O) eL 55
EEY_il 5_ 678 CALl GRAFF(H.O,O.O,TP2PeS.O,I_eTLBE(SRCS) eeXBD, KD,5.5#-80.O#80.O# PL 56
_lO 52 679 110.O,1,*PITCR RITE(RID/SIC) • IO0_',FRD#Y_|,q_M_50_K,K_K_KeO_RD# PL 57
11, t _') PL 58
Celt PLOT ATRSFR_D TIRE EISTCRT i PL 59
8 IF IIF(q) oRE.O) GO TO 11 PL 60
5HBRCHTIR_ PLOTIT(R.TFTI.IF_IFS,ZP_C,H, RD, AAX) PL 1 W=l eL 61
C PL 2 IF (IYS|_)._O.O)N-2 PL 62
Celt SOB|CUTIR_ PLOTIT PLOT5 TIR_ HISTOBIR5 PL 3 DO 9 I=leR el 63
C PL q TRD IleI)=D (I,_) el 6_
IBeIICIT ERILe8II-H,O-Z) PL 5 IF (ZFS[q).E_.C)TRD(2eI)=F_(Z) eL 65
DIR_ISZON K©IS) elP(lq)eIFS(11)eIPRC(9)eH{q5OIeUO(_501 PL 6 IF (flRTEIC. IE.O)FRDII,II'FRC(I,Z)tO*30_8DO PL 66
COERCE TITLR(20),D(!5Cf11),TI_(_SO),A(lOO),BI1OO),F1{q50),F2(15_) eL 7 9 It (RFtRIC. IY.O*AWD*ZFS(_).ZG*O|FED(2,Z)-TiD(2,IJ*O._ORBO0 eL 67
CALL PZCSIZ410oOw10.O) PL 68 TBD(2,I)=Eg(I)eOCOS(F6(I))e|q(I)e(FA(I)-P_(Z))eD$LI(F6(I))-XIZeF3( PL 128
IJ (K£TBIC. m£.O) GO TO 10 el 6g 1Z)*e2*GeDSIR(P2(I))*PI|(_)eIGeDCOS(E_(Z))*E;(I)e(E3(Z)-F9(Z))*DCO$ PL 129
CELL GREFr(8.0eO.O_P;P_5.0_lpITLMZ|SECS)oe,XE_#XDwS.5,80.OwAOO.Ow PL 70 I(f6(I)|-F8(I|eDSIJ(F6(r)))oIP&ReGoDCOS(PT(I))eFJ|I|-PAR(6)e(F_(Z| • PL 130
120.C,l#.A_RSpEI_(FT/SEC)_eflEDwXDw1,;#N,_SO,K#A,K, KeO,K_wl,e e) PL 71 I(E3II)-YO(E))eDCC$(E6(L))-EB(E)*DSZR(F6(I))) PL 131
GC TC 11 PL 72 If iIES(8).EG.O)TSD(3,Z)=F8(I) PL 132
10 CILL GRIEE(8.0,O.O,TPTPe5.0_1,eTIn£|SECS)_e,_D, XD,5. S,25.O,IOO.Oe PL 73 Ir (NETGIC.E_.C) GO TO ;0 PL 133
15.0,1,eAI_SpE£_(fl/SEC)_eoIRC,yD,l,q,ljR50,£jK,A,K#O,£D,l,t *) PL ,?R T_O(1,Z)=TgO(1,I)eO.30_ODO PL 13q
Ceet PLOT DEASIT! TIRE HISTOBT PL 75 TR£(TwI)_£RD(2,Z)eO.ACqEDO PL 135
I1 IF (IP(5).RE.O) GO _0 14 PL 76 IF (IFS(8).EG.O)TS_(3,X)'TAr(3,I)_O.30_8_O PL 136
¥=1 _L 77 20 COA_L_OE PL 137
IF IIFSIS).EG.O)R=2 PL 78 CALL FICSZZ(IO.O#IO.O) PL 138
DO 12 I-1,K PL 79 IF (nitric. EL.O) GO TC 21 PL 119
TROiI,I|:94T,5}*l_OQO.CCO PL 80 CALL G_AF_[8.O,O.G,TPT?,S.O,l,_TLREIS£CS)__,X_D, AD,S.5,-32. O,32.O, PL 1TO
IF (IFS(S).E_.C)_D(2,I)=F5(1)810000.ODO _L 81 I_.O,I#gACCEE£BATICN(ET/SECee2)_*,XED,TD#I,_,R#q50,K,K,K,K,O,KD,I_ _ el 1;1
IF (EET££C. NI.0) TRD(1,L)=O(I,SJ*515J.8DO FL 82 1 _e) PL 1_2
12 I_ (EET_EC. NE.O.AND.IES(S|.I_.O|ERD(2,I|zFS(ZJe5153.8DO PL 83 GC TO 22 EL 1_3
CALL PICSIZ(IO.C,IO.O) PL _ 21 CALL CRAEF(8.0_O.O#TPTP,S.O_I_e_IflE(SECS) O,XRD, AU, S.5,oIO.O, IO.Ot PL lqq
IF (RETRIC. NE.O) GO TO 13 _L 85 11.0,1_eACC_L£RATION(R/S£C*e;)__,TRD,TD,1,;,_#_5_K,K#K,K,O,KD, l# _ PL lq5
CALL GRAFF(8.0,OoO_TPIP,S.C,I,*TI_E(SECS|e,_aD,XDe5.5_I_.Oe2_.O,2 PL 86 lea EL lq6
1.0_1,eDE_$XTE(SIOG/_TeeA) X IOGOGe#_RD_EU#|_q_#q_O,K_ReKeK,O*ED, PL 87 Ceee _LO_ A_GLE-OY-ITTACE RiTE TI_E dLSTOSr PL lq7
11_* _') PL 88 22 IF (lP(g).NE.O) GO TO 2q PL lq8
GO T_ lq PL 89 N=1 PL lq9
13 CILL GEAFP{8.0,O.O,_PTP#5.0,1,'TIRE($ECS)_',XRD, ZD,5.5_6.0,12.0,1. PL 30 DO 23 I'l,K PL 150
IO, I,eGEISZTY(KG/_*eA) X IO_e,TED_TD_I,;,¥,q50,A_A,K_K,O_KD,1, _ _) _L 91 23 TRD|I,I)=Fg(I)elOO.ODO PL 151
Ce*e PLOT ANGLE CE ITTACK TIRE ffISTGB_ PL 92 CALL FICSIZ(1G.O,IO.O) PL 152
1_ IF (IP(G).|E.O) GO TO 16 PL 93 CALL GEIEF(8.0,O.O,TPTP,S.O,I, eTLaE(SECS)_,XR_, Xu,5.5,010.0#10.0, PL 153
I= 1 PL 9q 11.0,1, e ANGLToCE-ATTACA EiTE(RAW5£C) Z lO0_e#XR_#¥O,I,q,a,q50, K, K, PL 15_
IF (IrSi6).ZC.O)a-2 el 95 1K_K_C,KD, I** _) PL 155
DO 15 I=l_K PL 96 Cte# PLOT ALTIT_D_ TI_ HISTCRT PL 156
TAg(l_Z)=D(I_6)elO0.O_O PL 97 2_ IF (IP(IO).N_.O) GO TO 30 PL 157
15 IF |IFSI6).EQ.O)TBD(2,T)-F6fI)elOO.ODO PL 98 N=I PL 158
CkLL _ICSZ_{IO._,IQ.C| PL 99 IE |IIPS|g)._E.O.i_D.I(IPRC(E).GE.2.i_D.IP_CiO).E_.O).OR.|IPRC(8). PL 159
CALL GE|FP(8.0,O.O,_PTPeS.C,I,eTLBE(SECS)_%XKD, X_,5-5,-5.0eqO-O*5 PL 100 1LT.2.A_E.IPRC(9).NE.O))).O_.(ZP$(9).EQ.O.A_D.(ZpRc(dJ.LT.2. A_D. Ip_ PL 160
1.0,1_e&lGL_ Of ITTACK(RAO) I IO0_e,TBD, TD,I_q_R, qSO,K_K_K,K,O,E9#I PL 101 1C(9).£Q.O)))E=2 PL 161
l e e) PL 102 IY |IIFS(g|._E.O.i_O.|IPRC(8).GE.2.&_D,LPRC|gJ._E.O)).OR.|[FStO)oE PL 162
Ce*e PLOT TEmPER&TORE TIRE fl_STOBT PL 103 lO.O.AND.(ZFEC(8).GE.2.ARD. IPFC(9).EO.O)).OU.|IF$(OJ.£O.O.AND.(IFEC PL 163
16 IF (IF(?).RE.O) GO TO 19 PL 10_ I(8).LT.2.1_£.IP_C(9).N_.O)))R=J PL 10_
N-1 PL 105 IF (IFS(gJ.EQ.Q.ASD.(ZFRC(SJ.GE.2.kRD.ZPRC{9|.RE.OJ|#=q PL 165
IF |IFS(T).EQ.O)N=2 PL 106 DC 28 I'I,E PL 166
DC 17 I-l,K PL 107 TRD(1,E)-D(Ieg)/IOOC.ODO PL 167
TRD(1,I)-D(I,?) FL 108 IF (IESi9).E_.O) GO TO 25 PL 168
IF (IFS(T).Ec.O)YBDi2,Z)-F7(I) FL 109 IF |IPRC(8).GE.2)EED(2,I)=H(I)/IOOO._DO PL 169
IF (_ET_IC. RE.O)TRD|1,I)-S.O/9.0e(D(L,7)-_91.72D_ _273.1809 PL 110 IF (IFRC(8).GE.2.1RC. Z_C(9).RE.O)TRD|3,I)=EIO(ZJ/IOOO,ODO PL 170
17 IF (_ETRTC.RE.O.ARD.IES(7).EO.U)TRD(2,IJ=5.0/9.0e(FT(I)-Q91o72)_27 PL 111 IF |I_C(8).L_.2)TRD(2_I)=FIO(IJ/IOOO.ODO PL 171
13.18©0 PL 112 GO TC 26 PL 172
CILL _1CSIZ(10._,10.0) PL 113 25 TRD(2,T)=FIOiI)/IOOO. ODO PL 17]
IF (BETEIC. EE.Q) GO TC 18 PL 11q IF (IFRC(8).GE.2)YRG(3,I)zHII)/IO_O.ODO PL 17q
CkLL G_AYf(8.0,O.O,_PTP,5.0,1,_TISZ(SZCS)_%IAD, ID,5-5, qS_-_,550.O FL 115 lE |IFRC(B).GE.2.1RD. IP_CIg).RL.O)_RD(_,IJ=FiO (I)/IO00*ODO PL 175
1,25.¢,1eTEEFER_TORE(DEG_R)_eTRD, TD,1e_,R,_5O,K,K,K,E,O,RD,le _e FL 116 IF (IP_C(S).LT.2oANC. IFSC(9).RE.O)X_D(3,Z)zpIO(L)/IOOO,ODO PL 176
1) PL 117 26 IF (RETRIC.EQ.O) GO TC 28 PL 177
GO qC 15 FL 118 DO 2? 0"l,N PL 178
18 CALL G_APP(OoO,O.O_TFTP_5.C,l_tTLBE(SECS)_°*XkD, XD*5oS_250oO*300oO PL 119 27 ERO(J#I)=TRD(J_I)eO.AC_EDOVlO.ODO PL 179
1,10.O,I,_TEEFE_ITUF|(©EG-_|_e,TRU, TD, I,_,a#qSO,K,K,K,K#O,KD,I_ _ __ PL 120 28 CCRIIaOE PL 180
1| PL 121 CALL FICSIZ|IO.C,IO.O) PL 181
COPe FLO_ ACC£LERITIC_ TIRE BISTCRT PL 122 IF (EET_IC._U.O) GO TO 29 PL 182
19 IF (IF(E)._I.O) GO TO 22 PL 123 CALL GRAFP[8.0,O.O,TF_P,5.0,1,eTIBE(SECS)__,XRD, Z_,5.5_2.0,16.0,1. PL 183
R=2 PL 12_ IO.I.gALTET_CE{FT|/1COC_*,TRC,ED,le_,R,qSO,K_K_K,K_O,KD,I_ _ __) FL 18_
IF |IPSIB).EQ.O)I'] PL 125 GO TO 30 PL 185
00 2C 1-1,£ FL 126 29 CALL GRAEP(8.0,O.O,TPTF,5.0,1,_TIME(SEC$)__,XTD, XD,5.5,0.O,_8.0,2. PL 186






Ceee PLOT &LlI_ODI H&_[ 1I_E HISTORY FL 188 YBDIl,I)=D(Iw11)e10CoODO PL 2q8
]0 ZF (IF(11)*N[.C) GO TO 3_ PL 189 q2 IF {ZFS(11) o[G*C)Y_D(2,I)zF1_(Z) *IO0*CDO PL 2qg
#=2 FL 1_0 CALL _ICSIZ(IO.0,IO.OJ PL 250
IF IZPBCIB).Gt*2)N'] PL 191 CALL GRA?F(B.O,C*Oe_PTP,S*O,l,eTLflE(SECS)_I,EBD#XD,5*5e'25*O, 25-0. FL 251"
DO "32 Z'l,_ PL 192 15.0,1,1ELEVA_CS CEF[HCTICN(||O) K IO0*wI_D, ID,I_,H#q50#KwKwK,K,O PL 252
:PD|I#I):rlIIZ) _L 19J leKD#le* *) FL 253
TeCI2.I)--_(Z)eFB(1)/U FL 1_ ,3 e£TUS_ eL 25_
IF IZFSC{Oi.GE.Z)¥B_(3,Ii:flD(1) PL 1_5 LNO PL 255
IF (RETFIC.IQ.0) GO TC 32 FL 195
DO 31Jslja PL, 19?
31 tRD(J,I|'Y_B(J.I) eo*3OqoDO PL 198
72 COIIIKUE FL 19H SUDFCOTI_[ SEC3(KwIA%wLSFwIT_STwLLwNUH,DSFS) 53 1
CALL FICSIZ(IO*O,IO.O) PL 200 C 5] 2
[F (_ETB[C*NI.O) GO TO 33 FL 2_1 Ceee SDHgCUTIH[ _EC3 CALCULATES [IAS_5_ FHA_ _HIPT_ ABD OTH_R DATA- 5_
CALL GBAFF(H.O_O*O.TP_F_-O_I_tT_flE(SECS)-_Z_D_ XD_5*5_-lO0*o_l_O* PL 202 C eee _F_|T FAHAfl_TEH5 EY A RI_IRI_ATLON TEC_LQUE ABU ADJUSTS THE S_ Q
IO, IO._,leeALTLTOC[ _A_[|F_/S£C)*eT_D,_D,te_,_,_,K#K_K#ReO,K9,1, PL _0] Ctee DATA ACCOHD_NGLY $3 5
1' _') FL _0_ C $3 6
GG TO 3" FL _95 IHPLICIT R_LeS(A-H,O-Z) S_ 7
33 CALL G_APF(8.0,C.O,TFTP,5.G,l,'TZ_B(SECS)_*,£BD, XD,5.5,-34.0,33.9, Fh _Ob DIHE.SICH _K(2,6),O¥K(2),F(TJ,A(3),TOL(2)#_¥K(21)#T_J(6),T_KK(35), 53 8
lq. Gel,_ALTITODE _AT_(H/S_C) oe,_b,ZD, I._,¥,;_,K,_,K,K,_,KD,I,' _1 _L 207 1RR(21)#CC|6),C(6,6),Z(6,1),UB(100),LSP(9),R%(Ab|,Dd{2),COST(lO)#SD $3 9
1| FL 208 1V(IC,6),ACOST(10).SL(qSC_3)_SE(_SO.I)#SVK|250),DIPA|¥50),PPAl(;50) $3 10
C*** PLOT iLTZTHD_ ACCELERATION TIHE HISTOBY PL 209 1,FFA2(_50),SA|_50,2) $3 11
7_ IF IIP(12)*i[*O) GO TC 37 _L 210 CO_HCN TZTLE(20),D(_SC,11).TZHE(_50)#A(100},B(lOO),PI(_50)_P2(_50) 53 12
DO 35 I-t,K eL 211 IjF3(OSC),F_(q50),F5(q50),F6KqSOJ,FT(_50)#FH|_5OJ#_T_RHO.FZ#G,_KS#H $3 13
YtDtl,i)=Y12(I ) FL 212 1ETDIC,JH_AD,JHBIT_#JPUBCH,I_PR 53 1_
7S IF |flYTSIC. Bi.O)YBDIl,I):F1211) _o-30_SDo PL _13 COHflCH /CAHRY/_11(_SC),F12|,_O) 53 15
CALL PZCSIZ(IO.C,IO.C) FL 21_ CCH_C_ /TE_I/ST(_50,q),PAHI6),FSL#TSL, ZPA_ 53 16
IF |R_THZC. EH.O) GC TC 36 FL 215 CCHHC_ /T£RF2/Fg(_SC),FIO(_O),FIJ(qSOJ,FI_|qSOJ,AP(6)#_(6) 53 17
CALL GRA_F(H.O,C.O,_p_p,5oO_I#*TIflE(SECS)_'eZ_D, XD,5.5,-IO0.O,IO0- PL 216 I_EGER L_SFH(10)/O#1#1e1_1#l_l,l#1_I/ S] 18
IO_IO.O,I_*ALTIIU_E _CCELFRATIC¥(_T/SEC_eTJ_*,X_U,XU,I,4.1,_SO,K_K* FL 217 C SJ 19
1K.K_O_K_,I,* _') FL 218 Dee* IHITIILIZ£ PABARIT_S S] 20
GC TO 37 Fh 219 LCN_:C 53 21
76 CALL GHAPF(8.0,O.OeTpTp,5.0ele*_£flE(SECSJ_*eARD, X_,5*S*-3".O_3q*O, PL 220 LH&I-IO 53 22
lq.O,I,*ALTITUD_ ACCELERATIO¥(H/S£C**2)_*,_ED_¥D,I,_,I,_SO,K*K_K,_, PL 229 ITFST=O 53 23
IO,KO,le __) PL 222 DO 1 J:1#6 53 2q
Ceee PLOT VE_TICA[ ACCEL[RATICH ILHE HISTOR_ FL 223 IF (LL.GT.1)B(J)=H|_)/2.0DO SJ 25
37 IF (TF|13) oN_.O) GO TO ql FL 22_ 1FAS(J):O.ODO $3 26
¥=1 FL 225 XI:F_I/TSL '$3 27
IF iIFSIIC)._Q.C)H-2 PL 226 X2:_10(1) SJ 28
DC 39 Z:l,_ FL 227 Dee* CCH_UTE FLZGHT PATH I_GLE A_D IT5 DEBXVATLVE 53 29
YR£II,I):_(Z,10) PL 228 DO 2 L:I,K 53 30
IF (IFS(1_)._Q.C)YRD(2.I):F13(I) PL 229 FFAl(L)=DA_SIH(F11(L)/T_(L)) SJ J1
IF (_£T_IC.[O.O) GC TO 39 PL 230 FFA2IL)=FPAI(L) $3 32
DO 38 J:l,N PL 231 DFP|(L).(F;{L)eF12(L)-F11(L)eFH(L))/{Fq{L)eDSQET(l.0DO-(P11{L)/Pq( 53 33
76 Y_DIJ,I)=TR_(3,Z)*O.3_ qHDO FL 232 1L))ee2)*Fq[L)) 53 J_
39 CC¥II_U! FL 233 2 CC_TIaUY S3 35
CALL PICSIZ{IO*O,IO.O) FL 2J_ C*** FIHC CORFITIEL_ A_GLE OF ATTACK 53 36
IF (BETPLC. I[.0) GO TC _0 PL 235 3 HCHTz0 SJ 37
CALL CRAFF(8.0eC*OeTP/F,5*Oel,eTLHE(SECS)-eeARDeIU, _*Se'32.Oe32.Oe PL 2J6 DO 9 L:leK SJ 38
I_.O,le_BTZCAL ACCEL_RATIC_(ET/SLCee_)__,_BD, YD,I,%#N,q50#K.K,K,K PL 237 C Poe SCL"E FCR ARGLE OF |TTACK 8Y NEdTO_ RAPHSOH SJ 39
1.0,K£,I.* _") PL 238 IT_zC $3 qO
GC TC ql PL 239 AL_zF6(1) SJ 31
_0 CALL GRAPF(8*O#O*O#TPIF,5-O_I_*TLHE(SECS)-_, _Ro*XD,5*5''10"O'10"O' PL 2_0 IPIsGeDSIH(tFA2(L))e_8(L) 53 q2
12.0,1eY[STiCAL ACCEL_RATZON(H/SECee/j_e,¥ED, YUeI,_,H,_50,K,K,K,K # FL 2_3 X_TzGeDCOS(_EA2{L))eD_PA(L)e_(L) SJ _3
lO,SD,le _,) FL 2q2 _ ZT_zl_R*I SJ q_
Ceee _LCT YL_VATO_ CYFLECTIO| TIFE HISTORY PL 2q3 THzST(L,q)-ZpleDCOS(ALF)-KPT*DSZ_(ALP)_XAAePA|L)eP3(L) SJ _5
ql IF (IF(l_J.l_.O) GO TO _3 PL 2qq PXP:IPleDSII(ALt)-%_2eDCCS(|L_) 53 _6
HAl FL 2_5 FBF_zIPleDCOS(ALP) eIP2eDSI|tALP) SJ _7
IF (IFS|11).EQ.C)|-2 PL 266 RADs(FHF/PH_E) efFHF/THPF)-2.0DGw|PH/PYPP) $3 _8
DO q2 lAThE PL 2q7 &L_lzAL_ $3 _g
Ir (JND.LT.O.OCO) G¢ TO 6 53 SO SLIl,3)-?PE2|l)**2 $3 110
IF I(FIEtFXFP).LT.O.O[O) GO TO S SJ $1 ©0 17 L-2,K $3 111
NLF*JLP*FIP/FIPPtDSGNV(EN©) 53 $2 Cee* IIIEGFNI£ MATES FOE fIIGUT [ITU ANGLE S3 112
GO IC 7 53 5] IGAH-V2(L)-VG(L) $3 113
5 ALP*IIE-V|P/FIPP-DS¢IT (l&_) 53 S_ Sl|1wl)'zG&_ 53 111
GO 10 7 SJ $5 51(1,1)-1.0©0 5J 115
6 NL_.ALN*FWP/IlPP SJ $6 SL(L#2)-FP&2(L) $3 116
SCIVJSCIT*I $3 " 57 17 SL|I,3)-rPI2(L)et2 S] 117
GO 10 8 _J 58 Cite E|ACI LEAST SQUARES FC| Bile AID GNIES SJ 118
7 IF (CNBS(ALPI*ILP).LT.I.0D-|S. GN.ZTR.EQ.20) GO IO 8 $3 5g CALl ILSQAE(SL,SR,S,Stl,4SO.qSOwlSwSYE,I_eJd_IT_ S] 11g
GO VO I SJ 6G CeNt COEi_T£ THE _ZZT£D _LIGHT PJT_ ANGLE $3 120
Celt IONS CQIV?ICZtS_S FO| LEAS¶ SQUABZS $3 61 DO le L:I,R S] 121
8 SI([tT) NBZP 53 62 IF [ICNT.GT.O)Si|L,2)-IFAT([) SJ 122
SL(L,1)-I.0_O SJ 6J 18 VPA;iI)-SR(1,1)*SN(Twl)eFPN_(L)eSE(],I)*FPN2{L)ee2 S] 123
SLIL,2)-F6(L) $3 6M Cite OB2IIE I_S DZEIVATIEE $3 12_
SLiL,3|-FEiL|iE6|L| S3 65 CiIL _Ul|_,FFk2,TIflV,OlfkeFl_#l,IS,]) 53 125
9 CCIVINUE 53 66 C tie EECOEEUT£ CORfIIIBLE AIGLE CF ATTACK 5] 12b
IF (NCI;.IE.O) EIITI (JEIITE,|G) ECET S) 67 LCII=ICHT_I 53 127
10 FONRAT 111,//o181,10eattt D_NIIG IEITOI-NAPH_OI TO FIND COFlPiTIBLN SJ 68 GO TO 3 SJ 128
I &IGIE CF ATTacK. Tie t¢_TZii YLSXKO TG 5_ I_ _oflP&E; ROQTSoIS.TFl S] 6g Ctei CGE|U_£ lea ALTITUDE NNU STITIC PRESSURE $3 l_g
1 TINES.,//) S3 70 19 El|IT SJ 1NO
COte EIAC5 LZNST SOOARES TG D[TElflLli BIAS AID GAIN _STLR&TES SJ 71 DG _1L-leK S3 131
CNZI LLSO&||SLoSt,_oS_l_SO_eSOolS_SYN_lNioJYJI_ SJ 72 IF iL.S_.I) GO TO 2© S] 132
lilT! (3EIITEo11| (SI(LelleI'IeJ| SJ 7_ 8EtEI*Q.S_Oe(TIEEIIJ-TIEE(L-lJ)e(Fq(LJoOSII(F_iT[LIJeFq|L-I|eUSII( S] 13]
11FG|EAT 131N#*COE_NTINILITF $STIBAT_S OF T_E J KZ15 - *olfD23.15o S3 74 1FElT(L-I))) S] 1J_
1/.]lleeEI|S AgO Girls EETI£ll IiEU_ J-> F_US_-CNDEB GAIN n %1P $3 75 20 ST(L_2) vIliFT(L)t(1.ODO-6.e_D-6eUI)iiIo26DG S3 135
1D23.15,/,312ee|BD C|LCUI&TE£ ANGLE OF ATTIre J SECOND-ORDER GNII $3 76 21CGIIIEOE 53 136
I - *,1P©23.15,/) S3 77 Z_JF'O*_O0 $3 137
CeOl CGH_OT£ Al NIGLE-OF-NTTNCK ViiIilCE IEDIC&IIOI lid igV VNLUES OF S3 78 DC _ I-IoLEiI S] 138
Cite AIG[I C1 ATTIC| S3 79 IF (LL.£O*EOE) GC TC 25 S] lJg
AYI_O.OgO S3 80 NNITE (_ENETF,22) LLoL 33 1_0
DO 12 I-l,E S3 81 22 FOBEAT #311,*ITEENTIOIe_I2,SI_JSUBI_ERATZOl*oZT,/) S3 lql
SA(I,1)-FS(L) $3 02 Cite STOil _ELTA INLUES 53 1_2
GIN'16(1) $3 83 DC 23 1-1o6 S3 le3
F6(_)-SR(I_I)*fS(L)i(SI(Toli*f6iLJtSB(3,1)) 5J 84 23 SDViI_I)-fN|(I) S3 lq_
12 NVIsNVIe(FK(L)-OLD)e(P6(L)-CID) S] 85 Ci** IIITIALI_E FlNTRICES S3 1_5
IllIt (_lNITE,13) IVI 53 86 DC 2q JXP'1o21 53 lq6
13 FGNFlAT (311,eIIGLE-OV-&TTICI VNBI&NCE INDICATION _ *elPD1].6_//) 53 87 BB(JIf)-O.:_C $3 lq?
Celt CHICK _Oi IICI_ASING lIT EVICt $3 88 IF (_IP.GI*6) GC TO 2q S] 1_8
If (LCIT.|OoO)S&EI-NVI $3 89 CC(_IP)-O°OCO S3 1_9
IF |ICNT.I_._) GO TO 16 S3 90 E_ CCNTIEU! S3 150
IF (AVI.GT.S&VI) GO TO 1_ S3 91 Cite CO,fOrE EIII_U_ f_£SSOS£ lID JCCELE|JTIOI $3 151
SNFIsNVI $3 92 2S IRII-_ESIST(1,2)) $3 152
GO TO 16 SJ gJ IEAI_DNES(ST(loq)) $3 153
C**o VISE5 k_GL_ CF ITT&CK ken VIIGUZ fATU ANG_ $3 g_ DO 28 3Sfn2oK $3 15_
It TO 15 Lnl,N $3 95 IF (CNES(ST(JIP_2)).GT.IENI)IBAI-DADS(ST(JZ_#2)| s] 1SS
FS(L)-SI(L, 1) 53 96 If (©ASS(ST(JIf,e)).GToIENI)VHIIzUABS(ST(JX_q)) 53 156
If (LCEI.EQel)S&(L,2)'FPAI(I) $3 97 26 COlIIEgJ $3 157
15 _V_;IL|-SN_L,2| SJ 98 Cite COE_TE _£$GR_ FLCTCES $3 15B
Ceee BEGIN LOOp FOE SUCCESSIVE EIIIOLZATIOIS $3 99 Ou(1)ul.0gO/(Z_iZtXaaX) SJ 159
16 CALL FNI(K_I6,TIFlEjlg,F1_1,15_32 SJ 100 DW(;)sl.0DO/(IUNZiVRNI) S3 160
CUe* TEST YON fllXIfl=a ITENNTICI CI IICIEASIIG FIT EflOi $3 101 X(1)'O.GDO SJ 161
11 (LCEToG£.IO.OI.AVI.GI.SIVI| GO ZO 19 $3 102 Z|T|'O.CgO $3 112
Cite OEIEFEZlE CCRPETIEIIITV ES_IENTES fOR FLLGFlT PATE ANGLE $2 103 X(3)_O.ODO S3 163
XGJE-FT(12-16(1) S] lOt TOL(1)nC.ODO 53 16e
IF (LCIT.BE.O) IGAHsEPNT(1) SJ 105 TOLI2)uO.OUO $3 165
ceei FCIE THI COEEflCIEEIS FCN LIIST SOUABES $3 106 Cite BEGIN COFlPUTIEG fl_JSE_ElS fG8 _ARTL&L DEAZ|KT$VE [ViLON_IOIS S] 166
SI(I_I)-IGNA SJ 107 DC 35 I'I,1 S3 167
SLII,1)'I.OEO 53 108 z_*E3(I)-f9(I) $3 168




%6-rI(X)vF](I) $3 170 3q TOL(J)-TOL(3)e_ES(J)eD|E(J) S3 230"
X71GeDSIR(F2(I)) S] 171 35 COITI|UE $3 2]1
E8-GeDCGS(PT(I)) SJ 172 Cvoe CODED_E COST TEICTICI AID TCIE/iIC£S $3 232
IU-FS(I)oHCD$(F6(I)) $3 173 PCE-O.O£O SJ 233
ZlO-f8(1) vgSIE(r6(I)) S3 17_ IF (IhEQ.IUO) GG TO 37 S] 23_
It1-Fq(I) OI_oDSII(F6(I)) SI 175 DO 36 J'le6 S] 235
I12-F_(I) eIqoUCOS|F6(I)) S_ 176 36 PCF-EC?*I(J) O(PAR(3)-AP(3))eV2/(Ap(J)e&p(3)) S3 216
Z13#112-110 $3 177 37 CDST(L)-UH(1)VTOL(1)tDE(2)VTCL(2)eI_F SJ 2J7
Cove CHECK FOE IEITIAL POIgT CLLCUL&TIOE $3 178 DO 30 1-1o2 S3 238
IF (I.IE.1) GU TO 2? sI 179 38 TCL|I)-_OL(I)/E SJ 219
1(1)-12 53 180 HBITE (IHBETEe]9) CDST(L),(TCL(I),I-lo2) $3 240
EI'O.ODO $3 181 39 FODflAT 131EwtCCSI FOICTIOE (J) - 1,1PD23*16e/,IlI, eHITH:*,/,37ZreS SJ 2ql
27 IF (I.EG.1) GO TO 29 SJ 192 1TATIC FHFSSURF TOLERAHCE - eBIFD23.16,/,37I,eLOUGLTUDI11L &COULEE& $3 2N2
II-(FT(I)-FT(I-1))/(TIaE(E)-TZEE(I-1)) SJ 183 ITICN TUIEDAECE - *,1E©23.16,///) SJ 2N3
CVVV rEiD EUIET-TO-ECI|T IITIGEAIS S3 18_ Co*V CHECK FCR IECBEISE El COST I81L_J_LOR 53 2;;
F(1)-E_iI)eDSIH(IS)*Fq(I-1)VDSIEiFL(I*I|-F6(I-I}) 53 185 IF (LI.E_.EUf) GO TC 56 SJ 2NS
P(2)sFq_)eECDS(IS)*Fq(Io1)OUCOS(F2(I-1)-F6(I*I)) $3 186 IF (L.LT*3) GO TD NO $3 2q6
E(3)sF3II)eF_{I)eUCCS(XS)ePI(L-1)oFq(L-1)v_OS(F2(I-1)-E6(I-1)) SI 187 IF |COST(L).GF.COST(L-1)) GC TO H7 S] 2N7
DO ;8 3s1#3 SI 188 Ceeo ADIUST _LTBICES FUR LEAST S_ULRSS SOLOTIOE S] 2q8
28 I(J)-I(3)eO.SDOe(TIUE(I)-TIBEfI-1))eF(J) 53 189 AO CELL HSTR(RR.BI,6_I,O) $3 2q8
29 I1_=1*ODO-6.869-6*(A(1)*PAR(6)eI(2)-LPLROI(_)) S3 190 JF'O $3 250
IISsXlqeVJ.26DO SI 191 DO N2 33"1,6 $3 251
IF (LI.EQ.NOE) GO TO 30 $3 192 DO ql Jzlw6 53 252
CeeV COH_UTE PARTILL D_RIEATIVES SJ 193 IFACSlo©DO S3 253
UK(lwl)-E6 53 Igq IF (IJ. EQoJ) IFAC-I.©OOOSDO $3 25_
gE(_#l)-8.O©O SI 195 3P-IE*1 $3 255
VK(1,2)-ST|Ie_) S] 19b IC=BI(JE) $3 256
UE(2,2)-O.OUO SI 197 IF (3. EG. JJ) EC-ICt2.ODOeB(JJ)/(Ap(JJ)*Ap(JJ)] $3 257
UE(lwI)=I7 SJ 198 C(3wJI) sZCVZPiC SJ 258
IE(2,3)-0.8U0 $1 199 N1COITIHOE SJ 259
EK|I,_)-O.ODO S3 200 E(IJ,1)_CC(J:)*2.0HOVI(IJ)e(Ap(JJ)-pAR(JJJ)/|&p|3J)eAp(J3)) 33 260
lK(2,H) mZ8tI13 SJ 201 q2 CCITINOE S3 261
HE(1oSJ=I1VF?(I)VIISV(Zg.2236D-60(I(3)o(1.ODO*XpIRoIJ/FT([)))-I3*I SJ 202 H=6 $3 262
11_/E71I)) $3 203 COVe REDUCE f&TRZZ ORDER AS SPECIFIED BE USER SI 263
HI(_e_)'°T3(I) el8 H3 20_ CALL _EUVCE(C,E,HwLIt SJ 26q
EE(1o6)=-29.2236Do6*XleF7(I)e(1.0DO*IpEE*I3/_7(IJJeI1SeE(2) S3 205 IF (U.EG.O)IIES2-1 $3 265
VE(2,H)-*113 $3 206 IX (ITEST.EE.O) GO TO 56 $3 266
ceee COHEUTE STITIC PEESSOEE AID LORGITUDIIEL ACCELER&TLOM SJ 207 C**e EleCT LEAST SQUIRES SCIUTIC| $3 267
30 9HK(1) sIIeE?|I)*(1._DC-IPAReII/PT(I))OI15eII_ePER(1)eI6*pAR(2)oST( SI 208 CALL LLSQAH(CeEwOeRelo6w6f15wHEeIER_IHRLTE) H_ 268
lI,4)*ElJ(3)*I7 SI 209 CeDe TEST FOB THROE SJ 269
DHE (2)'EUeI11-IAIeI6*IT*PAR (_)e(XH*X13)-IPE_OL_eFI(II *PAl(6)*113 SI 210 IF (IER.EC. 129) IEE9=1 S3 270
CVeV COREHTE PRESSURE AHC IOIGIT_DINEL ACCELEEA_IOM DIFFERENCES SJ 211 It (IEEE.RE.O) SHOOS| S] 271
DHK(1)-ST(Z,2)-CRK(1) SI 212 CALl RFSET(Z,H) S3 272
DHS(2)sST(I,q)oEHE(2) S3 21] Ce*e FRITZ SOLUTION VALUES $3 271
IF (LI.E_.EUE) GO TC 33 SI 21q EBITE (IHEITE_H3) (Z(I_l),I-l_6) $3 27_
Ce*V SOft BATIICES OF PARTIALS SI 215 q3 FUEEAT 1381**1S2 LIIEII ECC|LIRATIOI DEFERDKICI DELTA: **013.68/_3 $3 275
JP-O $3 216 18Z, eTID LIIE&R ICCELFEATIDN DEPHIDEICI DF_TA: e,DIJ*6_/eIEI,eIHD L $3 276
STRJ-O.CDO SI 217 lllEiE ACC_LEBATIOI _EEENDEICT D_LTAs *,UIJ.6,/,IEI_ePITCH iIGLE BI S] 277
DO 32 3_-1,6 S] 218 1AS DELTA _ O,D13.6,/_38Z_epuAsS SHIFT DELTA s %OIJo6,/e38Ie*rLIG8 SI 228
DO 31 3-1_2 SJ 219 1T PATe AEGLE _ELTA- 0_D13.68/) S] 278
JE-JE*I SJ 220 CVtV SUB £ELIAS S] 280
THS(IP)=HK(JeJJ)ODSCHT(DV(J)) SJ 221 DO q_ J'lj6 $3 281
31 STHI-STUJeT_K|3P)eDE_(J)eDS_T(DE(J); S3 222 N_ PAE(3)-£DF(IBJ)tZ(J,1) $3 282
32 TIJ(JJ)-STI3 SJ 223 EEITE (3aRITE,HS) (EEg(I),I-1,6) SJ 283
8S=0 SJ 22_ qS FOREST IqTE,eUP:ITEU 1ST LINEAR ECCELERETIO¥ DEPE_DEBCI: ',913.6,/ SJ 28q
CALL HLTI(TNI,TEKE,2,6_ES) $3 225 l#q2E.tO_DATEfl 2|U LINEAl ICCILISATIOS DEP_NU£E_: *,DI3.6#/,821,e0 SJ 285
CALL fAUD|EE_TEKK_6_6_I) 53 226 1P_ATEU ]BE LINEAR ACCELEEITIDI D_PENDENCI- *#D|_06j/B_2%,oUPD&TED $3 286
CILL HACD(CC_TIJ_6tljD) $3 227 1PITCH ANGLE HIES- e_DII*6_/#NTE_*UPDATEU PflA_ SHYFT= e_913.6_/,82 $3 287
Cove SUE DIFFEEEICES SGUAiED SJ 228 1E,eUE£ATFD FLIGHT PATH AIGLE BIAS- *_81306,///) S] 288
33 DO 3q J-I,2 SJ 229 IgiizPiR(_) $3 289
$3 350-
R6 CCETIRRE SJ 290 _3 CGUTXHOE
&COST(LI) zCCST(L | 33 291 _q 17 (ITESToREoCoARU.H.HE.0) RHZTE (JWUITE_55| $3 351
GO TO Hq $3 292 5S FOREiT 1361o_8RgO CCST rOlCIIOl HIS REEl DETER IqTEED TO RE BKTTER T $3S3 353352
C*** ADJOST COST PUICTIOR lid DEET&S $3 293 1811 TREe/e]_Ee56RPREEIOUS REST COST EURCTLOB. TD_REFORE, ZTRR&TIO S] 35_53 29_ 1RS ilVZe/,361elSBRiEE COHCL_DED.w//) 53 355
_T ECCST(LI)=CCST|L-I) S3 295 36 ERTUAR SJ 356
DO _B J'le6 SJ' 236 RHR
be RAAIJ|-SDWI/-1,J) $3 297
Ceee TEST FOE ZHCJERSI EH COST FOICTIOR S3 298
q9 If (L&.IO.1) CC TO 50 ED 1
IF (ACOST(LLI.GE.ACCST(LL-1))ITEST'I 53 299 SUBAODTIHE DIDUCE(CfZ_ReLL) BD 2
50 IF (Z_E_T.EQol.CB. LhE_.tUR) GO TO 5q 53 300
Ce*e HAITI BEST RESDLTS $3 301 C
UAITE (JWRITE,_I) EpACCST(LL) SJ 302 Ce** SUFBGO_TR£ REDUCE DECRRBSES THE ORDER OF A STBBET_IC BITRIZ BT Tile BD 3
ED
ee* ELIRIRATZUN OF TRR Z-TH ROH END COLUSR E 5
51 FDARAT 136Ew13ROP THE ARCVR ,I2,_H ITERATIOR_# THE BEST COST FUNC $3 30J c RD 6
1Tier HAS REFR,/,361,22RCUOSEH TO RE EQUAL TO wD_J.16,16R# Ago THE 53 30_
lV&LDESo/#36A#61HASSCCIATED RITB THIS C05_ FUACtlOR (RHAS£ SHIFT TA 53 305 IRFLICIT RRALeRIA'He O'Z) RD 7DIBEA$IOH C(6,6) o2(6,11, R(6)mS|6,6).S(6,1) E 8
1LUE IS SUR-,/,36Ie62HJECT TC A RAGNITUDE AiD SI_R RESTRICTION) HIL $353 306307 CCHRDA /ROW/IRS(IO#6) ED 9
1L BE USED TO RC_-_/_36X,UHIET DATA.,////) $3 308 C RD 10
C**e DRTEEHIR£ pRiSE SHIFT S3 309 C**e IHI¶IILIZE EABIRRTEBS RD 11
ZE (FAR(S) oCT. IoODO)PAR(S)-I.ODO $3 310 nB=n RD 12
IF (EAR(S).LT*0*ODO)IF Ai=o 53 311 DO 11=1w6 RD 13
IF (lRAA.E0.0) GO TO 52 53 312 1 ER(I)-IBS(LL*I) RD 14
pAR(5)-©SRSeFAA{_) S3 313 lJ-0 RD 15
LF-_AA|S) $3 31_ HR=O RD 16
L_R=LP*I 53 315 IPtO RD 17
XLPz&P $3 316 Ce¢* DETZARTSE FEAST ROH/CCLURE RCT ELIminATED RD 18
RLEiRLPE S3 317 DC 2 l_1_B ED 19
IF (|PA|(S)-ILR)*IT-O-SDO) IA_B=LR 53 318 ZP (Ig(I)*_*O) I3=I RD 20
IF ((IL_Z-piE(S)).LE.O.5DO)IPAR=LPX 53 319 l_ 1IS(I).RE.O) GO TO 3 RD 21
PRIIS)-FAR(S)/DS_S
C,el ADJ[ST _ATA JlTR RESPECT TO DETRRHIHRD DATA-D_R£ADD_T PARAERTERS $3 320 2 CCHTIROE BD 2233 321 C.el IF I_=0_ USER SERCII_RD i gO RATBIX CORD_T£O¥ RD 23
52 KBzR-IPIR $3 322 GO TC 8 RD 2_
DO 53 I=legE $3 325 C*** DEFIED HER ELRREETS ZR TE_BS OF OLD ELEBR_TS RU 25
gzgB $3 32; 3 DC E I=lea RD 26
D(I,1)-E1(I) 53 325 IF (Ia(I).R_.0) GO TO 5 RD 27
ZP (LSP(1)oHE.0)F2(Z)-P2(Z+EPAR) $3 326 IR-RB.I RD 28
P2(I)=P2(I)*_JA(_) SJ 327 I_=l_*l RD 29
D(I_2)=F2(F) 53 328 JR=O RD 30
If (LSP(2).IE-O)E3(I)=F3(I-)PAD) S3 329 DO _ J=lJeR RD 31
DIZ,3)=R3(I) SJ 330 IF (IS(_).£_.0) GO TO _ aO 32
IF |LSP|3) oRE.O)ST(I,3)'ST(I*IPAR,3) $3 331 Jp=Jp*I RD 33
D (I '_)=_T (1 '3) 53 332 R(IP'JP)=C(I#J) RD 3q
IF (LSPI3).HE.D)Fq(I)zF_(IelPAR) $3 333 q CDA¶IIU£ RD 35
IF (EsP(q).IE*O)ST(I#2)zST(IeIPAR#2) $3 33_ S{I_,I) -Z{E#t) RD 36
O (l'5)=£T (_2) $3 335 5 COITIJUE RD 37
If (LSP(S).RE.O)P6(1)=P6(I*I_AR) 53 336 Ce** DEfilE UPDATED ELERPHTS BF TBZ HER RLEHERTS RD 38
f6(l)-F6(l)*_AE(q)-_AP(6) 53 337 R=IR RD 39
DII,_)-_6(E) 53 338 DO 7 I'le_ RD _0
IF ([SP(S).IE-C)PD(IJzF9(IeIEAB) 33 339 DO 6 :=l,B RD ql
IF ILSpIB).AE.O)STfI,lJ=ST(I*IRAR,t) 53 3HO C(I,O)'S(l,J) RU _2
D(I'7)=ST(I_I) S] 3;1 6 CCIIIHUE DD ;3
IF (LSp(_).FRo0)ST(I#_)'ST(I_IPAE_) $3 3_2 Z(I,1)-S(I#I_ RD q;
Ufl,e)-STlI,_) S3 3q3 ? CClTINOR SO q5
IF (£Sp|T).EE.O)EB(IJzEB(leIPER) RETURN
IF |LSR|8).IE-O)F13(I)=!13(I*IPAR) $3 3qq RD _6$3 3q5 Ceee SET CORE FOB RO-BATRII SRRCEFICATZOI RD q?
IP (LSPIq).RE.O)EI_(I)-Fla(ItIP&B) 53 3_6 8 R-O RD q8
Ceee CBECJ FCR REDREIRIRG IHPDT STATIC PRESSURE $3 3q7 RETDBH RD q9
Ie ILLSFH(LL).EG.0) GO TO 53
ST(Ie2)=STIIe2).IPAR(1)eF3(I)ee2,pAR(2)*SZ(I.qjeRAR(3)*GeDSIR(F2(£ 53 3q8 C FlT_T BESET(ZeB) BD 50
1) 1) 53 3_9
r_
C HD 51 i0s2.0D0e_1/UT FF 18
Ceil KETBY BZSZT ICJOSTS THE SDL0_ZOM TO BE CODPAT[_E MaTH T_Z RD 52 TGLsl.0_-10 PF 19
cite OItGIIil BIT|II DO 53 KS'| PF 20
C RD 5_ DC ¶ IwlwK FF 21
uR_O DD 55 • (Z)-TR II) 9F 22
HJRB ID 56 I F (Z)u_BT (Z) FF 23
DO g ZsloB DD 57 KpzK FF 2q
S(I#lJuO. OgO BD 58 C°Ot DEGIN IOPROVERURT SCOURS FF 25
IF (ZJ(I) oF_.0) GO 20 g ID 59 DDg aa_-l,3 PF 26
IH-lHel !_ 60 KCIU- IKI-1)/2 Pr 27
S 1Z,1)-2 (|n,l) zO 61 I,=1 FF 28
9 CUtTINg2 DD 62 ZP-O FF 29
DO 10 X'IoR BD 63 C001 CITEJHIIZ SLOP2 DIF/JPU|CES PF 30
10 Z(Zpl)nS(I,1) RD be De q _=loKCI2 PF 31
tltgll SD 65 1_.((2(L)-?(Lel))/(I(L)-I(Lel)J-fF(Lo. 1)-F(LtUJI/|Z(L'*|)-Z(Le.2)))/(X FF 32
FED BD 66 I(L)-I (It2)) FF JJ
S= (F (L) -? (L*I))/(X (1) -Z (L*I))- (K{L) *X (L* 1)) tE PF Je
T=F (L)oX(L) e(RtZ(L) iS) Fr 35
S1-2.ODOtBt2 (L) *S FF 36
SOS|COTZIE SHAFT (Ke ESP, BSPTS) Sfl 1 S2=2.ODOeBtl (L*2) *S PF 37
C SU 2 IF (J.GT.1) OO TD 2 PF 38
COte SDBiGDTII2 SDZFT aDJUSTS DATa FOE PD&S2 SUIFT SD J GC TD 3 PF 39
C SD q 2 IF (-_.E_.2) aBSO=DaDS(SloSS) FP e0
IS_LICXT |21Lo8 (SoS,O-Z) SU .% IF (rIBs (Sl-SI) .GT. TOe) IP-IP*I PF _1
DIHEISICD LSP(9) $8 6 IF (_|SS(S1-SI) .GT.aHSD)aHSDzDABS(St-SZJ p2' a2
COSBDD TL[20) wD(_SO,11),T(q50),a(100)eB(100),F1(q50)#FU(qSO),F3(_5 S_* ? 3 SI=S2 PP q3
10) waS(_EO)#P(_SC),FD(eSO)_FS(_S0|#psn(eS0)e_T,SflC, PIoGwJP,_eJBrJU, SD 8 q L=Lt2 PF eq
1JS SS 9 ZF (IF.IF.O) GD TO 5 PP IS
C SH 10 GC TO 10 PF _6
Lnt 58 11 Ctie OS_ llHTOIeS IITURPCLATZCI IICBnDL j' TO COSPUTS aDDI2'IOBStL POINTS pp q7
K0tI-ISFTS SD 12 5 I_[P- I pl e ll8
DO 2 1=1,,9 S_ 1.1 Dr=loGO-12 PF q9
IF (I*GT*7) I=2 SB 1_ H=0 FF 50
21 (ISP|I).PQ.0) GO TC 2 5ff 15 L-1 PP 51
DD 1 JxlmSB SB 16 J=6 PF 52
1 D (J,IeL) -D (J*ISPTS, leL) SB 17 ll-Z (L) PF 53
2 CDITIID| SD 18 IXHzI IS) Fr 5q
ls[_ SU 19 ZC=C.ODO PF 55
EUTDll SU 20 6 Hzlq'_1 PF 56
EID SU 21 Cite D|[TI_SRIIE aBGUHZIT VILU2S pp 57
ll=II*XC FF 58
IF (DIBS(SZ-ZXS) .LT.DF) IX=lID PF 59
ZF iII.GT.XIU) GO TC ? PF 60
SDIlQDTIDE _IRIF(UIT, KeOPleIC) FF I 12 (DISS(ZI°I(L*I)) .LT.DF) lIsa(L.1) pp 61
C PF 2 IF (IX. Y0.X (101) o AIC. IX. LT. laD) ]r'L*l PF 62
Cell SDUICOTII! PASS2 USES P&RIBDZIC IITEGSITZON TO FOES FOURIER PP 3 12 (_ADS (zz-z (J-2)) .LT. DE) XlzZ (a-2) PF 63
Clio SEIZES CD2FIICZIITS PF q IF (XZ.UO.2 (3-2) .|iE.JoLT.K)3"J*I pp 61
C FF 5 C ite CCR_UTE THE 12_TONIi TM CCEP_ICZ_ITS PF 6S
IH_LZCI2 BElLe8 (a-H,O-Z) PF 6 SO=! (J-E) FF 66
DZBIISTCD PIT(U),IAI1OO),DSI100),I|3593),F|3593) wXr(3593),T(3593) PF 7 al=|FiJ-;)-F {a-S))/(ziJ-q)-Z(Jo5)) PF 67
COaHCl TL(20),DIqS0_11),TH(q50)_I(100),D(100),F1(;50),E2(;S0),F3(q PF 9 12-(1(ao3)-(10*lle(Z(a-3)-zia-S)j))/((z(a-Jj-x(J--Sj)tla(J*3)-z(J-! PF 68
150)_ISFD|_SO)o_I_SO)_D(_SO)_PS(qSO)_FSD(qSOIoT2#RDO_PI_G_JP_HC,31 PF 9 1))) PF 69
1,JI,aH FF 10 a3= (1 (3-2)- |10tale (I (a*2)-Z IS-5) ) taut (Z (J-UJ -K (SOS)) t (Z (J-2)-Z (J-q FF 70
DElLa8 SI PF 11 1) )) )/( (Z (J-2)-I (J*5)) t (! (J-_)-I (J-q))* |a (a-2| -Z(J-3)) ) FF 71
C _F 12 z_l=(21J-1)-ltO*alt(z(J-1)-lia-s)j*a2e(a(a-1)-z(a*s))e(x(J-I)-Z(a-_l Pr 72
Cite THE DIHUISIOH C_ THE LIDGS IIUATS ARK DETEIDXIZD BU: PF 13 1))tl3t(l(J-1)-Z(a-5))t(l(a°l)-Z|J-q))t{Z(J-lJ-Z(J-J))l)/((Z(Jol)-a Pp 73
Cell (1) I1-150 t 1_5001) i (lib-l) PF lq 11J-5)) t (Z {3-1) -Z (a-q)) t (X (J-1)-I (J-J)) * (z (J-l) ol |SOU) )) PF 7_
Cite (2) 12Jilt (D1-1) t (IZ_t 1) _F 15 A5= (F (3)- |iOtall (X (J) oZ (-_-5)) ta2e (X (J)-Z (J-5)) i(z(Jj oZ (30q)) *a3t (1 PF 25
Ciel (3) I3-I2t(12-1)t(IZf-1) .... > I3-DIHEISZOi PF 16 I{J)-l(a-5))e(z(JJ-][(a-q))i(l(JJ-Z(J-3))eaqt(a(JJ-l(J-5)|e(r(J)-l(J P2 76
Celt IIXTI|LIZ2 PAB&D2TEiS PF 17 1-q))t(X(J)oZlJo3))e(XlJ)-X|J-2)))J/((Z(J)-r(J-5)Je(E(J)-Z(Jol))o(Z FF 77
1 (J) -I (J-))) v (K (J)-X (J-2)) * (i (J)-K (J-l))) PF 78 17 LsLe2 PIP 138
COVe CCP_'UTIP ADDITICHIL PDICTICR VALUES PP 29 C°ve FILTER EOORIED SERIES CCEFFICIEMTS TO RID"JOg MOIRE PIP 139
Tlfl)zAOeAle(XZ-l(J'5))eA2e(Xl'l/J'5))v(ZKoZ|J-e}JeAJ*(XXoX(J-5))e( PIP OO CALt FILTZR(AjRwNCrflP1) PIP 1SO
llI'l (J°q)) e (XX'I (J'3)) oAR* (XX'l {J-S) ) ° (Xl'l |J°_) ) e (&/-X (J-J)) e (lip- PF 81 I=KF PF 1111
IX IJ-2)) 6ARe (ll-X (J-S)) e (XZ-X (J-_)) • (XX-X (JOE|) e(X_oX (J-2)) * (XXoX (J pp _2 BPTDRN PIP lq2
1°1)) PP 83 PJD PIP lq3
IE (+}-IX pp +II
XC= IX (me+) -X (L))/(mZP+l) PP +.5
GO TD 6 pp 86
? KI+E-1 PP 87 SDBFCOTt+I TBA+IIID, I,I)IeEeI+) TP 1
llz KII PIP _8 C TP 2
I)O 8 lzleKg PF 89 Ceee SUR_OUTFRP TRAP IIITEGBATFS A IPUIICTIOll Rll TBApEZOIDIL BOLl TP J
X (IS=IT (IS PIP 90 C TP q
8 IP(1)zY(X) PP 91 ZRPLTCIT REALeS(A-RID-Z) TP 5
9 CONTIRUE PP 92 I)ZIIEII':II)R X(llO) o£E(ID) #I(ID) TP 6
C e*e DRTE_RInnip RD_IRpII OF IRTERVAtS PP 93 C TP 7
1C liCE(K-I)/2 PP 9_ Cvev ZIITIALI2R PARASRTR)S TP 8
L-1 PF _5 S2=EC TP 9
I)0 17 J-leND PF 96 IF |liD-l) ReSt1 TP 10
C**O SDLPII 3 RGUITICIS CliPS IIITIPFVAL PF 97 CV*O IRTPGRATI OVER INTERVAL All) SOB TP I1
B.((F(L)-P(Lel))/(I(L)-I(L*I))-(IP(L+I)-f'(Le2))/(X(L*I)-X(L+2)))/(I PIP )8 1 I)C 2 I=2,R9 TP 12
I(L) -EILo2)) PP 99 $1=_2 TP 13
Ss (E (L) -Y 1_11) )/(X (I)-I |Lvl))- (£ (L) eX II-1)) vR PF 100 $2=$210.51)3e (X (IS -X (I01)) • {CY |IS eDY (Z-l|) TP 14
TIP (L)'I(L) e(BVX(L) oS ) PIP 101 2 Y(I-1)-51 TP 15
Dee* CCIIFUTE ZERCTH I)OEFIICIERTS _DR IIITERVAL PIP 102 3 F(ll))=S2 TP 16
AA(1)'(BoII(LeP)O*3-E(L)eeR)IJ.ODOOSe(X(Le2)ee2-X(L)ee2)/2.0DOeTe( PF 10J _. RIPTURII TP 17
lX (LOP) -X (1)))/(it) PIP 1OR IPRD TP 18
9P 11)=0.0C0 Pip 105
DO II ll-2,qP1 Pr 106
RIft II-1 PF 107
CeeV CCfl|UTI PIIIST AID DPPER CO_PFACII)NTS IPOR LRTZRYAL PF 108 SORECDTINE FNI(K,IPwlwIP,FPP_RD+RSeRI) FB 1
&A(ii) "R O 12. OOO el (L° 2) eRCDS (HJ*gO*X (L*2)) / (tiM** _*bO eel) + (Sllee2vvOee PF 109 C FR 2
12ellLt2)ee2-2.CCOJel)SIl(JSueEOex(L+2))/(fllleeJeWOV*.)|)/(TT)(.Se(DCOS( pp 110 Cove SOBBCUTIRI IPNZ USES IRMTOHHt_ IRTERPOLATIOR IPOR_JLA TO CONPUTE FP 3
1RIIekOVI(Lo2))/(Hlee;eiOOV2)II(LO2)vDSIR(SM*UO*X(L+2))/(flReVO))/(TT PP 111 Ce*e AI)DI¶ICSil rCIRTS FCR CONIC SPLIIII) &RALFSIS Fl +
1)IIIODSIWIR);vMOVI(LO2)I/(_Sv'_MO))/(TT)-IRe(2.bUOe£(L) *DCO$(SMeMOeX( pF 112 C PR 5
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2 WtAI_AKL,IE2)-IAAEEA(X,IP1) PL 26 DO I d_l,i 5V 15
Ceee SOt2 TR! SINGULAR VALUES &REly IATO iSCEN_IMG SE_J£¥CE BY ABSOLUTE PI 27 O(ZwJ)_i(ljJ) ST 16
C0"0 VALUE PI 28 1CCITINUZ
CALI VSCRTN(BAi|IA (l,gP2) wJ) EL 29 C**e BOUSEEOIUZRIS RICUCTICI TO EIDZAGOJAL TORfl ST 17
O[TlJrTie*2 PL 30 Z'OeCO Sl 18
CELL TLEZBO EL 31 GsO.DO ST 19ST 20
CeO* .COR_A|Z SIBG_LIR VALUES AID ETA PL 32 DC 17 Z-I#E ST 21
DC 3 L-l_l EL 33 gKABIA(Z)-G
ZE-Z PZ 3A CALL TXEZBO ST 22
CALL VIEBOL(NKAWZA(Z#IP2) oW|AREA(LoAET)) PZ 35 L-It1 SV 2J
CALL TXPSTO(SUI) El 36 DO 2 _-I_B ST 2_
XE (S_RoGTeDETA) GO TO _ PZ 37 2 CELL VXPflUL(U(J_X),U(J_Z)) ST 25
3 CCITIIOJ EL 38 CALL TE_S_O(S) ST 26
LEAn129 PZ 39 XT (S.GE.TOL) GO TO 3 SY 27
GC 20 15 EL qO G-C._O ST 28
A l_-I_-I EI _1 GC TO 7 ST 29
IF (IE.|_*O) ;0 TO S EL ;2 3 Y-O(l_Z) ST 30
ZEIO_O.£O PZ 43 G--DSQRT(S) ST 31
GO TC 6 EL q_ IF (_*LT.0*DO)C'G ST 32
S ZEBO-IRII_AIZ_TP2) EL ;5 HtEiG-S SY 3]
6 ©0 10 l_l#W PL _6 HR-IoO/H ST 3_
IT (EKAIEA(I_|E1).LEoZ_BC) GO TO 6 EL q7 U(IjZ):E-G ST 35
DO 7 J81_| PZ q8 IF (L.GT.E) SO TO ? ST 36
? BKA|EA(_,I)sMKA|EA(J_I)/UKAI_A(Z_IP1) PL _9 DO 6 JsI,| ST 37
GO 20 10 PI 50 CALL TXEZRO ST 38
C'e* SET |KAB_A(J,Z):OoOe TOt _11,..0#1_ lr VKAREA(X,_P1).LK*ZERO PZ 51 DO q KsI_E ST 39
8 DC 9 Jsl_l EL 52 q CALL TXPROL|U(LeI)_U(E_)) ST 60
9 VKi|ZA(J,l)'O*O EL 53 CALL TXPSTO(S) S1 _1
10 CCE2;|O_ EL 5q E'SeE_ St q2
DO lq ItleR EI 55 DO _ K'leR S1 M3
DO 12 _-1,1 El 56 50(K._)-UI_,4)eFeU(K,L) ST qA
CALL VXEZAO El 57 6 ¢Ol2IIUE ST _5
DO 11S-l,I El 58 7 Q(Z)-G ST 16
11 CALL TLEEUL(IKI|EA(J_K) e&IITiL,K)) PI 59 CALL TLEEBO ST 87
CALL YI_S20(SOfl) YI 60 If (L.GT.|) CC TO g ST _8
12 IEAIIE(J_IP3)-SUE EL 61 DO 8 0-1_1 ST q9
Cee* ROT! TH_ JgSOLTS ZErO BATBIX LIlT El 62 8 CALL TZEaOL(O(l,J)_U(I_J)) ST 50
DO 13 J-l,l EL .63 CALL VZPS20(S) ST 51
13 AI|TII_J)uUEAAE&(J_BE3) PZ 6q 9 IF (S.GE.TOL) CO TO 10 S2 52
1A COATINg| PZ 65 G-OoDO ST 53
GC 20 16 PL 66 CC TO 1_ ST Se
15 CALL OEATST(IIB_6HLESDOB_J_BITE) El 67 10 IF (2.LT.I) E=O(I,L*I| SV 55




Z? I_.L_.O._O)G--G ST 57 28 CALL VZPnULIOIK,II),UII,J)) SVSV 118117
SV 58 CALZ 7IPS_OIS) 5V 119 •
B=r°G*5 SY 59 F=SeBI
Hl-l*O/fl $1 120
LY _Z*L_-B) 9[Z,Z*I| =F*G 5V 60 DO 29 K'IZo8
IF (L.GT.|) GO TO 12 SV 61 29 O(_,3)-D{X,J))I*U|_,ZZ) SV 121ST 62 30 COIIZBg! $1 122SY 12JDO 11 J-LeE
11E_LAEA{JJ=_|ZeJ)*HI ST 63 ]1G|'I.01G
12 IF (L.G1.B) GC TC 16 ST 6_ gO 31 _'IZ,S $f 12_ST 65 32 U(J_II)-UiJ#II)eGB $I 125
DC 15 J=L,R 5¥ ,66 GO TO 35 51 126SY 127
CALL VXFZBO SI 67 33 OG 3q J-_Z,B
IF (L.GI.B) GC TO 1S 51 1285V 68 3q O (J,ZZ)"O.DO
gO 13 R-LiE SV 69 35 U(ZI.ZZ)-OiIZ_ZI)_I*0©0 S! 129
13 CALL VEP_UL(O(J,A),U(Z,K)) 51 TO 36 CCITIIUE ST 1JO
CALL YXFSTO(S) 51 71 Cee* DIAGOBALZZATZCB OF THE BI_IIGCFAL FORE SV 13151 132gO 1E _=L,I
IE U(J,K)_O(J,_)eSeURARt|(K_ 51 72 27 E_S'IFS*ZSY 73 gO _7 S'ltl SY 13JIS CCITZIUF 51 13_
16 T.DRBS(G(1))*OIFS(IBABEA(I)) SV 71 BE-B-K*1
ZF |I.GT,X) XnT SV 75 C*¢e TZST F SFLLTTZBG SI 135SY 76 38 DO 39 L=I,XK SY 136
17 COITllgF 51 77 LL=KK-L*I ST 131
C*** ACCOBOLETION Or AIGBT HAlO TFAISFORMA21015 $1 78 ZF (DLES(IKA_Ei(LL)).IF.EBS) GO TO 15 ST 138
IF (ÁSg.FQ.O) GO TO 37 SV 79 IF (L_.IQ.1) GO _0 15 SY 139
_O 25 1-I#m 51 OO ZP (gABS(O(IL-1)).LhF_S) GC 20 10 S_ lqO
IIsI*I*l SY 81 39 CONIIIUF SF 111
ZF (G.ZQ.C.EO) GO 20 22 SV 82 Ce*e Ci|CELLITIO_ OF IKABEJ(L) IF LL.GT. 1 SV 112
ZB (L.GT*I) GC 10 2; SY 1;3
efg(ZTolTel)eG 51 83 €C CffiO*DO
81-1.C/H ST 8; S-1.0_0 SF 1;;51 85 Ll-¿I-1 SY 1;5
DO le J-Lel SF lq6
18 V(J,IZ)sg(ZZeJ) eKE $I 86 _F (_.LT.LL) GO 20 q551 87 DO €; I'lle_l 5V lq7
gO 21JsLjN $1 88 F=SeI[IRFA(I) SF lq8
CALL TIFZBO 51 89 IKIIII(IIzCe_KIFEA(I| SF lq9
DO 19 S_l,I 51 150
19 CILL lllBOlfOllIo_)_V|K_J)) SV 90 IF |CIDS(I)*LE*IPS) GO TO ;SSl 91 O'0(Z) $I 151
CALL ¥lFSTO(S) 5I 92 Q(ZI-_S_RT(FeF*G*G) SY 152
DO 20 KsL_l SY 93 fl=_(I) 52 153
20 V(i,_).ylAoJl*SeV(K_II) ST 9; IF (H._F*ZEBC) GO 20 ll SY 15;
21COlllSOI 51 15S
22 IF (L.GT*|) GO _0 2; $V 95 C-ZIBOS_ 96 S=OIF SV 156
DO ;3 Jsl_ 51 g? GO 20 ;2 SV 157
VlJ_lll=O'DO Sl 98 ql C=G/H 5Y 158
23 1|ll,O) sO.OO SV 99 S=-l/fl SV 159
2; VlII,II)-l.000 SY 160SY 100 ¢2 IF (ISV._.C) GO TO _;
GsIAIIFIIII) S1 101 gO q3 _=1,_ 51 161
25 L-II SV 162
C**e ICCBHULITIOI OF LIFT BLED TEiFSFOADITIOBS ST 102 l-O|J,L1)SY 103 Z=g(J,I) SV 163
go 36 lsljl 51 10; U(JjL1)=I*C*IeS $I 161
ll'l-l*l ST 105 ;3 g|J,llt'1eS eZeC SY 165
LL-ZZ*I SY 106 ;€ CC11110F ST 166
G'O(II) ST 107 C Be* TEST I ¢OBVIBGIICE 5Y 167
IF (LL.GT.I) GO _0 27 51 168sv 106 15 I=Q{IZ)
gO 26 J-LL, I SV 109 ll (tL.l_.FA) GO TO 55 SY 169
26 O(ZI_J)'O.DO SY 110 Ce*e SflIIT FFCE BCTTCH 212 BZlO_ 51 170
27 IF (G._C.O._O) GO 20 33 SV 111 Z=QILL) SY 171
UsO(ZZ_IZ)eG ST 112 IF (KK.GT.I)T=O(_K-1) 51 172
nB-1.0/e 5Y 113 IF (KK.GT.1)G=FKARtA(JK*I) 51 173
ZF (LL.GT.l) GO 20 31 ST 11q U-HKIPEI(_A) S1 17;
DO 30 3=LL,I 5F 115 FtI(I-Z)o|I*Z)*IG-H)V(GeU))/fT. 0OeUoTi $I 175
CALL VIFZ_O 51 116 GzDSGFTIFeF*ONI) SI 176
DO 28 A=LL_B
ZF (F.LI.0. CO) F-((I°Z)e(X*Z)*Ut(I/(F'_)ofl)|/X SY 177
IF (f.GE.O. CC) Iu((A'Z)e(ReZ)eHe(I/(FeG)'H))/X SO 178
Ceee IEXT _O TDAISICO_ATIO0 S¥ 179
C81.CDC OV 180 SDBBOOTIND DZBTST(IEReOAREw_ORITB) OR I
S-I.©Cp SY 101 C OI 2
L2-[[11 51 182 Ceta S9_$GOTI_E 9_2_ST GII|OA_IS _2202 BZSSAGF_ US 3
Zl (AK.LT*L;} GO TO Se 5¥ 48J C UR q
DO _3 IsLR#Jt 5V 18_ DIRE|SICN ITTP[SG_)#IOIT(Q) BE 5
G=UKABEJ(Z) Sl 185 ZN2EGE2*2 EAHE(3) UR 6
TiC(I) ST 196 INTEGTD gIRI,HARE,TTOO,JRBIT_ OR 7
H-SOG SV 187 DQUIVILENCE (IEIT(1),VARI)e(IflX_(2)eVARF),(ZBIT{3),T£2E) BE 8
GsCOG OV 188 DATA ITTP/eRABNe,eING lee eft |e 8 *eeMBRJa,eIBG(eetgZTUe# OR 9
ZuDSCtT|FoFe_oR) S_ 169 1* FIX% e) *eeYzsOe#eINALeo e * e tee *eeEOH-eeeDEFImum|g OR ¶0
I[&iEA(X*I)-Z ST 190 1O tee *e e/eZBIT/32e_Oe128jO / 02 11
IF (Z.NE.ZEOC) GG TC A6 ST 191 C UO 12
C-ZISC ST 192 IDB2-ZE0 02 13
S-0_1 ST 193 I! IIIO_.GE.VA02) GC TO 1 BE I_
GC TO _7 SY 19q Cote UODEFIU_D UR 15
q6 C=F/Z ST 195 I_01:_ OR 16
S-B/Z ST 196 GO TC 2 OR 17
q7 F:IOCtGOS ST 197 1 IF (ZERR.IT.TTtD) GC TO 2 02 18
G--XoSoGtC ST 198 Ceee TTBBZIAL BE 19
HnTeS ST 199 ZERI:3 02 20
T-ToC ST 200 GO TO q BE 21
IF {IS_.E_.O) GO TO _9 ST 201 2 IF (ZIOR.LT.RAOE) GO TO 3 OR 22
D_ 88 3=ltl ST 202 CeDe IAR_ItG (8ZTH FIX) UR 23
I-V(JeZ-I| ST 203 IIBl-2 02 2_
Z:TiJwI) SY 20_ GO _O K OR 25
I(JeI-1)zXoCOZ*5 ST 205 Ce*e VAOtlNG BE 26
_8 T(J_I)--IeS*2*C ST 206 3 ZEal-1 BE 27
_9 Z=CSGBT(TeEoBoH) ST 207 Ceet EX28ACT 82_ OR 28
GII-t)'_ ST 208 e ZE82"tTE2*_EZT(I8_1) 02 29
ZF (_.|_.ZTBO) GO TO SO ST 209 CeDe PRIDT E_BC2 EDSOAG8 OR 30
C=ZTBC ST 210 OEITE (JVBITEIS) (ITTP(I_IERIJ,ZsleS)_2AHEeZEB2,_ER U2 31
S-OAF ST 211 S FOOOAT (lt_/elXeOERSOB _E$SJGZ 880_ UER_STe_2Z,SAq,qXe3E2eqZeZ2e2Z BE 32
GC _C $1 Sl 212 leeRED" Ceil| BE 33
_0 C=F/E ST _13 OET082 OR 3e
SJO/Z St _¶q _lD OJ 35
_1 FsCtGeSeT 5T 215
X.-SeGtCoT ST 216
ZF (ISV.E_.0) GO TO 53 ST 217
DO 52 Jslefl 5V _18 SOO000TZI_ VSCOTfl(A_LA) TS 1
T.U(JeI°I) SY 219 C YS 2
2=U(_eZ) ST 220 Ceet SODSO_TIII T_O_Tfl SCOTS ASDITS BY ABSOLOTa TALU_ YS 3
U(JeZ*I)=TeCeZeS SY 221 C fS
52 O(J_X)=-TtS*ZtC ST 222 DZS[OSIC! I(1) eXO(21)eZL(21) VS S
_3 COITIIOI SV 221 tEALeOI,TeTI VS 6
_e 22AtEA(LL)-2880 ST 22q C VS 7
VKAtEA{tK)_F ST 225 COte FZRD A85CI0_8 VALUES CF AHDIT A YS 8
O(Ol)-X ST 226 DO 11"leLk YS 9
GO 20 38 ST 227 IF (A(_).IT.0.0)A(I)=-A(Z) VS 10
Ceee CO2Yl_GllC_ 51 228 1COITllOE IS 11
5S ZF (2.GE.ZEBC) GO ?0 57 St 229 C v5 12
Q(KR)=-S ST 2$0 82TSI ISOBTAIAeLA) tS 13
IF (ISgeD_.0) GO TO 57 51 2]1 C VS 1_
DO $6 3s1,1 ST 2J2 Cite _tTlr V$OBTA SORTS ARBATS ST ILGEBBAEC VILU_ V5 15
$6 V(JeKt) s-V(J_Kl) ST 233 C vs 16
_7 COS_IOO[ st 23_ n-1 VS 17
2ETOEI SV 235 Z-1 VS 18




B-.375 ¥5 20 T-I(I*1) VS O0
2 IF (I*EC*J) GO TO 11 VS 21 IF (I|I).LR.T) GO 70 13 t5 81
IF (|,GT..5898_37) GO TO i TS 22 K-Z tS 82
R-IeA.50625E-2 VS 23 11 L(Kel)-J(K) VS 8J
GO TO 5 YS 2; K-K-1 VS 8q
1-1-.;1875 VS 25 IF |T.LT*A(K)) GO TO lq tS 85
5 R°X V5 26 L(Kel) sT VS 86
Cite $1LMCT I CEMTRIL ELESMNT OF THE ARRAT lID Site IT II LOCiT[O! T VS 27 GC TO 13 VS 87
I_=I*(J*l)e| VS ,28 ER_ tS 88
TRi(i3 ) VS 29
C tie IF YIBST ZLEflEIT OF LRRAI IS GREATER THAT T, 2HTERO_kBGE HITR T VS JO
IF (i(l)._R*_) GD TC 6 ES JJ
A(ZJ)uL(Z) VS 32 SUBPUOTINE HADE(A,R,I,fl,nS) RA 1
i(l)-T VS 33 C HA 2
T-AliA) ¥S 3; C'i* SUBSOOTINE RECD ADDS TIC NATFICSS EA 3
E LaJ TS 35 C HA
Ciee IF LIST EINRERT UF LFRAE IS IRSS TEAR T, INTRRDHAHGR glTfl T VS 36 IHFIZCIT REAIeSiA-R,O-R) NA 5
IE |I(J) oGEoT) GO TO 8 ¥S 37 DISENSION 1(1),E[1) HA 6
A(IJ)=IIJ) VS 38 C HR ?
i(J)-T ¥S 39 RSsNeH HA 8
Tzj(I3 ) VS 40 Ceil CHECK FUN UPPER TRIANGULAR STORAGE RODE HA 9
Cele IF FIRST ELEN_NT Or ARRAY IS GEE&THE THAI Te LNTREOUAHGN _ITN T 15 el IF (ES. EO.1)NR=I*(N*I)/2 HA 10
IF (i(I).LE.I) GO TO 8 VS q2 Celi SUN IRE HATRICES £LEHENT BY FLEHRHT NA 11
A(F_)-A(I) VS q3 DO 11-1,FS HA 12
L(I)-T FS _ 1 A(I)-A(I)*S(I) HA lJ
Ttl(IJ) VS ;5 DBTOil H& lq
GO _0 O TS q6 END HA 15
? TT'A|L| VS q7
L(L)-A(K) vS A8
i|K)-TT VS q9
Cite FIN_ AI NLEflRNT IN SECOND Hair OF &DEAF HHICU 15 5N&LLRR T_il T ¥5 50 SUBROUTINE NSTR(A,R,HtBSA,RS6) R5 1
8 L-L*1 VS 51 C NS 2
IF (A _).GT._) GO TO O V_ 52 Gee* SUSFCOTINF SSTR CHAIGES THE STORAGE mODE OF TUN NIT,IX RS 3
CieO FlN_ AN ZLFNEET IB FIRST HALF OF AERIE gUlCH IS GREATER TUAIT VS 53 C BS q
9 NzN*l YS 5q INELICZT REILeS[A-U,O-E) NS 5
IF (i(R).LT.T) GO TO g VS 55 DINEISICB A(1),S(1) flS 6
Cite IITEDCHAIGN THESE RLRRRITS VS $6 C flS ?
IF (R.LE.L) GO TO 7 VS 57 D_ S XsleN NH 8
COCO SAVE UPFNR AND LONER SURSCDIETS OF THE AREAL 1_ TO HE SORTED VS 58 DO _ J_l,N HS 9
IF (L-I.LR.J-R) GO TO 10 IS $9 C*ei IF BATRIX R IS G[XEDII, FOEN RLRNNYT 85 10
IL(N)-I 15 60 IF |BEE) 1,2,1 MS 11
XU(H)-L IS 61 Cili IF II LOVER TRIANGLE OF SFflRETRZC OR DIAGONAL R, OIPISS RS 12
IRK VS 52 1 IF 11-3) 2,2,£ NS 13
8=841 VS 5] 2 CA[[ LCC(I,JaID#Iol,HSE) flS I_
GO TO 12 ¥S 64 Ceee IF IE UPPER |N_ OFE-DIAGCIAI OF DIAGONAL R# 8IPASS HS 15
10 IL(E)-K VS 55 IF liE) 5,5,3 flS 16
IU(E) ffiJ VS 66 COS* FDN_ Eli,J) RS 17
4= L FS 67 3 8(I|)=O.ODO flS 18
N-n*1 VS 68 CALL ICCIT,OwZI,R,N,_SA) flS 19
GC 10 12 VS 69 Cite EE TBFRE IS IO J|EeJ) r LEAVE R(I,J) AT 0.0 HS 20
Cite BEGIN AGAIN C! |lOTERi PORTICI OF UISOBTRG ARIAI VS 70 IF 111) 5wS,q flS 21
11BzN-1 VS 71 _ R(IE)tA(EL) NS 22
IE IN.ZG.O) RETURN IS 72 5 c_gIIIGR HS 23
I-ILiH) IS 73 BET_FE HS 2_
J-IU(B) VS 7_ END HS 25
12 IP (_-I.G_.11) GO TO 5 vs 75
IF (I._Q.I) GO TO 2 vs 76
I-I-1 VS 77
13 I-It1 15 7H SOB_COTINR FILTER(A_B,ICUT,HE1) FL 1
IF |I.E,.J) GO TO 11 1S 79 C FL 2
Gee* SUN|RETIRE FXLTWR XS & ION-PISS FILTER USED TO &EDUCE HXGB NOISE FL $ A-G.SE_-C SP 35
C FL q _-1*_(X-1) *100C0 sr J6
ZBPt[CX1 HEJEe8 (i-BiG-Z) FL 5 0 |E) =*C/P SP 3?
DIR|RSZCN i|HPl)eO(HPl) EL 6 U ([)_ (D-A*O (Z-l))/P SP 38
C FL 7 HB=Bff SP 39
Ceee INTIILEEE PIHIRITEES FL 8 yBsyy SP ;0
pIs3.1R1592ES3Seq79_DO FL ,9 2 YYzYF SP 41
X-NEAT FL 10 C4** flCDIFZEE RIGHT-HAND HID CONDITION THAT ALLEY_ATES TUN NEED TO SP ;2
NIAs3.ODO/2.0DOeE FL 11 C*8* SPECIFY THE E-EEEXYITIVZ or Y AT POZ_ N SP ;3
DO ; N=I, SP1 FL 12 A-31.0DO/32.0DO SP q;
ceee TESt FOB |RGUME|T HINGE POE EXLTEAZNG FL 13 psAeG(N.1) el. OO0 SP ;5
IIRR FL lq HlzHllfll) SP ;6
XF (NX.GEoEoNRE.EX.LE.NEI) GC TO 1 FL 15 H2tR(N_l-1) SP ;7
GO _G 2 FL 16 HJzH(HR1-2) SP ;8
1 R(RJ-A(R)e(_cosIPXeIRN-R)/XJ)ee2 FL 17 D:YiR)*(32.CDOeH1*;2.0DOeH2121.oDoeH3)/(B1*HY)/(B1*BY*H]J-T(RRlJe( SP G9
B(R).H(|)o(E¢OS(pIe|IR-R)/N))*o_ FL 18 111.C£OeHl*qY.0COeH2*21.0DOIB3)/(H2*H3)/H2*E(MS1-lJeHle(ll.0DOeH1*2 SP 50
2 IF (iZ.GY.NIX) GO TC 3 FL 19 11.060*(HYeR3))/(H1*_2)/f12/H3-V(IB1-2)eU1*(lI.OD_*Hl*_l.0DOeHY)/(H2 SP 51
GO YO; FL 20 1*B3)/(H1*B2*H3)/H3 SP 52
) A(N)-O.ODO FL 21 D=3.C_OeO/81/16.OEO SP 53
B(R)-C.GDO PL 22 O(N)-(D*&eG(R-I))/P SP S_
; CONTINUE FE 2J Ce*e SO_VE rOE THE S_LINt COEFFICIENTS COHNESPONDERG TO EHLDERG S(O) TO SP SS
RETURN FL 2; COte R(N) AHE STORE TRFR Ig THE O(I) SP 56
END FL 25 DO ] J_I,H_I SP S?,
Z-l-_ SP 58
3 O(E)-Q(1)eO(Etl)eO(X) SP 59
c*** roam THY SPLXHE COEFFICZNHTS POE THE COIYEITIOIAL fOES OF E CUBIC SP 60
SO8|OUTXNE SPLI|E(NjYjX#EN) _p 1 Ceee _CLIROHXNL _AOH THE U(I) SP 61
C SP 2 UU-D(1) SP 62
Gee* SO8$CUTINE SPLIll FIi_S THE RELATIONSHIP 8ETVEER PUNCTZGN VALVES SP $ XXzI(1) SP 63
¢*ee El© ALLGNS TRY CALCRLATICH CP DEAIVITIVE_ SY ; YV-Y(1) SP 66
Ceee SYPtRENCE FCR THIS HETBOD 15: SP 5 DO ; 1-1,RSI SP 65
Ce** FH_ THEORY 07 SPLINES AiD THEIR APPLICATIONS SP 6 Opzo(z*I) SP 66
Gee* J.H. AHIRERGe ET AIR ACI[ERIU PN£ES# MEN YORK, 1967 5P ? Xp=I|Iel) SP 67
C 5P 8 YP-Y(Ztl) SP 68.
EHPZlCZ_ NEJLt8|i-HeO-E) SP 9 DHzH(X) SP 69
DIRtRSICR Ai(;eR),Z(g)eZ(l)#H(1827)oO(1827)eU(1827| SP 10 RA(lsZ)-(OP-UO)/HH/6.ODG SP 70
C SP 11 E&(2#Z) zO.S_Oe(N_eUO-EIeUP)/Hfl SP 71
RRlzR-1 SP 12 R||3eE)sO.SUOe(OPOIIeIN*OO*IP*XP)/Hflt(OD-UPJ*Ufl/6.0OOt(YP-FV)/HH SP 72
DO 1Z=I,HM1 SP 13 AA|_oZ)=(DUeZpeX_*X_*UPOIIelNeXX|/_fl/boODO*_UPeXX-UUeZP)eflH/6.0DO* SP 73
1H(X)'X(I*I)-E|I) 5P 1; l(tltl_*IPeZX)/R8 SP 7;
Gee* BOCIFIEE LEFT-BIND END CONDITION TBIT ELLERIETF_ THE REED TO SP 15 El-IF SP 75
Ceee $_ECZF_ THE X-EIBZVITIVE O_ V AT POINT 1 SP 16 HO'UP 5P 76
0(1)--31.090/32.0D0 SP 17 ; Y_-TP SP 77
HI-H(1) SP .18 N_IURH SP 78




1DOe(H2*B3))/(S1*HY)IR2/H3-Y(_)eflle(11.GDGe_Ie21.GDGe_2)/(H2*ff3)/_ SP 23 SUD_ODTINE FCEY PC 1
11*H2*R3)/H) SP 2; C PC 2
Gee* GERE|AT_ ZRTEBNIL O|I) BT &LGOEITHflN GIVER DE _fl_E_G SP 25 C'e* SUBROUTINE FCEF CALCULATES THE COEFFICIENTS FOR TUg oSTIFF- 1_ 3
U(lJ=3._DOeO(1)/H1/16.0_O SP 26 C**e E_O|_XON _ CONNECTOR PC •
an-H(1) SP 27 C PC 5
AT-l(2) SP 28 IRPLXCZT EEII*8(i-E) PC 6
THsT(1) SP 29 BElie8 TOI/1._D*2/ PC 7
DO ; Z=2,151 SP 30 CORRCN /PCR/D_O,D71,D_2,DT3#EZq,DTS,DYR,IO,X1,EY,X3,X•,XS#Z6_TO,E1 PC 8
HHTB(]) SP 31 1,Y_,T3eTq,T_,T6 PC 9
TptTII*l) SP 32 CORRON i_ECGEP/_,AO,I1,12#A3,A;#ES,H PC 10
Dn3oGDOe((I_oTT)/DRo(IToTB)/flB)/(HffeHH) SP 33 C Pc II





T(Z)-I*IO PC 13 GS-C3'1_*C5 PC 73
g|1)-T°10 PC 14 G6-C3*E6*C6 PC ?q
V(D_)-DY-DTO ?C 15 C*** SQO|TIO| _ PC 75
Ceee C&LCO_11£ Z*©IFEEBEICIS PC 16 fl=_e(F_*T4e(GItT_etE_*TI))) PC 76
TO-T(I0) PC 17 R0tIVq-fTee(10*Tee(G0eTeeEO)))J/K PC 77
T1-_(11) • PC 18 RS--(Tqe(FSeTet(GSeTqe(IstTqeTe))J)/fl PC 78
T2-T(Z2) PC 19 HGsi|qoiTqe|Z6eTqe(G6eTleE6))))/B PC 79
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Sample Input- FDRI
123qS&70_123q5678g_123q_678_123q5678g_123t56789_123_S67d_123q5678_123q_6789_ 7. 35012010D*04-I.25029989D-02 5.20548111D-01 1.68142310D*00 1.431262030*03 369
1.296_1197D102*1.9678_5530400 3o7m16230_D*01 369
1 1 7o350130 100*_4-1.107106430-02 _.2_3666610-01 1.617200020*00 I._30049280*03 370
1 1.29(59462D*02-1.$9800000D*00" 3.7_611_0D101 370
I 15.2 3 8 3 6 5 4 2 7 10 11 7°3591a010D*Cq-1.360011320*03 2.67_93972D*01 !.52262485D*00 1._3004928D*03 371
|TIZT _|D RI|ZST[B-YLIFS UP- PSLL UP/PUSH OVER -FLIGUT aECOBD q0 / TIPE 33 1°496430_40.¢2-2.0658_7520.00 3.772673880.01 371
q q • t 0.025 0.033 0.025 0.0;O 0.3_ 0.040 ' 7.35S150100_0q-I.195444189-02 e. 196031_00-02 1.$5489573D*00 1._30024760*03 372
0 -0.025 1.296_11970*02-1.8145604;D*00 3.736286699*01 372
O 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 G 7. 359160100*Cq-I.197106_7D-02 2.05236916D*01 1.b17520_3D*00 1.42762210D*03 373
155.0 3974.0 0.0323629 C.0323529 lq.437 0.0 1.1530 *0.02 1.496566790,02ol.67802773D*00 3.750606099*01 373
C.OOO O.ODO 0.0174532_2_DG 0.01_53292§D0 7.355120100*0_-1.357394950-02 8.032280_49*02 1.5S3937200100 1. _30086050,03 37_
1.6889a_0 0.0D0 0.017453292500 1.0D0 1°495694;09102-1._942653_D*00 3.7515486bD*01 37_
_9.7200 -32.17_1r0 7.359160100*04-9.338049570-03 8.16660_53D-02 1.52326387D*00 1._33677660,03 376
12 1.300245_0*02-1.6304070_D_00 3._63075170101 375
117.333 -O.0_S 7.359190100,0q-9.782377030-03 1.33_795360-01 1.61624_390*00 1._28823_80*03 376
132.0 -0.02_ 1.29_5853_0.02-1.0605782CD*00 3.36819807D*01 376
1_6°667 -0.010 7°36g200100,0_-1.41376885Do02 1.9_0902720-02 1.42613170D*G0 1.428847990103 377
161.333 -0.002 1._9_52216_*02-1.72493_680J00 3.7_184490*01 377
176.0 0.003 7,3592101C_*0_-1.08462_57D-02 1.766250260-01 1*394_99840*00 1. 43126283D*03 378
190.667 0.007 1°2903567_D*02"1.659600000*00 3.7516553_0.01 378
205.333 0.O10 7o359220100*04-1.082962290-02 3.327038670-01 1.3_5138860*00 1.430073800*03 379
220.0 0.012 1.;99335269*02-1.90_166110t00 3.357418640*01 379
234.6_7 0.012 7.36923010010_-9.183961510-03 3._51668630-01 1.459041610*00 1.43260089D*0] 380
249.333 0.013 1o301202_30.02-1.9376911C0100 3.?_923430D101 380
264.0 0.013 7.3592_0100.0_-_.206115200-03 4.880851100-01 1.52160631D*00 1.432451869*03 381
278.667 0.01_ 1.301151630102-1.913_00000,00 3._6032207D*01 381
7*35895010D*04*8.09791932D-03 6*459877180-01 1.6475_720100 1.421505430*03 352 7,359250100.0_-1.142260750-02 2.98669733D-01 !.457124 5SD*00 Io42762219910] 382
1*4919_958_02-2.336400000*0_ 3.64962q350*01 352 1.4966_31kO*_2-1.678865380"00 3._08861060101 382
7.358960100*0_-1.03143116D-O2 _. 88_00_660-01 1.3919_3730"00 1._25182840103 353 7.369260100*0_*1.360011330*02 8.16660_22D-02 1.33219_65D*00 1.430073800*03 383
1.293808¢1D_02-2.33640000D*00 3.713660560.01 353 1°29_631630102*1.7_8388090100 3.39263856D*01 303
7.356970109*0_-1.2_919170D-02 3. 3396_5590-01 1.139847_09.00 I._28836730,03 35q 7.359270100*0_-1.19489C09D-02 1.741083920-01 I.4903539bD100 1._32488630*03 384
1.4956571_0.02-2.336_000_D*00 3.73769678D*01 354 1.302103339102-1.71_883199*00 3.75720_19D*01 30_
7.3589E0100*04-1.08_070470"02 q*899761390-01 1.237299090*00 1.43004928D*0_ 355 7.3592_0109*04-1.139_80250-02 8._40637860-02 1°409_75920.00 1.431275080,03 385
1.29_59€620t02-2.418487130*00 3.26851825D*01 355 1._gg330219*02-1°659600009*00 3.753289920*01 385
7*35899010D*0_*1.028660670"O2 q. 8934_790D-01 1.49_03_50*00 1.43004928D103 356 7°35929010D*C_-!.08361639D-02 5.0851977_D*02 1.361_89940*00 1._31275080.03 386
1.298402630_02-2o3397505€D*00 ).3578_565D.01 366 1.29350363D*02-1.6043168_D*00 3.771506610.01 386
7*35500010_t_q-_.771295400-O3 _.2_6604600*01 1._5872_10010_ 1.430_615_0"03 357 7.3593001_0104-9._60213210-03 2.083638920-01 1*267013860_00 1._31287340*03 383
1.295675680*02-2.416811880*06 3._7172850.01 357 1o_9_5591_0*02-1.466108930*00 3.?320_0250.01 387
?*350010100*04-1.2986064_9-02 3*015015_3D-01 1.49003_450100 1.431262830*03 356 7.350310109104-I.194890090-02 3.96054008D*01 1o29392376D.00 1.432_6_110103 388
1*298_30_;_*02-2.5801_851D100 3*7_6639219_01 368 1.30300063D1C2-1.62023164D*00 3.3545J702D.01 388
7.359020100*0_*5.382838620*03 3.639061360-01 1.45872210_*00 1._300492BD*03 359 7°35932010D*0_-1.137263940-02 _.568827950*01 _.42517318D100 1.428835730.03 389
I.298_214_0*02-2.03904358D*00 3*396800910101 359 1.2964393_0*02-1._803_857D*00 3.3600d6810,01 389
7*35S03010D*04-1.30072283D°02 _.623320650-01 1._9003_450100 1.4300_9280103 360 7.35933010D*Cq-8o65201706Do03 3.01186365D*01 I.29896523D.00 I._30086050*03 390
1.29352216D.02-2.465394C50100 3*370759520*01 360 1.299412180102-1.372623520*00 3.37k7_0270101 390
7.3590_0160*0_*7.565985030-03 2.068090540*01 1.458083080*00 I._3004928D103 361 7.350340100*C_-1.081300030-02 3.342797080-01 1.3J219_6_0*00 !.433702180*03 391
1.499338410*02-2.19735_470100 3*368198070*01 361 1.3048_186D*02-1.304280020*00 3._72S098_0101 391
7.3590501C0*04-1.1954_180-02 2.38566915D-01 1.4264_1220*00 1.4300_9280*03 362 7.3593501C_,0_-7.510576520-03 5.199177780-01 1.490992989*00 1.431238310103 392
1,293503630.02-2,2_3_23760100 3.777510230*01 362 1.302_8_30.¢2-I°43_6296_D*_0 3._810_531D*01 392
7.359060100104-1.193227800-02 3*03077_110*01 1.4270902_0100 1.430086050*03 363 7.359360100*04-6.596310860-03 3.676882190-01 1.53297d670*00 1.427622190*03 393
1°2935_0660.02-2.101027730.00 3.350161210.01 363 1.29643978_*02-1.575C00000.00 3.78975693D101 393
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The program is written in FORTRAN IV and is designed to run in double
precision on an IBM 370/165 computer with an average execution time of 20
seconds per case. Execution requires approximately 146,000 bytes of core
storage. Given the output of the FDRI program (Appendix A), this program
provides a quick means of determining feasible power-drag model forms and
initial estimates of the power and drag coefficients which would shorten
the execution time of the FDR2 program (see Appendix C).* The program
requires the specification of the following input data:
CARD I:
The read unit number IDS:
IDS is a right-adjustedintegernumberoccupyingcolumns I-5 and
specifyingthat the data is to be read from cards, magnetictape,
disk, etc. The user must supply the suitablejob controlcards
for the tape and/or disk reads. The IDS parametercontrolsonly
the readingof CARDS 2, 3, and (4,...,3+ 5K). All other data is
expected in CARD form.
CARD 2:
The title array TITLEI:
[he 80 charactersof the array TITLEI are used for identifying
output. TITLEI is providedby the first card of the punched
output of the FDRI program.
CARD 3:
(a) The total number of points K in the data set,
(b) The aircraft's wing area S in square feet,
(c) The sea-level atmospheric density RHO in slug/ft3#
(d) The acceleration due to gravity G in ft/sec2, and
(e) The total elapsed time for the mancuver TT in seconds:
K is a right-adjusted integer number occupying columns 1-10.
S, RHO, G, and TT are double-precision floating-point numbers
each occupying 15 columns beginning at column 11. These
values are provided by the second card of the punched output
of the FDRI program.
It must be emphasized that this program allows greater freedom in the
specification of the power-drag model forms than does the FDR2 program.
This program allows the inclusion of term for the rates of other inde-




The time historiesof time T, weight FI, pitch angle F2, pitch rate F3,
airspeed F4, density F5, angle of attack F6, statictemperatureXI,
accelerationF8, angle-of-attackrate F9, altitudeX2, altitude rate
X3, altitudeaccelerationX4, verticalaccelerationX5, and elevator
deflectionX6:
The variablesT, FI, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, XI, F8, F9, X2, X3, X4,
X5, and X6 are double-precislonfloating-pointnumberseach
occupying25 columns. These variablesare providedby the
remainingpunchedoutput of the FDRI program.
CARD (3 + 5K + I):
The title array TITLE:
The 80 charactersof the array TITLE are used for additionaldata
set identification. Since this programallows more than one power-
drag model form to be analyzed In a given run, TITLE Is also used
as a controlvariableto end execution. Terminationof execution
Is achievedby followingthe lastmodel-formdata cards by a title
card having only the word END In the flrst three card columns.
CARD (3 + 5K + 2):
(a) The power-dragmodel form parametersLOC(1):
The LOC(1), I = I,...,15parametersdeterminethe specific
model form to be used. The general formof the power and
drag-coefficientequationsare
Power = PO + PIVEXI + P2VEX2 + P3VEX3 + P4VEX4 + P5_ + P6&
+ P7_
IEX3 IEX4 CD5_= CDo + CDI_IEX1 + CD2_IEX2+ CD3_ + CD4_ +CD
+ CD6e
Through the use of the LOC(I) parameters, the user may Include
or exclude as many terms as deslred. It Is mandatory that at
least one power term and at least tne drag-coefflclent term
ls included; otherwlse, the program will termlnate prematurely.
The following chart should be used in the speclflcatlon of the
desired model(s):
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If LOC(1) = 0, the corresponding coefficient term will be
excluded from the analysis. If LOC(1) = I, the corresponding
coefficient term will be included in the analysis. These
parameters are right-adjusted integer numbers each occupying
I column beginning at column I.
(b) The desired type of output units METRIC:
If METRIC = I_,the output will be in English units. If
METRIC = I, the output will be in SI units. METRIC is a
right-adjusted integer number occupying column 16.
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CARD (3 + 5K + 3):
(a) The exponent EXI on the second power-coefficient term,
(b) The exponent EX2 on the third power-coefficient term,
(c) The exponent EX3 on tilefourth power-coefficient term,
(d) The exponent EX4 on tilefifth power-coefficient term,
(e) The exporlent IEXI on tilesecond drag-coefficient term,
(f) The exponent IEX2 on the third drag-coefficient term,
(g) The exponent IEX3 on tilefourth drag-coefficient term, and
(h) The exponent IEX4 on iilefifth drag-coefficient term:
EXI, EX2, EX3, and EX4 are floating-point numbers each
occupying 10 columns beginning at column I. No two of these
exponents may have tilesame value; otherwise, a singular
matrix will terminate execution. IEXI, IEX2, IEX3, and IEX4
are right-adjusted integer-numbers each occupying 5 columns
beginning at column 41. No two of these exponents may have
the same value; otherwise, a singular matrix will terminate
execution.
CARD (3 + 5K + 4):
(a) The lower allowable limit PLOW of the power available In foot-
pounds per second,
(b) The upper allowable limit PHIGH of the power available in foot-
pounds per second,
(c) The lower allowable limit CDLOW of the drag coefficient,
(d) The upper allowable limit CDHIGH of the drag coefficient, and
(e) The thrust incidence angle TIA in radians:
PLOW, PHIGH, CDLOW, CDHIGH, and TIA are floating-point
numbers each occupying 10 columns beginning at column I.
For a given run consisting of more than one power-drag model form, cards
(3 + 5K + I) through (3 + 5K + 4) must be repeated for each model form.
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Program Listing- MDLCK
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DO 32 Ji||e_ $¥ 124 OG 53 I_L21KK SV 18_
32 U(Jo||)aU(Jel|)eGR $V 125 G_KA_EA||I SV 18S
GO TO 35 SV 12_ yIQ_l_ $¥ 18&
33 O0 34 Jl|goN $V |ZT H_SeG $¥ _87
34 U(Jo||)_OeDO SV L28 G_C_G SV 18_
3_ U(g|l||_wU(|Ee||)_|oODO $¥ t29 ZsDSQ_T(FCF_H_H) S_ |B9
36 CG_T_I_J_ 3V 130 m_ARE4(|.I)aZ _V 190
C_O OIA_O_ALIZAT|QN OF THIE 8|DZAGG_AL FOR_ SV 131 iF (ZINJEgZ_Q) GO TO _6 SV |9|
37 _PSlEPS_X SV |3_ . C_ZERQ S¥ 19_
00 5T K_IoN SV 133 $sCN_ SV |93
KKmN--_| SV _34 G_ TO 4T S¥ 19_
C_ TEST F SPLITT|N_ $V 13S 4b CzF/Z $V 19_
38 DO 39 L_IoKK S¥ 136 SzH/Z SV 196
_LsKK-_._| $V 137 4? FmX_C_G_$ SV Ig?
|V |DAB$|_KAREA|LL))_LEeEP$) GO TO 45 $V _38 Gs-X_S_G_C 5V Zg_
|F |LLeEQe|) GQ TQ 45 S¥ 139 I-r_S SV |gg
IF _OAB$(Q(LL-||)oLEoF.PS| GO TO 40 SV 140 ysY_C SV ZO_
39 _T|NUE $¥ _| IF |ISwl_oaO) GG TQ 49 S¥ 20|
CO_ ¢ANC£LLAT|ON OF IIKA_EAiL) |F LLoGTo| S_ _2 DO 4_ Jm_tN S¥ 20_
40 ClOeDO $V |43 XzV|Jo|--|_ $V 203
S_|eO00 SV _44 ZsV|JtX) $V ZO_
_I,_LL--_ $v |45 V(JII-_)mX_C_ZeS $V 20_
|F |KKILTeLIL| GO TO 45 SV |46 48 ¥|JB|_E-X_$.Z_C SV 206
DO 44 |_LLIKK S¥ |4T 4g Z_OSQRT|F_F_H_H) SV 20?
F_S_WKA_EA(|_ $V |48 O|g-||aZ $¥ 20_
WKAR_A_)mC_WKAREA||| SV 149 gF (ZeN_eZERQ) _ _0 50 SV 20g
IF |OABS(F)eL_oEPS) GO TO 45 SV 150 CaZERQ SV 210
Q(_)_DSQRT(VIq_G_G) SV |52 GO TQ 31 SV Zi_
I,I=Q||| SV IS3 50 CmF/Z SV 2_3
IF _._oZERO| GO TO 41 $V IS_ SIH/Z SV _14
C_ZER_ SV 15_ 51 FzC_G_S_Y _ 2iS
SIGNE $V 156 X_S_G.C_V $V Z|6
GO TO 4_ SV 15T IF (IS_eEGeO| GQ TO 53 $¥ Z|T
4| CzG/H S¥ IS8 OD 52 JIJoM SV 21_
Ss--F/H SV 159 Vl_(Ji|-_! $V 2L9
42 IF (|SWeEQiO) GO TO 44 SV 160 ZsU_Je|) SV 2ZO
DO 43 J_|eN SV |6| U(JeI.i|I_C_Z_S $V 22!
YmU|JoL|| SV 16Z 52 U(Jo|)m-¥_$._C $¥ _
Zz_(JoE| SV 163 _3 CGNT|NUE SV 2Z3
U(JoLI)_Y_C_Z_S SV 1_4 54 _KAR£A|LL)_Z_RQ gV 224
43 U(Jo|)I-Y_S.Z_ S¥ 165 WKAREAIKK|_IF SV 22b
44 CONT|_UE SV _66 Q|KK)_ $V ZZ&
C_ T_ST F CONV£RGENC_ $V 167 GO TO 38 SV 2Z_
45 ZsG|KK) SV _68 C_O C_VERGIENCE $V 228
|F _LLeEO_KK) GO TO 55 S¥ 169 5S IF _ZoGEeZERQ) GO TO 57 S¥ 22g
C_ _H|FT FRO_ BOTTOM 2X2 NING_ SV 170 Q|KK|_Z SV 23_
XsOILL) $Y |7| _F _|S_e£QeO| GQ TO 5T S¥ Z3_
IF IKKeGTo|)Y_Q_KK--I| SV _72 DO 56 JsloN SV Z3_
ZF (KKQ_Tol)_KARE_(KK°_| S¥ 173 5_ ¥(JjKK)_V|JIKKI SV 233
HIm_AREA|KK) $V 17_ 57 C_T|NU_ S¥ 23_
RETURN SV 235 18 ! VS IS
END SV 236 jmLA VS 19
R_eD•5 V$ 20
2 IF IieER*J) GO TO II VS 21
IF (R*GT*eSSOSA371 GO TG 4 VS 2E
SUBROUTINE UERTSTIIEReNANEeJIHtiTE| UR I R_R,3* 9062SE2- VS 23
€ UR Z GGTO 5 V$ Z"CODe SURROUTINE U_RTS• GENERATES E_nqQ_ MESSAGES
_ 4 R-R-- e2181_ VS 2S
€
5 K=I Y_ 26
D|NENSIO;_ |TYP(SeA|tIBIT(4| tJ_ S CA_A SELECT A CENTRAL EJLENENT O_ •HE ARRAY AND SAVE IT )N LOCATION T VS 21INTE_ER*Z kkREI31 UR
IJsl_l,J--illR VS ElINTEGF.R MARNeWARF*TERN*JIRI•E UR
EGUIVALE_E IIBITII)IIARN)ollOlTl2)oWkl_l*llSl•lSl*TERRI UR 8 TskliJ) V$ 29
DATA ItYP/°SAflNeeOlNG o •• • • • • .o •elWkRNeeelNGleeellTHee UA 9 COIl IF FIRS• El.EVENT OF ARNA• IS GREATER T_UkT Te INT_RO4ANG_ Wi•H I VS 3G
IF IAIIleLEeTI GO TO 6 VS 31
le FIX°e*l ee*TERMeteZNALee• e,e ee* **eNON_e•eDEFIIeeNE U4_ IO
I_ i,, t•• "I•IBII/32•64*I28*DI UR il A(IJI_4(II VS 3Z
All)st Y$ 33C tJR iZ
• mAIIJ) VS 34
IERZlIIER UR 13 6 L=J VS 3S
IF IIERZoCdEeWARRI GO TO I UR 14 COIqI IP LAST EJL*EIqENT OF ,4URNAy IS LESS THAN To |NTERCJ4ANG_ WiTH • VS 36
¢_S UNOI[FI_I[D UR IS IF IAIJIoGEoT) GO TD D VS ST
IERIm4 UR 16 AllJImAlJ) VS 38
GO •0 4 _ IT AIJ)_• VS 39
I IF IIER2oLToTERRI O0 TO Z UR 18 Y_AliJI VS _0
C_ee TERNKNA4. UR 19 CO00 1F FIRST ELERENT OF ARRAY ESGREATF*.R THAN T* INTEAOIANGE WITH T VS 41
IERI_] UR EO
IF (AIIIoLE*T) GO TO 8 VS 42
GO TO 4 UR 21 AIIjjmAlll VS A3
Z IF II[IQ*LTeWAI_I GO TO 3 UR 22 All)my VS 44
CARD IIARNIN43 leITH FIXI UR 23 TJA|i JI VS 4S
IERI_2 UR 2A
GO TO S VS 46
GO TD 4 UR 25 ? TT_AIL) VS 4T
CAeO YARNING UR 2& AILI_AIR ) VS 48
3 IERlwI UR 2T AIK)m•• VS _9C_e EXTRACT ONe UR 28 CA_ FIND ANE JL.[NENT IN SECONO HALF _FARRAY _NICH IS SMALLER THAN T VS SO
4 ZERZ=IER2--1SITIIERI) UR 29
Ce_ PRINT ERRG_ N_SSA_ UR 30 8 IF IAILIeGToT) GO TO 8 VS S2
WRITE IJ_RIT_*5| I)TYPiIIIEJ_I)eI_I*5)o_R_IIER2IIER UR 31 C_A_ FIND AN ELEI4F.NT IN F|OST NJbL.F _F ARRAY WHICH lS GREATF*.._i4AN T VS _3
S FORRA• (IX•/_IXeeERR_R 14_$SAG_ I_qON UERTSTI_2K•_AAeAX_._kKZe4AeiZe2X UR 32 9 K_R_I VS 54
I• IER eel3) U_ 33 IF IAIKIe_T*T) GO TO 9 VS SS
RETURN UR 34 CIAA INTERCHANGE THESE EJ.ENENTS VS SO
END UR 35 IF (K*_E*_I GO TO T VS S_
Ce_ SAY2 UPI_[R AND LOWER SUaSCRIP•S _1= THE AJ_RA_ YET TO BE SORTED VS SR
IF (_--IoLEeJ--K) G43 TO I0 YS 59
ILIN)_I VS 60
SUBRDUT I N_ V_ORVN(A eLA | VS I IUI N ) _1. VS 61
C VS Z I _K VS 62
Ce_ $UeROUT|N_ VSORTR S_IGTS ARRAYS BY ABS4_LUT[ VALUE VS S NmN_ I VS 6]
C VS 4 GO TD 12 VS 6A
OIRENSIUN AIII•IUI2II_IL(Zll VS S I0 ILlN)mIC VS 65
REAL_MA•T*TT V$ 6 IUIR)mJ VS 66
C VS • _ VS bY
C_A FINO ASSOLUT[ VALUES OF ARRAY A VS S RwN+ I VS 60
DO l I'I.LA VS _ 12 YS _IF |A_||o_TIO.QIkI|I'--All) ,S 1 C,A" _G_GI_ AGAIN ON ANOTHER PORTION OF UNSORTED ARRAY V
1 CONTINU_ VS Ii II N II--I_ VS 71
C ¥S 12 IF IReEOeO) RETURN VS F2
ENTRY VSO_TAIAeL_) VS 13 ImiLIR I VS T3
C VS I_ J_IUIN) 1 VS ?4
C_*A ENTRY VSORTA SORTS ARRAYS B• ALr-_8-qAIC VALU[ V$ IS 12 IF IJ-I*GE*II) GO TD 5 VS T5
C VS 16 IF IIoEQoI) GO TO 2. VS 16
I I VS I_ SuE. I VS T?
co
ovS 7&
I_ im|_l vS 79
IF (leEOeJ| GQ TO i| VS 8G
Tl&ll_l! VS II
aF |A|iJoLEoT| GQ TQ |_ V$ IZ
Ks| V$ 13
t4 At_e_)mAf_| V$ 84
IF tTe4.TeA|_|| GO TO 14 ¥S 86
A_|JsT VS 07
GQ TO I_ ¥S 88
ENO
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123m567_9_123B56_g_123I$6_8_1_3_56_8_12_h56789_123_5_789_123IS6_89_123_56?89_ 0.30633_156392q253_-02 O.1127h351"T11906670 05 -O.6_B30qq861127qS_D 01
O.1871h87331_3T3q60 01 0.0 0.0
I 1 O.11_OgOOOOOOO58219 01 n.3971_726_77100000 Oh 0.71g50920768763130-02
1 e. Bgg38_O_B222hq_D-02 0.2_5B0178359_31360 03 O.16876955120h61BBD*02
1 O.322_gU_O335_Th_OD*01 C._g15502923gT821gD 03 0.122366059903_52_D O0
ATLZT 210 RA|EOVER*PLJLPS UP- PULL OP/FaSR OVER -PLZGR? _ECORO hO / T,PR 33 O.3_165h2505T_9222D*02 O.1127371569CTgR1TD 05 *0.63000h38219_gS68D 01
329 0.15500000D 03 0.23T800000*02 0. 322900000 02 0o32800000D 02 e. 179351108_19782go 01 #.0 0.0
0.0 0.39715082359200000 O_ -0.1_h98_50590876100-03 O.11aOq9999q9970900 01 O.3971_6gh12_h00000 Oh 0.82_8707665118337D-02
O.R206hB_8007716900.-03 e.255607TS_29751780 03 0.168726_9893172830-02 0.905h2996701982370o02 0.255_13322388226_O 03 O.168772872215h_TSD*02
0.325032721019327gD-01 _._g123991803127230 03 0.19832371_95_10_30 00 0.32_0202_9_6_13h30-01 0._9157722qg5323130 03 O.1077739h773gg755D O0
-e.162756t&?55qh7720-02 ¢.11281770468h58_89 OS -0.82377928_7931T280 01 0.360651_828382379o02 e.112730g_hlO_96130 05 *0._12?377573_607hID 01
0.1253732616_096350 01 0.0 0.0 0.1665020_9063_1500 01 _.0 0.0
0.100000000_05820_D O0 0.39715050006300009 O_ -0.78829112615_90590*0_ 0.1]000000000029109 01 0.3971_66177150000D Oh 0.926C6208995253310-02
O. 1_070250_7128930*02 0.255627652185171gD 03 O. 168730866757g_32D-02 O.OR883051811gBO0_D-02 0.2_58233893_2_9h20 03 0. 16877_10h_0315]SD-02
0.32_7583621_617060-01 0._91268_011713305D 03 O._99633777TgTh2859 O0 0.3296tg72182111_90*01 0.h91603_3h261680_O 03 O.g297792862g375gOD-01
*O.3g_35228_O1e2g_D*02 e.11280953205391q5D 05 -O.810hgF6816hg_O950 01 0.3_229_29657_h73gD*02 0.11272_89771607970 05 -O.5968013836690h_OD 01
OolhO1369938159117D 01 0.0 0.0 O.15178_qlO8_59016D 01 O.O 0°0
O. lq9gg9ggggg7089_D O0 0.39715017653t0000D Oh O,12h101080590h3S50*03 0.1h000000000087310 01 0.3971_62gB1_60000D Oh 0.1020131_329998220-01
0.2_20262553_620_70-02 _.2556h760381h69790 03 0.16873515981861870-02 O.8_O53B10Y71001530*02" 0,255R31g39&2_5501D 03 O.16877925561893259-02
0.3172_07971382100-01 e.h912gT3;C88516_OD 03 0.!99398_2706218_20 O0 0.33320673092232059o01 0.;q1_2892333_25880 03 0.78352;51983_79000-01
-0.31_70271266eg0299o02 O.112fl_1_99_gh26579 05 -0.795786277575_138D 01 0.3_613627701766360o02 0.11271900280707600 05 *O.SR2_689752287972D 01
O°1538691157Bg7161D 01 O.e 0.0 Oo13hh778_8698gg3_D 01 0.0 0.0
0.300000000002910_D O0 0.3971_g8530050000D O_ 0._6651603h608166_D-0] 0.15_00000000000000 01 O.3971hsg?o657000_O O_ 0.110_2520097735290*01
O.331686837BOBRBg10*02 _,255667h480B2h5950 03 0.168739370786_0180-02 C.78h26_12815300gBD*02 O.255839050279X_SD 03 O.1687823350g_29260-02
O.31qS62781g_359500*01 O,hg132603537193220 O] 0.197_B650_6791585D O0 _.3365136866323_g_D-01 O._916_hO_576B_lhD _3 0.6_27_66890980&200-01
-_.22_23380655775300*02 _.1127g]620_8785880 05 -G.77976g1RT_603_200 01 0.31237153797_10789*02 O.1127132h21826_2gD 05 -0.5_998133_9681_52D 01
e.16621205_33020519 01 0.0 0.0 0.11h960538185_5030 01 0.0 0.0
0.h_000000000873110 O0 O.39711952g_759g999 Oh O.g_709_76826211000-03 0.16000000000058210 01 0.3971_56_712_00000 Oh 0.117582987h6?92579o01
0.42_h_839211178090*02 no25568701295105170 03 0.1687q3_930?528270-02 0.69660052_9_?71BD*02 O.2558_Tgsi28B118D 03 0.168785353238187hD*02
0.312751569779_0_19-01 O._Ot35_75130g_7h29 03 C.193810_1027155_50 O0 0.339398301700q7630-01 O._g1679h_G_S53_160 03 0.51107267556239350-01
-_o136719_76_156178D-02 0.1127859079;568990 05 -0o762602553922050_O 01 0.26187_562h1680199o02 O.11270759636_O36hD 05 *0.55953627518510_30 01
0.176801773535R0660 01 0.0 0.0 O.g3712915236296350 O0 _.0 _.0
O.50000CO000000000D O0 _.3971_92059_T00000 Oh O.15602935_8_h31270-02 G.1699gg9ggg9970goD 01 0.3971_53235990000D Oh 0.12326116C90316750*01
O.51_hO_2301hf177219-02 0.25570612013_39610 03 O. IG87_T52103718220-02 O.587035588501B?G_D-02 O.2558h9283186hg_hD 03 0.16878832138115030-02
0.311B296hsgg321609-01 o.lg13831173h1_3160 03 0.1BB3330307_206760 O0 O,_hlTOOh3_h3115gOD*01 0.h9170350737960939 03 O.391802678_h2GiglD*01
-0._78321_99590859_Oo03 0.11277837182792g30 05 -O. 7hh;79216647_gTD 01 0.196191713285280hD-02 0.1127020_;157790_D 05 *0.5512T9_0902111819 01
0.185297_07613S07_D 01 0.0 0.0 0.71_05987313795090 O0 9.0 0.0
C.600000000_0582080 O0 0.3971_8882_1800000 O_ O.229628_10068g_6hD-02 0.18_00000_0029100 01 0.3971_500007000000 O_ O.12727flE26273R0910*01
0.607h1623625139970-02 0.25572_633h8_8730 03 0.168751_5013989920*02 0._5R0_2_680309158D*02 0.25585209575510800 03 O.168791251_6996920*02
O.3117R6_3185221970o01 _.hglt1169832530_OD 03 0.1810688Rg267_6510 O0 O.3;3278912q3g02010*01 0.;9172_g706_988060 03 0.28772901629590579*01
0.3865625353710010D*03 0.112771020803_;710 05 -0.72562q_80;6123519 01 O.11TSGSh6t026_6160*02 0.112696563206911_0 05 -OoS_S2931633qBOg610 01
0.19138876578020_39 01 e.O 0.0 0._R39862292053803D O0 0,0 0.0
o.6gg99999999708960 O0 0.3971_855888900000 O_ O.31_10_56188h_16hD*02 0.1q00_00000008731D 01 0.3971_6765_I0000D O_ O.129509192709_516D*01
0.69120229867278_50*02 0.2557q233h;688F_OD 03 e. 16875527713h59110-02 0.3128?3;_78659837Do02 0.25585515338357620 03 0.16879h15571600710-02
0.312585_16311822Do01 o._glB39q_2qlhOh68D 03 0.1720_7050_67_289 O0 0.3Bh0180535_233660*01 0._917_000;?_266780 03 O°200q682g079315929o01
_.11995_1gg31_9372D*02 _.1127_3860g_050_20 05 -0.706291_60526A120D 01 0.28B_qqlh6902h1750*03 O.1126911306687h2_D US -O.5_159256973330830 01
0.19q80788)87673_20 01 0.0 0.0 0.25726150703989290 O0 0.0 0.0
O.BOOOOOOOOCO2gI_D O0 0.3971_823536000009 O_ 0._076_22_688518990-02 0.20000000000000000 01 0.3971_35301200000 O_ O.12988813689990770-01
O.T65_377927_568_Do02 O. 2557590139661_200 03 0.16875ge001988585D-02 0. 15592593205927239°02 0.25585679303233320 03 0°1687970_62031818D*02
0.31h15961375720360*01 O.;glU6792200R87270 03 O.16151g_2099702290 00 0.3h383358899927670-01 O._917722_6R_16g_D 03 0.13281867765_69330*01
_.19333681g_7901770-02 0.1127568g_6385663D 05 -0.68676_123_3205200 01 -0.665_6157120906189-03 0.112685T239382_020 05 -0.5_011_506551_6299 01
_°195333_q1572£S77D 01 0.0 0.0 O.h0R1850600617_lODo01 0.0 0.0
C.90_00000000873110 GO 0.3971_791103100000 Oh 0.508_8510079_8_80*02 0.21000000000_58210 01 e.3971q;029_8300000 Oh 0.t28_2133_7126930-01
0.82686_6_76209753Do02 0,25577_5635_929019 03 0.16876261905_0_51D-02 -0.772_Tg58209?_518D-Oh O.2558578h5282h5_TD 03 0.16879993_6_llhOD*02
0.316h1722_362398D-01 _._91hg580080793390 03 0.1_95h3789_8612159 00 O.3h267770086995g_D-01 O._91793662659135JD 03 0.8365335_79h934509-02
_.25623_2_11159713Do02 0.112750125tG90866D 05 -0._67327_3853h32129 01 -Oo16B?605?R30282680-02 _.11268_321h_275070 05 oO.5_071_q_lOh60327D 01
0.19280801_80R_260_ 01 0.0 0.0 -0.15_9_Sgl_?871g?o 00 0.0 0.0
0.1000_G00000000000 01 0.3971h758_30200009 0_ G.6129_g_O24_582930*02 0.2199999999gg70900 01 0.3971h370595_00000 0_ O.125189650_lSe_goD-01
0.872h32g2_g?23_670-02 0.25578885h3_52_OhD 03 0.1687661350h9002)0-02 -0.17222576360012210-02 0°255858;g812868650 03 0.16880283103192030*02
0.3192_1629_76111_D-01 0._9152316568981330 03 0.1363978_381_5710 O0 C.3_05_291153332590-01 O._glR1_39871983_6D 03 O.52857515B999q729D*02
-0.26160q315&9292250-02 O. 11267_903t8028850 05 oO.Ss3162300qSqSq920 01 0._lq0S6303SS_SflSo-0_ 0.1126076q506006520 05 -ao5259005038082163D 01
-0.32731653812198820 00 0.0 0.0 0.23673059_29811220 01 0,0 0,0
0.23000000000020100 01 0.3971q3382q2500000 0t 0.12035253231130330-01 0.35000000000000_00 01 0.39713950007?00000 0_ 0,88999qSq608718_10*02
-0.33111791063tlqlgO-02 0°25585892856058950 03 0.16R8052;_07733560-02 0.5515q352536811120-02 0.255857167302q1150 03 0.16885153q59691719*02
0.337_6_60837368900-01 0._9103_699_8138510 03 0.38811286708553370-02 0.29081_70085q19510-01 0.19200892255651180 03 *0,563q38_3307796969*01
*0.35272936880788870-02 0o112669_530852017D 05 -0.5_714002619628590 01 0.1953_707696326110-02 0.112602516191_6370 0S -0,_98759585111S3q_9 01
-0.t61666qg?8102?q3D 00 0.0 0.0 0.30906106112165260 01 0.0 0.0
2.2_000000000087319 01 0.3q71_3058896_0000 0t 0.11_1_018938_85070*01 0.3_00qg00000050219 0! 0.39713_1765q8900_g 0_ 0,1_581002087_3q65_*01
-0.h77_9627£557_5100-02 0.255859335169538;D 03 0.168808683hh29Rh39-02 0.?80q19455000qg87D-02 0o2558500_25t165100 03 0.1688h_11203568969-02
0.3335220h8_1131160-01 0.k91553728,3161730 03 0.389159_8385172000*02 0.293813h8171852379-01 0.m0201800219567060 03 -0.881qh280657953600*O1
-O.h3373_63_q1650980*02 0.11266305609010hRO 05 o0.5522_60_8_622385D 01 0._076_505183130_30-02 0.1125976960525q2_0 05 -0._639_6038633q2319 01
*0.55132056_76132620 00 0.0 0.0 0.38825986538731q80 01 0.0 0.0
0.25000000000000000 01 0.3971h273536700000 0_ 0.106897_26hq152589-01 0.3699099909907090_ 01 0.39713885301900000 Oh 0.1282_18ql10q10530-01
-O.$0qlgh72hh556q650-02 0.255859800099255_D 03 0.1_881165118536930-02 0.1_257829_113h820-01 0.255_392873_302350 03 Oo16RSh6_816091871D-02
0.3288377621252_q20-01 0.q9187222229512q90 03 0._965h898353510620-02 0.2990250322_23_200*O1 0._202559_319_1190 03 -O.12_211662h0_56710 0_
-0._0357378q_565_70-02 0.112658_06027315q9 05 -0.5570890023q207189 01 0.637q2q99G111B_SD-02 0.11250326h70781520 05 -0oh2090_109586_2910 01
-0.5880R7166h853gtSD _0 0.0 0.0 0.h?361q76591_86830 01 0.0 0.0
0.2600000000005_210 01 O°3911q2q1183800000 0_ 0.q8990060_72666020*02 0.38000000000029100 O1 0.397138520_900000D 0_ 0.1566_331752080100-01
*0.70399000_7193_320-02 0.255_6036506158990 03 0.16881_650136656qD-02 0.1992h79092_263730*01 0.25582385662252q80 03 0.1688_859770329830-02
0o32357535589139780-01 0.q9188993f18069_]D 03 0.66675795216903009-02 0.30_606357_2_5382D°01 O._q203258091616!10 03 *0.1810_960322191860 00
-0.5_873558357613750-02 0.112652_9685RI8750 05 -_.56380_7011_8221_9 01 0.8805032595_09020D-02 O.112589307_3121980 05 -0.3690_332652271039 01
*0.56_37872863615720 00 0.0 0.0 0.5_3121_83_5015_D 01 0.0 0°0
0.2699q990999970909 01 0.3971_208830000000 0_ 0.90888933_56262750-02 0.39000000000087310 01 0.39713820596100000 0_ O.19131387hg293hSgD*01
°0o76981897h92520900-02 0.25586110975861099 03 0.16881767899931960*02 0°25_33219625082010*01 0.25580263_03_59080 03 O.168850_1185290h60-02
0.3120352052530h660-01 0._01906_0535370500 03 0._hS?703R263B85780-02 0.31666qh3096h2260-01 O°h_203_B81h622_90 03 -0°2_$23_28679276970 00
.0.5752283057921h560o02 0.1126h7131R2Og1190 05 o0.SF905120_2808_850 01 0.11322537_01165090-01 0.11258501qRq683qD 05 -0°3078879562_966170 01
-0._73_0723052300860 00 0.0 0.0 0._59t3_08797602130 01 0.0 0.0
0o28000000000029100 O1 0.3071q176h78000000 Oh 0.831166163672_1590o02 0._00000000000_0000 01 0.3_7137882h3200000 O_ 0.232_7157_367h2_-01
o0.79500199571_22260-02 0.25586201803107960 03 0.16882073288385190-02 0.31672101338390020-01 0.25527_31581939780 03 0.168851_7323125050-02
0.312152323h6078299-01 o.hq1922710hl130_qD 03 0.98hS01R8557_?S570-02 _.32926376320861120-01 O.h920h39h_32817t60 03 °0.323369£0h13863h09 00
.0.5770821_230631q00o02 0.1126_1_2006269750 05 -0.5730270902522_1hD 01 0.138769531q0278789-01 0.11258318108022559 05 -0.2370_071851911510 01
oO.30q326536Og&q9110 O0 O.0 O.O 0.7579893_85510350 01 0°0 0°0
0.29000000000087310 01 0.3971_1hh125100000 0h 0.762_5981033q93580-02 0._1000000000058219 01 0.39713755890300000 oh 0.28013633136600139o01
.0.773_6_96219798730°02 0.25586301291395650 03 0.1_882380299986620°02 e.3795_0q1796716299-01 0.255737h167_7885_D 03 0.1688529291776087_-02
0.3_6_Sh23281220270-01 0.h91g377_278011610 03 0.101071712q5336560-01 0.3_hh1369_70716959°01 O.h920q7973373787_D 03 -0o;1702798_$91h9739 00
°0.55188550837h1_880-02 O.112_356780260276D 05 -0.57_q775_865860509 01 0.1_;15870650226120o01 0.11258120732292059 05 *0.15620973269175_90 01
-0.6770_127335_6200-01 0.0 0.0 0.S589399h13255h099 01 0.0 0.0
0.30000000000000000 O1 0.3971t111772200000 0; 0.7088789552152h770-02 0.h1990999999qT0q00 01 0.39713723537_00000 0_ 0.33t3723982211_760-01
-0.6qq9521_0767_666_-02 0.2558639928293_600 03 0.168826826hllOhqO-02 O._38q7303653?h300-01 _.25560035_12_51930 03 0.16885352575131_10-02
0.3012097;902001230-01 0._9195157266322569 _3 0.85601695522987690*02 0.3620723556505552D-01 O.q92051_2315836ghD 03 -0.52767058090363950 O0
-0.h9817336382201_59-02 0.11262002q06qS009 05 -0.57_1087870_300200 01 0.1888533_505620800-01 O.11258009170792530 05 -0.65208168363632170 00
O.25h87_591_6016hO 00 0.0 0.0 0.9612278515553_050 01 O.e 0.0
0o31_e0000000058210 01 0.3971;029_19300000 O; 0.6767737131697_R70°02 0_h3000000000020100 01 0.3971369118_50_000 O_ 0.3950hSq?375229650°01
.0°5702219R225966860-02 O.25586q69672157769 03 0.1688299358_0R82;D°02 0.50866qe860779_qD-01 0.25563132879027309 03 0°1688536082986q919-02
O.2966183120867888_°01 0.h9196_89669631_D 03 0.hh33_05156021391D-02 0.3821q3095_8683320-01 0.h9205h058088_0890 03 -0°65661378863520620 00
-0.h1_2231_621_3170*02 0.11262_20797793190 05 *C.569601_026793_990 01 O.21231018351930560-01 O.1125_q373h1582_D 05 O°360_h6221h201725_ O0
0.66018_515671705_D 00 0.0 0.0 0.1063793507_062210 02 0.0 0.0
O.3190qq99999970900 01 0.3971h0h706_q00000 0; 0.F72585_3865287130 °02 C.qhC0000000008731D 01 0.3_713658831600009 Oq 0._619h91_632977500*01
.O.3_121_3_226_h520°02 0.255_8h7506272_090 _3 0.16_83295967565850-02 0.573006353289R3669°01 0.255558_0563897_30 03 0.168853122019_11hD*02
0.2q300253q070O31_-01 O.q919775F_52923SlD 03 o0.312q79930h3637260-02 0._05h7531019815080-01 0.h920557;802911759 03 -0.80;8589001013_260 00
.0.30312270_6q20608_°02 0.11261555272376750 05 -0.560625559137_5730 01 0.233995q0301;q6qsD-01 0.1125808;670125069 05 0.1;752_1_57213hh9 01
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-0.59_7219083_127630*02 0.113_737_31221_860 05 *0.209500190878_589 02 o0.7673991_999095570-02 O.11327563_92977530 05 o0.12631025858829160 02
0.8_091731381917720 01 0.0 0.0 0.55930583_58923990 01 0.0 0.0
_.2730_000000082910 02 0,3970_250017E00000 0q -0.26_91357632098060-01 _.285P00000_0000000 02 O._97058617827_0000 0h -0.210_81_2860582560-_2
0.289_9227917913720-01 0.25191530_96323370 03 0.16_387120_1216830o02 0.1573_71057_05896D*01 O.253_81hh165h?99_O 03 0.168_889923531861Do02
0,5329386_365111250-01 0.hg0_0539833395_70 03 0.10305710913279520 O1 0.h_15725535219330-01 0.u90_52_355_72990 03 0.956382838767_1210 80
-0.S_813_0685183_90-02 _.113_5320915_1930 05 *0.2012231267162781D 02 *0.77670181555257290-02 0._1326J28217t7_390 05 -0.12081867206568120 02
0,01953700818908790 01 0.0 0.0 O.5390_!_5_6_362010 O1 O.O _.0
_.27100000000008730 02 0.3970_217601600000 0_ -0,237_1272097998000o01 0o286000000000_5020 02 0.39705029h29800000 0h -0.79691787_90907390*0_
0.27933018_55552920-0! 0.25209338289322710 03 0.1G8397G_330_1500-O2 0.1_0112h005_86210-01 0.2535_0129960_290 03 0o168_99800_3001310-02
0.527_6589023_06310-01 0._9060799095276830 03 0.1731790017607301_ 01 _._6371_0039759_9D-O1 0._906h931970010160 03 0.7958_902159503300 00
u_
C_
*0.779150902t0108220-02 0.113251_&6_6629189 OS *0.11552899_0133q650 02 -0.2636677_q87265120*02 O.1131qq2009q]O0730 05 -0.$8505356915180760 01
O.51890t26113?i38tD 01 0.0 0.0 0.255707q77795_3520 01 0.0 0.0
0.28699_98989897090 02 0.]870578707690000= O_ 0._28q3951203756780*0] 0.299C0000000008730 02 0.39705_088q2100000 Oq 0.11226588769168020-01
O. lY)5t_62_607?9800-01 0.2536_065_1155112D 03 0.1685008316_7_7930*02 0.80C78157_33169250-02 O.25q2QqgGq7qG&63&D 03 0.168555666979_3350-02
0.13860002208271050-0t O,qOGS38336077Z220 03 0.73838632?02t_7229 00 0.3733982160q830870-01 0.;90751?8q17619609 03 0.26_16658619_]5a60 00
-0.77379060622q11179-02 0.11321016966q71220 05 -0.110q40592220Oq?OD 02 -0.20 252358059102960o02 0.113137t?_26gtg309 05 -0.660680116_16t5059 01
0.1907682775086929D 01 0.0 0.0 O.211769_10591903tD 01 0.0 0.0
0.28800000000002910 02 0.3970576q72_000000 O_ 0.157953_3_55970580o02 o.3_o00000eo_e_o00D 02 0.39705376_892000eD O_ O,119119128q825669D-01
O. 1_166856159753580*01 0.25371180_43175000 03 O. 16850659673901180-02 0.7658652178536?460o02 0.25t230201138Sq329 03 0.168559135;5959810-02
0._30922896725q1390-01 0.q90659706_9905150 03 0,6839q8_q1580&SBOD O0 0.37166233163200230-01 0._9076_072_5q_7_50 03 0.2_03_657860q2_690 O0
-0.7602_638155q27qTDo02 0.11322937162087260 05 -0.10555_03395377200 02 -O,1tS_69329B2777q20-02 0.11313097937318190 05 *0.63869625q7_O_3t_D 01
0._78518782966q1_?D 01 0.0 0.0 0.2079q_06197260820 01 0,0 0.0
0.28900000000008730 02 0.39705732371100000 O_ 0.266_5838016016350-02 0,3010000000e00582D 02 0.397053_4136300000 O_ 0.12560523870125320*01
0.12_488_967218225D-01 0.2537776301169_3 03 0.1685121065011751D-02 0.72q17870810015860-02 0.25_25316128928_D 03 0.158562q9293068000*0_
0.423_20020003_200*01 e.;9066526237100730 03 0.632_686632105?_10 09 0.370_69q0336101;70-01 0.49077719385025670 03 0.21861_342t;248100 O0
*O.73_332q90321313qD-02 0.11321905207;058_D 05 -0.10087101452981020 02 *C.9_889q6358061620o03 011312_692_q14_00 05 -0.61908184969;86230 0_
0o_580_2623583?040 01 0.0 0.0 0.18_09q5389027660 01 0._ 0.0
0.29_00000000000000 02 0.39?057000182000_D Oq 0.36915116666728310*02 0.3019900099999?090 02 0.30705311783_00000 O_ 0,13167322339610070-01
_.117_8881162269120-01 0.253838t09947_6700 03 0,16851737185055800-02 0,69003709085_62190-02 0.25;27_00673216530 03 0.1685657519q789160*02
0._1618386_503800_9o01 0._9C670976150q2070 03 0.583881_77_32659_9 O0 0.3607567_8186138_0*01 0._007908671_q2839 03 0.1_890267q25536020 O_
-_.70_1422221_027_60o02 0.1132091005_37022D 05 -0.9_30_2q9201222899 01 *0._88_53_03_07_0960-03 0.113118587_635256D 05 -0.60179861626201050 O_
0.4072525_897911760 01 0.0 0.0 0.16135226122380_00 01 0.C 0.0
0,29100000000005820 02 0.39700667665300_00 O_ 0.46677223173923550o02 0.3030000000C002910 02 0.39705279q30500000 04 0.13726;75_57857320o01
0.11210523082721_80-01 0.253894_72tq831060 03 0.168022_0387_91010-02 0.6;7879082891q3500o02 0o2542929790569_290 03 0.16856892481181_29-02
0.40928655732571550-01 0.49067718_25564_00 03 0.5381121532_010610 00 0.369_86862043980-01 0._90805_89509231_D 03 0.1811_32_774_870_0 O0
-0.670_q6q1063223829-02 0.113199766230_0820 05 -0.92127327297030000 01 *O. lq_3321129871qO_D-03 0.113112_q889090850 05 -0.58678901379973360 01
0.q1606520106336190 01 0.0 0.0 O.1380692588259891D 01 0.0 0.0
0.29199999099997090 02 0.3970563531"2;00000 O_ 0.5509890020_500979o02 0.00_00000000008730 02 0.30705247077600000 O_ 0.14231653033836280-01
0o10687663_91060030-01 0.2539_609_82656770 03 0.16852721387365970o02 0.60228021884275300-02 0o25431026020382250 03 0.16857202346342760-02
0.q0280717112020719*01 0.49068_57885272070 03 0.49508_7_728539609 O0 0.369_0_5110q026_o01 0._908205825714547D 03 0o1652666275566769D O0
-O.62q686177539q3520-02 0.1131907$794288360 05 -0.8807_q7842_0_2020 01 0.12265_54204518630o03 0o1131068_686074459 05 -0.$739755120722293_ 01
0.39_3163210968_29 01 0.0 0.0 0.117_6308615080350 01 0.0 0.0
0.29300000000002910 02 0.3970560295950000D 0_ 0,6403770290260512Do02 0.30500000000000000 02 0.3970521_724700000 O_ 0.1_676290561539_20-01
0.1021_73q076592560*01 _.2539_354836150_19 03 0.168531613385_q159o02 0.55296921409685690-02 0.25432606301527160 03 0.16857505937649089-02
0.39681410907662120-01 0,_00692_18_5170_90 03 0._5_71998q170_7240 O0 0.3_965567262788730-01 0._9083720370900580 03 0.1512027091q305760 O0
-0.57295006555029_Do02 0.11318214_0_71120 05 -0.B_2_0333332398910 01 0.2822109421980_250°03 0.1131011623837215D 05 -0,563260q_95_62033D 01
0.3723226605481692D 01 0.0 0,0 0.970329959_265218D O0 0,0 0.0
0.29_00000000008730 02 0.39"/05570606600000 0_ 0.735_039_162_20200-02 0.30600000000005820 02 0. 39705182371800000 04 0o15053873086056598-01
C.9786974079216?040-02 0°25403713851_0_430 03 0,16853621_2027562Do02 0o_q983670_3511989D*02 0.25_3_058140_8021D 03 0.16857804345078790-02
O. 39138572331957530*01 0.490700_368853_470 03 0.q1693898323108_?D-OD O. 368972_7351225080-01 0,49085382697353550 03 0.1388815_41_6753_D O0
-0.51595_01881539240-02 0.11317380242703290 05 -0.8062965880_7_6580 01 0.3329566_287980030-03 0.1130955750465207D 05 *0.55q52633956891190 01
0.3_97_0087570902_ 01 O.e 0.0 0,770752141656923_D O0 0.0 0,0
0.29500000000000009 02 0.39705538253700000 04 0.818q1672310131540-02 0.30699999999997090 02 0.39705150018_00000 04 0.1535823265397001D-01
0.9395719002_715019-02 0.25_07?07733490_50 03 0.1685q0_2837104250o02 0o;_291287918195_00o02 0.25_35395277_33250 03 0,16858098590750350-02
0.386508213q7182_10-01 O.q90?Og286q7186_D 03 0.38166433708173150 00 _.37028_52794152810-01 0.q9087110751613629 03 0.12823_76884905650 00
-0._55007q1986172|80o02 0.1131660105101301D 05 -0.772_705428058087D 01 0.27262820604789790o03 0.11300006570?58300 05 *0.5476364480q36435D 01
0.32671600318187869 01 0.0 0.0 0,6017811029_311620 00 0.0 0.0
0.29600000000005820 02 0.39?05505900000009 Oq 0.898632769q6805789*02 0.30800000000002910 02 0.30705117666000009 04 0.15583851_23358810-01
0.90317032957129970-02 0.25_11356779223610 03 0.1685q_6817201870-02 0.38252177283107830-02 0.25q36629733755670 03 0.16858389618920q39-02
0.382273866_1680950-01 0._9071878396026900 03 0°3_882096611_97080 O0 0.3704810_54993_590*01 0._088853133655630 03 0.11919627914361710 00
-_.3915769q7?219776D*02 0.113158_q527_7099 05 -0.74096676815710230 01 0.1023571_784221580o03 0.113C8461668_2_91D 05 *0.542_3600575_1630 01
0.30330671653685610 01 0.0 0,0 0._113_9381224_5_D 00 0.0 0.0
0.29699999999q97090 02 0.39705_73547900000 O_ 0.97613502837671500*02 0.30900000000008730 02 0.30705085313100000 Oq 0.1572616191086453D-01
0.86853669204980650*02 0,25_1_6892310q3490 03 0.16_5_83_609296150-02 O. 318982q5047712370-02 0.25437781571199158 03 0°16858670286766150o0Z
0.378679685q40_9_90*01 0.4q0729_5956536759 03 0.31833F_5095100500 O0 0.370_5q0869_977380-01 0.49090878660055180 03 0.11170367191125880 O0
-0.3272q5456_312180*02 0.113151183318091_D 05 -0.71181967366015000 01 -_.17326974056053320-03 0.11307921192521410 05 -0.$387537600495_210 01
0.27959868613245650 01 0.0 0.0 0.29838295_95966350 O0 0.0 0.0
0.20800e00000002919 02 0.39705q4119500000_ O_ O.105eBT14538?q3790-01 0.3100000000000_000 02 0.39705052960200000 O_ 0,15781835_12832790*01
0.83_715682727q2919-02 0.25q17728244222380 03 O.16855207q?8048q2D-02 0.252906q2518577430-02 0.25438R658707733_9 03 0.168589653560062_D-02
0.375726_725097770-01 0.4qO?_O318966112_n) 03 0.2901_0950535_71_D 00 0.37010203256712570°01 0._90928099376724qD 03 0,105698_3253156340 O0
-0.51621130179_2225D-03 0.11307383716727700 05 -0.$36_0363121_13660 01 -0. kU0710592883091_D-02 0.113009339386;6950 0S -0.51;$573629a295660 01
O.17q_20602qSt039D 00 0.0 0.0 0._S_83_S0351609730 0_ 0.0 0.0
C.311e0000_00005820 02 0.3970S020607300000 0q 0.157_90m9369891_00*01 0.3230000000000291D 02 0.3970_632372500000 O_ 0.10q00761579897730-01
0. 18_1_58186666_0D-02 0.25_398973352780a0 03 0.16859251185_9_820-02 -0.3136726571_9779a0-02 0.25q52611099_7791D 03 0.16862695003890650-02
0.Sb9332983309?_23D-ql 0.t909_892_;801701D 03 0.101125606C100_150 00 0.3178163937627U610*01 0._912a235389661800 03 0.1312397577058061D 00
-0.1005098m701972520-02 0.113068_8_0_387030 05 -0.5351867755_36729_ 01 -0.6t2896_38_9218210-02 0.11300_0138;7t8570 05 -0.$3032639928778170 01
0.71901117239292500-01 G._ 0.0 O._9121105567_3qlqD O0 0.0 0.0
0.31199999999997090 02 _.39?Oq98825_tO_OOD Oq 0.1S62772q38Sl15050°01 0.32_000000_00_8730 02 0.3970q600019600000 Ot 0.100188807_2_98720-0_
0.1183028265561117_*02 0.25_089_33_563650 03 0.168595372250203_D-02 *0.326820_q_8831370-02 0.25_5395q83_9_3_00 03 0°1_8629_6867_6_380-02
0.368¢6797_90703910-01 e._909703U_139_8370 03 0.97932_601208295_D-01 0.311_3255_1_57526D*01 0._91270_139782_380 03 0.13688_0316_89756D O0
-0o1535_82236276087D-02 0.113063130351_2650 05 -0.53_93881350151;0 01 -0o63160989915_872_D-02 0.11299873751589_30 05 o0.52_69911889299970 O_
-0.97q213S503_70_5_*02 0.0 0.0 0.63_6_216530721750 O0 O.O 0.0
0.31300000000002910 02 0.3970_9559015_0_00 O_ 0.15;19721778639890-01 0.32_000000000_0000 02 0.3q70_567665700009 O_ 0.9633226378t862050*02
0.q77336_3596229720-03 0.25_018661709585_D 03 _.168_982301_32570D-02 -0.296928;3710961019-02 _.2_;553530191675kD 03 0o168632S533S62qS60-02
0.3682_38B352692980-01 0._909923_51609568D 03 0.980661q_261039700-01 _.30522933933616830-01 0._91298_359_15295D 03 0o1_2070933753S3600 O_
-0.2120201_31511_030-02 0.1130577798_0_?780 OS -0.$3530753119382270 01 *0.606793911_7813170-02 0.11299352q81085900 05 -0.51758910181551010 01
-0.6931876576095_200*01 0.0 0.0 0.7372602_559_2066D O0 0.0 0.0
0.31_0000000000_730 02 0.3970_923_8600009 O_ 0.15128992993_195_D-01 0.3260_000000005820 02 0.3970q535313800000 O_ 0.93q05_17815038350*0_
-0°19_8q2S930_8_399D-03 0.25_2821_3_71081D 03 0.168_01C9159_65770*02 *0.25_197721_78q3250-02 0.25_5_795_6066_01D 03 0.1686352959989379D*02
0°36381590586260qqD*01 0._q101_72916863580 03 _.9_703966992305_D-01 0.2q03_065019972660-01 0._913263135S509S20 03 0. Iq655786190920760 O_
-0.27398_802511_1_2D-02 0.113052_22S8770350 OS -0.53620_90215371530 01 -0.5_87q982960862389-02 0.112988390867_8920 OS -0°5089_002807260110 O_
-0.106_38877695011D O0 0.0 _.0 9°9_293072_11209179 O0 0.0 0°0
0.31500000000000000 02 0.3970;8911qs700000 Oq 0ol;7616728_300085D-01 0.J2#99999999907090 02 0.3970_50296090_000 OI 0°91S5793;7320336SD°02
-0.8_0680_068_66327D°03 0.2S_37768187;632D 03 0.168603958707022q0*02 *0o19922_937q9785S9-_2 0.25_$827827701_9_D 03 0.16863798829_9;_50-02
0.360759S065_503670-01 _._91_377_819_06_ug 03 0.9_0_1_0_65231100-01 g.2_3_g_71_&1_Sfl_Do01 0._9135_8038830 03 0.1S0110811_58_5D 00
*O°3373q3_q390q572qD-02 0.1130_705_88120639 OS -0.5373606550;29902D 01 *0.518q07529_9386720-02 0.1129833S1222635_00S -0.; 98728330S2323810 01
-O.121001_5_q833q8_D O0 0.0 0.0 0.10992_0S173320400 01 0.0 0.0
0.31600000_00005S20 02 0.3_0_8588_2_00000 O_ 0.1_3261_9911936290°01 _.32800_00000002_ID 02 0.3970qq706_000000 _ 0.9091612131_325900-02
-O.l_5796E3S32q790°02 0.2Sq_7_39;3_67520 03 0.16860683221875510-02 °0.13301865T;25_8199-02 e.25qSg7909;lq2030D 03 0.1680_062191272900°02
_°3570717q201695390°01 O.q9106167_98251110 03 0°9782392150277_S00-01 0°28900986651978530*01 0._9138S17550777689 03 0.1S2_1225_6579;20 O0
-0°39988_009q6037350°02 _°1130_167S26_123_00S -0°5385_9_598_11630 01 -0°q56819359_2138980-02 0°112078_21_7938_1D 05 -0°_8696_1998379279D 01
*0.1131_8289_7837_qD O0 0°_ 0.0 0.1252_588280587770 01 0.0 0.0
0.31699999999qq7090 02 " 0.3970q826_89900000 O_ 0.138328276391_0710°01 82 _L_1_O.8667°CA_?2_O._I,D_Z_T=-C.O2_7_ZNP_T T_TA_ATLZT P_/_O 11/16/78
*0.199850202Sq038909-02 0.25q_573378573077D 03 0.168609711712_005D-02 11_011011111110
0°35277189050_62380°01 0._9108636972099989 03 0.190_059q360320680 O0 0°33 1.0 2._ 3.0 1 2 3
--01_593909q837_0165D°02 0.11303628_51769160 05 -O.S 195_996S111_7_60 01 0.0 220000.0 0.03 O. 2 0.0
*0.8336_39652930_909*01 0.0 0.0 _2 _XLPI_O.8_G7_CAL?2_0.01,_£FT_-0.02q7,Z_P_T TH_TA,_TLZT P_/PO 11/16/78
0.31800000000002919 02 0.3970_791137000009 06 0.1329_13_t3551390oC1 1100011111111110
-0.2_823363602_91320°02 0.25q_878051_76_100 03 0.168812S956018061D°02 0.13 1.0 2.0 3.0 1 2 3
0.3q79013_503057369-01 0°q9111113961398960 03 0.10;3158_709,21560 O0 0.0 220000.0 0.03 e.2 0.0
-0.51367127_88_99690*02 0.11303088561399_RD 05 -0°5_01_5828_0931670 01 _2 CIL_l=O°SG67,CI_p2=O.O1,_Z_?=-O.O2_?,Z_p_ _Z_k#kT_ZT PO/PO 11/16/78
-0°32q1560382565_660-01 0.0 0.0 1100010011111110
0.31900000000008730 02 0.3970_76178_I00000 Ot 0.127253323_;959860-01 0.33 1.0 2.0 3.0 1 2 3
*0°288_31763758_$220-02 0.25q_78285131q1560 03 _.168_15_8116q01710-02 O.O 220000.C _.03 _.2 O.O
0.3125227530872_029*01 0._9113591219_09_70 03 0.108819079_11971qD O0 _2 CAL_I_O. B667,CAL_2-O._l,DPZ_T=-O.O2q7,Z_OT THETk_&TLZT P_!PO 11/16/78
-0.560671_39832q1190*02 0.113025q8363927609 05 -0.5_01306565_370960 01 1100010111111110
0.38636qg767026_000-01 _.0 0.0 _°13 1.0 2°0 3°0 1 2 3
0.32000000000000_00 02 0.3970q729k3120000D O_ _.121U16GG2_SG985aD*01 0.0 220000.0 0.01 0.2 0.0
-0.3191_81856_9506_D*02 0.25_89_05511_37_D 03 0. I_861836_625_0310°02 E_D
0°336718_1793833q00-01 0°_9116199_01236_70 03 0.113956781S925571_ O0
-0.$98529_5912S_6300-02 0.113020085_86826_D 05 °0.539310207_585830 01
0°128382_72312_65_D O0 0.0 0.0
0.3210000000000S829 02 0.3970_697078330000 0q 0.1156078018fl_57200-01
°0.33921505938_26_9-02 0.25q50106371885820 03 0.1686212q118_38310°02
0.33058800537733030-01 0.q911886291_8_021D 03 0.1195_596382S7_209 O0
*0.6250qS2_639;3899-02 0.11301_7007169q8_0 05 *0.5375058129q120250 01
0.23511563089_q6289 O0 0.0 0.0
0.3219999899q997090 02 0.)970_66_725_00000 O_ 0.1100092200f109_89-01
*e.3678q325077_65780-02 0.25_S1329398682a50 03 0.16802q10515295930-02
0.32_2q56269203_02D-01 0._9121S_59136_1880 03 _.125381_8_130_102_ 00
t_
Sample Output- MDLCK
ITLZT 2ID HAmIUVEB-PLAPS UP- PULL UP/PUSH O_R -FLIGHT H_COED _0 / TAPE 33
H2 CALP1=O.8667, CILP2-O.O1.DHIFT,,-O.O2q7, INPUT TRET&,ATL[T PD/PO 11/16/78
I"IPUT PAHILML_'E_ :
[US= 1 LOC(1}= 1 LOC(7) = 0 LOC(1])- 1 1_11't 0.]30000 PLOW= 0.0
K = 129 LOC(2)= 1 LOC|8)= 0 LOC(lq)- 0 £X2= 1.000000 PHIGE= 220000.00
ZEKI= I LOC(3)= 0 LOC(9)= I LOC(15)= 0 IX3= 2.000000 CDLOV- 0.03000000
IEI2= 2 LOC(N)= 0 LOC(10)- 1 S= 155.000 £1_= 3.000000 CDHIGH= 0.200000
ItI3= 3 LOC{5)= 0 LOC{11)= 1 G=]2.20000 H_'TRIC- 0
IEXP,- _ LOC(6)= 0 LOC(12)t 1 TIF,-O.O RHO= 2.378000000-03
HODEL SOLUTION
C_S£ 1 PO - -1.907502729580629eu O_ CDO = 9.78587915598057000-02 •1 = 1.8?83 8356_U918800 U 01 -3.112781_6337659_00 O0 *
• P_ImT P2 = 0.0 CD2 = ?.521925_0765266700 01 •
• FAILURES P3 = 0.0 CD3 = -7.17761_I01186_900 02 *
• = 0 P_ - 0.0 CD_ = 2.53151923050996_00 03
• P5 = 0.0 CD5 = 0.0 *
P6 = 0.0 C06 = 0.0 *P7 = 0o0 •
• FrT _RROR= 1.2678382163_76900D°03 •
&Tt.IT2ND RAIEUWEP-FLAPSUP- PULL UP/PUSH OVER -FLIGHT kECORD U0 / TAPE 33
M2 C,tLPl-O.8667,CILP2='O.O1,DRIFT='O.O2_,7,INPUT FHETA,ATLIT PU/PO 11/16/78
Z_PQTPARAmeTERS:
ZDS- I LOC(I)= 1 LOC(7)= 0 LOC(13)- I IX1- 0.330000 PLO_- 0.0
K '= 329 LOC(2)= 0 LOC(8)= 0 LOC(I_)- 0 £X2= 1.00000_ PHIGH= 220000.0_
£E£1= 1 LOC(_I = 1 LOC(g}= 1 LOC(15}= 0 EX_= 2.000000 COLOk= 0.0J0000_0
ZEX2= 2 LOC(_)= 1 LOC(10) = O S= 155.000 £1_= 3.000000 CDH_GH= 0.20000_
IEX3- 3 LOC(5}= 0 LOC(11)_, 1 G=32.20000 R_TRIC= 0
IEX_= q LOC{6)= 1 LOC(12|_ 0 TIA-0.0 RHO= 2.37800000D-03
H O U E L S O L U T [ O H
• C_SE 2 PO z 1.25720896738_7120D 0_ CD0 = 1.1397611529792790D-01 *
• P1 = 0.0 CD1 = 0.0 •
• POINT P2 - -8.8305_7116378817_D 02 CD2 • 2.2892197_72198560U 00
• FKrLUffES P3 = 5.1177g179_37063509 O0 CD3 s 0.0 •
• =,. 139 P_ - 0.0 CD_ = _.9_63660_722750_00-01 *
• P5 • 0.0 CO5 = O.O *
• P6 = 0.0 CD6 = 0.0 *
• p7 • 0.0 *
• FIT ERROR= HUGO •
• * •e***•*•*** •••***•* *•*** *•** •*•**•** *** •&*** 8*4* •*** *** •*•**• *•**@*****•**
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....--....... ..... . ................... . ........ .°..°.. ...... ....°.... ......... ... ....
&TL'rT 2RD RAREUVERopLEPS UP- PULL UP/PUSH OVER -FLZGHT RECORD 60 / TAPE .33
H2 CIILP1-0.8667f(:ILP2-0.01wDRIFTso0.O267wIRPUT TBETArATLIT PU/PO 11/16/78
IIIPUT PARAMETERS:
ZOS- 1 LOC(1)- 1 LO(:(7)- 1 LO(:(13)= 1 El1- 0.330000 FLUff- 000
E - 329 LOC(2)- 1 LOC(8)- 1 LO(:(16)- 1 HI2,, 10000000 PHIGH- 220000000
IE3rl,, 1 LO(:(3) = 0 LOC(D)- 1 L_(15)- 1 EI3- 2.000000 (:DLOI- 0.03000000
Itz2- 2 LOC(_)- O LO(:(10)- 1 s- 155,000 RI_- 30000000 (:DHZGH- 0.200000
lAX3- 3 LOC(5),, 0 LOC(11)- 1 G-32020000 BETEl(:- 0
ZgX6- I LO(:(6)- 0 LO(:(12)- 1 TIA-O.0 ERR- 2, Y7800000D-03
NODRL SOLUTION
• (:ASE 3 P0 - -1.67279932366931000 05 CD0 - 1.05782361777502700-01 •
• P1 - 6.62255639661576609 06 O01 - -2.95220298213002100 00
• POIIT P2 s 0.0 CD2 s 7.1582277591681330D 01 *
• FAILURES P3 • 0.0 CD3 = -6.79687767251520309 02 *
• - 0 P_ - 0.0 CD6 - 2.360_5733813511000 03
• P5 - 1.025180837068007UD 02 CDS - -3.79859103601_5_50D-02 *
P6 - 3.816766876_1906900 O_ C06 - -3.03q569292q63_1600-02 *P7 - -7.587676_8911202400 06
• FIT ERROR- q.03306760_67821800-06 •
ATLIT 2gD RAREUVER-PLEPS UP- POLL UP/PUSH OVER -FLIGHT RECORD _0 / TaPE 33
N2 CALPI_0.8667,(:ALP2=0.01,DRIFT=-0oO247,INPOTTHETA,ATLITPH/PO11/16/78
ZRPUT PAR_NETRRS:
IDS- 1 LO(:(1)- 1 LO(:(7)- 0 LO(:(13)- 1 EEl- 0.330000 PLOV- 0.0
E - 329 LO(:(2)- 1 LO(:(8)- 0 LOC(16)= 1 IX2- 1.000000 PHIGH- 220000.00
IRE1- 1 LO(:(3)- 0 LO(:()- 1 LOC(15)- 1 IX3- 20000000 CDLOM= 0.03000000
IRE2- 2 LOC(6)- 0 LOC(IO|= 1 S- 1550000 EXq= 3.000000 (:DHIGH- 0.200000
IRE3• 3 LO(:(5)_ 0 LO(:(11)- 1 G=320200C0 flrTRIC- 0
XEXe- 6 LO(:(6)- 0 LO(:(12)- 1TIA-0.0 _UO- 2.37800000D-03
H 0 D E L S O L U T I O N
****************************************************************************
• (:ASH 6 PO - -2.76217378217596800 O_ (:DO = 100170_08_7611886300-01 *
• P1 ,,, 2.0739q962273652009 O_ CD1 - -3.3236150323255800D 00
•POIRT P2 - 0.0 CD2 - 8.18106526656670100 01 •
• FkZLURES P3 _ 0.0 CD3 " -7.87772_,U5U5713970D 02
• " 0 P6 " 0.O CDU, - 2.7685680185972000D 03 •
• P5 - 105325397679C230000 02 (:95 - -2.95692896214227000-02 *
• P6 • 0.0 (:06 • -1.3805895088386370D-02 •
• P7 ,, 0.0 *
• PIT ERROR- q011129020022670690D-06 *
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Ir,'I'I.ZT 2WD RIIJEUVER-FLt, PS gP- PIJLL UP/PUSH OVER -FL'rGBT RECORD _0 / TIPE 33
H2 CILPl"008667wCILP2-0.01wDIT_"J_--0.02117pZIIPU'JL' THETIwITL_[T PU/PO 11/16178
ZIPOT PIJAflL_TERS =
ZD$- 1 LOC(1)" 1 LOC(7)- 0 LOC(1])- 1 EZl- 0.330000 PLOII8 Go0
I[ ,, 329 LOC(2)- 1 LOt(8)- 1 LOC(lq)- 1 BX2" 1.000000 Pfl][(;H- 220000.00
Zl[Xl- 1 LOC(3)- 0 LOC(9)" 1 LOC(1S|- 1 zIr3 - 2.000000 CDL0V- 0.03000000
XEX2" 2 LOC(_,)- 0 LOC(10)- 1 S- 155.000 EX_- 3.000000 CDHZr--R- 0.200000
ZEI3- 3 LOC(S)- 0 LOC(11)- 1 Gt32.20000 RETRIC- 0
ZEZIJ- II LOC(6)- 0 Z.OC(121- 1 T][_.s0.0 RilO- 2.37800000D-03
.oooo...o.oo...oD...o... .............. ..0...0.0o..--0o..oo...0.......o...0..o .... ....
EODEL SOLUTZOI
CISE S P0 - -1.3766976q062112500 05 CD0 - 1.0qS99722?Sq083700-01 •1 • q.O70617389q96902 9 Oq 1 - -3,02_15265q52013709 O0 *
• POZIT P2 - 0.0 CD2 - 7.33_58006062qqq000 01
• FAILURES P3 • 0.0 C03 - -6.97q16q76007q_2109 02 •
• - 0 P_ - 0.0 CD_ - 2.a23506607_5190109 03 •
PS - 1.1585;37965626160D 02 CD5 - -5.9Q311807338621100-02• 6 - 0.0 6 • -203753q2 317233 2 - •
• P7 - -6.200751702q_SO91eD _ •
• •








The program is written in FORTRAN iV and is designed to execute in
double-precision on an IBM 370/165 computer with an average execution time
of 60 minutes for each maneuver data set. Execution requires approximately
936,000 bytes of core storage. Given the output of the FDRI program
(Appendix A), this program
(a) prints the input data in English or SI units,
(b) solves as many as 18 different model sets of power and drag
coefficients,
(c) updates all rates for compatibilil-y,
(d) calculates (I) a bias for the angle of attack values,
(2) a I/3-power model and iterates for initial con-
vergence of the coefficients in the lift expression,
(3) the coefficient values in the lift expression,
(4) new values of angle of attack from the expression
of the lift function, and
(5) the frequency-dependent corrections to the angle-
of-attack values,
(e) integrates the aircraft's equations of motion in the x-z plane to
obtain time histories of both aircraft and flight path parameters,
assuming airspeed and altitude are correct,
(f) estimates a specific fuel consumption,
(g) modifies the angle-of-attack values to obtain a better match with
the aircraft's trajectory,
(h) predicts the flight path trajectory in an iterative procedure to
attempt an improvement in the power, lift, and drag coefficients,
(i) computes the confidence levels for the angle-of-attack values and
the pitch-angle values,
(j) prints the output results in English or SI units, and
(k) punches cards for stability analysis.
The program requires the specification of the following input:
CARD I:
The title array TITLE.
The BO characters of the array TITLE are used as control variables
to end execution. Execution termination is achieved by following
the last data card with a title card having only the word END in
the first three card columns. It should be observed that on all
other occasions this card behaves simply as a dummy card. There-




(a) The read unit number IDS:
IDS is a right-adjusted integer number occupying columns I-5
and specifying that the data is to be read from cards, magnetic
tape, disk, etc. The user must supply the suitable job con_r'ol
cards for the tape and/or disk reads. The IDS parameter
controls only the reading of CARDS 33, 34, and (35,...,34 + 5K).
All other data is expected in card form.
(b) The input-data print code INPUT:
INPUT is a right-adjusted integer number occupying columns
6-10. If INPUT = O, the input time histories are printed.
If INPUT = I, the input time histories are not printed.
(c) The plot code IPLOT:
IPLOT is a right-adjusted integer number occupying columns
11-15. If IPLOT = O, plots will be allowed. If IPLOT = I,
no plots will be allowed.
(d) The punch code IPUNCH:
IPUNCH is a right-adjusted integer number occupying columns
16-20. If IPUNCH = O, no cards will be punched. If
IPUNCH = I, cards will be punched.
(e) The desired type of input and output units METRIC:
If METRIC = O, the input and output will be in English units.
If METRIC = I, the input and output will be in SI units.
METRIC is a right-adjusted integer number occupying columns
21-25. The specification of METRIC only affects the listings.
The punched output is in English units.
(f) The liff function code MTH:
MTH is a right-adjusted integer number, occupying columns
26-30, specifying the form of lift-coefficient equation. The
following chart indicates the available forms:
MTH FORM
= + x1_0 CL xo
= + x1_+ x2e1 CL xo
x3
= + x lc_ + x2_2 CL xo
x3 x4 _= + x 1c_+ x2c_ +3 CL xo
x2
CL +x4 = Xo I
x2
= +xc_ +x 35 CL Xo I
If MTH > 5 or MTH < O, the program sets MTH = O.
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(g) The method by which the coefficients in the lift expression are
determined, MCLCC:
MCLCC is a right-adjusted integer number occupying columns
31-35. If MCLCC = O, the lift coefficients (x.'s) are
calculated bY a linear-least-squares procedure_ If MCLCC = I,
the lift coefficients (x.'s) are calculated by a least-square-
distance procedure. Iflthe user specifies MCLCC = I and
the procedure is not capable of converging, the progarm
defaults to MCLCC = O.
(h) The maximum number MAXHPI of iterative attempts to improve the
power, lift, and drag coefficients by trajectory predictions:
MAXHPI is a right-adjusted integer number, occupying columns
36-40, with a maximum permissible value of 5. MAXHPI does
not control the preset number of sub-iterations between the
power-drag model solutions.
CARD 3:
(a) The exponent EXI on the second power-coefficient term,
(b) The exponent EX2 on the third power-coefficient term,
(c) The exponent EX3 on the fourth power-coefficient term,
(d) The exponent EX4 on the fifth power-coefficient term,
(e) The exponent IEXI on the second drag-coefficient term,
(f) The exponent IEX2 on the third drag-coefficient term,
(g) The exponent IEX3 on the fourth drag-coefficient term, and
(h) The exponent IEX4 on the fifth drag-coefficient term:
EXI, EX2, EX3, and EX4 are floating-point numbers each
"occupying 10 columns beginning at column I. It should be
noted that no two of these exponents must have the same
value; otherwise, execution will terminate. IEXI, IEX2,
IEX3, IEX4 are right-adjusted integer numbers each occupying
5 columns beginning at column 41. It should be noted that
no two of these exponents must have the same value; other-
wise, execution will terminate.
CARD 4:
The power-drag model solution forms IMODEL(1),I=1,...,18:
IMODEL(1) are right-adjusted integer numbers, each occupying I
column beginning at column I, specifying the model(s) to be used
for the determination of the power and drag coefficients. The
general power and drag coefficient equations are
P = PO + P1 VEX1 + P2 VEX2 + P3 VEX3 + P4 VEX4 and
IEXI IEX2 IEX3 IEX4
CD + CDI_ + CD2_ + += CDo CD3_ CD4a
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Through the use of IMODEL(1), various combinations of the
coefficients can be specified*. If IMODEL(1) = O, the model
will be bypassed. If IMODEL(1) = I, the model solution will be
performed. It is mandatory that at least one model is specified;
otherwise, the program will terminate prematurely. The following
chart should be used for the specification of the desired model(s):
IMODEL(1) Coefficients Determined by Analysis
I = I Po,CDo,CD2
I = 2 Po,PI,CDo,CD2
I = 3 Po,PI,CDo,CD2,CD4
I = 4 Po,PI,CDo,CDI,CD2,CD3,CD4
I = 5 Po,P2,CDo,CD2
I = 6 Po,P2,CDo,CD2,CD4
I = 7 Po,P2,CDo,CDI,CD2,CD3,CD4
I = 8 Po,PI,P2,CDo,CD2
I = 9 Po,P!,P2,CDo,CD2,CD4
I = 10 Po,PI,P2,CDo,CDI,CD2,CD3,CD4
I = 11 Po,P2,P3,CDo,CD2
I = 12 Po,P2,P3,CDo,CD2,CD4
I = 13 Po,P2,P3,CDo,CDI,CD2,CD3,CD4
The user may wish to specify different models than those models provided.
In order for this to be accomplished, the users must change the DATA state-
ment and the INTEGER statement in Subroutine MODEL. The DATA statement
assumes that 18 "different" models, each with a maximum of 10 coefficients
for the power-drag model, will be specified. The INTEGER statement
indicates the numbers of unknowns in the models of the DATA statement.
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Chart (Continued)
IMODEL(1) Coefficients Determined by Analysis
I = 14 Po,CDo,CDI,CD2
I = 15 Po,PI,CDo,CDI,CD2
I = 16 Po,P2,CDo,CDI,CD2
I = 17 Po,PI,P2,CDo,CDI,CD2
I = 18 Po,P2,P3,CDo,CDI,CD2
CARD 5:
(a) The lower allowable limit PLOW of the power available in foot-
pounds per second,
(b) The upper allowable limit PHIGH of the power available in foot-
pounds per second,
(c) The lower allowable limit CDLOW of the drag coefficient,
(d) The upper allowable limit CDHIGH of the drag coefficient,
(e) The thrust incidence angle TIA in radians,
(f) The estimated initial flight-path-angle bias TARE in radians, and
(g) The estimated initial altitude bias HTARE in feet:
PLOW, PHIGH, CDLOW, CDHIGH, and TIA are floating-point numbers
each occupying 10 columns beginning at column I. TARE and
HTARE are double-precision floating-point numbers each
occupying 15 columns beginning at column 51.
CARDS 6,...,18:
(a) The a priori value AP(1) in ft-lbf/sec and its weight WGT(1) for
the first power coefficient PO'(b) The a priori value AP(2) in suitable power units* and its weight
WGT(2) for the second power coefficient PI'
(c) The a priori value AP(3) in suitable power units* and its weight
WGT(3) for the third power coefficient P2'
(d) The a priori value AP(4) in suitable power units* and its weight
WGT(4) for the fourth power coefficient P3'
(e) The a priori value AP(5) in suitable power units* and its weight
WGT(5) for the fifth power coefficient P4'
,
Since the "coefficients" of the power and drag coefficients' equations,
given in the discussion of CARD 4, and the lift coefficients' equation,
given in the discussion of CARD 2(f), are user-dependent, the user must
specify the a priori values in suitable units.
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(f) The a priori value AP(6) and its weightWGT(6) for the first drag
coefficientCDo,
(g) The a priori value AP(7) in suitabledrag units*and its weight
WGT(7) for the second drag coefficientCDI,
(h) The a priori value AP(8) in suitabledrag units* and its weight
WGT(8) for the third drag coefficientCD ,2
(i) The a priorivalue AP(9) in suitabledrag units* and its weight
WGT(9) for the fourthdrag coefficientCD3,
(j) The a priorivalue AP(IO) in suitabledrag units*and its weight
WGT(IO) for the fifth drag coefficient_CD4,
(k) The a priori value AP(11) and its weight WGT(11) for the lift
coefficientCL ,
(I) The a priori value AP(12) in per radianand its weight WGT(12)
for the liftcoefficientCL , and
(m) The a priori value AP(13) in suitable liftunits* and its weight
WGT(13) for the liftcoefficientCL :
X
AP(1) and WGT(1) are double-precisionfloating-pointnumbers
each occupying20 columnsbeginningat column I. Each of the
thfrteen (13) inputcards containsthe AP(1) and WGT(1) that
correspondto the coefficientunder consideration. A zero
weight on any of the a priori values preventsthe application
of an a priori value to that coefficient.
CARD 19:
(a) The plot code IP(1) for weight,
(b) The plot code IP(2) for pitch angle,
(c) The plot code IP(3) for pitch rate,
(d) The plot code IP(4) for airspeed,
(e) The plot code IP(5) for density,
(f) The plot code IP(6) for angle of attack,
(g) The plot code IP(7) for static temperature,
(h) The plot code IP(8) for acceleration,
(i) The plot code IP(9) for angle-of-attack rate,
(j) The plot code IP(IO) for altitude,
(k) The plot code IP(11) for altitude rate,
(I) The plot code IP(12) for altitude acceleration,
(m) The plot code IP(13) for vertical acceleration,
(See previousnote).
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(n) The plot code IP(14)for elevatoror stabilatordeflection,
(o) The plot code IP(15).forliftcoefficientversusangle of attack,
(p) The Plot code IP(16)for drag coefficientversus angle of attack,
(q) The plot code IP(17)for liftcoefficientversusdrag coefficient,
and
(r) The plot code IP(18)for power availableversusairspeed:
If IP(1)= O, a plot is producedfor the "l"th time history.
If IP(i)= I, no plot is producedfor the "l"th time h story.
IP(1)are right-adjustedintegernumberseach occupyingone
column beginningat column I.
CARDS 20,...,32:
(a) The minimal a lowabe constraintCRMIN(1)and the maxlma a lowable
constraintCRMAX(1) for the power coefficientP_,
(b) The minimala lowabe constraintCRMIN(2)and t_e maxlma a lowable
constraintCRMAX(2) for the power coefficientP_,(c) The minimal a lowabe constraintCRMIN(3)and the maxima a lowable
constraintCRMAX(3) for the power coefficientP_,
(d) The minimal a lowabe constraintCRMIN(4)and t_e maxima a lowable
constraintCRMAX(4)for the power coefficientP_,(e) The minimala lowabe constraintCRMIN(5)and t_e maxima a lowable
constraintCRMAX(5) for the power coefficientP_,(f) The minimala lowabe constraintCRMIN(6)and the maxima a lowable
constraintCRMAX(6) for the drag coefficientC_ ,
(g) The minimalallowableconstraintCRMIN(7)and t_e maximalallowable
constraintCRMAX(7)for the drag coefficientC_ ,
(h) The minimalallowableconstraintCRMIN(8)and t_e maximalallowable
constraintCRMAX(8)for the drag coefficientC_ ,
(i) The minimalallowableconstraintCRMIN(9)and t_e maximalallowable
constraintCRMAX(9)for the drag coefficientC_ ,
(j) The minimalallowableconstraintCRMIN(IO)and The maximalallowable
constraintCRMAX(IO)for the drag coefficientC_A,
(k) The minimalallowableconstraintCRMIN(11)and t_e maximalallowable
constraintCRMAX(11)for the liftcoefficientC_
L
(I) The minimalallowableconstraintCRMIN(12)and th_ maximal allowable
constraintCRMAX(12)for the liftcoefficientC_ , and
L
(m) The minimalallowableconstraintCRMIN(13)and the maximalallowable
constralntCRMAX(13)for the liftcoefficientC_ :
X
Since the "coefficients"of the power, dragand liftcoefficients'equations
are user-dependent,the usermust specifythe valuesof CRMIN(1)and
CRMAX(1) in suitableunits.
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CRMIN(1) and CRMAX(1) are double-precision floating-point
numbers each occupying 20 columns beginning at column I.
Each of the thirteen (13) input cards contains the CRMIN(1)
and CRMAX(1) that correspond to the coefficient under con-
sideration.
CARD 33:
The title array TITLE:
The 80 characters of the array TITLE are used for identifying
output. TITLE is provided by the first card of the punched
output of the FDRI program.
CARD 34:
(a) The total number of points K in the data set,
(b) The aircraft's wing area S in square feet,
(c) The sea-level atmospheric density RHO in slug/ft3,
(d) The acceleration due to gravity G in ft/secz, and
(e) The total elapsed time for the maneuver TT in seconds:
K is a right-adjusted integer number occupying columns 1-10.
S, RHO, G, and TT are double-precision floating-point numbers
each occupying 15 columns beginning at column 11. These
values are provided by the second card of the punched output
of the FDRI program.
CARD 35,...,(34 + 5K):
The time histories of time TIME(1), weight FI(1), pitch angle F2(1),
pitch rate F3(1), airspeed F4(1), density F5(1), angle of attack F6(1),
static temperature F7(1), acceleration F8(1), angle-of-attack rate
F9(1), altitude FIO(1), altitude rate F11(I), altitude acceleration
F12(I), vertical acceleration F13(I), and elevator or stabilator
deflection F14(I):
The variables TIME(1) and FI(1) through F14(I) are double-precision
floating-point numbers each occupying 25 columns. These variables
are provided by the remaining punched output of the FDRI program.
For a given run consisting of more than one data set, cards I through






C PROGRAE: FLIGHT D•T& REDUCTION 82 ( FOR2 ) F.O. SUET&N• & 5.E. FOI EL 1 C THE FOLLOWINGCOEflEUTCARDS DESCRIBE THE IECESS•RF INPUT FOE THIS RL 61
C UL 2 C PROGRXE. FOR • RORE PRECISE DESCRIPTION, COISULT THE USERS IN- RL 62
C NL J C STRUCTIOUS. RL 6J
C ************************************************** EL ; C HL 6N
C * * RL " 5 C RL 65
C * r L I G fl T D • T R E E O O C T L 0 l 2 : NL 6 C IUPOT *ee CARD 1 EL 66fl 7 c H 7
C **************************e*ee*eee**e****ee****** NL 8 C TITLE -> FIRST TITLE CARD (DUNH£ CARD. EXCEPT FOB PROGRAN- RL 68
c flL 9 C IERNXRRTIOE) RL 69
C NL 10 c RL TO
c HL II c RL 71
C GIVEN VALUES OF THE RIRCRAFT CRARACTERISTICS AND THE &IACRAFTIS HL 12 C RL 72
C FLIGHT TIHE HISTORIES OF WEIGHT, PITCB •U_LE, PITCH RATE, AIRSPEED RL 13 C ZUEUT *e* CARD 2 NL 73
C DENSITY, •MULE OF ATTACK, STATIC TEMPERATURE, XCCELRRATXOR, ANGLE- NL I; C NL 7_
C OF-ATTACK RATE, ALTITUDEt ALTITUDE RITE, ALTITUDE XCCELERITIObw HA 15 C EOS -> REiD UIIT MUHBEE [•LLOUS READING OF CARDS, DISK, flL 75
C VERTICAL ACCELEEITIOU, AID ELEVATOR (OR STABILATON) DZPLECTIO¥, UL 16 C TAPE, ETC OF PUNCHED CARDS FRON IFDRle) RL 76
C THIS PNOGRARPENFORRS THE FOLLCVIRG: RL 17 C RL 77
C HL 18 C IEPUT -> CODE FOE INPUT DATA PRIRT RL 78
C I) PRINTS INPUT DATA Ii £IGLISH OR SI UUITS NL 19 C IYPUT=O -> PRIUT INPUT DATA UL 79
C NL 20 C XNPUT=I -> UO PAINT flL 80
C 2) SOLVES UP THROUGh 18 DIFFERENT UODEL SOLUTIOUS FOR POUEm HL 21 C NL 81
C liD DRAG CCUPFICIEUTS RL _2 C IPLOT -> PLOT CODE flL Q2
C EL 2] C ZPLOTzO -> PLOT NL 83
C 3) CALCULATES • BIRS FOR THE ANGLE-OF-XTTXCK VALUAS NL 2_ C IPLOZ_I -> UO PLOT RL 8;
c NL 25 C EL 85
C q) UPDATES ILL RATES FOR COEPATZBILITV HL 26 C IPUECN -> PUNCH CODE NL 86
C HL 27 C IPUICfl=O -> NO PORCH EL. 87
C 5) CORPUTES k t/3-POUER HODEL ITERATION POE IUITIAL CONVERGENCE HL 28 C XPUUCE_I -> PORCH CARDS RL 88
c RL 29 C • NL 89
C 6) CONPUZES TEE LIFT COEFFICIENTS flL )0 C EETRIC -> INPUT/OUTPUT PRIUT CODE RL 90
C NL 31 C HETRZC=O -> INPUT & OUTPUT PRIUTED IR EUGLZS_ SHITS flL 91
C 7) IUSPECTS THE ARGLE-OF-ATTACK VALUES DUE TO THE LIFT GOLf- HL 32 C BETRIC_I -> INPUT 8 OUTPUT PRINTED II SI UNITS NL 92
C FICXEUTS HL 33 C RL 91
C NL 3; C NTU -> LIFT FUNCTION FORN CODE NL g_
C 8) CALCULATES FREQUEECT-DEPERDERT CORRECTIONS TO ARGLE-OF- NL 35 C NTU=G -> CL=IOeXleR UL 95
C ATTACK VALUES HL 36 C NTH=I -> CL=XOeKIe&_XReS RL 96
C NL ]7 C NTfl=2 -> CL=XO_XI*AeXRe•e*X3 EL 97
C 9) INTEGRATES THE AIRCRAPTIS £QURTIONS OF NOTIOI TO OBTAIN TIRE NL 38 C flTH=3 -> CLzXOeIIeAex2e&veISeXqVR HL 98
C HISTORIES OF EOTU •IRCR•FT AND FLIGHT PATH PARAUETERS •SSUN- RL 39 C RTH=; -> CL=XO*XIeAeeK3 NL 99
C XRG AIRSPEED AND RLT£TUDE ARE CORRECT HL ;0 C ETU=5 -> CL=XOeXIeAeexseI;*R NL 100
C EL ;1 C WHERE: A=XNGLE OF RTTACK RL 101
C 10) CALCULATES A SPECIFIC FUEL COESUNPTION UL ;2 C U:PXTCH BATE RL 102
C RL ;I C NL 103
C 11) HODIPIES &EGLE-OP-RTTACK VALUES DUE TO THE XITEGBATIOW OF HL ;; C HCLCC -> HETUOD OF LIFT COEFFICIENT CALCUL•TIOR flL 10;
C AIRCRAFTIS EOU&TIOE OF RDTION HL ;5 C HCLCC=O -> LINEAR LEAST s_UaRES HL 105
C HL q6 C flCLCCB!-> LEAST SQUARE D£S_ARCE NL 106
c HL ;7 c HL 107
C 13) PREDICTS THE FLIGHT PATH TRAJECTORY IX AR ITERATIF_ PROCE- HL _8 C HAXHPI -> UAXIRUU UUflSLHOF ITER&TIVE ATTEH_TS TO IHPROVE TffB SL 108
C DURE TO ATTEflPTAN IflPROVEREUTIU THE POWER, LIFT, AND DRAG HL _9 C POWER, LIFT, AND DRAG COEFFZCIERTS UF TRAJECTORT SL 109
C COEFFICIENTS NL 50 C PREDICTIONS (-t<flAIEPI<6} HL 110
c RL 51 c RL 111
C 1;j CONFUTES CONPIDEUCE LEVELS FOR RUGLE-OF-ATTACK VALUES AHD NL 52 C RL 112
C pITCU-XIGLE VALUES NL 53 C NL 113
C UL 5; C INPUT e*e CARD 3 (COESULT USERS INSTRUCTIONS) EL I1;
C 15) PRINTS OUTPUTRESULTSZU &HGLISH OR SZ UNITS HL 55 C HL 115
C RL 5b C EXI -> EXPONENT OR SECOND POWER-C'EFFICIENT TERN EL 116
C 16) PUNCHESCARDS FOR STARILITT •NALTSIS HL 57 C UL 117
C RE2 0> EKPONERTOR THIRD PONEE-COEPEICIERT TERN RL 118 C IRFUT *** CARD 19 flL 178
C NL 119 C RL 179
c El3 -> EKPOREmTOR FOURTHPORER-COEPFICIENT TEmfl flL 120 C IP(1) -> PLOT CODE FOR WEIGHTTIHE ffZSTOEP RL 180
C HL 121 C IP(I)=0 0> REQUESTED EL 181
C EEq -> EEPORERTOR FIFTH POWER-COEFFICIENTTERn ML 122 C IP(I)-1 *> lOT REQUESTED RL 182
C RL 123 C RL 1RJ
C EEl¶ -> EXPOREIT ON SHOOEDDREG-COEFFICIERTTERN (IITEGER) RL 12_ c IP(2) 0> PLOTCODEFOR PITCH BUGLE TIRE HISTOEE EL 186
C EL 125 c IP(2)=O -> REQUESTED €" BL 185
C [El2 *> EXPORERT OR THIRD DRAG-COEFPICIEJT TENS (IBTEGER) BL 126 c IP(2)-1-> NOT REQUESTED RL 186
c H_ 127 C 8L 187
C ZERO -> EKPORERT OR FOURTH DRAG-COEFfICIENT TER8 (INTEGER) RL 128 O EP(3) 0> PLOT CODE POE pITCH RiTE TIRE HISTORY RL 188
C flL 129 C IP(I)=0 -> REQUESTED RL 189
C XEE6 *> EXPONENT OR FIPTU DREG-COEFPICIERT TERN (INTEGER) RL 1]0 C IP(])=I -> ROT REQUESTED RL 190
C RL 111 C RL 191
C EL 132 C IP(q) -> PLOT CODE FOR AIREPEEO TIRE UISTONV RL 192
C RL lJ3 C IP(qjzO -> REQUESTED RL 193
C IIPUT tee CARD _ (CONSULT USERS IRSTRUCTIOUS) EL 136 C IP(_)'I -> IOT RE_OESTED RL 196
C EL 135 C RL 195
C KRODEL -> flODEL50LUTICR PORfl(CHOSEN BY CRRD COLURR bURRER) flL 136 C IF(5| -> PLOT CODE FOR DENSITY TIRE HISTORY EL 196
C IEODELzO 0> SKIP RODEL EL 137 C IP(5)=O 0> REQUESTED RL 197
C INODEL-I -> SOLVE YODEL flL 138 C IP(S)-I -> IOT REQUESTED RL 198
C flL 139 C EL 199
C RL ]qO C IP(6) -> PLOT CODE FOR ERGLE OF ATTACK TIER flISTORV RL 200
C EL 161 c IP(6)-O -> REQUESTED UL 201
C EIEOT ore CARD 5 EL 162 C IP(6)-I -> NOT REQUESTED 8L 202
c EL 163 C NL 203
C PLON -> LONER LEflITOF ELLONEBLE POUEU AVAILABLE (FT-LBIEEC) EL 166 C IP(7) -> PLOT CODE FOR TERPERATURE TIHE HISTORY HL 206
C EL lU5 C IP(7)zO -> REQUESTED RL 205
C PHIGH -> UPPER LIHIT OF ELLONEBLE POUER AVAILRDLE (FT-LB/_EC) EL 166 C IP(?)-I -> NOT REQUESTED HL 206
c flL lU7 c RL 207
C CDLOU -> LONER LINIT OF ALLONABLE DRAG COEFFICIENT EL 168 C IP(8) -> PLOT CODE FOR ECCELENATIOI TIRE HISTORY RL 208
C EL 169 C IP(8)-O 0> REQUESTED EL 209
C CDUIGU -> UPPER LIHIT CP ELLOUEBLE DRAG COEFFICIENT HL 150 c EP(8)-1 -> ROT REQUESTED EL 210
c UL 151 c HL 211
C TIN -> THRUST IRCEDERCE KEGLE I7 RADIALS flL 152 c IP(9) -> PLOT CODE FOR AIGLE-OF-ATTECK RiTE TIRE HISTORY 8L 212
c EL 153 c IP(9)-0 -> REQUESTED EL 213
C TIRE -> ESTIH|TEOIRZTIAL PLIGHT*PITH-ANGLE BIAS IU RADIALS EL 156 C IP(9)-I -> ROT REQUESTED EL 216
C HL 155 C RL 215
C UTERI -> ESTIflATEDIRITE&L ALTITUDE BIAS El FEET EL 156 C IP(IO) -> PLOT CODE FOE ALTITUDE TIRE HISTOHI EL 216
C flL 157 C IP|lO)=O *> REQUESTED ffL 212
C EL 158 C IP|IO)=I -> IOT REQUESTED RL 218
C HL 159 C RL 219
C IREUT eel CARDS 6, ... ,18 HL 160 C IP(11) -> PLOT CODE FOE ELTITUDE RATE TIRE HISTORY RL 220
c HL 161 C IP(11)=O -> REQUESTED EL 221
c iP(1), UGT(1) -> i PRIORI VALUE AiD REIGN? FOR PO EL 162 C 1P(11)-1 -> IOT REQUESTED HL 222
C IF(2), UGT(Z) -> £ PRIORI VALUE AND HEIGHT FOR PI EL 163 C HL 223
C AP(3), _GT(3) -> E PRIORI VALUE AND NEIGRT FOR P2 EL 166 C IP(12) -> PLOT CODE FOR ALTITUDE ACCELERETIOR TIER UISTORE flL 22q
c AP(6), WGT(q) -> A PRIORI VALUE AND UEIGHT FOR P3 UL 165 c IP(12)=O -> REQUESTED EL 225
C AP(5), UGT(5) -> E PRIORI VALUE RED NEIGHT FO_ P6 EL 166 c 1P(12)=1 -> NOT REQUESTED RL 226
C AP(6), UGT(6) -> 6 PRIORI VALUEAND NEIGHT FOE CDO SL 167 C RL 227
C AP(7), WGT(P) -> A PRIORI VALUE END NEIGRT FOR COl EL 168 C IP(13) *> PLOT CODE FOR VERTICAL ACCELERATION TIRE HI_TORI RL 228
C AP(8), NGT(8) -> & PRIORI VALUE IRD NEIGUT FOR CD2 8L 163 C IP(IJ)=O -> REQUESTED EL 229
C AP(9)# NGT(9) -> E PRIORI VALUE AND R_ZGUT fOR CDI EL 170 C 1P(13)-I -> ROT REQUESTED RL 230
C AP(IOJ# NGT(lO) 0> A PRIORI VALUE ANDUEIGffTFOR CD_ EL 171 C EL 231
c AP(11)w NGT(11) -> A PRIORI VALUE AND NEZORT FOR CLAO EL 172 C IP(16) -> PLOT CODE FOR ELEVATOR/STABILETOR TIRE EISTORI EL 232
C AP(12)# NOT(12) -> A PRIORI VALUE AND JEIGHT rOY CLA HL 173 C IP(16)=O -> REQUESTED HL 233
C AP(I]), VGT(13) -> i PRIORI VALUE AID NEIGHT FOR CLAI flL 176 C IP(16)=1 -> IOT REQUESTED 8L 236
C EL 175 c RL 235
c NL 176 c IP(15) -> PLOT CODEPOE LIFT COEPPICIERT ys AIGLE OF ETTECK EL 236
c RL 177 c IP(15)-O -> REQUESTED flL 237
C IP(15) m1 -> ROT REQUESTED EL 238 C r2(1) -> PITCE &BOLE UL 298
C EL 23g C ra(I| -> PITCH RATE EL 299
€ IP(16) -> PLOT CODE TOt DRAG COEFFICIERT ES aIGL! OF ATTACK 8L 240 C FR(I) o> aIRSPEED RL 300
€ IP(16)=O -> REQUESTED DL 241 C F5(I) -> DERSITE RL 301
C ZP(16)tl -> HOT REQUESTED EL 242 C YG(I) 0> aEGLE OF aTTaCK aL 302
€ EL 243 C FT(I) 0> STATIC TEEPEE&TORE HL 303
C IP(¶7) *> PLOT CODE FOR LIFT COEFFICISET ES DRaG COEPFICZEET HL 2Re C PR(I) 0> aCCELERaTIOR HL 304
€ IP(I?)RQ -) REQUESTED EL 245 C F9[Z} -) amGLE-_aE-aTTLCi RaTE EL 305
€ IP(I?)-! -> ROT REQUESTED EL 246 C FIO|I) -> aLTITUDE UL 306
C RL 247 C F11(I) -> aLTITUDE lATE EL 307
C £P(18) -> PLOT CODE FOR PORES &VaRIaBLE ES AIRSPEED EL 248 C FIR(1) °> aLTITUDE aCCELERLTKOE EL 306
C IP(18)=O -> REQUESTED UL 249 C F13(I) -> VERTZCAL ACCELERaTIOE 8L 309
€ IP(18) =1 -_ HOT REQUESTED RL 250 C Plq(I) -> ELZYATOR (DR STaflILATOR) DEPLECTIO| NL 310
C EL 251 C NL 311
C EL 252 C SL 312
C HL 253 C HL 213
€ TROUT ere CARDS 20, 0o0 B32 EL 254 ZHPLZCZT REaL*8|k-H,O-Z) EL 31_
€ 8L 255 EXTERNAL VA#DDT,DDUTjALP,DTa,PEIDER EL 315
€ CHaIR(I). CeDaR(l) -> flINIBUU & flalIHDE CORSTEaIITS FOR PO BL 256 DINERSION TITLE(20)eZHODEL|18).FIT(2),aLPUa(q50),TEETa|_50)jDUR(q5 NL 316
C CRNIH|2)j CRNaE[2) -> RINIDUH L flaEINUU COIaTRaIRTS FOR P1 nL 257 lO)#aL(q)#HRE|1367),IP|lU),TRGi21).XUPI|EJ#IHPaTU|5) HL 3_7
C CRSIH(3). CREAK(3) -) RINIflUR & SaIIUUU CONSTRAINTS FOR P2 HL 258 CONDOR TIflE(q50)#F1(450),F2(_50)jF3(_50),Pq{q50).F5(qEO),F6(450),THL 318
C gRAIl(R|, CRNAI(q) -> flIXINgH 8 NaIIEUH CONSTSaIRTS FOB P3 NL 259 17(G5O),FR(_50).FD(qEO),F10|_5O),Fll(_SO).P12|450).FIa(qEO),F1q(q5Q BL 319
C CRRI_|5|_ CRUaX|S) -> DZEZRUE & flkIIHUR CORSTE&INTS POE P4 EL 260 1),C|qEO,11),E|q50,1),UEkE|250),CFfl|14),SGD|_)wSGD|q),FTl|450)eFT2| HL 320
C CESIR(6)e CREAE(6) -> UIIIHUH 8 HAIZNUU CONST|aIR_S FOE COO EL 261 1450)#PRRa(B50),CL|q50),CD(e50)#Zl(_50)#XR(qEO)eESleEK2rEEa,EIqeG#E NL 321
C CRRIR(7JB CRUSE(7) -> flIlIHOU E HAIRDOS CONSTEAIETS FOR col HL 262 1,RNO,TIA,EIPI,PLOR#PUIGH,CULOR_CDUIGEeJREAD#JUSITE#JPUICU,_EIIwIEX NL J22
€ CRNIE(8}, CBNaZ|8) "> DZRIDUE _ EaSZHUH CD|SZSaIETS FOR CD2 EL 263 12,ZEZa,IEX_,HETBZC#L1,LR,ZEQRS|lR)#ZERR NL 323
C CRAZE(9), CRH&K|9) -> UZRIEUH 8 HIIINUE COlSTRaINTS FOB CO3 EL 264 COflfON /LaN2/ECEPT,ICU.UTR#RCLCC EL 324
€ CRNIH(IO), CRHAI(IO)-> UIRIEUD 8 HAEINUE CONSTRAIETS FOB CDq NL 265 CONNOR /LAERI&LPNA1,PIePaC|U),ZI,Z2 NL 325
€ CENIH |11), CEUaE|11)-> UZEZNUR 8 RaEIEU_ CODSTEaIRTS FOR CL&O EL 266 CORDON /LABg/aDT|qSO) HL 326
C CRNIH(12), CRUaX(12)-> P_RIHUH G EAKINUN COISTRAIETS FOE CLa EL 267 CONnOl /LAB1/ApK13),RGT(13),CEUIE(13),CB_II(13) EL 327
C CRN£E[13), CRNaE(13)-> NIRIUUN 8 UAIIEU_ CONSTRAINTS FOE CLAE UL 268 INTEGER RLLS(E)/2,3,3,q,2,3/,NLSD(6)/2,2,4_4,3,3/ EL 328
€ BL 269 DaTA TRG/O°ODO,5.ODO,IO.ODO,15*ODO#20.ODO,25*ODO#30.ODO,35°ODO#qO. EL 329
C EL 270 10DO,eS.0DO,50.ODO,55°ODO,60.ODO,65.ODO#70oODOw75.0uO,80.ODO#85.0DQ NL 330
C NL 271 1,90.ODO,g5.ODOwlOO.ODO/,IHPaTS/6_EaE,5.8/,EEED/4HEND/ EL 331
C ZRIOT tee CaRD 33 UL 272 C NL 332
C flL 273 • C EL 333
C TITLE 0) TITLE CaRD FOB HAEEUVEE (PUICSED CARD fEOS ePDR1,) DL 274 Ceee SPICIPE CaRRIaGE COITEOL POE IRSTALLATIOE NL 334
€ DL 275 JREaD-| EL 335
C HL 276 JRRITE=3 HL 336
C HL 277 JpUNCfl_2 EL 337
C IRPUT tee CaRD 3_ (PURCEED CaRD FROU eTnRle) HL 278 JPLOT=O BL 338
C flL 279 C EL 33_
C K "> |_BBEE OF FOISTS IE DaTA SET EL 280 C EL 3_0
C EL 281 1 READ (JREED,2) (TITLE(I),I=I,20) BL 341
C S -) JIRCSAFTeS DIBG AREA I| SQUARE FEET EL 282 2 PORNaT (20a_) EL 342
C EL 283 C EL 3_J
C lEO -) SEa-LEYEL ETROSPHEIIC DERSIT£ IN SLUG/FTee3 EL 28R CeeO CHECK FOB PROOSaU TERHIRaTIOE EL 344
C at 285 IT (TITLE(1) oEQoXERD) GO TO 200 NL 345
C G -) ACCELERETZOR DOE TO GRAVXT_ IN FT/SECOe2 HL 286 Ceee IRITZALIZE CODES EL 346
C HL 287 LPRG-I UL 347
C TT -) TOTAL E_aPSED TREE FOB BAREOYER IE SECORDS EL 288 ISPT=O DL 348
C NL 289 LPSS-O EL 349
C HL 290 IRRR-O EL 350
C HL 291 IUP=O _L 351
C IDPUT ere CARDS 35_ *** ,(aRiSE) '(PARCHED CARDS FRO_ *PDRle| EL 292 lSV=O EL 352
C DL _9] IEJsO NL ]53
C IDERTIFICaTIOR OF EECESSAR_ INGOT TIRE HZSTORIES fit 29R IPaTB=O BL 354
C EL 255 PKTOK-loOD-13 EL 355
O TIER(I) 0) TIRE fit 296 LPHGHIul BL 356
C FI{I) -) HEIGHT EL 227 ITERfltO UL 357
t_
C BL 358 COte CHECK rob RTR OR BRXHPX ERRORS flL H18
C EL 359 IF (ETS. LT.0.OR.HTU.GT.S) RTHs0 flL AI9
BEAD (JREAD, 3) IDSeIEPOT, IPLOTwIPDECHtHETEZCeETE,SCLCC,BIIUp_ HL 360 KIXSPIuXAD$(HAIIPI) ffL 420
3 FOBSAT (015) NL 361 IF (RAXHPI.GT.5) RAXSpI-5 SL H21
C EL ]62 CODe DETERRIHE RODEL HUSSIES SL H22
CODe CHECK FOR EliOt II ZDS SL J63 IREs0 BL 423
IT (IUS.LRo3) ZD$=JRSAD SL JeA DO 15 ILml,18 EL q2q
C SL 365 ZF (IHODEL(ZL).EQ.0) GO TO 15 SL R25
C SL 366 lKRzlKS*! EL 426
BEAD (JEERS, e) SI1,EI2,EX],RXH,ZEXleXEX2#ZRIB#ZZKe SL 367 ISQHB(IHB)-XL BL H27
e EOBSAT (eF10e0,ql5) B_ 368 15 COHTIIHE RL 428
C HL 369 COte CHECK FOR RODEL ERROR 8L e29
C EL 370 IF (ZKS.EQ°O) ELITE (JHEZTE, 1A) RL e30
READ (JHEAD,5) (ZflODEL(I) eInle18 ) BL 371 16 FOESIT (lZ,//,10KwIZEHOB DETECTED IS flODEL CODE. TO JIlT DATE SET EL e31
5 ROBERT (1811) BL 372 1, IF AH_. e) SL e32
C flL 373 IF (ISR.EQ.0) GO TO 1 BL e33
C HL 37q L1-1 EL, e34
REID (JREAD,6) PLOU,PHZGS#CDI_)S,CDHIGH,TIA,TABE,HTAEE BL 375 L2-XKS RL 435
6 PORfllT (5P1Oo0,2D1S.0) SL 376 COte PRINT TITLE RL e36
C : HL 377 elITE (JHEZTR,17) (TZTLI(X) wI-lo20) EL e]7
C EL 378 17 FOEHAT (1S1,////o23E,Oe(ete),/,23E,eee,821,ate,/,23iaeeo2OAe#2Zoe SL 438
BEAD (JEEAD,7) (AP(Z),NGT(I),I-l,13) RL 379 1e',/,23Z,et*w821,ee*,/#23zoee(***)) SL e39
7 FOEBAT (2D20.0) SL 380 CoDe HRXTE IHPUT PARAHETEHS flL eeo
C HL 381 gRITS (JHSITEo18J IDSoEXI*PLOHoTIA,ZHPUT,EI2ePSIGSeTARI,ZPLOT,EX3w HL 441
C flL J82 1CDLOH.STAREeIPU¥CS,EIeeCDSEGHpGoHETSIColwSoRSO. TT,RTS, IEIleIEX2,IE RL _e2
BEAD (JRZID, 8) (EP(l) wl'1w18) HL 383 lZ3,lHlq,(lRODEL(lJ,l=1,18) w(lP(l),Is1,18) SL e43
8"ROBERT (1811) HL 38e 18 FOBRAT (1Ze//*18Xwg5(e'°)*//,19Zr eZEPUT PARARETEES:ee//,271,aIDS HL 4He
C" SL 385 lze'12o2XeeEX1=O,F10*7*2XuePLONze*D16*gr2X#OTIA_SfDt609e/o271*eZJPg HL ee5
C SL 386 1T=I°I2"2KeeEX2"°rPlO*7*2K,aPEZGS'e*D15.8,2XpeTARE'e,DIS.8,/#27X,*I EL eq6
REID (JBEAD,9) (CRSIR(I),CRSAI(I),I=lw13) flL 387 1PLOT=*,I2#21,*EX3"e,p10*7,2X,*CDLOH'e,D15.8,2Io*STAHH-*,D1e.7,/,27 SL e47
9 FORSAT (2020.0) SL 388 1XrelPUlCSse.ll,2XwegZe=ewrlO*7*2lmeCDfllGS=e*Ole*Tr2I#eGzewFtO.7,/o HL ee8
C 8L 389 127ZoeBETRlCze*11*2X#eKzeoI3e2XeS5"*o PSo lo2XoeRSOue,DI7.10r2Aoe_ =e AL ee9
C HL 390 lfPg'6'/,27I*iBTS "eoZ2,2Zo°lEZl"e,lJ,2ZoelEX2"e#lJ*2loelEZ3"ewI3, SL e50
HElD (IDS, 10) (TITLE(I),Zsl,20] SL 391 12XeoZEZqzOoI3,2I, eIflODIL(1)Zeo_2,/e27X,'IHODEL(2)ae,I2*2X,sISOD_L( BL 651
10 POSfliT (20At) HL 392 13)_eeI2_2I#ezflODEL(;)ne'Z2*21oeZflODEL(5Jse_I2e2IeeZEODEL(6)_eoZ2*/ BL e52
C HL J93 1*271,*ZHODZL(7)'e,I2*2X, eISODIL(8)'e*z2,2X,OLRODEL(DJ'e*I2,2Z;eZSO RL 453
C SL 39R 1DEL(lO)=_*Z1.2X*oIHODEL(11)=e,Ile/o27A*eISODZL|12)_*tZle2X, eIBODEL BL 45e
READ (lDSo11) H,S,EBO,G_TT SL 395 l(13) se. I1*2E_eZRODEL(1eJ_eoX1,2X,eISODEL(15)_*oX1o2Xe*IBODEL(16) _* SL 455
11FOEHAT (II0_eDI5.R) EL 396 1_Z1_/_27X*oIHODEL(17)_e_XIo2X_eIHODEL(18)_e_Zl*2X, eXP(lJ_e_I2_2Z, e flL 456
C BL 397 1IP(2)'to12*2X**IP(3)=eo12_2I,*lP(q)'owI2_/*27XoeIP(S)'°,I2o2X,elP( HL 457
DO le Z-I,E HL 398 16)'o*12"21"elP(?)SOoI2,2I,_ZP(O)'e,12,2A,olP(9)=',I2,2Ko*ZP(10)'** SL eS8
C HL 399 1II"21eelp|11)_e*Z1"/*2?Xo*IP(12)_o_11*2X_eZP(13)_eell*2AeeIP(le)_s BL 459
C HL qO0 IoZ1#2X_eIP(IS)_e#Z1,21oeZP(16)_e*IIo2I*OlP(17)_e_Ilo2I,eIP(18)_°_Z EL e60
REID (IDS,12) TZst(Z),rS(I)or2(I),Y3(Z),Fe(li,XS(X),rS(Zl,r7(Zj,F8 SL to1 11) SL e61
1(X),Fg(I),P10(I)_P11(I)oP12(I).F13(Z),F1N(I) HL 402 NRITE (JHRITE,lg) (I,AP(I),I,ICT(I|,X,CRSZE(I),I,CRSAX(Z) ,1=1o13) EL e62
12 YOBSAT (3D25.16) HL e03 19 PORSAT (19X,eAP(e,I2,e)-*,lPD1e.7#21**HGT(*,I2,*J_**1PDll.4,21,*C_ EL e63
C SL e0e 1SXH(eeI2oe)-_e1PD13.6,2Ee*CRHAIIe+I2e*).e,1PD1306) 8L q6e
C HL COS MELTS (JNRITE,20) BL e65
C EL tO6 20 FORSAT (1X,/o18x,gs(e-*)) _L N66
C HL 407 IF (HL_RIC*ME.0) GO TO 22 BL e67
COte TEST FOB IHCSSISIIG TIRE flL tO0 HEITE |JHBZTE,21) S,RSO,G,TT BL 468
IF (I.EQ.I) GO TO 14 HL e09 21FORSAT (1Xo//e381,51(eet)*/o38IoetJ*eYZeet°,/_J81, eeeoT3S HIHG AtE RL ;59
IP (TZSZ(Z).GT.TIHE(Z-I)) GO TO le EL ql0 1A - eF10. So6H FT*O2_2OloOOe,/,38Z,o*e,21fl REFERENCE DIISIT! - _Pt0 ffL 070
SHITS (JNSITE, 13) I HL 411 108_11H SLUG/PTO*3,TX,ete,/o38A,eoe,31H ACCELERATION DUE TO GRA_ZTE SL 471
13 POSSET (IE,//,IOE, ePROGEAS FODHD TIRE VALSE - OR < TIRE OP PEE_ZOS HL e12 1 = eF7o4,10fl PT/SEC*t2,1Ioeoe#/o38Xoe*e,19fl TOTAL TEST TIRE = ,FIO BL 472
1S POINT IT PT eel3) BL 413 1. ejRfl SECOiDSo12Xeeeo,/o38X,WeOoeDl,OeOo/#381,51|eoe)) BL 473
GO TO 1 EL ele GO TO 2e EL eTe
le COETIHOE BL e15 22 SZS-SOO. 30e8DOOO2 flL 475
C*OO THESE THO COHREHT CARDS ARE SUPPLIED SOLELE FOB T_E OSER TO USE RL 416 RHCRzRSOO515.38DO SL 476
COo. AT SIR CONVE|IENCZ flL e17 GIfl=G*O.3OeSDO RL 477
U_ITE (JHRITEeEJ) SIR,RKOR,GXff,TT RL q78 11UTEBPERATUREw_Ee*Jew3KolEB&CCZLEB&TXOR.qK*ee*e/,6Ee*e*elRX,e|°w6Z ffL 538
23 FORRAT (1X,//,38E,51(***),/,38E,*eJ,_gK,**%/,38X,°e*,lJH ¥IRG ARE RL _79 1,6U(SZCS),EE**|*eIX,12U(SL_/FTeeJ),qZ**i*e_ZegR|EADXARS),6X,*J*,6 EL 519
11 s eY1105,SU Re*2,2OXw'*o,/,38Zeee°,21fl EEFEER¥CE DENSITY • ,V1/. EL 480 lZ*TU(DEG'R) o6Z*ei*,qXellfl(rT/SECeeEJJeX*°ees/*6Xee**elRXe*JeelRZee HL 540
18,8H KG/HeeI,8Xwoeo,/_]RX,Oe**31U ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY 3 eV RL q81 11o_lgZJeJeelRXeoJow19X,Oi**lgX*°e°o/J6Zw°eOel|g(*'eJe*¢e) EL 5ql
18.q,RH R/SZCOeE, 1Xeeee,/,38Xeeee,|RN TOTAL TEST TZRL = ,FIOoq#OU S EL 482 DO 35 I=leK EL 5q2
1ECGNgSolEZ,eo*,/,38X,ee°w_gK_*ee,/,38X,51(**e)) EL _83 35 NRITR (JNRITE,36) X#TIRE(X),FS(X)_F6(X),F7(X)eVR(I) EL 5el
C*** CHECE FOE INITIAL INPUT &RD EODZVXED REPOT REIRTOUT EL, 484 36 VORRAT (6Xee*e,7R,II#gZweJe,6X,FTo3,6ZeeleJqZerlO*8wSgjeleeeXeV110 EL 5_
2q IF (INPUT.mE.O) GO TO _7 HL 485 17,qZ,mle#TZ,r6.2,6KweJe,qXerg.5_6X+ee*) EL 5q5
25 IF (HETBXC. NE.O) GO TO 28 RL _86 VRXTR (JHRITE,37) RL 546
IF (ZSU.RQ.O) HNITE (JVEXTE#26) LPRG EL q87 37 VOBEAT (6Xwee**119X#ee%/,6X,121(e*e)) EL 5_2
IF (ISH.NE.O) UNITE (JNRITR,27) LPEG EL 48_ WRITE (JHRITE,J8) EL 5N8
26 FORRAT (1X,//#31X,68(oee),/,31X,eee,66Xjee°,/,]lX,e**,12K,eIJITIAL ML q89 38 VOR_AT (6Z'*ee#lEX#eJ*e10XJelee22E,eJee10Eeel*e15E#*|o,131#e|*plqE EL 5_9
1 INPUT DATA (FOB PROGRAH LOOR|e,IE,*|*j14Xje***/e31X**ee#66X,ee*,/ EL 4_0 1#ti*_16Xeeeo_/,6E,ee°etZ* IOHDA_A POIYTelX,*Je_IZ#qUTXRE,II,e|e_I[, 8L 550
1#31Is68(eee) e/,GE,121(*ee)_/_6X,*ee,19I, Ji°,19I,°j*,19XeeJe,19X,OJ EL 491 120UARGLE-OF-ATTACK EATE,tX,_Ie.IX_RHALTXTUDE#II#eI*#IX#IIuALTZTODE NL 551
1*,IgXeOi*,19X,ee_,/,6Z,te*e,Z, 1OflDATA POINT,SX,*|°,TXe4HTZER#RI**I EL 492 IRATR, II,oIO,1E, IIHALT. iCCELo,II, OI*,11,12HYERT. ACCEL.,IX,eIe,IK EL 552
Ie,6X,bHNE_GHT,TI,_iw,]XeIIUPZTCH AHGLE,5I, eI*,qX#IOflPITCU BATE,RE, NL 493 I,I_HELEY. DEFLECT.,II,*e*,/e6I#*e*eIEXe*I*,EXj6H(SECS),EZ*I*SX, I EL 553
le|eeSKeREAIRSP[RD,6I,*e*,/,6Xs*eS,lgX#*J*,61,6H($ECS),TI,*Je,?I,SE EL 494 12fl(RADKAR/SEC),5N,eJ**IX,qH(FT)#IX,_I**4K,RH(FT/SEC),IX,e|t#IX,11U EL 55_
I l(LBFJ_TIeJJe_4X,gH(RADI&|SJ_6X_*J*,3I_lEN(RAD_AN/SEC)_X,oJ*,SX_8fl EL q95 l(FT/SZCe*2)_lXe*Jo,EX_llH(FT/SECeeE)e1Xe*J*eII#RH(EADIANS),qX,**J_ EL 555
l(FT/S[C)#6_oee_/_6Xe*oe_19X_*J*_lRZ_eJeelRK_eJe#19E#*Je_lRE#eJ*_l RL Ngb 1/'61_*ee*12X_tJ%_OX_eJe_22X_eJ*_10IJelee15E#eje_lII#O|e_lqE_eJe_l EL 556
191,*e*,/#6K,*ee,119(*-*), Nee ) EL 497 16XeeO/#6Xeee119(J.o) le* ) AL 557
27 FORRAT (1Xe//,31X,68(*eo),/,J1X,eee,66X,eeo,/,31X,_e*,14K,*EOUIVZE RL 496 UEITR (INVITE, 39) (X,TXHE(I)#FR(I),F10(I),F11(X)eFIE(Z)#FlI(I|,FIq EL 558
1O DATA (FOB PRGGRAH LOOPOe_IEeO)a_17Iee*e_/_1R_eee#66X_°ee#/#31X# EL _9g I(I)/Isl/E) EL 559
168[ueo|,/_6X_121(*eeJe/_6X_*e*_lRXjoJO#|RI_°i*#lgIj_ie_lgx,oJe#lRX EL 500 39 FORIAT (61_eeee4Z'14'qZ_ele*EZeF6°3_EK*OleeSZ_F12°_*SZee|e_1Z_F8*2 EL 560
l_eJe_19I_ece_/,6X_*ee_4Ie10HDATA PGINT,SK, eIOeTXj4HT_fl_,RXe*Ioe6X _ NL 501 l_lZ#ele_X_FTo2e4XJeJe_EK_FUo_eIXe*Jo,qX#F6oEeqZ_*J*_4X_F8oS_X_ eO RL 561
16HVEIGflTe7I_*|eeJI_11HPITCUA|GLE_SI, eJej4IeIOUPITGH _ATE_SX_e|*e5 EL 502 1 o) EL 562
IX,8_&IRSPE£D,6X,*e**/,6X#*e**IRX,*JSe6X,6N(SECS),TE,SJe,7X,5fl(LBF) EL 50J HRITE (JYRITE,qO) RL 563
1,7X,*J**4Xj_H(RADIANS|,61,e|e.IX,12H(RADIAM/SEC),4X,eI*,5X,8H(FT/S RL _04 _O FOREAT (61,*_',121,*J*,lOX,e|*,22X,*|°,lOK#e|*,15X,e|**lIZ_*|e,l_Z EL 56q
1EC) e6Z,*e%/,bX,eee,lgZeeie,19IeOJ*,lgZ,elo,19X,eJ*,19X,*to,19Z,ee EL 505 1,_l*,161,**e_/e6X, 121(*ee)) EL 565
l_/,6X**e%119(e-*)_ °ee) HL 506 IF (ZPATH.RE.O) GO TO 17q EL 566
GO TO 31 EL 507 IV (£SU.RE.O) GO TO 150 EL 567
28 Ir (ISMoE_.O) UNITE (JHRITEeEg) LPEG EL 508 GO TO q7 EL 568
IF (ISMoNE.O) YNITE (JN_XTE,30) LPRG EL 509 C*o_ HRITR I_PUT IN SI UNITS EL 569
29 _ORfl&T (1X,//,llZ,68(*eo),/,31I#eee,66X,eee#/#31I, eeo#121,eINITZAL EL 510 _1 DO _2 I:I,R EL 570
I INPUT DATA (FOB PBOGRAfl LOOP|%IE,J)e,I_Ijeeee/,JIX,e*o,66XeeCe,/ EL 511 RS-F1(I) eq.qq82DO EL 571
1,3|I,68(eo*),/,bZe121(eee),/,6E#e_e,19I,°JOelRI,eJ*,19E,ei*,|RI,*| EL 512 VSzFN|I) eO°3048DO EL 572
10,19X_oIJelgXjeCe,/#6Xe*e*,41,10HDATA PGINT#5X_eJe#TXe4_TIflE,RX#*| EL 513 q2 MRITE (JUBITE#3_) X,TXflE(I),ES,FE(I)sFI(1)#VS EL 573
Ie,61,6flHEIGHT,TX,°|e,IX,11HpITCR ANGLE,SX,_Ie,qX#1OflPITCR RATE,RE, 8L 514 YRITZ (JYRITE#41) RL 57q
1eIe,SI,RNAIRSPE_D,6X,°eo,/,6X,e_e,19X**Jee6K,6E(SECS),7Xe_I*,5X,gH EL 515 _3 FOREST (61#_¢e,llRK,**_#/,6Z,121(ee*),/#bK,eee.'lRX#eJ_819X,*jelRK HL 575
1(NEUTOHS),SK#eIee4XeRH(RADXARS)#6X_eIt#IX#12U(RADIA¥/HEC)_4X#*|o#6 NL 516 1,*Ie*|RX_e|o,19X#e|*elRZee*e#/#6Z,eeee_I#lOHD&TA POIRT#SX_eIJ_7I_q RL 576
1XeTB(R/SECij6Xee*o,/e6X#e*J_19XeelO#19X#°Je#19I_ele#lRX#eJ*#191_*| EL 517 IRTIREeRX_SJe_SI#7HDIRSITY,TX#eISeEI#15HIMGLE OF ITTACKtEK_eIs#_Z,1 EL 577
1*,191,***#/,61,e*e,119(**w),***| EL 518 11UTERPERATUBE,NI#eIee3X,12HACCELEEaTIOM,_Xeee*,/,6X#e*e#IRx,eI*#6Z EL 578
JO FORNAT (1X,//e31E,68(e**)#/,31X,o*e,66K#ee*,/,31X, ee*e14I#*EODIVIE EL 519 1,6H(SECS),7XeeI°eql,Rfl(KG/E*°3),6XeeIe#_I#RH(RADZARS),6X, eIe*6I,TH HL 579
1D DATA (FOB PROGRAE LOOPieeZE,e)ejlTXee*o_/s31Xjeee#66Xeeee,/_31Z# 8L 520 1(DEG'K) s6X#tl*#qI_lOU(fl/SECeeE)*SZJ°eo#/_6Z#eee_|RZeeJe#lgI,eiee19 RL 580
168(eetJ#/,6X,121(*eeJ,/,6Z#eOe,19X,eJeelRX,*j*,lRZ_eJ*#lRl,JJee19X EL 521 1K,eie_|RI#eJe#lRKeeie#19Xeeee/,6X#eee,119(*_*j#lee) EL 581
1,_|_#19X, eee,/e6E,eeeeqIe10EDIT& POIIT,SX,eJ*jTXjqUTXEE,8X,_Iee6X# EL 522 DO 4q I'I#K RL 582
16N_EXGHT#TI,eIe,3E,11HRITCfl ANGLE#SX,*I*#4I, IORR_TCfl EATE, SI#*I_#5 RL 523 ggzy5(X) e515°38DO NL 583
1E,8NAIRSPEED,6X,eee,/,6Z,eO*,lgX,eIe,6Z,6E(SECS) eTI, eIe#5I,gfl(RENT EL 524 ASzF8(I)_O.30_8DO EL 584
ICHS)eSR_*i*,4X,RM(R&DIARS)#6X,eIe,II, IEfl(RADZAR/SEC) eqI, eIe#6I,TH( EL 525 TK=5.0DO/g. ODOe(FT(I)-_gI.72DO)e273.18DO EL 585
lfl/SEC),6Keooe,/#6Ieeet,19X#sIo,lgX,eI°#19X#*Ie,TRIeeJ*,I9X#eI*#lRZ EL 526 44 ERITE (JURXTEelb) I,TIBE(I)eDSeY6(I),TR#AS RL 586
1,*ee#/j6I,eee#119(e-*)eee*} RL 527 IRITR (|WRITE#]7) EL 587
31 IF (flETEIC.RE°O) GO TO ql EL 528 VRITE (_RRITEee5) RL 588
C e_e UNITE INPUT IN EJGLISH UNITS EL 5_9 q5 FORflAT (6Z,eoe#12I#*Je,10I,elee22X,*J*#lOEeei*,15I#eJ813X#Jltlql NL 589
DO 32 E-l,I EL 530 leeJ°_16EeleeJ/#6Zeeete1XJ IOED&TA POZ|T#lR#eJe#JI#4flTZflR#3XeeleelI, EL 590
32 VRITE (JNRITE,]3) I,YIeE(I)nVI(II,F2(I|,FIII),F4(I) EL 511 120HARGLE-OF-&TTIGK RATEelIetIeelI,8HALTITUDR#IIeeIeelIjIIHALTITRDE EL 591
13 FO_flIT (61,'**,TIeIIegI,el*e6I_r7.3,6Ie*l*_4I,rlO*q,SXeele_IZer11.EL 532 I EITR,1I,_Ie,1Ie11E_LT.ACCEL.e1E#eI*#1Ie12H_ERT.&CCEL**I_,_i*#IIEL 592
17,SZ,eJe#4I,PIC.7,5I,°l',SI,F8.qj6x# ***) BL 533 I#lqRELEV. DEFLECT.,1X,ee*,/_6X,_e,12X#*Je#EI,6R(SECS)#EIeIe5X, I RL 593
REXTE (JNE[TE,IqI EL 53q 12R(RADIAN/SEC) e5I_*Ie_1X#8E(flETERS)#1Z_OIOeNI#7_(B/SEC)_qI_eIe_EX# NL 594
Jq FORMAT (6Xeeee#119X#oee_/,6Ke121(ooe)e/#6X#eoe,lgK,e|e,19E_ele,lgX EL 535 110H|R/SECe*2)_IKeOIe_EX#1OH(B/SECO*EJ_2X#OJeeIX,RH(RADIAR$),4X# Nee HL 595
1e*|*elRX#eje#lRX#*|*e19I_°e*#/,6N#*ee#4K#lOHDAT& POINT#SEe#|**?I#4 EL 536 |e/_6X_ee*tlEX_eJ°#lOXe*Je#22X#°|*810Rg*|*#lSI*eJe#13x_e|*_|eE#J|*# NL 596
1_TI_E,81,°I*,SX,7HD£_SITT,7X.*I*,_X#ISHAHGLZ OF ATTACI#EX,°Ie,4X,| EL 537 116X,_*e#/#6K,**o,11g(*.*)*¢*) BL 597
tn
DO N6 Z-l,K BL 590 53 FT1(I)-DEtSXR(Ell(Z)/EN(I)) HL 656
BS+•IO(Z) eO.]O_UDO RL 599 Cee* CALCULITI •LZGMT-PATH-AHGLE RITE OF CHARGE EL 659
HDSs•ll(XIIO.30E8DO flL 600 CALL •gZ(lwrT1oTZE|w•T2mDORe1,lSe3,0) EL 660
HDDS-r12(XIeO.3OA8DO HL 601 C*ee SIT UP LEAST-SQUARES COE••ICIEITS •OR 1/3 L_)IEE TEAM EL 661
AZSsP13(XI*O.30qHDO BL 602 DO 5_ X_leK BL 662
N6 REITR (JBRITE,39) IwTIEE(I),Eg(IJ,HS,UDS,EDDS,AESoFI_(I) HL 603 C(Z,1)_DCOS(P6(Z)eTIA)/(E1(I)*•4(I))e•B(Z)eeO. 33333DO EL 663
HRLTE (JBEZTEeAO) HL 604 C(Ie2)'-•5(I)eSe•4(Z)*o2/(2*GDOeFI(L)) BL 66_
Nee CHECK •OR PROGHAH DKERCTZOJ BL 605 C(IeS|sC(ZwRJe•6(Z) HL 665
XE (ZPATH.RE.O) GO TO 174 HL 606 C(X,4)-C(Is3JeF6(Z) flL 666
I• (ISN*RE*O) GO TO 150 flL_ 607 C(If5)_C(I#4)eP6(I) BL 667
Ceee CALL RODEL EITRECTIOR RL 608 C(I.6)_C(I,5)e•6(I) HL 668
47 CELL HODEL(KoLPNG,FZTjRRB) BL 609 54 l(IoJ)Br8(I)/G*DSlH(ER(lJorH(x)) flL 669
Z• (IEHN.AE.O) GO TO I EL 610 Cee* PEBFOEH LEAS2 £OUARES EL 670
Ceee CHECK •IT ERROR HL 611 CELL LLSQAH(CoX,K,6w1,450e45O#lSeBKIBeXERfJVEZTE) RL 671
Z• (LPHG.EQ.I.END.•IT(LPRU).RQ.I.0D*60) GO TO 1 EL 612 IF (XER. E_.129) WRITE (JNRITE,55) flL 672
IJEL-1 HL 61] 55 FORMAT (IIe//.IOI,eZERO EETRIX ENCOUNTERED ZI LEAST SQUARES. TO R HL 671
IF (LPEG.GT.1) IJAL_2 flL 614 lENT DATA S ETe IF EAR**) HL 674
C*ee STONE BEST NODEL COEE•ICIEKTS HL 615 3• (IBH.EO.129) GO TO 1 flL 675
CELL •ITERR(EIT_IJRLeCEfl) flL 616 CeV* DETERHINE •IT ERROR flL 676
IF (LPEU.HZ*I) GO TO _9 flL 617 TNE=O.ODO ML 677
Ceee DETZRNINZ RAAIRUR PITCH AIGLE AND AHGLE OF ATTACK BL 618 DO 5b 1=1,K BL 67_
AHklmr6 (1) BE 619 IH_DCOS (P6 (I) *TIE) * (E (1,1) *F4 (I) *cO* 33333D0)/(•1 (I) eF_(3) ) * (KS(I) flL 679
THAXs•2 (1) HL 620 leSeP4 (I) *e2/(2.0DOeEI(X)) • (X (2,1) el (3, lJ eE6 (I) *Z (4e I) eF6 (Z) eF6 (I) . BL 680
DO 48 IsteK HL 621 lZ(5fl)eEb(I)¢E6(I)eP6(I)eZ(6el)*Fb(I)¢•6(I)e•G|I)*Fb(I))e•8(I)/GeD 8L 681
ALPHA (I) _E6 (Z) BL 622 ISlE (•2 (I) -P6 (I)) ) flL 682
THETA [I)-•2 (I) BL 623 56 TR•zTIEeIRF*IHF BL 683
[• (DARS(EH(I)).GToDABS(ARAZ)JAREX_F6(I) BL 624 Ce*e NHITE COEFFICIENTS AHD FIT ER80R BL 68_
48 IF (ULUS(FR(I)).GT.DIRS(THAI))TflAX_•2(Z) BL 625 IF (HETRIC.NE.O) GO TO 58 flL 685
Ce** CHECK FIT ZNEOE BL 626 NEITE (JBRITE,57) (N|I,I) eI-I,6)jTN• HL 686
q9 1• |FIT(LPEG)oLT*•ITOK) GO TO 50 EL 627 57 TORR&T (11,//,13%,106(***),/,13Z,Q*e,lO4E, eoe,/,1]Z,eog,18A,*ElITI EL 687
C,e* CALCULATE BIAS II AAGLE 0• ATTACK EL 628 IALIZATION 0• CORFFECZEJT COHVERGEHCE 5CBEHR BV 113 ROVER HODELe,19 HL 688
CALL EBIAS(K,LPRG,EIT,BNB) BL 629 1K,t.',/,lJX,**e,lO_X,***,/,131o'***IZ,*FORB:l#21,*F " 'oIPD12.5,** BL 689
IF (IERR.RE.D) GO TO I BL 630 1Vee1/See73Ke'.e,/,13Nee*ee104X,eoe,/,13KeJoeeUXeeCD = e#lPD12*5e t . flL 690
Cee* UPDATE RATES POE CORPATIBZLXTE HL 631 1 *,1pD12.5, eeA* ',1PD12.5,*eAee2 . *,;PD12.5,e*A*e3 • t#1PD1205** EL 691
50 Ir (IUP.EQ.O) GO TO 51 BL 632 leA*eqe#IXee.to/e13Aee.e#lO4Eet.I,/,13R,e.e,10Z,ONflEkE: • - &KRSPE BL 692
CALL FNZ(K,F2,TIBE,P3,DUB,l,15#3oO) EL 633 1ED(FT/$EC)*,HGK,**e,/,13X,**e,lOK,e& . A_GLS OF ATTACK(RADZAN)*.59 BL 693
CALL PNI(K,F6,TIBE#_UwDUH, l#IB#3wO) EL 634 IA,e.e#/,13X,**ee1041ee**e/t13Z, 0. FIT ERROR x *eD16*Uw75E_***_/,1_ HL 694
Ce*e CALCULATE POYEB, DRAG COEEJICIENT AND LIFT COEFFICEEAT 8L 635 llee*e,lO4I,t-o*/,13X,106(**°)) HL 6_5
51 5DR"S/RoODC HL 636 GO TO 60 flL 696
CELL CRNGE(BGR) BL 637 58 CFJ=E(I,I)*I.355818D-3 flL 697
DO 52 IzI,K EL 638 RHXTE (JBRITE,59) CPIe(A(I,1),IsR,6J,TNF EL 698
PVRA(I)=CPB(1)*CPB(2)eF4(Z)eeZZleCFB(3)eF4(I)*eRIR*CFH(q|*Fq(I)eOZ 8L 639 59 TURRET (11,//,13R, lOH(eoe),/,13Z,eoe,lO_Xee.e,/,13Z,Oo_#lHX,eZRXT_ BL 699
IE3eCEfl(SJeE4(1)oeRX4 flL 640 IALIZATIOR OF COEFFZOIENT CORNERGEICE SCHEflE Or I/3 PONEH flOUELee19 HL 700
ARsF6(I) BL 641 1E,'.ee/,13Z,e.eelO4Xee.e,/,13X,e*e,lE,wRORB:O#RX, eP = *,1PD12.5,*e HL 701
IF (Eb(I).LT.O.ODO) CALL SIGAS(SGEtZEEleIEA2_IEZ3,ZEI_) RL 6_2 1V*e1/J*,73Zee.e,/,1]N,e.*o104X_e*e,/#13Iee.JeSL_'CD = *,1PD12.5, t + EL 702
CD(I)=CEB(6)*CEH(TItSGR(1)*AHe*ZEIltCYR(8)tSGH(2)eABeeIEI2eCEB(9)e BL 6_3 1 *,lPD12.5,'eA • _,1PD12.5,eeA**2 * *olPD12.5,*eAee3 • *,1PD12.5, _ EL 703
15GN(3)*ABeeIE£3*CPfl(10)eSGR[4)eABeelEI4 HL 6_4 1eEeeq*,JI,J**,/,13K,*.e,lO_E,e.e,/,13A,e**,lOIoONBZRE¢ V _ AZRSPE EL 704
CL(I)±EI(IJ/(SDReE5(I)*F4(I)eeR)e(DCOS(P2(I)-E6(I))*E_(I)e(FJ(I)-F BL 645 1EU(B/SEC) ',66K**.e,/,13I,e**,18E,*A = &ROLE OP ATTACK(RADIAL) e,59 BL 705
19(I))/G-DSIN(P6(IJeTI&)eP4RA(I)/(Eq(I)eFl[I))) EL 646 1zee.*,/,13A,e.e,lO4%,**e,/_13Z,** PIT ERROR _ *_Dlb*Ue75A#**_/_13 EL 706
IF (Eb(IJoLT.O.ODO) CALL CH#GE(SGN) HL 647 1Zes.ee|O4X_Oee,/_13Z,lOG(e.e)) EL 707
E• (P£T(LPHG).LToFZTOK.ARD.IUP.EU.OJFTl{I)zDARSIB(FI1(I)/Fq(I)) flL 648 60 CVlzK(I,1) flL 708
52 COATIMUE flL 649 C**€ CHECK FOR EURTBER IRPROVEHRRT BL 709
C**e CHECK FIT ERROR AND BYPASS CODES HL 650 IF (TAF.GT.(BePIT(LPRG))) GO TO 72 BL 710
If (IT£EB.NE.O) GO TO 187 BL 651 Ceee COHPUTE LIFT COEEEICZERT BASED OR I/J PONER HODEL AND EXTRACT IRE EL 711
IF (EIT(LPRG).LT.EITOK.AHU.IUP.EO.O) GO TO 70 BL 652 Ceee COEEFICIERTS URTIL CONVERGENCE EL 712
IF (EIT(LPRG).LToPITOKoARD.IUP.NE.O) GO TO 178 HL b53 XTER-O EL 713
IF (LPSS.ME.O) GO TO 1HO BL 654 61 DO 62 I=1#A EL 714
LPSS=I EL 655 N=EI(1) EL 715
Ceee CALCULATE PLIGHT-PATH AHGLE BL 656 BRYN(I) EL 716
DO 53 1=1_K BL 657 RIpS(I) flL 717
EL 71_ CfE-Z(W,I) /U. 778
A-f6(I) SL 719 YJITE (JWBITEe69) EL 779ET'F8(I)
RDsFII(ZJ SL 72Q 6g FORflAT |7TXw**_w/j77Xwe**w/,75EeS|%*)e/oTbZw** .e,/,771,*.*) EL ?dO
DUH(Z).2.OOOeM/(GeSetOV).(fT2(Z).GODCOS(FTI(Z)j/V*GODSZI(A*TZA)eCF EL 721 GO TO 61 SL 781
II_I_.O.33333DO/|WeVeq) | EL 722 70 ZF (FXT(LPRGI.LT. fITOK| GO TO 72 HL 782
C(Ifl).DCOS(&*TLAJ/(UoV)elee0.33333D0 EL 723 DO 711"l#K 8L ?8J
C (Zw2j'oBeSeg*V/(2oOD Ooj) EL ?2N 71CL(I)sDUB(I) UL 78e
C(I#3)=C(I,2)*DUS(I) EL , 725 Ceee DE?AIR IEITZAL BSTIRATES OR LXPT COEFrZCIKBTS EL 785EL 726 72 ZETSTs0 EL 786
CIZ,RJ=C(Ij3) eDUS(I|
62 X|Zel)zDV/G*DSXE|FT|I)-FR(I)) SL 727 ERFI'2*ODO UL 78?EL 728 GO TO 86 EL 788
Ce*o STORE VALUES POE CORPAEXSOW SL 729 73 I_TST=I EL 782Zf (ITEE.EQ.0| GO TO 63
sxl=cr I SL 730 CALL LLSQAR(C, XjR,|jl,65OwqS0,15,REAB#IER#JWRITE) EL 790
SZT-CF2 HL 731 IF (IEE.EQ.129) WRITE (JWRITE,S5) EL 791
SI3:CF] HL 732 _Y (IE8._.129) GO TO 1 EL 792
EL 733 Ceee IRZTIIL_ZR LEAST-SQUARE-DISTANCE COErFZCIEWTS EL T95SIqzCF6
Ceee TERRORS LEAST SQUARES EL 73q IJT_=O EL 796
b3 CALL LLSQAD(CwXwKe_elp_S0eWSO#15*bEARwXER#JWEITE) EL 735 GO TO 106 EL 795
If (IER.EQ.129) WRITE (JWRITEeSS) EL 736 ?e IJTET:I BL 796
Xr (IER. EO.129) GO TO 1 KL 737 &_(t)_CFE|11) EL 797
Ceee COEPUTg FIT ERROR EL 738 AL(2):CFE(12) EL 798
EL 739 AL(3) sCFfl(13) EL 799
TSS:C.ODO RL 760 AL(W)s2. OUO EL 800DO b_ £zleR
v:fl(I) EL 761 UCLO-CFH(I¢) EL 801
EL 7_2 C_** PRINT OUT ESTXEATES EL 802V_fq(l)
R-TS(I) EL 763 WRITE (JWRXTEeT5) (AL(I),XzleR),CFfl(16) EL 803
&_FR|I) EL ?66 75 FOREAT (1Xe///e68IeeZNZTIAL [STIEATRS OF LIFT COEFFICXEUTSe.//e53X EL 806
DVsF8(I) EL 765 1*eCLA0:%D23016*/eSJXeeCLA 8*#D23.16w/*53X*eCLRZ'eeD2)*16e/w53X,e_ EL UOS
RE=FIt(IN EL ?W6 1XPI:etDTJ*16,/eS3%,tCLQ xewD23*16_/) EL 806
XSI=DCOS(AeTIA)eK(lwl)VYeeO.3]J33DO/(WeV)o(ReSeWeV/(2.ODOeW)e(Z(2# EL ?E7 Ceee CRICK LIFT FUMCTIOM CODE 1OR DETERUIBATIO_ OF NUflBER Or URKMORES EL 807
11)eI(3,1)eDUE(I)eX(W,lJeDUE(I)VDUB|_J)eDV/GtDSXN(PT(IJ'P6(I|)) EL 7W8 WsHLLS(HTfl*I) EL 808EL 7W9 ZP [HCLCC.RE.O)E=RLSD|flTHel| EL 809eW TSRzTSI_XSZ_ISR
C'e* TEST FOR COBVERGEMC[ nL 750 Ir (flCLCC.EQ.O| GO TO 87 EL 810
ZF |ITZE*EQ*O| GO TO 68 EL 751 Ce** ADJUST CL*S# IF JECgSSARTu FOR PITCH RATE DEfEMDEJCT EL 811
LLL-0 EL 752 76 IF ((BTEoRO.O.OE.ETHoEQo2) oORoETE,EQ.R) GO TO 78 EL 812
IF (D&BS(SII-I(1,1))*LToI-0D'06) LLLzLLL_I EL 753 DO 77 I=leK EL 81J
IF (DARS(SS2"I(2,1|) *LT-I-OD-OE) LLL_LLL_I EL 75W 77 CL(I)_CL(_)-CTE|lE)eT_(X) EL SlW
IF (DARS(SR3-X(3, l)).LT.1.OD-O6)LLLzLLL*l EL 755 Ceee ORDER DATA FOE DETERE_RING LIFT COEPFZCIEMTS EL 815
IF |DA_S[SX_oI[Ejl) JoLToloQD'O6|LLL=LLLel EL 756 78 CALL ASCER(K_CL, F6, II, X2) EL 816
C*** WRITE COEFFICIENTS EL 757 ce** CHECK FOE JEGATIVR OR ZERO X2e5 EL 817
IF (BE?SIC.WE*O) GO TO 66 RL 758 JJ:O EL 818
WRITE (JWRZTE,65) $XI,%(I_I)#ITER,SI2_I(2,1)#LLL,SX3_Z|3,1),TS%,S% EL 759 DO 79 I:l#K EL 819
16_X(_.1) EL 760 If (XT(I).GT.O*ODO) GO Z_) 80 EL 820
65 POREAT (25X,S3[e-eJ*/,25X,*'*, $_I.e'o_QI'OP&ST''ISEeePEE_ERT*'TX_. RL 761 79 JJxJJ*l EL 821
1..#/,25Xt.e39XOelX,IPDI8.11e3X,IPDIS. 11,IR,..e,/,25X,'. COEPP EL 762 80 KS=K-JR EL 822
1ICIEST COIFEtG£ICE ITERATIOI Re,x2,' . e#lPO18011,3Z,1fDI8.11,* ** EL 76] l_ (KE.E_.K) GO TO 8] EL 823
I,/,25X,'. pO_BSR OF CO_PPICIE|TS PASSED -',12,51.'. **I_D18.11,3Z, EL 76_ cee* STORE VALUES FOB LATT_R COEP_TATIOI EL 82W
11PDI8.11_* .ee/g25Xee. PIT EDUCE = ',lPD20*13,6X_ °* e,lPD18. I1#3X, EL 765 DO 81Zsl#JJ EL 825
11PD18.11_ _ .s,/,25%,R3|e_)) EL 266 WKAE(I)=RZ_IJ EL 826
GO TO 67 EL 767 81HKAR(I*JJJxII(II EL 827
66 pOzSX1*1.355818D-] EL 768 C**W ADJUST RE_AIWIMG pOINTS FOR LSAST*SQUARE D_STRRC£ _' EL 828
p1zx(1,1)el. JSSRlRD o3 EL ?69 DO 82 I=leKq "" EL 82_
URITE (JWRXTE_65) pO,PI,IT_EeSX2#X(2,1J,LLL,SX)eXi]_lJ_ISI*SXG*%(q EL 770 Xl(_Jsll(JJtZ) EL 830
I#1) EL 771 82 lT|l)_12iJJtI) EL 8_1
67 IF (LLL*EQ*6) GO TO 70 EL 772 83 LR=O EL 832EL 77J Cee* PERFORB LSAST-S_UABEoDISTAJCE FIT EL 83368 XTZRzXTEE _I
IF (ITEReGTo20) GO TO ?O EL 77q CALL LSD|Z2,EI,KH#AL,R#RESeLR,IERR#JWRITE_ETE} EL 8JW
CflzX(I,1) EL 775 If (LE.IE.O) OO TO 86 EL 835EL 776 ICD=I EL 836CT2-Z(2_I)
CFJ-I(3,1) EL 777 CTH(III-AL(1) EL 837
..,j
CFN (12)-AL(2) RL 838 ICD'.] nL 098
C_R(IJJ=AL(3) RL 839 101 CALL LLSQ/LR(C.X_KolIw1,_50,qSC#15,b;KA|JZEI_eJUImITZ) 8L d998L 8qO IT (IER.EG.129) VklZE (JVlIIT£.55) flL 000
EK_X=AL(_) nL 8;1 ZF (1£R.1_.129) GO TO I ML 901
Cee* CORPOTE [NTESCEPT El. 8q2 1Cq CFni11)=x(l.1) ML 902IF (JJ.EQ.O) GO TO Ilq
yC_pT=yKL1|jj_33}.CtR(12) eVKkR{jj| RL 8tt] DO 105 I=12.1q AL _03BL 8q@ 105 CFE(ZI=O.GDG _qL 90alGO TO 11q
C*ee DEP&ULT TO LtlIZli LEJ|ST-SQOARES FIT RL 8_5 GO TO (106.107,I08.10<J,110.II1).ETflP1 8L 905
8q XF ((ETH.EQ.O.Om. ETU.£O.2).OR. ETH. EQ-_) GO TO 86 EL 8q6 106 CFE(12)zX(2.1) EL 906
aL aq7 L;O TO 112 ML 907
DO 85 1-1,K EL' 8qd 107 CFM(1._.)=Z(2el) ML 908
85 CL (I) =CL (I) 4'CPR (1_) *F3 (I) ML 8qg CP8 (1;) =][ (J, 1) EL 90986 N=IILLS (ETFleZ)
cee* plrBFORH LIIEJi LZAST'SQU& lIES FIT 8L 850 GO TO 112 flL '910151. 851 10_ CAn{I;'|-=(2,1| _L _11
87 RTHpIsflTHel EL 852 CFE(13)=X(J,1) 8L 91200 9; t=I.Z
rE |Fb(II.LE.O.O.AIfD.BTH.GI!.2) GO TO 95 EL _53 GO TO 112 3L _1$EL 85; 109 CF8 (1._) =X (2. 1) 8L 91_C{1,11=1.0D0
GO TO (88.89#_10,Y1.g2e93) .ETEP1 EL dS rs CFE(I])-X(J.I) ML _158L 05b CFfl(lq) =Z(qr 1) _L 91b
88 C(Z,2)=P6(X) EL 857 GO TO 112 NL 917
GO TO _ EL 858 110 CFE(13)=X(2,1) ML 918
89 C11.2_=¥6[L) 3L 059 co TO 112 ML 919
C(Z,3I=F3(I) El, 860 111 CFE(1JI=X(2.1) _L 920
GO TO 9_ EL 861 CFE(lq)=X(.].I) ML 921
g_ C(1.2)=r6(11 8L 062 112 LE=O ML 922
C|Z'3)=F6(I)sv_I[PX EL 863 IIe ([ETET.EO.O) GO TO 7_ EL 923
GO TO 9; ML d6q Ceee VItlTE OOT LIFt "OETFICZEMTS tqL Y2q
91 C(I.2)zFb(Z) EL 865 VRZTE (JWEZTE,11)) ML 92S
C(I'|)=F6(I)*eEZPX EL 8&b 113 FOREkT _,II.//._OK.OLII_'T COEFFICIENTS: BI LIIIE&I_ L_AS_ S_UAEES°./| RE 926C (Z. ;I "_'3 (I)
GO TO 9q EL 867 CO TO 116 ML Q27
92 C(I.2)=F6(I) *eEIPZ EL 868 11; VaZTZ (J_RITE. II5) 8L 928
GO TO 9_ 8L d69 115 FOEE).T (1X,//,;EX,OLZFT COEFFZCZEIITS: ;_1_ LEAST SOUZ_ DISTE|CE',/) 8L 92!1
93 C(I.2)=P6(I) **EIPX EL 870 116 _alTZ (J_ISZTE, 11"/) CFE(ll).CFOtlZ),_'FE|13),gI_I,C_8|l_) _L 9]O8L 871 117 FORM&? (53Z,'CLAO=t,D2J.16./._]X.'CLA ='.023.16,/.53X.'CLAX='.D2J. EL )31
C(I'3)=P3 (I) EL 872 116,/.53X. oE_zPI='.O2].16./.S3X. OCLQz',02].16.//) ML _)32
9_1 X(Z.1)=CL(I) EL 873 Ceee CEI£CK P_OG_A8 DIB£CZZON ML 93J
£F (£STSTo£Q.OJ _0 TO 73 ML 87q £F (ZPATH.8£.O) GO TO 150 8L qJq
ICC=2 _L 075 Cee* CH_.CK _rT _R_OR 8L _)-_5
GO TO 103 ML 876 TFZ=0.OD0 _L 736
95 EXPI[='t-CD0 8L 877 DO 123 [zl.g EL 937
DO 102 I=1.1( EL R78 GO TO (118_120.121).]_C0 ,qL _)3_
C{I_1) =1.000
GO TO (96, g7,gB, gg#lOO_101),MTEP1 8L 879 118 IF (F6(I).GT.O.O00) GO _0 119 8L _Jg8L 080 CLX=CF8 (12) *F6 (l) +ZCEPT+ECL_er3 (1) EL q_.0
96 C(I,2) =fb (Z) EL 881 CL €1} =CL (I) +UCLQeF] (.El ML ]_11
GO TO 102 EL 88,7. GO TO 122 ,_L '_,_
97 C(I#2)'F6(I) ML 883 119 CL](=Cf'M(11)+CFS(12)*F6(I) +CFE(IJ) eF6(I)esEXPX+FlCL'QeF-I(I) EL 9_J
C(I']) if3 (I) ML 88_ CL (l} =CL (I) *ECLat'F] (I) nL t_k
GO TO 102 EL d0_ GO TO 122 _L '_,5
98 C(1.2)=_6(1) EL 886 120 CLX=CPE(11)+CFE(12}eFb(Z) +CF8(13) oY6(£)e*_:]iPXeCF_1(lt_J*FJ(Z) ML 9_6
C(r.]j=Fb(Z)*Pb(£) ML 807 GO rO 122 ML 9q7
GO TO 102 EL 888 121 _LXzCFM(I1)eCFM(12}e_'6(Z)eCFM(13)eF6(X)_'F6(L)eCFM(I_)*I'l(IJ ML 9q_
9q C{[.2)=Fo([) ML 089 122 XFX=CL(I)-CLX 8L 9_9
C(I#_)=P6(I) eF6(Z) ML 890 1a ] TFX=TFX_XFIeX_X ML _50
C(l,q)zP](Z) EL 891 _IRZt'E (J_lRITE. 12q) TFX 8L )51
GO TO 102 EL 892 l_q FORMAT (53X.'LIFT COEF_ZCTE,qT EIT £R_OE= ',923.16.//) ML _52
I_0 C(1.2)=Fb|I)€_'6_I} ML 893 Cee* CFlSCX FOR & _IPA3S 8L 95J
GO TO 102 EL 89; IF (FZTiLPRG).LT.FITOK) GO TO 178 8L 95_
101 C(1.2)=Fb(IjeF6([) EL 0Y5 IF (T_F.GT.(SeFIT|LPRG))) GO TO lllO ML 955
C(Z_])=P](Z) EL t_96 Ce** _.EEDJUST At_GLE OF ATTI, CK 81( 8EIITO_l-Rkt)K50¥ OM LIfT LAPRESS£OM 8L 95_
102 K(I.1)=CL(1)
ZF (_NTST.EO.O) GO TO ?J EL 897 MCNT=0 _L 957
DO 137 Z=I,K mL 95U IF (Z[RR.IE.O) ;0 TO 1 UL 1018
ICIT-O NL 959 Ceee CH[CE f£_ EB|O| HL 1019
A-F6(ZJ aL 960 ZUP=I AL 1020
X2(Z) tA UL 961 lql ZW (FE?(LPEGJ.LT. FZTOK) GO TO 50 ML 1021
XI(Z)-CL(3J EL 962 Ceee ZITgBHEOIATH PRZNTOUT OF POHEB, DRAG. ARD LZIT _EFrZCZEBTS BL 1022
125 ZCRTzZCET*I EL 963 MRZTE (JY83YE, 1qR) EXleZX2wEZAeEZ;eARX1,3[Z2,ZRZJeZERHw[XPE RL 1023
GO TO (126eI27.12BJeZCD 8L 968 lq2 FORHAt (IZf///o16Ze100(*/'),/.IbZee/ee98(*e*jee/Be/e16Eee/e*e96Xe j nL 1028
1_6 _F (I.GT.O.ODO) GO TO 127 BL 965 l*/*#/,161wo/metRX,_ZRTZRRZD3AT£ee81tJG£BRRAL RIPRE$S3OMS FOR POHZR BL 1025
IX-CFH[12) eA*ICEPttHCLQeF3(Z|*CL(AJ EL 966 I, _RAG COEFFICZRRto AiD LZET COEFTICAZRTleHA**e/ee/,16Aw*/_ee963. * UL 1026
XP-CFH(12) RL 967 1e/°#/_16_#*/ote96Zrte/%/e16Zoe/eee;XetP _ PO * P1eYeeee1PD12.Se e BL 1027
EPFzO.ODO EL 96H It p2*Yeese1pDIR.Se* * P3eVeeeelPO12. St* • PqeYeeee1PO12. SoAZje*/** RL 1028
GO TO 129 HL 969 1/e16Ewo/*°,96X,ge/l#/,lbZ,J/e_20EeeCD = CDO • CDI_Iee*,I2,* • CO2 RL 1029
127 _X-CFH(11JeCF_(1ZIeA*CFR(131*IeeE£PXeCFH(1q|eF3(IIoCL(I | EL 970 leIee*.Z2_ ° • CUAelHee,[2j* • CD;e&eHe.[2.20Atto/e./.16[e*/e*,96_. 8 EL 1030
APzCF_(12) eREPZeCFE(13|e6*e(RXPA*1.000) BL 971 le/*_/,16X,e/eoeRqX_'CL - CLAC * CLARA * CLIAeAe*_IPD12.5_* * CLUe EL 1031
RFP=EZRZe(RZR[oI,OOOJe&ee(EXPX-2.0DO) EL 972 1U'.2qEe*e/te/e16Zje/eoe96E,ee/oe/e16Zeo/eee96Z.oe/ej/.16Zee/ee.AZ. EL 1032
GO TO 129 BL 97] 1°_HgER:o,O7X_Oe/o,/e16X,*/eo,96X,*_/*| RL 1033
128 XI-CFR(I1) eCF_(12)e/•CFB(13JeAo_•¢FR{1;|*FA(Z|-CL([) EL 97_ 17 (E_TRZC._.O| GO TO 1_; EL 1038
EP=CFf(12).2*CFU(13)eA RL 975 YRZtR (JMRATEel_3) RL 10_5
_PP-21CE_(13) EL 976 1_3 FORRI'_ (161,*/**ellXjeV s I_RSRE_O(Ft/S_C|J.65[eto/|e/e16Ree/ee,11 RL 1036
129 RID=(XP/IP_)e(ER/APP|-2.0DOe(XR/ZPP| HL 977 1X,_A x A_GL_ or IZTACK(RADZARJe,S6A,*e/*,/,16A,*/eeelIA,*R - PATCH EL 1037
_lzl RL 97_ 1RATE(R603&glSRCJe,SgIete/*_/ol_Zee/*e,q6_,eo/*| RL 1038
ZF (RAD.LT.0o0D0) GO TO 131 RL 979 GO TO 1;6 RL 1039
IF |_IPtZFp|.LT.O.O00) GO _0 130 HL 980 l_q VRITE (J;R£_E, lq5| RL 10;0
A=A-XP/ZPPeDS_RT(RAO) BL 9_1 185 FORHAt (16E,e/e*e11E_*¥ s A_RSPERD(B/SEC) e_66A_ee/e,/,16R,e/He_11R flL 10;1
GO TO 132 RL 942 1,el = &RGL_ OF ATTLCK(R60_AK|Je58_eoe/e_/_16[_e/ee_11_eeR = _[tCU KL 10_2
130 A-A-RP/IPP-DS_RT|RAD) EL 983 1R&tE(UADIIR/SRC)*#S9Xee*/e,/_16Xe*/oee96X,*_/°| EL 10;3
_o TO 132 _L 9H_ GO TO 1_8 RL 10_;
131R-A-ZF/ZPP HL 985 1;6 VRAt_ (O_BATR, I_7) CF_(1),CFR(6),CFH{11),CFE(2)eCFR(7)eCF_(12),CFB RL 1085
RC_T_.CIT*I HL 986 I|3),CFfl(6),CFB |13),CFR(% ,CFE(JeCFE[1;),CFE(S)_CFR(10) RL 10q6
GO TO 133 BL 9_7 lq7 FURflAT (16Xet/e*,HZeePO • e,D18.11,3Ze*CDO = e,D18°11#3Z,*CL&O • * RL 10;7
132 1F (DABS(II-A).LT.l.0D-15.OR.ICR%E_.ZG) _O tO 1J3 RL _58 1,_1U.11,_X,e_/e,/,lbX,*/*',51,'F1 = *,D18.11,3EeeCD1 - 1,918.11,31 _L 10q8
GO tO 125 HL 989 I_CL& - _,D18.11,gE_*o/*,/,16X,_/oe,HX,'P2 - *_918.11,3A,_C92 • _ EL 10;9
150 t6(3)_R EL 990 l#018.11.3A,*CLRX = _,D18.11#X,ee/e_/e16X,t/s*,Z,eP3 = _,018.11e3 RL 1050
Cee* CORPUTR I_V LEFT COEtrZC3E_T RL 991 1Z,*CD] - t,D18.11,3Z,*CL_ = *,D18.11eHZ,''/',/e16X, e/*_,9A,_P; = aL 1051
GO TO |13;_135_136),3CD _L 992 1',018°11,3A_CD_ = t_D18*ll,371,es/_/_16X_t/ete96R_*e/_/e16X_/' RL 1052
1]; 37 (R*GT.O*ODO) GO tO 135 EL 99J l_98(*ee)*t/'e/e16X*100(*/*)#///) aL 1053
CLtl)-CF_(12)_Ae_CEp_*RCLQeF3(I) aL 99; GU TO 189 RL 105;
GO tO 137 EL 995 lq8 P0=CFR(1)01.3558189*3 RL 1055
136 CL|E)=CFR(11)eCFR(12)eA*CFU|13)eAeeRIPZ*CFE(lq)eFA(A| UL 996 Pl=CFR{2)*1.3558180-3 EL 1056
GO tO 137 _L 997 P2=CFR(3|*1,3550180-3 HL 1057
136 CL{Z)-CFa(llJ*CFU|12)eA_CFH(13)eAeI•CFfl(lq)eF3|Z) HL 998 P3=CFH(_)e1.3558180-3 _L 1058
137 COUTZNU_ RL 999 P_=CF_(5)*1.355_180-3 _L 1059
Z? (HCMt.I_.0) HRZTR (ORR3T_,138) RCRT EL 1000 HBIT_ (_HRZtE, t;7) P0eCFR(6),CFH(11)_1,CFR(?),CFHIt2)_P2,C_(8)#C RL 1060
138 FORSlt (lle//,gx,9_Heee DUR3RG _£¥TO_-61Pfl$OR _OR'&_GLE OF AttACK flL 1001 1FH(13),PJ_CFR(g),cFR(1;)eR;,CFR(10) _L 1061
1AN HAZE , ROOtA_E VASUED TO SEEK CO_PLEZ BOOR5 ,33,?H TZflE_*) HL 1002 Ce** YRZ?E OUT ZNtERH_DZITE RESULTS RL 1062
Ceee PERFORH _O_RL RATRICTZGR HL 1003 1_9 I58-I EL 1063
CALL EODEL{K_LPRGeFZT,HEB) EL 1004 GO TO 2_ RL 106;
IF (Z_U. ME*O) GO tO I RL 100_ Ceee PERFORR PITH PERfOR_IBCB ASSUHZNG A38SPEEU AID ALTZTUDR GZVER EL 1065
ZDptl - EL 1006 150 ZPATHsIPATH•I EL 1066
ZF (F;T(LPRG).Lt. FZtOK) GO tO 50 EL 1007 KULAK-1 HL 1067
CeOe TRS_ 708 ZHPROYER_N_ BL 1008 Cte* CO_PUtE SPRC3FZC FUEL COJSUflPTZOM RL 1060
SXzFZt(LPR_) HL 1009 5FC=O°ODO HL 1069
CALL FZTRE_(FITe2eCFR) HL 1010 DO 151Z•leKR1 HL 1070
37 (FZT(LPRG).EQ.AA) GO TO 180 EL 1011 V-FH(A) EL 1071
Ceee REDRFZRR AgGLE OF RTTAC_ AID LIFt CO_FFZCAg_T5 BL 1012 PE=CFfl(1)tCFH{2)_¥_ZI+CFfl(3)eYee_E2tCFfl(;)eVe_EZAeCFU(5)eV_e_I_ BL 1072
00 139 1=1,£ EL 1013 151SFC=5FC*(FI(Z)-FI[Z*I))/(TZRE(Z*I)-TZRE(Z)J/PX RL 1073
76(3)=E2(_| aL 101; CSFC-5FC/AE1 HL 107;
139 CL(E):XI(I) HL 1015 Cee* _BZtR SP_CZFZC FUEL COBS_BPT_OM BL 1075
Ceee PERFORH FEE_U£MCX-DEPERDERT CORRECTZOMS TO AIGLR OF AttACK aL 101b ZF (BZ'I'EZC.NE.O) GO tO 153 BE 1076
140 CALL ALPDE_(R_LPEG.HRB_TZt| HL 1017 BRAT[ (JWRITE_152) CSFC HL 1077
81
0
152 101811 (118/II/w271,]OIISTIIITED IPIC|7IC FOIL COI$IIPTIOI • olPD2 81 1070 Celt UPDATE LRF! COIFFRCIRIT8 EL 1138
10.13,218 LBF/(rT-LEF/SBC)/$EC,//) EL 1079 166 DO 167 £-leK EL 1139
GO TO 15S EL 1080 T-FAR[| EL 1140
153 SC57€-037014448.800/1.355890 EL 1081 PX-CFa(1) 1€18(2)eToeBXI*CFI(])tTOtr_2*CFE|4)tVeeRXEtCtR(5)*Tte_[4 EL 1141
IIITR (JIIZTB,1SN) SCAre 81 1082 187 CL(Z)-(2.000871(II/(75(Z)tStVeOJ)t |7TT(B)*GoDCO5(rZt(Z))/T-GePNeUS EL 1142
154 FORBBT (1R,////,271,3888STZRAt[D $fEC1710 rUBL COISOEFTIOE - ,1PD2 EL 1063 1RI(Fk(I) eTI&|/(FI(ZIeTeT|) EL 1143
I0.13,9I I/[8-BRC) EL 1084 GO TO 76 EL 1184
1AS ZF (C$FC. LE.O.ODO) lILTS (J81IT|,156) EL 1085 L'ete DEFILE BEST FRi&Er_IR$ 81 1145
158 FOIERT (IZ,/,271,*SF|CBFZC FURL COI$URFTIOR I$ IEGATZV_ 04 ZEiO. T EL 1088 168 r1T(LelO)-IiR(1) 81 1186
10 INIT D&TI SET, IF &IT. e) EL 1087 C_FC'EIR(2) EL 1147
C_e¢ TEST 8AG|RTODB OF CSFC EL 1088 ANTE-ill|J) BL 1140
ZF (CSFC. LI.0.ODO) GO TO 1 EL "1089 DO 169 I81,14 EL 1149
RT (CSTC*GT.O.AD-06)CSFC'O.8D*©6 EL 1090 169 CFE|Z)-IIK|Z*]) EL 1150
IF (CSFC.LT.O,_D-OT) CS_C-G.4D-07 EL 1091 DO 170 Z-leE EL 1151
IF (8_1IC.81.0) GO TO 157 EL 1092 71(I1-181(1*17) EL 1152
17 (CSFC.EO.Co40-06.OF.CSFC. EQ.O.4D-079 VIZTE (JEIZTR, 152) C$K EL 1093 FT(Z)-iIK(_e17*R) BL 1153
GO 70 158 BL 1091 170 r6(I|'IR[(£o17*R*[J EL 1158
151 SCSFC-CSFCeNN88.290/1.ESSDDO EL 1095 C*ee EBZTE FAEAEATEE5 8L 1155
ZF |CSFC.EQ.O.4D-06.0I.C$FC.JO.0.ND-07) IEZTI (JIIZTI, IS8| 3051_ BL 1096 17 (SITIIC.IZ.O) GO TO 172 EL 1156
Ceee ITCI8 PIIIflE_BI$ RL 1097 8IITI (JIIITR, 171) FIT {LPEG)eCSFC EL 1157
158 ZF (IFAT8.EO*I) GO TO 159 eL 1098 171FOIBAT (IR,///,15A825688857 * nODAL FIT BRIDE " ,17923.16o/,158w358 RL 1158
17 (_[T(LPEG|.GZ. ffER(lJ| GO TO 162 EL 1099 1lEAST e 5FEC_FZC FURL COi$0819TZCI • ,1PD20*lEB21H LBFI|TT-LEFIST.C)I IL 1159
159 IIN(1)-FZT(LFI;) IL 1100 1SRC) EL 1160
8RN(2)-CSFC EL 1101 GO TO 1_1 EL 1161
IIR(3)-ERF[ BL 1102 172 $CSFC,'C$IC94448.200/1.355800 EL 1162
8IZTE (JVRZTEe173) _ZT(LPIG) j$CSFC
DO 160 1e1,14 mL 1103 17] FOEflAT (1Ne///elSRo25HeBE$T * NODAL FZT EIIOt _1F023.16_/,151,358 EL 1163160 8EE(Z_E):CFB(B) EL 1104 " EL 1164
00 161 1-1oE EL 1105 I_IR$T e $P_C£F£C EU[L COlSOff_£OI - ,17O20.13,98 J/RE*SAC| EL 1165
|tE(Rt17)-Fl(Z) EL 1106 GO TO 141 EL 1166
8JA(Bo17tX)-F2 (I) EL 1107 C_e* ELECT TRAJECTOI7 Fi[DICTBOE BOOTIIE EL 1167
161 88E(B*17eEeK) tFE(I) EL 1108 17N ZF (E&XflP£oEQ.O) GO TO 177 EL 1168
C_** CHECR FOR 8ANXROB ZTIEBTZOI BL 1109 Cte* DO NOT LLLO8 IP(I) e5 TO BE £gU&L TO ZEIO 81 1169
162 zr (2PATE. GE.T) GO TO 168 EL 1110 DO 175 L'1_13 EL 1170
Cite ELECT FATE PRIFOIRIECK EOOTZII RL 1111 175 ZF (OAES(AF(I) I.LT.1.0D-IG)AF(B):I.QD-IO EL 1171
CALL PATR(EeCBFC,IF&T8) EL 1112 DO 176 ZsleEAIUFI EL 1172
IF (£RII.ER.OJ GO TO 1 EL 1113 EIPZ(ZI-ZEFATa(Z) aL 1173
COOt CHLOE FOI F/TCfl AEGLR 8CDIFZCL_IOI EL 1114 C*et DRTEIRIIE _OUEI AID LII_ COEFFZCIZST$ FlOE EOUETZOI OF EOTIOI _. 1174
IF (£PATfl. GR.2) ISFT-1 EL 1115 COlt iOAEAL TO FLLGUT PATH 01 ADJUST A _81081 8ENGELS 81 1175
Ctet ADJUST &IGLR OF ATTACK AID _ZTCR INGLE EL 1116 CALL GOEQB(R_EEE_£| 81 1176
FAC-0.5DO EL 1117 CLLL 8FITfl(K,CSFC_EIB,LPIG,TZTeTIIE,HTAEE, AEF[(Z)) HL 1177
DO 165 1-1,R EL 1118 17E CQiT£IUE RL 1178
I7 (BpATE.GE.3)FLC--O.5DO _ EL 1119 CIte CALL 8COAL RXTIACTIGE IOOTZIE EL 1179
F6(II-FE(3)*FRCtIDF(I) EL 1120 127 CALL BOOEL(XeL_NG,F_T, ENE) EL 1180
ZF (25_.lE*0) F2(Z)'FE(Z)_1_1(1| EL 1121 Cell D_TEi_IIE COIFZDEMCB BAGIZTOOL5 FOE AIGL_ OF A_TACI AiD _ZTCI IL 1181
2F (£*EO*l) GO TO 185 EL 1122 Cell AIGLE EL 1182
91-71(11-71(1*11 EL 1123 178 Z&LF-O.ODO EL 1183
ZF (DABS(DIJ.LT.O.O0010C| GO TO 163 EL 1124 ITH[-O. ODO 81 1181
GO TO 165 EL 1125 DO 179 I81,A 8L 1185
169 8IITE (JH|ITE, 18_) EL 1126 RELF-IALFe(OABS((AL_BL([)-FE(Z))/kB&Z))ee2 EL 1186
164 FOIEAT (11j///,10X,eC0858CUTIT8 VEZGET POINTS 7LZLEO TO CHAIGE BT RL 1127 179 X_EEsZTffEe(DIBS|(_KBTI(£I-F2(Z)I/TEIXIIet2 EL 1187
181118U8 ALLOIAICR* TO 8NIT DATA 51T, I7 ANT* e) BL 1128 XALP-XILP/R 81 1188
GO TO 1 EL 1129 RTE8"ETER/A EL 1189
165 COITIIO£ 81 1130 181TE (JIi2TE,180) IALF,RTU8 EL 1190
Ceee &0_091 FZTCE &IGL_ EL 1131 180 FOAEAT (lZ,///_NEIjeAIGL_-GF-&_TACK CQIT_DEBCI - *eO20.13_/,qEx, ep BL !191
CALL GlEN(NO _L 1132 I£TCE LIGLF COIFIDIi¢I - 1#920.13,///) EL 1192
Ceee PIBFOIR 80081 EiTIICTIOI HL 1133 COle CE[CR FIT 1RIO| NOR PO$$2BL_ AIALTSZ5 TEIHBILTZON EL 1193
CALL EODEL([,LPIG,FZT, RNE) RL 1134 IF (FLT(LPBG)*LE*FITOA) GO TO 181 EL 1194
Ctee Cfl[_[ FOE A_F80AC_ZIG EAL£ROA I?LiLTZOI EL 1135 COte _IOCF_D 8ITa JIlT FEOGIIE LOOP (LPi;*I| 8L 1195
IF (BFLT8.L8.5) GO TO 166 EL 1136 LPEG-LPAGel flL 1196
ZPATE=ZPRTEtl flL 1137 Cote TEST FOE SF_CZFZRD LG_ 8lXZ80R BL 1197
IF (LPIG. DT.LFtGEK) GO TO 181 8L 1198 1LEe,?Ee *t *,D12.5,* FT-LEF/SEC oe,/o9Nweeee13ReeJ ANGLE-Or-ATTACK RL 1258
CeDe RESST INST|UCTION CODES FOE NEXT LOOp EL 1199 1E&TE_ eeD12.58* EADZIN/SEC I FLZOUT rATS ABGLEmeSX#*_ *#D12.560 RA 8L 1259
ISFTmO NL 1200 IDIARe'5X,*Oeo/e9Z*me**1JEee|e,eTZ,e|o,N9X,eOe,/e9Z*113(°e*)) RL 1260
LPSS_O EL 1201 GO TO 192 EL 1261
IUF-O EL 1202 190 V-F1(I)e_._682D0 SL 1262
ZSYsO RL 1203 ALT-F10(I) eO.JO_8DO BL 1263
IPITB-O _L 1206 ILTR-F11(I) eO.30_8DO SL 126_
Ct*e TSANSFRS TO COITROL POINT EL 1205 ALT2N-F12(£)sO.3068DO EL 1265
GO TO 25 RL 1206 V-Fu(Z) eO.3068DO EL 1266
CODe YBZTE F[|AL |NSDLTS RL 1207 AZsrlJ(l) eO.3OeEDO EL 1267
181 UNITE (JIRITE, 182| EItoZR2,EI3eEI_£EEl,IE;2,£EZ3,ZEI_,ERpS EL 1208 NXX-FS(IJe32.16DOe16.O2DO BL 1268
182 FOREST (1Rd//,161,10€(t/*)o/,16R,*/e,98(e**)**/e,/,16Z#_/e_,96N,* EL 1209 T'5*ODO/9.0DOe(FT(I)*Eg1.72DO)e273.18DO RL 1269
le/*,/,161,'/eeoRK,eeeeeFIIAL*eel,EI,JGRNESAL EXPRESSIONS rOS POISE RL 1210 DV-FE(Z) eO.3C68DO HL 1270
lo ORRG COEF/ICIRNTw AID LEFT COETFICIERTtw9[few/e,/w1618*/ee,961_* HL 1211 P'PYRA(I)e1.3558DO/10OO.CDO BL 1271
le/*#/#161o*/el*9616*e/*,/*161ee/ee,$Z**P " PO * PleFeee#1FD12.5,* RL 1212 EBITZ (JERZTE, 191) UeALTeF2(I) eALTS*F3(£)#ALT2R,NeAZoZ,AHIeFI_(I|# EL 1272
1. pReV*oee1PD12.5j* • P3eVeEee1PD12-5#* • PE*VeoeelPD12.5#3Z,*e/*, _L 1213 1Fb(£)wCL(I)wT,CD(I),DV,PeFN(I),FTI(I) EL 1273
1/8161e*/eJ,96Zeee/e_/,t6S,8/¢eo20K,eCD n CDO * CDleAewe,IRfe * CD2 EL 121! 191FORHAT (NZ#*ee#lIX*eJeJ_TXeele,_NZEewee/egxJeee,13KjJJe#1Z,eWZIGflT RL 1276
leAeeteIRe* • CDIeAeee*Z2* e * CD_eAee*e12*20Eree/*e/_16E**/ee,96K. e EL 1215 1*#181**_ S,D12.5,* NEETOMSe.e[.*t ALTITUDS**16_,*- *_D1205#e B 0,9 EL 1275
10/e,/,16K,o/ee_261,oCL _ CLAO• CLAeA • CLAKeAwee_1PD12.5,* * CLQe EL 1216 1R*eoe,/*NI_tOe_13K#*Ie,1R_eP£TCE A¥GLEee9[, *= *eD12.561 RADIAIe#5A EL 1276
1S**26E*eelO,/*16E,o/e°og6xeoe/oe/,16X,e/e**96K,'e/J_/e16X,*/**,39,RL 1217 1,*1 ALTITUDERATE',NR,'-0,D12.5,'R/SEC _,SIeee*,/,9X,*e*_lJZe*lEL 1277
11MRESE:*e87Z*oe/o,/,16X,°/e*,96X**o/*| RL 1210 1PITCERATEe,IOZ,*- 1,D12.5,eAADIAN/$EC J ALTIT_DE-NATE R&TEee_X,* EL 1278
IF (AZTR[C.NE.O) GO TO 183 BL 1219 lz *,DI2. Sp* E/SECSe2 *,IZ,0eo,/,NX,eeo,13X,e! AINSPEEDe,12Aee. °,D EL 1279
ELITE (JJIITE,IqI) EL 1220 112.5, e 8/SIC ',5Z,'l VERTICAL ACOELENATION - *,D12.5,1 alSEC*e2 . 8L 1280
GO TO 186 EL 1221 12Z#ee*o/,N£,*e DATA FT _,£3,* I DE|SITF*j13X,'_ 0#D1205, 0 EG/ReO3 RL 1281
183 gRITS (JESZTEelAS| EL 1222 1 I ELEYATOS DRFLICTIONe#IR,*- *,DI2.5,* RADIA_e,5X,eee,/,NZ,ee** EL 1282
GO TO 185 EL 1223 1131,*1 ANGLE OF ATTACEe,5E,*- *,D12.5,* RADIAIoeSN,eJ LIFT CORFFIC EL 1283
1EN gRITS (JYE£TE, IqT) CFR(1)#CFB(6),CFE(11),CFR(Z),CFB(7),CFR(12),CFS EL 122_ I£EIT( CL 1" e#D12"5*12X,e_t,/,gX,*eee11K,*l TREPRRATONEe,NX* e= *,0 EL 128_
I(3),CFE(8),CFN(1]),CFB (_)jCFfl(9),CFR(16)#CPE(5)_CFR(lO) SL 1225 112°5_ e DEG |£RSoR J DERG COEFFICIENT( CD )" *_OlR. SelRX,eoe#/,91,* EL 1285
GO TO 186 EL 1226 lee,lJl,*l&CCRLRRATIOIO,8I,*-*,D12.5,_E/SEC*o2 i POWER AVA£LRB EL 1286
185 pO_CFS[I)11.355818D*3 EL 1227 1LRt,TI, 1= *,D12.5,' NILOYATTS *te/,91#ee*,13K,*J ANGLE-Or-ATTACK EL 1287
P1=CFE(2|e1.355818D*3 EL 1228 IRATE-*,D12.5,e NADIAN/SRCj FLIGST PATE &NGLEe#5Xe e- 8,D12.5,e EARL 12E8
P2zCFE(3) e1.35581dD*3 RL 1229 1DIlRe*5Z'nEe'/'NZ'eet*13Z,*lee_TZ,*|*,69X,ee**/,NS,111(*e*)| EL 1289
P3_CFB(8) e1.355818D'3 EL 1230 Ceee PUNCH CARDS _L 1290
Pe=CFE(S) e1.355818D-3 _L 1231 192 IF (IPUMCX.EQ.O) GO TO 197 EL 1291
ERITE (JVNITNo187) PG.C_B(6),CfB(ll),Pl,CFB(7).CFE(12),P2,CF_(83,C _L 1232 IF (£._Z.I) GO TO 195 EL 1292
1FE(13)_PI,CFN(gJec_R(1_),PEeCFH(103 NL 1233 YRITE (JPUNCE.1933 (TITLE(J),J-I,20) NL 1293
Ceee SET CODE FOR UPDAFS ON PORER_ 11D DRAG lID LIFT COEFFZCINIT EL 1236 193 FOREST (20Aq) EL 1291
186 ITNRE=I EL 1235 UNITE (JFU_OU,19_) KeS#RBOETT*LX1,EZ2#EX3eZIMeIRX1oIN%IeIES3wIES_e _L 1295
GO TO 50 EL 1236 l(CyE(J),J_I#163 EL 1296
C**_ INITE RESOL_S EL 1237 19_ FORMAT (ZS,SX,D18.11,2ZeD18.11,2%jD18.11,/,6(D18.11,2X),/,_(I1,1Z) HL 1297
187 ERITE (JENITEe188| EL 1238 1,RKeJ(D18.11,RR),/,6(D18*1|,2RJ,/e_(D18.11,RZJo/,I(D18.11,2Z)) EL 1298
188 FOEEAT (1Ro///,EE, I13('**)) RL 1239 195 UNITE (JPURCX, 1963 T£_E(I),FI(I),F2(I),F3(IJ,N_(I),FS(I),_6(I),F?( EL 1299
DO 197 1=1,K EL 12_0 II),FE(I),Fg(I)eF10(I)*FI1(I),F12(I)oF13(I),F1_(I),CL(I)eCD(£)epER& 8L 1300
IF (EETEIC.R_.O) GO TO 190 EL 12_1 1(1) RL 1301
RNITE (JRRITEe1893 F1(I).F10(IJeFR(I)eFll(Z)eF3(IJ,FI2(I),Fe(IJ,F1RL 12_2 196 FOREAT (D18.11,RIeDIE. I1,RReDIE. 11,2I,D18.113 _L 1302
13(I),I,FS(I),Ftq(I)#F6(IJ,CL(I),FT(II,CD(I),FE(I),FERA(IJ,F9(Z),rT EL 1263 197 CDRTIEUE BL 1303
11(1) 8L 12;e Ce** CIRCA FOR PLOTS EL 1306
189 FORRAT (NZ,teO,l£K#oIo_NTR,eIO,qNZ,*ee,/,gR*awne13E,aIa_1X,*EEIGET EL 12_5 IF (IPLOT.N_.O) GO TO 199 EL 1305
1*elSE, 1= e6012*5,* LBF e*EX*tJ ALTZTUDEe,169, *" *,D12.5, e FTJ.9 NL 12;6 JPLOT'I EL 1306
11,oe°_/,NI_°e**13ZeOIe,lZ_ePITCX AIGLEOeNR, *" e,D12.5,* RADZANeeSX BL 12_7 Ceee DEFILE PLOT CODES EL 1307
1,*1ALTITUDERATR*,NKe*-',D12.5,*FT/SECO,SR,eeee/,9X,eee,IJR,*|RL 1268 CCe* VAILING** iARIIBG** THE FOLLOIIIG FLOTTIEG ROUTINES EAr 10T 8E RL 1308
1PITCH RATEeelOX# *s *eD!2.5,* RADZAN/SEC J ALTITODEoNATE RATEO,_K, e EL 1289 _e** COEP&TIBLg FOR OTRER [RSTRLLATIO|S. THE USER SBOOLD IROUISE AT EL 1309
1= *eD12*5** FT/SRCeO2**2R_eOee/.gX*ee*e13ZeeJ AIES&RSDt,121, ea *eD EL 1250 C *e* SIS ZRSTALLATION*5 PNOG_IER£1G SERVICES. RL 1310
112.5, e FT/SECe,51,*J VERTICAL ACCELERATION - epD12.5#e ¥T/SECo*2*, EL 1251 C* ee CCEPOTE TIRE SPICING FOR PLOTTER; EL 1311
12X#***,/.9I#*eDATA PT 1,I3.1J DRISITFe,13Z#*_*,D12.5,'SLUG/FTeRL 1252 TORGtTINR(R) _L 1312
1*3 I ELEVATOR DEFLECTION*,3S,*8 *,D12.5,* NADIAR*,SR,*e*,/,gR,**', EL 1253 DO 198 £-2,21 RL 1313
113Se11A_GLR Or ATTRCKe,5Ke e_ eeD12*5,* RkDIllejSZ_el LEFT CO NFFIC EL 1256 IF (TORG*GT*TRG(I*II*ARD.TORG.LE.TNG(1)ITPTXzTBG(1) EL 131E
I£EAT( CL )- *,D12.5,12X,°**,/,9K****e13Z,'i TZEPERATOREe,NI, *" *,D BL 1255 IF (TOBG*EQ.TRG(I-I))TFTZ-TRG(I-1) BL 1315
112.56 e DEG|RZS*R I _RRG COEFfiCIENT( CD |= _,D12.5,12Z,****/,9K,* EL 1256 198 COMT£RUR EL 1316
16*#13X,el ICCELRRATZOR*eEI_ j- *,D12.5# e FT/SEC*e2 J POSSE &NAILAB EL 1257 CALL PLOTIT(K,TPTI_IP) RL 1317
t_
r_
CeO* CHECK FOE HER DATA SET. EL 1318 O0 9 I-lwK FL 52
199 GO TO 1 RL 1319 TlO(loIJ-Fq(Z) - PL 53
Clll TEIHIIATH PLOT ROUT[lEE AID PUOGIAR HL 1320 9 IF [nETRIC.IE.0) TID(leI)tTED(1,I)_O.30AUD0 FL 5q
200 IF (JPLOT.|E.O) CALL PICSZE(O.0wO.0) HL 1321 CALL FICSIZ(10.0etG.0) FL 55
STOP HL 1322 IF (flETRICeKE.O) GO TO 10 PL 56
tHE EL 1323 CALL GUITF(BoOeO.0eTFTP,5oOel,tTIUE[SECS)_e,ERD,ED,5.5.UOoO,30000r FL 57
. 120°O,1,eAIESPEEO|PT/SEC) ee:RD,=Delw2,1.650, K,OeO_0,0,ED, lw I _*) FL 5U
GO TO 11 • FL 59
10 CALL GKAFP(R.O,0.O,TPTF,S.O,l,*TIHE(SECS) e,IRD,ID,5.S,T5.O,100.0, PL 60
SUBROUTINE PLOTIT(EeTPTXeIP) FL 1 15.0,1,eAIKSPEED(R/SECJ*,ZUD, TD,1j2#l.qSOwK,Go0,0,0eKD, le* _e) PL 61
C FL 2 Ce** PLOT DEBSZTY TIRE UISTOBY PL 62
Gee* SURHOUTIEE FLOTIT PLOTS TIRE HISTORIES# CL VS ALFRAe CD YS ALPHA, _L 3 11 IF ([P(5) oIE.O) GO TO 16 PL 63
CeWe CL VU COw AID POYEE V5 AIRSPEUD FL 6 DO 12 KulAK PL" k6"
C FL 5 YRD(I,IJzF5(IJelOOOO.ODO FL 65
IRPLICIT REALeU[A*HeOoZ) PL 6 12 IF (UETHIC*RE.O) YRD(I,I):PS(I;e5153. RDO FL 66
DIHEISIOM KD(5),DUR[650),IF(18) FL 7 CALL PICSIZ(10.0,10.O) PL 67
CORHO# TIRE(650),PI{650),FTK_S0),F3(AS0),F6(A50),FS(e50)wF6(650),T FL 8 IF (8ETKIC*RZ.O) GO TO 13 PL 68
17(G50),FR(qso),FU(_SO)#FlO{q50),T11(650),T12[q50)eFIS(_50)eFl_(_50 PL 9 CALL GRAPP(8*O,Oo0,TFTP*S*0w1,eTIHE(SECS) oO,EUD,XDo505#lq*0,2600,2 PL 69
1),C(qSOeI1),K{q50,1),HKAR(250),CFH[16),EGI(6),SGD(_),FT1(;50),FT2( FL 10 I.O,I**DEMSITT(SLUG/PTe*3) X 100000w,YED,YD,1,2,1,650,K,Ge0w0,0,KD, PL 70
1_50JfPURA(_SO)_CL(_S0),CD(650),E1(_SO),E2[650JeEZ1,EI2,EA3tEX6#G,S PL 11 11, I *) FL 71
I_RUOoTIA,EIpEwPLO_,FHIGRrCDLO¥_CDHIGHwJEEAD, JUKITE*JPUUCH,ZEAI,IEI PL 12 GO TO 16 PL 72
12,IEK3,LEE_,HETRICwL1,L2,IEQlfl(18),ZEUH PL 13 13 CALL GUAFF(R.0BO.O.TPTP,S.0,l,tTIHZ(SECS)*eERD,_D,5.5,6.O,12.0,1. PL 73
COBROM /LKB2/YCEFT#ICD,HTBwHCLCC PL 16 IO,I**DENSITY(KG/floe3) Z 10_*,YHD,TD,1,Tw1#_SO,K,O,0,0,0eEDol,* _e) FL 76
RUBLe6 KAD(2,HSOIeID(2,650),IRD(2,650),YD(2w650),TPTF FL 15 Ceee PLOT AYGLE Or ATTACK TIRE HIITOHT PL 75
C PL 16 IA IF (IP(6).HE.O) GO TO 16 PL 76
TFTPzTPTK PL 17 DO 15 I-1,K FL 77
DO 11-l,K FL 18 15 YUD(loIJzF6(I) eIOO.0DO PL 78
IF (K.LE.5)HD(I)_-I PL 19 CALL FICSZE(10.O_IO.0) FL 79
I ZHD(I_IJ:TIflE(I) PL 20 CALL GKAFT(8.0_O.O, TFTP,S.O,1,eTIflE(SECS) e,EKD,AO,5°5,°5.O,60.O,5 PL 80
Ceee PLCT ME[GUT TIRE HISTOET PL 21 1.O,I_*&HGLB Or ATTACK{RAG) X 100*,YHD_YD, 1,Tel#_50,E#O,0,0,G,KD,1PL 81
IF (IP(1)o|E*O) GO TO 6 FL 22 l e _o) FL 82 ,
DO 2 l=l,H PL 23 C**e PLCT TEMPERATURE TIRE XISTOUY PL 83
EED(1,I)sTI(I) PL 26 16 IF (IP{7) oHE.O) GO TO 19 PL " 8q
2 IF (RETEIC.K£.O)_ED(1,I):TAD[l,I)eH*6H82DO/100*ODO PL 25 DO 17 I=I,K ''- , PL 85
CELL FICSIZ(lO.Ge10oO) FL 26 TUD(1,Z):PT(I) PL 86
I_ (RETHIC.H£*O) GO TO 3 PL 27 17 IF (HETKIC.UE.O) TRD(I,I)-S.ODO/9.0DOe (F7(I)-Ggt.72DO)*TT3.18DO FL 87
CALL GHAPF(U*O.0.0,TPTP,S*O,I,eTZUE(SECS)-e*EUD,KD* 5*5_35_0*G.6500 PL 28 CALL FICSIZ(IO*OelO.O) FL 88
1.0e250.0#I_tHEIGHT(LBF)*,yKD,YD,I,2_1,q50,K_O,0,0eO,RD_Ie* *) PL _9 IF (flETEIG*K£*O) GO TO 18 PL 89
GO TO 6 PL 30 CALL GEAFF(U.O,0.0, TFTF#5. O,I,eTZHE($ECS) e,IRD,ZD,S.5,q50.0,550.O FL 90
3 CALL GEAFF(U.O,0*O,TPTP,5.0,1#eTIHB(SECS)--e,KHD#AD,5°5,150.0,200*G PL ]I 1,25.0,1,*TEflPERATUEE(DEG-R)**YED,_D,I,2,1,650,K,0,0,0,0,KO,I, e * PL gl
l,S.O,IfeUEIGBT(|EUTOUS)/lOO_e_YRD, YD,1,2,1eGS0,K_O,O_0,0,KDe1,e * PL 32 1) PL 92
13 PL 33 GO TO 19 PL 93
C_ _ PLOT PITCH KIGLE TImE HISTORY PL 3q 18 CALL GHAFP(R*0,G*0eTFTP,So0_I,eTZflE[SEGS)_e,IAD#KO,S*5#250.0,300°0 FL 96
IF (IP(2).KE.O) GO TO 6 PL 35 1,10.0,I,*TEHPERKTUEE(DEG.K)_t,YBD,YD,1,2,I,H50,K,0,0,0,G#KD,I,W t PL 95
DO 5 I-l,K FL 36 13 PL 96
5 yRD(1,I)-F2(I)Ol00*OUO PL 37 C*ee FLOT ACCBLEUATIOK TIRE HISTORY FL 97
CALL PICSIZ(10.O,10oO) PL 38 19 zr (IP(U) oME.O) GO TO 22 PL 98
CALL GRIP_(8.0,O-G,TFTFe5.0.1eeTIHE(SEC$)--e,KUD, KD.5"5''80.0"80"0" PL 39 DO 20 l=ljg PL 99
110.0_1#ePITCH KMGLE(EI_IAK) X 100_o,I_D,YD,1,2*1,650_E,0,O#O*0eKD* FL 60 TRD(1,I) zF8(I) PL 100
11e _t) PL 61 20 IF (HETRZC.KE.O) YRD|I,I)=FU(I)eOo3G_UDO PL 101
C.e* PLOT PITC_ RATE TImE HISTORY PL q2 CALL FICSIZ(IOoO,IO.G) PL" 102
6 IF (IP(SJ.ME.O) GO TO 8 FL 63 ZF (UETHIC.KE.O) GO TO 21 FL 103
DO 7 I*I,K PL 66 CELL GDAFTKH.0,0.0,TF_P,S.0,1,tTIflE(SECSJ_OeIHD,ID,S.5,-3200,32.O, PL 106
7 YHDtl,I):F3(I)elOO.GDO PL 65 1M.O,I,eACCELER&TIOR(FT/SECee2)_e,YRU,YD, I,Tjl,_SO*KeO,O,O,0,ED,1, * FL 105
CELL PLCSIZ(lO.O,10.0) PL 66 I t) FL 106
CALL GRKFF(8.O,O._,TPTP,S.G,I,tTIflZ(SZCS)_*,ARD,KD,5*5,'80*0,80*O* FL q7 GO TO 22 PL 107
110.O#1,_PITCH RATE{RAD/SEC) Z 100t,YRD,YD,1,2,1,A50,K#O,G,O*O,KO, PL qU 21 CALL GHAFP(8.0,O*0.TPTP, 5*0, l, JTZHE(SECSJ_t,IED*KD,505,'IO*O,10*O, PL 108
11,* *| PL 69 11.0,1,*ACGELERATIOU(H/$ECCe2)_e,YRD,YD,1,2,1,650,K,O,0,O,0,ED, I, e PL 109
Ceee PLOT AIRSPEED TIRE UISTOEY PL 50 I*) PL 110
8 IT (IP(q).NE.O) GO TO II PL 51 C*ee PLOT AYGLEoOF-ATTACK RATE TIRE HISTORY PL 111
22 IT (KP(9) oIZ.O) GO TO 2e PL 112 10,KD, I,I *) PL 172
DO 23 Z-leK PL 113 Ceee PLOT ELBVAT08 DEFLECTZOI TIRE ULSTOZ! PL 17J
23 Y|D(IwEJsFg(Z)OlO0.ODO PL 11; 36 I7 (IP(II).IE.O) GO TO 38 PL 17_
CALL PICSI_(IO.0,10*0) PL 115 DO 37 I=loK PL 175
CLLL G/AFF(BoOeO.OwTPTP#5eOeleeTLRE($ECSJ_e*IRDeKD*5oSr'IO-O,IO-Ow PL 116 37 TBD(1,IJEFI_(I) eIOO.ODO PL IT&
11.Owl,eAIGLZ-Op-AZTACK RITE||A£/SZC) I lOOlff/O,lD#l,2elw¢SO*K*Oe FL 117 CALL PXCSIZ(IO*OwIO.O) PL 177
lOoOoOwKO_l, j *j PL 118 CALL GKAFF(B°O,O.OrTPTPe5.0,1**TZRE(SEC$)_**FJD#XDe5.5,.25°O,25.0, PL 178
Ceee PLOT ALTITUOE TIRE RESTO|I FL 119 15.0,1**ELEIATOI DEFLECTIOI(RAD) Z lO0-1wr£D,IDfl,2,1#_5OeKeO,O#O#O PL 179
2_ IF (XP(1G).IE.O) GO TO 27 PL 120 lwgD,lae _e) FL 180
DO 25 I-lwZ PL 121 Ceee PLOT L$FT COEPTICIEIT IE IKGLE Of ATTACK PL 181
TIO(1,II=PIOfI)/IOGO.000 FL 122 38 LF (XP(15).IE°O) GO TO _U FL 182
25 If (BETRLC.IE.O) YRD(1,I)sPIO (I)/100.OOOeO.]O48DO PL 123 KD(2)=O FL 1BE
CALL PICSXZ(IO.G, IO.O) FL 12_ CAL_ A$CEU(K,CL, P6, ZleEE) FL 18q
XF (EZTPIC.IE.O) GO TO 26 FL 125 DO E2 LzleK FL 185
CALL GEAFF(8.0oO.O#IPTPeS*O,1o*TXEE(SEC$)_**Z_O*LD,S*5#_*¢*lb*O*l. FL 126 XaO(I,E)-12(l)elOO.ODO FL 186
IO,I**ALTXTUDE(PT)/IOOO_*_IEDwID, lw2,1,_SO,K,OeO,O,O,KDolw* _*| PL 127 IRD(lol|=Xl(X)elO.OOO PL 187
GO TO 27 PL 128 ZBD(2#I}=ZRD(lw[J PL 188
26 CALL GBAFP(B.O_O*O,TPTF_5*O_I,tTX_E(SECE)_*#E_D,XD,5*5,_*6_8*O_2* FL 129 GO TO (39eqO_lJ_ICD PL 189
IO,I,*ELTLTUDE (N)/100 _**IRD,ID,1,2,1,qSO,K_O,O_O,O_KD,I_* _*J FL 130 39 £F (FbfI).GT.O.ODO) GO _0 AO PL 190
Ceee PLCT ALTITUOK EATE TIEE HLSTOAI FL 131 D0FL(X)_CPR(t2)eF6(X)*YCPPTeCF_(1_)eF3(I) PL 191
27 LP (IP(11).|E.O) GO TO 30 FL 132 GO TO q2 PL 192
DO 28 181,K FL 133 _0 DOR(I)=CPB(11)eCF_(12)eP6(Z)eCE_(13)eF6(Z)eeEEpX.CPR(1_)epE(Z) PL 193
I_O(l_l)_P11(I) PL 13_ GO TO _2 PL 19_
28 XP (RETEIC.IE.O)IED(1_I)=Fll(I)eO.30qEDO PL 135 ql DOFL(I)=CPE(11)eCFB(12)eF6KI)*CPB(I_ *f6(I)ee2eCFH(I_)eFE(I) PL 195
CALL PlCSXZ(lO.O#lO.O) PL 136 _2 CONTINUE PL 196
If (a£TIIC.IE.O) GO TO 29 PL 137 CALL LSCEI(K,DO_,F6_EI,E2) PL 197
CALL GEApp(8°O#GoO_TPTP_5. O,I#*TIBE($SCS)__FJD_ID,5*5,-IOO*0,100* FL 1J8 DO _3 I=l_K PL 198
IO#IO.O,I,*ALTZT_DE _ATZ(FT/S_C)_e_£_D,ID,1,2,1,_SO_K,O,C,O_O#KDti, FL 139 q3 rRD(2,I)=XI(I)elO.ODO PL 199
1' e) PL 1_0 CALL PXCE£Z(IO.O, IO.O) PL 200
GO TO 30 FL 1_1 CALL GRAFP(8*O_-5.0,IO.O_S.O_I_*&IGLE Of ATTACK(RED) X IO0_*_EED#E FL 201
29 CELL GRAFF(8oOrO*OeTPTP*5.Oet*OTIEE(SEC$)_e*XRD_KDe5*5e'3_*OeE_*O* FL lq2 10#5°5eO*O,20-OeE*O,l,°L_F_ COZIFZCIEKT Z lO*_IRD,TD, l_Ee2,q50#g,£ PL 202
I_.O_I_*ALTXTODE BATE(R/EEC)_*,IED,ID,1,2,t,_SO,K,O,O,O_G#KD_|_* * FL 1_3 I_O'O'O*KD_I"t --*) FL 203
1) FL lq_ Ceee PLCT DELG COEF_ICZ£MT IS AIGL_ 07 ATTACK PL 20q
C_*e PLOT ALTITUDE ACCELERATIOI T_EE EISTOPI PL 1_5 _ If (IP(16).IZ.O) GO TO _6 PL 205
30 _F {XP(12).IE.O| GO TO 33 PL le6 CALL ASCEM(K_CD_P6,XI,Z2| PL 206
DO 31L-I,K FL 1q7 DO _5 I-l,g FL 207
IID(1,I)-P12(I) FL 1_8 EBD(1,I)=X2(X)etOO.ODO FL 208
31 IF (HETRIC.|E.O) IED(I,XJ:P12(I)eO.30_EDO PL t_g _5 £RD(1,X)=Xt(X)¢IOO.ODO PL 209
CALL PIC$IZ(IO.O_IO*O) PL 150 CALL PICSIZ(IO.O_I_.O) PL 210
XP (HE_EIC.IE.O) GO TO 32 PL 151 CALL GKAPF(B.O_-S.O,AO.O_S.O,I,_IIGLE Of AT_ECZiEAD) K 100 *,XED,X PL 211
ClLL GIAFF(O.O,O.O,TPTP,5. O#I,*TIBE(SECS)_e,XRD,IDeE.5,-IO0*O,IO0* PL 152 1D,5.5,0.O,15.O,l.0#1,_DRAG COEFPICIEKT X IO0_*,£ED#ID, 1,2,_#_50,K, PL 212
10,10.O,I,eALTXTDDZ ACC£LERATIOM(FT/SECe_2)_*,YgD,ID, I#2,1,_50,E,O_ PL 153 10,O,O,0, KD#I,_ _t) PL 21]
10,O#0,KD, l e e) PL 15€ Cede PLOT LIFT COEFPKCIEMT IS DRAG COEPPICIEIT PL 21_
GO TO 3J PL 155 _6 Xr ((IP(17).P_.O.OJ.IP(15).IE.O).OE. ZP(16).IE.O) GO TO q9 PL 215
32 CELL GEAPF(8.O.O.O,TPTP,5.O,t,eTIHE(SZCS)_*,E_D,ID,5.5.']_.O#3_.O, PL 156 CALL ASCEM(E,CL,CD, II,I2) PL 216
I_.O,I**ALTITODE ACCZLERITXO|(B/$ECeOE)_*eIED,TD,1,2,1,_50.K,O,O,O# PL 157 DO q7 L-l,K PL 217
IO,&D,t,* _*J PL 158 XED(t_I)-X2(XJelOO.ODO PL 218
Ceee PLOT VZETLCEL ACCELEBATIOI TIHE BZSfOi£ PL 159 XRD(2#IJ-XRD(leZ) PL 219
3J IT (IP(13).IE.O) GO TO 36 PL 160 _7 IRD(I,I) nXI(L)*lO0.OOO PL 220
DO 3q X-I,K PL 161 CALL A$CEI(K,DUE,CD,XI,A2) PL 221
IRD(I,IJ=P13(Z) FL 162 DO _8 I=l,K FL 222
31 If (BETRLC.IE.O) IED(1,II=P13(IIeO.JO_EDO PL 163 _8 IaO(2,l)-Xl(l)elOO.ODO FL 223
CELL PLCSIZ(IO*O#IO*O) PL 16_ CALL PICSIZ(IO.O, IO.O] PL 22q
If (EETgIC.IE.O) GO TO 35 PL 165 CALL GSAPF(8.0,O.O,15.O,l.O,1,oDRAG COEFEICIZIT (CO) A IO0_o*I_U,K PL 225
CALL GEAPP(8*O,O.O,TPTPeS*O,I,eTIKE(SECS)_e,XRD*XD,5.5,032*0,32-O, PL 166 1D,5.5,0.0,200.0,20.0,1,eLIFT COZFPICXE_T (CL) Z IOOe,IED,ID, I,2,2 PL 226
I_.O,I,*TEETICAL ACCELEBATIOI(FT/SECeOZ)_**IED,ID,1,2,1,_50,K,O,0,0 PL 167 1,eE0,K,E,0,0,0#KD, I,_ _*) PL 227
1,0_KD_I,* _*) PL 168 Ce_e PLOT POgEE AVAILABLE VS AIRSPEED PL 228
GO TO 36 PL 169 _9 AP (IP(18)*¥E*0) GO TO 52 PL 229
35 CALL GIAFF(8*Oe0.O, TPTPeE*0eleeTIRE(SECS) *,KRDeKDe5*5,-10.O,I0.O, PL 170 CALL &_CEH(KePgRLeP_eKIeK2) PL 230
12.0#I,*VERTICAL ACCELEEETIOI(R/$ECOe2)_e,XRD,ED,Ij2el,qE0,K,0,0,0,.FL 171 DO 50 I-1,K PL 231
u_
t_
ZRD(1,L)sN2(Z) PL 232 ZF (&.GEoO.0D0) GO TO 3 AB AI
YRD(I,X)'XI(X)/IOOO*ODO PL 233 CALL SXGRS(SGI,XSAI,XSR2,ZRR3,ZZZN) AR 42
XT (SL'TRXCoEQ*0) GO TO 50 PL 234 CALL SXGBS(SGD, XEI,XIN,ZX]rXX4) AS 43
XRO(le[)eZRD(loXJeO.3048DO PL 235 3 P-CFB|I)eCFH(2)eUeeEAleCFfl(3)eEeeEX2eCFR(_)eVeeKX3_CFS(S)eVeeSX4 AS 4_
IRD(I,Z) sRI(Z)el.]SS8DO/IOOO.O PL 236 CD-CFB(6)*CrN(7)eSGI(1)*iReeZZXI*CFB(8)eSGJ(2)eABeeLF.Z2tCFS(gJeSGE AS _5
50 COITZIUS PL 217 I(]JeABeeZZ[J*CYfl(IO) eSGI(_)e&BeoZEZ4 IS 46
CALL PZCSZX(10.0wl0.0) PL 238 BOsG*DSZ|(EtTZA)/(NeV)ePeGeSeRefeV/(2.0DOeR)eJSGD($)eZSZleABoOZXle AR _7
IF (81_NZC.RLO) GO TO 51 PL 239 1CFS(7|eSGD(2)eI_I2eEaoeZX2*CFE(B)*SGD (3)*ZS£3eAneeIA3eCFS(9| *SGD(4 AS 48
CALL GRAFF(8*Ow80*O*3OO*O,20*OwlteAZSSPSED(FT/SEC)_'_ZRUwIDe5oS_20 PL 240 |)eZE[4eARee£%4eCYR(|O)) &B 49
1.04220.OeNO.O,IwePOgER ATAZLABLK(FT'LBF/SAC)/IOOO_t,ZED#TD, If2tl,4 PL 241 BlsF8(I)-GeDCOS(AeTIA)/(NeV) ePeGeSeEtV*I/(2.0DOeR)_D*GeDSIR(T-A) AS 50
150_N,O,O,O,O,KD,1, e 1) PL, 242 BB-BB*NG*81 lR 51
GO TO 52 PL 243 SBB-NSR*ROoN0 AS 52
51 CALL _EAFF(8*O#25*O*100.OwS.O,1_tAIRSPERD(R/SRC)_*,ZRDaXD*$.S*30.O PL 244 IF (A*GS.O.CDO) GO TO _ AB 53
te300.O,10.O_1oePOVEA AVAILABLN(KZLOVATTSJ_e.TRD,TD,t,2wl#4SO,K,O,O PL 245 CALL CKNGE(SG|) AB 54
1,0,0#KD,I#* _e) PL 2_6 CALL CU4GSISGD) AB 55
52 R£TORR PL 247 _ CO|TE4UE AS 56
E4U PL 2qd Ceee CALCOLATE TSK BZ&S AS 57
ANSuoRB/BRB AB 58
USZTE (JEtITE.5) ASS AS Sg
5 FORGET (1Xe/_JOXwTO(O-o)e/#30X*eIo.68Z_oI*#/.30XwoIee3Aj46UCALCOLA AS 60
SSNAOOTZIE ABZAS(N.LPRG.TETwEI8) EB 1 1TED COISTAIT BZAS EN ANGLE Or ATTACK s ,1PDI&*9#3Z.*I*) AS 61
C AS 2 Xr (D&BS(ABS).LT.S.OD*O7) GO TO T AU 62
C**_ SUBROUTINE 15I&S CALCULATES I CO_STAIT 8£&5 Z_ iNGLE OT ATTAC[ AS ] RRZTE (JVeXT_o6) AS 63
C AB • 6 FOBEAT (30XeeJelRUEeiJee/l_OX_O(e-e)) AS 64
Zfl_L_CZT REALe8(AoB_O-Z) Aft 5 GO TO 9 AS 65
DIBSNS$OR FZT(2JjST(10) A_ 6 7 NR_TE (JUR_TN_8) AS 6&
CONROR TZRE(45GJ_Fl(45O)_F_(4SO)#F3(4SO).F_(qSO|jFS(450)_F6(450)jT AS 7 8 FOREAT (3G_eeIe,3E#*ARGLE-OFoATTACS 8115 _ 500D-070 8TPASSI|G iRA iS 67
17(_5o),rB(qsojerg(45oj,Flo(45oj#Pll(45oj_v2(_sol,r_3(_so|er14(_5o lB 8 1LrSZS.*,13Z_|%/,30EfeIJ_68X,_|e_/,30Z_70(*-eJ_//) 15 68
I),C(qSO,11).X(450,1)_B_AN(250),CFB(1_),SGi(4),SGD(_),FTI(qSO),_T2( AS 9 RETURN iS 6_
1_50)e_NAA(qSO)_CL(450)_XZ(q50),Z1(450)_N2(_SO)_EZ1_EZ2,EX3_EX4#G,S AB 10 Co** CORRECT ARGLE O_ ATTACK AB 70
1,RUO,?ZA,EApZ,PLON,PRZGS,CDLON,C_aZ;R,JR_AD,_VRZTR,JPORC_,ZZXI,ZEX AS 11 9 DO IO Z=l,X AS 71
12tZEX],ZEX4,SETSZC#L%L2,Z_IR(18)_ZE_R AB 12 10 r6(Z)-FG(Z)*ASSeBr AS 72
C AS 13 CoRe BERFORR flOraL EZTNACTZOR AS 73
Ceee ZNZTZALZ_E PARABKTEBS AS 14 CALL RODRL(R.LPRG. F_T_S|B) AB 7_
ZTsO AS 15 ZF (ZKRR.IE*O) RETUR4 AS 75
SrzO.G667DO AB 16 5RN_FZT(LPRG) AB 76
C**e STORE P_RTZNEgT ZNTORRATZOR AS 17 C,e* CHECK FAT ERROR AS 77
1 5RlzFZT(LPRG) AB 18 _F (S'R2. LT.SBI) GO TO I AS 7R
UO 2 Z_1,10 AS 19 FZT(LPR_)-SS1 AS 7g
2 ST|Z) tCFR(Z) AR 20 Ceee AEADJUST ARGL_ OF ATTACK AS 80
Ceee STEP AND CRACK COUlTeR iS 21 DO 11Lsl,K AE 81
ZT=IT_ 1 AR 22 11 F6 (IN -F6 (IN -ABSenT AS 82
IF (IT.GS.2) GO TO 12 AR 23 12 DO 13 _-1,10 AB 83
Ceee SET LOOP PARA_EtESS AS 24 13 CFB(_J=ST(_J &B 84
CELL CUNGS|SUI) AB 25 RETURN &R 85




ZI_'EEX_-I AR 30 _URSOUTZN_ ALPD_L(N#LP_G.RR_ZT) AD |
BB:O.QDO &B 31 C AD 2
EES=O.OOO kS 32 Ceeo SUBROOTZNE ALPDRL _ERFOSflS FREQUEBC_-DEPENDRBT CORRZCTZORS TO THE ED )
Ceee CALCULATE TEE ERAS SUES A8 33 CeOe VALUES OF ANGLE OF I_TAC& AD
DO 4 Zsl_E AB 34 € AD 5
UsFI(X) AB 35 IBPLICET NEAL*8(A-S#O-Z) AD 6
TzF2(_) AS 36 DLflEESZON _ZT[2) esT(q_qsO),SA(q,RSO)eFC(q_ll)_EL(4) AD 7
V-r4(I) AS 37 COSROI TZnE(_SOJ.r1(qso)er2(_SO).F3(qSOi_Fq(45O).FS(qSO)e_6(qSO).F AD B
n-F5(_) AS 38 17(450)_FR(qSO).Fg(qso)_F10(_50).F11(qSO)oF12(4SO)_TI3(ASO).Ft4(450 &D
A-F6(£) iS 39 1),C(450.11)_I(eSO,1),NRAR(25O),CFR(1q)_SGR(q),SGD|4)eFT1(4SO)_FT2( kg 10
ABsDABS(A) &S _0 1450),P_RA(qsoJ_CL(_SO)_CD(qSO)._1(qSO)_X2(4SO)eEX1.EZ2,EX3,RXq,G_S AD I1
leRHOwTZA#EIPIeFLGHwFHIGR_CDLOYeCDHZGfl,JREID. JRRZTEwJPUNCH_IEI1,ZEX AD 12 IL(_)sEIPI ID 72
12mIEXJeIKXewBETJICeL1wL2eIEORH(18) eZEIH ID 13 L8-O ID 7]
COHHOH /LIBE/ICEFTtICDrHTH#ECLCC ID 1q C*Sl PEHFONR LEAST*SQO&EE*DISTIRCE FIT ID ?a
INTEGER ILLS(6)/2,3#3,_eEoJ/elLSD(6)/EjEe_.e#],3/ ID 15 CALL LSD(X2eXleKH,&L#I,BBS*LEoIEEEeJMRITEoHTB) AD 75
C lD 16 IF (LHoREoO) GO TO 17 AD 76
Ceee IIITZALIZE FAEAHETERS ID |7 HRITE (JVRITE, 16) IO 77
HS1zOo]D0 &D 1R 16 FOHHIT (IXa//e_SI,q2RLIFT COEFFICIERTS fit LRISToSQOIER DZSTKICEe/| AD 78
IOFz0 A_ 19 Ce 8e DZEI_R CODE IHD LIET COEFFICIEITS AD 79
IT-0 iD 20 ICD-1 iO 80
YEITR (JVRITE, I) ID 21 CPB(llJ-AL(J) ID 81
I FOIEIT (61,120[°t°)e/#6%,b[t*I),ll,_6HHE_ll FREQUEICl CORRECTIONS ID 22 CFR(12)=AL(2) ID 82
ITO INGLE OF ITTICK,11,6i°e')) ID 21 CFH(13)nIL(3) ID 83
Cee* STORE PERTINENT IYFOIHITIOI AD 2q RIPI=IL(;) ID 8;
DO 2 IzleK AD 25 Ceee CONFUTE INTERCEPT ID 85
5T(1,I)=FE(1) iD 26 IF (JJoEQ.O) GO TO ;7 ID 86
2 51 (lel)zF6(I) iD 27 _CEFTsOKIE [JJtJJJ-CEH(12) eVKAR(JJ} ID 87
DO 3 I-1,10 AD 28 GO TO ;7 iD 88
] FC(lwI) zC/R(I) ID 29 Cere DRFIOLT TO LINEAR LEASToSQUIBZS FIT lO 89
rCIl,II)=rIT(LFRG) LD 30 17 IF {{HTHoEQ.O.OR.HTH,EQ.2).OR,HTH. EQ._| GO TO 19 AD 80
C ees CHECK I¥U STEP COURTER NO ]1 DO 18 I=leK ID 91
IF (IToGR.]) GO TO 59 AD 32 18 CL(1)-CL(1)eCFR(I¢)eF3 (NO iD 92
IT=AKiN ID 33 19 m=mLL${HT_I) ID 93
WRITE (JWNZTE,5) IT ID J; CCee PERFOIR LINEIR LEAST-SQUIRES tit I_ 9;
5 FOURIT (II,//,6K, IITZRITIOIIe,I2,/) ID 35 20 3THPlsRTHtl AO 95
IF (IT.GT.2) ES]=I.GD0 ID 36 DO 27 I-l,R ID 96
tee* CORPUTE PCVES IVIILIBLE lID LIFT COEFFICIEBT ID 37 IF (F6(1)oLE.OeO.AIDoB_B. GE.2) GO TO 28 ID 97
6 DO 7 I=I,K AD ]8 C(I,1)=I.0DO ID 88
FURIII)=CFfl{1)+CFE(2)eY;(I)teEII+CFHIJ)*F_II)¢eEI2eCFHI;)oF;(I)e*E ID J9 GO TO (21,22,2],2_,25,26),ETEFI ID 99
II]}CF_(5)*P;(I)eeER; ID _0 21C(I,2I'F6(I) ID .I00
7 CL(II-(2.0OOCFI(II/(FS(IItF;(I)eGe$}Ie(FT2(I)tG*DCOS(FTI(£)I/Fq(I| 10 ql GO TO 27 ID 101
1-GeF#EI(I)eOSI_(F6(I)}TII)/(Fi(I)*F;(I)*e2)) ID q2 22 C(I,2)=F6(I) AD 102
C tit CH[CK LIFT FUNCTION CO_R FOE DETREEINITION OF IOEHER Or 8_KNO_S AD ;3 C(I,I)=FS(1) ID 103
K=NLLG(_T_I) IO ;; GO TO 2? ID 10;
IF (RCLCC.NE.O) N=NLSD(ETHel) AD ;5 23 C(I#2)=Fb(I) &D 105
IF (ECLCC.EQ°O) GO TO 20 ID q6 C(I,])=F6(I)eeRIPI ID 186
Ce_* ADJUST CL_S, IF NECESSIRF, FOR FITCH RATE DEPENDENCY AO q7 GO TO 27 AD 107
IT ((RTH.ROoO.0H.HTHoEOo2).OR. flTH.EQ.; ) GO TO 10 18 q8 2q C(I#2}=F6[I) AD 108
DO 9 I-I,K ID ;9 C(I,3|=F6(I)*_RKPK ID 109
9 CLII)=CL(IJ-CFE(1;)eF3(I) I_ 50 C(I,_)=r3(I) ID 110
C_*_ ORDER UITA FOR D£T£REIJING LIFT COEFFICIENTS AD 51 GO TO 27 AD 111
10 CALL ASCEK[K,CL,P6jII,12) ID 52 25 C{I,2|-P6{II*eEIPI ID 112
Cue* CHECK FOR NEGATIVE OR _ERO I2*S AD 5] GO TO 27 AD 113
JJ'O AO 5; 26 C(I,2)=F6(I)_*RIPI ID 11;
DO 11 I=I,X ID 55 C|I,))=F3(I) AD 115
IF (X2(I).GT.O.ODO) GO TO 12 A_ 56 27 I(I,1)=CL(I) AO 116
I1JJ=JJ.l AD 57 ICD=2 AD 117
12 EK=K-JJ AO 58 GO TO 36 ID 118
IF (RHoNe. K) GO TO 15 ID 59 28 EXFI=2. ODO ID 119
Csee _TORE VALUES FOR LATER COEFUT/TION A8 60 DO 35 I=IeK &D 120
DO 13 I=l,Jj IO 61 C(I,1)=1.0D0 AD 121
_KIR([)=I2(I) AO 62 GO TO (29,3O,31#32,33,3_),flTHP1 ID 122
13 VKAHtItJJI=KI(II kO 6) _9 C {I,2)=F6(1) AD 123
C*ee ICJUST RER_I_ING POINTS FOR LRIST-S_UIFE DISTANCE AD 6; GO TO 35 ID 12;
DO lq I=I_KH XD 65 30 C(I,2)=F6(I| AD 125
ll{I)=II|JJ_I) ID 56 C 11,3) =F3(Z) AD 125
I; X2IIJ=12(JJ+I) 1} 67 GO TO 35 &D 127
Cee* IKITIILIZE LEAST-S_UIRE-DIITIRCE COEFFICIENTS I8 68 31C(I,2)=F6(I) ID 128
15 AL(I| =CYE 111) 18 69 C (I,3} =F6 (I) "t6 |i) AD 129
AL(2}=CFH(12) IO 70 GO TO 35 ID 130
AL(]I =CF8(131 1O 71 J2 C (Z,EI =F6(I) ID 111
tn
C(I,J)=Fb(I)er6(Z) AO 132 51CLI=CFR(11)_CFH(1J)eFb(I|eCFH[IJ)eF6(1)eeEKpEeCFH|I_)_F3(I) AD 192
C(Ze_)-E](E) KD lj3 GO TO 53 ED 19]
GO TO J5 iU 1J_ 52 CLE=CFH(It)*CFRi1_)eF6(IJ*CFH(1])eF6(Z)*V6(E)*CFH(l_JeFJ(I) AD lel
J3 C(Z_2)=F6(I)eF6([) AD IJ5 _3 SX=(PT_(I)-GeSeRS(ZJeFq(I)eCLK/(2.ODOeFI(I))_GeDCOS(1TI(Z))/FR(Z)* AD lg5
GO TO 35 AU 136 1GePdRA(Z) eUSZS(Fb(Z)eTZi)/(pI(Z)ep_(z)eeR) ) AD 196
3q C (Z,_) At6 (I) *F6(X) iU 137 TglzTSK_SXeSZ AD 197
C(Z,))=F3(1) iD 138 5e C_NtLHUE iO 198
35 K(I,li=CL(Z) AD 139 IF (HCNT.HE.O) _RITK (JHRETEe55) HCHT AD 199
ICE=3 AU IkO 55 FORHAT (IKe//eS_,SkUeee DORIRG KEHTOI-RAPHSOR FOE A_GLE OF ATTACK AD 200
36 _ALL LLSQAR(C,K.KeN,1,_50, RSO, 15,NKABeIEE,J_RITD) AD 1;1 111 HE_TON, ROUTINE ¥ZSflZD TO SEEK COHPLZK ROOTS ,13,7H TLHES.) AD 201
IF (LEN._Q.129) HAITI (J_RITE,3?) iD' IN2 _RITE (JRBITK,56) TSE AD 202
37 VORHAT (1K,//,IOX,eZEEO RATRIX ENCOUNTERED. LO_ATIOR:KL_DELo TO AD lq3 56 FOHHRT [IK,//,]OX,52HFNEQUERCV-DEPEHUENT FIT ERROR FOR A_GLE OE AT AD 203
IREET DATA SET, IF ANd.e,//) AD 1_0 1TACK = ,U20.13,//) lD 20k
IF (lER.EQ.I29)ZEER=I AD 1_5 C _ee COHPUEE FITCH ANGLE CORRECTION DUE TO COEKECTZOES IT AIGLK OF AU 205
IF (EZRA.HE.O) RETURN AD lqb Ceee ATTACK AU 206
CtH(ll)=X (1,1) IU 1;T CALL GAHK(KJ AD 207
DO 38 Z=12,1; AO 1_8 C0€€ P_RFORfl HOGEL KR_HACTIONS AD 2_
38 CPH(Z)=O,ODO AU lq9 CALL flODEL(K#LPRG,VIT,flHB) iD 209
GO TC (39,qO,qt,_2._3_k) wBTHP1 AD 150 IF (EEEE.RE.O) RETURN AD 210
39 CEH(I_)=R(2,1) iD 151 _eee STORE UPDATED VALUES AO ill
GO TO k5 iD 152 DO 57 I=1,10 kO 212
qO CFH(I_I=K(2.1) i_ 153 57 FC (IT_I,I)zCFH(I) AD 21]
CV_(I_)=E(3,1) AD 15_ FC(ZT_1,II)=PIT(LPRU) AO 21_
GO TO N5 iD 155 DO 5H 1=1.N lD 215
_1CFH(12)=I(2,1) AD 15b 5EiLT*I,I)=PR(I| AD 216
CTH(l$)zX(J,1) AD 157 58 SI(LT_I,IJ=F6(I) iD JI7
GO TO N5 XU 158 GO TO _ AD 218
K2 CEH(12)=A(2,1) _D 159 Ceee TES£ _IT ERROR AD 219
CFR(IJ)=X(J,I) &O 160 59 IPL=ITtl AO 220
CFR(I_J=K(N,I) iU 161 PIT (LPRGI=YC(1.11) aO 221
GO TO _5 AO 162 DO 50 J=I,IPL AU 222
K3 CFH(1J)=K(2, I) KD 163 60 IF (PC(J,11).LT.FLT(LPRG)) FIT(LPRG)=PC(J,11) KD 22J
GO TO kS AD 16_ DO 61Jzl,IPL ED 22;
q_ CFH(1JJ=K(2,1) AD 165 61 IF (FC(J,11).KQ.FIT(LPHG))NFKZ=J AD 225
CFH(lk)=I(3,1J AD 166 Ceee REDEFINE COEFFICIRHTS ED 22b
_5 IRITE (JHRITE,k6) iD 167 DO 62 I=1.10 iD 227
_6 FORHAT (IK#//,_5XeqIXLIFT COEFFICIENTS Br LIIRAR LEAST SQU&EES,/) AD 168 62 CFH(I) sFC(NFZT,I) AU 228
LH=O _D 169 Ceee EESET PITCH ANGLE AnD INGLE OF ATTACH AD 22_
_7 dRITR (JNRITE, R8) CFH(11) eCFH(12)eCFK(1J)#ERPL,CFK(1_) AD 170 _0 63 I=l,K AD _30
• 8 PGRHiT (52XeTHCLAO - .D23.16,/e52ReTKcI& = .DR].16./#521.7UCLAX = AD 171 F2(1)=ST(NPIT, I) AD 231
1 ,D2J.16,/,52K,THEKPX = ,D23.16,/,52XjTdCLQ = ,D23.16,1/) AD 172 _3 E6(I)=SA(NFITeZ) AD 232
Ceve CHECK O_ UPDEEE CODE AD 17J IDP=I AD 2JJ
IF (LUP. HE.O) NRITE (JHRZTE,_S) AD 1?_ GO TO 6 ID 2)4
_S PORflAT (6K,6(oee),IK,qEH END FEEQUENCE CORRECTICH5 TO INGLE OF AT AD 175 _K RETURR AU 235
ITRCK. 1Keb(eee).I.6X.12G('_')) &D 17b ENC AO 236
IF (IUP.ME.O) GO TO 6q AD 177
Ceee INITIALIZE FIT ERROR SUH AD 178
TSR-O.ODO iO 179
C eem SOLVE FOR ANGLE OF ATTACK E_ REkTON-HKPHSON AD IHO 5UUEOUTINE NKRTGN(I,ALP#KC_T) HE 1
_CNT=O AD 181 C gM 2
DO 5_ I=I.K AO 182 C _ee SUHROUTIRE NEWTON USeS A HOD1FIED SECOND-ORDER gERTON-RAPHSON H¥ 3
CALL VEHTON(XeA#RC_T) AD 18J C eke _ETflOU TO ADJUST THE VALUES OF ANGLE O_ ATTACK RH q
ALp=A-F6(I) KD 18_ C RH 5
Ceee CCflPUTE ¥REQUERCV-DERENDEHT iRGLE'OF-ATTkCK COKRECTIORS iD 185 IHPLLCIT _EALeH(A'H,O-_) In 6
F6iL)=pE(X)eBSJeALP iD 186 CJ_OR TIHE(_5Cl.Yl(_50) eF2(kSO).F3(q5C),Fq(_5Oj,F5(_50),F6(kSO),p Hd 7
Ceee COHPUTE FIT ERROR EO 187 17(N5O),FU(k50),Pg(_50)eF10(NSO)_P11(_50),F12(_50)jPIJ(_50)eFlq(RSO NR 8
GO TO (50,51.52).1CU lO 18_ 1),C(kSO,11),l(k50,1),NXAH(250),_Ffl(1_),SGl(k),SGO(k),PTl(150),_T2| In 9
50 IF (Fb(I)°GT.OoODO) GO TO 51 AD 18% 1450) ePgRA(NSO)eEI(qSO)#T_(kSC)eXI(;SC)eKR(k50)eEE|eEIR#EXJeKKkeGeS RH 10
CLXzCE_(12)eFb(IJ_XCEPTtCFH(l_)_p3(I) AD 190 I_RH3,TIA, EXPX#PLOd,P_IGHeCDLOR_CDXIGH,JffSAU,JREZTE#JP_ICU.ZZEI,_EK iT II
GO TO 5J AU 1_1 12, IEX]eIEXN,HETRIC,LI,L_,IE_RR(|U)#ZEHR Hi 12
COEIIOE /LA BE/ICEPToZCD_ ETH w8CL_ 11'4 13
C 11 I_,
C EEl |fi SgBROOTZHE EODZL (11, LPEG eFZT_ BIB| BD I
Ctet ZEZTIALIZE PA|ARETEES U11 16 C RD 2
ISIs0 11'd I"/ COte SUEEGUTI"RE ROUEL CALCULI'HIS _w_E POllER LED DEAG ¢O£*?pI"CI"ERTS O1e TEE RD ]
R-El(Z) JR' 18 COte SPECIFIED EODRLS PROB TEE EOOATZO| OF BOTZO]I TARG_'RT TO ]_J_ FLZGRT BO
f-P, (Z) ER 19 COte PATH aU 5
E-F5 (r) EE 20 c RD 6
GD-FT2 (t) RR 21 ZBtLZCZT KEEL*8 (R-RiO-Z) 11D 7
UD-Fll (1) RR 22 DIRHISZOI FIT (2| .ST (18,11) ,TS (10) wLOC (10,18) RD 8
p-toni(r) RR 23 COEEO| TZEE|_50)_,FI(t50),,E2|tSO)#FE(q5G)eP_(t50),E5[ESO),PHt_50),P RD 9
GAflsDAHSIH (BD/11| IIR 2A 17 (R50) f PH (_SOJ j Fg (q50) eFIO (q50), F11(q50) ,P 12 (_50) sFI3 (_50) .FI_ (q50 KD |0
I KuF6(I) IlU 25 1),C(qS0,11).K(q5G, I)wEEIR(250),CFR(Ie)#SGR(q).$GD(Q) orTl|q50) eFT2( EO 11
Coo* atGIE ITERATEOI ER 26 1_50) eI_IIRA [1150) ,CL (_,50) ,EZ (_50) ,11 (_50) ,t2 [_50) ,EzleKI2eEKE,EZ_,GwS RD 12
ICEs0 RH 27 1, RROeTIi, EIPI. PLORePRIGHeCDLOR,CDRZGU, JEEAD. J_KITE, JPORC_ .ZEIleIEZ RO 1]
2 &O=A IV 28 12.IH113oZEIIleBRTEIC,LIoL2_ZE_R_(18; I£ERE RD 1_1
Ctee COHPHTR LZFT COEFPICERRT Kilo DHiIVETIYES El 29 ZR'_EGER lZQR|18)/3,_,5,7,_,5,7,S,b,H,5,6,8,_wS,S,6,6 / ED 15
GO TO (]_5),ZCD Rg 30 DIT l LOC/1e6_H,O, OeO, O,O,O,O.1,2,6_8,O,O,O,OeO,O,t,2,6,8,10,O_O.O, RO 16
3 IF (A.GT.0.0D0) GO TO R H¥ 31 10e0,1,2,6,7,H_Hr10,0,O,0,1,3,6,H,0,0e0,0,0,0_1,],G,H,10,0,n_0,0,0, _;) 17
CL-CPU (12) *IeYCRP_ IlR 32 11, 3, 6e?,8, 9,10, 0,0e0,1,2,3,6,8,0,0,0,0,0, le2,3,6,8,1O,0,0,0,0,1,2e RD 18
DCL_CPH (12) RU 33 13,6,7, H, 9,10,0,0,1_3,_; ,6,8,0,0,0.0,0 _1,3,_6_8, I0,0, 0,0,0,1#3,q,6, RD 19
DDCL-O.ODO RR 3_ 17,8,9,10,O#O_1,6,7,8#O,O,O,O,O_O#1e2,6,7,8eOeO,O,O,O,1,3,6_7,8#O,O SO 20
GO TO 6 R'_ 35 1,0,0,0,1.2_3,6,7,8,0,0,0,0#1,3,q,6,'7,8,0,0,0_0/ RD 21
CL.CPR (11) .CFR (12) tI.CF. (13) OAetH'KPR*CPR (I _) ,,p3 (Z) NR 36 C HR 22
DCL.CPR (12) ,EXpZ*Cp_ (13) tire (EZpZ* 1. OOO) RR 37 ELITE (JRRITE, 1) RD 2]
DDCL.EIpIt|RIPX.t.ODOjeCpRf_3) t_ee(RI_Z*2.0DO) RV 38 1 pOBHET (1Ee////_50E,29H_ 0 D Z L S O L O T I O i; ._,/) RH 24
cO TO 6 HR 39 RRZTE (JYRITE, 2) no 25
5 CL'CPH(llJ*CFR(12) tA.C_H[13) eAeA_CFH[I_|°PE(I) HM _0 2 FOR3AT (28Z,76('teJ,/,2HK#ee'#74Z, e-e) RD 26
DCL:CPR(12) e2.0DOeCFfl(13)eA RR ql Ceee REGEE AWALISIS OR SPECIFIED RODELS BD 2?
DDCLs2.0DOeCFH(13) R11 tie DO 1el LKERzLI.L2 RD 28
COte rOE11 RRETOR-REPRSOH EQOATIOt KR q3 COte DETERRIRE SPECIF£C flODEL AID RURR_E OF 0EKtORRS Rn 29
6 HzGD- (G*SeR*VtCL/(2- ODOeR) *GtDSIE (AeTIA) eP/(W*V iV) ) eG*DCOS (GAB)/V RJ _; JCRTuZEQN E (LHfl_) EO 30
Hp.- ( (GOSH Roy) / (2.0DOOM) cDCL**G*pODCOS (AeTIA) / (R*¥O V) ) JR q5 IHH:IE_E (JCRT) RD 3|
EZ_DABS ((p+Ho_eVtR/[DSII(I eTIA| _ |.OD*6))/p| ER ;6 RPL=O RD 32
Ctt* CHECK FOR REEf-ZERO SLOPE MU _7 CALL CRRGE(SGE) HD 33
If (DARS(flP).LT.1.0D-15.KHD.ISZ.EQ*_) Go TO 11 _R _8 DO q I:l,K flo 3_.
ZF (D&HS(RP|.GE. 1.0D-15) GO TO 7 ER q9 ER-DRRS(P6(I)) RO 3_
ISZ-lSZ*1 uR SO cote TE_T FOE REGATIYE IRGLES OP ATTACK BD 36
CeeO EODIFE pOREE AND STIRT ITERITIOR AGILE HR 51 IF (F6(I) oLT.0.0D0) CELL SIGRS(SGg,IERI_IEK2eZEZ3_£EEq) RD 3T
p-ptEZ RH 52 C tee DETERRIRE GERERIL TRIES FOR E&TRIZ FORR_LITIOR RD 38
GO TO 1 ER 53 TS(1)=DCOS(P6(I)*TIE)/(PI(1)*F_(Z)| RD 39
7 Rpp=GtPtDSIR (AtTII) / (RO_tV) -GeSOReTtDDC_ ( 2. ODOOR) ER 5_ TS (2) sTS (1) tFq (£) *tRI! RD _0
RK_z(Kt/HgP) e(EP/flPP|-2.OOOO(11/RPPJ MR 55 TS (3| :TS (1) eFq (I) eeWI2 R_ _11
Ce*t ADJUST VALUES OP IRGLE OF ATTACK RR 56 TS(q) sTS(1)tr_(I)*eRE3 flD q2
IP (IED. LT.O.ODO) GO TO g RR 57 TS(5)_TS(1)tPq(I)HeREe RD q.]
IF ((_pe_PP) oLT.0.00O| GO TO 8 IV 58 TS(SI-oF5(I}*St_E(I) Oe2/(2.0D0ePI(I)) RD q_
&=A*R p/_ PPtDS_RT (HA D) IV 59 _S (7) :TS {6) eSG R(1) *EROeZRI 1 RD _5
GO TO 10 RR 60 TS(8):TS(6)tSGR(2)OAEttZRE2 ED _6
8 &= A*Kp/RP P-HSQET |EA_| RR 61 TS (HE:TS (61eSGH (3) tEE'tIKES 8D _7
GO TO 10 R11 62 TS(IOJ=TS(6) tSG_|")oIRttIEE_ HD _8
9 A-ioRP/RPP RR 63 Ir (F6(I).LT.0.0D0) CELL CRRCE(SC_) ED q_
ECRT=EC|T_$ 1V 6e COte FOE8 COEPF_CZERTS rOE LEIS_ SQOARES ED 50
GO TO 11 RR 65 DO 3 J=I#RUE SH 51
10 ZCK'ICK.I IR 66 3 C(I,J)=TS(LOC(J,JCET|) BD 52
IP (DABS[A-A0).LZ.$.QD-15.O_.ZCK.GE.20) GO TO 11 RE 67 _ ]_(I.1)=FH|IJ/G*0SIE(?2(I|-_6(IJ| ED 5]
GO TO 2 ER 68 C**O ENACT LEAST SQUIRES SO 5_
11 ALP=A IIR 69 ClLL LLSQAE(C,K_K,IZQ_(JCRT),1,qs0_q50,15, EEII,IRR,JREITE) MD 55
RETURN ER 70 COte CHECK FOR ERROE EO 5_
RED MR 71 IF (IRR.EO. 129) CO TO 5 ED 57
GO TO 7 ED 58
tn
..j
S BBZT_ (JBBZTE, 6) 8D S_ ZF (FZT(LP|G).EQ.1.0D*60) GO TO 18 ED 119
6 TO|BAT (IX_//o10XBoZZBO EATBZX KBCOBITBRED ZI RODEL. TO |lET DATA ED 60 gRATE (J|RZTZ, 17) EBB BD 120
1 S£fe ZF AlZ**w//) ED 61 17 FORBAT (281e*eeef21Z_*80DEL *,Z2ee FOgID TO BE BUT FZTOe22X_*ee*, 8D 121
XEIB=I RD 62 11,28X.*eo,7_Z*oe%/,281,76|'**),ll/l) OD 122
IZTOBB BD 63 GO TO 20 BD 123
Cell STORE VALUES 702 COEPABZSOI ED 6_ 18 lILT8 (JBIZTEo19) ED 124RD 65 19 FOEBAT (288,*eeer218o*80 BODEL FLUID TO B! ADBQUATE*#22Zm*Ile_/,28 EO 125
7 DO 80"1o10 8D 66 lZ,'eo,TBZ**e*,/,28Zw76(ge*),////I BD 1268 ST(JCST,J) sZ(J,1)
Cell DBFZB8 COErFZCZBBTS Z8 COBIBCT 08D88 80 67 Cell OPDAT8 COEFFZCZEIT VALU]L5 BD 127
DO 9 J-1,10 BD 68 20 DO 21 J81,10 8D 128
9 CrB(O)=0.0DO ED 69 21C18(O)-0.0D0 ED 129
DO 10 J=I_IUR ED 70 IOEmZEQI(BIB) ED 130
10 CPR(LOC(JoJCBTJ)sB(J*I) ED 71 DO 22 Osl,EON 8D 131
Ceil DE'rEREZBE FZT 88808 ED 72 22 CFa(LOC(J#BIB) IsST(BIB,J) ED 132
$$Z=0.0D 0 RD 73 88T98| 8D 133
DO 11J=l,g ED 71 BED ED 134
&A_DAB3(F6(J)) ng 75
ZF (pB(J).L2.0.0DOJ CALL S:;BS(SGB.1881,ZBZ2,XEZ3,ZBZ_) 8D 76
p_CFS(1).CFB(2)lFl(j)eeEZl.CFE(3)enB(j)eeBZ2.C,R(q)erB(J)eeBZ3*CPE ED 77
I(5)eF_(j)eIEE B BD ?8 SUBEO_TZ|E F(TeTeDZeCwEJgwJmZPATEeIJ¢ET_ BC|T) FP 1
CD.CFR(G) eCFN|?JOSGB|I)IAReeLEBleCFR(8)ISGE(2)IABeeZKE2*CFR(BJlSGB BD 79 C FP 2
l(3).lEeezEB3eCFN(lOjlSGl(q)eAfleeZZ8_ RD 80 Coo* SOEROgTZEg • US85 _RE BORZT,0BTAL- AED VERTZCALopLAB8 8QUA_ZOB5 On FP ]
Cell CEEC[ pOBEB AID DBAG COEFFZCZEIT BILGE RD 81 Cell BOTZOi TO COBPQT8 COEPATZBL_ PLZGET PATH PAIAEETKES nP B
ZP ((F. LK._LOE.OI.P.GT.PB_GB).OR.(CD. LT.CDI_8.GB*CD*GE*CDE][GB)IEPL BD 82 C FP 5
I-IFL*I BD 83 88PLZCZT B EALe8{&-8_OoZ) nP $
SSsDCOS(FB(JjeTZAjop/(FI(j)eFq(_)).(FS(Jjl_ep_(J)eO2/(2.ODOeFI(J)J BD 8_ £ZTERIAL VA,DDB,DODV,ALP,DBA,PHZDE8 FP ?8D 85 DZBEBSZOE Z(B) eDZ(_)jCX(6) FP 8
leCDeFB(JJ/GeDSZ|(F2(J)'F6(J))) 8D 86 COEROI TE(BSO) eFI(BEO)_F2(eSO),F3(q50)jF_(BSO)#FE(BSO),F6(BEO)_FT( FP 911SSZ-5S_eSSISS
ZF (|F_.GT.0) SSZnl*GD _60 ND 87 lq50) _F8(BS0) en9 (q50) ,P10 (BS0) _Fll (qS0) _F12 (qS0) _F13(850) ,FIG (_5G), FP 10
C*ll gRATE OODEL VALg_ RD 88 1Z(qSO,I1),X(BSO_l),Jgit(250)#CFE(1_)#SGE(q)_D(eJ,PTl(qSOJ_r_2(qS PP 11
ZF (8£_EZC.IE.0) GO TO 13 BD 89 10),PBIA(qS0),ZZ(eS0),r_(_SOI,ZI(BS0J,X2(BS0),BXI_EZ2,EZ3,EXB_G,S_I FP 12
BBZT8 (J_I_TB_12| JCIT_CFB(1)eCFE(6)_CFE(2)_CFE(TJ_CP_(3J,CFR(B)_C 8D 90 lflO#TIA,EX_Z,PLO_:pEIGR_CD_OEeCDBZGB,JKEAD:OEIZTZ_O_UIK:H_BXI_82_ F_ 13
IFE(B) eCFB(9)gIFL_CFff(SJ,CFB(IO)#SSZ BD 91 lZEE3_[EXq_BET|IC_L1eL2jZEQBE(18) jZER8 FF 1_
12 nO|BIT (28ZeeetZeeaODEL e_Z2,3Z_epO - *,1_D23.16_3E_eCDO 8 *elPD BD 92 COB80l /LABB/ALPI_nlsPAC(B)_CLeCD FP 15
123.16_28el_/_28Z_*l*_12Z_pI = _,lPD23.16_3Z_eCD1 " *_1PD23.16_2 BD 93 C FP 16
18..o#/,28XOee,1Z_opOL|TO:6Z:ep2 - *elPD23.16,3X,eCD2 • **1nD23ol BD 9_ cell C&LCOLATE AZBCIAP_ 181;8_ FP 17
16,21,***_/,288*ee,1xeeFIZLBBESOe3Zjep3 - *#1PD23.16,3XjeCD3 " *_1RD 95 ZF (J.IE.1) GO TO I FP 18
1PD23.16,2Xele,/_28Zee.eelZ,e•ejA_,6X_e_ . *,1PD23.16,3Z_*CD8 " * 8D 96 Z(1)bnl(J) FP 19
1:1_D23.16+2Z+eooe/_28ZeoIeeTqz_eeej/,28Ze*Ie,lZ#eFZT EiqoR- leD23. BD 97 GO TO 2 FP 20
116,39XJee_/,288.oe?_zeee,/_28Xee*,?_(o.ej,ele_/,288,*lt_TqZ_* 8D 98 I T(lJ=[(1) eDZ{1)I(Z-Ta(J'I))+DZBI(To_E(J'I)Jll3/2*ODOeDDZBI(T*TB( J° FP 21ED 99 11))113/6.0D0 FP 221* _)
GO TO 1B ED 100 ceee ¢OEPOTE D_ISZTn FACTOR FP 23
13 P0-CF_(1)*1.355818D-3 BD 101 2 FH:(I.0D0-6.86D-6e_(2))*I_.2_DO rP 2q
_1,CPE(2) ll.355818D*3 RD 102 cell ZEZTZALLE£ _ABAHE?BBS FP 25
p2-crN(3)e1.355818D-3 RD 10] ZCETmO FP 26
p3=CFB(_)*103558189-3 _D lOB A-nB(d) FP 27
_-CFN(S)*1.355818D-3 8O 105 TD-F3(J) nn 28
gEZTE (BERATE,12) JCBT,P_,CFR(E),p1,CFfl(TJ,P2,CFH(8),P3jCFB(9)_BFL aD 106 Cl=(2.0DOeT(1)/(GeSIRBOIFEeI(3JJ)e(Dr(q)eGIDCO5(Z(4))/Z(3)) FP 298D 107 C2:2.0DOet(1)/(GeSe|BOeF_eZ(3)eZ(3)) rn 30
I_PB_CFE(t0)_SS8 ED 108 C3=C2*(D_(3) eGe_SZB(Z(B))) FP 311B ST(JCIT,11):SS[
Cell DETERBZBE BEST NODEL BZ rAT £EBOI 8D 109 Cite START BEHTOI-BAPESOI ZTERATIOB PP 32
XCC-ZE_IN(I) ED 110 JB-O FP 33
FZT(LPBG)sST(ICC_11) 8D 111 3 ZCITsZCITel FP 3_
DO 15 J=LleL2 ffD 112 Cell CALCULATE CL# CD_ AID TBEZB DE|ZVAT[VBS FP 35
ZCC=ZE_18(J) BD 113 CALL CLCD(JI_I_TD, CPE#ZEXleXEE2#ZBX3jzExq_ExPX#CZ} rn 36
15 Zr (ST(ZCC_11).LT.FZT(LPRG)) FLT(LPBG)sST(ZCCs11) BD 11q Cell C&LCBLAT8 IEITOI-8A_8$Ol 8_ATIOlS nn 37
DO 16 J=LI_L2 ED 115 FZ-CX(I) eDTiB|A)I(C3*CZ(2))-C1 FP J8
LCC-ZE_U8 (J) ED 116 FI_.CX(])e(C3eCZ(2))/(DCO$(A)IDCOS(I))eDTA|(AJlC8(5) FP 39
16 ZT (ST(ZCC_11)*E0-FZT(LPSG)) 6B6_1cC BD 117 pIPP.CX(B)e(2.0D0eCX(S)e2.0DOI(C3eCX(2))IDTAI(A)J/DOOS(&)*12*CX(_) FP _0
BBZTE (JEEZT_2) ED 118 leDTAi(A) nP ql
Ceee SOLV_ rOB R|GLE OF ATTACK FP ;2 GRflNAI-I.0BO PH 18
RADs(F1P/F1pp) e(F1P/PIpp)-2oODOe(FI/FIPB) FP _J VHIRz80.000 PU lg
Aloe PP _ CILL CBNGE(EGR) PR 20
IF (RAD.LT.O.OD0) GO TO 5 PP _5 Cee* NRITE fiElDER TITLE PH 21
IF ((P1PeFIPP) oLT.G.GD0) GO TO _ pp ¢b NHITE (JNRITE,1) IPATH PH 22
An&*p1P/FIPP*DSQET(RED) FP _7 1PORR&T (1Eo///eq]EwqP(eoe)w/e_IXJeeewqSX,eeoe/jeIXjeeew21eeP&Tff PE Pfl 23
GO TO 6 P_ q8 1RFORBINCE AN&LTSIS ITERATION NO*e,X2w2Zweeem/wqIIw*e*j3Xe*(ILTZTBD PH 2_
q A=I-PIB/P1PP-DS_NT(EAD) FP _g 1E AYD AIRSPEED ASSUREDCOStECT) Ws3Xe*ee#/,_IZ,*e*w_SXjeea#/wqIX,_7 PH 25
GO TO 6 EP 50 1(**0)o//) PH 2b
5 IB&-pIp/PIpp PP 51 Cede CORPUTE ACCELEBATIOHDENIVRTIVE PS 27
HCIT*flCIT*I PP 52 IF (IPBTH. HE.1) GO TO 2 PH 28
GO TO 7 PP 5] CELL rNE(NeP8,TIBE,_T1eFT2,0,15eIo2| PB 29
tee* TEST P0N CONVERGENCE ON BAXIRON ITERATION PP 5_ C*** CORPUTE flI|IEUBNEIGBT PS 30
6 IF (0185(&I*AJ.LT.I.0D-15.OR*ZCNT*EQ.20) GO TO 7 FP 55 2 NESPTTzPI[N)-I.0D0 PU 31
GO TO 3 PP 56 CVe* BEGIN LOOP BUR CORRECTIONH PH 32
Ceee UPDATE CL, CO, PUREE, AID UZIGHT DERIVATIVES PP 57 DO 16 gJE=1,2 Pfl 33
7 JNzl PP 58 C€¢o NKITE LABELS IN ERGLISH OH SZ UNITS PH _
kLPI-& PP 59 IF (RETEIC.EQo0) HRITE [JNN[TE,3) KJK Pd 35
CALL CLCD(IR,AeTD,CPR,IEEI,IEX2,1EII,IEX_,EZPX,CI) PP 60 IF (SETRIC°NE.0) NRITE (JYNITE,_| KJK PR J6
CLzCX(1) FP 61 3 PORSAT (IE,/,51I,ePRTH PENFORSA|CE SUBZTENATIOm*,IN,//,|JX,ITINEe, PH 3?
CDzCI(2} PP 62 17K#I&LTITUDEe,5I,gAINSPEEDO,6E,*G&BRRe,7I*IALPSAo*IOE#eCLe,|1E,eCD PS 3a
pluT(I}ey(]|/(GODCOS(ALPIeTIA})_(DT(3)_GeSeEHO_pHe_(3)_e2eCE(2)/(2 PP 6] I*.9E,e_EIGST_,UI,_PONEN'#/#INZ*'(SECS)_,HX,*(PTJ**PZ,'(PT/SECJe,6K PH 39
1.0D08T(1))eGVDSIN(T(q))) PP 6_ I, _ |RAD)*,7E, e(RAD) O,35I,t(LBp)t,6X*_(PT'LBP/SEC|t#/) PH _O
IF (PI.LTo0,0DO)IENN_I FP 65 _ PORHAT (1_,/,511_ePXTH _EEPOR_INCE SUflITEBETZORO,IN,//,13E_eTIBEe, PH _1
IF (ZERB*NE.0) RETURN PP 66 17Z,e&LTITUDEe,5E,*EIRSPEED*,HX,eGAHflE_,PX_OALPUA*_IOE_°CL_#31Z,*COPU q2
DT(I|:-CePI PP 67 I'*UZ,tffEIGHT_,UK,*PO_ER',/,12N*e(SECSJ_,6X,_(BETERSJe,6I#*(R/SEC)* BY _3
DE_--C_D_(3)o(EEleCPB(2)eT(3|o_(EEI-IoOD0|*EX2_CPB(3)eT(])_e(EX2-1FP 68 I#6A,e(RAD) e,PX#'(RAD)e,33X,e(HEdTORS)0,2X, e(KH)_,/) PH _
1.0D0)*EEIeCF_(_)eI(3)ee(EEI-loOD0)*EI_eCPH(5)e_(3)ee(EI_-I.0D0)) PP b9 Cee* 8EGIN INTEGRATION PH q5
DBF=DDV(T) EP 70 1"1 Pfl _6
DD_Nu-Ce(EKleCPR(2) e((EZI-I.0D0)e_(3)ee|EK1-2oOD0)eDT(3)e¥|3)ee(HI PP 71 T'_IBE(I) PH q7
!1-1.0D0) eDDP)*EZ2vCPB (]) • ((EX2-1.GDO) e¥ (3) e¢ (EI2-2.0D0) cOY(3) *¥ (3) PP 72 ¥ (1)-P1 (I) PH eL
lee (ENNui.Be0) VDDP)*EE3*CFR (_) • ((HI3-1.0D0) e¥ (3) ee (E13-2.0 D0)eDZ (3) PP 73 ¥ (2) =El0 (I) PH _g
let (3) ee (ER_*T.OD0| eDUF) *EIqeCFB {5) v ((Ezq- 1.0D0) e¥ (3) ee (EI_-2.0D0) • FP 7_ ¥ (3) "F_ (I) PH 50
1Dr (3) *¥ (3) e* (EI_-I.0D0) eDDP) ) Fe 75 Y (_)-rTl(I| PH 51
Cvev COBPUrE PINTI&L DEEIVETIVE5 OF E_H&TIONOF BOTIOR PP 76 Sy(2) zFII(I) Pfl 52
IF (EJK.gO.2) GO TO 8 TP 77 Dy(])zFN(I) PH 5J
E1-NSOeYU PP 78 O¥(_)=PT2(Z) _fl 5_
CALL PRETEL(J,¥(I|,EI_&LPI#¥(3) eDI(3)#DI(NJ,¥(_J,DT(_)_PAC,RCRT) PP 7_ flCET_O PH 55
8 RETURN FP 80 NCHT=0 PH 50
END PP 81 CNee ENACT 5OLUTIOR ROUTINE PH 5_
CILL P(T,_eDY_C,KJN,I_IPITH,RCNT#NCNT) PH 58
CNee CHECK PUN ERROR PH 59
IF (EEBB.NE._) RE_UNB PH 60
SUBROUTINE PETH(N,C,EPETN) PH 1 Cee* NRITE RESULTS PH 61
C PS 2 IF (HETRIC.NE.C) G_ TO 6 PH 62
Ceee SUflHOUTIIE PATH IRTEGNETE5 THE VESICLE E_URTIO_5 OF BOTZONTO PH J _BZTE (JVEITE,5| T,¥(2)e¥[3)#Y(q)#ALPI,CL, CD,V(1),PI PS bI
Cee* OBTAIN TIRE SISTO¥IES Or BOTH VEHICLE LID FLIGST PiTH P&NAflETEES PS _ 5 FORNAT (gK,g(IPDI2.S,1X)) PH 6_
C PH 5 GO TO 7 PH 65
IBPLICIT Et&Le8(E-H,O-EJ PS 6 6 NS-r(1)eq.qq82DO P_ 66
DIRE|SION D_(_),_(_),SC(RS0,8| PH 7 HS=¥(2) eO.3Oq8OO P_ 67
COBSO_ TIRE(qS0) ePl(qS0),PN|_SOJ,YJ(_50),_q(_50jeYS(_50),F6 (_50),P PH 8 7S=¥(J) e0*30_8_0 PH 68
17(HSO),P8(q50)_Pg|_50),PIO(_50|#P11(_50),P12(_50)eF1J(_SGJ,Flq(_50 PH 9 PISzPIe103558B0/10_0.0DO PH 69
1),Z(_50,11),I|NS0,1),NNER(25G),CPR(I_),SGN(_),$GD(_),PTI|_50),PTN( PH 10 NBITE (J_R£TE,5) T,HS#VS,¥(,),&LP1,CL.CD,HS,P15 PH 70
IRS0),PRE&(qS0),EE(_50Je¥¥(qS0),II(q50),I2(_5OJ,EII,E_2,EII,EX_jG,S PU 11 CNee STORE &H_LE OF ATTRCN _IPPEIENCE AND PERTIIL DERIVATIVES Pfl 71
I_EHO,TIEeEIPI_PLOd_PSIGh.CDLO_,CDHEGS,JREED,JRBITE,JPUNCH,_EEI,IEE PH 12 7 EUP(I)=ALP1-P6{IJ PH 72
12#IZX]#IEX_,NETRIC,L|,LN,IE_NN|18),IERR PH 13 IF (NJKoEQ.2) GO TO 9 Pfl 73
COBNON/LABR/ILPI,PI,PRC(8),CLeCD PH lq DO H Lzl,8 PS 7_
COBHON/LISg/E_E(€50) Pff 15 8 Sc |I,L)=PAC(L) PH 75
C PH 16 Cede CC_T£NUE INTEGRATION PH 76





T-TIE_(A) Pm 78 RETOH PD 138
I(!)-F1 (I| PH ?J ERD _E 139
Z (2)-F10 (Z) rU 80
Z (3) -_U II) Pm e 1
V (I) -FTI(I) PM 82
UV{2)'FI1(Z) PH 83 SORIOUTZBE PIRT&L(J,V,S,ALP, VwDVeDMeFPEeDFPA_PACoUCRT) PI I
DF|J)-F8|I) P_ 8A C PD 2
Dr(H)'FTZ(I) P_ 85 CeO* SgBIOUTIME ?1|TEL COSPUTES IOHZRICALLI TAR PARTIAL DRRZV&T£VES OF PR 3
C'O* EIACT SOLUTION ROUTIBE PK 8S Ceeo TEE LIFT AID DRAG COEFFICIERTS PJ 1
CALL F(TeFtDVeC, EJEeZeZFJTRoRCRToRCRT ) P8 8? C PJ 5
CeDe CHECK FOB i|tOl F8 88 IS?LICIT REALeO(&-EeO-Z) FE 6
XF (IEBE.IE.0) I_FURI FR' 8g DXREISIOI CX(8) eFAC(8)eFK(2)wCXX(6) FE 7
L'lpee CD_Z:E FOR TOLEIAFCZ LZSI?S P8 gO COHROM TlRE(HSO) er_(eSOJ_F2(qSO)ePJ(eSO)rPH(HSO)oFS(eSO)tt6(lSO)eP PR 8
ZF (I(I).LT.MEHFTZ) GO TO 17 FR 91 17|_SO),FBI_SO).FR(HSOIpFlO(HSO)+F11(_SOI+F12(ISO),F13(ISO)eFIH(_50 FR g
IF (T(ZI.LT.O.000) GO 1"I) 19 P8 22 1),C(_50,11),KIRSO,l)oUKAI(250),CVH(11),SGR(_),S_D(_),FTI(_SOJ,FT2( PI 10
ZF (DIDSIr(e)).;T.;IRRI_ ;0 TO 2; PH 23 11501+FIRA(ISO),CL(q50),CD(ISO),ZU(+50),E2(USOIjEZIjEU+ZZJ+EZHeG,S PE 1!
ZF (T(S).LT.VBZR) GQ TO 23 PU 94 leBUO+TZAjZEpZ,FLOV+pUIGH#CDLOM#CDRIGH+J|ZADeJIEITEeJPUICR,IEXI_ZEI FR 12
CO.* ERITE RESULTS F8 95 12wZ_KJeAEIq+flETELC_Ll+L2,LE_ER|IH)+ZE|E FR IJ
ZP (EgTRACoRE.O) GO _0 10 FS 96 C PE |e
ELITE (RELIVE+5) T,II2) eV(3)elII)+ILFleCL+CD,I(tIjFI FU 97 C**e ZIITIALZZE FACTORS AID PABABETEES PR 15
GO TO 11 F_ 98 FE(1)-Oo99DO Pt 16
TO ES-r(_J_e. HA82DO PH 9g FE(2)=I.0|DO PI |7
RS'V(ZIoO-3018DO F_ 100 TD-FJIJ) PI 18
VS-I(J) eO.JO_HDO PH 101 II-0 FE 19
FIS-PIeT.JSS8DO/10GO.ODO Pff 102 JC:I PE 20
lEITH (3RRITE_5) T,ESeVS+Tiq)+ILFleCL+CDoMS,F1S FU |O] cee* STOLE LIFT AID DRAG COEVFLCIRHTS FR 21
C*** STORE ABGLE OF ATTACK PH 10; DO 11slj8 Fl 22
11AOP(IJ-ALPI-F6(A) PH 105 I CE(I)=CPH(ZtS) FS 2J
IF (EJK.E_.2) GO TO 13 PH 106 Ceee CONFUTE COEFFICIEUTS FOR ZQUATIOI OF BOTIOR Fl 21
DO 12 L=1,8 F_ 107 CI-(2.0D0e¥/|OoSeReW))e(DFFA+G*OCOS(FFA)/V) PR 25
1_ SC(IeL)=FAC(L) F8 108 C2-2.ODOOM/(GIseEoveV) FE 2_
|3 CORTKHUE Pfl 109 C3zCZ*[DVtGeDSAI(FPA)) FR 27
IF (HOlt. BE.0) HRITE (JHEITE,1A) ROUT Ffl 110 C'e* flEGIE COHPUTETIOR OF PE;TIAL DERIVATIVES Ft 28
1; FOBHAT (1E_//+RZ,91ff*e* DURAIG IEHTOI-EApHSOI FOR INGLE OF ATTACK Pfl 111 DO g J1=1#16 FR 29
1ZU F • HOUTIHE 8ISSED TO SEEK COBFLEZ HOOTS ,ZI+TR TIRES.) FR 112 &zALP FE 30
ZF (EJE. E_.2) GO TO 16 FB 113 IT (II.EQ.2)JCzJCel PR 31
ZF (HCHT.RE.O} ORATE (JH|ITE,15) lOST PH 11_ IH-1 FR 32
15 FORHAT (11,//oRXjgqH**e DURIRG R£ITOI-B_PHSOI FOR IHGLE OF ATTACK PR 115 IF ((CJK/2) eZ).EQ.JR)IU-2 PE 33
111 PAHTAL+ EOUTIUE VISEED TO SEEK COflFLEX ROOTS +I3_TH TARES.) Pfl 116 Ce** TEST FOR ZERO COERFACIEHT FE 3!
Cee* CALL DELTa COERECTZOU ROUTIHE F_ 117 IF [CE(JC).EE.O.OD0) GO TO 2 FE 35
CALL DCR(E_ADF,SCeCFR#JMHITZ) PH 118 FAC(JC) tO.0D0 PS 36
16 CCITZHUE FS 119 GO TO g FR 37
SZTOEH PU 120 CUe* RODIFV COEFFICIENT FR 38
ce*e ERROR flESSAGES (TEEHZMATZEG) PH 121 2 CFH(JC_5)zCX(JC)eFE(ZE) PR 39
17 VEZTE (JMRZTE+18) FH 122 ZCITs0 Pi _0
18 VORHAT (1E,//el0x_°AIECRAFT REZGET UARIHUR DECREASED O_ 1LHF OR I FH 123 3 ICMTslCUT*I Fl _5
1.q82 UEMTOHS. DATA REJECTED**) PK 12H JR-0 PR _2
GO TO 25 Ffl 125 cee* CORPUTE CL# CU_ lED THEIR DERIVATIVES FS _3
15 HRITE (JIRITEjZO) FK 126 CALL CLCD(JR+A_TDoCFE,KLA1+IEK2oIEXJ_ZEEA,EKFA+CKZ) FR ql
20 FOHHAT (IXe//,IOX,°ALTITUDE BECARE LESS THIN ZERO. DATA EEJZCTED. e Fa 127 C ere FOBS HEHTOR-8|Ffl$OH E_UATXORS FR 45
1) FK 128 F_zCIZ||)IDTAH|A)eICJtCZE|2))-Ct FR _6
GO TO 25 FU 129 F1F=CXZ(3) e(C3eCZA(2))/(DCOS(A)eUCOS[A))tDTAH(_)eCKI(5) FE e?
21RHITE (JRRZTE,22) FM 130 F1FFzCEI|R)_I2.0D0*CZK(5)eZ, Go0e|c3_CZE(2))eDTAB(A))/(DCOS(A)ODCO5 FR q8
22 FOREST (1t,//,IOXje&DSOL_TE VALUE OF FLIGHT PATH LRGLE EXCEEDED | PH 131 I(A))eCZKI6)eDTAR|&) FR H9
I|IDIAR. DATA REJECTED. e) F_ 132 C*** SOLVE FOR ARGLE OF ATTKCE FR 50
GO TO 25 F_ 113 RAD=(F1F/F1P_)*(F1F/FIFF)-2o0DOe|FZ/F1PP) PR 51
23 EEITE (JHRZTE, 2e) PH 131 lS:i PR 52
2H FORRIT |IEe//+JOK+mIIRSFEED fltClRE LESS THIS THE 8IlIEUfl SPEED. DA FH 135 IF (BAD.LT.O.ODO) GO TO 5 Fi 53
1TA REJECTED. e) FH 136 IF ((F1F/FIFFJoLT.0oOD0) GO TO _ FR 5H
25 IERE=I PH |37 A-A-F|P/F_FP_DSODT |RED) PB 55
GO. TO 6 Pg 56 DO 2 I-riFleR AS 17
B AzA-FIP/F1PP-DS_HT(EID) PR ST 2 IF (IX(I)oLT.RE(fl))H=I AS 18
GO TO 6 PB 58 ZI-XK(J) &S 19
5 AzA-F1P/FIPP PE 5S T2-YT(J) AS 20
iClT=Ei_*l PR 60 XI(J) tRK(8) iS 21
GO TO 7 Pi 61 F/(J)=VZ(E) AS 22
6 IF (DEBS(AS-A).LT.¶.OD-1S.OE.ICBT.GE.20) GO TO 7 PB 62 ZZ(fl)zT1 AS 2J
GO TO 3 PR 63 3 TY(B)=T2 IS 21
7 IF |||JZ/2)e2)oE_.JZ)AI-A PR 61 RETURN AS 25
ZF |((JZ/2)e2)oRQoJ%)A2=i PB 65 ERD 15 26
IF (((JI/2Je2) oEQoJX) GO TO 8 PR 66
GO TO 9 PR 67
Ceee COREOT_ PARTIAL DERIVATIVES AID RESET COEFFICIENTS PR 68
8 PIC(JC) u(12oA1)/(F%(2)-FK(1))/CX(JC) PR 69 SUBBOUTZIE CLCD(L#AjPHrC, IF.XlrZEZ2,IEK3wZEIqjRZwBI CD I
GEE(JCeS)-CK(JC| PB 70 C CD 2
g COI_ZIU| FR 71 Ceee SUBROUTLIE CLCD CALCULATES LIFT AiD DRAG COEFFICIENTS AID THEIR CO 3
|_HR| PR 72 CORe DERIVATIVES RHER HEEDED CD 1
KID PE 7J C CD 5
ZflPL_CIT EEALeU(E-H,OoZ) CD 6
DIBHRSIOR C|lq),B(6),S(e) CD 7
COBBOI /L&B2/ICZPT.ICD.BTfl.HCLCC CD 8
SUEEOOTIHZ FZTERB(FwK,Z) FR 1 C CD 9
C FR 2 CORe CONFUTE DRAG COEFFIG£ERTS &RD DERIVATIVES CD 10
Ceee SUBROUTINE FITERR CHECKS FIT ERRORS AID STORES FR 3 CELL CBNGE(S) CD 11
C'e* CHEST* HOD£L EXTRACTION COEFFICIENTS TR I IF (R.LT.O.ODO) CALL SIGRS(S,ZKAI,IEK2,LEK3,LEIR) CD 12
C FR 5 AHzDABS(A) CD 13
XBPLXCIT R||LeU|A-E#OoZ) FR 6 B(2)=C(6)*S(IJeC(T|eABeeIEII+S(2)eC(S)eRSeeZEZ2tG_3)eC(9)eA_e*IER3 CD 11
DIBEHSZOI E(ll) jlZ($e) FR 7 I_S(q) eC(IO)eAMO*I£KI CD 15
C FR 8 IF (AoLT. O. ODO) CALL CHlOE[S) CO 16
IF {L. JR.1) GO TO 3 TR 9 IF (L. NE.O) GO TO 1 CO 17
I F1-F FR 10 LlzIHXI-I CD IB
DO 2 Jtlel_ FR 11 L2-IEZ201 CD 19
2 XZ(J)-Z(J) TR 12 L3-IBE3-1 CD 20
EZVORR FR 13 L;=ZSK_-I CD 21
3 F_F FR 1_ LS=LI-I CD 22
ZF (F2.LT.F1) GO TO 1 FR 15 L6 =L201 CD 23
F-F1 FS 16 L7-L3*I CO 2_
DO I J_1B11 FR 17 LBzL_-I CD 25
I Z(J) siZ(J) FR 18 IT (A.LT.0.0D0) CALL SZGIS(S,LI_L2,L3wL_) CD 26
RETUR| FB 19 S(5)=S(1)eZEXleC(7)VAEeeLI_S(2)_ZEE2*C{B)eA_VOL2_S(3)wZEK3eC(9)eAB CD 27
rED FR 20 leeL3tS(q) eIERRec(IO)eABetL_ CP 28
IF (A. LTeO.ODO) CALL SIGRS(S,LS,L6wL?_L8) CD 29
fl(6)=S(1]eIER1*LleC(7)eAfleeLSeS(2)eIEX2*L24_(8)ekNeeL6*S(3JeIEK3eL CD 33
13*C(9)*Afle*LTeS[e)eZEI_eL_eC[10)eER*eL8 CD 31
SUBROUTINE ASCEE(E,F,K,TT,KE) IS 1 IF (A.LToOoOUO) CALL CURGE(S) CD 32
C AS 2 c'e* CU_CK FORM FOR LInT COEVEICIERT EXPRESSIOR CO J]
Gee* SUBROUTINE ASCHE BIDERS DATA OF K VS. I BE ASCERDIRG I AS ] 1 GO TO (2.3._).ZGD CD 3_
C iS q Gee* CCBPUTE LIFT COEFFICIERT AID DE_IVRTIIES CD J5
ZBPLICIT EEELeB(A-ffwO-E) iS 5 2 IT (A.GT.O.0D0) GO TO ] CD J6
DIBHRSIOB V(E)eVV(I)eI(I),K%(R) AS 6 D(1)zC[t2)*A*Vec(lqJePE CD 37
C AS 7 IF (L,RE.O) GO TO S CO 38
Gee* STORE IRPUT VALUES is 8 B(3)-C(12) CD 39
DO 1Jsl,R &S g B(_)=o. OgO CO _0
VV(J)=V(J) IS 10 GO TO 5 CD _I
1ZE(J)zE(J) iS 11 3 fl(I) zC(ll)*C(12)eltC(13)eAeeEXtC|l_) eFR CD ;2
RSI=R*I 15 12 IF (L. NE.O) GO TO 5 CD 43
Ceee ARBRIGE II iSCERDIRO ORDER IS 13 B(J)zCIt2)eEEeC(13)eAVe(EI-l.0D_) CD _;
DO 3 a=1,iB1 iS 1; B|q)zER*(EE-1.ODOJeC(IJ)eAe*(EZ-2. ODO) CD q5
BzJ AS 15 GO TO 5 CD _6
BPI=J*I AS 16 q B[1)=C(11)*C(12)eAtC(13)eR_A*C(1_)ePE CD _7
c_
IF (L. RE.O) GO TO 5 CD N8 C*ee J.H. &HLBtRG, ZTIL. &CADEB[C PRESS, ISi lO|Ee 1967 SP 7
B(3)tC(12),2.0DOeCK13)eA CD _9 C SP 8CD 50 XBPLICXT REILe8(&-BeO-Z) SP 9
S(el-2.0DOeC(13) 10
5 RETURi CD 51 DIRERSIOR X(R) rE(N)eAA(ReN)*BB(qe1827),CC(_,1827)*DD(q*1827)#U(182 SP
END CD 52 17) oQ(IU27JeU(1827),EE(Re1827) SP 11
C SP 12
JflltJ-1 SP 13
DO 1ZwtelB1 SP 1q
5URRORTIUD DCt(lfAUoErCwJgR£TE) DC I 1U(ZJ-L(I*I)-I(I) SP 15DC 2 CeNt HO_IPZED LEFT-filED ZRD CONDITION THAT ALI.EVIATES Tfl| NEED TO SF 16c
Ce*e SUUNOUTZNE DCR SOLVES FOR DELTA CORRECTIONS TO RE APPLIED TO LIFT DE 3 C*ee SPECIFV THE I-DKRINATIVR OF Z AT POINT 1 SP 17
C.e* END DRAG COZFFICIERZS OC q Q(1)x-31.0DO/32.0DO SP 18
C DC 5 ff$-U(1) SP 19
IflELICIT NEALeU[A-UwO-Z) DC 6 fl2-U(S) SE 20
OIHERSIOI AD(NSO),P(tSO,O),C[IN),F(U),A(8,2),8(8) _ 7 flJzR(3) SP 21
C Uc 8 _(1),V(1)e(32.OOO*Ul*;2.0DOeH2*21.0DOeRS)/(Kleff2)/[K1*i2*BS|-Z(2)* SP 22
Coo* IIlTIALEZE VACTONS RID COEtFICIEITS DC 9 l(11,0DOeN1,_2.0DOeUSe21.0DOeUJ)/|BStNS)/HSeI(J)*Hlo(II.0DOeS1121*O SP 2]
DO 1J=lw8 DC 10 1DOe(XS*SS))/(RI*HS)/E2/SS-V(N)*U1*(11.GDOeSI*21oODOeBS)/(S2eSSJ/(H SP 2q
F{J)-I.0DO DC II 11aX2*SJ)/H3 SP 25
IF (C(JtSJ.E_.O.ODO}F(J)-OoODO DC 12 Ceee GENERATE IRTISSAL U(I) BE ELGOEITSRE GIVES al ABLSERG SP 26
A(jfl)=O.ODO DC 1] U(1)=S.GDOeU(1)/U1/16.OUO SP 27
1A(4,2)-O.ODO DC I_ HB=S(1) se 28
Ce** SUN PNDDUCT$ OF pASTIALS DC 15 IV=V(2) SP 29
DO 2 J-l,R DC 16 VH-I(1) SP 30
DO 2 L11,8 DC 17 DO 2 I-SlUR1 SP 31
A(L, 1)=A(L, 1)ep[jwL),p(joL)eF(L) DC 18 HHwS(I) RE 32
2 &(Lp2|zA(L,2)*P(JwL)eAD(J) CF(L) DC 19 VP=V(I*I) SP 33
C*ee INITIALIZE DELTA CORRECTIONS DC 20 D=3.ODOe((ypoII)/HS-(VV-ER)/HH)/[SHeSU) SP 3_
DO 3 L=1,8 UC 21 C-C.5DOeSH/(HS*H_) SP 35
3 O(L)=O.ODO DC 2_ A=O.SUO-C SF 36
Dee* CALCULATE CORRECTIONS DC 23 p=AeQ(I-lJ*I.0DO 5F 37
DO q L=1,8 DC 2_ Q(I)=-C/P SP 38
IF (A(L,1).EQ.O.OUO) GO TO q DC 25 U(IJ=(D*A*U(I*I))/P UP 39
D(L)=A(L,2)/£(L,I) DC 26 HHsflS SP qO
CORTIRUS IX: 27 IflzVV SP ql
Cee* SPELt CORRECTIONS DC 28 2 TI=TP SP 42
DO 5 Lull8 DC 29 C**e BODZFIED SIGHT*HARD END CORDITI0i THAT &LLEYZATZS THE lEER TO SP _3
F(L)=C(L,5 ) PC 30 Dee* SPECIFX THE I-DER$V&TIVE OF I AT POINT l 5P _
5 C(LeS)sC(L*S)*U(L) DC 31 A=31.ODO/32*ODO SP q5
CUe* gRlTR OLD AND 1£I DRAG AID LIFT COEFFICIENTS AID DELTAS DC ]2 P=AeQ(R-1)_I.0DO SF _6
RSZTE (JNBIt£,6) (F(L),H(L),C|L*5),L-I,8) DC 3] dl=S(RHI) SP 17
6 FORMAT (lI,///,qSl#'FATS PERFORNARCE DRAG AiD LIFT COZF|ICIEIT UPD DC ]i flS-S(lHl-1) SP qS
1ATE¢//,_2IeOLU*22IODELTA.,22I,.REW*,//#26I,.CD0 : t. D23.16.* • DC 35 HS=H(Nfll-2) SF _9
1 e,DSJ. 16,* = *,D23.16,/,26R#iCD1 : *,D_3. lbe* * ',D2J.16** = *,D2 DC J6 DzV|R) e(jS.0DOef11.qS.ODOef12121.0DOeUS)/(S1eS2)/|SleSStSJ)-E(lM1)e( 5P 50
13.16,/,261,tCO2 : *.D23.16,* * *,D23.16#' = *,D23.16./,;6I,*CD3 : DC 37 111.ODOef11._2.0DOeS2.21.0DOef13)/(S2*HS)/f12.I(gal-1)eXl*|ll.ODOeS1*2 SP 51
1',D23.16.1 * 1.D23.16,* = t.D23.16,/.26Z,tCDq : 1.D_3.16,* * 1,D23 DC 38 11.0DOe(_2,flS))/(S1*K2)/S2/D3*I(RRI-2)eHie|11.0DOeS1*21.CDO*SS)/(S2 SP 52
1.16,' - .,D2J.16,/,26I,'CLA_: ',D23.16,' * '.D23.16,' = **D23.16,/ DC 3g 1.S3)/($1,ff21S3)/S3 SP 53
1.2bK.'CL_ : 1,D23.16.' * *.D23.16.' " t.DZJ*lR./.26I,tCLAI: '.D23* DC _0 D_3*OOOeD/HI/16*ODO SP 5_
116,* * 0.D23.16,' " teO23*16.///) D_ _I U(II=(D-AOO(R'I))/_ SP 55
RETURI DC _2 C*O. SOLVE FOR THE SELIIE COEFFICIEITS COSRESPONDING TO ASLBESG H[O) TO SP 56
EID DC qJ c'e* B(l) AiD STORE THEft IN THE O(I) SP 57
DO 3 JtlelR! 5P 58
I_SoJ SF 59
j U(I)=_II)eO(I,1)tU(I) SP 60
SUBROUTINE SFLllE(l,V, Reli,IC) SP 1 Ceee PORfl THE SPLIIE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE COiNEITIOSAL FORE OF i CUBIC SP 61
C SP 2 Ceee PCLVROSIAL F_CB THE U(I) SP 62
CUe* SUBROUTINE SPLIRE FINDS THE SELATIOSSSIP BETWEEN FUSCTIOR VALUES SP 3 UU=H(1) SP 63
C e*e AND ALLCNS THE CALCULATION OF DERIVATIVES SP • II=I(l| SP 6q
C*ee REFERENCE FOB THIS flETUOD IS: SP 5 IT=V|1) SP 55
CONe THE THEOSF OF SPLIRLS AID THEIR APPLICATIONS SP 6 DO 4 I=1_lH1 SP 66
Upt9(I*I) SP 67 GO TO 22 SF 127
EP=E(Z*I| SP 68 20 DO 211=ltRnl $P 128
YP=T(I*|) SP 69 IF (X(I)°LE.T. ARD. Z(Zel|.GT.T| GO TO 22 $P 129
UU=R(I| SP 70 _1 CONTINUE SP |NO
&A(1,I)=iUP-UD)/RR/6.GDO SP 71 %=JRI SP 131
&R(2, I)*O.SDOe(ZPeUD*Z%eRP)/nR SP 7_ 22 Z=3.0DOeCC(I:I}eT*eRe2.0DOeCC{2,ZJeT.CC(],I) SP 132
AI(IeIJ=O.5UOe(UPeEZeZE-DUoNP*RPJ/EEt(UO-O_)eEE/6.ODOt(YP-EIJ/fffl SP 73 RETURN SP 133
RA(NeI):(UUeXPeRp*Ip*UpeR%e%ReRR)/flR/6oODOe(Ope%I-UDeKp) *88/6.0801 SP,. ?N C IP 1]q
l(y1eRP*rpexK)/fl8 SP 75 ENTRE &ZX(TwZ) SP lj5
XEsXP SP 76 CeOO DETERRIRE ANGLE OF ATTACK AT TIRE T SP 136
UU*UP 5P 77 IF |T.GT.EI1)) GO TO 23 SP 137
4 ET=_P SP 78 Z-! SP 138
IF (IC. EQ.0) GO TO 1J SP 78 GO TO 25 SP lj9
C tee sTORE _OZFPICIEHT5 POE LETTER USE SP EO 23 DO 28 I:1,88¶ SP 110
GO TO (5wTegell)_IC SP 81 IF (I(I) oLE.TeANDoI(Z_I)*GT.T) O0 'l_ 25 SP I_1
5 DO 6 IulwlR1 5P 82 28 COR_IIOE SP lq2
DO 6 J1-1,1 SP 8) Z=IR1 SP lq3
6 BR(JlwI)=AA(J1,I) SP 8q 25 E:((UD(lwI) eTeDD(2, I))eT_DU(3,I))IT_DD(I,I) $P Tqq
00 TO I] SP 85 ENTER8 SP lq5
7 DO 8 Itl,UDI SP 86 C SP 186
D0 8 Jl=l.N SP 87 ENTRE DDDVX(TrZ) SP lq7
E CC(Jl,IJ'RA(JloZ) SP 88 CNee DETENRIMS 3NO AIRSPEEDDERIRATZPE SP lq8
GO TO 13 SP 8g IF (T.GT.E(IJI GO TO 26 SP 1;9
9 DO 10 I=lwlR1 SP 90 l=l SP 150
DO 10 J1=1.1 SP 91 OO TO 24 SP 151
10 DP(Jl,[)=iA(Jlel) SP 92 26 DO 27 I=lelR1 SP 152
O0 TO 13 SP 93 IF (R(IJ.LE.To&ND.I(Iel).OToT} GO TO 28 SP 153
11 DO 12 [:1,8fll 5P gq 27 CONTINUE SP 15q
D0 12 Jl:l,N SP 95 1-881 SP 155
1_ EE(JI,Z)'A&(JI.Z) SP 96 28 Z=3*ODOeEEII,I}eTee2e2.OOGeEE(2mI)*T*EE(3,I) SP 156
13 RRTGEI SP 97 RETUR8 SP 157
C SP 98 END SP 158
ERTEE VIE(TeE) SP 99
Ceee DFTEi_INE AIRSPEED IT TIRE T SP 100
IF (T.OT.K(1)) GO TO 11 SP 101
1_1 SP 102 SUBROUTINE PII(E#P.IePP,PPP. ID,NS,II.IC) PI 1
GO TO 16 SP 103 C F8 2
lq DO 15 I-I,lB1 SP 101 Ci;t SUERODTIME FlI USES REITOIaS INT£RPOLATIO8 rOlflU Ts TO CORPUTR PJ 3
IF (K(II.LE.T. ARU.Z(Iel) oGToTJ GO TO 16 SP 105 CUte ADDITIONAL POINTS FOE CUBIC SPLINR ANiLTSIS PN 1
15 COITIRGL SP 106 C pl 5
IslE1 5P 107 IRPLICIT EEALe8(I-U,O-Z) FE G
16 ZJ{(BU(lwK)eT*BS(2_l))eTtBB(3,I))eTtUB(_,IJ SP 108 DIUEISION F(K)oI{K)oFP(S),FpP(K)#XE(1827),E(1827J,&&(Iw1827),FPS(1PN 7
UETDNN SP 109 1827) F8 8
C SP 110 C pN g
ERTBT DVX(T,Z) IP I11 Cue* THE ABE&IS ARE PROTECTED AGAINST *OVERPLUS j Dr THE FOLLCUIUG CARDS FI 10
€*ee DETERRIRE ACCELERATION AT TIRE T SP 112 NB=K_(i-1) eiZt2*iS FR 11
IF (T.GT.E(1)) GO TO 17 SP I11 IF (RO.EO.X) GO TO Q FN 12
I"1 SP 11; If 188.LZ.1827) GO 20 I P8 13
GO TO 19 SP 115 lit3 Fi lq
17 DO 18 1-1,881 SP 116 N8115 rN 15
IF (K(I).LE.T. AND. R(Iel).GT. TI GO TO 19 SP 117 NesK_(K-1) VlI*2eiS F8 16
18 CONTINUE 5P 118 CUe* INITIALIZE PAN&ENTERS FI 17
INNS1 SP 119 1DP=1.OD-12 pE 18
19 Z*((CC(1,IJeT*CC(2, I))eT*CC(3,I))*T*CC(_,I) SP 120 8=l(2)-X(1) PN 19
8ETDRN SP 121 ZZs-H FE 20
C SP 12Z EC-U&SS(AK/(IS*II| PX 21
ENTER DDVXX(T,E) SP 122 XIH=D&BS(XX)*E(K) pN 22
Ceee UETERRINE 2ND AIRSPEED DEBIVATI¥E AT TIRE T SP 121 XCX=XC PN 23
IF (T.GToX(1)) GO TO 20 SP 125 8=C P8 24
Is1 5P 12_ L-I FN 25
o_
L_
J_6 FJ _b C'e* DERIVATIVE F/i 86
2 R-B*1 FR 27 CALL SPL_NE(/I/IwFPS_,Z_rA/IwlC) FR 87
Cee* DATE/AKIN L' THE INT/I/IVAL IN QU/ISTIOR FR 28 IS-O F/i 88
ZAr-XI_.IC FR 29 DO 8 I=L1,L2,,L3 F/i 89
IF (/RIBS (XI-XIH) .LT.DF) IR-RIH Pl 30 II-II4'l ru 90
IF (KK.GE.IIB) GO TO 3 FR 31 JlI FN 91
IF (D&BS(IZo/I(LI).LT.DF)XIzI(L) FR 32 ZF (I.E_.L2)JzJ-1 FR 52
IF (DA_S(KX-E|L_I))-LT-DFJ XX'K{L _1 ) FJ 33 Fpp(II)_3.0DOeAI(I,J|*XF(I)ee262.0DOeAA(2,J) eZY(Z)*l/i(J,J) FR 9.1
IF (IR.FQ.Ji(LelJ.ARD.XK.LT.X(K))L sL''t Ftl 34 8 CONTINUE F/i 94
IF (DkflS(XXo/I(J-2))-LT,DT)XXzX(J'2) FR 35 9 REFURR Yg 95
IF (REoZQ. A (J-2) .ARD.J- LT-/i) JzJ*! FII 36 END FE 96
C'e* CORPUTZ THE RERTOJIAR COEFFICIENTS FR 37
AO-F (J-S) FR 3H
1 I= (F (j.4) .F (j-5)) / (R (j-4) -I (j-5)) FR 39
A2.(F|j.3).(AO,Al,(i(J.3)-X{J-5))))/((X(j-3)°K(J-5))e(R(J°])-A(.3-4 FR 40 FUIICTION VI(T) V& I
I))) Fll ql C Vl 2
nj.(F(j.2).(kO,A1e(Z(j-2)-W(j-S))e12e(X(J-2)-l(J-S)|e(I(J°2)-X(J-_ F_ 42 ceee FUNCTION Vl [KITH SPLI/IE) DETEAKIEHS TH/I &IESPE/ID ET TIRE T FK ]
I))))/((K(j.2).X(J.5))e(][(j-2)oR(j.4))e(r|J-2)-X(J-3))) FR 43 C VA N
14.(F(J.1)-(IO,A1*(X(j.1).X(J-5))eA2e(X(j°l)°I(J-S)|*(X(Jo1)oX(J-4 FR 44 IH_L£CIT REALeR(A-H#OoZ) Fl 5
1) ) ,A3, (I (j-l) -X (j-5))* (I (j-l|-X (J°_)) • (Z (J-l) -X. (J°3)) )) / ((Z (J-1) -X FR 45 C Vl 6
1 (J.51 j, (X (j.1) .X (j.4)) v (X (J- 1)-X (J-3)) • (Z (j-t) °I (J-2))) FN _6 CALL VEX(T#I) VA 7
SSz {F (j) _ (ROe/ale [l (j) .X (j-5)) _A20 (IF (j) -]r (J-5)) • (l (J) -X (J-_)) *JL_e (X Ell 47 VA=][ VA /i
1 [j) .I (j.5)). [Z (j) -I (j-q))* (x (j)-K (joj)) tlqe (I (J)-I (J-5}) • (R (J) -I (J FN 48 /IET_ RI Vl 9
l.q) ), (l(j) .X (j.3)) * (I(J) .I {J-2) ) ) )/( (X (j)-X(J-5}) • (K (jJ-K(J-_.))€ (K ER 119 END Vl 10
l(j) .X (j.3)), (K (j) -z (j-2)) € (R (j) -x (j- 1) ) ) F/i 50
cee': CORPUTE ADDITIONAL POINTS BF INTERPOLATION FN 51
F (M) =AOe&le (XX-X (J-5)) _12* (IZoI (J-5)) • (XX-)[ (J-4)) +A3e (IX-I (J-5)) e ( FR 52
1KXoK(jo4)),(XX.K(Joj)),A_V(KIoX(J-5))*(IX-X(Joq))e(KX-R(J-3))e(XX- Fg 53 FUNCTION DUN(T) F2 I
i1 (j.2)) +AS, (/iXolr [j-5)) * (XX-X (j-_,)) v (XX-X (J°3)) 8 (XK-X (J-2)) • (XZ-K (J FR 54 C V2 2
1-1)J FR 55 cee* FUNCTION DRY (NITH SPLIRE) DETEAHImZS THE RECORD DE/IIVITZFE OF V2 3
RV(R) zXK FR 55 C*** II/ISPEED AT TIRE T ¥2 4
C.e* DETE/IRIRH IJTERVAL IRCRLEERT FM 57 C V2 5
ZF (AA. GE.K(1).ANU.IK.LT-I(K))AC=(I(L_T)'I(L))/(_I_I) FR 58 IRPLICIT IIEILeR(A-H,O-Z) F2 6
IF (XI.GE. X (/i))IC zXC/i FR 59 C F2 7
GO TO 2 FN 60 CALL DDVXI(T#X) V2 d
3 EJ=fl-1 FR 61 DDV_X F2 9
q IF (NB.EO.K) KNzK FR 62 RETU/IJ F2 10
C*** CCBPUrE SPLIRK COEFFICIEJTS FR 6J EmD V2 11
C/ILL SPLI RE (KR #Y#IY,EA # IC) FR 6_
IF (IC.NE.O) GO TO 9 F/i 65
cee* COHPUTZ FIRST DERIVATIVE /if DIFFERERFIATIOJ OF SPLIRE FIT FN 66
L 1=KS;'1 FN 67 FU RCT$OR DDDV (I) V3 I
L2=AU.RS FN 68 C V3 2
L31RI,1 FR 69 C*** FURCTIOR DDDF (_ITH SPLI/IE) DZTE/IEINES THE THI/ID DERIVATIVE OF V] ]
iIzO FN 70 C*** IIR3PEED AT TIdE T V3 4
DO 5 I=L1,L2,L3 FR 71 C V3 5
II=II'1 YS 72 IRPLICIT /IEALe8 (A-H# O-Z) 13 6
J=I Fll 73 C V3 7
IF (I.E_.L2)JzJ-1 FN 7_ C&LL DDDFX(Tjr) V3 8
Fp (111 z3.0DOeAA [I,j) *ill (i) **2v2.0DOeAA [2#J} ¢Xlf (I) *&l (3,d) FR 75 DDDY=I F3 9
5 COBTIKUE FR 76 RETU/IN V3 I0
CeeV CHECK FOR RECORD DE/IIVATITE /IEQUEST FR 77 /IRD V3 11
IF (RO./i(,_.2) GO TO 6 FN 78
GO rO 9 FR 79
C'We CCKPUTE ALL FI/IST DEUIVITZVES _O/i SPLIRE _IT FR 80
/iDO 7 I=leKN FN 81 FONCTZOP /ALP(T) /i1 1
•1=I FN 82 C Ik 2
IF (Z.ZQoH_)J =J'1 F_ 83 cee* FUNCTIOI ALP (KITH S_LIRE) DETE/IKIYES THE ANGLE OF &TTIC/I AT An ]
7 FPS(I)=3.0DOeAA(1,J)eIT(I)ee2*2-ODOe&A(2,J)eIT(I) *AA(J#J) FN 8_ cee* TIRE T 11 q
C*ee COEPUT_ SECOND DERIVATIVE BY DIFFERENTI&TIOR OF $PLIRRD FI/iST FN 85 C At 5
IHPLICIT EZALe8II-HeO-E) AA 6 ¢eeo CORPUTZ DERIVATIVE5 AT PDEfXOHS TIRE POIl! FF ]H
C A£ 7 DH:VeDSIM(GHK) FF 39
CALL 31Z _wl) kk _ D2H:DltDSXI(GHX|tDGIxtqtDcOS|GHX) FF t0
ALP:X AA 9 D]H:(F2-F_DGHKeDCRX) tDSI|(GRX) t(2,000eDFeDGHZeVOD2GH) eDCOS(CR_ Ft q|
EETUIR AA 10 ORH-(VI*3.OD0eFeDGaXeD2GH-3.CDGeDFeDGHZe*2) eUSXR(GRI)*(J,0D0eX2eDG FF 62
RED AA 11 IBX-I_OGRKOeIe].0D0eOFeD2GH*FeDIGE)eDCOS(GEX) FF qJ
IF (OJGH.EO.0.0D0) DRHU0o0D0 FF qq
THTI-T-T1 FF _5
Ceee ESTIHATE ALTITUDE FF 46
FUMCTIOI OVA(T) OF I H=H*TRTle(DHeTflTle(O2E/2.000tTET1e(DSH/6.0OOtTHTleDNR/2_oODO))) FF e7
C OF 2 Ceee ES_IHATE DENSITY FF e8
CONe FUHCT[OI DFA (¥lTfl SPLIKE) DETERHINES THE FIRST D£RIFATITE OF DV ] H2zHHOe(le0DO-6.EiD-beHJeo_.26DG FF 49
CeNt AIRSPEED OF 4 R|ET=H2-R FF 50
C DF 5 Ceee CGRPUTE POHEE IT PERVIOUS TIRE POINT FF 51
XHPLICIT UEaLeH(A-H,O-Z) 09 6 PXuCFH(1)eCFR(2)oqeeEX1,CFfl(3)eVeeEX2eCFH(4)eleeEIIeCFfl(5)eVeeEEN FF 52
C DF 7 C_ee DETZERZRE YRIGR_ DIRIlkTIIES iT PRIFIOUS TIRE POINT FF 53
CALL DFX|TeK] OF 8 DR_-FePK FF 5e
DVizX DV 9 D2g=oFeDVe(EXI'_CFfl(2) eVee(EXI-I.0DO)_EX2eCFfl(3)eReO(EX2-1.0DO)*EX3 FF 55
RETURN OF 10 IeC_H(4) eVee(EKS-lo000)*EI_CFE(5)eFee(EXA-1.0DO)) FF 56
EgO OT 11 DSUz-Fe (OFee2e |HI leCFR (2) • (EX1-1o ODO) • Use (EX 1-2°000) tEX2eCFH (3) • (R FF 57
112-1.000) eVeR (El2-2.000) _EXIeC fH (_) * (EX3-1.000) eVeR |EEI-2.0 _| * Eiq FF 58
leCFH (5) e (EXA"I.0DO) eV_e (EX_-2. ODO) ) t V2e (El leCFB (2) eVeN (HI I- I, ODO) * FF 59
1EK2eCFR (J) eVeN (EX2-1. ODO) • ElSeCFfl (q) eYeo (E 13-1o0D0) .EK_eCFH (5) eVeN FF 60
SUBROUTINE FF(TeTFoOFY#FjIFRH_DGAHeAF#XKP) FF 1 1(EX4-1.090))) FF 61
C rE 2 DqN=-Fe((EK1eCFR(2) e(ZX1-1.0D0)e(EXI-2.000)eFee(RI1-3°0D0)eEK2eCFR FF 62
Ceee SHEEOHTIRE FF COHPOTES THE OEEXVkTIFE OF THE FLIGHT F£Tfl £NGLE FF 3 l(3|e(EX2-1°OOOJe(EZ2-2.0DOJeVee(EX2-3.OOOJ tEXSeCFH(eJO(EKI-loODQJe FF 63
C FF e I(EXJo2,0D0) Oqee(EXI-3.0D0) _EX4eCFH(5) e|EX_-l.0O0je(EXq-2oOb0Jefee( FF 6R
IRPLZCXT |ZALeO(A-H#O-E) FF 5 1EZA-J.OOO))eDVeeJ*3.ODOeDYeV2e(EXleCFH(2)e(EII-loODO)eFeB(ZXIo2.0D FF 65
EXTERNAL V|wDDF,DDDFjALPeDV_,PHIDEE FF b 10}tEX2_CFfl(3)e(EX2-1.OD0)eFs$(EX2-2.000)_EXI_CFR|_)e(EZIoloOD0)eR _ FF 6b
COtillON TZRE(qSO),Fl(ASO)eF2(e50)wFJ(RSOJeFq(q50)eF5(ASO)eFi(450|,F FF 7 le(EZJ-I.OOO) eZxAeoFH(S)e(EXA-1.0_)eVe(EZq-_.ODO))tVSe(EXlecFa(2)e BE 67
17(A50) eFH(ASOJeFg(qSO|fF10(ASO|qFll(qSC),F12(qSOJ,FlI(ASOJ,Fl_(qSO FF 8 1Fee(EKI-leODOJ_EX2eCFR(I) eFee(EK2-1.0DOJtEXSOCFR(_JeUee(EISoI.0DO) FF 68
1) _C (450_ 11) _ Z (q50_ I) _NXAR (_50) _CFH (14) eSGM (q) ,SGO (q) ,FT! (450) _FT2 ( FF 9 I_EXAeCFR (5) e_ee (EXA- 1.0D0) )) FF 69
1_50) #PURl (450) #CL (450) ,iS (450| eXl (450) _X2 (450) #EXI_EX2_IS_EX_G_S FF 10 Ceee ISTIH£TE ARGLE OF ATTACk FF 70
leRHO#TIA_RXPE_PLOR#PHIG_CDLGR_CDHIGH_READ#_HITEeJpHliC_IEXI_XEX FF 11 AX_A_AFcFTEeADTeTRT I FF 71
12_IEZStIEIq_HETHIC_L1,L2_IEQNH|18)_IiRR FF 12 IF (IPRHeUE.O) AXzA*iFeFTReIDTeTHTleAFOCDL FF 72
COHHO| /LJBF/A_HjM,E1 FF 13 Cee¢ ESTIRiTR HEIGHT FF 73
COHHOM /LSBq/ZRHO FF lq RXzg_AFe(TflTle (DU*TRTle(D2M/2.0DOeTHTIO(DS¥/6.OOO*TRTleOAH/2e.0OO) FF 74
COHHON /LAB5/GHK_DGHE_D2GH_DI_B FF 15 1))) FF 75
CCRROE /LaRG/TI, ADT FF 16 Cee* ESTIEITE OENSIT_ FF 76
C FF 17 EKzR*AFeERET FF 77
Ceee SET PAHAR_TEES FOE ESTIHiTXOIS FF 18 AzAI FF 7H
FTE_O.26DO FF 19 YsHX FF 79
IF ([PREoEO*O) CDL_O*ODO FF 20 R_KK FF 80
ZtFI(T) FF 21 GO TO 2 FF 81
Ceee CORPUTE POHEE FF 22 1AzlXZ FF 82
P.CFH(1),CFfl(2)eFeeEXI*CFH(]JeZteEX2*CFH(q)eZeeEK]*CFH(_| e_eeEZe FF 23 J-¥KX FF B3
Ceee STORE TALU_ TXRPOBAEIL_ FF 2_ E±RXZ FF S4
iliad FF 25 Ceee COHPUTR DRAG COEFFECIEBT FF 85
AZZul FF 26 2 iHxDiflS(A) FF 86
RlXsE FF 27 IF (£*LT.0*0D0) GiLL SIGRS(SCR_IEKI_IEI2eIEX3#IEZ_) FF 9?
HtH1 FF 20 CD=CF_(6) tSGN|lJeCFH(7)eAH_eIEKI*SGB(2)eCFfl(8)OAfleeZEX2*SGR(3|eCFH FF 88
OVizgVi(T) FF 2g l|q)eiEeelEi_eSGEiqJoCFR(lO)eAReelE£ _ FF 89
Ceee CHLOE FOR INITIAL TIRE POINT FF 30 IF (A,LT.O.000) CALL CERGE(SGM) FF gO
IF (T1.EQe0.0U0| GO TO 1 FF 31 Ceee RS_IRATE i FLIGHT PATH INGLE FEOR THE EQUITZON OF ROTION FF gl
CeeO COEPHTE AIRSPEED AiD ACCELERATIOB AT PREVIOUS TIRE POINT rE 32 ARGzPeDCOS(AJ/(ReF)-ReSeFe_eCD/|2.0DOeR)-DVE/G FF 92
Z'TI FF 33 O&EC--(PeDSIR(A)/(UeF)eReSereF/(2.ODOeN)e(IEXIeCFH(?)eAee(XEII-1)* FF 91
V-Vt(i| FF ]e lZEX2eCrH(RJe&ee(lEZ2-1JelEX3eCFfl(gjeAee(ZEZ]-lJeZEZqeCF_(lOJelee(I FF 94
DF-DVA(Z) FF 35 1E14-1))) rF g5
V2-DDF(i) FF 36 GABlsDIRSIN(AR;) FF 96
E_OOOV(i) FF )7 DGDIzOARG/(DS_RT(IoOD0-1EG_AiG)) FF 9?
c_
c_
Ceee DETHHBIRE DXPTHIENCE IH ePRBDI_EDe RID iBOVE EHTXBATION OF PLIGHT rP 98 E]=YYV0oSDO*HeDP2 TH NI
CVe* PATH EIGLE PP 99 Ceoo UPDATE DERIVATIVE AT IRTZBVEL RIDPOIMT TR 62
DGABHrP*GEH1 FF 100 CELL PP(RR*O°SDOeH.Pi,DP3,P,ZP_H,DDEH,EP,IEP) TH _]
Cede DHTEHHZME E COEHECTXCI TO iBGLE OF ETTECE TYRO DERIRATIVE5 OF FP 101 C eee APPLE COEHECTXVE PDOCEDURE FOR _RBGE HDTTE TE 6q
Ceee EOHETIOH OF HOTIO| PF 102 IF (DIHS(D_2-D2r).LT.l.0D-15) GO TO 5 TR 65
IF (IKP.EO.O) GO TO 3 rP 103 P'-2.0DO*(DP3-DE_)/(DT2-DHT)/H TR _6
IDEL=DGAH/DGDE Pr 10_ XF ((PVH).LT.I.0D-06) GO TO 5 TH _7
CDL-CDL*ADHL rr 105 C'e* CONFUTE 'STIPP-ROUETIOR' F COHPFICXERTS T! _8
_*ee CORPHTE DEHIVATLVE OP FLIGHT PATH AHGLH FP 106 fO=O.ODO TR 69
3 DPPwGeSeRePe(CFH(ll)*CFH(12)eE*CPB(13)_EewEXPX)/(2*ODOeg) *GePeDSII _P 107 IF ((-PeR).LTo17_.673DO.EHD.(-PeX).GT.o1800218DO)FO=DHXP(-peR) TR 50
I(A)/(NeTel)*GeDCOS(V_)/! rr 108 PI-*(pOoI.ODO)/P/H T8 51
XRRO-R Tr 109 P2--(PI-I.0DO)/P/H TH 52
&siZE FT 110 PJ=-(P2*O. SDO)/P/R TR 5J
YmHZZ FF 111 ZAz¥I*flI(2*ODOeDYJOP2tD2Ye(P1-2*ODOeP2) eDV2IPeXeF2) TR 5q
R-lEE TF I1Z Ep=I.0DO TR 55
EETOEH rF 113 INP=O TE 56
END PF 116 GO TO 6 TR 57
C* 1€ SET P COEFFICIENT5 TO STERD_BD iDAHS*EESHPOETH P COEFPXCIEMT$ TI 58
5 PI-I.0DO TH 59
PH-O.SDC TH 60
5UBiOUTXNE TREHOR(HeIX.IE.DHT.D3P+DqY.XSET.F+LPRflwKR#IE| TR 1 p3=1.E6666666666666TD*1 T! 61
C TR 2 P=O.ODO TR 62
C*_ SOBDOUTIRE TREMOR PREDICTS A PLIGHT PETH TEEJECTOHY TR 3 Y6=EY_HeDT3 Ti 63
C TR 4 EP=I*ODO Ti 5q
IHPLICIT REALeH(I-H.O-E) TH 5 IR_=O TH 65
EXTEHNIL VI.DDV.DDDVeELP,DVA.PRIDHI TH 6 Ce_l CGRPUTE DEBIVETZY5 ET END OF INTERVAL TR 65
COHRO6 /TEZY/XCKP TH 7 6 CALL FP(EIeH.YD#_Yq.FtIPIR.DGEH.AF. IKP) TR 67
CORROR /LEBI/DGIfl TR 8 B=-J.ODOe(D2V_PeVP)+2.0DOe(DY2tP_Y2I_2.0DOe(Dr$.p*E$i-(DyU*peyD) TR 68
CORHOR /LIBD/TlwEDT TR 9 C=6.0DO*((D2X_PeYY)-(DY2*P*Y2)-(DYJ*PeY$).(DED*Pey_)) Ti 69
CORROR /PCR/DY(7).X(7)eY(7) TR 10 yR=YY*Re(D2YePltD*E2eCeF3) TR 70
CORROM /LIRI/JRiITE.IR TR II EKF=I TR 71
COHROR /CRCOEF/PBEOeElwIHwE3#EMwAH.RH TR 12 C ee¢ UPDATE DERIPETIVR AT ERD OF INTERVAL BY COHHZCTOI TN ?2
C Ti lJ CELL FP(EX_ReYReDYReP_IPHfleDGAR.EF#IHP) TR 73
Ce** XMZTIILKZE PEHEMETERS TR Iq XRP=O " TR 7q
AP=OoODO T! 15 GO TO I_ TH 75
IKP-O TR 16 7 IF (IPRfl. NE.G) GO TO 9 TR 76
C*** COBPUTH DERIVI_IPE IT BEGINIIIG OF INTERVAL TB 17 DO 8 /_1#6 TH 77
CALL FF(XXeYP.D2Y.FeIPIR.DGEH.EP.IKP) TI ld Y(II=Y(Z*I| TH 78
DY(7) sD2P TR 19 DP(I)=DY(I*I) TR 79
TI-XE TH 20 8 Z(l)-X(I*l) T! 80
Gee* TEST FOB IRZTIILIZITIOI TR 21 Z(7j-X(Hl*a Ta 81
IF (£SET) 1.1e3 TR 22 Ce** CALL PHHDXCTOH TO PREDICT P IT MEET POINT TI 82
C'e* INITIALIZE pABEBETERS TR 23 9 DO 10 X=1,6 TE 83
1 DO 2 I'Ie7 TR 2_ 10 CELL PH_CEP(I) TI 86
l(l)=yr TR 25 E=7 TR 85
DY(Z)-D2_ PR 26 LH=LK.I TI 85
2 A(I)=RX TR 27 PRDCTzY(1)*PHZDHR(G,I(7)e-I,I,0)opRIDER(6, X|I),-I,I,O) Ti 87
C,e* BEGIN BURGH KHTTE TB 28 C*** USING PREDICTED P. COBPUTE ITS DERIVATIVE TR H8
LR-6 TR 29 IF-I.ODO TR 89
Z=l TH 30 INP=O Ti 90
ISET-1 Ti 31 CELL PP(R(TJ.PRDCT._XPm_.ZPRReDGAfl_&P_ZKP) TH 91
GO TO _ TR 32 DIITI=DYP TR 92
3 IT (R,LT.7)l=K*1 TH 3J CELL PHZCEP(7) TH 93
IF (K-T) 6.?_7 TI 3q C,e* GERERETE CCEFPICIHiTS HECEHSAHY FOE '5TIPF-H_UETIOI' _OH_ECTOR TR 9_
C*** DEFINE VARIABLES POX Pr TI 35 CELL PCEP TR 95
R I2=IP*O.SDOeHID2Y TR 35 ceee TEST POE SCITEBL£ COEEECTOI TB 96
ApzO.SDO TI 37 IF ((PeHR).LT.I.0D-O2) GO TO 12 TH 97
IE!z0 TH 38 IF ((PeHX).GT.22.0D0)ICRP=ICRPt1 TH 98
Ce** COHPOTE DRHIVETEVE IT INTERVAL HIDPOINT TR 39 IF ((PeRRJ.GT.22.DD0) NHITE (JMRITEe11) TH 99
CELL pp(xI*O.SDOeHeP2eDT2fFeIPRR,DGAfl,AFeIKP) TR _0 11FO_fllT (21,20('*e),*PeBH > 22.0 e) TR 100
Ceee CORRECT T BE WSTZFE-HQUATIOH* COBHECTOE TR 101 C(J*5)'HTWDSII(_-0eTZ) ES 2Q
CALL PERTH TH 102 C(Je6):¥TeDCOS (3.0eTH) US 25
GO TO 13 TR 103 C(J,7|-NT*DSIN(].0eTX) US 26
C *e* CONRNCT T BE EODZPZHD THEAEON COEEI_TOH TH 1OR C(JwS)'HT*DCOS(;*0eTI) IS 27
12 F(7)DT(1)ePDIDEH(7. I(7),-1,1,O)-PRZDEH(7,K(1),-1.1oO) TH 105 C(J,9)-HTeDSIH(_.0eTI) ¥5 28
13 Tt-r(7) TH, 106 11(J,I|-HTtTEEP ¥$ _9
Gee* COflPUTK 1ST DHEIHATZHE OF FLIGHT PATH AIGLE TR 107 Ceee ELECT LEAST SOU&RE5 HS 30
AF:I.0D0 TR 108 CALL LLS_AR(C,XjH,gwleq50e_5Oe15eHE, ZENeJHRITE) H5 At
IKP=I TR "10g DO 2 J=I,H ¥5 J2
CALL FF[I(7) eIH, DIH#FwZPNHoDGAHeAF,IKP) TE 110 TzTK(J) HS 33
DZ(7)=DYH TH 111 TX=T/TTePI HS J_
Ce** COEPHTH HID DERIVATIVE OF FLIGHT PATH AHGLE TR 112 ce** COHPUT£ AID CHECK HEIGHT DEHINATZFN g5 35
DNF-PHZDZR (7,%(7),1_1,0) TH 113 NG:K(l,l)-I(2#l) eXTeUSIN(TX)+I(3,1)eKTeDCOS(TAJ-K(R,1)eH.0eZTeDSIH HS 36
Ctee COHPUTE 3RD DHNIVATIgE UP FLIGHT PATti ANGLE TR 11q I(2.0eTX).X(5,1)e2.OeAT*DCOS(2.GeT%)-K (6wl)€3.OeKTeDSIH(3.OeTI).x(7 HS 37
D_TzPHIDNK|7,1(TJwH,I,0) TR 115 Ifl)eJ.0eKTeDCOS(3.0eTK)-I|8,1)eqo0eITeDSIH(_.0eTK)eK(9,1)*K.0eKTeD ¥S ]8
C'e* TEST. FOR POSSIBLE EHHOHS TN 116 $COS(QoOeTZ) HS 39
IF (IN.RE.0) HNTUEB TR 117 IF (UD.GE.G.GD0) GO TO 3 US ;0
1H IF (DAHS(DGAH|.LT.1.0D-16)KK=1 TR 118 Ce** CDEPUTE FITTED HEIGHT HS ql
IF (ZPRH.NE. IN.AUD.KK.EQo0) GO TO 18 TR 119 HIzK(lwl)*TtI(HwlI*DCOS(TK)_I(3#I)eDsIH(TI).K(_el) ODCOS(2.0eTK)_I( H5 _2
ZF(LK. EQ.7) GO TO 17 TR 120 15wl) *DSIH(2.0eTI)_I(6wl)eDCOS(3.0eTI)_X (7,1)*DSIH(3.0*TK)*A{B,t)eD HS q]
IF (LK. GT.?) GO TO 16 TH 121 1COS(q.0eTX)_K(9#I)*DSIH(_.OeTK) HS H_
DO 15 I=1,6 TE 122 HH(J):HX+F(1) HS _5
I (IN -F (Z_l) TH 123 2 CCUTINUE HS q6
DF|I)-DF(Iel) TR 12_ GO TO 7 8S _7
15 I(I)-f(Ztl) TR 125 3 HRITE (JHHITE, 4) HS _8
I(7)=K(6)_H TH 126 q FOHHAT (1Ne//,10KfeHEZGRT DERIVATIFE POUND TO BE • OR = ZEROeer//) HS q9
16 F(7)zFH TR 127 Ce** REDUCE POLINORIAL TO FIRST ORDER Zt NEIGHT DHHIFETIFE IS FOUND HS SO
DF(7) zDFR TU 128 Gee* POSITIVE HS 51
IF (K.EO.6) GO TO 9 TB 1_g DO 5 J-1,N V5 52
17 _r=r(7) TN 130 TEKP-F(a)-F(1) us 53
D2F-DF(T) TH 131 HT-I.0DO US 5R
XNuI(7) TN 132 IF (J.HQ.I.OH.J.EQ.N) H_zEONOH HS 55
18 IHEUNH TH 133 C(J, 1)=HTeTB(J) US 56-
EUD TH 13q C(J,2)=HT gS 5T
5 K(J_I)=HTeTEEP ES 59
CALL LLSQAH(C_ H,2,1_50_q50_15,RKeXENwJNRITE) MS 59
DO 6 J=1,g HE 60
SUBROUTINE HSUB(H,P_(BjNH,_¥HITE) US ] 6 gw(JJsZ(l:l)*TH(J)tK(2,1)_F(1) HS 61
C HS 2 ? RETUNH SS 62
Ceee SUBNODTINE Hs0a FITS TEE HEIGHT TIHR DISTORT iITH I TNIGOflETRIC VS ] END HE'd: 63
Cee* POLFNOHIAL AiD CHECKS ITS DERIVATIVE FOB DECREASING HEIGHT US H
C US 5
INPLIC_T EE&LI8(A-HeOoZ) HS 6
OIflENSZOJ F(N)_TH(H)eEH(N)_C(qS0_9)_H|q50#I)#HK(250) HS 7 SUBROUTINE ADJUST(C, CC_CX,I_DSCALE_LLOGeflL(_,_P, NH_) AT 1
C HS 8 C AT 2
Ceee INITIALIZE PANAKETERS US 9 C*ee SUBROUTINE ADJUST ADJUSTS HATHICES DUE TO SUHROUTIHE UPATHeE AT 3
pI=3.1q1592653589793D0 US 10 " Gee* COIPP_CIEET FRIZZING AT q
TT:TK(N) US 11 C AT S
IT-PI/TT US 12 IflPLICIT EEAL*8 (A-a,O-K) AT " •
C*** FOH_ LNAST-S_UARNS COEFFICIENTS HS 13 DIHENSIOH C(13,13),CC(13, l),CE(1N),I(13)tLLOC(1JJeNLOC(|3)_LOC(_]) AT 7
DO 1 a'l,U US Iq 1,D|13,13),gSCALE(13) AT 8
TEHP-F(J)-F(1) us 15 C AT g
UTzl.0DO HS 16 CONe HODIFF CC°EATEIX AND DETERHINE LOCATIOMS OF PROZKN COEFFICIENTS AT I0
IF (J.KQ.I.OI.J.EQ.IJHT-Ielel US 17 H=O AT 11
T:TH(J) * VS 18 DO 2 JIP-1,HE_ AT 12
TIzT/TT*PI US 19 IF (CZ(JIP).EQo0,0DO.OH.LLOC(JIP).NE.0)GO TO 2 AT 13
C(J,1)=HTeT BS 20 H-H*1 AT IN
C(Jw2)=HTeDCGS(TI) US 21 LOC(H)=0 AT 15
C(JjJ)=HTeDSII|T%) US 22 IF (HLOC(JXP).E_.0) GO TO 2 AT 16
C(j,qJ-_TeDCOS(2,OeTZ) HS 2J LOC(S)81 AT 17
CY_
..j
DO 1L'leZP JT ;8 V2_T(OT2) PC 35
I C¢(L. 1I-CC(Le;I-C(I,LJBZ(nieDSCALI(a) A_ 19 /3-Y[DT3) PC 36
COITZ|OE AT 20 W_-V(DIq) PC 37
COlt OPDiTX BIT|ZC|S &T 21 WS-W(DTS) PC 38
LI-0 iT 22 V6-V(D16) 1'¢ 39
DO 4 Z'lwZP At 23 C-e* EQUAtZQE | PC I0
IF (LOC(I).IQ*I) GO TO _ &T 2_ B0"V1/T1 PC II
LXsLI*I &T 25 B2s*T1 PC _2
LS"0 AT 21 B3_B2ql PC _3
DO 3 J*I.IP &T 27 B_t_S]eT1 PC 44
ZF (LOC(J).SQ. 1) GO TO 3 'AT 28 BS-B4*_I PC _S
LB-La*I &T 29 D6"I1/T1 PC _6
D(LX#LB)_C_wJ) AT 30 Co** EQUJTZQI 2 1_ 47
3 CO|?Z|OZ iT 31 C0"(12*T2*B0)/C 1_ _8
CC(1_.I)-¢C(Z, 1) AT 32 C3"*(Y2e(B3*T2*T2))/C 1J¢ q9
COlTZIO| IT 33 C_''(T2e(B_*T2*T2eT2))/C 1'C S0
Ce** DZFZEE BZ| OPDI?ED alT|ZZ l? 3_ C-T2*IB2eT2) PC 51
ZP-LX AT 35 C5--(T+*ISSIT2*T2eT2eT_ )/C PC 52
DO 5 ZsleZP AT 36 ¢6-(I2*T2eB6)/C PC 53
DO S J-I,XP IT 37 Ce*e UPDATE EQUITZO| 2 I)€ S_
5 C(3IZJsD(JIZ) AT 38 D0sB2*C0eE0 1_ 55|3T0|| &T 39 D3-B2*C3*B3 PC 56
l|D &T _0 D_-B2*Cq*BI PC 57
DSsB2eCSeB5 I?C 58
DE-82_6*B6 PC 59
C*** _QUITZQ| 3 PC 60
SOBIOUT_ll PCII PC 1 _-T3e(D3eT3*(C3eZ])) PC 61
C PC 2 E0-(13-(T3e(D0*_3*€0)))/_ PC 62
CO** S08IOUTZll _CIF CILCULITKS _aE COZWFXCX|ITS fOR Tat eSTZ_P- K 3 _q_*(T3e(D_eT3*(CqeT3eT3) J)/E PC: E]
C'e* EQOITXOI o COIIICTOI PC _ RS-oIT3e(DS*T3*ICSeT3eT3eT3)))/I PC 6q
C PC 5 E6-(I3-T3*(D6*_3*C6))/| PC 65
Z_PLZCZ? |llLeO(l-Z| PC 6 C*** UpDITK ZOUATZOI ] PC 66
|EIL*8 TOL/1.0D-2/ PC ? _0-D3e_0*D0 PC 67
CORBO| /_D_0.DrI_D_2_DT3_DZ_eDIS_D_6eX0_XI_X2_X]eXqeXS_Z_e_0eZl PC 8 PqsD3O_q_D_ 1_ 68
1,Z2gZJeZqeZS,Z6 PC 9 FSsD3e_SeD5 1_ 69
COSffOi/C|COIF/P.10./|el2jAJ,&_lSeB PC ;0 F6-DJ*I6+D6 PC 70
C PC 11 G0=C3*_0*CO _C 71
Cte* DEFZIR DZ_FER|IC_S PC 12 Gq-C3eKe*Cq 1_C 72
_(I)mZ*I0 K 1] GS"C]t_SeC5 K 73
I(1)'ZoZ0 PC 1_ G6"CJeR6_C6 1_ 74
V(_Y)-DI-D_0 K 15 c'e* lgOlTIOI q PC 75
C*** C&LCUL&_E X-DIIrlIZlCIS PC 16 H-Tqe(rqeTq*(G_*Tqe(K_e_q))| PC 76
• 0-?lZ0) PC 17 H0-(|q-(_eef_0*Tqe(_0+TeeZ0llll/fl _C 77
_1-?(11) PC 18 US--ITee(FSeT_e(GSeTI*I_S+TI*T_|))I/n _C 78
T2-Z(12) 1_ 19 a68(l_-(t_e(PEeTqe(G6eTleE6))J)/B _C 79
T3-T(Z3) PC 20 C**e OBD&TE EQOIT_G| e PC 80
_l-_(Zl) PC 21 Z0-FqeB0*_O PC 81
TS-2(ZS) PC 22 ZS_?qe_Ser5 I?C 32
T6:T(Z6J PC 23 Z6-F_*EEeF6 PC 83
C*** C&LCULkTE _-D_F_ERE_CES EELITZVB TO 10 PC 2_ _0=G_eM0eG0 _C 8_
1011(£0} PC 25 _S-G_*HSeG5 PC 85
I1-1(_1) PC 26 _6sGqeU6*G6 t_ 86
I2"|(Z2) PC 27 K0_EqeH0et0 PC 87
J3-1(13) PC 28 KS-E_*HSeE5 K 88
ne-l(Iq) PC 29 K6-ZqeHGeZ6 _C 89
lSzl(_5) PC 30 C*le _QO_TIO| 5 1_ 90
16"!(Z61 PC 31 L-_Se(ZSeTSe(JS*TSe(ES*TSe(BS*_5)))) PC 91
C,e* CIICOLITK DZ-DZRFKRK]IC_S IEL&TXIE t'O Dr0 P_ 32 LOs|IS-|TSI(X0eTSe(J0tTSe(K0eTSeB0)))))/L _C 92
V0-V(DY0) PC 33 L6-(IS-I_Se(X6tTSe(J6e_Se(E6*TSeH6))J))/L PC 93
Vl_llOIl) PC 3t C*ee UPD&_E EQUATION 5 K 9_
HO:ZS*LOtIO PC 55 CCHHOH /PCB/y|7),Z(7),T(7) CP 16
H6.,.ZStL6*16 PC 96 COEROR /LABZ/JHaITEwZEBB CP 17
JOJJSOLOtJO PC 97 C CP 18
16sJSel.6_36 PC g8 ZF (Z*LToloOR. ZoGT.?) GO TO 8 CP 15
QOtBStLOeKO PC 99 CO'* TRBISLITE CP 20
Q6_ESeL6*E6 PC 100 1 SVE-X(1) CP 21
JOsSStLO_ffO PC 101 DO 1J'leZ CP 22
H6.EStL6eB6 PC, 102 1X(J)_S(J)oSVE CP 23
B'Z6*ZO PC 103 COte CILCULATE TUB C-COEFPZCZEBTS CP 2q
t_ |T6O _R6*TS¢ (B6*T6O (Q6*T6* |B6*T6*L6) | ) t-H6| PC tOE d- 1 CP 25
IF (9&BS(P)*LTo1*0D*33)I_1oUD'33 PC 105 C**O JUTE: C(Ie1)81 POt ALL Z CP 26
XRHu- (T6* (BOeT6e (|OAT6* (QO*T6* IIO*T6tLQ) ) ) | oH6) PC 106 C(Z,J)uID9 CP 27
ZP (DIBS(XRS) oLT. 1.0Do33) SER'l*G°33 PC 107 2 J-Jr1 CP 28
Cout CHECK EZPORZlTS TO PBEYERT URDRtFLOHS ABE OTERpLOUS PC 108 ZP (J.GT.E) GO TO 3 CP 29
TZZpsDLOG(DISS(XEB))-DLOG(DIBS|P)) PC 109 C(Z,J)sZ(Z-1)tC(Z-I,Jo1)_C|Z-lwJ) CP 30
ZP (TEZP.LT.-7?.ODO) GO TO 5 PC 110 GO TO 2 CP 31
_r (TEEP. LE. TB.OBO) GO TO 1 PC 111 COte ROTE: C(Z,Zel)'O POE ALL Z CP 32
ZXI--1.0DO PC 112 3 C(IwZel)'OBO CP 33
ZZZ--1,OBG PC 113 CtOO CILCULJTE A(Z) CP 34
ZP (D&SS(EH).EQ.XRU)ZEI-I.0D0 PC 11B J(l)-0BO CP 35
ZP (DABS(P)*BQ.P)ZZZ"I*ODO PC 115 DRRslDO CP 36
ZZS.ZZleZZ 2 PC 116 J'l CP 37
P--1.0D*7_ PC 117 B ZP (J.GT.Z-1) GO TO 5 CP 38
ZP (XES.GT.O.ODO) P'I*OD*TB PC 158 L(Z|'L(I)*L(J)eDSH CP 39
ZP (P.LToOoODO) GO TO S PC 119 D|U-DRHe(S(I)-E(J)) CP qO
GO TO 2 PC 120 3-J.1 CP ql
Cote CALCULATE COEPPZCZRETS PC 121 GO TO q CP •2
1P-ZIH/P PC 122 S &(Z)" (P(Z) oA(Z))/DRH CP •3
COte TEST POE HACHIRE LXB£T PC 123 Coo* RESET CP _q
2 ZP ((PeH) oLT.22.ODO) GO TO 3 PC 12_ DO 6 J-l,Z CP e5
Pz22*OBO/H PC 125 6 B(J)'X(J)eSVR CP _6
3 IF (P. LT.TO$) GO PO 5 PC 126 ? RETURn CP _7
AU_BTO PC 127 8 IEBB-I CP q8
AlzBOePeH6 PC I_8 HBZTE (JgRITgoU) I CP ;9
&2BlOOPeR6 PC 129 9 FOBSAT (1H eeoeePflZCRP ERROR: Z-%Z3w* BUT O<Z<8 ZS EEQOZRKDe4.**| CP 50
A3-QOtPeQ6 PC 130 GO TO 7 CP 51




GO TO _ PC 135 PURCTZOR PflZDER(R_XX,HwICPItZCP2) PD 1
RID PC 136 C PD 2
Cote PORCTZOH PBZDBE IS CAPABLE OF CORPUTZIG TBE DEBZRATITZ AID/OR PD 3
COt* RRTIDERZTATZTR OF PHZ (AS DESCRIBED ZR SUBBOUTZRE PHIC_P). ST PD q
COte SHOULD BE ROPED THAT PD 5
SUEROUPZRE tHZCZP(I) CP 1 COte l DRPZRF,S THE JUBILEE OP TERUS OP PHI TO USE OR THE J_BEBD OP PD 6
C CP 2 CoOt TED_._;TBLT ABE AIEILABLE TO USE PD 7
Coot SUBROUTIEE _RICEP COUPUTES COEFFICIENTS FOB RRRTOReS POBRABD CP _ COOt Sl DRP_HBS TBE TRLUE OF R AT BUSCH TO CALCULATE TH_ DREZV&TZVR OR PD 8
Cote ZRTERPOLATZOI SCBERR FOB ROI-EQUIDZSPiRT ZITERTAL$ FOR THE CP • Cote RRT_DERZV&TXTE PD 9
C.O* POLLOHZRO pOICTIOI PHI: CP S Cee* E SPECIFIES _RR DERIVATIVE TO CALCULATE: [ BiT RE tIT ZHTEGER PD 10
CeOo pHI(Z)-S(1)eR(2)o(l-Z(1)JeA(3)e(_-Z(1)J*(Z-Z(2))*.o. CP 6 Cote SUCH THAT POSZTZTE (DEBZTATZTES)_ ZERO (PHZ), BEGATZTR (ARPZDERZ* PD 11
COte ...*i (I) * (I-I (1)) • |Z-X (2)) e... • (X-S (1-1)) *o.. CP ? Coot I&TZPES)) o PD 12
COOO ...*t IS)* (Z-I (1)) * (X-X (21) *... * (101 (R-l)). CP 8 C PB 13
C **O BY USZIG • I[CURSfOR POEHULR_ PRZC_P CAB BE USED YO COHPUTE BOTH CP 9 XRPLZCZT RERL*8(R-BeO*Z) YD lq
COOt DBRZTATZTES AID AITZD_EITATIPES or PHI. PB£CEF RUST BE CALLED ZR CP 10 DIUEESZOR DPACT(13) PD 15
CoOt COUSECU_ELY-IRCREASIBG TALUES OF _ POE THE BECURSZOR PORHULA TO CP 11 CORHOB /AVBE/k(TJec(TjH| PD 16
Coo* DE CORRECT. CP 12 CURBOR /LABI/JBRITEjZEBB PD 17
C CP 13 COSSOl /PCB/P(7),I|TJer(7) PB 18
ZEPLIC_P EEILe8(A*H,O*Z) CP lq BIT& DT&CT/1.ODO, I.0DO#2oODO_6*ODO,2*RD1_1.ZDZ_.ZDZ_5.0qHEeq. O32D PD 19




C PD 21 RETURI PB 23
I_ (I.LT.1.OR.I.GT.?| GO TO 9 PD 22 EIC PN 2_
Ceee TRA_SLAT£ PD 2J
SVE-A(I) _D 2_
DQ 1 Z-l,l PD 25
I I(I) zX(I)-SVE PD 2& 5UBROUTIME L(X:(IeJ.IR_NjReBS) LC 1
X%sIZ-STE PD 27 C LC 2
2 IP ([CFIoGT.ZCP2) GO TO 3 ' PD 2B C *oe SUDBOUTI |K LOC COBPUTES k VECTOR SUBSCRIPT FOR E1 ELEREIT £J • LC 3
CALL P_ICEF(ZCrl) PD 29 COeO BA_RlX OF 5PECZ_Z£D 5TOEAG£ flO_E LC ;
ICFItICPI_I PD 30 C LC 5
GO TO 2 PO ]1 %£-Z _ 6
3 PflZDERzODO PD 32 LsJ LC 7
Zelel PD 33 ZF |HS-1) 1,2w5 LC 8
IF (Z.LT. 1)I'1 PD J_ 1ZgXsNe(L-1)t££ LC 9
IF (I.GT._) GO TO 6 PD JS GO TO ? LC 10
S'IDO PD 3b 2 1? (IX-L) 3*qr; LC 11
CFT-OUO PD 37 3 I£[-_%_(L*L-LJ/2 LC 12
J2.I°K PD 38 GO TO ? LC 13
LF (J2.GT.E)J2-[ PD 3g _ lRXzLe(llel£-I£)/2 LC 1_
DO S J'lrJ2 PD _0 GO TO ? LC 15
CFTzCF_$eDF•CT(X-J*I)/DpICT(X-J-£el)*C(ZeJ)e(II**|I-J-K)) PD _1 S ZElzO LC 10
5 S'-S PD ;2 IF (II-L) 7w6e7 LC 17
• PUIDER_PHZDEReA(Z)eCFT PD ;3 6 XRX_Z£ LC 18
Z_Zel PD ;_ 7 XE-IRI LC 19
GO TO • PD _S E£ZU£1 LC 20
Ceee RESET PD _6 ERD LC 21
6 Z£tZ£'SYa PD U7
DO 7 Z_1o£ PD ;8
7 Z(Z)-£(Z)tSVE PD _g
8 B£TUBE PD SO SUBEOUTZI£ _•TA(A_ReIBB.MS) RT 1
9 I_BR-I PD 51 C HT 2
.URITE (JWRXTEwlO) N PD 52 Ce*e SUUEOUTI££ flA_E PBESOLZIPLZES • BATRZZ 8r ZT$ TEA_SPOSE TO POia BT ]
10 POBRET (IU flee, Pfl[DER ERROR: J-eeZ11e s BUT 1<-£<-7 REQUZR£DJ) PD 53 Cee* k 5ZSflETRIC flITEZ£ BT ;
GO _0 8 PD S_ C BT 5
END PD $5 XH_LXCXT ££ALeB[A-U,O*Z) HT 6
DZRE_SZOt A[I)eR|_) ST 7
C BT 8
DO 6 £=1,B ST 9
SUBEOUTIIE PRETB PR 1 KZ'(£*£-£)/2 _T 10
C PR 2 DO 6 3=lee RT 11
Ce*e SOBEOUTIIE _SE_ff PEODOCE5 A CO£aEC_ED PkLUE OF V(I*|) P_ 1 IF (J-lJ I_1,6 SI _2
C _fl ; 11RaJeK£ S_ 1]
ZHPLZCZ_ REAL*e(K*Z) PB 5 R(_R) zO.ODO ST I;
COflROl /C£CCEP/PmAO.•lm&2,•3.I_.AS,U PB 6 DO 6 Z-lml ST 15
CCBEOU /pCR/DXO. DrI_DX2jDX3_DY4.DYSjDXb_XO.X1#X2.X3#X_.XS.E6_TO.P1Pfl 7 XF (5S) _eQe2 HT 16
1,12.Y3,I;._5,16 Pfl 8 2 CALL L(_(X,JeZAsg,R,RS) HT 17
C PS g CELL LOC(X.K_ZB#_._RS) E_ IS
pfizpeH P_ 10 Xr (£AJ 3e6eJ ST 19
Ceee COBPUTE THE TREAIOB P-VALUES PB 11 ] IF (lg) 5.6e5 RT 20
FOzO.ODO P_ 12 _ Z•=H*(J-1)*£ RT 21
ZP [(-PH).LT. 17V.673D0.AJD.(-Pfl)oGTo-180-_lBD0)F08DEXP| -PK) P• 1] ZB-gelE*1) eZ B? 22
PI=(F0-1D0)/(*P_) P_ 1_ 5 E($EI'B(IB)_A|ZA)*E|XB) RT 23
P2-(FIoID0)/[-Pd) PH 15 6 CONTIIUE ST 2_
P3-[p20(1DO/2DG))/|-PH) P8 16 iETO£_ RT 25
F_=(pJ-(1DC/6DC)J/(-PUI PB 17 ESD aT 26
pS=(P_-(1DO/2_DO))/[-PH) P• 18
p6-(F5-(1DO/120D0) J/(*PH} Pn 19
C_* COMPOTE • CO_£ECZED _AL_Z O_ P(P,_) P_ 20
_6=¥O,Re(AOepleHe(&lep2*fle(2DO*A2*F3eUe{6DOeA3eFq_B*(2_DOeL;ePSeUe P_ 21 SUEROUTI_E RADD(A.B.R.M.SeSSA.RSB} RE I
1120DOeLS*P6))))) PR 22 C _• 2
Ceee SUBBOUTZBZ aJO9 ADDS TVO HETRZCES HLEEBBT BI HLEnEJT TO POLL RE 3 IF (IEB.RQ.129) GO TO 2 GP 21
Cee* EESULTAHT HATtlX HA • GO TO 4 GF 22
c aA 5 2 BRITS (JBRITS,3) Gr 23
INPLICIT RZSLoO(A'H,O-H) HA 6 ] FUIHET (1Kj////jlOZooZHRO RATHIE ENCOUNTERED IN SUBRUOTIIE GAHX. GP 2Q
DIBRBSZOB 1(I)j8(I),B(1) HA 7 1TO NEXT DATE SET, IF RHT.*,//) UP 25
C fie 8 lBnn-1 UP 26
C*** DETERBIJE STOIEGE HOUR OP OHTPUT BETRIK BE 9 HETURI GP 27
IF (BEECHEN) 241,2 fll 10 q UBITE (JnBITE, 5) Z(2,1),E(1,1) GP 28
1 CELL LOC(P, BwnO,|#HeRS&) BE 11 5 rORflAT (1Ew/#q2X,SO(e-o),/,q2x,eJe,E8X,tJO,/eq2Xw°| PZTCU-EDGLE G GP 29
GO TO 13 RA 12 1EIN a oe1PD18011wHXBeJe,/wqRI,tJ PITCH-AnGLE DIES • e,IPD180114 e GP 30
2 ETEST=HSA*BSB HA 13 1tIDIES Je,/,q2A,eJee_OX,oJe,/,42X,50(e'JJe/) GP 31
RSRsO HA In Ceee PBtFOHR CORRECTIONS TO pITCH ARGLE VELUES GP 32
IF (HTHST| qeE,3 RE 15 DO 6 IsJeK UP 33
3 BSB'I HA 16 6 F2(I)sK(2,1)VF2(I)tR(1,1| GP 3E
q IF (HTEET-2) 6,6,5 fie 17 |ETURJ GP 35
5 ERR-2 BE 18 C GP 36
Cee* LOCATE ELEBTEUTS AND PZRFOBB ACUZTIOn5 RE 19 HITRV IPXTCfl (n) GP 37
6 DO 12 J=l,n BE 20 C UP 38
OO 12 lsltl NE 21 Ceee ENTRZ IPITCB SOLVES FOR PITCH ANGLE 8V HENTON-RAPHSOR GP 39
CELL LOC(ZfJ, IJR,JeE, NSR) HA 22 C GP qO
IF (IJB) 7,12,7 NE 23 CV** INITIALIZE PERAHETEBS GF 41
? CALL L(_(Z_J_IJljJeHoHSi| BA 24 CELL CBnGE(SGN) GP 42
AEL_O.O HA 25 C**e BEGIN $OLUTICN LOOP GP E3
IF (£Jl) 8,9,8 flA 26 .DO 9 I-l,K GP 44
8 LELuR{ZJA| Ek 27 _T=O GP 45
9 CELL LOC(ZrJtEJB, R, fl,HSU) HA 28 fS=P2(l) OP N6
BEL=OoO HA 29 T=TS UP 47
XF (IJB| I0#11wI0 RE 30 &n-oAes(rB(lJ) UP 48
10 UEL_B(IJB) HA 31 IF (FB(I|.LToO.ODO) CALL SXGNS(SGNeIEIloIHE2,IEESwZHE4) GP 49
11N(ZJR)sABLeDtL RE 32 C*** CONPUTZ PORER AND DRAG COEFFICIENT GP 50
_2 COnTInUE Ok 33 pUB-CFR(I| eCrR(ZJVF_[IJeeEZleCVH{3J*Fq (I)*eEK2eCFR(_J*Pq|IJeeEK$eC GP 51
RETURn BE 3q 1rE (5) eFq (l) **EEq GP 52
Ceee ADO RATHZCES OF LIKE-STORAGE BODE ME 35 CDzCFH(6) +SUB (1) *CEH (7| *ARoeIEXleSGn (2) eCpB (8) eEHeoIHK2eSGN (3| eCFH GP 53
53 UO 14 [slAIN BE 36 l[9)eAHeeIEE14SGR[_JeCFH|IO)eLHee_ZE_ GP 54
lq t(l)=A(X)*8(I) nA 37 IF (F6(Z).LT.O.OUO) CALL CUBGE(SGn| GP 55
RETURn fie 38 Cee¢ FORfl NBHTOJ-REBUSUN EQUATIONS GP 56
AnD RE 3_ 7 FT-D;OS[V6(X) tTIE)*BEE/[TI(X|*F_[I|)-|OSIR|T-FB(I)JtPHtI)/G_VS(Z) • GP 57
1SeEq(I)ee2eCD/(2.0DOtPl(I))) GP 58
FT_--UCOS(T-F6(I)) GP 59
IF (UEUS|IJ_P).LT.I.0g-IO) GO TO 8 GP 50
SUBROUTINE GERX(K) GP 1 ZTzZT*I GP 61
C UP 2 TTzToFT/PTp GP 62
C_** SUBROUTINE GAHX CALCULATES & BIAS LID GEls CORHECTXOn VOH VALUES GP 3 IF |UEUS|TT-T).LToI.0D-16.0R.IToGEe40| GO TO 8 GP 63
C*** OF PITCH ANGLE GP • T=TT GP 6N
C GP 5 50 TO 7 GP 65
IHBLICFI" RIkLeH(A-U,OoE) Gp 6 C**_ ADJUST PITCU EnGLE GP 5b
COBNOR TlBB(n50),Fl(q50),r2(_50),P3(q50),B_(qSO)eF5(_SO),FB(q50)er GP 7 8 FR(I) sTSeO.333333DO*|TS-T) GP 67
17(q50)#PO(450),PH(qSO),PlO(qSO),r11(qSO)wP12(qSO)_V1J(_SO),PIn(_55 GP 8 9 COMTXBOB GP 58
1) ,C (_50,11),I |nSO, 1) ,¥KER 1250) ,CFa (IS) ,SUN |_), SUn |q) APT1 (_50) , Y_2 | GP 9 JETUEH UP 59
1_50) , Pn_L (q50) ,CL (qSO) , IX (_50) , 11(S50) , X2 (;50) ,IX I,E 7.2,E XJ,EZ4,G,5 GP 10 END UP 70
1,BHO,TIA,EIPX,PLON,PHIGU,CULOn,CDUIGU,JBEAD,JN|ITB_JPUNCU,IEXI_IRE GP 11
12,XEX3,IHX_BETRIC,LI,LReZEQBN |18),I_RR GP 12
C Gp 13
Ceee FOBfl COEFPXCIEnZS FOR LEIST SOOERZS GP Iq 5UBNOHTXNE LSD(X_V#A,XL, H,BNS,LEET#IHUR,JnRXTE, HTU) LD 1
DO 1X-l#E GP 15 C LD 2
C(X_I)=I.0DO GP 16 C*Be SUBNOUTIBE LED XS A EODIPICETXON OP THE GE|ZHAL LEEST-SQUERE- LD 3
C(X,2)=F2(1) GP 17 Ceee DISTEMCB CURVE PITTING PNOGNEH GIVEN IN THE FOLLOHInG REFERENCE: LD
1 /[I,1)-F6(I)ePTI(1) GP 18 C* ee E LEEST-SQUERR-DISTABCE CU|_R-FITTIN5 TECHNIQUE LD 5
Ceee PEBFOE8 LEES_ SQUARES FOR GRIM AND BIER GP 19 c*ee JOHR Q. UOHELL, NASA Tn D-6374# JULV 1971 LG 6




XSFLXCXT Itll•LeB(•-itoO-I) LD 8 C•LL rlICT|•(•LwRIIOOTeFIIOOTrDFItOOToltTRFll LD 68
DXItBBSXOB |(U+IIJ4, AL(II|,B(II_IIwDXS(IISOI+DID•L(IIoliS0J+J(IIS0|_X(RJ_XX L9 g FUIIITa(FSOOT-I(XJJVDFBOOT_(XJIOOT*B(XJ) LD 69
¶ (qSO) eX(B) ,YT (q50) +SAL(II) eURAB |32} eZPT (llSO) LD 10 IF (FURLBStrUuRT) 7slOeS LD 70
C LD 11 7 FE IOPlt_?0 RlET LD 71
C'e* S_ XBZTX•L P•IIIRBTXRS LD 12 ZOFBsZlOOt LD 72
II•BGII-O.OIDO I,D 13 GO TO 9 LD 73
lZalO0 LD I_ 8 FUBLRhFUIIIT LD 7R
ZRIt'OoOSDO LD 15 XLUII_ IIIOOT LD 75
IISSOLD80. ODO LD 16 g COITL IIUI LD 76
8TIIP1-BTS*I LD 1"; DIS (X)+O*ODO I0 77
C*o* ST•BT XTRII•TZOB LD lb X[lXLaZF•XLel LD 7 st
DO 30 IrTRB-I • 8E tD 19 XPT (XT•IL) 8r LD 79
Cell TXRD CLOSIIST ForITS ON C_IIVS LD 20 I(Z)aO.ODO LD 80
IP•ZL-0 LD 21 GO TO ¶2 LD 81
DO 12 X*lel LD 22 CON* CLOSIIST POILU ,BORON BOB FEUD DIST•BCR LD 82
B (X)el.0DO LD 23 10 ZX (Y) ISROOT LD $3
Cev* OBTAIS XBXTXAL GUESS •T X*COORDZI•TE OF CLOSEST POZBT vn 2_ TI(X|-TBOOT LD OR
Cee* (IIIZI,TZ(X)) OR COIII TO D•T• FOXU_ (Z(Z),_(I)) FBOn fat LO 25 11 nx-xlllx)ox(z) LD 8S
Cee* XITIIIISBCTXOR OF • PLIF||DZCULIU FROB TUN DSTI POINT lIT| LD 26 DT-TIIX)-Z(X) LD 86
C'e* TIIB T•IIGSIT TO TBI COlVlt if Tat+ POSIT (Z(f),r(Z(XJJ) B8ERIt LD 27 DZS(I)-DSQBTIDX*9XeDZeDZ) LD 87
Co** TIIS CBIIVB llOO•TZOlt IS I e F(Z) LD 28 12 COIITXIB][ LD 88
C•LL FICTB•(LLeZIXJwFeDFDIt+ItBBF1) LO 29 IF (•[FAIL. liE.O| UIIITIt (JBBZTIt,13) ][Tltlt LD 89
Itli(I).II(I);(p*_(I)IeDPDX/(t. ODO*DFDI*DTDI| LD 30 13 WOSBkT (llt,//+2111twTgUTaR SFlORTEST DZSTIBCIt COOLD MOT Itlt TOOBO FOlt LD gO
cee* SSIIICIt •BOUT THIS POSIT IX(X) FOB • SXGI CB&B_Z ZS THIS LD 31 1TRII POLLOUZIG FOXRTS ON ZTltBJTZOlllw][3wli:w/) LD 91
C,o* TOIICTZOII (T(R) - TIX) I*DFDIt • (Z - Z(Z)) LD 32 ZF (ZFIXL. IB.0) BRXTIt (JBJtXTlttllJ) (XFT(X),IuloXF•XLI 1,o 92
ZF'(X(II.BII.0.0D0) GO TO I LO 33 111 FOItRIT (211Z,.21(Z3,18.)) LD 93
TT(I) nT LD 3_ CeI* COSPLKTIt SET OF CLOSItST POINTS AND DISTANCES _O0|D LD 91
v][ (X) sR |Z) LD 35 Celt lOB FZlO BIB Sl_ OF p•RIaltTEBS LD 95
GO TO 11 LD 36 PC-O.OSDO L9 96
I IF (I.IIR.1) GO TO 2 LD 37 rFCF-i_eR LD 97
DZUPSmIIIIGR*(X(Zel)-X(E)) LD 38 Ce** lisZT TROIS IIOOTYU][ If 5 PBRC][BT Oft BOIIIt OF CLOSItST DXSTARCL5 LD 98
DZLBItuB•RO|elt(Z) LD 39 Cee* CIRIOT Blt rOUIID LD 99
GO TO S LD _O IF (ZFAXL.GB.XFCT)L][IIT-1 LD 100
2 DILEIt-SAIIG][O(I(X)*It(Z°I)) LD 111 IF (ZF•XLoGT.ZPCF.IID. XT][It.BQ. 1) GO TO 3aN LD 101
DXUFIt-DXLBII LD _2 ZF (ET•XL.GB.LPCF) GO TO 32 LD 102
ZP (X. SI|. i) DltgPIt-iill;R* (][ (IN 1) -X (IS) LD _3 suRnzs+o. ODO LD 103
3 ItLBR-ItX(I) LD II_ DO 15 Zsl+ll LD 101t
ItUPB-ItLRII LO MS 15 SUBDX58SOBUXSO'DXS (X) *DIS (Z) LD 105
DO S -_ulwlO0 LD R6 Ceee FXID IIOOT-HE•B*SQUAII][ OBVIATION LD 106
C•LL FICZR • (AL_ ILBIt +fLPltw nFLltlt +ItTBP1) LD 117 IIItS=DSORT (SUBDXS/(R-ZFAXL) ) LD 107
CILL FICTBI(IL_XOPItjFUFIt_DF_FB+BTB?I) LD _8 XF (XTBSoGT*I) GO TO 17 LD 108
FULLER s (FLMIt-_ (Z)) *DFLUUe (ILU][-I (X)) LD R9 IBSS-RES LD 109
rORgFltJ(FOFR._([))*nFopltt(ZOFlt-l(X)) LD SO DO 16 Z'I+II LD 110
ZF (FUILMItIFOIOFR) 6_R_R LD 51 16 S•L(Z) s&L|Z) LD 111
II BLItSuXLBIt*DBLUB L9 52 Cee* CRKIt FOIl CGIVItRGRIC_ LD 112
ItUFRBXuFRJDXUFR LD SS 17 IF' (D&BS(IIBS-BIt5OLD)*LZ.][ItReBBS) GO TO 32 LD 113
IF (XLII.LT.O.ODO) ItLIIRtO.ODO LD S; IF (XTIIB. GT.I.•RD.BRS*GT*ItBSS) GO 20 32 LD 11_I
S COITXIOB LD 55 BRSS-SBS LD 115
DXS(][)sO.ODO LD 56 DO 18 Zslm• LD 116
XFIXL-XFIXLel LO 57 18 S•L (X)s•L(X) LD 117
ZpT(TFAIL)sX LO 58 C*** (;IIIIBS•TIt n•TES][ COIIFrZCXBETS OF L_BBJLIt SIItOLt•IIIIOOS BGOIZIOES LD 118
B (X)'O.ODO LD S+ CILL FUCflB(&LjR,XX+II,DIDIL_ItTItP1) LD 119
GG TO 12 LD 60 DO 21 I-leB LD 120
Cl** SXGB CRIIIGS It•S BIIEII FOUID* FYlD ROOf BI RBTBOD OF FALSE LD 61 B(itel):O-'ODO LD 121
C'e* POSITIONs lid 62 DQ 21 I-I+B LD 122
6 ItCLO-O.OUO LD 63 II(f,i)-B(R,1)tIZ(XI-IZ(X)IeDIU•L(R,Z)eS(Z) LD 123
DO 9 J-I+100 LD 6_ XF(U(_).][Q.O.ODO) GO TO 20 LD 121
XRGOTs(VLpii*TBIUpiioXUpB*FUIILUB)/(FUIOpR*FUBLRB) LD 65 ZF (D_5(X).EQ.O.OUO) GO TO 19 LD 125
XF (D&BS(1.0DO-XOLD/XBOOT).LT.I.0D-03) GO TO 10 LD 66 DIDAL(K,Z)-(I(XI*_I(_))eOID&L(R,X)/DXS(X) LD 126
ZOLUultSOOT LD 67 GO TO 21 LO 127
+'19CALL I'ICTIIIIL+I[IlII).,IP.,DI'+IITIlPI) LD 128 DYDr=I[(2) FJL 12
ZF (OV.Eo.O.OUO) GO TO 20 LD 129 RETUlll FIE 13
D][OALIICeZ)-DSOliT(1.0DO/II.0UOII.0DO/DF/UF)IeDTDALII[wZI LD 130 Ciee CHECll AI[GUIS][IT rO:l ZBlOl[ FA 1_1
GO TO 21 LD 131 2 IF (X.LE.O.0DO) GO TO 3 FIR 15
20 DIDAL(ImlJt0.0DO LD 132 Cell CALCULATll FUNCTIO u VALOE AID ZTS DKRIIATZVE VALUI FIE 16
21 CO lET[lEVel LD 133 ysl 11) eA (2) iZeA (3) ll[eellq) F& 17
DO 211 I[=1,11 LD 1311 DZnl['l(2) ellE)eE(q)lllei(A(q) *l*0D0) FA 18
DO 2.1 J-l[+ll LD 135 IIET01[II El 19
ll(l[,J)-O.OD0 LID 136 Cell SET runcTtoi VALOI[ lIE ZTS UEI[ZVATZVll VALUE FIE 20
OO 22 lr-1,1 LD 137 3 T-l[(1) El 21
22 & (l[,J) El (l+J) *nTDIL (lEe Z) IDID&L (Jail LD 138 DVDI['0*0U0 rl 22
23 I[ (J,l[)'l (X+3) LD 139 I[ETOI[I[ r& 2.1
211 COITZIUI[ LD !10 Cell CI[I[CI[ &UOOffEl[T VOlE El[flOE FA 2A
C'i* ZIICI[EASB STABZLZTr RETIE DAIlEZUG TECRIlZQUE LD 1_1 q ZF (I[.LEo0.OD0) GO TO 5 FA 25
Ts0.0U0 LD lq.2 Clll CI[LCULITll FUUCTZOI VALOll Auu ZTS DEEZTATZVE VALUE F& 26
DO 25 Z-l,lt LO 1113 T-ll(1)tl(3)el[eel(q) rl 27
25 T-Tell (Z+ 1) *B (It 1) LO 1lie DVDr'A ('t| *& (el) lille (l (I;) - 1. ODO) FA 28
BM-0. SD0lS0EDr S/T LD 1115 I[ETUI[U FA 29
DO 26 1-I,1 LD !116 Lee* SET r0i_'TZOP VALUE lEND ITS DEI[IVATIVll VlLgll fA 30
26 A(Z,Z)-A(Z_Z)eO.SDO/Ull LD 1117 S V-A(1) EA. 31
Cell 5OLVll TEE LZI[EAI[ SZI[0LTLUEOUS EQUATZOI[ FOIl COI[IlECTZOUI[ TO LD 1118 UVDZ-0.0DO VA 32
Ceil Tl[l[ EL(Z) lED GI[UIli[ATE lIEU EL(Z) LD 1119 I[ETU|I FA 33
CALL LLSOAI (l, Bill, U, 1, U, I, 16,u IAIeZE I[+ JlllZTll) LD $50 I[IO FA 31
ZF (tEll. fRO.129) ZEII-1 LD 151
ZF (Zlill.ll°0) GO TO 32 LD 152
AL (1) -AL(lJ*D (1,1) LD 153
GO TO (27.27B28w28+29w29|,fITllP1 LD 15q I[UUI[0UTXUll FICTUI[(IfU+I[wV,DVDA,UTUFI) Ell 1
27 IL (2) =SL (2) ",'15(2,1) LO 155 C TO 2
GO TO 30 LO 156 Cell SOI[I[OUTZUE FUCTIll COl[FETES TEE VI[LOE OF TUZ FZTTIlD FUUCTZOI[ Ell 3
28 AL(2)+AL(2)ell(Tel) LD 157 Ceil AID ZTS PAl[TRIlL DEI[ZVA'TZVIlS EZTU IlESPEC'T TO 'tEll COI[FFZCZI[JT$ FB q
AL (3) -EL(3) rE(3,1) LD 158 C Ell 5
EL (I)-IL (l) ell(e, I) LU 159 ZUFLZCZ'T I[ELLA8 (A-Eel-el) TD 6
GO TO 30 LD 160 DZUIlISt'OE A(q),wDIDl(J'._ll)eW(N),_Z(ll) FB 7
29 IL(3) -IL(3) ell (2,1) LU 161 C Ell O
AL(_)-AL(_J*B(3el) LD 162 GO TO (l+l,3+3,6w6Jwll'tllF1 FB g
30 COUTZEUll LD 163 Cell FOIl UTI[:0wl Ffl 10
UIZTE (31[I[!TE,,31) 8X,Elll LD 16_ I DO 2 i'n_Jolm FJlJ I1
31 rOlRl't (1X,9(oeoIeoAvTEI[o#Zq+ e ZTEI[ATIOIS 11.0 - RIlS/I[I[SOLOJ, TIER LD 165 Ceil CILCULATll PAl[TElL DEI[ZVI'TZVI[I[ FE 12
II[ELATIV£ l[ll[Ol[ l[ETiElliO/ll[,111oeTlO Succr.ustvl[ VALUI[S OE lEES+ STZL LD 166 UVUA|leZ)-I.0OO Ell 13
IL EI[C_EU$ Tl[ll SPECZFIED El[fRill PAl[SIRE'tEll -*,U10.3) LD 167 UYUA (2,Z)si[(Z) FB 141
RE'T01I[ LD 168 2 Z (Z) -l (I) el 12) iX(Z) F# 15
32 I[RSsUHSS LD 169 I[ETUI[U Ell 16
DO 33 l'-lsq LD 170 Ceee FOR UTH-Tw3 F8 17
33 AL(ZJ-SAL(Z) LD 171 3 DO 5 ZuleU Ell 18
341 llZTOl[| LD 172 ceol CALCULATI[ PAl[TElL DEI[ZVATZVE$ Ell 19
I[IU LD 17.) UlrDA (lwZ) :I.OUO FB 20
DVCA (2. X) :ll (1") rll 21
Cite 'TF_5'T AI[GUREIT FB 22
XF (I[(X) oLE.0.0U0) GO TO 16 Vll 23
SUUI[OOTZ|E VMCTI J (l_ lee TwDIRE+ UTILE1) rl I UVDI[ (3+ Z) :i[ (Z) *AlE (4) Ell 241
FL 2 DVDI (eeX) -A (3) eZ (El i*A (_) iOLO_ (1 |Z)) rll 25
Ceil SUB|lETTER FUC'TJE COUFU'TES Tile VI[LOll OF Tllll FZT'TllD FU|CTZOI[ AID ZA 3 tee* CALCULATll F01CTIOI VILUI[ Vl[ 26
ell* ITS I[-UEI[ZIITZVE FA IJ r (X) =A(1) el (2) ell (X) el(3) 01[ (Z) eeL(e) FB 27
FI 5 GO TO .5 FU 28
TApLrCXT I|ILIE(I[-B,O-E) FA 6 Ceil SET PAlE'TElL D£EXVATXVE$ AMD FUJCTZOI[ TO SPF_ZFXED VARZAI[LES FE 29
DXRI[BSZOU i(e) FA 7 • UVDA(J,Z)-O.OUO Fll 30
FA 8 UtOA (_,X) -0.0D0 VB 31
GO 'tO (I_I,2,2_I_,_i),BTRP_ F& 9 VIZ)=A(I) Fll .)2
Lell CALCUL&'tE FUECT_OU VALUE I[IIU Z'tS DI[EXVA'TZVE VALUll VA 10 5 COIITXUUll Fll 33
1 V=A (1) *l (2)*i[ FI 11 I[EFU El Fll JIJ
,j
Ceee FOR STR-RoS FU 35 TS(R)-TS|I)*F•(Z|eeE%3 GO 42
6 DO 8 Is$oR PS 36 TS(SJsTS(¶|IPU(I) llZ•Q GU 43
DTDA(1,ZJ81*ODO rS 37 TS(6)-P5(ZJeSere(Z)ee3/2°ODO GD 4R
¢1** TEST ARGUS•IT FB 38 TS(7)sTS(6)eF6(L) GO _S
ZF (E(Z).LE.O.ODO) GO TO 7 FS 39 TS(U)=TS(6)*F6(Z)ooEEPX GO 46
OYOA(RjZ)nX(z)elA(e) FB qO CeOl FOBS CORPPICEERTS PO• LEAST SQUARES GD qT
DrDA(3,Z)-A(3JOX(ZJe*A(_)*DLOG|X(Z)) FB 61 DO • d=leJUs GD 48
Cee* ¢ALCOLATE fSRCTZOR VALSE FR _2 • C(ZwJ)=TS(LOC(J,SIB)) GD •g
Z (Z)-A (1) el (3) *A (Z) el& (e) rn 43 S E (Z, 1)-P4 (Z) eeRlF1 (Z)/Ge (PT2 (Z) OGIDCOS (FT1 (Z))/P_ (Z)) GD 50
GO TO 8 FB' _q Ceee REACT LEAST SQSIRE5 GD 51
? DZDA(ReZ)=OoODO PB q5 CALL LLSQAS(CeZeK_ZEQR(BRBJtl,qSO,qSOa$6wR•ASeZESwJYUZTE ) GD 52
DVD&(3,I)=0.000 F8 46 COle CBEC• FOB ERROR GD 53
Z(Z)-I(I) r8 _7 ZP (ZE•.EQ.129) GO TO 6 GO Se
8 CO•TERSE FB _8 GO TO 8 - GO 55
RETURN FE 49 & SUITE (JRSZTE, T) GD 56
ZRD FB SO 7 FOR•AT ($•,//,lO%eeZRRO SATRZE ESCOURTERED ZR GUSOR. TO SEPT DITL GD 57
¶ SET, IF RIVo*_//| GO 55
IRES=! GO 59
ENTREE GD 60
SSRSOSTZRE GDEQS(R,flRS,ZCS) GO 1 C*le DEV_RE COEFFZCZERTS 11 CORRECT ORDER GO 61
C GD 2 8 DO 9 JEll8 GD 62
C*ee SUBHOSTZIE GDEQS SOLVES FOR POSER AID LEFT COEPFICZEIT5 UV SSII; GD 3 9 COF(J)=O.DDO GD 6J
Cll* EQOATXOR OF SOTZOI BOREAL TO FLXGBT PiTH AID RODXFXES T_E A PRZORX GD • DO 10 d=lwRSE GO 66
C*ee VXLU£S 61D TBEZR ¥EXGETS, ZF NEEDED GO 5 10 COF(LOC(J#RRR))=E(J,1) GO 65
C GO 6 Cle* UETEBSK|E FZT ERROR GD 66
ZSPLICZT REAL*8(A-H_OoE) GD ? SSZ-O.ODO GD 67
DISS|SIOU TS|E) el.O¢(Ue18)eCOP(e)eiPIF(13,5) GD 8 DO 11 d'le• GD 68
coaaoJ TZSE|qSOJ,Pl(qSO),V2(_SO),PS(_SO),V4(qSD),FS(q50),F6(_SO),T GO 9 P-COF(lJeCOF(2)eFq(J)*OEZleCOP(3)eF_(J)leE%2tCOF(_)oPE(J)e*SZSeCOp GD 69
l?(qSO),FU(_SO)wVU(R50)eFlO(qSO),Fll(qSO)wF12(45OJ,F13(qSO)fFle(_SO GO 10 l(5)eFq(J)*eRxe GD 70
1)#C(eSO,l$J,%(qSOe1)pSEIS(RSO),CFR(l_)eSGYfq),SGD(q),FTI|qSO),FTR( GD 11 CL=COF(bJ4COF(?)eF6(J)eCOF(8)IP6(J)**E%F6 GD 21
1_SO),PRSA(45O)eZZ(_SO),CO|_SO),AI(_50),X2(_SO).EA1,E%2,£ZS,E%_,G.S GD 12 SS=DSZI(F6(J)_TZAIeP*FS(J) ISeY4(J) llJ/2oODO*CL-(F_(J|e*2eFI(J)/Ge( GO 72
I.•RO,TIAeEIPE,PLORwPHZGSoCDLO¥,CDSZGR#OR£AD,JSBZTSwJPORCS,ZE61,ZEZ GO 13 1FTR(J).GIOCOS(FTI(JJ)/P4(J))) GD 73
12mZEX3_ZEIq,SETRZC#LI,L2,ZS_Rfl(18),ZES• GD lq 11 SS%=SSEtSSeSS GD 7•
CQSRSI /LAB1/AP(13) eIGT(13)eCESZR(13)eCRSAX(13) GD 15 Co** SRITS SODEL VALSES GD TS
ZITEGRR 16_1(18)/•,5,5e5_5,5,5#6#6,6_6,6,6_4j5.5.6_6/ GD 16 ZF (RETRIC.RR.O) GO TO 13 GD 76
DATA LOC/1,6,7,8,O,0,0,0el,2,G,7,8,0_0,O,1,2,6,T,U,O,Oe0_I,2e6,7_8 GO 17 _R[TE (JSRZTE, 12) SRO, COP(1),COP(6)#COF[2)gCOP(7),COF(3),COP(8)_CO GD 77
1,0,O,O,l,3_6_7,8,O#O_O,1_3_6eT,O,O,O#O_1,J_6_7,U,O,O,O,;,2,3,6,7,8 GD 18 1P(q)_COF(S),SSR GD 78
l#0_0,1,2_3,6,7,8_O,0,1_2,Se6,7_8,0#0,1,3,q,6,7_8,0_0,1,3,e,6,7,8,0 GO 17 12 POSSET (28%_eee_1X, tflODRL *,Z2,JZjePO = *_lPD23*16_3%_eCLI0 = *_IPD GD 79
1_0,1_3,_6,7,8,0,0,1,6#7,8_0#0,0#0#1,2,6,7,8,0,0_0_1,3,6_7,8#0,0_0 GD 20 123.16,2E,e*_,/,28Z**ee,12A_eP1 - *,1PO23.16,3E,eCL6 - *_1PD23.16,2 GD 80
1#1,2,3,6_7,8,0, O_1_3,4,6,7,8,0_0/,6PRF/1.000_l.0D0,1.ODG, 1.0UO_1.0 GD 21 1E,ele_/,28%,ele,12Z_eP2 = _,lPD23.16_JR,eCL6Z- *_1PD23.16_2Z,*1*,/ GD 81
1DO_1.OO0,1.000,1.GDO,1.ODO_1.ODO,l. OOO,1.0D0,1.000,2.OD*2,1000+0,_ GO 22 1_28•,°ee_12%_eP3 " *_l_D23.16,3_Z,*eo,/,28Z,oo*,12R_*P_ - t_IPD2_. GO 82
1.00-1,2. OD*_I.0D*0,1.GD*O,1.0OeO, 1.0D*0_I.0Dt0_I.0OtO,1.0D*0,1.OU GD 23 116_34E_el*,/,286_*e**7_Z_*e**/,28E**e*,$Z, ePZT EERO•- 1_D23.16,39Z GD 83
1.0_I.0OtJ_2.0D*J,I.OU*0,2.0Do2,2.0U*J,1.0D*0,1.0D*0,1.00*0,1.0D*0, GD 2; 1_***_/,28%,_*e,7_%,_e*,/,28%_76(*le)) GD 8_
11.OD*O,1.0U*0,1.OO*0_l.OO*0_l.OO*3_2.OO*_,1.0De0,2.OO*3_2.OO*2,$.O GO 25 GO TO 1• GD 85
1D*0,1.OD10,1.0D*O,1.0Ot0,1.0D*0_I.00*0,1.00*0,1.0D*O,I.CO*_,2.00-S GD 26 13 PO.COF(I)*l.35SU180-3 GD 86
1,1.0D*0,2.OD-3,2.OO*I,I.0DtO,I°0Dt0#I.UD*O,1.0Dt0,1.0D*D_I.0D*0,1* GO 27 P1_COF(2)*1*355818D-3 GD 87
1OD#O,t*0DtO, I*0D*_/ GD 28 P2=COF(3) e1.35SO18D-3 GO 88
C GD 29 03-COP(_Iel.3558180-3 GO 89
ZF (IC6.GT.1) GO TO 17 GD 39 P4-COP(S)el. SSS818D-3 GO 90
YRZTE (JRRZTE, 1) GD 31 •RZTE (_SEZTE,12) SIB, PO,CGF(6J,P1,COF(7)_F2eCOP|8J,p3,0q_SSZ GO 91
1 FOREST (lI_///,51X,SOEROREAL-TO-PLZGflT-P6TB SOLUTION,/) GD 32 16 HRZTE (JRRITE#IS) GD 92
RSZTE (3_R/TE,2) GD 33 15 PORS6T (RRZ,*e',TqZ.e*'./.28;#?6(e**),//) GD 93
2 FOREST (281,76(*ee),/e28X,eeJeTiXjJ*e) GD 34 C*ll flOOZFt A PSZO|Z VALSES AID REZGSTS ZP IZCESSill GD 94
Ceee DETRIBXRE IUflBEE OF SRRROMRS GD 35 XF (RGT(1)oGT.O.000) GO TO 16 GD 95
ISRJZE_I(HIB) GD 36 Cell flODZPZCIFZCR TO PZRST-POR£S-CO_FFZCZEST 6 FRZOET GO 96
DO 5 Z-1,6 GO J7 6P(1)-Z_I.2OOeCFE(1)e12/(ZRO.%DOeCF_(1)tCOP(1)) GO 97
Ce*e DETEERXIR GEIRRAL TEISS FOR RATSZE FOIBSVaTZOI GD 38 VGT(1)=AP(1)*AF|I)e20.000 GD 98
TS{1)nDSIR(F6(Z)eTZI) GD 39 Cell RSDZPZCRTZOI TO SECORD-FOEER-COEPPXCZSRT I PRIORS GD 99
TS (2) :TS (1) er_ (_) I*EZ$ GD _O 6_ (2) =6P (2) GD 100
TS (3) =TS (1) eF_ (Z) elSE2 GD 61 8GZ (2)=•GT (2) GD 101
Ceee BODIFICATZCi TO THIHD-POIES*CO£EFZCZEMT A PRIORI GD 102 CeOe FIND THE PSEUDOoZHVESSE Or HATRII • LQ 12
AP(3)'I27.0DOeCFH(sJee2/(I26°DG*CFS(3)eCOF(3)) GD 103 CELL LPSDOH(A,B, NAwZAoA, ZDGTwMEANKAeIEHeJBRX2E | LQ 13
MGT(3) wAP(3)OAP(3)e2OO*ODO GD 10• Xr (IEH*ME*O) GO ZO 5 LO le
Ceeo HODXFZCATXOg TO FOUETH*PONER-COHprZCXENT A PRIORI GD 10S ceo* SOLVE THB EQUATION 8r HHLTZPLTZNG •-ZNVENS| •IN B LQ 15
AP(_)-34.SDOeCFH(_Jee2/(33.SDOeCFH(1)eCOF(•)) GD 106 DO • I_$,gH L2 16
MGT(q)IAP(I|e•P(e)e2.0DeO? GD 107 SO 2 J'ul,iA LO 17
Cee* HODZFXC&TICI TO FIFTH°PONFJ*COEFFZCZEMT A PRIORI GD 108 CALL VIPZHO L2 18
AP(5)-AP(5) GD 109 DO ! EuleB LO 19
MGT(5)tIGT(5) GD 110 CELL VXPffUL(•(SeJ) eB([,I)) _ 20
16 iEYgll GD !11 1 CONTINUE LO 21
Cee* RODIFI A PEIONI HEIGHTS DUE TO TREJECTOHT PREDICTION HOUTZINeS GD 112 CALL TXPSTO(SUH) LQ 22
Ceee IT[RATION MBRHER GD !13 IHAHEA(J)_SUH " LQ 23
17 DO 18 Z-lw13 GD 11q 2 CCETIIBE LQ 21
XF (gGT(Z) oSO. O.ODO) GO TO 18 GO 115 C eee HOVE THE RESULTS INTO EATRZX B LO 25
MGT(X)sAP(IJ*AP(X)eAPMF(X,XC[) GD 116 DO ] JtlBMA L_ 26
18 CCAIXIOE GD 117 E(JoX)-NKAREA(J) L2 27
RETUAN GD 1|8 3 CONTINUE LO 28
END GD 119 • CONTINUE LO 29
GO TO 6 LQ 30
S ZEa-129 L2 31
CALL UHNTST(IHN, 6HLLSgAHwJNIITF) LO J2
SUHHOUTXHH SXGNS(Z.II,Z2. E3.Xe) SJ 1 6 RETURN L2 33
C SI 2 E|D LQ 31
c*ee SUBROUTINE SIGNS DETERBZM£$ THH COERECZ SIGN OH TEARS IN 51 3
Ceee COBPUTI|G AlE DRAG COEFFICIENT EF,PRZS$IOi OR ITS DEEIVLTIVF5 IN SI •
C**e HEZITIGH TO ARGUMENT END EXPONENTS Si 5
C SI 6 SUBEOUTIDE LPSDOE(AfB,M_I•jAZNV_ZDGTwUEANEAwXKE#JMILTF) • PI $
XHPLICXT |HALe8(A-HoGoZ) SN 7 C PI 2
IETEGHNeq ZleX2,X]eZ• 51 9 CA** SUBROUTINE LPSDOR FIND THE FIEUGO-XEYEESE OF & HLTRII FI ]
DIEEFSIOF Y(A)#L(q) Si 9 C FI q
C SI 10 DXREISIOI •(ZA_¶)fAXIV(ZArl),VKIEEA(I.1) FI 5
DO ! Xtlel $l 11 REALES AfAZIVwIEANELwBZGLoIHIeXKEOwETA FZ 6
1Y(I)ml*ODO SN 12 FEEL*8 SUflwDETA FI 7
L(1)-XI. SE 13 C PX O
L(_JsX2 5l 1• Ceee INITIALIZE IHi FZ 9
L(3)-X3 SI 15 ZEn-O FZ 10
L(I)-S_ SI 16 iPlul.l PI 11
DO 2 I-le• Sl 17 1P2-|€2 FI 12
IX (((L(Z)/2)t2JeME.L(Z))T(XjnoI.0DO SM 18 mPJzi_3 FZ 13
2 CGITXNUF SF 19 Ce*e FIID THE LARGEST ELEBEIT OF • FZ 11
RETON| SN 20 UZGAwO.DO PZ 15
RETRY CHFGE(T) 5l 21 DO 1 ZtljB FI 16
DO ] f'lwq SI 22 DO 1 IX=loB FX 17
J Y(X)-lo0D0 51 23 XF (BXGA*GI. DABS(A(XwZX))) GO TO 1 FX 18
RETUNF SI 2• BZGA=DABS(A(I,IL)) PZ 19
END 5l 25 1CCHTXNUE FI 20
AHJtH*J FI 21
EYA-DSQET(ABN)/(10**eZDGT)eHZGA FI 22
C,o* CALCUL•TE THE SINGULAR fELON DECOHPOSITION OF A FZ 23
SUBROOTAMH LLSQAB(AeS*BeMAeNH,ZAoZB, XDGTeNEANHAeXEEeJNEITH) LQ 1 CALL I.SVALN(AeH#NeZAeF, leVR&BHA(loMtqIeV[LEE•(I#HP1)eLXMVeMKARHAJ PZ 21
C LQ 2 DO 2 1-1wl PZ 25
C e*e SUBROUTINE LLSQAN FENFOEHS i LEAST SQUARES SOLOTZOF Or i OVEN- LQ 3 2 MEAREA(IjMP2) uMEANEA(I_MP1) PI 26
C**e DETHFflZIED SISTER OF LINEAR EQUATIONS LO • Ct*e SORT THE SINGULAR VALUES ARRAN INTO ASCE|DZNG SEQUENCE nr ABSOLUTE FX 27
C L2 5 Ceee VALUE PI 28
DISNNSZOl A(I•elJ_B(ZB_I),NKANE•(1) LQ 6 CELL NSORTE(NKAEEA(I_HF2) ei) FZ 29
HELL*8 SOB LQ 7 DEYAsETE*e2 PZ 30
REAL*8 A#HeBKAREA LQ 8 CLLL VIPZRO PI 31
C LQ g Ce** COBP&/E SZMGOLAR VALUES AND _i P[ ]2
C*ee INITIALIZE LEE LO 10 DO 3 Isl,g PI 33




CALL VIPBSL(UKIBEI(IjIP2),UAAIRA|IjIp2)) PX 35 L_I*! SV 2J
CALL VRPSTO(SUB) PZ J6 DO 2 J=loq 5V 2q
ZF (SSSoGT°OETA| GO _O _ PR 37 2 CKLL VZPBUL(Q(JeZJeO(JoI)) ST 25
3 COSTIiUE PI 38 CALL FIPSTQ(S) SV 26
[JRs129 PZ J9 ZF ($.GZoTOL| GO TO J SV 27
GO TO 15 P1 50 G-O.DO $5 28
ZP=IP*t PZ _1 GO TO 7 SY 29
IF (1_.gg.O) GO TO 5 PZ _2 3 F-5(111) $1 30
ASRO-O.DO P1 S] G--DSQBT(S) $5 31
GO tO 6 PZ ;5 Xr (F.LT.O.DOJG=-G SV ]2
5 iFRO'iEAIEA(ZP,IP2) PZ e5 s-reG*$ s5 33
6 DO 10 Iul#l PZ 46 ffi-i.O/H SV 35
ZF (¥AARRL|ZeiP1)oLR.Z!!JtO) GO TO 8 PZ t7 5(IoI)_roG ST 35
DO 7 J=lwB PZ _8 IF (L.GT.i) GO TO 7 SY 36
2 5[ABRA(JeZJ'gKAiEA(Ji[)/IRAIRA([,IP1) PZ _9 DO 6 J:L.I 58 ]?
GO TO 10 PZ 50 CALL VZPXRO SV 38
Ciei SET EEAERL(JeR)sO.O e FOR Jniwo.**5 e ZF 5[IREL|ZwEF|JoLX.ZRAO PK 51 DO _ ReRefl 5' 39
8 DO 9 Js¶e5 PR 52 q CALL 'XPBgL(0(RIZ) iS|ReJ)) $' _0
9 5RIIZA _,ZJmO.O PZ 53 CALL 'EP$TO(S| S' ql
10 CGITR55£ PZ 5; F-SeRE SV _2
DO 1_ I-1#5 PZ 55 DO S K-Ze£ Sf 43
DO 12 J'til PZ 55 5 U(RiJ)'U(RiJ)*FeS(KjZ) SV q;
CALL VXPZAO PR 57 G CCETZBUF 5, e5
DO 11 i_l15 FZ 58 7 0(Z) _G S' qb
II CALL VXPEOL(FKLREA(JoEi_AZN,(_eR)) PR 59 CALL iZPZRO S' q7
CALL fZPSTO(SUR| PL 60 Zr (L*GT.R) GO TO 9 $1 e8
12 gEAERA(JeiP3) RSU8 lR 61 DO 8 JsLll 55 e9
Ci_i ROVK THE IESSLTS ZRI_D ffAYiZX AZg, PR 62 8 CALL FZPBQL(Q(ZwJ|iU(rwJI| S" 50
DO 13 J=lwl PZ 63 CALL VIPSiO($) $5 51
13 AIIV(IiJIsiEARZ&iJIIpI) PZ 65 9 IF (S.GR.TOL) GO TO 10 5Y 52
1_ CQHTRiSF PL 65 GnO.DO SV 53
GO TO 16 FZ 66 GO TO 16 S' 5_
15 CALL UERTS_(REEi6ffL_SDOEIJIRRf_ PZ 67 10 ZF (I*LT*i) F'_(ZIZ*I) SV 55
16 5RT515 lZ 68 G'-DSQRTiS) $' 56
BID PZ 69 IF (F.L_.O.DOiG--G S5 57
U-FeG-S S, 58
URul,0,/_ S¥ 59
RF (Z.LT.iJU(Z,Iei)-F-G ST 60
558505T_IE LSVSrR (AiRiliZAI_VIZSR_BRAREAiQiU_V) SI 1 IF (L.GT.5) GO _O 12 5V 61
C 5V 2 DO 11J'Li5 $V 62
Ceee 598505TZiE LSWALR D_TEiRZ55_ TAR SZiGQLLR ,ALOE DRCOHPOS_ZOI OF A Si 3 11UKLiFA(J)_U(I_J)e_l 5V 63
Cili HAT/ZZ $' _ 12 ZF (L.GT.E) GO TO 16 S' 6_
C SV 5 DO 15 J=L#R S' 65
DZSIISROI iiZillil 5(iAililliZ,#I).9(1).IUIiA(I) 51 6 CAlL FIPZRO SY 66
IIILeIIiiKIIII,0,UiVjlISITOL $' 7 IF (L.GT*51 GO TO 15 Sl 67
REALS8F_GiRIXiTe_eCiSeBBIGieD_SiORRe;RRO 55 8 DO 13 KzL_5 SF 68
DATA _OL/_ODlOOOOOOOOOOOOO/,D_S/13_lOOO0000000000/ ST g 13 CALL VZPROL(O(J,R) eU(R_E)| SV 69
DATA OiR/1.0D0/eZRRO/0.0D0/ 1 S _ 10 CALL TZPSTO(S) SV 70
C $F I! DO 1_ K=L#5 S_ 71
EPS-DPS ST 12 1_ 5(J_)-O(J,E)*SiiRLi_A(_ 5, 72
DO I ZxlIH $Y 13 iS CCi?ZISI SV 73
DO ! J:1,5 5' 15 1& _=DASS(_(I))iDZBS(iEIREi(_)) Si 7q
UiZ,J)-i|R,J) SI 1S ZF |t*GT.I) Z=i 5F 75
I COITRIOE Sl 16 17 CO5_XRUR $5 76
Ctot ROSSRROLDRRt5 iEDOCTZOI TO 8ZDRIGOIIL FOB5 $5 17 Ceil iCCURULATK¢5 OF R]GffT RAiD TBIiS_OiRATZOiS $V 77
IsO. DO $V 18 IF (ZSi.E_.O) GO TO 37 $5 78
G=0.D0 $5 11 DO 25 Z=1.5 S5 79
DO 17 Z-l.I 5I 20 :Z-I-Z*I $5 80
IRIIEI(Ii-G Sl 21 Rr (G.EQ.O.O0) GO TO 22 SV 81
CALL VXPRBO 51 22 ZF (L. GT. 51 GO TO 25 Sr 82
B-O(IZ.ZItl) eG SF 83 80 C-O.DO SV 183
8t*l.O/B $1 88 S-1.000 SE 188
DO 18 _'Lo| SE 85 LI-LL-1 SV 185
18 E(J.Zl)-g(IZ,J)eH8 SE 86 IF (HK. LT.LL) GO TO 85 SF 186
DO 21JsLel $1 87 DO tt Z=LL.E8 SI 187
CALL VAPZHO SW 88 E:SeHEAREA|£| SE 118
DO 19 8-Le| ST 89 HKARE&(Z)-C*HEAJE&(Z) SV 189
15 CALL VXPAUL(g(Izoi) wF(ieJ)) SW 90 IF (DABS(F)*LZ*EP5) GO TO 85 Sr 150
CALL V%PSTO(S) S_ $1 G-G(I) SY 151
DO 20 8-L,8 SY 92 Q(I)-DSQtT(F*FeG*G| SF 152
20 V(KjJ)'V(K,JJeSOV(ErIEJ SV 93 flzQ(Z) SV 153
21CCSTEISE SY 9t 1F (H.SEoZE80) GO TO 81 $E 158
2; EF (L.GT.E| GO FO 28 S| 95 C-EEHO SV 155
DO 23 JtL_l St 96 S-OWE SE 156
¥(J,ZI)-O.DO 51 97 GO TO 82 S¥ 157
23 ¥(IZ,J)-O.DO SV 98 81C-;/X SV 1S8
28 ¥(ZZwIZ)sl._D0 5¥ 99 S.-F/H SV 159
Gz88AEgA(11) SV 100 q2 IF (ZSdoEQ.0) GO TO qS" S¥ 160
25 LsZl 5¥ 101 DO 83 J-leH 51 161
Ce** &CCUROL&TIOI On LEFT 8LID TRAHSFQERAFZ08S S¥ 102 YsU(JwLI ) SV 162
DO 16 Z-l,/ BY 1OH S-U(JwZ) SY 163
II#8-Iel 5¥ 108 O(JoL1)=YeC*ZoS SY 168
LL'IX*I 5¥ 105 ¥3 U(J,Z)-*Y*SeZeC 5¥ 165
G'0(Z/) S¥ 106 88 COHFZ888 $1 166
Xr (LL.GT. IJ GO TO 27 S¥ 107 Ce*e TEST r COHVEHGEHC_ 51 167
DO 26 J=LL,8 ST 108 eS ZzQ(KK) S¥ 168
26 gtlI,J)'O._O SV 10_ IF (LL*E_*E[) GO TO 55 SY 169
27 IF (G.EO,O.DO) GO TO 33 SV 110 Ceee SHIFT FB08 EOTT¢8 212 SilOS S¥ 170
H'O(IIwZE) eG SV Ill X'O(LL) 5¥ 171
82-1.0/8 5¥ 112 X_ (SK.GT. TJT-Q(K[-I| S¥ 172
El (LL,GT.I) GO TO 31 Sv 113 ZF (S[.GF.1)G-HSASEA(EK-|) S¥ 17J
DO 30 J-LLo8 S¥ 118 fl-HKIHEA(;K) SV 17t
CALL ¥XPZEO S¥ 11S F-((¥-Z) e(T*Z)*(G-H)e(GeH))/(2.DCeUe¥| SV 175
DO 2S K-LL,8 5¥ 116 G_DSQRT(FeTeONE) S¥ 176
28 CALL VXpHUL(U(KwXZ) oU(S,JJ) 5¥ 117 IF (F.LF. OoDO) Fs((I-Z)e(XeZ)eSe(r/(F-GJ-UJ|/Z 5¥ 177
CALL VXPSFO(S) $1 118 IF (F*GE.O*DO) Fs|(Z-2)t(X_Z)*H*(T/(FtG)*fl))/Z SV 178
F'SoH8 SV 119 Celt IE[T QE TRAiSFC;RAT£OI S¥ tTg
DO 29 88ZEwB S¥ 120 C-I.0DO 5¥ 180
29 U(I,J)sU(E,J)eFeu(EwII| S¥ 121 S=I.0D0 SV 181
JO CCJTXIUE" S¥ 122 L2-LL*I S¥ 182
31 GE,I.0/G 5¥ 123 IT (KK. LFoL2) GO TO St 51 183
DO 32 J-Xlw8 S¥ 128 DO 5J X-L2oKK ST 188
32 8(J#IX) sU(J_II)IG8 5¥ 125 G-¥EAHEA(I) 51 185
GO TO J5 5¥ 126 t-_|I) S1 186
33 DO 38 J-IZ_H SV 127 XeSoG S¥ 187
38 8(J. IX)=O. DO SV 128 G-CeG 51 188
3S U(ZZ,II)'U(II_IX)*I.0DO S¥ 129 Z:OSQRT(TeF*XeHJ SV 189
36 CCSTIHUE 5¥ 130 yEAREA[I-I)=; SY 190
O.e* 8IIGOI&LZZATI08 OF THE 8IDIAGOHAL F088 5¥ 131 IF (Z.HE.ZEHO) GO TO G6 S¥ 191
37 EPSzEPSeI S¥ 132 CzZESO S¥ 192
DO 57 K=lel $1 133 S-OWE S1 193
81:1-8_1 $1 138 GO TO 87 SV lgt
Cee* TEST Y SPLITTISG 51 135 86 C:F/Z S¥ 1_5
34 DO J9 L_I,K[ $1 136 S=H/_ 5¥ 196
LL_KE-Ltl S¥ 137 t? TnXeC*GeS S¥ 197
IF (D&BS(¥KIEEI(LL)),LE.EPS) GO TO 85 SV 138 G:-XeS*G_,C SY 198
IF (LL.£0.1) GO TO 85 S¥ 139 U-_*S S¥ 199
IT (O&SS(O(LL-I)|.LE._S) GO TO tO 51 180 ¥-¥eC 5¥ 200
39 COITIHUE s¥ 1_1 IF (ISv. EO.O) GO ZO _9 S¥ 201





I.V(J,I*I) S1 203 IEals2 OR 24
Z-T(J,I) ST 20_ GO TO B UB 2S
V|JoI-IJ nleCe_eS SR 205 ¢**e VAiillO gB 26
e8 V(JwZJB-ReS,ZeC SV 206 3 REEl-! OH 27
R5 Z=DSQRT(FOF*H*fl) SV 2G7 Ce*e RETRACT ere OR 28
Q(Io1)-Z SR 208 e ZERE-ZEREoIRZT(IEB1) UR 29
ZF (EeREoZEHO) GO TO 50 SR 209 Cee* PlI_ ERROR RESNAOB UB 30
C-ZERO Sr 210 dRITB (JRRITE,S) (ITTP(ZoZEBI) eZsloS),IARE,ZEE2eZHI OR 31
SHORE SY 211 5 FOBnAT (1Tj/elIjOERROR TESSAGE FBOB URRTSToe2ReSARwTEj3A2,REeZE,2Z UB 32
GO TO 51 _r 212 IoeZRR" *wZI) UB 3]
50 CzF/Z SV 213 BFTUII UI 3e
S'K/Z IV 21T El+ U| 35
_1F_COGeSeR SF 215
E=-SOG*CII $1 216
IF (ZSM.EQ.O) O0 TO 53 SV 212
DO $2 JuloH SY 218 SUBROUTIIE ISOBTH(AwLA) IS 1
I-O(J,I-l) SV 219 C VS 2
Z:O(JwI) ST 220 Cee* SUBROUTZIH VSOIIE SORTS AIR&IS 8I ABSOLUTE F&LO: VS 3
O(JeZ-1)=leCeZeS SV 221 C IS B
52 O(J,Z)m-FeStEeC SV 222 OIBElS=3l A(1),IU(21),ZL(21J TS 5
_3 CORTIRUE 5V 223 BEALeBA+T, TI 1S 6
S_ RKAREA(LL)=EEBO SY 22T C IS ?
RK&IEk(KK) sF $1 225 ¢e** FITD ABSOLUTE VALUES OF ARRAN • VS 8
OIlR)-I SV 226 DOl I=leLl VS 9
GO TO 36 SV 227 IF (I(II.LT.O.OJA(Z)=oA(Z) IS 10
C'e* COIIEIGEICI $1 228 1 COlT[RUE VS 11
55 ZF (ZoGE. ZEEO) GO TO 57 SV 229 C 9S 12
Q(EE) moZ ST 230 ERTRI VSORTA(EwLA) RS 13
IF RISE.NO.O) GO TO 57 SV 231 C rs 1R
DO 56 Jzl,l 5¥ _32 Cee* ERTRT VSORTA SORTS &BRITS BI ALGEBRAIC VALUE IS 15
56 V(JglK|'-l(JeRK) SI 233 C FS 16
57 CCRTZRUZ ST 23_ fl-1 VS 17
RETUIR ST 235 I=1 VS 18
BID SR 236 J=LA 9S ' 19
R:.]TS IS 20
2 IF (Z.BQ.J) GO TO 11 VS 21
IF (R.GT..5898qJ7) GO TO q v$ 22
SUBROUTXIE UEBTST(IEReIABEwJTRITE) UR 1 B=B_3.9062SE-2 YS 2J
C OR 2 GO TO 5 IS 24
Cee* SUBROgTERE UERTST GERERATES ERROR IESSAGHS UR 3 q BxR-.21875 VS 25
¢ OR q 5 K-I VS 26
DIREBSZOI ZTIR(Sw_)eISlT(_) OR 5 C**e SELECT i CERTRAL EL_HETT OF THE ARRAY AID SiRE XT ZI LOCATIOI T 15 27
IRTEGRBe2 R|RE(3) UR 6 IJzIe(J-IJeB IS 28
ZRIRGRR RARR,TARF,TBRffsJRRITE UR 7 T-A(ZJ) 9S 29
EQUZVALRICR (IRIT(1)eMIEB)e(ZBIT(2)eTARF)e(ZTI_($),TERH) OR 8 C*** IF FIRST ELEBRRT OF IRilI IS GREATER THAT T_ IMTERCBARGE TITB T VS 30
DATA ITIP/eMARIIeeZTO ewe IN° Ill eeeRlill#lll+(eelUITH*+ OI 9 IF (A(I).LE*T) GO TO 6 FS 31
le FEARER) *eeTRRBeeeZRALete *#* Rue *e*lOl-oeeD_FIJoOlE UZ 10 i(ZJJsA(l) VS 32
1O see s#o */elRIT/32e6q_128,O/ UI 11 I (I)'T TS 33
C OR 12 T:•(IJ) IS ST
IEREsIEI OR 13 6 LzJ VS 35
IF (ZER2.GEoRIBR) GO TO 1 OR le Ce*e ZF LIST ELEfl£RT OF ARRAY 15 LESS THAT Te I/TERCHARGE RITB Z 1S 36
C**e ORUEFIRED UR 15 IF (A(J).GE.T) GO TO 8 IS 37
IZBlzq OR 16 &(ZJJsA(J) VS 38
GO TO _ OR 17 A(J)_T IS $9
1 IF (IRR2.LT. TERH) GO TO 2 UB 18 T-A(IJ) TS BO
C*** TERRIIAL UB 19 CI** IF FIRST ELEHERT OF ARRAI IS GREATER THAI T+ ZITBRCflIIGE RZTB T VS _1
iEkl=J OH 20 _F (A(IJ.L£.T) GO TO 8 TS q2
GO TO _ UR 21 A(IJ)-AII) VS e$
2 IF (IRR2.LT.¥ARF) GO TO 3 Ui 22 A|I)-T VS qq
Ce** TABIIRG (lATH FIX) UR 23 T:A(IJ) 1S q5
GD TO 8 ¥5 _6 1(3,_SO),HCPn(11,13),SF(13) tip 1S
T TT=A(L) V5 17 COnnOU TIBE(_SO),FI(_SO),F2(_50),F3(_SO),F_(_SO),FS(_SG),rH(NSO),F tip 16
A (L) *l (H) v5 _8 17 (_50) ,F8 (N50) ,F9 (_SG) ,FlO (_50) ,Fll (_50) ,Y12 (_S_), FI3 (450) ,Fl_ (_50 HP 17
A {x) -TT V5 _g I) ,C (WHO# 11) #z (_50,1) wVKAR (250) ,CPH |lq) oSGN (q) #HGD (N) ,FTI (q50) efT2 ( UP 18
Ceee FXRD AM ELER£NT Im S_OlO HALF OF &BRAT ¥UXCH I_ 5EALLLR THAN T VS SO lq50) wFHH&(NSO)eS5(_SO),ST(qSO} oSU(_SO)eSR(q50)oEXl#£X2#£X3eBX_,Go5 HF 19
8 LsL-1 - VS 51 1,HFlO#TZAoEXPI,PLO_,PHIGHeCDLONwCDUIGHwJR£ADeJHHITEjJPURC_oXEXI,IEX HP 20
IF (A(L).GT.T) GO TO 0 V5 5_ 12oXBIJeIEIewBETRIC,LleL2, IEQ_N(18) eZERE HP 21
Ctee FIND il ELEflEHT IN FIRST HALF C_ iiJir YHZCd I5 GREATER TSAR T V_ S) COnnOU /LAR1/AP(1J) wNGT(13),CRBZH(I])eCHHAX|13) UP 22
g K=K*I V5 5_ CCHnCN /LAB2/ICPTeXCDeHTHwRCLCC HP 23
IF (A(K).LT.T) GO 20 9 VS 55 COa_Ol /TEST/ICKR HP 2N
C_ee INTERCHANGE TflI$_ ZLEflBRTS V$ 55 COHflOl /LAHT/A,R,dwR! HP 25
IP (K.LE.L) GO TO 7 VS 57 CCflHON /LAR]/DGAB HP 26
Ceee SAVE OPPRJ AND LOREH _UBSCRIPT$ OF TUg ARRAY _ET TO BE _ORT_D V_ 58 COHflON /LAB_/IBHO UP 27
IF {L-X.LE.J*K) GO TO 10 f5 59 COFlROR /LABS/GR£_GBX_D_GB_D3GFl HP 28
XL(B)'I VS 60 COflaOH /LADH/TI,ADT HP 29
IU(R)zL V5 61 CO_flOl /LABX/ZFFR_B_XRRR UP 30
Z*K VS 62 DATA NGTL/I*OD*I,0*ODeOeS*OD*I,$.ODe3,0.ODtO,I.0DtS,O.OD*O,8. OD*2, HP 31
flzBtl V$ 6$ IO*CDeO_J.OD-qgO*ODeO,5oOD*O,I.0D*2/eMGTD/1.0DeleG.ODeGeS.ODe|,9.0D RP 32
GO TO 12 VS b_ I*3,0.ODtO, I.OD*5_O.ODtO,S.ODtI,0.OD*O_I.0DeS,O.OD*G,I.G_e2,1.0D*6/ HP 33
10 XL(R) sH VS 65 I_HCALE/1.0DtOel*CDtO, I*OD*Oel.0DvO_I*OD*OeloODeO,I.ODeO_I.0D*O_I.0 RP Jq
XO(a) _3 ¥5 66 1DeO, I.0DeOel.0D_O,I.ODeOtI.ODtO/#DF/1.bU_I.GD_I_I.SD-lel. OUeO_I. UP J5
J_L V5 67 16Dt_O.OD*O/ tip 36
R-fit1 YS 6U C HP 37
GO TO 12 YS 6_ Cere SET IUHROUTLDE PARAHETER5 tip J8
CORe BEGID AGAIN OR AHOTHEH PORTION OF UNSORTED ARRAY VS. 70 RE_I$ HP 39
11 8-8-1 V5 71 PIXzl.0DO HP _0
IF (B.EQ.O) RETURN V5 72 Ceee INITIALIZE PADAflETEBS HP Q1
Z-IL(R) Y5 73 XVRITE=JHRITR HP _2
JtZg(H) ¥5 7Q XEEI'IEJB HP _3
12 IF (J*XoGE.11) GO TO S V$ ?5 lZlsZEXlol HP 4q
IF (I.EO.1) GO TO 2 V5 76 IX2=IEZR*I HP _S
X-I-1 V5 77 XX3-IEX3-1 UP q6
13 ZxI*l VS 78 IXq-ZEXq-1 HP _7
IF {I.EO.J) GO TO 11 VH 79 XXIlzIXI-1 HP _0
T_A(I*I) VS 80 LAIR=IX2-1 HP _9
IF (A(I).LE.T) GO TO 13 q5 81 lzX3-lX3-1 UP 50
K-I V5 82 lll_=lI_-I UP 51
1A A(Rel)-A([) VS 83 CALL CSNGE(SRI) HP 52
K-R-1 VH 8_ CALL CHRGE|SGR) tip 53
XF (ToLT. A(E)) GO TO 1_ VS US CALL CRNGB(5GD) BP 5_
A(Kel)_T YS 86 Ceee ENACT SPLINE5 ON AIRSPEED AID ACCELERATIG_ FOR IITEDPOLATION _P 55
GO TO 13 VS 87 CALL SPLINE(¥eFqeTZHE, AA#I) HP 5b
BRD ¥5 88 CALL SPLINE(R,F8e_IRE_AA#2) UP 57
DO 1JZPzleN RP 58
1VR(JXP)=DDV(TXRU(JIR)) HP 59
CALL $PLXRE(R_Rd,_XflE,AA,_) UP 60
SUBROUTINE flPAT_(N,P_RBD,LPRGeFIT#TAHU,HTAHB, RHP[) HP 1 Ceee CALCULATE #UHBIR OF RATRIX ELERENT5 DR 61
C HP 2 ROa=RE_ tip 62
C _e_ 5UDROUTI_ UPATH CGNTRO It: THE TRAJECTGR_ PDEBICTIOM MOUTIR£5 AID _P 3 BXD_NE_eRE_ UP 6)
C ee_ PERFORMS _N [TERATIVE SCHESE TO ATTEHPT AM IH_ROV£HERT XR THE RP _ C*O_ DETLD_[EE NOR58H OF VALID NONZERO COEFFICIENTS HP " 6_
Ceee PONBRe LIFT, ADD DRAG COEFFICIENTS HP 5 DO 2 Z=I#REO HP 65
C HP 6 IF (CFH(X).EO.O.ODO)RUBzIU_-I HP 66
IRPLICIT _EALe8(AoH,O-Z) HP T HC_H(Io£)=CFR(X) _P 67
£%TERRAL VAjDDV_DDDV,ALP,DVEePfl_DIR HP 8 2 JLCC(_)-O UP 68
DXRENS[ON TH|101)_RN(qSO}_FIT(2)efl_(3_SO),FS(13)eHX(169)#CC(I]J_ UP 9 C *oR BEGIn HEATH ITERATION LOOP HP 69
lOCI (13) #OK (6) ,RK (6_ 13) ,TRJ (13) _TOL (6) ,R3 (169) eTRR[ (169) ,D (6) _PAC (8 UP 10 IP$=O HP 70
1) .ILOC (13) ,COST (20) .U (lJ# 13) er (13_1) .ENUR(3) w5NN (q) ,CTP (7) _JLOG (13 HP I1 LKKzO UP 71
1) _ LLOC (13) eP5 (10) , DF (6) ,IV (6) ,Ai (;_SO) eRR (16_J ,TNA (16_) , SP (169) ,2 RP 12 JK-O SP 72
1K(13,13).ZL(1],13),R_(169),WGTL(13),NGTD(13),DIS(I69),CCX(13),EUT| RP 13 3 JN-JK*I HP 75
11Je2)#ZR(1],1J)eT_KX(169)_¥5(l_,I)eSCALE($])eDSL(13)_HLO¢(IJ|,XRLD _P 1_ INRsLRRtl UP 7_
_J
_o
oTr(J•.GToliBEpZ.O•.L••oGToIIGJt) GQ TO 133 SP 75 Z1-L RP 13S
IF (L••.IQ.1I GO TO S lIP 7A ][1S811 •P 136
DO BE LL-I,II•Q I1' V7 J'0 lip 137
CRuzBE (LL) 8CARE • (LL) • 1.0000018D0 EP 7i 15•2_0 BE• 138
• _tEU(LLI-CISABEILLI/loOOOOO18DO El' 72 DO 15 J•P81w6 BE• 139
5 II|ZTS (JUSTS,•) &BE• 15 TGL(JXP)-OoODO EP IIJO
6 FOIIEI,/ (1BE,///w33][o6SBEF L Z G I ? P • T • ? • A J • C ,/ 0 • T BE• 80P 81 Ce*e •EG[I All•LISTS Ol SR,/ OF PGZI,/S EP 1•1
1 • • • D • € T Z 0 BE,//e59•B11•ZTtIA'/ZOll |eZTe//eSZ,e'/ZRREtoVZ,OAL E• 82 DO 88 ZPT-2,• BE• 1BE2
1,/ZTOBE•m,SXweJB|SP|_Doe•BE,eFLZGET •STRO,JBEeo&BEGLE Oroe?XoOLZITtmgX, S• 83 ZP,/SsV BEP 1BE3
1eD|AGeeSZeIBE|XG•TO,OBEeei_OBEeneoSEeeACCKLREAtLOIlOe/eBEA|eoAIlGLEeeTBEe*, BEP OBE %r (_i_.EO.2) Z•VS'32 up 1BE•
1A,/,/ACBEO,SSeeCOEFFZCZKIlTO,2•,oCORFFZCZBEIl,/oe16X,eAV&ZL&BLR*) BE• 85 ZF (ZCS•.BEE.OJZ•,/S'19 H• 1•5
ZF (•II,/BEZC.BER.O) GO TO 8 BE• 86 SII S• 1BE•
lltZ,/I (JBEI1[`/It,7) BE• 87 Z`/ (ZI":S.IO.0)•-0 BE• 1BE?
? GORGES'/ (BEZ_e(SBC) eoVIIoeIF'/I*,VX_e(I_/s_)e_sI, IIIADZAIl) JwSIwe(BEIDI HP 88 ZCBEP'O H• 1_8
1A1) o,33%,* (LBF) I,SZjl (I_-LBF/$BC) °,BXwe (F,//S_) *j/) E• 89 ZP,/SP|eZP,/Sel •• 1•9
GO ,/O 10 HP gO BEsBE-(99-Z•,/S) up 150
i BEtX,/II (JIIZ,/I,Y) BE• 91 Z• (ZPT.LK.2) GO TO 16 . BE• 151
9 •OBRAT (BESs* (SBEC) °e2%%_e(N) *eVXee (BE/$11C) *,5BEe 8 (BEADZAII)*,SZ_ o (BEADZABES• 92 "/S''/G(L*I) EP 152
1) • e 32Is • (lllb_OlS) owSBE, I (SIN) 0 ,JIB e (R/SEC) e e/) H• 9] TT•,/m,/i (1) BE• 153
€**O IllZ,/ZALZS• PAEAIIliVBERS S• 2BE ,/E|1)-,/,/8 flip 15•
10 DO 11 LL-Iw3 E• g5 L-! I• 155
11 IIIIliBE(LL)-O.ODO BEP 96 •l-SIS BE• 156
BECff-O EP 97 16 DSL,/- (VISE| (Z•,/) *,/fiBS| (r AT- I) )/ZIPS• I BE• 157
LCBEsO HP g8 €Oee COAAPO,/B ,/BILGE•CZBE,/S BEII,/IIBEZll•BE•O,/ ,/Bill POXBE,/S II• 158
Z•,/S895D BE• g9 DO 17 J](81wZ•TSP1 . IF 159
• uSe (ii-I) oZ_S lip 100 L,- Lq, 1 _ 160
ZCS•'O lip 101 LC-LC*I •• 161
&D`/-O.0DO S• 102 17 Tll (/,) "Vll (L*I) eDIILT lift 162
DO 12 LL=1,13 tip 103 ,/BE(L)-TZBE_(Z_) E• |6]
Ell,/(LL_ 1)-O.ODO E• lOS ,/TBE:TBE(L) II• 16G
BEIIT|LLeT)sO.ODO ' •• 105 Cee* DII,/IIIIHZIIS ZBE,/RBEVALBEAIIGK •• 165
12 IIBE(5,LL}sO*ODO HA" 106 Z2JLC E• lt6
BEIPIZ11'_,0 BE• 107 Z1S-,112 SIP 16"/
COSt C&LCOLKTII EAT•HUES FOR BEIIZG•'/S BE• 108 Z_1_2-1 II• 160
BBE(I)-FIO($) E• 109 ZV (Z2.S0.KJZBI-Z2 BE• 16 q)
BEIl(2)sD&BES(DABESZBEGrI1(1)_FBE(1))) BE• 110 C'e* BESGZBEABE_LZSZS DBE ZII,/IIBEVAL IIABEG& _ 170
• II(3)-DABS|FTT|I)) lip 111 DO 87 Z-Z1,Z• I1• 1,/1
BEBE(BE)-VI(1) EP 112 Z• (Z. liE. 1) BES-A• lip 172
BEll(S) -F• (1) 1*2/(2.0DOeG) *•10 (1) S• 113 T-_S (£-Z111) 81' 172
ZBE(6J-DABS (F6 (1)) HP I1_1 V:VA (,/) , BE• 17•
DO 13 JllP:2_• BEP 115 DllnDYA(,/) E• 175
X• (,/IO(3BE•JoGT.IIl(1JJBEBE(1)sF10(J%%•) S• 116 ZF (Z. IIE. Io&BEDoiiPBEZII,/.EQ.R)A,/-A E• 176
Z• (DABES(OAISZ•(VI1(JZp)/F_(JX_)JJ.G,/.BEIl(2)JXM(2)sDA_S(DIESZIl(F11( tip 117 A'AL•(T) E• 177
1JZp)/Fq(JllP))J HP 118 ZV (•.BEE.I) GO TO 18 BE• 178
Z,/ |DASS(I_Z(JIIPJJ.GT. Xli(BIJXII(3)-DABES(_Z(J••)) EP 11_ C_ee D_TEBEBE_IIE•AIIABEBETBEBESFOB FYIIS,/ GO•BET Re 179
Z• (•I(JBEPJ.G,/.ZBE(eJ)ZBE(e)-FI(JZ_) BEY 120 BE_FI(Z) BB• 180
ZF ((FBE(JBEp) eeT/(2.0DOeGJeFIO|JBEP)).G,/.XU(S)JXBE(S)sF_(_ZPJee2/(2.0 BEY 121 R-F5(•) E• 181
1DOeG) *rlO (JXP) UP 122 GF_A-DABSZBE (•11 (11/re (Z)) BE• 182
13 1• (D&IIS(ri(JZI?J).G,/.Zli(S))IIBE(6)-DABES(F6(JXP)) HP 123 GV_I-GI'PA*,/IIIS BE• 183
Ce** CALCIILAT• VV|ZGRTS FOIl LIIASZ SQUABEES 50LUTZOll up 12_ _t10 (Z)*E,/ABEE E• 18e
DO 1BE lr-1_6 S• 125 `/I-0.ODO I1• 185
lq D(T)-DF (Zl/Zll |Z)**2 H• 126 II 1=11 lip 186
Ceee llllAC,/ S•LZII• OBE&INGLE OF ITTSCBE FOR BEN0,/ BES,/ZBEA,/ZOBES S• 127 ,/BE,/I_T*T! liP 187
CALL S•LZIIli(II,F6jTZSKoAAeB) tip 128 GO 20 20 lip 188
COS* EIIACT •OLYIIOSZAL VZT •OO,/ZIIE Oll BEEZ_BET UP 129 C'e* DET£1IHZII• _•SVIOOS TZBEII •Orll,/ VALOII E• 189
CALL llSOS(ll_Fl#,/ZBEllellBE) HP 130 18 ZF (ZeBQ.r1)T18ZS II• 190
cee* SBE,/ ZIIZ,/ZAL VALUBES SP 131 Z• (Z.IIBE.II1),/1-,/BE(ZoZ1) E• 191
Tll(1)sTrHll(1) lip 132 _o** DETEBEBEZBE8VALUES A'/ •BEIIVZOOS '/ZBEE •OZllT EP 122
Lul BE• 133 ll-tl BE• 193
LC-I BE• 11• VtqA(_) H• 19•
DN-DEA(Z) HP 195 CALL CHUGH(SGN) HP 255
V2tDDf(Z) HP 196 CALL CHNGE|SGD) HP 2S&
V]-UDDV(Z) HP 197 C**€ PEEFOHH HBYTON*EAPHSOH TO DZTHmHZUE eESTZB&TED* ANGLE OF ATTACH HP 257
p_CPN(1)tCFE{2)eVeCNIleCFH(J)*NeOBXKeCFfl(e)*EeeEXNeCPH(HJeVeeEZe HP 198 23 PA-DCO$(AeTZA) eP/(MeN)-(UeSeNeVeCD/(2.0D0eM)eDV/GtDSZ|(GrpA|) HP 258
C'o* CORPUTK UEZGflT DNHZN&TZVE$ UP lgg 7APn-(D$ZJ(AeTZ&)eP/(¥*T) eHoSeNeVOCDP/(2.0D0eN)) HP 259
DUN-Pep tip 200 PAPPn-(DCOS(&eTZA)eP/(H*V) eH*S*VeNeCDPP/(KoOD0eN)) HP 260
D2Iu-PODEe(EAleCPN(2)eVee(EHIoI.ODO)eHZ2eCPH(3)eTee(EE2oI.ODO)eHZJ HP 201 RIDI{PAP/PAPP) e|PAP/FAPP)°2.0DCO(PA/PAPP) UP 261
leCPH(eJeTeO(EIN-1.0D0) eEXeeCFH(S)eVee(EZA-1.0D0)| HK 202 A1-A UP 262
D3Eu*Fe(DVee2*(ENleCFH(2)*(EZI-I.0DO)*Vee(EAI*2.0DO)_EH2eCFH(3)e(E UP 203 Zr (N&D. LT.O.ODO) GO TO 25 Hp 263
1N2-1.0DO)*Wee(EN2-2.ODO)eEIAeCrH(q)e(HE]oI.0DGJeV*e(EX302.ODO)eEZq HP 20q Zr ((FAPeFAPP) oLT.O.ODO) GO _0 2_ UP 26U
leCfU (5) e (EAt" 1.0D0) eVee (EI_-2.ODO)) eVKe (EXleCFfl (2| el*e (EEl- 1.0DO) • UP 205 A- A- PAF/FAPPe ON,iT (HA D) HP 265
1EIKeCFU[3) ege*(NZKo1.0DG)eEEJ*CEH(_J*V*e(KKN-IoOD0)_NZqeCPR(5)*V* • HP 206 GO TO 26 HP 266
I(NK_oI.0DO)) ) UP 207 2e A-A*PAP/FAPPoDHQET |BAD) HP 267
D_e-ope((EIleCFH(2)*(KEI*IoOD0)*(EK|-2.0D0)eV*efEE1-3.0DO)eEN2eCP8 UP 208 GO TO 26 8P 268
I(AIO(EZ2-1.0DO)e(KE202.0DG)eNee(EX2-3.0DO)eEKJeCPU(_)e(EZA-I.0DO)* UP 209 25 A_ASeO.26DOeAD_eTH21 NP 269
I(NNN-2.0D0)eNee(EI3-3.0DO)eEZqeCFH(S)e(EI_-I.0D0)e(EK_-2.0D0)eV**( HP 210 LCB-LCR*I UP 270
1EZqoN.0D0))eDVeeN*3.0D0eDVeV2e(EKI*CPS(2)e(EKl-1°0D0)eVee(EZ1-2.0D NP 211 GO TO 27 UP 271
IO)*KK2eCFR{])e(KK2-1.ODC)eVee(KX2-2.ODO)eBXAeCFH(_)e(KKA-I.ODO)eVO tip 212 26 KF (DADS(A1-A).LT. 1.OD*lS.ON.ZCN.EQ.20) GO TO 27 HP 272
I*(NNJ-2.0D0JtENqeCIH(S)e(EZ_-I.0D0JeVe(HZq*2.0D0))eVAe(K_I*CEa(2)e UP 213 GO TO 21 HP 273
1Vee(KXl-IoOD0) eNZ2eCFH (3)*Ne*([KK-1.0D0)*EXNeCPH|_)eYe*(KKJ-I.0DO) HP 21_ Ctee COHPOTZ LXFT coKrFIcZEHT FOR *KSTZHATED* ANGLE Or ATTACK UP 27q
leNZ_eCpE(S)eVeO(KZe-l.0DO))) UP 215 2T TDAPZnC(Z-I1) eFN(ZPT)e(Z_-Z)*PJ(ZPT*I))/(Aq-X1) UP 275
Ce** TEST PUB PABINETERS e UPDATE tip 216 GO TO (28#K9,30) eZCD UP 276
THTlnT-T1 UP 217 28 $r (&.GT.O.ODO) GO TO 2g UP 277
Zr (NPBANT.NR.8) GO TO 19 HP 218 CL-CPfl(12) eAeTCPTeCPH(1_)eTDAPA UP 2?8
rr-u HP 219 GO TO 31 NP 27S
HT'K HP 220 29 CL-CF_(11)*CFU(12)eA*CPH(13)eAeeEKpI*CFH|1q)eTDAPX HP 280
PPA-GRK HP 221 GO TO 31 UP 281
DFEE-DGHK HP 222 30 CL-CFH(11|eCFU(12) eA*CPn{13)eAe&eCPH(lq)eTDApN tip 282
Cet* RSTZHATR HIIGBT# ALTITUDE, AND DENSATT AT NEXT POIIT HP 223 31AP-& HP 283
19 H_geTHTle(_IeTUTI*(D2U/2.0DOeTBTle(D]d/6.OD0eTMTleDqE/2_.GD0))) HP 22e Ce** YNZTE OUT RESULTS HP 28e
DHIV*DSZU(GBI) HP 225 KF (EPNINT.NR.O) GO TO 3q HP 285
DK_-DVeDSZN(GHA)_DGBE*NeDCGS(GRZ) UP 226 IF (HETNZC.nE.0) GO 20 33 HP 286
DNU=(E2-VeDGHZ*DGHI)eDSZN(GRXJe(2.0D0*DVtDG_Z.N*DKGH)*DCOS(GRZ) UP 227 HEATH [JYNZTE#32) T#fleT,GFPA_AeCLfCDoN_PfDV HP 287
DqH=(V3-3oOD0eNeDGHZeDKGH-3.0D0eDV*DGHXe*2) eDHZN[GNZ)_(J.0D0eV2eDG HP 228 32 POBHAT (1N,10(1PD12.S,1Z)) HP 288
1HA*VeDGHA*IJeN.ODOeDNeD2GHtVeDNGR)eDCOS|GHA) HP 229 GO TO 3q HP 289
ZF (ZoLEoP)D_HzO.ODO HP 230 33 ALTzHeO.3OqNDO HP 290
H-H*T_TI*(DNtTNTleKD2U/2.0D0eTHTle(DAH/6.0D0eTETleD_H/2_.GD0))) HP 231 VX-Ve0.30_8D0 HP 2_1
Kl-B UP 232 VZ-Ve_.qq62DO HP 292
N-BHOO(1.0DOo6o86D-6eU) ee_.26U0 UP 233 PA-Pe1.ASS818D-'] UP 293
P-HA(T) HP 23q DY_uDTe0.NOq8OG UP 29q
DVzDVA(T) HP 235 YKZTK (JVNZTE,32) T_ALT_NN,GFPA_B_CL,CD_HZepK,DNH UP 295
Ceee COSPUTB POgNH HP 236 cue* CALCOLATE TZBE IECNEHENT UP 296
20 p-CFH(1) tCFH(2)eTOeEZleCFH(3)oVeeKZKtCFH(_|eVeeEN3*CPB{5)*VetEX_ HP 237 He LF (A.LT.N)TDNL=TH{Z-ZI*2)-TH(AoZlel) RP 29T
ZCKt0 HP 238 C*ee SET FLAUNT PATH ANGLE HP 298
_1ZCKzZCKel HP 239 GRZtGFPA EP 2_9
Ceee CDEPUTE DRAG COEPIACZE|T AID DEHZVATZVEH YNT ANGLE OF ATTACK HP 2q0 IF (Z.NE.I) GO TO 35 HP 300
BE-DABS(A) HP 2ql C*ee SET PLZGHT-PATH-AJ;LE DENAVATATB FOR PZN$T POINT UP 301
ZP (&.DE. O.0D0) GO TO 22 EP 2_2 DG_PA:GeS*Ne_eCL/|2.0D0*N)-GeDCO${GNK)/VeG*DSZN{AtTZA) ep/(NeEeV) HP 302
CALL SIGNS(SNN#ANKI,ZEX2_ZEX3_ZEN_) HP 2e3 D2G_0.0D0 UP 303
CALL SIGIS(SGI_ZII_ZIK_ZKN,LI_) UP 2qq DNG=0oODO UP 30_
CALL SZGNS(SGD_ANZI_ZXZ2_ZXZJ_ZIN_) EP 2_5 C.e* SET OR DKTNKNZNN PAUAUETENH FOR TBAJECTON_ PREDZCTZON HP 305
22 CD-CFfl(6)tSIN(1)eC/R(7)eAHeeXEXleSNNIKJeCFB(8)eAHOeIEZK*SIN(3)oCPB HP 216 35 ZP (I°NE*I)DGHXtDDNK NP 306
I(9) e_Ue*ZEI3eSNI(q)*CFR(10J*AS**ZEK_ NP 2q7 DGHK-DGPPA HP JOT
CDP.SGN(1)IZENI*CPN(T)tARI*£EleSGN(2)eZEZKeCPH(HJeANe*ZX2e$_N(3)eZ HP 2q8 D2GNzDK_ HP 308
1KX3eCPfl(g) eiHeeZZ3tSGN(q)eZENqeCPa{10)*iB*eZZq EP 2_9 D3GB_D]G NP 309
CDPPsSGD(1)eZEZlOIIleCPH(7)OAReeZKKItSGD(2)eZBZ2*ZK2eCFN(8)eAHeeZZ UP 250 ADT=0.0D0 HP J10
1EKeSGD(3) eXEINeANNeCFH(g)eAHeeIxINeSGD(qJeIEI_eZZq*CPN(10)eAHeeZZX HP 251 ZP (I.NB.I)ADT-(AP-AS)/TST1 HP 311
lq tip 252 ZPNRt0 UP 312
IF (A.GK.O.ODO) GO TO 23 HP 253 KR-O HP 313
CALL CNNGE(SNI) HP 25_ flGAH=GPPA BP 31q
co
EDGBEnDGFPA EP 315 p.CFE(1) eCFR(2)eVeO|EleCFE(3)eVeoEZ2eCFE(eJeVeeF_3eCFB(S)eWeeES_ EP 375
JLE0 EP 316 &sAT 8P 376
ZK-I0 EP 317 &R-DABS(A) SP 377
ST1-T1 UP 318 TD&PI'((X-Z1) eF3(ZPT)'(Z_'Z)eFE(ZPT'I))/_ e°zl) iP 3?8
ZJPL-0 fin 319 GO TO (q2,q3,4e),£CD EP 319
ZF (Z.LT.?)ZE80 EP 320 42 ZP (I.GT.O.0D0) GO 20 _3 EP 380
COe6 CALL TIAJECTOEI PIKDZCTZOI tOUTZWE tip 321 CLsCFB(12) eAeZCl_eCPB(le)OTDAPZ EP 381
ZF (Z.LT.K) CALL TSE|OR(TD|L.T#GPPAwDGFPIoD2GeDEGoZSETePwZPIBeSEeZ MP 322 GO TO 45 IP 382EP 323 43 CLuCFR|lS)tCFB(12)eA'CPR|l])eleeEZPZ*CPE(14) eTolpX EP 383
11J SP 32_ GO 20 qS HP 38LZER|-ZSSR
ZF (IESS.IE.0) tET0tl EP 325 44 CLsCFS(ll)eCFB(12)eLeCFB(13)eLeAeCFB|1eJOTDAPX UP 385
TmT8(I.11,1 ) BP' 326 qS IF (A.LT.0.0D0) C&LL SZGES(SEN.IEXleZEX2jZ|ZEwZEZL) MP 386
TI-ST1 EP 327 CD.CFH(6),SII(1)eCpS(?),AReeZEIleSI|(2)eCFR(8)oAEeeZEI2eS|S(])eCFB HP 387
IF (IoZQ.6JZK-10 MP 328 I(9)eAfleeZEZE*StB(LJeCFH(10) eAB''IzSL 8P 388
ZF (ZoLTo6) GO 20 37 UP J29 IF (A.LT°0oOD0) CILL CflIGE(S|I) EP 389
CeO* ITERATE TEIJ_TOBP PREDZCTXO| FOR BETTER ESTIEITZOI EP ]]0 JEST HP ]90
DO 35 JPLuleZI HP 331 B-ST EP 391
ZpERuipSS, ¶ UP 332 HDHsVODSZE(TP|) HP 392
ZJpLJJPL UP 333 COCO FIND PARTIAL DERIVATIVES NST ANGLE OF ATTAC[ RP 393
GFPAtEGLR EP 33L CALL pABTAL(JeMsPjAeV. CNeBDUjFPA,DFPAjPAC#ECB) EP 394
Zr (IoLT. K) CALL TREIOR(TDSLjTeGEPAwUGPPAwDTGeDEG_ISSTwEeZPRBw[KrZ UP 335 Ceee CORPUTE NECESSARY FACTORS AID TIRES POP DERIVATIVE EV/LOATIOIS HP 395
1K) HP 3]A THTI=T°T1 HP 396
ZE|E=IRBR UP 33T XI=VeeEZI EP 397
IF (ISESolt.0) IETOSI UP 338 Z2uYoeEZ2 BP 398
,jL._TS(I.11,1) EP 33g Z3=YeeEZ3 BP 399
T1-ST1 tip 3L0 XL=VoeSI4 EP ¥00HP JLI IS=AOeZEE1 BP 401
IF ([[.EQ.1) GO TO 37 RP 3¥2 IA=AeeZEZ2 EP L02
36 CGNTZPUE UP 3L3 Z?=AeeZEZ3 EP 403
37 EPRZETuEP|ZN T'I EP 34L Z8sAeoZEZ4 EP q0_Coee TEST FOE INTERVAL RANGE E|D
ZF |Ip_SoSS.O.AND.KpRZEToEQ.ZPTSP1)EPRZNT'O Up 345 ES-D¢OS(&eTIA)/(¥'g) EP LOS
COee DEPZ|S VALOIS FOR pARTIAL DESIVATIVS EVILUATZOIS HP 3L6 ZlO-leSeleV](2°0D0 e¥) HP LOGEP 3L? Xll=DT/G EP L07
T=TR(IoIlel) EP 3L8 X12819*p-(Z10"CDtS11J HP L08
IF (Z.GS.7) GO TO 38 EP 3L9 X13=DSQi_(1.0D0-X12"X12) HP 409DTGBsO.ODO
IF |Z.NE,1) D2Gft_(DGESoDGEI)/(T*T1) BP 350 ZlLsG'ZaTlee2eIIO/2*ODO EP LIOHP 351 I1S-TETleDCOS(A'TI&)/P EP 411
DTGsD2G¥ EP 352 I!A=TETleeTeDVeIS/2*oD0 HP 412
38 ATZ-A EP 353 XI?=TRTlee2eGeDSZS(AeTZA)/(2*o'Sey) MP 413
+¥TXs¥ EP 354 $18sTBT1ee2eG/4.0DO HP 414RYZsJ
ZP (hNE. l) GO 20 ql EP 355 Z19=-TST1*ToII0 HP 4158P 356 E20=-TSTlteTeDVeXt0/2.0DO EP 416
c'e* Z|ZTZALZZE BATEICES EP 357 I21-GeDSZ¥(AtTI&)/(UeIeV) tip L17
DO 39 JZP=loHXD EP 358 I22=DPeDDI(T1) *TB_I/3.0DO BP 418
RP|JZP|s0"0D0 EP 359 X23:DVeDVeTHT1/].0D0 HP 419
tp(JZP)-O.0D0 BP 360 X2L=-XI3"X14 HP LT0
R0(JXP) s0*0D0 HP 361 X25sGOSe|eV/(2*0DO "|) HP L21
39 ESiJXP)'0*0D0 EP 362 126-Ig"ZgeZ12/X13**3 RP 422
DO LO JIPsl.lOS EP 363 Z27-ZlOeZlOeZ12/Z|Ee*3 ffP 423L0 CC(3XP)=O.ODO
Coee TEST FOB FIRST POZPT DZEECTZO| HP J6¥ Z28"ZS"1101112/113"e3 HP L24EP 365 S29=oXILeI12/S13 EP 42541ZF (IoEQ. I) GO TO 71
Ceee TEST POE PESTIJL DEriVATIVE DETERBZIATZOl EP 366 Cee* ZNITZALZZS PAtAEtT|tS HP 426EP 367 DO ¥6 Jl_l,10 SP L27IF (KpRIST.UZ.1) GO TO 87
C*** DEFILE SCALIR VkLORS LT pSESZIT AID PREVIOUS POINTS EP 368 46 PSIJXPJzOoOD0 HP L28
J=3*1 EP 369 JJI-O EP 429
TI=_PT EP 370 C,e* COEPUTE PAPTZLL DERIVATIVES HP 430
ZF (I.EQ.E)T1-TS(1) UP J?l CTP(1)=.(X1StX16,(I13,Sl?eL.0DO*I18,I12,Ig)-(xITeP)/ZI3eX12eXg) BP L31
VP=V&(T) _ 372 CTp(2)sIg/I13 EP L32
V=VL(T1) an 37] CTP(3|=Z21*G/VeE12eIS/X13 HP ¥33
DV-DVA(T1) EP 374 CTp(L)=-(X19*X2O*4.0D0*Z18*I12*Z10-2.0D0eI18eI10ee2eCLeZ12/II3eX17 BP 434
1eZ12eZ10eP/Z13) BP _3$ GO TO 70 HP _95
CTP(5)--ZI0/Z13 ffP 436 CeeO CORPOTB PIIffZAL$ MST SZC_RD DRAG COZFFZCZZST 8P _96
CTP(6)'-G/VeX12tX10/X13 UP _37 sg DO 60 JL,_lo_ HP _97
CTP(7)-O.ODO 8P 438 60 RE(JL.JJX),_ZP(JL*3)OX5 HP 498
DO 70 JPKnleIIQ ffP _]9 MK(SfJJXJ'BE|5,JJZJ*Oe2SDOoTRTleSe(RTXoVpeo)eATI*eZgX1/NTX_BeV,o3e HP q99
ZP (CFfl(JPI).EQ.0.0D0.OR.JLOC(JPEI.RZ.0) GO TO 70 HP _RO 1AeeZEZl/ff) UP S00
JJZ-JJX_l ffP 4_1 PS(TI'CPA(TJ*RK(S.JJI) HP 501
EK(2eJJZ) s0.OO0 ffP _2 EK(6,JJX) aP&C(2)
gK(_oJJZ)'O-ODO B,P _3 GO TO 70 HP 502
uP S0J
II(6,JJI)s0.0D0 HP _1+ Cell CORPUTZ PARTIALS iRT TBZID DRAG C_S?FIC[BIT UP 501
GO TO (_7+19+Sl, 53eSS, ST, Sg+61,63,65,67,68+69) wJp[ UP _ES 61 DO 62 JL-Iol UP SOS
C ere COSPO?K PAITZILS MRT FIRST PORES COEPPICZEIT EP q_6 62 IE(JLoJJX)_CTP(jLtIJOE6 tip S06
47 DO 48 dIP'1,3 RP _47 UK(SrJJX)sRR(S#JJIJ-O.SSDOeTHT1OSe(RTI_Tpe_IeATZe_ZURS/RTZ,leVeeIe tip 507
48 RR(JXP, JJI)nCTP(JXP) SP 448 1AevZgZ2/_) BP 508
ffg|q*JJZ) sroTRT1 RP 4q9 PS(8) tCPR(8)eRS(5,JJR ) UP 509
BE(S'JJE)s_K(S#JJX)eG*SDOeTRTle(DCOS(&TIeTZAJ/¥TIeDCGS(AeTI&)/R) UP 450 ¥K(ReJjZ) npAc(3| RP 550PS(lJnCPR(lJeHR(S.JJX) BP 451 GO TO 70 BP 511
GO TO 70 RP 452 Ceee CORPOTE PARTIALS aRT FOOtTH DRAG COEFFICZRRT UP 512
C*ee CORPOTU PARTIALS U|T SECQYD POSER COUFPICIERT UP 453 63 DO 64 JL81w_ RP 513
49 DO 50 JLsl,3 ffP 4S4 _4 YE(JL_JJX) wCTP(JL,3)eR7 SP $14
50 ¥R(JL_JJX|*CTP(JL)RE1 UP qSS UR(S#JJIJsRR(S#J_Z)-Oo25DGeTUTleSe(ETXeTPeeJeATXeeIUXI/UTXeUeTeeje UP 515
¥K(qeJJX)sFe(TeeEI1eTOT1_TRT1eeS/2.0DOeExle(X22eTos(EXlol°ODO)_(EX HP 456 1AeeZEXI/V) RP 516
11"l*0D0) eI23e/ee(RIIo2"OD0))) _P 4S7 pS(9)_¢FR(9)eyK(s_jjI ) RP 517
BX(S,JJR)-EK(S_JJX)_OoSDOITRTle(DCOS(ATZeTZA)eTpeeEX1/HTXeDCGS(A,T tiP 458 BR(6_JJX)uPAC(¥) HP 518
1ZA)eTeeKZl/¥) UP 459 GO TO 70 HP 519
PS(2) zCPB(2)eER(5_JJZ) UP 460 Ceee CQBPUTE PARTIALS RST FI/_R DRAG CORPPICIURT HP $20
GO TO 70 RP 461 65 DO 66 JL-I_4 uP 521
_e* COHPOTg PARTIALS BET TJLTRD POSER CORPFICIUXT RP R62 66 8R(JL_JJX) zCTP(JLeI|eX8 ffP 522
51 DO 52 JL'lt3 UP 463 RR(SfJJZ)_¥R(S_JJI)eO,2SDOeTRTleSe(RTzevPeeJeATXeeIEZ4/¥TZeReVeeIe UP 523
52 RR(JL_JJX) nCTP(JL)eX2 ffP ¥64 1AeeZEZ4/¥) UP 524
Yg(e#JJZ)_Fe(Yee_Z2eTRTleTRT1eeS/2*ODOegzSe(E22eVee(_201.ODO)e(EZ UP 465 PS(IO)zCFfl(IO)eHE(5_JJZ) HP 525
1201.0DOJeZ23eToe(RX2o2.ODO))) UP 466 ¥¥(6,JJE)=PAC(5) UP 526
EE(S*JJX)nIK(S_JJX)*O*SDOeTRTle(DCOS(ATXtTZ&)OqPeeEXS/¥TItDCGS(AeT UP 467 GO TO 70 ffP 527
lIA)*V*eUX2/¥) UP 468 Ceee CGRPUTR PARTIALS BRT FIRST LIFT COEFFICIENT
PS(3)'CPR(3)eUE(S,JJZ) HP 469 67 ¥K(1.JJX) nZ2e RP 528H 52g
GO TO 70 HP 470 Yg(J,JJX)'ZSS HP 530
Ceee CORPUTE PA|TIALS iJ_ POORTU Pog_R COEPFICZZRT UP 471 ¥R(6,JJI)=PAC(6) UP 53153 DO 54 JL_I_3 UP q72 GO TO 70 BP 532
54 YR(JL_JJX) nCTp(JLJeX3 ffP _73 CeOe CORPUTR PARTZ4LS ¥RT SECOID LIFT COEFFZCIRRT HP 533
gE(q_JJZ)'?e(TeeRZ3eTRTl_TRTleeS/2"ODOeEEJe(E22eTee(EZJo|*ODO)_( EI ffP q?q 68 YR(leJJX)_X2444
1]'1*OOO) eZ23eTee(RZI'2*ODO))) BP 475 YK(IeJJZ)sE2541 UP $34
RR(S_JJIJ=g[(SeJJIJeO*SDOeTRTle(DCO$(ATReTIA)eVPeeSZ3/¥TAtDCOS(IeT UP 476 RX(6oJJXJ_PAC(7) RP 535tip 5361Z&)eVeeEII/¥) ffP q77 GO TO 70 UP 537
PS(_)nCFR(_)eNR(S'JJE) SP 478 €eRe CORPU_S PARTIALS ¥ST THIRD LIFT CORFPZCIE|T HP 538
GO TO 70 UP 479 69 ¥E(1,JJZJaX2qeAeeEXpR UP 539
C_eo CORPOTE PARTIALS RUT FIFTH POYER COEFFICIENT ffP 480 VR(3#JJX) sESSe&eegXyX UP $40
$5 DO 56 JL81,3 RP 481 ¥R(6,JJX)-PAC(8) UP Sql
$6 YE(JL_JJI) sCTP(JL)OZ4 UP 882 70 CORTI¥UE SP 542
RE(q*JJI)'Te(VeeEZR*TRTleTBT1*e2/2*ODO*EZqe(I22eVee(EIRol.0DO)e(EZ BP qSJ Cee* COflPUTE DIFFERENCES FOE ALL POZRTS SP 543
1R-1.0D0) eZ23eVee(EZq-2.0D0))) tip 484 71CK(1)=H-FIO(J*I) UP 544
UR(S_JJXJnE[(5_JJX) eO*SDOeTRTle|DCOS(ATReTIX)eTPeeUZ4/BTZ_DCOS(&tT UP qSS IF (DABS(CK(1))*LS*q. OD-O6)CR(1)sO.ODO SP 54S
lIA)e_eeUX¥/g) tip 486 " CK(SJ=RGARoDARSI¥(F11(J_1)/F4(Jel)) RP 546
PS(S)_CPR(S)eES(S_JJI) UP 487 ZF (DABS(RGAR)*L_.6.0DoOI)ICXp_I UP 547
GO TO 70 BP 488 xr (DAnS(CE(2)).LS.I.0D-OR)c[(2)-O.ODO UP SR8
Ceee CQRPOT_ P&ITZ&LS VET FIRST DRAG COSFPICZERT BP 489 CK(J)-RDGRR-PT2(J*I) UP sq9
57 DO 58 RIP-I,4 _P 490 IF (DASS(CK(3)).LT.3.0D-OT)CK(3)-O.ODO RP SSO
58 EK(JXP_JJI)oC_P(JXpe3) UP e91 IF ((Jtl).EQ.1) GO TO 77 BP 551
¥S(5oJJEI'UK(5#JJX|'O*2SDOeTRTleSI(RTXIVPeeI/ETXeReTeeI/¥) tip 492 Ceee _ERO OUT SECORDopARTIAL-DSRIPATITU ARRAZS UP SS2
PS(6)sCPR(6)eBR(S,JJZ) BP _9J DO 72 JPE=I#RS_ UP 55J
gE(6#JJE)-_AC(1) ffP _9q DO 72 JLs¶_IE_ RP 554
co
AB (JLfJPE) -O.OOO lip 555 75 All (JL(_5,JD) -ZR (JR,JLe5) UP 615
8L(JLIJPE) sO.OOO HP 556 Cede CDliPUTE HATRIX OF 2NO PARTIALS OF J MET RODRL CGRPFXCXEBTS HP 616
72 It (JLwJPA) =O*ODO fl_ 557 JJRO up J|7
CeDe STORE FACTORS FOE 2liD PARTIAL DERXVKTXVRS ffP 558 JJjBO HP 618
TS(lJ-I.ODO BP 559 DO 76 JPX-lwliEQ 8P 619
F8(2)-11 DP 560 ZF (CPR(JPXJ.ED.0.ODO.ORoJLOC(JPI).li|.O) GO TO T6 8P 620
TS(])RZ2 8P 561 JJ-JJ*l lip 621
PR(8)'X3 BP 562 DO 76 JPYsl,liRO RP k22
FS(S)-Xq tip 563 IF (CPR(JPZ)*RO*G*GDO. OE. JLOCfJPTJ.MR.0) GO TO 76 DP 623
P8 (6)wl*ODO UP 56_ JJJ-JJJ4.1 8P 62e
FS(7)'A5 HP _ 565 TJK(JJJ) a7,E(jpIeJp_)OD|2) tip 625
FR_R) NEE UP 566 TWKK(JJJ|-SL(Jpr,JNT)eD(3) UP 626
FS(9) 817 tip 567 TgrI (JJJ)-Zl (JpI_ JpZ) eD (1) HP 627
P5(lO)-S8 lip 568 76 COlirIliOE lip 628
PS|11)ul. ODO lip 569 Ctee SUE liATliVCF.5 OF SRCOliD PAliTIALS tip 629
rS(lTJRA ffP 570 CALL liADO(itPeTifgjliPoJJeJJe(],O | lip 630
PR(13)-AeeRliPI lip 571 CALL liADD(tQoTUliA,,JQ_JJ,,jJ,O,,O) UP 631
CeDe COliPRTE SECOND PARTIALS OF PLZGliT PATH AB_-LE# ITS MATE, AID UP 572 CALL liADD(BSoTligZ,liS,jjoJJoO,O ) RP 632
CoNe ALTXTODE lip 57"_ 77 Cli(R)=¥Tli-VU(J*l) lip 633
ZApt--CE(2|eZ26 liP 574 Z_' (DABS(Cli(RJ|.GT.I.0D*Oe| GO 2"0 78 lip 6]t
Z&PTzCI (2) *li28 lip SPS gTZzgli (Je 1) HP 635
ZApR=-CS (3) OGeZgeZ9/(Veil3) • (1 .ODOe (112/liI 3) eaT) lip 576 CE (q) =QoOD8 HP 636
ZAPqnCR(3) eGeXSeXlO/(VeIlRJe(I.0DO.(I12/I13)o*2) tip .577 78 EJlili(lJuRlEE(2) HP 637
ZApS.-Cli(_)8(-X12elD/X13e(2.OD_oII7*GOTHTlesTeI12eE9/X|3|*2.080*I1 _P 578 ENED(2)-ZDElif.I| Hp 638
11IoAgeZD/I13*eT-(I1qeCLeI17*P-2.0DOeX18et1))e((X9eI12)eeT/Z13*eReZ9 lip 579 P=CFH(1) eCFD(2)eFR(Jel)eeEXI*CTD(3)eFq(J*I)eoliX2eCPli(qJOF4(J*I)**li lip 639
1tiN/X13) ) DP 580 IIReCFH (S) *Pq (J * 1) eerie lip 6NO
ZAp6--Ctr|1)e(112/Z13*Z10*(Z17eT.0DOez18*XlTeXg/X13)*2. ODOeI1801101 lip 581 IF (ATX. LT.O.QDO) CALL 8ZGliS(SlilIorEzleZE.I[2oXSX3oXEZ8 ) lip 6_1
lIg*(lil16eCL*.Xl?tp-2.ODOeZlSeI13)e|Z9q, zlOeZlTee2/Z1)ee3*Z9eIlO/I13)) UP 582 Ali-DABS|ATI) Rp 682
DO 73 JL=I,5 lip 583 CDsCPli(GJ_Crli{T)eSlg(1)eAlieeZEXl_CrR(o)eR|l(2)ekseeIEXTeCPli(9)eSlili lip DR]
DO 73 JR-loS DP 588 l(3) eAlieeZEX3*CPa(|OJOSliJ(8)eADeeZRi8 UP 6,_
ZK(JBeJL)-IAPltFS(JE)eTS(JL) DP 585 XT (ATX*LT.O.ODO) CALL ClaMOR(SliM) HP 6_5
ZS |JaDeS, JL) uZAPTeP5 (J R_5) ORS |JL) lip 586 EIIEE(3)RpeDCOR{ATIeTZA)/MTI-RTX'JSePA(J_|)OeJ/|2°ODOoMTX)eCD lip 6116
ZL(JlieJL)=ZAPReFR(Jli)ePS(JL) UP 587 IF ((J*l).gOolJliliESOr-PR(lJeeT/(2oODOeG)_FTO(IJ Up 6_7
ZL|JlieS,JL)=ZApReFS(JDeS)ePS(JL) lip 588 IF ((Jtl)oGT.2) GO TO 79 UP 688
Zli(JliIjL) sZAPStFR(Jli)ePS(JL) liP 589 IF ((J_I).KQ.I) GO TO 80 Hp 6_9
73 ZR(JUeSjJL)sZAP6ePS(JneS)ePS(JL) lip 590 ZNEEO][nEliRAOI('PS|I) ePS(2)ePS(3JePR(_)epS|SJePS|6)eps|7)ePS|8)(.ps|9 HP 650
ZAp1-CE(2)eI28 lip 591 I),P8(I0) lip 651
ZApT_-CK(2)eX2? up 592 GO TO 80 HP 652
ZAP3-Cli(3) *GeXSe110/(ReZ131 • (1.080* (112/X13) eaT) DP 593 79 TA1sTARE (Xl_*]) *TIRE |IPT*2) lip 653
ZAp_w-Cli (3) eGoXIOVXIO/(VeX _3| e |1. ODO* (112/113) €e2) lip 5g_ TAT=O*ODO HP 65e
ZApS_.Cg |1) * (X12/A13*E101 (X17.2. OOOq,zl8eI12*Ig/I13) .2.0DOeZ18eZlOe up 5595 TA3=TIRE (XPT*I) -Z][ HE (I PT-2) DP 65.5
lXgw(II_eCL*I17eP-2.0DOeX18eA13)e(IgeIlOeI12eeT/ZI3eeR*IDeZ10/Xt3J) DP 596 CI-((RNED(1)-RliEli(2))/(TA1-TA2)o(EIEE(2)-EliXD(J))/(TAT-TA3))/(TAI* ffp 656
ZApRs-CS(lJe(XlOee2e(2.ODOVX18*(1.OOO-X12*eT/X13ee2)*(Xl_eCL*I17eP lip 597 1TA)) lip 657
1°2.0DO eX18*113) • (X12*e2/X13ev311.0DO/t 13)) ) lip .598 C2= (Eli_li (1) -RliZR (2)) / (TAt-TA2) -Cle (TA 1 *TAT) I_p 658
DO 7_ JL-6,10 lip 599 CR8_gRD(IJ-TAIe(CleTAleCT) RP 65_
DO 7_ JR'loS lip 600 EliERGZ=EMERGr*C1/3*ODOe(TAR°eR*TATee])tCT/2*ODOe(TAReeT-TATeeT)*CJ lip 660
ZE|jA_JLJ=ZAPI°'FS(JNJVPS(JL) KP 601 le(TA3*TA2) H_ 661
ZR(JEeS_JL)-ZA_TePR(JRe5)ePS(jL) lip 602 80 Cli(5)_E|EAGZ-_(JelJee2/(2.0DOeG)-FIO(J_Ij BP 662
ZL (JffoJL|'ZAPJePS (JffJ e_s (JLJ lip 603 _P ((J* I| .E0.21 EE_|Gr-_li£liGroCA (5) HP 663
ZL(Jlie5,JL)sZA_8oPS(JEeS)ePR(JL) HP 608 IF ((J_I).EO.TJCK(5)=O.ODO lip 66_
In (JO,JL) -EARNers (Jli) eP8 (JL) lip 605 ZP (DABS (CaD(S)) • LT. 3.08005) CE (5) -O.ODO DP 665
7e _li(JDeS_JL)-ZAPReF$(JR*SJeTS(JL) HP 606 CE(6)-ATX-T6(J*I) lip 666
ZAp7--CK(I|eZT_(,I9 HP 607 XP (DIliS{CK(6||.LToI.OD-OJ|CA(6|-O.ODO _P 667
ZAPO-CE(1) eZ29eIlO DP 608 IF ((J*I).EO.I) O0 TO 83 li_ 568
Ceee 8TORE PARTIALS OF LZFT COET_XCIE_T8 up 609 Cee* 88li flATliXCES OF PARTIALS HP 659
DO 75 JR-11.13 8P 610 XP=O DP 670
DO 75 JL-I,S DP 611 JJ'O li_ 671
ER(JBoJL)-ZAPP_rR(JL)eFR(Jli} lip 612 DO 82 JliP'loliEO lip 672
_li(JDoJLeS)-ZAPRerS(JLeS)eFS|Jli) lip 613 XP (CFR(Jli_).EO.OoODO.OB. JLOC(jIp).EE.O) GO TO 82 UP 673
:rJt(JLeJliJ-ZE(JS,,JL) UP 618 XP_XP*I lip 67q*
STIIJsO.ODO lip 67S 9S TOL (JSP) =TOL (JSPJ/][ UP 73 q
DO 81 JP=Ie6 UP 676 BPZTR (JK][ZTII,96| (TOL|JSP).J][P'_lm6) HP 736
JJ_JJ*l SP 677 96 FO|SAT (JOIIw*&LTZToD n TOLE][A][CE = %DTOo1J,,/e3911wJPLZGHTopATN*AIIGL lip 737
_E][(JJ)mUR(Jp#Tp)esSQIIT(D(Jp)) lip 678 111 TOLSIIABCE * eGD20.13./w39[eePLZGHT-PETBoAIIGLE*OE|ZVA_VE TOL][IAII tip 7]8
$1 STujtSTIJeTBK(JJ)eC[|JP)eDS_IIT(D{JP)| SP 679 1CA = s.O20°lK./.JOE,,*IIF.ZGRT TOLIRAES - eeOTO.13e/.3gljoEllS][GT TOL EP T3g
TKJ(Zp) sST|J HP 680 IIISAKCS - %,D20013#/eKgZeeAEGLR-GF-ATTACE TOLg][ASCS - e.020.13o///| HP 7eO
82 COliTZIIUE HI_ 681 C.el OPDAT][ COSS F011CTZOII HP 781
AS80 UP 882 Cell CflZCE COST VgICT[OII |KITS TOLl|[kICK FOIl ZT][ILTZO][ TSSSE][ATZOI IP 7q2
CALL BATA(TIK.T¥][Kw6eZP.RS) BP 683 Tp (COST(JII).LT*I.00-10) GO TO 133 HP 713
CALL 8ADD(BSwTKKII,,|][jZPeZP.Oel) ][p 68e ZF ('IS*IQoI) ffCOST_COST(1) UP 7A_
CALL BIDD(CCeTVJeCCwZP*14, CwO) tip 685 Ceee TEST PlEA Z_C][][ASE IS COSY POSCTZOS lip 7AS
Ceee COSPrtT R SOll OP SQUABIID IIIISrDUALS UP 686 ZP (J][*GTo1.AIIn*coss(Jr) oGT. IICOST) GO SO 1SO BP ?q6
83 DO 84 JllPsle6 lip 687 HGOSTsCOST(JII) ][P 7A7
6e TQL(JIP)_TOL(J][P)eCr(JKP)eCtr(JZP) UP 688 CAt* ADJUST ][ATBZC][S FOB LEAST SQUA][ES SOLOTZOB tip 7q8
Cee* STCIIg AIID DIIFZKII pAIIASIITIIRG lip 66g CALL HAOD(SIIeliP_,][S. ZP#LP, OeO) SP 7A9
A_AT[ HP 690 CALL BIDS (EKEe BQ. ][De ZPeZPeO jO ) liP 7SO
S_UTS tip 691 CALL SADD(S][.IISd,][IIeZP.ZP_,O.G) SP 751
S'BTX UP 692 HIIDD-ZP*ZP BP 752
ZP (Lll][.neQ*l) GO TO 86 ][? 693 ZPSzO ][P "/53
DO 85 JZp-I#3 lip 69_ ZPSHII*O HP ?Sq
8S SflLD(JZPodt'l)sflLD(JllPwJ'_1) SP 695 DO 97 JLzl,IIIIUD UP 755
86 flLD(I#Jel)_FI(3_I) SP 696 g7 ][XS{JL) z][X|KL) RP 756
SLIK(2oJ*1).F5(3*I) UP 697 O0 98 JL'14,ZP SP 757
SLO (3_.je 1) up6 (d_l) wp 698 98 CC][ {JL) _CC (JL) UP 758
FI(J*I)-U tip 69 <) g9 ZC-0 ][P 759
pS (Jr1) -ii lip 700 ZPSflli'ZPSHX* 1 lip 760
P6(J4'lJnk tip 701 ZF (ZPS.EQ, O) GO TO 101 HP 761
87 ZF (ZPTS**_Q.G.ASD.KPSZKT*][O*ZPTSP1}IIP][zrt sO UP 702 CII* APPL! COIIST][IZITS AIID S.][GII FACTOSw ZF IIII][DrD UP 762
ClOY P][GCEIID ItZTa BEST POIIIT lip 703 JJnO UP 763
88 CO][TZIIrl][ lip 7Oq DO 100 JZpslw][S_ SP 761L
ZP (LCII.IIII.O) llllKrTl (Jg]['rTllw89) LCN ][P 705 ZF (CPS(JXP).][O.O.OOOoOS.JLOC(JZP).II.O) GO $0 100 RP 765
89 FORMAT (lZ,.//#911#9_fleel DU][ZuG ][][IITO_oRAPSSO][ FlEE AKGL_. OF ATTAC][ lip 706 JJ-JJel ][P 766
11][ SPATS. IIOOTZK][ IIISH][D TO SII][][ COBPLZ%%][O0_S ,,ZK,,TU TERSe.) SP 707 ZP ( |CFS (:tiP) eF%%][eT|J3,,1) *SCALE |3ZZP)) .GIoCS_Z][ (J%%P).AIID. (CP]e|J][P) • RP 767
ZF (BCH.KI.O) WRITE (Jg][ZTlluO0) SC5 lip 708 1PZZeV(JJwl)eSCALS(JEP)).L][.CKSJ*U(JZP)) GO TO 100 RP 768
90 pOE[BAT (1X_//egZeO_Be*e D_R_IIG II][KTOg-][APSSOS FOR AMGLE Or ATTACK SP 709 ZP (ZPSHI.GT.2.AIIU.sr_(J][P_I) eB][.OoODO)SST(JIIP_.I)-][IIT(JXP_I)llO.OD ][P 759
1ZBB pARTAL. IOSTZB][ BZSU][D TO SEEKS CO][PL][][ 8800_S _T_#TS TZ][ES.J UP 710 10 up 770
Clel nETISHZ][S A_PSOPSZATII A PIIZORZ VALUE[ APPLZCA_OII ][p 711 IF (ZPSII][*GT*2*ASr'.S_T(JZP_2)*II][*O*ODO)SET(J%%P,2)n][IIT(J][PoT)*IO*OD UP 771
ZJ][-O SP "/12 10 ]UP 772
DO 91 J][l_'l,llg(} SP 713 ZF (ZPSIIII.GT.2.AIID.|RiT(J][P#I).SI.0.0D0.O][.][][T(J][P,2).IIII.0.0D0)) G BP 77 _t
SFiJSPJ-I.0D0 lip . 71_J 10 TO 1G0 BP 77_1
ZF |CP][|O][_)._9.0.OOO.OS.KLOC(J][P).IlK.G) GO TO 51 u_ 715 ZP (|CPm{JS_)'C'_]rZeT(JJ.I|ISC&L][(J][P|| .LT.CSSZ][(J][_))][IIS(J][P,,I|-K_"_ ][p 775
ZjZnZJ][e'l EP 716 1L(JZP) UP 776
ZLOC(ZJIIJ_JIP lip 717 ZF ((CFB(J_rP)_'FXIII_(.JJ_,I)'*SCILV_(JSP)).GT.CSIIAX(J][P)J][IIS(J][F.:_)-¥GT ][P 777
DSL(ZJX) tSC|LB(J][p) lip 718 lu|,3][P) nP 778
91 COIITLIIU][ SP 719 ZF (CFS(JXP) oG'_..CSSZ][(JXP)oASO.RIIT(JZP#l).IISoOoODO)SP(JXP)--0.500 ][P 779
Ceo* COflPOT][ Trig COST POSCTZOS BP 720 IF (CFN(J][P)*L_*CSflA][(JXP)*AID.SUT(JIIP,,2)*PI*O.ODO)SP(J][P)'-0.590 lip 780
PCF-O.ODO BP 721 ZF ((J][P. IIQ. S.IIID. (FZ][e][lJJ_l) eSCALI(JSP)).LT.O.OoO).ASD. (CPS(J][P) lip 781
PPCFsO.ODO lip 722 ltPIIIII_(JJ,,,I) ISCALS(JIIPJ)*LT.CSSZS(JZP))C][SZ][(JXPJ-CBSZ][(J][PJ*F][ZI_ UP 782
DO 92 ,7][E'nle[P ][P 72J I(JJelJlSCALII(JXP) ][P 78.)
C*to SEAT A PSLOIIZ V][LO][ AS HOOIL COr_FFZCIEmT Zr COIDTTIOII Z5 ][ZT ][P 72_ 100 CCIITZmUII HP 78_
ZP (JLOC(ZLOC(JIIP)).III.O)AP|ZLOC(JZPJ)nCPS(ZLOC(JIIP)) UP 725 Clt* FOE je 8ATSZll POlK LI_ASS-SQUASII5 50LUTZO][ fly 785
92 ppcpsppCptli;T|ZLO_(JZp))*(C_][(ILOC(_LP))*LPiZLOC(JXP)||OIT/(AP(LLO KP _26 101 OO 103 J][pI-I_][P Ep 766
1C(J][P))*AP(ZLOC(J][P))) ][P 727 lrF (OA][S(CPS(ZLOC(J_rp1))).LToloOD-OK.A|O.ZLCC(JZPI).IIQ. 11) AP(ZLOC( UP 787
DO 93 JULY1,6 UP 728 ;JXPlJ)=I.OD*IO SP 788
g3 _CF-PCP*D(JZP) e_OL(JSP) SP 729 ZY (O&SS|CFIS|ILOC(*]][P1))).LT. 1.0D-OK.A012.LLOC(J][P1).F-,Q. ll)IIG_(ZLOC Sp 789
ZP (ZPS.IIR.O)J][-1 up 7"40 I(JIPI))nl*OD-17 SP 790
COST(JS|-PC_*PPCF UP 731 ZP (LIIII.GT,q..ASD. (KGT(ZLOC(JSP1)).G'_.O.ODO.A][D.ZLOC(JZPlJ.IQ. 11))][ 8P 791
liSZT g' (JKIIZ_E,_gA) COST(SEE| UP 732 1GT(ZLOC(JIIP1))'2*SDOeKGT('rLOC(-_ZPI)| SP 792
9A POSNA_ (1][_///_'t311#ocosT pUjCTI"O] [ (j) u o_$pDT._l.lSe/j_tK][_oJLTS:oJ UP 733 00 102 JSPT"I_ZP EP 793




ZP (JIPI.|QoJIP2IIPICel.0000SD0*DSL|JIP1) IP 795 ICl-| IP 855
ZC-XC*I IP T96 RLOC (JZ_)=I EP 8S6
7_=lE (ZC| IF 797 JL_ (Jrrl-I IP 857
Zr (JXP1.RQ.JIFTIXCmICeT.ODQoIb'_(ZLOC(JIflII/(&rII_(JX)IIIe&P(ZL E! 7508 liLCIoltLCX*I lip 858
IOC_IXP1))) lip "/99 ZI-T(JJ#I) eDSL(JJ) lip 859
Zr (JXP¶.IQ.JXPT.&ID.Z)S.I|.0)][C-ZC*2.0DOoIIT(][_IJ_|)+I)*2.0_* IP 800 109 ItS(JZPJ-FXZ*XX lUP 850
lllTIZL_(JSP1) .21 lip 801 CELD.CPilljsrp) UP 861
• (JZFT+ JZ_ |J -[C*XF&€ IF 80Z CFH(JXPJsCPB(JXlJeItS(JXP) lip 862
102 ZlI(JX_TeJXPlJng(JXPTeJXP1) UP 803 ZP (8L'TIXC.SI.O) GO TO 112 I1' 863
TIJ][PI,,I)-*CC(J][F1)*2.0DOeIGT|ZLOC|JXPIJ)eIJ*pIrL_IJZPI))oCFEIZL_ EP 801 IF |ZCE.IO.O) IlZf| {JI|ZT/jl|O) CILD, PZZ, XZeCIN(JZP| IP all
I(JZPlI)|/(IP(ZLOCIJXPlJIe&P(I"LOC(JXPI))) IP* lOS ZF |ZCE.IE.O) IIZTI (JIIZTI,,111) CILDwPZXd, XZjCFI(JIPJ il_ 865
_r (XpS.uI.O)Z(JZPI,I)sI(jvpI+II-2.0DOeSF|ZLQC(JXPII)OIET(ZLOC(JXP 8P 806 110 FOIR&T (3_Z+D20.13we • *orl.2+ele,D1SoPw* u S+D20.13 | ItP 866
11Je1)*(CrB(ZLOC(JXPl)|-4:BBZu(zLOC(JXP1)J)e2.0DO*SF(ZLOC(JZP1))O|gT |P 807 111 rOtS&T (39Z+D20.13_ o • eeFe.Tel*eeOIS. Pe O e e,D20.13#3Z**(FROZ_B) e Ep 867
! (ZLOC (JZpl) ,2) • (CIB&Z (ZLOC (jZpl)).CFE (ZLOC (JZ p 1) ) ) up 808 1) EP 068
|03 ]rSlJZP|e_)J_(J][P|sl) UP 805) GO TO ||9 PIP 8651
Ceee II&CT LIISI SOUr|IS SOLOTZOI EP 810 ¶12 ZF (JXP*GT*5) GO 20 113 BP 870
CILL LLSQ&I(O,,l[,ZP,,TPelt, 13+I),,lS,,VltIII,,Z]IlI+,JlIZZI) EP 811 CZEsCELDe1.355818D*3 BP 871
CeO* T|ST To| II_Ot EP 812 ZXvZXOl.355818D-3 EP 8?2
ZF |Z|I.EQ.129)]:]_IIt'R1 EP 813 CXI-CFH(JXP)el.355818D-3 liP 873
ZF (ZE|I[*J_e0J I]_fUftJ I/p 811 GO TO 114 El D 8"/I
Zr (ZPSEI.GI.)) GO TO 107 HP 815 113 CXEsCHLD |P 87S
Cte* TEST FOR &PFLXCITXOI OF CQBST|&Z|TS EY 816 CII=CFff|JII_ BP 87J
ZrZX-O EP 817 11e XF (zcr.£_.O) itXT| (J|nrTB_110) CZH_FXZ_ZZ_CXX RP 877
JJsO EP 818 ZF (ZCE. I£.O) |BZT£ (JIlZTK, 111) CZH_FXX+ZXeCXX EF 878
DO 1011 JlPs'lelll[Q ffP 8;_ GO TO 119 BP 879
ZF (CFIJIJXI?)oIQ.O.OOO.OItoJI.QC(JXP).ILO) GO 'tO lOll EP 820 115 ZF (nETIZC.II.O) GO 1'0 116 lip 880
JJsJJtl tip 821 HIZT_ (JIBZTI_111| CflI|jZP),Fz3r,Iz,C?E|JIp) _P 881
XF ((CFB(JXPJtP][x*X(JJ.,1)*SCILI_(JZP)|.LT.cE_rlI(JXPJ.Oi.(CFI(JZ_),,_ EP 822 GO TO 119 E_ 882
lXEOZ(JJ,l)OSCILI(JX_)).GT.C|E&E(JZIS)ZFZX-1 B_ 823 115 ZF (JXP.GT.5) GO TQ 117 EP 883
Z_SeZFZX BP 82_ CIH=CFE(JX_) el.3558180-3 BP 88_
10_J COBTZI_I EP 825 CZZsCFB(JX_)e1.355818D-3 EP 885
Ct*e PtSIT EIT]I.I[CZ5 EP 826 P-O TO '118 lip 886
ZW (ZFZlr.]tO,0) GO TO 107 8P 827 11"/ CIHsCFB(JX_) IP 887
DO 105 JL-leEXDD 8P 828 CX_=CXE HP 888
105 tZ(JL):IXS(JL) _ 829 118 I|_TE (JIB,T|,111) CIE,FXX+X_+CXZ EP 889
DO 106 JL=I,,ZP EP 830 119 CCilTZilUE EP 890
106 CC(JL)_CCZ(JL| _P 8]; C.e* C_CE _O| ADJOSTE_IT TO EATI£¢F.S Dgl TO COEFfiCienT _|_ZZ|G E_ 891
GO TO 99 EP 832 IF (8"LCZ.E_oO.OI.ELCZ.GT. IJJ-2)) GO TO 128 lip 692
Ct** IPPL_ DILTIS TO POIlI_, DIIG_ lID LZPT CO£pP_CIESTS EP 833 DO 120 JXP_lr|JO EP 893
107 IIZT 'n (JIIXT]_+lO8) F][Z UP 83,J IP (JZP.I_Q.12.&IID.ItS(JZ?).Ep. 1.0D-O3)CPB(12)-¢PE(12)*le0D-03 _ 8941
108 PO|EIT (IX+//+3tx_ePIEVZOO$ COEPPZCZSITo+8reFt*TeoeD[LTIe+gx_eB£B UP 8]5 TF (JIP*KQ*12*&BD*(CPB(JZP).GT.6.296DO.&|D.TC12.GT.O.ODO))CFR(_ZI_ Er 895
_COIPPZCZI[II'J[e_//J EP 836 I'CPE(JXPJe3.OD-03 HP 896
JJnO HP 837 120 CFR (JXpJ'CPE (JXP) -PS |JXP) * (1*BLOC (JZPJ) uP 697
ELCX-O HP. 838 DO 121 _1=1_10 EP 8_8
DO 119 JXP-I+|_O _P 839 121 IP (CPE|12J.GT.CItPIX(12))¢P]S(t2)-CP.(12)ot.0D--03 EP 899
LLGC(JXP) nJLOC(JZP) HP 8qO C'e* &D_UST 8&T pZCES EP 900
ELOC(JXP)-O UP 8_1 C&LL IDJUST(Zfl+TS+CPE+IeDSL+LLGC+HLOC+ZP_IE_) MP 901
XXuO.ODO HP 8q2 MIIZTE (JiIZTE, I¢8| PXX HP 902
IS(J/P|tO. ODO _P 8JI3 Co'* CORpI;_PJ_ IZl dDJ_5TID D_L_I$ EP 903
ZCK_I UP 8q_ CILL LLSQIP($R+XS+_P+ZP_I_13#13e1S_IKIR_EPeJMRZTE) up 90_
ZF (CPIt(JSr_)o][000.0D0.0|*JLQC(JZJ?)*III_*0) GO TO 115 UP 8;_ C*** ;EST rOi EliOt up 905
ZCE'O 8P 8q6 1P (IER. EQ.129)XEIl'1 BP 906
dJ-JJ_'l RP 8_7 2F (Z_I_B.IE.0) u_ZOil HP 907
ZZ_P(JJe|IeDSL(JJ| HP 848 C'e* IP_L[ DEL_I5 EP 908
ZP (J)[P.E_.12)TC12-XI EP 819 JJ=sO EP 909
ZP (DIBSIXX/CPE|JZP)).LT.I.SD-OG.OI.DIBS_CPE(JXPJ_PZZOZX).LT. 3oOD- HP 850 DO 127 J][P-I.II]_ o HP 910
108)Zx-O.ODO EP 851 XX-O.ODO EP 9|I
Zr (JXp.Io.t2.AID.D&BSI_(JJ,lIeDSL(JJ)/CPE(JXPI).LT. 1.SD-OPIXX-_.O EP 852 zC[:l EP 912
1D-03 ffP 853 ZF (CPR(JXP).Z_.O.ODO.On.(((JL_(JXp).E_.LLOC(JI_)J.AID.JLOC(JXpJ. tip 913
Zr (ZZ.lll.0.Gr'0) GO TO 109 lip 8Sll lltE.O).OIt. BLCC(J][P) .|t.OJ) GO TO 122 lip 91q_
Zcg*O ffP 915
JJ-Jdbl 8P 916
xZ-Fzl*rs(JJ. 1)eSCAl.l(JXPJ BP 91?
CBLOsCFB(JXP) RP 918
122 CFO(JZP) ICFO|JIP)eXX BP 919
ZF (IETitC.IE.O) GG TO t23 UP 920
ZF (ZCK.EQ.O) IIITB (JilZTte110) ClLDeFZZaXZeCFI(JZP| lIP 921
IF (ZCE.ILO) IEZTZ (JIIZTZe111) CFB(JIP)(FISwIXjCFE(JX]?) ffP 922
GO TO 127 8P 923
12] ZF (JIP. GT,5) GO TO 125 8P 92_
CEBsCELDel.355618D*3 H_ 925
ZZnEZeIo355818Do3 RP 926
CZTsCFE(JXP) et,3SSBISD"3 BP 927
GO TO 126 8P 928
125 CXH*CILD 8P 929
CXX=CII|JX_) R_ 930
126 ZF (ZCKoEQ.O) glZTE (JBILITZfll0) CZUeFXXelXwC][£ UP 931
XF (ZCl.|g.O) ISZTJ (JliZT_w|11) CXX+FXZ.XZwCX_ BP 932
12} COIT]10B HP 933
Cee* START lZl ZTEIATZOI OI COIfZIUE IP 93_
t28 ]CUT-0 uP 935
DO 129 JXP-I,I|Q HP 936
8CFa(L[geljJIPI-CFa(JZPI KP 937
129 Xr (CFE(JXP)oI_.O.ODO.IID.JLOC(J][J?).ILO)ICITtZCIT)I HP 938
ZF ((10a-ZCl'r) .LI.2) GO TO 133 BP 939
GO TO ) BP 9qO
COke READJUST COEFFZCZEJTS D05 TO TOLEIAICI ZI_IgASE UP 9;1
t3O DO 13i 3ZPsl,IZg tip 9_2
131CrR(J[PJ-UCFN(LES-2,JXP) BP 913
Ceee IXSET PAIIRETEIS g_TH RESPECT TO BF..ST TOU|IECI HP 9_,
DO 132 XG_Iel HP 9e5
rl(ZG)-XaLa(S,XG) eP 946
_5|IG)-IRLDt2,X;) K]? 9_1
132 FS(ZG)-ZBLD(3+ZG) : aP 9_8
Ceoe |AgE IDJOSTIIBI_ _'O PZTCH AJGFJ , tip 9q9
133 DO 13_ Z-l,E lip 950
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0,22789999999990820 02 0,39990069129983290 0q -0,139821975390905_D 00 0,23989999999999810 02 0,39990339077760529 0q -0,12705195592709960 00
0,7_638839766782650-02 0,2_977519299725800 0J 0,2315350_55809990.-02 0,13651776793865970*01 0,259332B09_lB33710 03 0,23193260826702100.-02
0,590191702_9911900-01 0,52000000000000000 0_ 0,8906959_986660100 01 0,57176650_23815100-01 0,$2000000000000000 0J 0,799230076973900JD 01
-0,16261998_31006790-02 0,9180807_562901710 03 -0,99316308_705_0970 02 -0,135692B02693872_0-02 0,85973256810955350 03 -0,_755561037_522079 02
0,5299020839_778650 00 0,0 0,0 0,23986033_7396726D 01 0,0 0,0
0,22889999999999830 02 0.39990819985_03570 0_ -0,1390_78155860893D 00 0,2_C89999999999810 02 0,39990289889_02210 0q -0,12566271989077050 00
O,B01819_3370231730*02 0,250612_675376870 03 0,211_8_0707539110o02 0,1_1217796_q953630-01 0,26007785_72900750 03 0,2_1969950_62670&0*02
0.58BS68120338_8570-01 0.S200000000000000D 03 0.8337B919068921950 01 0.57093196787219750-01 0.5200000000000000D OJ 0.7_08J_6261118919D 01
-0,16207105522691300-02 0,913152002993¢9200 OJ -0o99255907865789820 02 -0,13C73809333_56970-02 0,85_9B925_9168630 03 -0,_7J08125169625270 02
0,68308211290285120 00 0,0 0,0 0,25509670_95_2000 01 0,0 0,0
0o229899999999998JD 02 0,399907?58375BJ830 0_ -0,13821USB015813790 00 0,29189999999999790 02 0,390902_5701_060_D 0_ -0,129227331_5610820 00
0.85653956609603_10o0_ 0,251_27293_60189U 03 0.23160212679_276|D-02 0.1_58_838757016_30*01 0.2608199_327998290 0J 0.211_9712219921000-02
0o586950867972;9160-0| 0,5200000000000000D 03 0,826793013J9189980 01 0,56915329572B93780*01 0,52000000000000000 03 0,732333003_779675_ 01
-0,1613_G18279029090-02 0,90823009100960970 0J -0,991796987957_015D 02 -0.12E33286638798690*02 0,8502719_967756650 03 -0,_70_59_q976323210 02
0,89106390623716_00 00 0,0 0,0 0,27025059393227190 01 0o0 0o0
0,2J08999999999983o 02 0,3999073168239583D 0q -0,13733_9702293_030 00 0,2928999999999970_ 02 0,3999020151_358930 0_ -0,1227959821330672D 00
0.9105633721_56_060-02 0.2522658872501336D 03 Oo2316355929J89J_SD*02 0.1509099655_986510-01 0.261592_822_151970 03 0,2J2029112936_3950-02
0.SB53_I93816703RBD*_I 0.520QOGO0000000000 03 0.8195b02_7006715D 01 0.5679287_016_39750-01 0.5200000000000000_ 03 O.721727Bgq33q5690D 01
-0,1603999229890951D-02 0,903316589_6001390 03 -0,_9087703295810100 02 -0,119_9909871139150-02 0.8955806692J889500 03 -0,_6?67653168978090 02
0.59870922967500670 O0 0.0 0.0 0.28531713171_6085D 01 0.0 0,0





0.15q9026_215001010-01 0.262261865_G_!1SID 03 0.232060012q8058050-02 0.20351316St5507ETD-01 0o2701B57230_20217D O] 0.232_2391921215510-02
0.56676q5011_312150*01 0.52000000000000000 03 0.7150210702863819D 01 O,_5827780150_8q00-01 0,5200000000000000D 03 0.60363858191301060 01
-0.113267_1153627790-02 O.6_OglSq197q782100 03 -O.qE_Tq8_0895961680 02 -0.209519771913587_D*03 0.76773128331089_3D 03 -O.q1828q?815391932D 02
0.30029166868177919 01 0.0 0.0 0.4711138525253809D 01 0.0 0.0
0.2_89999999099790 02 0,399901131q535583D O_ -0.1196_elS81256212D O0 0.256U0999099009770 02 0,3098058327_5831D O_ *0.075638_353g_6_100-01
0.1503266680_3561D*01 0,262072_03q6218230 O] 0.232092510532750JD-02 0.207127;305268182D-01 0.2?078_q769675_31D 03 0.232_5232351757000-02
0.S6566qSUT_08S7229-01 0.S200000000000000D 03 0.70621788620370580 0| 0.55800397_01682610-01 0.S2000000000000O0D 03 O.59385823q82_862SD 01
*Q.1066773769388193D-02 0.8362861986165q06D 03 -0.q61671020770276_D 02 *0.2q032377586061600*03 0,78357221qqm385650 03 -0._135067302qq206_D 02
0.31516947020086129 01 0.0 0.0 0._84_707572_590519 Ol 0,0 0.0
0.2_58999999999980D 02 0.3999006896qq69760 O_ -0.11e03305666?76520 00 0.25?80999999999770 02 0.3998953915791873D O_ -O,95q7q81qg9_375_OD*01
U.1636822302271037D-01 0.26367_269306_700D 03 0.23212389685215750-02 0,2106752072q018_2D-01 0o271373_1785_59q20 03 0.232q8039957332990-02
0o56tb320776959628_-01 0o_2000000000000000 03 0.6973_0281366_809 0_ 0.5577765_010856970-01 0.52000000000000000 03 0.5B_0129160024_090 O!
*0.99777_036383207_D-03 0.831685q7358768030 03 -O.q_St453525382_579 02 -0.2068_863108233520*03 0.779_6159135201239 03 -0._0859588660905730 02
0,3299_58795896207D 01 0.0 0.0 0._9767159_10356250 01 0,0 0.0
0.2_689999099999790 02 O.3999002_78E672qRD 0_ -0.11637_7_106757660 00 0.25UU99990999997_9 02 0o39989_950_8892929 0_ -0.03350600030261000-01
0.167969528_b06700D-01 0.26_3670990_9_7570 03 0.232155061290_1q2D*02 0.21_1566132_33202D-01 0,271952q819628583D 03 0.23250813827050590*02
0.56366088320185q60*01 0.52000000000000009 03 0.68_$25_7969051290 01 0.557587359932258qD-01 0.52000000000000009 03 0.57_10508637822100 01
*O.9262qSq88_9713500-03 0.827117782262622?D 03 -0,q55072_5680830759 02 -O.173137U377189q12P*03 0.775q0073_082_5190 03 -0._03553_33177 80760 02
0.3_6161900337_D 01 0.0 0.0 0o51071198_9_960090 01 0.0 0.0
0.2_789999999990799 02 0.39980980612_6720 _q -0.11_67389300832300 00 0.2S989999999999779 02 0,39989_509q7617700 0_ -0.01191903601012700-01
0.17218875376291950-01 0.26_05089086000870 03 0,2321USg937gq88510*02 0.21757175767530170-01 0,272521b0800680869 03 0o2325355306076257D-02
0.56278021256267000-01 0.52000000000000000 03 0,679_q29890750213D 01 0.557_270_57U89380D-01 0,52000000000000000 03 0.56_13719_6q533970 01
-0.8528_20_63809075D*03 O.82258q53103q65q?D 03 -0._51553q02681190JD 02 *0.1_9201_2828352520-03 0.7713909_66385_580 03 *0.3903821961116782D 02
0.35917578271_q1110 01 0.0 0.0 _.52358259985056010 01 0.0 0.0
0.24889999993099790 02 0.309899J6_225_260 04 -0.11Z9JII9_27756009 00 0.2606_g09999990769 02 O.39989qO685q310300 Oq -0.8899038_977556001y-01
O;1763t0093q92638_D-01 0.26572555580822g00 03 0.23221668_33093560-02 0.22092105183703730-01 0.2730807371q3_5090 03 0.2325625£76937q390-02
0.56196_58059687150-01 0.52000000000000000 03 0.67007250616500830 01 0.5572B53770898_710*01 0,52000000000000000 03 0.55_11167650822110 01
"-0.77829659026_77330-03 0o8|808719762350050 03 -O._q78893257_296q_D 02 -0._36003002J2003250-03 0.767_335165_6J_2_D 03 o0.3930826_45632U4_0 02
0.373£199901_750799 01 0.0 0.0 0.53629_19732_5q590 01 0,0 0.0
0.2_989999999999780 02 0.30989892276536000 0_ -0.1111_731681000250 00 0.26189999999999760 02 0,3998936276916860D 0_ -0.86773700_388500-01 -
0.1B0_2J729362668_D-01 0.26639100750092_29 03 0.2322_712297522_8D-0_ O.22q20_g81963869_O-01 0.27362981295615790 _3 0.2325892_0751_0770o02
0.56122373205q_6960-01 0.5200000000000000D 03 O.660BI6_O7615_118D 01 0.55715115818602360-01 0,52000000000000000 03 0.5_0309q8123620_0 01
-0.703q1533919276570*03 0.81362722_611399_9 03 -O._qtO81q0285695600 02 -O.13qq_698qg9568750-03 0.76352071_q3236670 03 *0.38765688882290220 02
0.3879_20q7229_350 01 0.0 0.0 0.5_882780073696379 01 0.0 0.0
0.250U9909999999790 02 0.399898_8115711999 Oq -0.1093220_278312q80 00 0.262U999999999976D 02 0.39989318692371370 O_ -O*8q515502_31629300-01
0.18_398373872736D*01 O.2670q716210705qgD 03 0.23227729987397680*02 0.227_2378q08552920-01 0.27q168781_3622730 03 0.2326155_111993720-02
0.560557571587_q57D-01 0.52000000000000000 03 0.651q787593637_50 01 0.55701232375q67200*01 0,52000000000000000 03 0.533807;0858_32;50 01
-0.62907103805631130-03 0.8092060_q98151569 03 -0._013085695002590 02 -0.1_53662U39_257900*03 0.25968079362_79_9D 03 -0.382106677U9_85870 02
0._021_382358327090 01 0.0 0°0 0.56118q605_2766009 01 0.0 0.0
_.25189909999999780 02 0.39989803960181q6D Oq *0.1074587_q5970980D O0 0.26389999999999760 02 0,3998927_62_078t89 O_ -0.02225_q1135822601_01
0.1883885873596q610*01 0.26769393835357630 OJ 0.2323072052552_339*02 O.23057767q2638q180-01 0°27_6_750096q7286D 03 0.2326_1q6025730170*02
0.55996510110613350-01 0.52000000000000000 03 O.&_O60612_O2q5780 01 0.$56B5601625721310-01 0.52000000000000000 03 0.523713_q171_01580 01
-0.55619500_81082510-03 0.80_82507865821719 03 -0.q3603895681600990 02 -O.169610516q0718890-03 0,75588798977299870 03 -O.376q3379865q02900 02
0._1621428999186640 01 0.0 0.0 0.573360U30512_772_ 01 0.0 0.0
0.25289999999999770 02 0.39989759810322900 Oq *0.10555539501870170 00 0.26_89999999999769 02 0.3998923056;;31170 Oq -0.7990_16_616903800*01
0.1922701_25011609_*01 0.26833125751153770 03 0.232336829q3215_89*02 0.2336668632767639u-01 0.275216102300336_D 03 0.2326669897q_07000-02
0.559_36561989660-01 0.5200000000000000_ 03 0o632565_0390529330 01 0.55666867_81809470-01 0,52000000000000000 03 0.513_8141637060500 01
-0._857681q87025708D-03 0.800q857326q9602_O 03 -0._31807_168b078920 02 -0.20753q97386997090-03 0.7521525_0_681906D 03 -0.3706_007570595070 02
0._3015103538865100 01 0,0 0.0 0.5853527302789950D 01 0.0 0.0
0.25389999099999780 02 0.39989715666q9_18D Oq -0.1036135652088556D O0 0o265B9999999999750 02 0.39989186513552320 0_ *0.7755231886_q_000-01
0.19608q6501085226D*01 0.2689590_3382_6630 03 0.23236616280015860-02 O.23669155qO_27q8_D-01 0,27572_53856286700 03 0.23269212128q92390*02
0.558992q0057611270-01 0.52000000000000000 03 0.02299_5786157179 01 0.556_3013qb9582979-01 0.52000000000000000 03 0.5032036U66930_70 01
*O._188109q?300ql_80o03 0.796189_0059252130 03 -0._27_3639691q82880 02 -0.259990_830_083060-03 0,7_8_7558_86965990 03 -0.36_7273707q090190 02
O.q_39_g5396q_q300 01 0.0 0.0 0.50715662_326q3310 01 0,0 0.0
0.25_8999909999978D 02 0.39989671529032610 Oq -0.10163302q801_3590 O0 0.26689999999999750 02 O,399891q2t?15;6730 O_ -0.751705_7882q72700-01
O.1998322862_qgqoD--01 0.26957722228503600 03 0.2323951958702qq70-02 0. 2396519_0081698_-01 0,27622250521897670 03 0.2327168_671221_80*02
0o558005237610_1_70-01 0.52000000000000000 03 O.613351qS_612q2260 01 0.5561_37363006J6qD*01 0.520_0000_00000000 03 0.q928825922801063D 01
*0.356372606_1_10300-03 0.791937_622098B230 03 -0._229285018702251D 02 -0.32731_310050620_0o03 O.7_q85U36333656950 03 -0.35869758201532590 02
0._5760530_13339020 01 0.0 0.0 0.6087688813616126D 01 0.0 0.0
0.25589099090999760 02 0o30989627398255110 O_ -0.096171q1977050500-01 0.26789999999990750 02 0,39989098_38501380 Oq -0o72759_93773301200-01
0.2q25q820977$3539D-01 0.27671029006?B050D 03 0.2327q11579882066D*02 0.272JSB3790283123D-01 C.2817038502033677D 03 0.232997852271_595D-02
0.SS5776qq325qll_D-01 0.5200000000000000D 03 0.q82520_S8519qS2D 01 0.Sq011qlb71279220D-01 0.5200000000000000D 03 0.3558010010_&7117D 01
-O,_098222907909921D*03 0,7_130201706_8201D 03 -0,3525526q38307785D 02 -0o2516709051_985_BD-02 0,7037691336959868D 03 -0,270582_879350029D 02
0,620185925100615$D 01 0,0 0,0 0,7_07q23186015095D 01 0,0 0,0
0,2688999999999975D 02 0,399890Sq_l_lSS?SD 0q -0.7031979682177950D-01 0,2808999999999972D 02 0,Jgg88526033qS325D 0_ *O,390_02qq20792805D-01
O.2q53805382322857D-01 0.27718761322685099 03 0.232765Cq72077616D-02 0.27_43q2_22113327D-01 0.28209_3078698689D 03 0.233016111862_970D-02
0,55531896_363&q52D-01 0.5200000000000000D 03 0,q721195967920631D 01 0,537_739998591557D*01 0,5200000000000000D 03 0,3qSl117079SS3535D 01
-0.5077021513816958D-03 0.737807687729q25qD 03 -0.3_62gqS_S9669908D 02 -0.226_73q59078079qD*02 0.701100_899q087_JD 03 o0.26313196106325_0D 02
0.631q0_2346933637D 01 0.0 0.0 0.7q93_3_658332_53D 01 0.0 0.0
0,2698999999ggg973D 02 0,399890103995521qD Om -0,6785209557995270Do01 0.2818999999999972D 02 0,39988_8292579039D 0q -0,3628578162218_qSD*O!
_,2_B1q90953000782D*01 0,277bS_5171180953D 03 0,2J278B$066009087Do02 0,276q_?9351553_08Do01 0,282_3_07033q1202D 03 0,233033859B0885_8D-02
O,55_T5589529_8525D-01 0.520D000000000000D 03 0,_6168230_7191166D 01 0.53_b827123236206D-01 0.5_00000000000000D 03 0,33qql17Sb0707009D 01
-0,621008q111967502D-03 0,73_376497132q960D 03 -0,3399252331q12111D 02 -0,301871_990_12121D-02 0,6985067765qS5203D 03 -0,2555968137ug77_1D 02
0.6q2q203_8700929D 01 0.0 0.0 0.25766598392E1789D 01 0.0 0.0
0,270899999999997qD 02 0,3998896639373598D 0_ -0,6535702695192610D-0! 0,2828999999999972D 02 0,39988_39026qB302D 0q -0,33511q9213051231D-01
0,25085_0_15229521D-01 0.278110966qs_3579D 03 0,232811528535J7_6D-02 0.2783996_03920371D-01 0,282763128807_651D 03 0,2330510903120683D--02
0,55_0718333313200D*01 0,5200000000000000D 03 0._51210866396_032D 01 0,531q3506277229q0D*01 0.520000C000000000D 03 O,32370_0801q82937D 01
-0,7_96586601767288D-03 0,7310095_68566529D 03 -0.333_b_0_q229_BOD 02 -0,32772151796_6687D-02 0,69598_827739599BD 03 -0,2_79794q_97_2782D 02
0,6532308510_68838D 01 0,0 0.0 0,765767_085121681D 01 0,0 0,0
0,271899999999997qD 02 0,3998892239705615D O_ -0,6283522627877820D-01 0,283_999999399971o 02 0,3998839513538033D 0_ -0,3071799509020227D-01
0,253q95528960_355D*01 0,278556928225B870D 03 0,23283_1055190728D-02 0.2_0289_628712519D-01 0,283081_766260668D 03 0.2330677977399802D*02
0oS532515355709791D-01 0,5200000000000D00D 03 0,q_0702552622qq3_D 01 0,52B027268bq33166D-01 0.5200000000000000D 03 0,31299079862919710 01
-0,893_31q628872EqD-03 0,72770791792_6511D 03 -0.326861312622903qD 02 -0,353875q301993_SqD-02 0,6935q7q536q60666D 03 -0,2q02822769353201D 02
O,663832_085_27158D 01 0,0 0.0 0,773625qq13Be2567D 01 0.0 0,0
0,272899999999997_D 02 0,39988878_095153_D 0q *0,60287327_23370qqD-01 0,2Bq8999999999971D 02 0,3998835125231997D 0_ -0,2790590872515039D-01
0;256_737012019932Do01 0.27899237168717370 03 0.2328562302025523D-02 0.28211752973158q2D-01 0.2_33891092381821D 03 0,233083976628_676D-02
0,5522800;83295026D°01 0,52000000_G000000D 03 0,t3017;6211209091D 01 0,52_3570_9196616Do01 0,52000000000000000 03 0,30227_0170_00050D 01
-0,1051965875756202Do02 0,72qq72670_b_B626D 03 -0.320 1708637036555D 02 -0.380182065206_23_D-02 0.691183_q00_95_02D 03 -O,2325077551131q70D 02
O,67q221732612q607D 01 0,0 0,0 0,7812377853838854D 01 0,0 0,0
0.273899999999997qD 02 0.3998883q_3110037D 0_ -0.5771396285_90712Z)--01 EID
0,2585886933928939D-01 0.279_172683_39855D 03 0.2328778_5381_0_1D-02
0.S511q28q92032530D-01 0.5200000000000000D 03 0._1961;3167567535_ 01
-0.122q76261336_lllDo02 0.72130;8_33828762D 03 -0.3133775961559087D 02
0.68_39560323_3201D 01 0.0 0.0
0,27_8999999999973D 02 0,39988790q61782590 0_ -0,5511576373310817D-01
0,2610;0632305162qD-01 0,2798315919;06133D 03 0,23289909399862q_D*02
0,5_98259791385727D*01 0,5200000000000000D 03 0,q09028871?_S8565D 01
-0.1_1110686835q368Do02 0,718205_5_C39q303D 03 -O.306_83_803q06990D 02
0.69_3508656273533D 01 0.0 0.0
0,2758999999999972D 02 0,399BBT_650151821D 0_ -0,52q9335999186237D*01
0,263q296362999B73D-01 0,280235318_732_0D 03 0,2329198191q6929BD-02
0.5_83161058609111D-01 0,5200000000000000D 03 0,398_20505_579285D 01
-0,1610_72766957519D-02 0,7151754979350_2D 03 -0,299_913178q73031D 02
0.70_08q_29018393_D O_ 0.0 0.0
0.27689999999999730 02 0.399887G25502qB68D 0_ -0.qgB_7380_2223561D*01
0.2657558157567122D-01 0.28062B_260q80136D 03 G.2329_O_6qU710310D-02
0,5_66010q20_65761D-01 0.5200000000000000D 03 0,387791_26612_713D 01
*0.1821729_19622_7D-02 0.7122159qB_00Bb20D 03 -0.292_027q083q6106D 02
0.713593272_128108D 01 0.0 0.0
0.2778999999999972D 02 0,39988658607901088 0_ -0,_7178_5275_71570D.-01
0,268019271BI71q61D*01 0,2810108951280505D 03 0,2329598221698551D-02
0,E;q66907]67|;725Do01 0,5200000000000000D 03 0,3771q3829_b?6001D 01
-0.20q39_BS0_158087D-02 0.7093272562966200D 03 -0.2852202113112026D 02
0.72287q_633695_D DI 0.0 0.0
O.2788999999999973D 02 0.3998861_67_38851D 0q -0.qq_872037q058053D-01
0.270220101q71239_D-01 0.281382708262307_D 03 O.2329790869987198Do02
0,5_25098620qq5592D*01 C.5200000000000000D 03 0,366_79BB0015qB_D 01
-0.2276013297_bSbD-02 O.706511Bq97155335D 03 -0.2779_6020q63209BD 02
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"11."'h) III 1.1.]•• 0 OJ 1.~91'1I60 02 1.1olJOC,o-o,ll 1.0.:!t710-01 o.d]VIIl.>-(l1 b.I.J"OO-02 J.99"'b70 OJ I.SI7e'l) OJ
1.I"~lolU :u 1.1.50") .U I.II001J3 01 fi."'09."1)~02 1.0777&0-,)1 6.7,.... ~,lJ-JI !Io.lol85.,)-02 J .....9500 03 I.Slfl7'tti 05
1.1]....110
"
t.I'io..... OJ 1 ...oll7."
"
'1.511170-01 hOtl'>lfl7U-01 100.7;)'9001['-01 !i.,)".5.00001 J.9'119!>c:0 0] 1.!Io19••0 OS
1 •••• 10111.:1 01 1.19110...1>03 1.011 5 .. 70 .. 9.10",1.JD-O.l hUt>20]0- ... 1 6.0'llOJ50-01 5.0.139,)-02 J.90"'!'M>0 OJ 1.5211." os
1.1:..';0) 01 1.1'9!20 01) 1.001l3JLI 01 l.fIo9.o.0-J;I 1.050.2'0-.11 IJ ..... I ... ('-loll b.0091170-LJ2 J.99<t5S0 OJ h512JIO OS
I.I .......U 01 1.100....0.3 1.61132002 '.277C~0-0" l.n...510-01 6. ,'II211"'0~01 •• 911!io70-02 l.9095~0 03 t.!Io2J6110 os
1.11.. .1"; 01 ,,2021"LI OJ 1.01 •••3 02 7.8SJ70tJ-lolI I.OJ5115J-,)1 e.:5 ... 7)0-01 •• 9.0et>0-01 ;h9'9?~50 OJ t.52&OlO OS
"Ie.""'" .. I l.ll0Jl410 03 1.t>171'00
"
,..2.9U.... 02 "OJI2S0-01 ",••q"",,,,o-loll ••• 1.. 9Jo-OI J.99"'~.O 01 1.5Ze.00 os
hl".UIlU 011 1.01'0.11110 OJ 1.,,21,)'110 02 1,..9911(,0-02 1.02J7I0-OI c.••••'!.71'1-01 •• 1111717,)-02 3.9995'0 OJ 1.521'.J.> OS
,,2'.14.1101,) 01 1.10'610 03 l.to2.t.20 02 •• ~:i2611[)-U';; h01614U-,,)I e. .... , .. I Cl-O I •• 6~9J&0-02 J."'99SJD OJ 1.:!tI'aJIO os
"'1.\1\;10 01 ,,'061'1tl OJ 1.62"'10 07 0.10"'.10-0;- h.Otlll.[)-OI 6.J~6010-01 •• 831670-02 3.999530 OJ 1.530.JO OS
1.21."1ol:> .. h10761 .. OJ 1.6.11(11,) 01 S.fIo,,] ~1.'1)-Oo2 1.00151,)-". &.J0999"-01 •• '0.1'10-02 J.9"'9510
"
1.&32'00 OS
h2"."ul) 01 1.108S6C .. holfloOlO .. :a.21 ... t1"')_')~ ....... 2J9U-ol2 6.2".'100-\11 •• 17•• 00-01 J."9'1510 OJ "SJ.OIO 05
1."•• uUII 01 1.20"JIO u.s 1.t>.0090 01 •• 7:.,,,CI0-002 \.fl1'0.2O-02 6.211'i.,..01 •• 75Z78,J-OI J.9"'9520 OJ "5]567,) os
1.1&.OtJO Ol I.ZIOIIO 03 1 .....2"'"
"
•• !02.~"'-02 ... 7"''''391J- .... 6.17 ...,.0-UI •• 721'0.0-01 3.99.510 .. hS37180 0'
"'t..",OD 01 ..210790 03 •• e.llt> ..O 02 J.II~JJt;o-OI "'.7"1120-012 lo.12""':'<'1-UI •• 7t)3~5(1-02 J.0.... 51D OJ 1.!IIJ.I2U os
..a,. ..o.. 01 h211)9D II.! 1.t>!oJII.> 0" J.J~2C.o-,)2 9.6SII"t :)-02 t>.O,,~"'.:>-ol ..... '9,1110-01 3.9<t9SI0 a) 1.5.0.10 O~
1 ..... 01 ..001 1.<111.10 oil 1.6",11"0 .. 2."ll'fIIt'0-02 ".5'~1I5O-02 •• II.or."'f'I-01 •••~1,1?0-02 3 .......... :1000 03 1.&.27... OS
,,29.\100 01 1.,112350 OJ l.lo(,;;:.90 <12 2 ••5"211)-0.1: 'O.S21 ••,)-01 5.", .. 9.lo,)-01 •• 6].19:>-0.1 3.0·'''~'',} olJ "S....O., O~
t.Jol.Il,JO 01 .. ,12720 03 "1Io..7JI.J 02 1.9I1ttJ70-02 ....bJ.. 'O-,)1 S.9S..Bdtl-ul •• e.t21.D-OI J.9<t'll.90 .. 1.:;,.6510 9$
..3141ol'0 01 "2130'003 "."1.1002 h!i211.90-0Z •• .Jeflol'O_OI lj.91.7~0-01 •• J901l.n-1I2 3.99.... 0 03 1 ...... 8 ...U Ot
h~...... O,) 01 h213230
"
1.671!117" 02 1.,):..50!a-01 9.3.l0700_,)1I! 15 ••")1"l1-01 "'.509980-112 J.","",."o OJ hS!ioIl'40 os
t • .J)"UOO 01 "21l310 03 ,,~1121160 02 5.17177ro-03 \.2:1SII0-02 Ih.JI.7P-01 ••S."'''J....02 J.V99.ao OJ 1.!IISI.60 05
h3•• 1I0e. 01 1.2.).JO 03 ......290 01 1.1.91"....... .1 ... 190SII0- ..2 :O.1''iIIJ:O-01 •• 15;t91110-01 ~."''''9•• '' OJ I.S~.~IO os
1.3."Cl ..1ol
"
•• 2J.J .. .JD 0.1 1.6"'11101) iii" -I •• J."UU-OI.) 9.lt....o-~. 1>.77u ...~r>~OI ....20/1.0-". .J•••9 ....D OJ ..~!o.s_ O~
hJD'l'O"O 01 "21331'0 0.1 1 •• 9 ...c..0 02 -1.791l2toD-OJ ~.09.,II00-1:I2 S.1'30'010-01 '.SOIOlu-OI J."''''9'''0 I:IJ 1.~!t7.,flotl as
1.;)(,,'1100001 1.113130 03 1.1.J,2••0 01 -1.0.51"O~"1 9 ••)3199,)-02 6o.6"'IJ20-01 ' ••81.00-,)2 3.9.".70 OJ hSS9MOO os
h37~0"0 01 1.113011.1 03 1.1'011)211 02 -1.1l0'll .. Ol_02 •••6'1""0-0' fl;."~12JI"'"1 ........ I7D-O' J.9"'''''60 OJ h:5lo1970 0"
701
702
h3""'0",1l ., h.I2"20 U 1.".3.0 .. -h'7"II)l>-Oi! •• ~oMt.o-.a ' •• I~Oo-OI ••••f\~901-02 3.~9'•• 0 OJ 1 ••661.0 ..
h3"'hh;'U ., h'IZ.s.0 u I.U".IQ .. -2•• JZ920-0;t •••••0.0-0.1 6.'75••0-0' •••293~O.z 3.~99••o OJ 1..... 380 ..
1."uuu,U: .. 1.:tIl.lIO ., 1.71.. ,lJU .. -1.'~lolU-O';: e.1""2~0-0.l 0.S;'7000-01 ••• 12S~D-"2 3.9".50 U 1.56••]0 OS
I •• I"""U,) .. 1.2113.... .. 1.7,J,)I!oO .. _.I.3.7..00_,J.1 e.72923IJ-02 '.!loUO.")-OI •• 3'.170-02 3."'.SO OJ 1.570900 ..
1 .... ·J ... lla .. 1e.zIO'''O .. 1.13••70 01 -JeOOI~:OIJ-U:O 0.67097'>-01 1..... J910-01 4.380200-0. ]."9••0 03 1.,7JIOD ..
I •• ,J·H.JO .. ".10021l OJ 1.,..31,;' .. - •• I:"19>-IIZ lJ.tIJ.to)-OI S••.z7.7O-,J1 •• 30••30-0.1 J.99'•• 0 OJ 1.575'510 ..
, •••"'';00 ., h20.:JO .. I. ':.3Jou .. - .........70-01 0.tib..7Io-~1 ti.391910-01 ..3."'••o-lt2 3.'9'••0 OJ .. S770SO ..
I •• I:..,U"O .. l.zelllI7t: ., 1.7S.'.0 .. -~.I ... 710-0.l •• &"'0700-0.1 S.3",,,010-01 •• JJ.(>.,\O-O<l 3 ••99.30 OJ I.SOOIOO ..
•• u ....",1.J .. .. Z07.10) OJ 1.7••••" 'Z -!t.511"Ot~-,,).l 1 ••••••0-012 S.J21"1.I-01 ... 3201"0-0.1 J."'lI.30 OJ hOll.zS70 ..
... 7.. JOll .. _.;tOe.oD OJ 1.".0.... 02 - •• 010.'('-002 •• 3~091U-II' ih2,,7.IP-01 ••3116090-02 3.9.9.2003 1.511••S0 ..
1e.II'"IOO .. '.20b""O ., 1.'1I11•• .. _....:.27113_0.1 ..:n7l2)-"Z S..::.3bJl>-l)1 •• I'lIZ.J.i)-Ool 3.''lI'''.10 OJ I.S0731&IJ ..
I ..... JOU .. "'O.llIlJ ., 1.7,dS9) ., -0.'1I07l0-0.l. 1I.'Il.o~o-ao! ~.'l"'O~,"'OI •• 1711'llJO·OZ J."''lI9.'0 DO leSII.76O ..
1.1'0·'UOI) .. "2111"30 ., 1.7911003u OZ ~7 • .J0.et"·Ol 1Io• .IJI710·01 '.1.'0.')-01 •• .ztoS".D_OZ ,J .... 'lI'lI.10 DO "S'II.,o 05
"SI",ll).) ., "Zol,,80
"
1.1I03S-.o .. _7.72.110&.0_01. 8.1'Q"9"'-,)1 1.1110•• '1)-01 •• I!!lJ"'700-01 3."''lI.10 DO 1.1'.,.0 ..
1.1102... ,,)1) .. I.IOOO~U DO 1.&11230 01.e.13c'90-1)1 •• 12'1.0-0.1 '.12'3'0-01 •• Z.O.OI)-OJ: 3."".00 DO ••S'7020 OS
"',J~"o.J .. 1.1 ....'." .. l.al.'lII') .Z - •• ' •• 1'11.... 02 ,.078ofa,>-a2 I.II... 01'.a-01 ••2'I••a-02 ].''lI'.ao DO 1.~'lI'.so ..
I.~.~,JOO .. .. 1.......0 .. 1 ...Z.. 1l3IJ Oil _1I••• .,..5n_J2 _.001•••0-0' ,.05.1120-01 •• lloS7D-01 31.'lI".OO DO ....Ol.eo .0
,,~:'''3QIJ 01 Ie 19~'70 DO I.IIJ.77i) .Z -'lI.3.5C03D-O!O! ... ~.01lo....-"2 1."'ce7~O-.1 •• 20.'1l0·02 3.''lI'3.o .~ 1.60.310 ..
"S6""0~ .. I.U3!2,)
"
I.I"ZKIO oz _'.'3"ot,0·,JI 1.'32~''''-3.z ••'911_'0-0-01 •• 1'3670-01 3."'J'lI0 DO ".06750 ..
1.1SI7........&01 ..
.. I'" IL"'O DO I • f1"'JII!I~1 O? -1.0I'3'f1)·01 "'.IlSlIl\l-IIZ •• '1108000-01 •• 11116:10-02 ~."'3'0 DO 1.60.170 GISI
I.IIK'HIG.) ., 1.1",,70'" .. 1.1I;"17J .. -1.O~O.ItO-OI 7 ••31l... .>-J, _.9J'QIo-OI •• 17I'6a-01 3."'3110 DO ".115'1,1 ..
'.59"'1100 ., 1.1"1'1.1,1 .. 1.1'101."(1 oJI· .. ".7 ........ "1 h79U'D-O,z •• '09'10-0' •• I.U.o-OI h'f"350 DO ".UOll;) ..





-1.16",,1.)&01-01 hl"'IJ.0-1)2 ....!ansa-Ol •• 11101060-.2 3.''lI'3'0 .. h61.lIlo ..
1.c.iI"'OUu ., 1.IIIIJLl) .. "fl~2VI0 oz -"1'i~)'''''31 1.L!loIUZO-0. •••253111>-01 ..13I115n-0• 3.''lI'360 0.1 ".211'l10 OS
1 ••.J'lI'';.,) .. 1.17'Ut.1I .. .....111110.,) .. -1.13l11.U-,,)1 7.L"~S')-,U _.'915000-01 •• IZI6.0-1I' 31."'~.0 DO ...2J560 ..
l.o."'rJ';" .. 1.1'.... 0 DO 1.'111 J1UO ,,, -1.It.S37I,.. .. 1 1'.""'0"'0' •• 771030-01 •• IUJ~o-O.z ] ••99350 DO I ••as.to ..
l.lttl"O"," .. hI7.2.0 .. 1.~''''0.i) oz -le29IJfl'0-1I1 1.;i31113o)-QI ....... 7D-01 •• IOJ'''IJ-OI 3."'3S0 DO 1.6••••.,) ..




-hHlnO-1I1 1 ••101l6,1I-,U •• rU310-01 ••119.330_02 31•••9350 U ...JOS70 ..
1 •• 7"'J",<:I .. 1.lc.9Ul) U 1.")c.lfIO oz _1.31b)1I1.)-0)1 1'••• 78l11J-OZ _.o'll.lS.D-OI •• 01l5"JI,I-O~ 31."'3.0 DO 1.03'870 ..
1.C.Il"""'U O. hl_.S'" ., Ie"ll.ttl .. ) .. -1.3"'5311')-JI 7••J'05,)-J2 •• Ib(,'16u-rJl •• 0)77130-02 3.''lI'lI3.0 0' 1.0)'150 ..
l.eo9'1I1 ...C .. h 1t:3110
"
I. 'II ~.III<J 01 _1 ••ZlbL.O-OOI 1.J... ltO.[)-OI •••• '110-01 ••01b,1l30-0l' 3 ••9'3JO DO 1••31.00 ..
h70... U"oJ .. .. 1.OIl"C
"





.... 1)0..1,) OZ -1.,.S3..o-JI 7.Z .. ",70tJ-II.l •• It·1331U-OI •• OS,z1'o-0. 1.''lI'lI330 DO 1••• 1"40 O'
1."·'0t,l0 .. I.U~O!loO DO 1 ...."'lJ\) .Z _,.SIJ .. 30_01 1'.'b,4',)-II.z •• :J.. 'lI'.Cl-01 •• 0.':5Q~n-02 3.'''',)ZO 113 h •••OIO ..
1.1""00" ., .. 1'103IJ ., 1 .... "'15.. ' .. -1.'.17ttrill '-2H.7J.:I-J' •• :J.:lI..1o-II1 •• 031'11"-0' 3.99'J20 DO 1••••1.0 ..
l.l.9UUO ., 1.1.11"'.1,) 0.' I.Uoulllo) O~ _1.:lIO"Il"D-UI 1.17'110",)-"2 •• S,,,,,,.o-Ol ••03UO.r>-OZ 3 ••99110 DO I ....s'eo ..
l.l!tIl"'(,O ., 1.I.SlI10
"
2.010120 oz _hS'lI!l27l>-01 1.I.JO.1.)_lIl •• :1101)010-0, •••U21.D-00I 3.'lI9'JIO ., h(,,5,J)7,,) O'
1. Jt'Oluvc.. .. ""111&"
"
2.1119.. .10 oz -1.01';'''10-01 7.10751')-02 ••• 776IlOooOI ••0IbIl0D-00l 31.9'l193Jo U 1.6S2'20) ..
1.77"''''110
"
1.131l"LO ., 2.U29""0 .Z - ....':51110-01 7.071600·0.l ••• :)560D-01 _."Oft'on-D2 ,)."'.93,)0 ., 1.1b':5.",) ..
I.Io"UW .. 1.13S'llOJ ., 2.0.1I1S";) .. -1._..........0-01 7.03a21&ol-';'2 ......31f1l1>-01 •• 001ISU-02 3.''lI'lI300 DO 1••116.30 ..
1.'..... JiJI'I
"





:.l.l .. 7S .. J .. -h,I .. ,:I'>-"1 t:.9710IU·",1 •• JU.7...-01 3. 'lI1f'" I 1.,)-02 3 ••9'l12.0 ., 1.660),),) ..
•• 111 ... 0 .....
"
hI2:..t,) ., ~.lJ .. 715" oz _:.7]7... D_UI ....311311>-02 •• ]7,,)770-01 3."1I2810-oJ2 3 •• ''lI2110 ., ..... Ieo .0
1 ••"'''0,;1' .. I. UI.~O ., 1.0767.0 ., ·1,1~'1I1)-01 t."".,J.U-J. •• 3 ..11.01>-01 3 ••7..0.U-OI J.9''lI2!1o 0" .....01.> ..
"''ll'I';"", ., I.UIllI ... ,) ., Ot.';"'030i) 'Z _1.f7'l1530_"1 .., •• 7.3]I)-J.:! _ • .13,);,61\-01 3.970.ZO-0l J.99'2"0
"
1.0651'310 ..
1 ....c;J,,)u O' h'I •• ',) ., 1.1196010 OZ -1.7992,)0-)1 t.Il.3I.l0-;J.! •• ,to".o-OI ;I.9t '730-02 3.'lI'lI""70 GO 1.c.075.0 ..
1 .... ' ... 011,1 ., .. lIo.~e
"
•• I",S07,) oz _1.rllll"'>-31 t.'I.z.O.,l-::I2 •• ~cl:!.J<J-JI 3.'lI':>."7lJ-0;l 3.9"92'0 ., ".09310 ..
l.e ..... JII .. ., 1.luotlS.I .. 2. II ~J'J ., _ .. II]t.J1O·Ol •• 7 .. ZI<;>I.)-II<1 ••27ZI.0-01 J.953J.1.I-00I J.9992.o GO 1..70990 ..
1.""''''0<) .. 1.10'''tO ., •• lltlCl)i) oz -h8~,,7LI"1oI1 t.7"•• 70·,,2 •• .,j,.UoO-OI 3.9.''''0-0"' .J.99'l1,00 .. ...71633 .0
1.<1 .... 001,) ., hlt'll90ZJ .. ",.1,.1.0)
"
_1.fl7U...O_01 •• 1231.0-.12 •• 2.1.8"'0-01 .h'.!o!'_""lIa 31.'lI'lI"'ISO ., "'.".210 .0
""'lI .. "'OJ .. I.O .. :>U'O ., :O.I ••• :tO O~ "''''Il''L.Zo-OI .. ........ IICI-U2 •• '11107'1;-"1 3 ••37Iar:a-0. 31 •• 9'l11$C' GO l.e7\i77o ..





1.1)116,.0),) .. 1.1.3<181) ., _,,'ilel.Jo-lIl l.~JI5]IU.'_1I1 •• 181170-01 .I. 92"'lI.n-02 ,.,,,,,..0 ., 1.,,7.7:tu ..
I.~"''''''II:J ., ,,"Il"lC ., ... 11:1..1,) 'Z -h'2'l11J'i"-1I1 t ... 1103,)-02 •• loJ ..Oo-III ".9220&0_'2 3.9"'lI'.0 GO 1 ....01',) ..
I."J')J";' .. 1.""
'
Ii.J GO 1.1'1.1]3,1 ., -1 .... , .. Ju·"1 t.SII.130-". •• 1...980-01 .1.91 72.0-0l ......2,J0 SO 1•• III~.o ..
1.'lI ... ';"'·J ., 1.07'30(1 .. ~. IIJO,:>') 0:1' -"9~~2'l>-"1 hb57t.IlO-J2 •• 1)0:"C'-1oI1 31.'III2:UI)-02 3.99'IJO OJ 1."<lZ"'O ..
h":I"Ool", .. ",,,70111,, .. '::.':11171.) ., -1 ....."Il'O: ...... OI t.SJI .. 7 ..... "l •• IIJ"IO-"'t 3 .... 079....-001 3.9·''lI2Io
"
l.t,!I.16U O'
I.'lI"'''' .... ) ., 1.IoIL:.7uO .. .1..4:1:1' ••') ., _""77"";>_111 lJ.:.ot.O',)_IIZ •• ,J",..~i).01 3.'lI03·10-02 ).9')'):I',z0 ., t."' ..~.OO ..









.' 2.2.1!>0') 0:.' -:>.OJe,':tQ-",1 " ••31.1 ..-02 •• J:.07"0_"1 ].e.o••0-02 3.'lI'lI°210 .. 1."""".0 ..1.oIJ"0,;oI 01 1.0.'..9.:1 . 2 ...~"" II '5.) O. -'.",I.IJ.)- ... I t. •• JIJJZ,)-J2 ...J3S\I&0·01 3.IU.330-0Z 3.9"",)0 .. 1."1l'll1l"'0 O'
J.JI·.J ... ,) .. I 1 ..... '.7U .. 1.~007IJI) J2 _1."I,~(l_ilt L• .JIt.".tltJ·II' •• II2.)IIUO_0' ....11:1' ••0-01 3.999:.000 ., I.t.90l0o ..
1. <:IoI·'U"" 01 I.O:l"... IO .. ...... 7JJ'lIn ., -'.II.lfoIID-OI It'.J.. U,Jl)-oIl ... JOo.o!II=-_OI 3.11753'0_0' 3.I,/'lI"'1',) ., 1.11'1'16,) ..
I.JI·,e ...'1 ., '."".3.1Il ., ~."'79"7.)
"
·1.;lJ413"-J1 " • .J.J.'JO-J2 3.9<1111:.0-01 .I... 7•••D-0", 3 ....... 190 ., a. .."'" 7150 SO
".'14 ......0 ., 1.001"'7ur. .0 .o!.,H9:,](l ., -2.0J..., ...."-01 t..310.1a-31 ).vI77S"_01 3.870&.71)~U2 .1.'''''11'0 .. l.to'llJ65IJ ..
J.Il .... "".,') ., I.II1~n:>", ., ':.":·.'l00• .J
"
-2.J".)3.J-.JI ".":'l.!>J'l-Jl ,J..... 381l.)_,J' 3.8110.97"-02 31.<I'lI"1t'0 ,. 1... ~."1!I1) ..
l.",,·'olJ() ., 1.1I .."3'~ ., 1.11l .... e·)
"





leJI:.•• .; .. ~ • .11"01" .. ·.l.,),I~.:v-al ... Z~I '>S.,I-JI J .......... II...-OI ~•• :.'lI.O.>-U.l. 3.C>''i1'',) .. l.u'lI~'''''> ..
I. "oI·i,J.JII
"
.. JIO~2') .. ", • .JZ'.o.>
"
_.l.J:.J,,)<I_JI L.2J""II')-,,2 ~."23710-0' .I. "S .. 3.1o- .... ' ...."'1171'1 .. t.o ........., ..
}I.II'·· .. ".]
"
1 .... O.. lbC .. I.n..... c;') ., ·hU~~ .. Z,J-lI t..21,,)""",)-"l .1 .... 111800-01 3."S..:9.(>-32 J.9"I,/I .. n ... 1......7J2~ ..
".111 1<:1<:1.) .. hOoll.J",) ., Z • .1· .. Z".. ;,2-o!.J:.7,<!l· ... "1 t..I ... J47)-.1.! ".0<111131>-01 3 •••"'''.o!''·O' 3 .... ~qltoU .. I.uc."~"i) ..
".Il'.hlll
"
'11.",,"'7"0 ., Z • .J·I~:>"O 02"il.OS700'0-,J1 t.. I 7i1'~,"';''' JuUl-:wJO-Ot 3.II.oJ70-0' .J ...."~I :i0 .. l.t"8)1l0 ..
'::.IZ'.o,,1I ., •.... I't..·' II;! 0: • .1','12.) .. _l.... :>IIU.O_III t • 1 ~, ... to )- 0I,z .1.:1 7.1"Il.:l." I J • .:I.]I'I)-Ol 3.'lI'lI~1"'0 .. l.u.... "'lI" ..
I.I"',]JI) ., \."C.91.U 'Z 2."'.'·\')
"
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CL from Calculated Coefficients of Lift
Funct Ipn
35.030.025.0o 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0
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CL from Calculated Coefficients of Lift
Funct Ion
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.011.012.013.014.015.0
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The sample output reproduced here is intended to show generally the type
of output which wi I I be obtained from the program, including the final data
format and the plotted results. Because only six iterations of the Newton-
Raphson procedure were used in the interests of saving computer time and report
space, the results are not as accurate as those which can be obtained with
additional iterations. As mentioned earlier, with 29 iterations a fit error
of 1.33 x 10- 13 was obtained in .contrast to the present value of 5 x 10-9•
Each additional iteration requires an average of 7 minutes of computer time
on the local computer (IBM 370/165). Approximately 4 minutes is required for
compi lation and linking and 20 minutes for execution of the preliminary
procedures, final data computation, and plotting. A ful I 29 iterations would
therefore require about 227 minutes. The results shown here accomplished
compi Ie, link, and go in 55 minutes. AI I times are approximate because actual
computational time is dependent on the computer workload at the time the job
is processed.
One final note: FDR2 employs the subroutine LLSQAR to solve systems of
equations of the type Ax = b by obtaining the pseudo-inverse of A. This is a
computing center library routine. It was selected from among the avai lable
library routines after some experimentation because it yielded the best results.
The superior results are thought to be due to its use of double length words
(i.e., 32 decimal digits) for the matrix multipl ications and additions, a
feature shared by none of the other library routines. Since the A matrices
found in FDR2 are always somewhat i I I-conditioned, this additional precision
is apparently necessary to obtain reasonable results. In fact, additional
precision beyond 32 decimal digits would be desirable because tests of the
proQuct AA-l or A-1A indicate that the size of the off-diagonal elements may
vary from 10-7 to 10-18 times the size of the diagonal elements. Since the
routines which perform the double word arithmetic in LLSQAR are avai lable
locally only in assembler versions, they are not reproduced here. The reader
desiring to instal I FDR2 at his own installation should substitute some




A NOTE ADDED IN PROOF
It was noted on page 767 that several subroutines of the LLSQAR com-
puter library package were available locally .o~ly in assembler versions.
Since such versions are not readily transferable to other installations,
they were not reproduced for this report. However, during the time the
report was undergoing review at the Langley Research Center, it was
possible to prepare Fortran versions of these routines. Copies are here-
with appended. These routines were written to take advantage of the
newly-installed Fortran H-extended compiler. For this reason the reader
will note the Implicit Real *16 and Q specifications for the number of
digits (35) to be used in calculations. If only 16 digits are available,
the Q should be changed to D, the Implicit statement to Real *8, and Z
in VXPMUL should read Z = 2.0DO ** 27. When the calculations are per-
formed on CDC machines in double precision the exponent in Z should
remain at 55.
The installation of the extended precision compiler also made it
possible to determine the effect of increas~d precision on the trajec-
tory integration and the Newton-Raphson solution. Using the theo-
retical coefficients to compute the trajectqry the various tolerances
obtained were
Double Precision Extended Precision
Altitude .49921 x 10-11 .4368 x 10-11
I
Y .22258 x 10-15 .22071 x 10-15
y .26159 x 10-13 .261417 x 10-13
Weight N/A N/A
Energy N/A .1532055 x 10-9
Angle of attack N/A N/A
When the extended precision trajectory solution was submitted to
the coefficient extraction routine, the fit error with the correct model
Was 6.375 x 10-14 in contrast to 6.41 x 10-14 with the double precision
version. , Note that the fit error obtained using the theoretical trajec-
tory data is about 10-19 ; thus, the use of extended precision yields
but a small improvement in the accuracy of the trajectory integration at
six times the cost. The improvement in the individual values of y(t)
and y(t) was also modest, occurring generally in the fifth or sixth
significant digit. This would indicate that precision is not a problem
(if one carries at least 16 digits); rather the problem appears to lie
in the computational method employed. The largest errors are observed
to occur where y is changing rapidly and has an appreciable value. This
would suggest that the order of the approximating polynomial in the
predictor-corrector should be increased from the current value of 5 to
perhaps 7. The initial Runge-Kutta method should then also be increased
from 4th order to 7th.
A more significant improvement resulting from the use of extended
precision is obtained in the matrix manipulations. As a check, AA- 1
is calculated after the solution for the change in coefficients. In
double precision, the off-diagonal elements may reach 10-4• In extended
precision, they are less than 10-16 • Values of this low magnitude are
necessary before one can confidently accept the calculated changes in
the coefficient values.
Also examined during the period the report was under review was the
adequacy of the power and drag models for representing the actual flight
data. Three changes were found to improve the quantitative fit error
and the qualitative agreement with the power and drag determined by
steady-state methods by a modest amount:
1. A weight bias of +700 was introduced to·account for the weight of
the aircrew and other items.
2. A term, CD (h + vV/g) , was added to the drag representation to
account for the 7 excess power effect on drag due to lift, etc.
3. A factor, (01 - 0.165)/(0 - 0.165), multiplied the power to a
account for altitude changes during maneuvers.
However, a major improvement in both the agreement with steady-state
test results and in the fit error was obtained by applying a small bias
«1°) to both a and e and a small non-linear gain change (0.3% increase
at max. value) to e. The results of these changes are shown in the
attached figures. Note that the qualitative agreement with the drag
and power obtained by Holmes in steady flight is quite good.
Quantitatively, the maximum drag difference is about 4.5% and the power
difference is about 2.5%. The fit error of 3.37 x 10-4 is the lowest
achieved to date. Additional improvements in fit and agreement with
steady-state test results can be expected from further experimentation
with gain and bias corrections to a, e, and W. However, since the
effort has been empirical to the present time, progress has been slow
and expensive.
It was also possible to try a coefficient extraction with the level
flight acceleration data using the same bias values as for the pullup-
pushover. Results showed a fairly large fit error and poor qualitative
agreement with the data of Holmes until the a-gain was made (1 - lal).
Then the fit error became 2.35 x 10~4 and CD matched the valued
obtained from the pullup-pushover quite closely. Unfortunately, the
power was only about 10% greater than that found for the pullup-
pushover (see following figures) whereas it should have been consi-
derably higher, the maneuver having been conducted at 4,000' rather
than the 11,000' altitude of the pullup-pushover.
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h +- = 0g
This experience reinforces the earlier evidence that small
errors in the a and 8 data, and to lesser extend in the V,p, and W
measurements, can influence the extracted results significantly. It
seems evident that these errors must be equalized (so that the data
are then relatively self-consistent) before a trajectory matching
procedure to determine the proper coefficient values can be employed
successfully. It would also seem to be true that the error equali-
zation procedure employed in FDRl does not yet yield the required
degree of self-consistency.
A more extensive discussion of one of the plots is perhaps neces-
sary since the reviewers have raised the question of the significance
of the [-vV/g] curve shown in several of the figures. In a conserva-
tive system, i.e. one in which there is no dissipation of energy by
friction, the sum of the potential energy, h, and the kinetic energy,
V2 /2g, is a constant throughout the flight. The time rate of change
of the total energy is zero:
.
• -V(t)V(t)In a conservative system, then, the plots of h(t) and g would
coincide. Plotting them in this way for a system which dissipates
relatively small amount of energy through friction is an indication
of how self-consistent the velocity and altitude information is
during maneuvers. Note that in figure 39i the kinetic energy "lags"
the potential energy until a drift is applied to 8. Then it "leads."
Normally one would expect that the potential energy would be greater
than the kinetic when thrust exceeds drag a~ in a pushover. Thus, one.
would expect that for a pullup-pushover [-VV/g] should be the same as h
or lead slightly if the data are correct.
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SUBROUTINE VXPMUL (UU, VV)
IMPLICIT REAL*16 (A-H, O-Z)
COMMON/VXP/WM,WL
C
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